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HEARINGS ON THE PROPOSED NONESSENTIAL 
EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION RULES 

On June 15, 1994, the Secretary of che Interior signed che Record 
of Decision directing che U.S. fish and Wildlife Service to imple
ment che proposed action in the Environmental Impact Statement on 
the Reintroduction of Gray Wolves to Yellowstone National Park 
and Central Idaho by developing nonessential experimental popula
tion rules. Proposed nonessential experimental population rules for 
the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas were published in the 
federal register on August 16, 1994 and public comment on chose 
proposed rules will be accepted until October 17, 1994. The rules 
simply describe the management strategy discussed in the Record of 
Decision. Persons that need a copy of the actual proposed rules 
or those persons that wish to submit comments are encouraged 
to do so by contacting GRAY WOLF REINTRODUCTION, 
P.O. BOX 8017, HELENA, MONT ANA, 59601 (406) 449-5202 
or attending and or presenting verbal testimony at any of the six 
hearings. 

Public hearings will be held at the following dates and locations. 

September27, 1994: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Little America 
2800 West Lincoln Way 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 82003 

Boise S tat.e University 
1700 University Drive 
Boise, Idaho 83725 

Colonial Inn 
2301 Colonial Drive 
Helena, Montana 5060 

September 29, 1994: 3:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Doubletree Inn 
215 West South Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101 

Seattle University 
914 East Jefferson 
Seattle, Washington 98122 

Souch Agricultural Building 
Forest Service 
U.S. Dept of Agriculture 
14th and Independence Streets 
Washington, D.C. 

HEARING FORMAT 

Sign-up to testify at the hearings will begin at 2:30 p.m. At 3:00 
p.m. a short slide presentation will be given that discusses the history 
of the wolf recovery issue in che northwest.em U.S. and the proposed 
nonessential experimental population rules. The hearing and testi
mony on the proposed rules will begin at 3:30 p.m. The hearings will 
reconvene at 7:00 p.m. and conclude at 9:00 p.m. The order of 
testimony will be determined by an hourly selection of federal, 
tribal, and state elected representatives and a random drawing of the 
general public speakers. Verbal testimony will be recorded by a 
court reporter and will be limited to 5 minutes per speaker. Written 
comments will also be accepted during the hearing. 

WOLF REINTRODUCTION 

Based upon public comment and the results of continued monitor
ing for wolves in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho, the Service plans 
to complete the final rules and begin wolf reintroduction in 1994. 
The Service and its cooperators are currently making all the prepa
rations necessary to reintroduce and manage wolves beginning as 
early as November 1994. 

In late November about 15 wolves will be captured, radio
collared, transported to central Idaho, and released. At the same time 
wolves from three packs will be captured and transponed to thr. 
separate holding facilities in Yellowstone National Park. Tho 
wolves wiJI be held in acclimation facilities and then released about 
January 1, 1995. All wolves will receive appropriate medical care 
and will be monitored by radio collars. This reintroduction process 
may be modified based upon experience but will be repeated for 
three ID five years. Once several wolf packs are naturally reproduc-
ing in each area, the reintroductions will slop and wolf populations 
wiJI be encouraged ID naturally expand to recovery levels (a mini
mum of ten breeding pairs in each area). All wolves in the 
experimental population areas will be managed under the experi
mental population rules until they are recovered and delisted. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
needs the public to help continue the 
search for wolf activity in the northern 
Rocky Mountains. If you think you see 
wolves or wolf tracks or hear wolves howl 
in Montana, Idaho, or Wyoming, please 
contact a State, Tribal, or Federal biolo-
gist, game warden, or district ranger 
immediately. 
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NOTICE OF RECORD OF DECISION 
AND STATEMENT OF FINDINGS ON THE 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT FOR 
THE REINTRODUCTION OF GRAY WOLVES 

TO YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK 
AND CENTRAL IDAHO 

AGENCY: Fish and Wildlife Service, Department oflnterior 
ACTION: Notice of Record of Decision 

SUMMARY: Pursuant to the National Envi
ronmental Policy Act(NEPA), the United States 
Department of the Interior, U.S. Fish and Wild
life Service (Service) issues this Record of 
Decision and Statement of Findings upon con
sideration of the Final Environmental Impact 
Statement (FEIS) for the reintroduction of 
gray wolves to Yellowstone National Park and 

-

central Idaho. The FEIS was filed with the 
vironmental Protection Agency on May 4, 

994, and became available to the public on 
May 13, 1994. 

Under the provisions of NEPA, the Service 
prepared an environmental impact statement 
(EIS) for the reintroduction of gray wolves to 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 
The conference report (House Report No. 
102-256) that accompanied the 1992 U.S. 
Department of the Interior appropriations bill 
(Public Law 102-154) directed the Service toprepareadraftEIS on 
wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho, 
in consultation with the National Park Service and Forest Service. 
The conference report further directed that the EIS cover a broad 
range of alternatives and follow normal distribution patterns includ
ing appropriate Congressional distribution. The 1993 U.S. Depart
ment of the Interior appropriations bill directed the Service to 
finalize the EIS and stated that it expected the preferred alternative 
to conform to existing law. 

The Service has evaluated and considered alternatives for the long 
range recovery and management of wolf populations in the Yellow
stone National Park and central Idaho areas as presented in the FEIS 
and reviewed and considered public and agency comments. Based 
upon that evaluation and review, the Service has selected the 

•

oposed Action Alternative as described in the FEIS forimplemen
ion. This decision was based on a thorough analysis of the 
vironmental, social, economic, and similar considerations. A 

proposed nonessential experimental population rule pursuant to 

section 100) of the Endangered Species Act 
(Act) will be developed and published in the 
Federal Register and provided for review by 
the public. Based upon public comment and 
the results of a continuing Service led moni
toring program to document wolf breeding 
activity in Montana, Idaho,and Wyoming, the 
Service will decide whether to issue and imple
ment a final rule as soon as practicable. The 
process to establish these regulatory guide
lines and the opportunity for public comment 
will be widely publicized. This determination 
was based on a thorough analysis of the envi
ronmental, social, economic, and similar con
siderations. 

BACKGROUND 

This action is designed to assist in the recov
eryof a population of endangered gray wolves, 

10 breeding pairs in each of3 general areas (northwestern Montana, 
central Idaho and the Yellowstone area) for three successive years, 
in the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States including the 
states of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. While natural wolf 
population growth, which was initiated by the natural dispersal of 
gray wolves from Canadian wolf populations, would continue to be 
encouraged in northwestern Montana, about 30 wolves would be 
captured in western Canada and transported and released in Yellow
stone National Park and central Idaho for 3-5 years or until a 
breeding population was established in both areas. This action 
would result in wolf population recovery throughout these areas by 
about 2002. Conducting this program under the nonessential 
experimental population provisions [section !O(j)] of the Act will 
address most concerns expressed by the public about wolf popula
tion recovery and management during preparation of the FEIS, and 
accomplish wolf population recovery within about 8 years. 

Among the significant changes made by the Endangered Species 
Act Amendments of 1982, P .L. 97-304, was the creation of Section 
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lO(j) which provides for the designation of specific introduced 
populations of listed species as "experimental populations." Under 
previous authorities in the Act, the Service was permitted to reintro
duce populations into portions of a listed species' historic range 
unoccupied by other populations when it would foster the conserva
tion and recovery of the species. However, local opposition to 
reintroduction efforts, stemming from concerns about the restric
tions and prohibitions on private and federal activities through 
application of Sections 7 and 9 of the Act, severely handicapped the 
effectiveness of this as a management tool. Under Section IO(j), 
reintroduced populations established outside the current range, but 
within the species' historic range, may be designated, at the discre
tion of the Secretary, as "experimental." 

Such designations will increase the Secretary's flexibility to 
manage these reintroduced populations, because such experimental 
populations may be treated as threatened species or as species 
proposed for listing. The Service has much more discretion 
indeveloping management programs for threatened species than for 
endangered species, especially on matters regarding takings (Sec
tion 4(d) of the Act). Moreover, experimental populations found to 
be ''nonessential" to the continued existence of the species in 
question are to be treated as if' they were proposed for listing for 
purposes of Section 7 of the Act (other than subsection (a)(l)), 
except if they are found in a National Wildlife Refuge or National 
Park, where the full provisions of Section 7 apply to such animals. 
The individual organisms comprising the designated experimental 
population can be removed from the existing source or donor 
population only after it has been determined that their removal is not 
likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the species, and under 
a permit issued in accordance with the requirements in 50 CFR 
17.22. 

The species included in this proposal is the gray wolf (Canis 
lupus), an endangered species which was extirpated from the west
ern United States by 1930. The gray wolf was originally native to 
North America from the east coast to the west coast north of what is 
now Mexico City, except for the extreme southeastern United 
States, which was occupied by the red wolf (Canis rufus). The gray 
wolf occupied nearly every habitat type that supported ungulates. 
The northern Rocky Mountains, including the mountainous por
tions of Wyoming, Montana and Idaho, were historically occupied 
by gray wolves. The demise of gray wolves was directly related to 
man's activities, especially elimination of native ungulates, conver
sion of wildlands into agricultural lands, and extensive predator 
control efforts at the private, State and Federal levels. At the time of 
the eradication, the natural history of wolves was poorly understood, 
and like most large predators, its presence was considered in conflict 
with human economic activity. Today, the gray wolf's role as a 
potentially important part of a natural ecosystem is better under
stood and appreciated. 

In i974 wolves were protected as <L"'l endangered species in t.l1e 
United States. Wolf recovery planning began shortly thereafter, and 
in 1987 a revised wolf recovery plan for the northern Rocky 
Mountains was approved. That plan recommended that a viable 
grey wolf population could be established and federal protection 
would no longer be required in the northern Rocky Mountains if 
wolves were recovered in three general areas, northwestern Mon
tana, central Idaho and the Yellowstone area. The recovery plan 
recommended that wolves be recovered in Montana by encouraging 
natural recovery, and that natural recovery be promoted in Idaho. If 

two breeding pairs were not documented in Idaho within 5 years (by 
1992) other recovery strategies were to be considered. In addition, 
wolves were to be recovered in the Yellowstone area by reintroduc
tion of a nonessential experimental population of wolves. 

In 1986, as a result of expanding Canadian wolf populations, tA 
first wolf den in over 50 years was discovered in Glacier NationW 
Park near the U.S./Canadian border. Since that time the wolf 
population has steadily expanded and an estimated 65 wolves now 
occupy northwestern Montana. Wolves have not been documented 
to have reproduced in either Idaho or Wyoming. Occasional single 
wolves have been documented in these areas since viable popula
tions were extirpated. Historical re perts suggest that pairs may have 
produced young in these areas in the past, but none of the groups 
persisted and initiated wolf population recovery. No evidence exists 
that wolf populations persist in the northern Rocky Mountains of the 
U.S. to the present time or that the lone wild wolves occasionally 
reported in these areas are other than dispersing wolves from 
Canadian populations. 

By reintroducing wolves as nonessential experimental popula
tions into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho and appli
cation of special regulations for experimental populations, the 
Service would reduce local concerns about excessive government 
regulation, uncontrolled livestock depredations and big game preda
tion, and lack of state government involvement in the program, and 
would quickly accomplish the recovery of gray wolves in the 
northwestern United States. 

Presently the Service has implemented a wolf management pro
gram in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming to promote wolf recovery. 
The program is most active in Montana because of the presence of 
breeding pairs of wolves. That program monitors wolves to deter
mine their status, encourages research on wolves and their prey A 
obtain accurate information, provides scientifically accurate inf.9 
mation to the public, and controls wolves that attack domestic 
livestoclc. This program translocates wolves that depredate on 
livestoek to reduce livestoek losses and foster local tolerance of 
non-depredating wolves to promote and enhance the conservation of 
the species. The control program does not relocate wolves to 
accelerate the natural expansion of wolves into unoccupied historic 
habitat. Although 19 wolves have been controlled, the wolf popu
lation has expanded at about 22 % per year over the past 9 years. 

A reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park and central 
Idaho would require the removal of about 30 wolves per year for 3-5 
years (total 90-150 wolves) from southwestern Canada, which 
would require permission from the Canadian and Provincial govern
ments. Wild wolves would be captured from several different packs 
in the fall and winter. They would be transported by either truck or 
plane to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. The wolves 
would receive veterinary examination and care, including vaccina-
tions. 

Subsequent releases would be modified depending upon what 
was learned during the previous experiments. It is estimated that 
this program of reintroductions in Yellowstone National Park and 
central Idaho, in conjunction with natural recovery in northwestern 
Montana, will result in a viable recovered wolf population (10 
breeding pairs in each of three recovery areas for three consecutive 

years) by the year 2002. -
After a minimum of 10 breeding pairs were documented for th 

consecutive years in each of these two recovery areas and tL 
northwestern Montana recovery area, and legal mechanisms are in 



place to conserve this population, gray wolves (Canis lupus) at least 
in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming would be proposed for delisting 
according to provisions of the Act. Other than a mandatory 
oost-delisting 5-year monitoring period, the delisted wolf popula-

&'n would be under the sole management authority of the respective 
Wies or tribes. If, after delisting, the wolf population fell below the 

minimum criteria of 10 breeding pairs in any recovery area (state) 
for two successive years, wolves in thatarea would be considered for 
listing under the Act. 

THE SELECTED ALTERNATIVE/STATUS OF 
REINTRODUCED POPULATIONS 

The selected alternative is the Proposed Action as described in the 
FEIS. It is the environmentally preferable alternative. These 
reintroduced populations of gray wolves are proposed to be desig
nated as nonessential experimental populations according to the 
provisions of section IO(j) of the Act. The experimental population 
status would mean each reintroduced population would be treated as 
a threatened species for the purposes of sections 4( d) and 9 of the 
Act, which regulate taking, and other actions. The nonessential 
status would mean that, outside of National Parks and National 
Wildlife Refuges, the population would be treated as a species 
proposed for listing for purposes of section 7. This will enable the 
Service to propose an experimental population special rule that is 
less restrictive than the mandatory prohibitions covering endan
gered species, provided there is a management need for more 
flexibility and the resulting protections are necessary and advisable 
for the conservation of the gray wolf. 

As requested by the State of Montana, the experimental rule 
Aundary was extended north to the Missouri River in central 
Wontana. The Missouri River was chosen because the record of 

wolf sightings and wolf mortalities indicates that during the last 
several decades, wolves have occurred (and been killed) north but 
not south of the river. While the river may not act as a barrier to wolf 
movements, current information indicates that wolves found south 
of the river would likely be experimental wolves leaving the Yel
lowstone area and those north of the river would likely be naturally 
dispersing wolves from northwestern Montana or Canada. 

The following factors were considered and balanced to conserve 
and recover wolf populations in the experimental areas and address 
public concerns expressed during public comment on the DEIS and 
FEIS about depredations on domestic animals, predation on big 
game populations, effects on hunting, and potential land-use restric
tions. The proposed special rule will provide that there would be no 
violation of the Act for unintentional, nonnegligent, and accidental 
taking by the public incidental to otherwise lawful trapping, or other 
recreational activities or defense of human life, provided such 
takings are immediately (less than 24 hours) reported to the Service 
authorized agencies. Agency employees would be additionally 
authorized by the Service to take wolves which need special care or 
which are posing a threat to livestock or property. Livestock owners 
with grazing leases on public land and private land owners or their 
immediate designees may harass adult wolves in an opportunistic 
non-injurious manner on their lease or private property at any time. 

-~ssment must be reported within 7 days to the Service designated 
~;orities. 

Livestock owners or their designates may also receive a permit 
from the Service-designated agency tO take gray wolves that are 

actually engaged in attacking livestock on permitted public live
stock grazing allotments after 6 or more breeding pairs are estab
lished in an experimental area. Such take, however, is only permit
ted after due notification to Service designated agencies and efforts 
to capture the offending wolf by such designated agencies have been 
unsuccessful and additional Ii vestock losses have been documented. 
Private landowners or their designates may take (injure or kill) a 
wolf in the act of wounding or killing livestock on private land. 
Physical evidence (wounded or dead livestock) that such an attack 
occurred at the time of the taking must be clearly evident in such 
instances. Such take must be immediately (less than 24 hours) 
reported to the Service authorized agencies for investigation. 

Wolves that repeatedly attack (2 times in a calendar year) domes
tic animals (fowl, swine, goats, etc.) or pets (dogs or cats) on private 
property would be designated as problem wolves and would be 
moved from the area. Wolves that depredate on domestic animals 
after being relocated once because of previous conflicts with domes
tic animals will be designated chronic problem wolves and will be 
removed from the wild. 

In addition, in the unlikely event that wolf predation on big game 
populations outside of National Parks and Wildlife Refuges is 
documented to be the primary cause resulting in the failure of the 
states or tribes to meet their specific big game management objec
tives outside National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges, wolves 
from the responsible packs may be lranslocated to other sites in the 
experimental area. However, so long as the gray wolf is a listed 
species, wolves may not be killed to resolve big game/wolf conflicts. 
Wolf lranslocation in response to big game conflicts is expected to 
be rare and is unlikely to significantly affect the overall rate of wolf 
recovery. 

Wolves will be moved on a case by case basis to enhance wolf 
recovery in the experimental population area. Generally there 
would not be attempts to locate and/or move lone wolves dispersing 
in this area although this may occur, these wolves will be considered 
part of the experimental population while in the area. 

When 5 or fewer breeding pairs are documented in a recovery 
area, land use restrictions would be employed on a case by case basis 
as necessary around active wolf dens between April 1 and June 30, 
when 5 or fewer breeding pairs are documented in a recovery area. 
After 6 or more breeding pairs are present in a recovery area, land 
use restrictions would not be necessary. 

These flexible rules will still allow wolf populations to rapidly 
increase to recovery levels and are considered a key to public 
acceptance of the reintroduced population. The states of Wyoming, 
Montana, and Idaho and potentially affected Tribes can enter into 
cooperative agreements with the Service and assume the lead for 
implementing wolf recovery. These cooperative agreements are 
reviewed annually by the Service to ensure that the states and tribes 
have regulatory authority to conserve listed species, including the 
gray wolf. It is anticipated that the states and tribes will be the 
primary agencies implementing this experimental population rule 
outside National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges. The Na
tional Park Service will be the primary agency implementing the 
experimental population rule inside the boundaries of National 
Parks. The Service will provide oversight, coordinate wolf recovery 
activities, and, ifrequested, provide technical assistance. 

Hunting, trapping, and Animal Damage Control activities are 
regulated inside and outside National Parks and National Wildlife 
Refuges. Most of the area within the wolf reintroduction area is 



remote sparsely inhabited wildlands. There are some risks associ
ated with take due to these activities, other land uses, and various 
recreational activities. However, these risks are low, take should 
occur infrequently, and should not significantly impact the rate of 
wolf recovery. The Service finds these rules are necessary and 
advisable for the conservation of the gray wolf. No additional 
Federal regulations are needed. 

The nonessential status is appropriate for the following reasons: 
Although extirpated from their historic range in the United States, 
gray wolves are common in western Canada (tens of thousands) and 
Alaska (about? ,000) andare increasing in the Great Lakes area. The 
gray wolf has also recently been recovering in a small portion of its 
range in the western United States. Therefore, taking less than 100 
individuals from this assemblage will pose no threat to the survival 
of the species even if all these animals, once reintroduced into the 
wild, were to succumb to natural or man-caused factors. 

A management advantage derived from the nonessential status 
comes from the fact that application of Section 7 of the Act 
(interagency consultation) changes for a reintroduced population. 
Outside the National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges the 
nonessential experimental population is treated as if it were only 
proi}osed for listing, rather than as a listed species. This means that 
only two provisions of Section 7 apply to Federal actions outside 
National Parks and Wildlife Refuges: Section 7 (a)(l), which autho
rizes and requires all Federal agencies to establish and implement 
endangered species conservation programs; and Section 7(a)(4), 
which requires Federal agencies to confer informally with the 
Service on actions that are likely to jeopardize the continued 
existence of the species. The results of a conference are only 
advisory and, agencies are not required to refrain from commitment 
of resources to projects as a result of a conference. No conflicts are 
envisioned with any current or anticipated management actions of 
the U.S.D.A. Forest Service or other Federal agencies in the experi
mental areas. Forest Service properties are a benefit to the project 
since they form a buffer to private properties in many areas, and 
management activities on National Forests are typically conducive 
to production of numerous prey animals. There are no threats to the 
success of the reintroduction project or the overall continued exist
ence of the gray wolf from these less restrictive Section 7 require
ments. 

In National Parks or National Wildlife Refuges, on the other hand, 
the full provisions of Section 7 will continue to apply to the 
experimental population. The Service, National Park Service, 
Forest Service or any other Federal agency is prohibited from 
authorizing, funding, or carrying out an action within a National 
Park or National Wildlife Refuge that is likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of the gray wolf. Service regulations at 50 CFR 
17 .83(b) specify that Section 7 provisions shall apply collectively to 
all experimental and nonexperimental populations of a listed spe
cies. The Service has reviewed all ongoing fuid proposed uses of the 
Parks and Refuges and found none that are likely to jeopardize the 
continued existence of the gray wolf or adversely affect the success 
of the reintroduction program. Uses that could adversely affect 
success are hunting, trapping, Animal Damage Control activities 
and high speed vehicular traffic. 

Hunting and trapping, and USDA Animal Damage Control pro
grams are prohibited or tightly regulated in National Parks and are 
closely regulated by state and federal law and policy in other areas. 
There are very few paved roads in the proposed reintroduction areas 

and wolf/vehicle encounters are likely to be infrequent. Most 
seasonal unpaved roads are on the outside fringes of the reintroduc
tion areas and typically have both low vehicle traffic and speeds. 

OTHER ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 

A summary of the major alternatives under consideration that 
were analyzed and evaluated during the planning include the follow
ing: 

I. The Proposed Action alternative- Reintroduction of gray wolves 
designated as nonessential experimental populations to both Yel
lowstone National Park and central Idaho. This alternative is being 
selected for implementation and also represents the environmen
tallypreferablealternative that balanced the biological needs of wolf 
populations and public concerns about the potential management of 
non-experimental wolf populations under the Act. Establishment of 
the nonessential experimental population contemplated by this 
alternative will require notice andcommentrulemaking. Presuming 
that a final rule designating the experimental population is promul
gated, this alternative quickly restore viable wolf populations to the 
northern Rocky Mountains of the United States, promote genetic 
diversity within the wolf population by increasing the number of 
population founders, and minimize the potential negative impacts of 
wolves to private property, big game populations, other listed or 
sensitive species, and other natural resource programs on private 
and public lands through flexible and responsive management. 

2. The Natural Recovery (No Action) alternative describes cur
rent management activities, assuming these will continue over the 
next 30 years. A description of this course of no significant actA 
provides a reference point to compare and evaluate environmen
consequences associated with other alternative plans. Although 
significant steps are presently being undertaken to manage and 
recover endangered wolf populations, the overall environmental 
effects of taking No Action may result in reduced wolf population 
viability and wolf population recovery not occurring for up to 30 
years. No action means that less management flexibility will be 
available to resolve local concerns about livestock depredations, 
predation on big game herds and potential loss of hunting opportu
nity, and land use restrictions on public land. 

3. The No Wolf alternative would prevent wolf population recov
ery by changing current laws and allowing unrestricted take of 
wolves by the public. The No Wolf alternative would prohibit wolf 
populations from fulfilling their ecological role in the northern 
Rocky Mountains of the U.S. and none of the economic and social 
benefits or costs associated with the presence of wolf populations 
would occur. This alternative would require new legislation by 
congress affecting t...l)e .A .. ct. 

4. The Wolf Management Committee alternative would let the 
states ofWyoming, Montana, and Idaho, through special legislation, 
manage and accomplish wolf recovery as nonessential Federal 
experimental population under state law and special regulations that 
are more liberal than currently allowed under the Act The recov, 
of wolf populations would take slightly longer than estimated in 
proposed action and management costs of recovery would be m • 
times higher. 
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5. The reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves alternative · 
would achieve wolf population recovery quickly using extensive 
reintroductions and habitat enhancement to assist natural recovery. 
Management of wolves would be slightly more restricted than the 

nt program which would result in fewer wolves being killed, 
livestock being killed, and perhaps more land use restrictions 

g employed. Under this alternative the full protection of the Act 
would be used to promote rapid wolf population recovery. 

Other alternatives considered but not evaluated in detail in the 
FEIS include: (!) No Cow (livestock and fencing removed), (2) 
De listing with State Management, (3) 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan, ( 4) 
State Management of Nonessential Experimental populations, (5) 
Recovery ofExisting Wolves, (6) Accelerated Wolf Recovery, and 
(7) The Indian Plan. These alternatives were either beyond the scope 
or legal authority of the FEIS or were incorporated into the 5 
alternatives chosen for analysis in the FEIS. 

MINIMIZATION OF IMPACTS 

Possible project impacts, public concerns, and methods to be used 
to mitigate those impacts and concerns are addressed in the FEIS. 
All practicable means were considered and applied. All efforts to 
minimize harm were undertaken in the selected alternative. The 
major impacts and concerns expressed by the public are listed here. 
Livestock losses will be minimized by funding and establishing a 
professional Animal Damage Control program and allowing, under 
certain circumstances, private individuals to harass or kill individual 
wolves that are attacking livestock or other domestic animals. 
Compensation for livestock killed or maimed by wolves is available 
from a private fund. Impacts to big game populations will be 

· imized by allowing state or tribal agencies to move wolves when 
in conditions have been exceeded. Impacts to private and 
ic land uses and visitors to the nonessential experimental 

population areas will be minimized by implementing land use 
restrictions on a case-by-case basis only as necessary and only when 
5 or fewer wolf packs are present. Negative impacts to local 
economies are minimized by establishing few, if any, land use 
restrictions, an Animal Damage Control Program, and moving 
wolves that severely impact big game populations. Habitat distur
bance, which results from construction of pens in Yellowstone 
National Park, will be minimized by constructing in already dis
turbed sites if possible. Other sites will be restored to natural habitat, 
and facilities will be built to minimize habitat use and disturbance. 
Management of captive wolves will be conducted in a manner that 
will minimize potential impacts to other wildlife species, such as 
grizzly bears. Potential impacts to any existing naturally dispersing 
wolves will be minimized by continuation of the Service's wolf 
monitoring program and by not including known successful breed
ing pairs of wolves within the nonessential experimental popula
tions areas. 

MONITORING AND ENFORCEMENT OF PROGRAM 

The Service will implement Alternative I, the Proposed Action 
Alternative in the final EIS on the reintroduction of gray wolves to 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho, by publishing a 

«sed regulation to establish nonessential experimental popula
of grey wolves as described in the FEIS. If a final rule 

lishing the experimental populations is promulgated, the Ser-

vice will administer the regulation in the manner described in the 
FEIS. This will require cooperation with and by other agencies 
within the Department of the Interior, including but not limited to the 
National Park Service, Bureau of Land Management, and Bureau of 
Indian Affairs and the Department of Agriculture, including but not 
limited to the Forest Service and Animal and Plant Health Inspection 
Service (Animal Damage Control). The Service will also cooperate 
with the states of Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana, potentially af
fected Indian Tribes, and various levels within the United States and 
Canadian governments. 

This program will include a monitoring program with the objec
tive of ensuring compliance with the specific requirements of the 
plan described in the FEIS, any nonessential experimental popula
tion regulations, and appropriate state and tribal wolf management 
plans and cooperative agreements as approved by the Service. 
Monitoring will be continued until viable populations are estab
lished. The results of monitoring activities will be used to determine 
the necessity to suspend and/or modify operations for ensuring 
prevention of significant adverse effects. Acquisition of baseline 
information relative to the status of reintroduced wolves, the poten
tial impacts of reintroduced wolves, law enforcement activities, and 
effects of the provisions of the nonessential experimental rule and 
state and tribal wolf management plans on wolf population recovery 
will be ongoing and will be formally summarized annually in 
interim reports which will be available to the public. 

FINDINGS AND DECISION 

Having reviewed and considered the FEIS for the reintroduction 
of gray wolves to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho and 
the public comments thereon, the Department of the Interior finds as 
follows: 

I. The requirements of NEPA and their implementing regulations 
have been satisfied, and 

2. Statutory authority for the Department of the Interior to fund 
(implement) this project exists, and 

3. The Proposed Action Alternative represents the best balance 
between the Department's goals and objectives and the public's 
concerns identified throughout the public participation process, and 

4. Consistent with social, economic, and other essential consider
ations, the Proposed Action Alternative minimizes or avoids ad
verse environmental impacts to the maximum extent practicable, 
including effects disclosed in the FEIS, and 

5. Consistent with the social, economic and other essential consid
erations, adverseenvironmental effects revealed in the FEIS process 
will, to the maximum extent practicable, be minimized or avoided 
by incorporating mitigative measures as conditions to this decision. 

Having made the above findings, the Department has decided to 
proceed, as funding permits, with the implementation of the Pro
posed Action Alternative. The decision to implement this alterna
tive is subject to the following conditions that will minimize or avoid 
the environmental impacts and public concerns identified during the 



environmental review process: 

A. All activities involving physical alteration of land will be 
subjected to all regulatory requirements, and approvals, including 
necessary permits, will be obtained or satisfied priorto construction. 

B. The preparation of nonessential experimental population rules 
under section IO(j) of the Act to implement a wolf management 
program, as presented in the Proposed Action Alternative in the 
FEIS, will be subjected to all regulatory requirements, including the 
requirements of the Act and NEPA. 

C. The Service-led wolf monitoring program will continue to be 
implemented throughout Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming during the 
rule making process and until the physical reintroduction of wolves, 
to minimize the possibility that breeding groups of naturally 
occurring wolves inadvertently may have been included within the 
boundaries of the proposed nonessential experimental population 
areas. 

D. The states of Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana and potentially 
affected Indian Tribes are encouraged to develop wolf management 
plans that, once approved by the Service, will allow these agencies 
to be the primary managers of wolf population recovery outside of 
National Wildlife Refuges and National Parks. 

This statement of Findings/Record of Decision will serve as the 
written facts and conclusions relied upon in reaching this decision. 

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, CONTACT: 

Ed Bangs, Project Leader, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Gray 
Wolf P.O. Box 8017, Helena, Montana 59601; (406) 449-5202. 

APPROVED: DATE 6/15/94 

Signed by Secretary Babbitt 

Bruce Babbitt 
Secretary 
Department of the Interior 

Record of Decision 
United States Department of Agriculture 

Forest Service and Animal and Plant Health 
Inspection Service-Animal Damage Control e 

The Forest Service is a cooperating agency with the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service on the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), 
entitled, "The Reintroduction of Gray Wolves to Yellowstone 
National Park and Central Idaho" dated April 14, 1994 As a 
cooperating agency, the Forest Service provided technical support, 
review, and suggestions on alternatives, effects and mitigation. 
After review of the draft EIS, the Forest Service believes the Final 
EIS responds to agency needs and has incorporated comments and 
suggestions made by the Forest Service. Current Forest Land 
Management Plans and Section 7 consultations support gray wolf 
recovery and habitat is managed to support wolf and prey require
ments. 

Scoping and distribution of the Draft and Final EIS were sufficient 
to meet Forest Service needs as well as those of the Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service-Animal Damage Control and the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service. The Forest Service, therefore adopts the 
Final EIS in conformance with 40 CPR 1506.3 and relies on the EIS 
in making decision described in this Record of Decision. Since the 
Forest Service was a cooperating agency, has make as independent 
review of the Final EIS, and believes this Final EIS meets agency 
needs, the Final EIS will not be recirculated for public review and 
comment. 

By adopting the Final EIS, the Forest Service will support 
implementation of this decision for the reintroduction of gr. 
wolves to Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho where 'W 
Forest Service has responsibilities and authorities. 

APPROVED: DATE ~7~/1=9~/9~4~---

Signed by Secretary Espy 

Mike Espy 
Secretary of Agriculture 

THIS CONCLUDES THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT PROCESS 

'T'I.. t + · · · • i. · i.r A • • cc 'T'I.. • R d + n · · 
.i 11ar1K you .ior part1c1pat1ng 1n ti11s puu.11c uec1s1on e11ort. .11.11s .... ecor OJ. .....,ec1s1on 
concludes the EIS process and this will be the last mail notification you will receive. 
Again, thank you for your participation. 
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THE REINTRODUCTION OF GRAY WOLVES TO YELLOWSTONE 

NATIONAL PARK AND CENTRAL IDAHO 
ABSTRACT 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) has selected Alternative 1,as modified by public comment, and proposes 
to establish an experimental population rule and reintroduce gray wolves to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho, 
if 2 naturally occurring wolf~ cannot be located in either area before October 1994 or before experimental animals are 
released. The rule would allow management of wolves by government agencies and the public to minimize conflicts on public 
lands, effects on livestock, and impacts on ungulate (deer, elk, etc.) populations. There will be no land use restrictions for 
wolves after 6 packs are established. State and tribal wildlife agencies are encouraged to lead wolf management outside 
national parks and national wildlife refuges. Reintroduction would result in wolf population recovery (10 breeding pairs, 
about 100 wolves/area for 3 successive years) in and around Yellowstone National Park and in central Idaho by 2002. Only 
the establishment of wolves in these 2 areas is the subject of this proposal. 

The Yellowstone area is about 25,000 mi' and 76% federal land. This area has over 95,000 ungulates and a hunter 
harvest of 14,314 ungulates, is grazed by about 412,000 livestock, has a $4.2 billion local economy, and receives about 
14,500,000 recreational visits annually. The central Idaho area is about 20, 700 mi' (nearly all USDA Forest Service land), 
has about 241,400 ungulates and a hunter harvest of 33,358 ungulates, is grazed by about 306,525 livestock, has a $1.43 billion 
local economy, and receives about 8,000,000 recreational visits annually. 

A recovered wolf population in the Yellowstone area would kill about 19 cattle (1-32), 68 sheep (17-110), and up 
to 1,200 ungulates each year. A recovered wolf population would not effect hunter harvest of male ungulates but may reduce 
hunter harvests of female elk, deer, and moose for some herds. Hunter harvests or populations of bighorn sheep, mountain 
goats or antelope would not be affected. A recovered wolf population may reduce populations of elk 5%-30% (30% in some 
small herds), deer 3%-19%, moose 7%-13%, and bison up to 15%. The presence of wolves would not change uses of public 
or private land except for potential use of M-44 cyanide devices where wolf populations occur. Visitor use would increase 
( + 5% forout of area residents and+ 10% for local residents). At recovery, losses are estimated to be $187 ,000-$465,000 in 
hunter benefits, $207,000-$414,000 in potential reduced hunter expenditures, and $1,888-$30,470 in livestock losses. 
Increased visitor expenditures in the recovery area are estimated at$23,000,000 and the existence value of wolves is estimated 
at $8,300,000 a year. 

A recovered wolf population in the central Idaho area would kill about 10 cattle (1-17), 57 sheep (32-92), and up 
to 1,650 ungulates each year. A recovered wolf population will not affect hunter harvest of male elk but may reduce harvest 
offemale elk 10%-15% and will not measurably impact hunter harvest of deer, moose, bighorn sheep, or mountain goats. A 
recovered wolf population will not measurably impact ungulate populations in central Idaho. Wolf presence will not change 
uses of public or private land (except for use of M-44 devices where wolf populations occur). Visitor use would likely increase 
(+8% for out of area residents and +2% for area residents). At recovery, losses are estimated to be $757,000-$1, 135,00 in 
hunter benefits, $572,000-$857,000 in potential reduced hunter expenditures, and $2,923-$18,503 in potential livestock 
losses. Visitation in central Idaho is expected to increase and the existence value of wolves is estimated at$8,400,000 a year. 

The following alternatives are examined in this final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). 
Alternative 1. Reintroduction of Experimental Populations Alternative (The Proposal). 
Alternative 2. Natural Recovery Alternative (No Action). Encourage wolf populations to naturally 
expand into Idaho and Yellowstone. 
Alternative 3. No Wolf Alternative. Change laws and prevent wolf recovery. 
Alternative 4. Wolf Management Committee Alternative. Establish legislation so the states could 
implement wolf recovery and liberal management without federal oversight 
Alternative 5. Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves Alternative. Reintroduction and high level of 
protection for wolves without establishing an experimental population rule to address local concerns. 

The FEIS will be forwarded to decision makers in the FWS and Department oflnterior for a decision in May 1994. 
The FEIS is being provided for public information. A Record of Decision can be approved 30 days after publication of release 
of the FEIS in the Federal Register by the Environmental Protection Agency. Any decision regarding wolf recovery in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas as well as opportunities for future public involvement will be well publicized. A Notice 
of Availability of the FEIS will be published in the Federal Register. Send information requests to: Ed Bangs, U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service Project Leader, GRAY WOLF EIS, P.O. BOX 8~HELENA, MONT ANA 59601. 

""""· """"'-' """"""' ~ <fJ. ~ Regional Director, Region 6 ; 7 <··a 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Date ~I//'/f 
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SUMMARY 

This summary of the final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) describes 5 alternative ways that gray wolves 
could be reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho, the process used to develop the alternatives, 
and the environmental consequences of implementing each alternative. Three alternatives (Reintroduction of 
Experimental Populations [the FWS's proposal], Wolf Management Conunittee, and Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental Wolves) involve capturing and releasing wolves. One alternative (Natural Recovery or No Action) 
simply encourages natural wolf recovery. One alternative (No wolf) prevents wolf recovery. All issues and 
concerns identified by the public were considered and the most significant analyzed in detail. The potential effects 
of each alternative on livestock, land use, ungulate (deer, elk, etc.) populations, hunter harvest, visitor use, and 
regional economies are also described. Public comments and concerns were addressed and incorporated into the 
FEIS. 

Important 
Public comments on the draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) are available for public review in FWS, 
Ecological Service offices in Cheyenne, Wyoming, Helena, Montana, and Boise, Idaho. Copies of the FEIS were 
sent to public libraries in Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, and those cities where open houses were held. In addition, 
several hundred copies of the FEIS were sent to organizations or individuals who represent people who may be 
significantly impacted by any decision. Those wishing to receive copies of the FEIS or needing further information 
should contact: 

Ed Bangs, Gray Wolf EIS Project Leader 
P.O. Box 8017 
Helena, Montana 59601 
( 406) 449-5202 

v 
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PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE ACTION 

The purpose of this action is to reintroduce a population of gray wolves (Canis lupus) into Yellowstone National 
Park and central Idaho. 

The gray wolf was common in the northern Rocky Mountain states prior to 1870. After bison, deer, elk, and other 
ungulates were decimated by unregulated hunting and human settlement, people tried to exterminate all remaining 
large predators, primarily because of conflicts with livestock. Wolf populations disappeared from the western 
United States (U.S.) by 1930. In 1973, the Endangered Species Act (ESA) listed wolves as endangered. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) is the primary agency responsible for the recovery and conservation of 
endangered species in the U.S., including the gray wolf. Recovery of wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains 
requires that 10 breeding pairs of wolves (about 100 wolves), become established in each of 3 recovery areas 
(northwest Montana, central Idaho, and the area in and near Yellowstone National Park) for 3 consecutive years. 
After that has occurred wolves would be removed from the list of threatened and endangered species and managed 
solely by the respective states and tribes in areas outside of national parks and national wildlife refug~s. Currently, 
as a result of natural dispersal of wolves from Canada over the past 15 years, about 5 wolf packs (65 wolves) live 
in northwest Montana. While lone wolves are' occasionally seen or killed in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas, 
wolf packs still do not exist in these areas. In 1991, Congress directed the FWS to prepare a DEIS on wolf 
reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho and required that it cover a broad range of 
alternatives. In 1992, Congress directed the FWS to complete the EIS by January 1994 and stated that it expected 
the preferred alternative to conform to existing law. 

LOCATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION 

The 2 areas analyzed for wolf recovery are in and around Yellowstone National Park and USDA Forest Service 
lands in central Idaho (Figure S-1). The center of these areas are large contiguous blocks (about 12 million acres 
each) of land managed by the federal government, primarily as national parks or national forests. Not all wolves 
will remain on federal or other public lands, so the analysis areas include adjacent lands, including those privately 
owned, where wolves may occur and potentially cause some impacts. 

Following is a list of counties or portions of counties included in the Yellowstone and central Idaho primary analysis 
areas in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming: 
Yellowstone Area 
Idaho 
Bonneville 
Fremont 
Madison 
Teton 

Wyoming 
Fremont 
Hot Springs 
Lincoln 
Park 
Sublette 
Teton 

Montana 
Beaverhead 
Carbon 
Gallatin 
Madison 
Park 
Stillwater 
Sweetgrass 

vi 

Central Idaho Area 
Idaho 
Blaine 
Boise 
Carnas 
Clearwater 
Custer 
Elmore 
Idaho 
Lemhi 
Shoshone 
Valley 
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Figure S-1. Shaded portions indicate the approximate location of the Yellowstone National Park and central 
Idaho primary analysis areas for the FEIS. 

Table S-1 presents basic information about the Yellowstone and central Idaho primary analysis areas. It helps 
describe those areas and may be useful in understanding the potential impact of wolf reintroduction. This 
information represents the situation that currently exists without wolf populations in these areas. 

THE PLANNING PROCESS 

One of the first steps in the planning process was to design a public participation and interagency coordination 
program to assist in identifying issues that needed to be addressed in the plan. Natural resource and public use 
information was gathered. Previous plans and reports dealing with wolf recovery were reviewed. The FWS was 
solely responsible for the FEIS, although representatives from the National Park Service, USDA Forest Service, 
USDA Animal Damage Control (ADC), Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Wind River Tribes, Nez Perce Tribe, and University 
of Montana assisted in its preparation. Participation and review by representatives of other agencies does not imply 
concurrence, endorsement, or agreement to any recommendations, conclusions, or statements in the FEIS. 

Issue Scoping 
Thirty-four open houses were held in April 1992 throughout Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho and at 7 other locations 
in the U.S. to identify issues that the public wanted considered in the DEIS. More than 1,730 people attended these 
meetings, and nearly 4,000 comments were received. All issues were considered, organized into 39 separate 
headings, and were addressed in the following way: 
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Table S-1. A summary of the key characteristics of the primary analysis area (PAA) that were analyzed as 
potentially being impacted by wolf recovery in and around Yellowstone National Park (includes parts of 17 
adjacent counties) and in central Idaho (includes parts of 10 adjacent counties). 

People/Land 

Acres 

% Federal Ownership 

% Private ownership 

% National Park, Wilderness, or Wildlife Refuge 

Regional Population (including surrounding communities) 

Recreational visits to federal land/year 

Public land uses" 

Open to grazing (acres) 

Suitable for timber harvest (acres) 

Timber harvested or planned for harvest/year (acres) 

Total miles of system trails and roads on public land 

Roads and trails open to motor vehicles (mi.) 

National Forest area not open to motorized use (includes wilderness and 
roadless areas) 

Estimated miles of hiking trails 

Current active sites for M-44 use (coyote cyanide devices) 

People/Land Economy (including surrounding counties) 

Total income 

Per capita income 

Farm 

Services 

Other Industry 

Other non-eamedh 

Livestock 

Peak numbers of livestock on PAA 
including the surrounding counties- (spring) cattle 

(spring) sheep 

On USDA Forest Service in PAA (May through October) 

Adult cattle and calves 

Adult sheep and lambs 

Horses 

Total livestock grazed on national forests 

Estimated current livestock mortality in the PAA 
and surrounding counties from all causes per year 
based upon spring cattle and sheep numbers: cattle 

sheep 

horses 

Ungulates (after hunting season) 

Elk 

viii 

Yellowstone Central Idaho 

16,000,000 13,300,000 

76% 99% 

21 % trace 

41% 303 

288,000 92,400 
5.2 people/ mi. 2 2.6 people/mi. 2 

14,500,000 8,600,000 

4,000,000 4,365,383 

1,500,000 4,970,423 

28,000 44,138 

13,457 20,346 

8,057 9,541 

44% 44% 

4,643 13,838 

185 ranches 31 ranches 

$4.2 billion $1.43 billion 

$14,676 $15,552 

6.43 8.0% 
(55 % by livestock) (65 % by livestock) 

39.53 34.63 

19.83 24.8% 

34.3% 32.6% 

354,000 384,990 

117,000 100,713 

145,658 81,893 

265,152 223,523 

1,270 1,109 

412,080 306,525 

8,340 12,314 
2.363 loss 3.2% loss 
(67% calf) (69% calf) 

12,993 9,366 
11.1%loss 9.3% loss 

(74% lambs) (72% lambs) 

Unknown, very low unknown, very low 

56,100 76,300 

e 

e 



e Table S-1 continued. Summary 

Yellowstone Central Idaho 

Deer (mule & white-tailed) 29,500 159,600 

Moose 5,800 1,700 

Bighorn sheep 3,900 1,800 

Bison 3,600 0 

Mountain goat few 2,000 

Pronghorn antelope 400 0 

Total 99,300(; 241,400 

Hunter harvest/year 14,314 33,358 

Estimated ungulates dying/year (all causes)d 48,559 153,539 

Other Animals 

Black bears 3,000 abundant 

Grizzly bears 228 none 
Mountain lions some abundant 

Coyotes abundant common 

A wide variety of land-use restrictions (seasonal and pennanent) are employed on public lands throughout the Yellowstone and central 
Idaho areas for protection of natural resources and public safety including: on motorized vehicles, construction of structures, Animal Damage 
Control activities, big game winter range, calving areas, security and migration habitat, raptor nest sites, endangered species (including 
grizzly bears), erosion control, wetland protection, to provide a variety of outdoor experiences (motorized or nonmotorized, wilderness or 
developed, etc.). 
b Non-earned income represents investments, entitlements, and retirement income that often does not depend on where a person lives. The 
growth of this segment of the economy from 25 % to 34 % over the last 2 decades results from people with this type of income moving into 
the central Idaho or Yellowstone area because these areas are perceived to have a lifestyle that people want to participate in (wild spaces, 
abundant wildlife, less crowding, low crime, clean air, etc.). 
c Including only ungulate herds at least partly associated with Yellowstone National Park. Estimated over twice that number using public 
and private lands in overall Yellowstone area. 
d Including hunting, crippling loss, poaching, road kill, predation, disease, starvation, drowning, winter kill, accidents, fighting, etc. 
(Appendix 10). 

Eighteen issues were addressed as part of one or more wolf management alternatives 
Amending the ESA Range requirements 
Missing component of the ecosystem Control strategies 
Humane treatment of wolves Illegal killing 
Enjoying wolves Compensation 
Regulated public take Delisting 
Cost of program Need for education 
State, tribal, federal authority Spiritual and cultural 
Viable population Social and cultural environment 
Travel corridors Recovery areas 

Six issues were analyzed in detail in the FEIS because 
they are potentially impacted by wolves or wolf recovery strategies 
big game land-use restrictions 
hunting harvest visitor use 
domestic animal depredation local economies 
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Fifteen issues and impacts were not evaluated further in the 
FEIS because they were not significant to the decision being made 
Wolves not native to Yellowstone National Park 
Wolf rights 
Federal nsubsidies" 
Human safety and health 
Other predators and scavengers 
Endangered species 
Plants, invertebrates, fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals 
Diseases and parasites 
Private property rights 
Wolf recovery in other areas 
Existing wolves in central Idaho and Yellowstone 
Existing wolves in northwestern Montana 
Wolf subspecies 
Wolf and dog and coyote hybridization 
Need for research 

Alternative Scoping 
Twenty-seven open houses and 6 formal public hearings were held in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho and 3 other 
locations in the U.S. in August and September 1992 to ask the public to help identify different ways (alternatives) 
that wolf populations could be managed. In addition, an alternative scoping brochure was inserted into 230,000 
Sunday newspapers in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho. Nearly 2,000 citizens attended the meetings, and about 
5 ,000 comments were received. All the alternatives and issues that were identified by the public were considered, A 
organized into separate and distinct alternatives, and addressed. W' 

Review of the DEIS 
The public comment period began July I, 1993, with a press conference in Washington, r>.C. Additionally, a news 
release, requesting comment on the DEIS, was provided to over 500 media contacts (newspaper, radio, and 
television). About 1,700 copies of the complete DEIS were mailed to all potentially affected government agencies, 
public libraries in the 3-state region, many special interest groups, and to anyone requesting the complete DEIS. 
About 42,000 summaries of the DEIS were mailed to people and organizations on the Gray Wolf EIS mailing list 
and to anyone requesting them. In addition, the DEIS summary, a schedule of public hearings, and a request to 
report wolf sightings was printed in the form of a newspaper flyer and was inserted into the Sunday (July 18 and 
25) editions of 6 major newspapers in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. These newspapers have a combined 
circulation of about 280,000. Upon request, the comment period was extended from the original deadline of 
October 15, 1993, to November 26, 1993. Written public comments on all or part of the DEIS were obtained in 
the form of letters, postcards, resolutions, and petitions. 

Twelve formal hearings were held in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming; and 4 more hearings were held at other 
locations in the U.S. Hearings were conducted during the months of August and September 1993 and comments 
were accepted from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. At these hearings, verbal testimony (treated the same as written responses) 
was recorded and any written comments were accepted. 

Throughout the comment period (July I-November 26) presentations were given to interested groups in Montana, 
Wyoming, and Idaho. Over 160,000 comments were received by the public and analyzed in October 1993 through 
December 1993. A summary of the public comments and request to report any sightings of wolves was mailed to 
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nearly 43,000 people on the Gray Wolf EIS mailing list in March 1994. The FEIS was prepared during January 
through April 1994 to respond to the issues, alternatives, and comments identified by the public. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED BUT 
NOT ANALYZED FURTHER IN THE FEIS 

Seven basic wolf management alternatives were identified but were not evaluated further in the FEIS. Those 
alternatives were: 
J, immediately delist wolves and let the states manage and recover wolves.-No wolf 
reintroduction would occur. States would manage the gray wolf the same as other resident wildlife species without 
federal oversight. Wolves are listed as state endangered species in Montana and Idaho but other Idaho law prohibits 
wolf management, including law enforcement, by the Idaho Fish and Game Department, except for assisting with 
control of nuisance wolves and participation on any wolf recovery team without the expressed permission of the state 
legislature. Wolves are listed as predators by state law in Wyoming, and cannot be managed by the Wyoming Game 
and Fish Department. Wolves can be killed at any time without limit. This alternative is not being considered 
further because of the conflicting intent and uncertain direction of state law. 

2. State management of nonessential experimental populations.-Wolves would be reintroduced into 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. In areas without resident wolf packs, liberal management would be 
allowed to address local concerns about livestock, land-use restrictions, and ungulate populations. The respective 
states would develop wolf management plans that conform to federal law and would lead wolf recovery and 
management. Federal funding would support state management, compensation for livestock losses caused by wolves, 
and enhancement of ungulate habitat. Except for the provisions calling for federal compensation for livestock losses 
and ungulate enhancement, this alternative was incorporated into tl1e FEIS as the FWS's proposed action. 

3. No cow or bison-based, sustained subsistence economy.-Livestock growing would be eliminated, 
fencing removed, control of predators stopped, and wolves and bison reintroduced throughout the wolf recovery 
areas. This alternative is not being considered further in the FEIS because it is far beyond any reasonable use of 
federal authority and is not practical. 

4. Recovery of existing wolves. -This alternative would recover the existing population of wolves that some 
people believe were never totally extirpated from the Yellowstone area. No reintroduction would occur and other 
wolves would be prevented from affecting these wolves alleged to be genetically unique. This alternative is not 
being considered further in the FEIS because all wolves, regardless of potential subspecific classification, were listed 
in 1978. Current information indicates wolves that once inhabited the Yellowstone area were more widely 
distributed and less distinct than previously believed. Scientific evidence does not indicate that any population of 
wolves persisted or currently exists in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. Wolf monitoring programs in Idaho, 
Wyoming, and Yellowstone National Park have detected the presence of occasional lone wolves, but efforts have 
not confirmed the presence of packs or breeding pairs of wolves in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

5. 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan.-The plan recommended preparation of an EIS, wolves be reintroduced as a 
nonessential experimental population into Yellowstone National Park, and natural recovery be monitored in central 
Idaho. If 2 breeding pairs of wolves had not been documented in Idaho within 5 years (i.e., by 1992) other wolf 
conservation measures would be considered. No EIS was prepared as a result of this plan, no reintroduction 
occurred, and no breeding wolves have been documented in the Yellowstone or Idaho areas. Therefore, this 
alternative is not being considered as a separate alternative in the FEIS. 
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6. Accelerated Wolf Recovery. -Wolves would be immediately reintroduced into the Yellowstone and central 
Idaho areas until wolf population recovery was achieved. A wide variety of land-use restrictions would be used to 
enhance habitat for wolves over a very broad area, including: reducing the number of roads on public lands that 
are used by motorized vehicles, not permitting livestock or people in areas used by denning wolves, not controlling 
wolves that attacked livestock, and increasing the number of ungulates by improving or purchasing important habitat. 
This alternative was unduly restrictive and more severe than was reasonably required to achieve wolf recovery and 
it is not being considered further. 

7. The Indian Plan Alternative.-From public review of the DEIS, several alternatives or modifications 
of alternatives already considered in the DEIS were suggested to be considered again in the FEIS. Only one new 
alternative was proposed in the FEIS. That alternative and the reason it is not evaluated further is as follows. "At 
one time native Americans armed with bows and arrows and spears were part of the natural ecosystem. I propose 
having a small Indian village with tepees, etc. in a place like the Lamar Valley during as much of the year as suited 
them. During the tourist season, tourists could stay in the tepees and learn Indian crafts such as tanning leather, 
beadwork, making moccasins, making arrowheads, etc. They could also learn Indian dancing, stalking wild game, 
spearing fish, beating drums, etc. 

Tame wolves would be kept by the Indians so they could be seen by tourists. WILD ones will seldom, if ever, be 
seen by tourists. During a hunting season, directed by Park Rangers, Indians ... would be allowed to harvest a 
number of wild game animals. The meat would be distributed to needy Native Americans. This 'Indian Plan' 
offers advantages over the proposed 'wolf plan'." 

The Indian Plan alternative is not being evaluated further because it does not address the issue of recovery or 
reintroduction of wild wolf populations. This alternative also does not restore wolves as functioning components A 
of the natural ecosystem in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas and its potential impact on the environment -
would be similar to the No Wolf alternative. 

ALTERNATIVES ANALYZED IN DETAIL IN THE FEIS 

Based upon 160,284 public comments during review of the DEIS, 5 alternatives were developed and are considered 
in depth in the FEIS because they represent a broad range of alternatives and respond to the public's concerns 
expressed about the potential issues and impacts involved in wolf reintroduction. Those alternatives are: 
1. Reintroduction of Experimental Populations (FWS proposal) 

2. Natural Recovery (No action or current management strategy) 

3. No Wolf 

4. Wolf Management Committee 

5. Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves 

Description and Impacts of the Proposed Action and Alternatives 
Alternative I. Reintroduction of Experimental Populations (Proposed action) 
Summary. -Two nonessential experimental population areas (Figure S-2) would be established through regulation 
by the FWS under Section 10 (j) of the ESA. The ongoing wolf monitoring efforts would continue. Prior to any 
reintroduction, the FWS would determine the status of any naturally occurring wolf population in those 2 areas. 
Wolves would be reintroduced into either or both Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho unless a wolf 
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Figure S-2. The proposed experimental population areas in central Idaho (south of Interstate 90 and west of 
Interstate 15) and the Yellowstone area (south of the Missouri River from the Montana-North Dakota border to 
Great Falls and east of Interstate 15) where nonessential experimental population rules will apply. 

population (2 wild breeding pair, raising at least 2 young for the previous 2 years in an area) had been documented. 
Wolves outside national parks and wildlife refuges would be managed by the states and tribes under special federal 
regulations. If the states and tribes did not assume wolf management, the FWS would. Management would allow 
wolves to be killed or moved under some conditions by federal, state, and tribal agencies for domestic animal 
depredations and excessive predation on ungulate populations. Under some conditions, the public could harass and 
kill wolves attacking livestock (cattle, sheep, horses, and mules only). There would be no federal compensation 
program, but compensation from existing private funding sources would be encouraged. There would be no land
use restrictions applied when ;;;, 6 wolf packs occupied an experimental population area. No critical habitat will be 
designated. Use of toxicants lethal to wolves in areas occupied by wolves would still be prohibited by existing ADC 
policy and EPA labeling restrictions but other ADC activities would not be affected. Wolf populations would 
recover by 2002. 

Management Actions. -If a wolf population is not discovered in either the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas 
before October 1994, or before a release of wolves after that date (agency efforts to locate wolf packs in these areas 
have already been intensified but no packs have been found at the present time), the following would occur in each 
area not having a wolf population: 

Note. - If a wolf population was discovered in either the Yellowstone and/or central Idaho areas, reintroduction 
under an experimental population rule would not occur and any wolf population would be managed as a naturally 
recovering population (see Alternative 2) in that area. 

Note.-The proposed boundaries of the experimental population areas were established by considering the 
combination of the current southern expansion of naturally formed wolf packs in Montana, location of high quality 
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wolf habitat and potential wolf release sites, and the likelihood of any wolf packs documented inside the 
experimental area resulting from reintroduction into central Idaho or Yellowstone National Park rather than from 
natural dispersal from Canada or northwestern Montana. Therefore, the boundaries of the proposed experimental 
population areas could be affected by formation of new wolf packs before any decision or implementation of a 
nonessential experimental population rule and wolf reintroduction is made (at the earliest mid-year 1994). 

Note.-in response to agency and public: comment on the FWS DEIS proposal, several changes were made in the 
FWS FEIS proposal. None of those changes were significant enough to effect the potential impact of the proposed 
action on big game, hunting harvest, domestic animal depredation, land-use restrictions, visitor use, or local 
economies. Changes to the FWS FEIS proposal include the following: 

1. The northern boundary of the nonessential experimental population area for the Yellowstone area was moved 
north from Highway 12, to include the area south of the Missouri River from the eastern Montana border to Great 
Falls. 

2. Increased emphasis was placed on an aggressive but balanced public information and education program and on 
law enforcement. 

3. The reporting requirement for harassing wolves, in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner, for landowners on 
private land and for individuals holding grazing permits on public land was shonened from 14 days to no longer 
than 7 days and is restricted to only adult (greater than 6 months old) wolves. The ability of individuals holding 
grazing permits on public land to harass adult wolves in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner will become pan 
of their permit conditions so it is clearly understood exactly what can occur. 

4. Only after 6 or more breeding pairs of wolves are established in a recovery area and after designated authorities e 
have confirmed livestock losses have been caused by wolves and have been unable to stop further losses, can 
individuals holding grazing permits on public lands receive a permit to take wolves in the act of killing or wounding 
livestock (cattle, sheep, horses, and mules). 

5. The intent of the experimental rule is that land-use restrictions not be routinely used solely to enhance wolf 
recovery. However, land-use restrictions may be temporarily used by land or resource managers to control intrusive 
human disturbance, primarily around active den sites between April 1 and June 30, when there are 5 or fewer 
breeding pairs of wolves in a recovery area. After 6 or more breeding pairs become established in a recovery area 
land-use restrictions would not be needed. 

6. Several of the general guidelines for Determining Problem Wolf Status (Interim Wolf Control Plan, FWS, 1988, 
pages 7 to 9) were incorporated into the wolf control procedures as pan of the experimental population rule. Those 
guidelines are as follows: 

The following conditions and criteria will apply in determining the problem status of wolves within the nonessential 
experimental population areas: 

(1) Wounded livestock or some remains of a livestock carcass must be present with clear evidence (Roy and 
Dorrance 1976, Fritts 1982) that wolves were responsible for the damage and there must be reason to beiieve 
that additional losses would occur if the problem wolf or wolves were not controlled. Such evidence is essential 
since wolves may simply feed on carrion they have found while not being responsible for the kill. 

(2) Artificial or intentional feeding of wolves must not have occurred. Livestock carcasses not properly 
disposed of in an area where depredations have occurred will be considered attractants. On federal lands, 
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removal or resolution of such attractants must accompany any control action. Livestock carrion or carcasses 
on federal land, not being used as bait in an authorized control action (by agencies), must be removed, buried, 
burned, or otherwise disposed of such that the carcass( es) will not attract wolves. 

(3) On federal lands, animal husbandry practices previously identified in existing approved allotment plans and 
annual operating plans for allotments must have been followed. 

7. Wolves that attack other domestic animals and pets on private land 2 times in a calendar year (instead of 3 times 
as recommended in the DEIS) would be moved. 

8. The states and tribes can move wolves having unacceptable impacts on ungulates, if those impacts would inhibit 
wolf recovery or would effectively reduce the prey base for wolves in a specific area (extraordinary population 
pressures). The states and tribes will develop wolf management plans that will define such unacceptable impacts, 
how they would be measured, and identify other possible mitigation in their state or tribal management plans. These 
plans must be within the provisions and intent of the nonessential experimental population rule and must be approved 
by the FWS through cooperative agreement before such control could be conducted. 

9. The FWS, ADC, or state or tribal agencies authorized by the FWS would promptly remove from the wild any 
wolf FWS, ADC, or authorized agency determined was a threat to human life or safety. 
Two nonessential experimental population areas and special rules for each of those areas would be established. 
These rules would permit the following in the experimental areas: 

-Beginning in October 1994, 30 wild wolves would be captured in Canada and released in the experimental 
population areas, until a wild wolf population was established in each area (estimated 3-5 years). Breeding adults 
and their pups (15/year) would be held 6-8 weeks at 3 sites in Yellowstone National Park and released in December. 
Yearlings and non-breeding adults (15/year) would be immediately released in central Idaho to simulate natural 
dispersal and pack formation. Reintroduced wolves would be monitored with radio telemetry and moved as 
necessary to enhance wolf population recovery. 

-Designate all wolves in the experimental areas as experimental animals once wolves were released. 

-The states and tribes would implement and lead wolf management outside national parks and national wildlife 
refuges within federal guidelines. The FWS would implement wolf management otherwise. 

-Wolves severely impacting wild ungulate populations (states and tribes would define) or potentially affecting other 
listed species would be moved as necessary. 

-There would be no land-use restrictions implemented for wolves when ;;:6 packs occupy an experimental population 
area. Land-use restrictions around active dens may be used on an as needed basis when ,,; 5 packs are present. 

-If additional livestock depredations were likely, proper animal husbandry practices were employed (proper disposal 
of livestock carcasses, etc.), artificial feeding did not take place, and federal grazing allotment plans were followed, 
agencies would harass, capture, move, or kill wolves that attacked livestock (defined as cattle, sheep, horses, or 
mules only) on public or private land. Females with pups on public land would be released on site before October 
1. 

-Compensation for livestock killed by wolves would be paid from an already established private fund. 

-Wolves that attack domestic animals, other than livestock, on private land 2 times in a calendar year would be 
moved . 
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-Land owners could, in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner, harass adult wolves on private land at any time (7 
day reporting). 

-Public land grazing permittees could, in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner, harass adult wolves near their 
livestock at any time (7 day reporting). 

-Wolves in the act of wounding or killing livestock on private land could be killed by livestock owners-managers 
(maximum 24 hour reporting and evidence of livestock freshly wounded by wolves must be evident). 

-If agencies could not resolve wolf depredations on livestock on public land, grazing permittees would receive 
permits to kill wolves in the act of attacking livestock once ;;,, 6 packs occupy an experimental population area (24 
hour reporting and evidence of livestock freshly wounded by wolves must be evident). 

-After thorough investigation, take (killing or injuring) of wolves in an experimental population area by unavoidable 
and unintentional actions during otherwise legal activities would not be considered a take. 

-Any wolf presenting a threat to human life or safety would be promptly removed from the wild. 
See Tables S-2 through S-5 for a comparison of the expected actions and effects of this alternative. 

Alternative 2. Natural Recovery (No action or current management strategy) 
Summary. -No wolf reintroductions would occur. Enhanced wolf management programs similar to the one 
currently used in Montana would be established in Idaho and Wyoming. Wolves would be encouraged to naturally 
expand their ranges into any area they choose, eventually into the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas. Wolves 
would eventually recolonize the recovery areas, but would also recolonize other areas throughout the northern Rocky 
Mountains and would be allowed to remain there if few conflicts occurred and wolf recovery was not precluded by 
moving those wolves. Because wolves would settle in some areas where their presence was undesirable, there 
would be occasional conflicts, particularly with livestock. Depredating wolves would be controlled by agencies as 
long as control did not preclude wolf population recovery. There would be no federal compensation program, 
although a private fund does exist and its use by livestock producers would be encouraged. Wolves would not be 
controlled if there were conflicts with pets or state or tribal big game management objectives. There would be some 
land-use restrictions primarily around active den sites and on some ADC activities in occupied wolf habitat. Illegal 
killing, at a level that precluded or severely inhibited recovery, would result in additional land-use restrictions, 
primarily a reduction in the number of roads open to motorized vehicles. Excessive wolf conflict with livestock 
would affect the location and duration of livestock grazing on public land. This alternative would likely result in 
recovered wolf populations in central Idaho about 2012 and in the Yellowstone area about 2025. 

Management Actions. -An enhanced FWS wolf recovery program would be established in Idaho and Wyoming. 
FWS biologists and other agency cooperators would conduct the following activities: 

-Wolf monitoring efforts would continue but would be enhanced to solicit more reports from the public and agency 
personnel, increase efforts to conduct more field surveys in all areas of suspected wolf activity, and increase 
attempts to place radio collars on members of any wolf packs that were located. 

-An ADC wolf managerrient specialist position would be established once \Volf packs formed in Idaho or Wyoming. 
All reports of wolf depredations on legally present livestock would be investigated. Wolves that depredated on 
livestock (but not pets) and were likely to do so again, would be moved after the first depredation and killed or 
placed in captivity after subsequent depredations. Females and their young would be released on site prior to 
August I. Wolves would not be controlled in areas critical to wolves (dens or ungulate calving areas) or if wolves 
were attracted to the area by poor livestock husbandry practices (improper carrion disposal). After 6 packs became 
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established in each recovery area, depredating wolves would be killed. Wolf control is permitted only so long as 
wolf recovery is not prevented by such management. The public may not attempt to harm or harass any wolf unless 
it is necessary for the immediate protection of human life or safety, which is highly unlikely. 

-Compensation for livestock losses would be paid by an already established private fund. 

-Wolves would not be controlled to reduce predation on wild ungulate populations. 

-FWS would encourage and support research on wolves and their prey. 

-FWS would encourage land management agencies to maintain or enhance ungulate populations to ensure adequate 
wolf prey. 

-FWS would lead an aggressive public information and education program that would provide accurate information 
about wolves and wolf recovery under the ESA. 

-There would be very few land-use restrictions implemented unless illegal killing began to inhibit wolf recovery. 
Currently, it is recommended that land management agencies restrict obtrusive human activity within I mile of 
active wolf dens from March I to July I and that ADC not conduct predator control activities (primarily use of toxic 
devices- M-44s) in a manner that may accidently kill a wolf. Land-use restrictions, such as reducing the amount 
of roads or area open to motorized vehicles, seasonal closures on coyote hunting, reducing livestock grazing on 
public land, and closing areas near den or rendezvous sites to human activity have been applied in a few areas and, 
although unlikely, are possible in the northern Rocky Mountains. 

See Tables S-2 through S-5 for a comparison of the expected actions and effects of this alternative. 

Alternative 3. No Wolf 
Summary.-Congress would pass legislation to remove wolves in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho from the list 
of Endangered Species. The FWS would stop all funding and management activity towards wolf monitoring, 
education, research, and control in the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S. Furthermore, the states of Montana 
and Idaho would remove wolves from the protection of state law. Except within Glacier National Park, unregulated 
killing by the public would prevent further wolf recovery in these areas. ADC activity would remove any wolves 
that threaten livestock. Wolf populations would not recover in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

Management Actions 
-Federal legislation would be passed that removed wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains from federal protection. 

-Montana and Idaho state legislation would be passed that removed protection for wolves. 

-People would be allowed to kill wolves at any time without restriction which would by itself prevent wolf 
population recovery. 

-ADC would kill any wolves causing potential conflicts with livestock. 

See Tables S-2 through S-5 for a comparison of the expected actions and effects of this alternative. 

Alternative 4. Wolf Management Committee 
Summary. -Congress would be requested to immediately either amend the ESA or pass special legislation to 
designate wolves in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho (except in and immediately west of Glacier National Park and 
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in Yellowstone National Park) as a special state-managed nonessential experimental population. The states would 
develop plans to recover wolves in northwestern Montana, central Idaho, and Yellowstone National Park. Wolves 
would be recovered through natural dispersal in northwestern Montana and central Idaho and would be reintroduced 
in Yellowstone National Park. Wolves attacking or harassing livestock, working animals, or pets could be killed 
or moved by the public and by state, tribal, and federal agencies. Compensation for domestic animal losses, 
increased ungulate monitoring, and habitat enhancement would be paid from a federal trust fund. There would be 
few land-use restrictions. Wolves would be moved to address state big game management goals. Wolf populations 
would recover in the Yellowstone area about 2010 and in central Idaho about 2015. 

Management Actions 
-Congress would amend the ESA and designate wolves, outside National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges, in 
Wyoming and Idaho and nearly all of Montana as a special nonessential experimental population and establish an 
interagency committee and federal trust fund. 

-States would develop wolf management plans and assume management authority within 2 years. 

-Wolves would be reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park and after 5 years possibly central Idaho. 

-Agencies would move (if less than 6 packs were present) or kill (if 6 or more packs were present) wolves that 
attacked livestock, working animals, or pets. 

-Owners of livestock, working animals, and pets could kill any wolves they believed were harassing or attacking 
their animals. Incidents must be reported within48 hours on private land and 14 days on public land. Any wolves 
killed would be replaced. The alternative requires an education program for livestock producers. 

-Wolves affecting state big game management objectives would be moved. 

-Compensation for domestic animal losses from a federal trust. 

-Establish public land-use restrictions around active den sites between April 1 and June 15 and restrict toxicants 
lethal to wolves in areas where wolf occupancy was desired. 

-Conduct an active information and education program. 

-Monitor and enhance ungulate populations. 

See Tables S-2 through S-5 for a comparison of the expected actions and effects of this alternative. 

Alternative 5. Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves 
Summary.-Wolves would be reintroduced into areas in and near central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park 
until 10 breeding pairs were established. They would not be designated an experimental population. Wolf recovery 
would be a high priority on all surrounding federal lands. If required, land-use restrictions such as road and trail 
closures, redistribution of grazing allotments, and protection of key wolf habitats would be promoted. If wolves 
depredated on iivestock on public land or impacted state big game managen1ent objectives, no control would occur. 
If repeated chronic wolf depredation on livestock occurred on private lands, wolves would be moved. Compensation 
for livestock losses would be available only from existing private programs. Habitat for ungulates and wolf security 
would be enhanced to provide abundant prey. Wolf populations would likely recover rapidly and by 2000. 
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Management Actions 
-The FWS would establish enhanced wolf recovery programs in Wyoming and Idaho (see Alternative 2) to conduct 
monitoring, research, and education programs. 

-The FWS would reintroduce wolves into the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas until IO breeding pairs were 
established, regardless if other wolves were documented in those areas. 

-The USDA Forest Service and BLM, within the primary analysis areas, would use road closures and habitat 
enhancement on at least 35 square miles of lands they administer outside of wilderness. 

-Wolves would not be controlled for livestock conflicts, except in chronic problem areas on private land, or for 
conflicts with ungulate populations. 

-Land management agencies would spend about $3,000,000/year to purchase or enhance important ungulate-wolf 
habitat. 

-Law enforcement programs would be significantly enhanced. 

See Tables S-2 through S-5 for a comparison of the expected actions and effects of this alternative. 
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Table S-2. Alternatives and expected actions associated with them. ~ 

Where q 
Land-use wolves Wolf mgmt. Legislation 

Control of Compensation Control of big Management restrictions for would be Date of wolf cost until needed to 
Alternatives livestock losses for losses game predation of wolves wolves recovered recovery recoverya implement 

Reintroduction of Agencies Probably Wolves moved By states and Up to 16 mi.2 YNP YNP & ID $6,757,750 Publish 
Experimental move/kill wolves private funds. if problem tribes with for 5 or fewer 17,600 mi2 2002 experimental 
Population for killing documented. federal packs, none rule in federal 
(Proposal) livestock/pets. Encourage land oversight of after 6 packs ID register. Some 

Public harass agencies to state plans. are established. 20,700 mi2 state laws would 
and control enhance have to be 
under some ungulate habitat. changed to allow 
conditions. state 

management. 

Natural Recovery Agencies move Probably None. Federal 1 mi. around YNP YNP $10,000,000· None 
wolves for private funds. dens 35 mi. 2 23,300 mi2 2025 $15,000,000 
livestock affected. More 
depredations. possible. ID ID 

23,900 mi2 2012 

No Wolf All wolves None All wolves None for None for Nowhere Never $100,000 Modify state 
>< killed. killed. recove·ry by wolves. (MT & ID) and >< 

agencies. federal laws. 

Wolf Management Agencies Compensation Wolves moved, By states. No 1 mi. around YNP YNP $100,000,000- Modify state and 
Committee move/kill by federal trust. habitat federal dens 35 mi. 2 12,070 mi2 2010 $129,000,000 federal laws. 

wolves. Public enhanced, oversight. affected. 
kill wolves for increased ID ID 
harassing and ungulate 9,450 mi2 2015 
attacking monitoring. 
livestock/pets/ 
working 
animals. 

Reintroduction of Agencies move Probably Habitat Federal 1 mi. around YNP YNP & ID $28,209,750 None 
Nonexperimental wolves only in private funds. enhanced. dens 35 mi.2 29,130 mi2 2000 
Wolves chronic problem affected. Some 

areas on private roads may be ID 
land. closed. 29,530 mi2 

See Appendix 5 on how costs estimates were detennined. 
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Table S-3. Expected impacts of recovered wolf population (100 wolves) by alternative-Yellowstone area. 

_A_Ite_m_at_iv_e_s __ Reintroduction of 

Impact 

Impact to big 
game 
populations 

Effects on 
hunter harvest 

Livestock 
depredation 

Land-use 
restrictions 

Visitor use 

Economic 
effects 

Experimental Population 
(Proposal) 

Elk 5%-20% reduction, 
mule deer 10 % 
reduction, bison 5%-10% 
reduction, others no 
effect. Effects over 
Yellowstone area. 

Reduced antlerless 
harvest 8%(range 2%-
30%), no effect on 
antlered harvest over 
Yellowstone area. 

Annual average 19 (range 
3-32) cattle, average 68 
(range 38-110) sheep. 

Up to 16 mi. 2 for 5 or 
fewer packs, none after 6 
or more packs 
established. 

Probable 5% increase in 
nonresident and 103 
increase in local 
visitation. 

Decreased hunter benefits 
$187 .000-$465 ,000/year. 
Decreased hunter 
expenditures $207 ,000-
$414,000/year. 
Livestock losses $1,888-
$30,470/year. Visitor 
expenditures increase 
$23,000,000/year. Wolf 
existence value positive 
$8,300,000/year. Wolf 
management costs 
$480,000/year. 

Natural Recovery 
(No Action) 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur several 
decades later. Short term 
negative effect to 30 % 
possible. 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur several 
decades later. Short term 
30% possible. 

A few (10%) more over 
a longer period (30 
years). Losses on 
private land more likely. 

Reduce human activity 
one mile around active 
wolf dens. 35 mi2 more 
possible road closures, 
etc. 

Probable 5%-10% 
increase by 2025, after 
wolves become 
established. 

Decreased hunter 
benefits $59,000-
$147,000/year. 
Livestock losses $600-
9, 700/year. Visitor 
expenditures increase 
$1.73-$2.56 
million/year. Wolf 
management costs 
$250,000/year. 
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No Wolf 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

Total costs 
of about 
$50,000 to 
change 
federal and 
some state 
laws. 

Wolf Management 
Committee 

Similar to Experimental 
population with effects 
confined mostly to 
YNP and wilderness 
areas. 

Similar to Experimental 
population with effects 
confined mostly to 
YNP and wilderness 
areas. 

Losses likely toward 
lower range (3 cattle & 
38 sheep) of that 
projected for 
experimental 
population. 

Reduce human activity 
one mile around active 
wolf dens. 35 mi2 

more possible road 
closures, etc. 

Probable increase (53-
10%) in visitation. 

Costs to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
lower and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
$3.22 million/year. 

Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental 
Population 

Slightly higher than 
Experimental but 
wolves recover sooner. 

Slightly greater than 
Experimental (15%) but 
wolves recover by 
2000. 

Losses likely from 
upper range (32 cattle 
& 110 sheep) of 
projected to several 
times that level. 

One mile around active 
wolf denS. If wolves 
illegally killed may 
include road closures, 
removal of livestock, 
and limits on activities 
on public lands. 

Probable increase (5%-
10 % ) in visitation. 

Costs to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
higher and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
$2.7 million/year. 
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Table S-4. Expected impacts of recovered wolf population (!00 wolves) by alternative-central Idaho area. 

Alternatives Reintroduction of 
------- Experimental Population 

Impact (Proposal) 

Impact to big 
game 
populations 

Effects on 
hunter harvest 

Livestock 
depredation 

Land-use 
restrictions 

Visitor use 

Economic 
effects 

Elk 5%-10% reduction, 
others no effect in 
central Idaho area by 
2002. 

Reduced antlerless 
harvest (elk only) 10%-
15%, no effect on 
antlered harvest in 
central Idaho area. 

Annual average 10 
(range 1-19) cattle, 
average 57 (range 32-92) 
sheep. 

Up to 16 mi.2 for 5 or 
fewer packs, none after 
6 or more packs 
established. 

erobable 2 % increase 
likely. 

Decreased hunter 
benefits $757 ,000-
$1.135,000/year. 
Decreased hunter 
expenditures $572,000-
$857 ,000/year. 
Livestock losses $2,923-
$18,503/year. Increased 
visitor expenditures 
likely. Wolf existence 
value positive 
$8,400,000/year. Wolf 
management costs 
$480,000/year. 

Natural Recovery 
(No Action) 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur a decade 
later. Bighorn sheep 
could decrease 
temporarily. 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur a decade 
later. Some Bighorn 
sheep could be 
affected. 

A few more (12 cattle, 
60 sheep) over a 
longer period (30 
years). Losses on 
private land more 
likely. 

One mile around 
active wolf dens. 35 
mi2 impacted. More 
possible road closures, 
etc. 

Probable 2 % increase 
likely by 2012. 

Decreased hunter 
benefits $504,000-
$756,000/year. 
Livestock losses 
$1,900-$12.300/year. 
Wolf existence value 
positive $4.26 million
$6.22 million/year. 
Wolf management 
costs $250,000/year. 

Wolf Management 
No Wolf Committee 

No new in Similar to experimental 
central population with effects 
Idaho. confined mostly to 

wilderness areas and 
later (2015). 

No new in Similar to experimental 
central population with effects 
Idaho. confined mostly to 

wilderness areas and 
later. 

No new in Losses likely toward 
central lower range (8 cattle, 40 
Idaho. sheep) of that projected 

for experimental 
population. 

No new in One mile around active 
central wolf dens. 35 mi2 
Idaho. impacted. 

No new in 
central 
Idaho. 

Total costs 
of about 
$50,000 to 
change 
federal 
and Idaho 
laws. 

Probable 2 % increase. 

Cost to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
lower and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
3.22 million/year. 
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Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental 
Population 

Slightly higher than 
Experimental but wolves 
recover sooner. Bighorn 
sheep may be temporarily 
decreased. 

Slightly greater than 
Experimental (15 % ) 
during recovery but 
wolves recover by 2000. 

Losses likely from upper 
range ( 14 cattle, 70 
sheep) of projected to 
several times that level. 

One mile around active 
wolf dens. If wolves 
illegally killed may 
include road closures, 
removal of livestock, and 
limits on activities on 
public lands. 

Probable 2 % increase. 

Costs to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
higher and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
2.7 million/year. 
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Table S-5. Expected impacts of alternatives-northwestern Montana.' 

Alternatives Reintroduction of Reintroduction of 

Impact 
Experimental Natural Recovery Wolf Management Nonexperimental 
Population (Proposal) (No Action) No Wolf Committee Population 

Impact to big Wolves would not Wolves would not Fewer ungulates, Slightly less chance Wolves would not 
game cause any new cause any new impacts primarily white-tailed that wolves could cause any new 
populations impacts in in northwestern deer, killed annually significantly impact impacts in 

northwestern Montana Montana under this by wolves. ungulate populations northwestern 
under this alternative, alternative. compared to experi- Montana under this 

mental population alternative. 
alternative. 

Effects on Wolves would not Wolves would not Hunter harvest of Slightly less chance Wolves would not 
hunter harvest cause any new cause any new impacts female ungulates that wolves could cause any new 

impacts in in northwestern increases slightly. impact hunting of impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this female ungulates northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. compared to experi- Montana under this 

mental population alternative. 
alternative. 

Livestock Wolves would not Wolves would not Fewer cattle and Slightly fewer Wolves would not 
depredation cause any new cause any new impacts fewer sheep killed or livestock (average 3 cause any new 

impacts in in northwestern maimed by wolves. cattle and 2 impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this sheep/year) would northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. be killed by wolves. Montana under this 

alternative. 

Land-use Wolves would not Wolves would not Up to 35 mi2 of Wolves would not Wolves would not 

restrictions cause any new cause any new impacts habitat in public land cause any new cause any new 

impacts in in northwestern would not be impacts in impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this potentially affected by northwestern northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. seasonal restrictions Montana under this Montana under this 

to protect active wolf alternative. alternative. 
dens. 

Visitor use Wolves would not Wolves would not Visitation to Slight potential Wolves would not 

cause any new cause any new impacts northwestern Montana decrease in cause any new 
impacts in in northwestern may decrease from visitation. impacts in 

northwestern Montana Montana under this current projections. northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. Montana under this 

alternative. 

Economic Wolves would not Wolves would not Few livestock would Slightly fewer Wolves would not 

effects cause any new cause any new impacts be lost to wolf livestock losses. cause any new 
impacts in in northwestern depredation. More Slightly less chance impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this hunter dollars would of reduced hunter northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. be spent hunting expenditures. Slight Montana under this 

female ungulates. decrease in visitor alternative. 
Fewer visitor dollars expenditures. 
will be spent. 

a Two of the alternatives (No Wolf and Wolf Management Conunittee). might impact the naturally occurring wolf population in 
northwestern Montana. Three alternatives (Reintroduction of Experimental Populations, Natural Recovery, and Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental Population) will have no significant effect on the naturally recolonizing wolf populations in northwestern Montana. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Wolves, once common in the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States, were exterminated 
by the late 1930s. Except for Minnesota (where wolves have been listed as threatened since 
1978), wolves were listed as an endangered species in 1973 in the contiguous 48 states. In 
1987, the "Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan" (USFWS 1987) recommended wolf 
populations be recovered by establishing 3 populations, 1 each in northwestern Montana, central 
Idaho, and the area in and around Yellowstone National Park. Wolves have naturally dispersed 
from Canada and established a population in northwestern Montana, but packs and breeding pairs 
are still not known to exist in Yellowstone and central Idaho. 

This document describes 5 alternative ways that wolves could be recovered in Yellowstone 
National Park and central Idaho. The proposed action is to establish wolf populations, 
designated as nonessential, experimental populations, by reintroducing wolves into Yellowstone 
National Park and central Idaho. Two other alternatives also involve capturing and releasing 
wolves. One alternative encourages natural wolf recovery with no reintroductions. One 
alternative does not allow wolf recovery. All issues and concerns identified by the public were 
considered and the most significant analyzed in detail. The probable effects of each alternative 
on ungulate populations, hunter harvest, livestock, land use, visitor use, and regional economies 
are also described. 

The draft EIS was distributed for public review and comment on July 1, 1993. The comment 
period was extended from the original October 15 deadline to November 26, 1993. All 
comments (including responses) from federal, state, and local government agencies having 
regulatory authorities, and native American tribes are printed in this document, the final EIS 
(FEIS). Due to the volume of response, most letters and verbal testimony from individuals and 
non-governmental agencies are not printed in the FEIS. However, issues identified through the 
analysis of public comments, and the responses are presented in Chapter 5. 
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Purpose of and Need for Action 

INTRODUCTION 

This section of the final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) discusses the purpose and need 
for the action, background of why the FEIS is being developed, the project location, the legal 
constraints of any decision, how the planning process was developed, the scoping of the draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS), and the major issues and concerns that were considered 
in detail in the DEIS. 

PURPOSE OF THE ACTION 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) proposes to recover, and then delist (remove from 
federal protection), the gray wolf (Canis lupus) in the northern Rocky Mountains by establishing 
a minimum of 10 breeding pairs of gray wolves, for 3 consecutive years, in (1) central Idaho 
and (2) the greater Yellowstone area. Wolves have been dispersing naturally into northwestern 
Montana and have established a population that should reach recovery levels about 2002. The 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas represent 2 of 3 wolf recovery areas in the northern Rocky 
Mountains of the United States (U.S.) that were identified in the 1987 Northern Rocky Mountain 
Wolf Recovery Plan as being necessary for the recovery and conservation of endangered gray 
wolves, but wolf populations do not currently exist in these areas. This proposal covers only 
the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. 

NEED FOR THE ACTION 

The FWS is the primary agency responsible for the recovery and conservation of endangered 
species, including the gray wolf in the U.S. In 1991, Congress directed the FWS to prepare a 
DEIS on reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 

BACKGROUND 

Gray wolves were common in the northern Rocky Mountain states prior to 1870. After bison 
(Bison bison), elk (Cervus elaphus), deer (Odocoileus spp.), and other ungulates were decimated 
by unregulated hunting and settlement, wolves and other large predators threatened the 
expanding livestock industry. By 1930, government predator control programs severely reduced 
predators and eliminated wolves from the western U.S. 

The northern Rocky Mountain wolf subspecies (Canis lupus irremotus) was listed as an 
endangered species in 1973 (38 Federal Register 14678, June 4, 1973). However, because 
modern taxonomists recognized fewer subspecies, the entire species (Canis lupus) was listed as 
an endangered species throughout the contiguous U.S., except in Minnesota where wolves were 
listed as threatened in 1978 (43 Federal Register 9612, March 1978). As enacted by Congress, 
the purposes of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) are "to provide a means whereby the 
ecosystems upon which endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved, 
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to provide a program for the conservation of such endangered species and threatened species, 
and to take such steps as may be appropriate to achieve the purposes of the treaties and 
conventions set forth ... " The ESA "further declared to be the policy of Congress that all 
Federal Departments and agencies shall seek to conserve endangered species and threatened 
species and shall use their authorities in furtherance of this Act." The ESA also stated "The 
Secretary shall develop and implement plans (herein .. referred to as 'recovery plans') for the 
conservation and survival of endangered species ... " 

The Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan was first approved by the FWS in 1980. 
The plan was "intended to provide direction and coordination for efforts toward recovery of at 
least 2 viable Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf (Canis lupus irremotus) populations in the lower 
48 states." The plan recommended among other things that wolf status and distribution be 
determined, management programs for any existing wolves be established, and wolf populations 
in unoccupied habitat be established through dispersal and introduction. 

The Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan was revised and approved by the FWS in 
1987. The primary goal of the revised plan was "to remove the Northern Rocky Mountain wolf 
from the endangered and threatened species list by securing and maintaining a minimum of 10 
breeding pairs of wolves in each of three recovery areas for a minimum of three successive 
years." That plan recommended wolf population recovery through natural colonization in the 
northwest Montana and central Idaho recovery areas. If monitoring efforts in those recovery 
areas did not indicate satisfactory progress (2 breeding pairs) toward recovery through natural 
recolonization within 5 years, other conservation measures would be identified and implemented. 
Due to Yellowstone National Park's geographic isolation from areas with established wolf 
populations, the recovery plan recommended the reintroduction of wolves there, designated as 
a nonessential experimental population. However, before any reintroduction effort was initiated, 
the appropriate National Environmental Policy Act documents (Environmental Impact Statement) 
were to be prepared with full public involvement. 

In the 1990 Department of the Interior Appropriations Bill (PL 101-512 enacted on November 
5, 1990), Congress directed the Secretary of Interior to appoint a 10-member committee, 
composed of representatives of the National Park Service (NPS), FWS, U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (USDA) Forest Service, representatives from fish and game agencies from Idaho, 
Montana, and Wyoming, conservation groups, and livestock and hunting communities. The 
Committee's task was to develop a gray wolf reintroduction and management plan for 
Yellowstone National Park and the central Idaho Wilderness Area. The Committee was further 
charged with making its completed plan and its recommendations available to the Secretary and 
the Congress by May 15, 1991. The Committee's plan was to represent a consensus agreement 
with at least 6 members supporting the plan. Seven members (FWS, USDA Forest Service, 3 
state agencies, hunting and livestock representatives) voted for the plan, 1 abstained (NPS), and 
2 voted against it (conservation group representatives). The report was presented to Congress 
on schedule, but, to date, no action has been taken on the Committee's recommendation. 
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On November 13, 1991, Congress directed the FWS, in consultation with the NPS and USDA 
Forest Service, to prepare a DEIS on wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park and 
central Idaho. Congress further directed the DEIS be completed by May 13, 1993, and that it 
cover a broad range of alternatives about wolf reintroduction (PL102-154). In October 1992, 
Congress directed the FWS to complete the final EIS by January 1994, and stated that it 
expected the preferred alternative be consistent with existing law. 

PROJECT LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION 

This project involves the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S., and specifically refers to the 
states of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. Congress directed the FWS to evaluate wolf 
reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho (Figure 1-1). 

LEGAL CONTEXT 

Endangered Species Act (ESA) 
The purposes of the ESA are "to provide a means whereby the ecosystems upon which 
endangered species and threatened species depend may be conserved, to provide a program for 
the conservation of endangered species and threatened species, and to take such steps as may be 
appropriate to achieve the purposes of the treaties and conventions set forth in subsection (a) of 
this section. " 

FWS Policy 
The mission of the FWS is "to provide the federal leadership in the conservation, protection, and 
enhancement of fish and wildlife populations and their habitats for the continuing benefit of 
people." 

National Refuge System Administration Act of 1966 
This act provides fundamental policies for administration and management of all units of the 
National Wildlife Refuge System including the National Elk Refuge and Red Rock Lakes 
National Wildlife Refuge. This act also establishes the concept of "compatibility" whereby 
proposed uses of refuge lands must first be determined to be compatible with the purposes for 
which individual refuges were established. 

USDA Forest Service Creative Act of 1891 
National forests are established under the Creative Act of March 3, 1891, which allows the 
President to set aside and reserve national forests from the public domain. Management of 
national forests by the USDA Forest Service was established under the Organic Act of June 4, 
1897, stating "No National Forest shall be established, except to improve and protect the Forest 
within the boundaries, or for the purpose of securing favorable conditions of water flows, and 
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-- - -- ________ .... - ---·-

MONTANA 

Billings. 

Figure 1-1. Shaded portions indicate the approximate location of the Yellowstone National Park 
and central Idaho primary analysis areas for the FEIS. 
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to furnish a continuous supply of timber for the use and necessities of citizens of the U.S." (16 
use 551). 

USDA Forest Service Policy 
The National Forest Management Act of 1976 (16 USC 472) directs the management of national 
forests. Plans are prepared for each forest as required by the Forest and Rangeland Renewable 
Resources Planning Act of 197 4 (16 USC 1600-1614). These forest plans guide natural resource 
management activities on the national forests and, along with the associated laws and regulations, 
are the basis for management of the national forests, production of outputs, use by the public, 
and protection of not only the natural and cultural resources located there but the protection of 
the millions of people visiting the national forests. 

The National Park Service Organic Act of 1916 
The Organic Act of 1916 (16 USC 1 et seq.) established the NPS to "promote and regulate the 
use of the Federal areas known as national parks, monuments, and reservations ... by such means 
and measures as conform to the fundamental purpose of said parks, ... , which purpose is to 
conserve the scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life therein and to provide 
for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such means as will leave them unimpaired 
for the enjoyment of future generations. " 

National Park Service Policy 
The NPS will manage the natural resources of the national park system to maintain, rehabilitate, 
and perpetuate their inherent integrity. The NPS will strive to restore native species to parks 
whenever all the following criteria can be met: (1) Adequate habitat exists and a natural 
population can be self-perpetuating, (2) The species does not pose a serious threat to safety of 
park visitors, park resources, or persons or property outside park boundaries, (3) The species 
used in restoration most nearly approximates the extirpated subspecies or race, and ( 4) The 
species disappeared, or was substantially diminished, as a direct or indirect result of human
induced change to the species or the ecosystem. 

Yellowstone National Park Act of 1872 
The world's first National Park-Yellowstone-was established in 1872, at which time Congress 
set aside more than 2 million acres (8, 100 km2

) as "a public park or pleasuring ground for the 
benefit and enjoyment of the people." The legislation assigned the new park to the control of 
the Secretary of the Interior, who would be responsible for issuing regulations to provide for the 
"preservation, from injury or spoilation, of all timber, mineral deposits, natural curiosities, or 
wonders, within said park, and their retention in their natural condition." Other park 
management functions were to include the development of visitor accommodations, the 
construction of roads and bridle trails, the removal of trespassers from the park, and protection 
"against the wanton destruction of fish and game" (16 USC 21-22). 
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Animal Damage Control Act of 1931 
The USDA, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Animal Damage Control (ADC) 
program is conducted pursuant to the Animal Damage control Act of March 2, 1931 (46 Stat. 
1468; 7 U.S.C. 426-426b), as amended, which states, in part: 

"The Secretary... is authorized and directed to conduct such investigations, 
experiments, and tests as he may deem necessary ... on public domain, State, 
... privately owned lands of ... animals injurious to agriculture, ... forestry, ... 
wild game animals, . . . and for the protection of stock ... ' and to 
conduct.. .control.. .of such animals ... and may cooperate with States, individual 
and public and private agencies, organizations and institutions." 

The overall mission of the ADC Program is to: "Assist in protecting the wildlife resource by 
providing national leadership in the control of conflicts between wildlife and man. " 

Wilderness Act of 1964 
This act provides the framework for designation by Congress of units of the National Wilderness 
Preservation System and prescribes policy for their management. "A wilderness ... is recognized 
as an area where the eartb and its community of life are untrammeled by man ... Wilderness 
areas shall be administered for the use and enjoyment of the American people in such manner 
as will leave them unimpaired for future use and enjoyment as wilderness and the preservation 
of their wilderness character" (16 USC 1131 et seq.). 

National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA) 
This act requires that the responsible official submit a detailed report on "major federal actions 
significantly affecting the quality of the human environment" prior to taking major federal 
actions (42 USC 4321 et seq.). Implementation of any one of the alternative plans for 
reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho is considered such 
a major action and this planning effort is, therefore, subject to NEPA requirements. 

Treaty with the Nez Perce, 1855 
The Nez Perce Treaty of 1855, signed by Territorial Governor Isaac I. Stevens, ceded to the 
U.S., title to lands occupied or claimed by the Nez Perce Tribe. Treaty rights reserved by the 
Nez Perce Tribe in the ceded lands as described in the 1855 Treaty include "the right of taking 
fish at all usual and accustomed places in common with the citizens of the Territory," "together 
with the privilege of hunting, gathering roots and berries, and pasturing their horses and cattle 
upon open and unclaimed land." 

Indian Self Determination Act 
"The Congress declares its commitment to the maintenance of the Federal Government's unique 
and continuing relationship with, and responsibility to, individual Indian tribes and to the Indian 
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people as a whole through the establislunent of a meaningful self-determination policy which will 
pennit an orderly transition from the Federal domination of programs for, and services to, 
Indians to effective and meaningful participation by the Indian people in planning, conduct, and 
administration of those programs and services." 

Montana State Law 
The wolf is listed as a state endangered species in Montana. Under the Nongame and 
Endangered Species Conservation Act (87-5-109), taking of wolves is authorized for scientific, 
zoological, or education purposes, for propagation in captivity, or for other special purposes by 
permit issued by the Director, Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks (MDFWP). 
Where necessary to alleviate property damage, state endangered species may be taken under 
pennit issued by the Director, MDFWP, and where possible under the supervision of 
Department personnel. They may also be taken without permit in emergency situations 
involving immediate threat to human life. 

Idaho State Law 
The wolf is listed as an endangered species in Idaho, and state statutes and regulations allow 
taking of wildlife, including wolves, to protect human life and property. Reporting the taking 
of animals under these situations is required. However, certain restrictions currently exist as 
described under Idaho Code, Section 36-715(2), which reads, "The Department of Fish and 
Game (IDFG) shall not be authorized to expend funds, transfer assets or enter into a cooperative 
agreement with any agency, department, or entity of the U.S. government concerning wolves 
unless expressly authorized by state statute except that the department is authorized to provide 
a representative to participate on the northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Team and to 
participate in activities regarding nuisance wolves." In 1992 and 1993, the legislature authorized 
the IDFG to participate in preparation of the Gray Wolf EIS. In April 1994, the Idaho 
legislature amended existing legislation and authorized the IDFG in coajunction with the wolf 
oversight committee to develop and implement a wolf management plan for the state of Idaho 
(Idaho Code, Section 36-715 [4]). 

Wyoming State Law 
The wolf is listed as a predator in Wyoming (23-1-101 VIII) and, under state statute (23-3-103), 
may be taken at any time without limit. There is no reporting requirement for killing a wolf. 
The Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD) has no authority to manage wolves. 

International Treaties 
Several treaties affect how the federal government manages federal land and wildlife (including 
endangered species) under federal authorities, including the Convention on Nature Protection and 
Wildlife Preservation in the Western Hemisphere and Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species (CITES). These treaties differ in emphasis and species of primary concern, 
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but collectively provide clear mandates for identifying and protecting important habitats and 
ecosystems, and protecting and managing individual species. 

PLANNING AND EIS PROCESS 

The process used to develop alternatives for wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park 
and central Idaho was designed to fulfill the legal mandates cited above. Four alternatives in 
this FEIS represent a long-range strategy that achieves wolf recovery. One alternative prevents 
wolf recovery. When alternatives require changes in existing law to be implemented, those 
changes are clearly identified. 

Scoping Process and Public Participation 
To identify issues and alternatives to be considered, a public participation and interagency 
coordination program was developed. This effort, called "scoping," included reviewing 
previously developed plans and documents regarding wolf recovery in Yellowstone National Park 
and central Idaho (Weaver 1978, USFWS 1980, 1987 and 1988, Kaminski and Hansen 1984, 
YNP et al. 1990, Peek et al. 1991, Wise et al. 1991, Varley and Brewster 1992, Wolf 
Management Committee 1991). 

The next step was to contact nearly 2,500 groups or individuals previously expressing interest 
in wolf recovery to solicit their input. A series of 34 informational meetings was held in April A 
1992 to obtain comments on issues of concern to the public about wolf reintroduction and its W 
impacts. A series of 27 meetings and 6 formal hearings was held in August 1992 to report on 
the issues identified and solicit input on the range of alternatives to be considered in the EIS. 
Brochures detailing the results of the issue identification and alternatives formulation were sent 
to nearly 32,000 individuals and groups that requested to receive information. The mailing list 
included individuals representing all 50 states and 40 foreign countries. Nearly 4,000 comments 
on issues and about 5,000 comments on alternatives were received from the public. See Chapter 
5, Consultation and Coordination for further information. 

On July 1, 1993, the DEIS was presented for public review and written comments on the DEIS 
were accepted from July 1, 1993, through November 26, 1993. Oral testimony, treated the 
same as written comments, was accepted during 12 formal hearings held in Idaho, Montana, and 
Wyoming (4 in each state) and 4 hearings held in Salt Lake City, Utah; Seattle, Washington; 
Denver, Colorado; and Washington, D.C. Over 160,000 comments were received. Review and 
analysis of comments was completed by December 10, 1993. A report on the analysis of public 
comments (USFWS 1993) was completed and in March 1994 a summary of the analysis of 
public cmmnents was mailed to about 42,000 individuals and organizations on the Gray Wolf 
EIS mailing list. Public comment resulted in modifications to the proposed action presented in 
the DEIS. All comments from federal, state, and local government agencies having regulatory 
authorities, and native American tribes are printed in the FEIS. Responses to those comments 
are presented in this document (see Chapter 5, Consultation and Coordination for more 
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information). Due to the volume of response, specific letters from individuals and non
governmental organizations were not printed in the FEIS. However, issues identified through 
analysis of all public comments (USFWS 1993), and the responses are presented in Chapter 5. 

SCOPING OF ISSUES 

Introduction 
During scoping, 39 wolf recovery issues were identified by the public. These issues were either 
not analyzed further and the reasons why explained, or included in an alternative, or analyzed 
in detail as an issue or potential impact of wolf recovery. The decision to classify an issue as 
a major issue or concern that was analyzed in detail in the DEIS was made solely on its 
relevance to the decision that is being made or based on the best scientific judgement that the 
issue is significant to the decision being made. For instance, some people were concerned about 
the impact of wolves on a variety of rodents or fish. Because wolves are not documented to 
have impacts on populations of these types of animals, the issue is not significantly impacted by 
wolf recovery and therefore not analyzed further. In contrast, the decision about how wolves 
are recovered and managed will have an impact on the extent of livestock losses. Consequently, 
this issue was classified under a major issue and concern heading, "How will depredations on 
domestic animals be controlled?" and is addressed as an impact of wolf recovery in the EIS. 
All issues raised were considered but not all were analyzed because they were not significant, 
as explained later. 

The issues and alternatives identified and their resulting impacts were divided into 2 categories: 
those analyzed in detail and those eliminated from detailed consideration. Issues and alternatives 
analyzed in the EIS are divided into 2 additional categories: those incorporated into alternatives, 
and those evaluated as impact topics. The following list represents those issues. Descriptions 
of the reasons for evaluating or eliminating issues and alternatives and their impacts from 
consideration follow each list. 

Issues and Impacts Evaluated in the EIS 
Issues Addressed as Part of Alternatives 
Amending the Endangered Species Act 
Wolves as a missing component of the ecosystem 
Humane treatment of wolves 
Enjoying wolves 
Regulated public take of wolves 
Cost of program 
State, tribal, and federal authority 
Viable population 
Travel corridors 
Range requirements 
Control strategies 
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Illegal killing 
Compensation 
De listing 
Need for education 
Spiritual and cultural 
Social and cultural environment 
Recovery areas 

These issues and impacts are addressed as part of 1 or more alternatives in the plan. 

Impact of wolf recovery on amending the Endangered Species Act. -Wolf recovery will not 
impact federal authority or the legal processes already identified to change the ESA if Congress 
so desired. In the 1993 federal appropriations bill, Congress stated that it "expects ... that the 
preferred alternative will be consistent with existing law. " However, this issue is addressed in 
1 or more alternatives to present a broad range of alternatives, including some that would 
require changes in legislation. 

Impact of wolf recovery on ecosystem completeness. -Wolf recovery in Yellowstone National 
Park and central Idaho will be addressed as part of 1 or more of the alternatives. The wolf is 
the only member of the mammalian biotic community of Yellowstone National Park that was 
present in historic times that is missing. Wolf recovery in the Yellowstone and central Idaho A 
areas will restore a large predator to the food chain in those systems, making predator-prey W 
relationships more complete. Prey populations will likely fluctuate slightly less, because of 
reduced winterkill, and fewer injured or unhealthy individuals will be present in the general prey 
population. 

Impact of wolf recovery on humane treatment of wolves. -It is the policy of the FWS to conduct 
wildlife research, control, and management humanely. Humane treatment of wolves would be 
part of every management alternative that includes capturing, transporting, holding, controlling, 
and monitoring wolves, and is FWS policy. 

Impact of wolf recovery on public enjoyment of wolves. -The ability of people to enjoy either 
the presence or absence of wolves is reflected in the various alternatives. 

Impact of wolf recovery on regulated take by the general public. -Some alternatives permit 
regulated take of wolves by the public. The decision on how to manage wolves after delisting 
will be made by the respective states and tribes, and will likely include harvest by the public. 
P.111 alternatives that result in \Volf population recover; v1ill ultimately result in state or tribal 
management programs that can potentially include regulated take by the public. 

The FWS recognizes that regulated public harvest is a valuable wildlife management tool. 
Public harvest can be one of the most efficient, least expensive, and locally acceptable methods 
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of managing wolf populations and minimizing wolf-human conflicts after wolf populations are 
recovered and de listed. 

Impact of wolf recovery on program cost.-Costs of the wolf recovery program will vary 
between alternatives and are displayed for each alternative. 

Impact of wolf recovery on state, tribal, and federal authority.-Wolf recovery will not change 
the authority of local, state, tribal, or federal government as defined by law. However, the 
various alternatives do place different emphasis on the level of state or tribal involvement and 
responsibility in implementing various wolf recovery strategies. Public comment during issue 
and alternative scoping indicated that people believed that wolf management should be addressed 
differently on private property than on public property. This concern is reflected in 1 or more 
of the alternatives that allow more management flexibility on private property. 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolf population viability.-Wolf recovery will not impact the 
number, distribution, or persistence of wolves that, in combination, define the basis of a 
determination of whether a population is viable. The current definition for a viable wolf 
population in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho is 10 breeding pairs, in each of 3 recovery areas 
(with some level of wolf exchange between them) for 3 consecutive years. This definition may 
change based upon future scientific or biological information, but would not vary between 
alternatives that result in wolf recovery. A recent scientific investigation into the question of 
population viability indicates that the definition of a viable wolf population outlined in the 1987 
Wolf Recovery Plan (10 breeding pairs, in each of 3 recovery areas for 3 successive years with 
some level of interchange between areas) is still an appropriate measure for determining if gray 
wolves require federal protection under ESA (S.H. Fritts pers. commun., USFWS, Helena, 
Mont.). This analysis also emphasized the importance of increasing the number of population 
"founders", and establishing expanding wolf populations in all three areas simultaneously, 
arguing for reintroduction rather than natural dispersal, particularly in the Yellowstone area, to 
enhance wolf population viability and genetic diversity (Appendix 9). 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolf travel corridors. -Wolf recovery will not result in wolf travel 
corridors or linkage zones being established. The Yellowstone and central Idaho areas are 
separated from northwestern Montana by enough human settlement (a social rather than physical 
obstacle that results in some level of increased wolf mortality) that it could take decades for 
population recovery to begin. However, once established in each of the recovery areas, enough 
wolves from each area would disperse that some would successfully travel through or live in 
areas other than those in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. The size and proximity 
of 3 areas where wolves will be managed for recovery are large enough, close enough, and have 
enough public land between them that additional areas (travel corridors) are not required in the 
foreseeable future to maintain a viable wolf population after the 3 subpopulations become 
established. 
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Impact of wolf recovery on the range requirements ofwolves.-This issue relates to the areas that 
wolves require and the fact that, by their nature, all wolves will not be confined to a specific 
area. This issue is addressed by identifying management strategies for wolves in specific areas 
in the various alternatives. Certain types of management will restrict the range of wolf 
populations. 

Wolf control strategies.-Various methods to control wolf depredations on livestock and reduce 
the potential effect on big game populations are addressed in the alternatives. In 1991 Congress 
appropriated additional funding ($291,000) to fund wolf control programs by ADC so that 
funding for other ADC control programs would not be reduced to fund wolf control activities. 

Impact of wolf recovery on illegal killing of wolves. -The federal penalties for killing an 
endangered species can be up to a $100,000 fine, 1 year imprisonment, loss of federal permits 
(grazing and guiding-outfitting), loss of hunting, fishing, and trapping privileges, and loss of 
personal property used in the crime. Substantial anonymous rewards (thousands of dollars) are 
available for information leading to the arrest and conviction of offenders. Montana and Idaho 
state laws also have penalties for illegally killing wolves. 

Wolves have been illegally killed in Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, and in Canada adjacent to 
Glacier National Park. At least 5 wolves have been illegally killed in Montana within the past 
5 years. Two were mistaken for dogs and were killed by livestock producers who reported they A 
were harassing livestock. Neither of those producers has been prosecuted. Three other wolves -
were found illegally killed. In 1978 a wolf was shot in central Idaho. In 1991, 1 wolf, and 
possible others, were illegally poisoned in central Idaho. In 1992, a man near Yellowstone 
National Park shot a wolf after mistaking it for a coyote. He has not been prosecuted. If 
wolves become present in an area, some will be illegally killed by people. The level of illegal 
killing is a function of attitudes about wolves, local public confidence in the government to 
legally address conflicts, public education, law enforcement, and land-management strategies to 
reduce human-wolf conflicts. Illegal killing is addressed in various alternatives by establishing 
when wolves may or may not be legally harassed or killed and setting different levels of land-use 
restrictions and enforcement. 

Compensation for livestock killed by wolves. -The issue of compensation is addressed in 1 or 
more of the alternatives. 

Impact of wolf recovery on delisting of wolves.-Wolf recovery will result in a viable wolf 
population that will be delisted according to the provisions of the ESA. Wolf reintroduction will 
not affect those criteria. The federal role is li.rnited to v1olf recovery. Delisting \Volves v1ith 
ultimate management by states and tribes is part of all alternatives. Some alternatives result in 
wolf populations reaching recovery in all 3 areas at about the same time, accelerating delisting. 
Others result in recovery in 1 area long before others, greatly prolonging delisting. These 
differences are pointed out among the various alternatives. 
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Because wolves are so symbolic to many people, delisting wolves, even after populations reach 
recovery levels and no longer require federal protection, will be controversial. Recent events 
in Alaska and Canada (where the wildlife departments recommended shooting some wolves in 
a few areas from airplanes to increase big game populations) and in Minnesota (where 
recommendations were made to initiate public harvest of wolves before they were removed from 
the list of threatened species) indicated many people became angered when they perceived that 
wolves were about to be harmed or treated unfairly. While the large number of people, big 
game species, and roads in the northern Rocky Mountains makes it highly unlikely that any 
wildlife manager would ever need to recommend shooting wolves from aircraft, regulated public 
harvest (hunting) will, at some time, become part of state or tribal management of recovered 
wolf populations. Many people will strongly oppose any attempts to delist wolves for this 
reason. The FWS will continue to follow the procedures established in the ESA to fully recover 
and then delist populations of threatened and endangered species, including controversial species 
such as wolves (Appendix 11). 

The FWS recognizes that regulated public harvest is a valuable wildlife management tool. 
Public harvest can be one of the most efficient, inexpensive, and locally acceptable methods of 
managing wolf populations and minimizing wolf-human conflicts once wolf populations are 
recovered and delisted. 

Impact of wolf recovery on the need for education. -Many of the issues dealing with wolf 
recovery can be addressed by providing accurate information to the public so they can make 
informed choices about wolves and wolf management. Education is part of 1 or more of the 
alternatives. 

Impact of wolf recovery on spiritual and cultural values that people place on wolves.-Wolf 
recovery will not have a major impact on the cultural and spiritual values that people associate 
with wolves. However, the presence or absence of wolves and how they are managed are 
affected by various alternatives, which in turn impacts the intensity of those spiritual and cultural 
values. The FWS recognizes that wolves have special or sacred values to some Native American 
tribes. 

Impact of wolf recovery on the cultural and social environment. -The presence or absence of 
wolves will influence perceptions of people about the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. The 
area occupied by wolf populations is reflected in various alternatives in the FEIS. 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolf recovery areas.-Wolf recovery alternatives will result in 
differences in the sizes of the areas that are managed for wolf population recovery. 

The 1987 Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan recommended that wolf recovery areas 
be better defined. A zone management concept was recommended whereby recovery would be 
most strongly encouraged in areas with few people and livestock (parks and wilderness), 
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tolerated in areas with minor conflicts (public land) and discouraged in areas with likely conflicts 
(private land). The 1988 wolf control plan (USFWS 1988) incorporated that concept as one 
factor in determining when and how wolves that had or were likely to attack livestock would be 
controlled. The concept of wolf management zones was discussed in detail by Fritts (1990). 
The concept of managing wolves differently in various areas depending upon the level of 
potential conflicts is reflected in various ways in all alternatives. Allowing wolves to be 
harassed at any time on private land but not on public land under an experimental population 
rule is one example. Trying to actively confine all wolves only to a specific area is unrealistic 
because wolves can disperse long distances, and lone animals are difficult to document. 
However, by varying management strategies in different areas, wolves will in fact be passively 
managed so that wolf population recovery is restricted to specific "zones." 

Issues and Impacts Analyzed in the EIS 
Impact of wolf recovery on ungulate populations 
Impact of wolf recovery on hunter harvest 
Impact of wolf recovery on domestic livestock 
Impact of wolf recovery on land use 
Impact of wolf recovery on visitor use 
Impact of wolf recovery on economics 

Potential impacts of wolf recovery on each of the following issues and impacts will be analyzed 
under each alternative. 

Impact of wolf recovery on ungulate populations.-Wolf recovery is predicted to have an impact 
on big game populations. White-tailed deer (Odocoileus virginianus), mule deer (0. hemionus), 
elk, moose (Alces alces), bison, bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis), mountain goats (Oreamnos 
americanus), and antelope (Antilocapra americana) will be killed by wolves. Effects of wolf 
recovery on populations of these species will vary and will be analyzed to the extent possible 
for each alternative. 

Impact of wolf recovery on hunter harvest. -Wolf recovery is predicted to have an impact on the 
hunter harvest of big game (primarily female ungulates). The impact of wolf recovery on the 
harvest of big game by human hunters will be an area of impact analysis. Other types of hunter 
opportunity and harvest (small game, game birds, waterfowl, and varmint) will not be 
measurably impacted. 

Impact of wolf recovery on domestic livestock. -Wolf recovery is predicted to have an impact 
on domestic animal losses. Livestock depredations is a subject of impact analysis in the FEIS 
as part of 1 or more alternatives. Non-livestock domestic animal losses (primarily dogs) are 
expected to be uncommon but were addressed under some alternatives in the FEIS. The issue 
of wolf control strategies and compensation to address domestic animal depredations will directly 
affect the level of depredations and local human tolerance of wolf recovery. 
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Impact of wolf recovery on land use.-Wolf recovery can have an impact on the types of land
use restrictions used on public lands. Restrictions affecting open road density, ADC activities, 
motor vehicle use, and hiking have been used in some limited areas to enhance wolf recovery 
where illegal killing or disturbance near den sites by humans was a major factor affecting wolf 
survival. In some areas habitat manipulation (logging or fire) was used to enhance the prey base 
for wolves. Various alternatives reflect different levels of land-use restrictions and/or prey 
enhancement. 

Impact of wolf recovery on visitor use.-Wolf recovery is predicted to have an effect on visitor 
use in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 

Impact of wolf recovery on economics.-Wolf recovery will have an impact on the economics 
of the affected areas. 

Significant Issues and Impacts and Concerns 
The specific issues and impacts (listed and discussed above) that were identified by the public 
and incorporated into the FEIS, as either parts of the alternatives (18) or as areas potentially 
impacted by wolves (6), share a common set of wolf management concerns. All of these issues 
and impacts can be summarized into an examination of the who, what, when, where, and how 
of wolf recovery and management. To clarify how various alternatives address the issues and 
impacts and concerns of the public, they were grouped into 9 general wolf management 
questions (concerns) the FWS considers most significant. An example of how the issues and 
impacts were grouped is portrayed in the question "Where will wolf populations be recovered?" 
which involves parts of the issues of: wolves as a missing component of the ecosystem, 
ertjoying wolves, travel corridors, range requirements, and recovery areas and will affect the 
potential impact of wolf populations on all 6 impact analysis areas. The other 8 questions 
address a variety of these and other issues and impacts that were also important to the public. 
These 9 questions form a basis to consistently describe and compare each alternative being 
analyzed in the FEIS and how each addresses all significant public issues and impacts and 
concerns. 

Those 9 major issues and impacts and concerns that are used to describe the alternatives are: 

1. How will depredations on domestic animals be controlled? 
2. How will livestock producers be compensated for losses? 
3. How will potential impacts to big game populations be managed? 
4. Who will manage wolves? 
5. What kind of land-use restrictions will occur? 
6. Where will wolf populations be recovered? 
7. When will wolf populations recover? 
8. How much will wolf recovery cost? 
9. Are changes in current state or federal law required? 
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Issues and Impacts Not Evaluated in the EIS 
Impact of wolf recovery on wolves because wolves were not native to Yellowstone National 

Park 
Impact of wolf recovery on wolf rights 
Impact of wolf recovery on federal "subsidies" 
Impact of wolf recovery on human safety and health 
Impact of wolf recovery on other predators and scavengers 
Impact of wolf recovery on other endangered species 
Impact of wolf recovery on plants, invertebrates, fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and mammals 
Impact of wolf recovery on diseases and parasites 
Impact of wolf recovery on private property rights 
Impact of wolf recovery in the northern Rocky Mountains on wolf recovery in other areas 
Impact of wolf recovery on existing wolves in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas 
Impact of wolf recovery on existing wolves in northwestern Montana 
Impact of wolf recovery on wolf subspecies 
Impact of wolf recovery on wolf and dog and coyote hybridization 
Impact of wolf recovery on the need for research 

Issues and impacts that are not within the scope of the decision to be made in the FEIS or will 
not be significantly impacted by the alternatives were not analyzed further in the FEIS. Issues 
not analyzed in detail and the reasons why they were not chosen for detailed analysis in the FEIS A 
are explained in the following section. '9 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolves because wolves were not native to Yellowstone National 
Park.-Wolves were native to the Yellowstone National Park area, although their historic 
numbers cannot be determined. In recent times, wolves were the most widely distributed land 
mammal in the world next to humans. Wolves occupied nearly all habitats in the northern 
hemisphere that contained large ungulates. In the 1700s, wolves occupied most of North 
America north of what is now Mexico City. Recent investigations indicated that wolves were 
part of the original fauna of the area now containing Yellowstone National Park from historic 
times until they were extirpated by humans around 1926. For references see Koth et al. 1990, 
Cannon 1992, Laundre' 1992, Schullery and Whittlesey 1992, and Kay 1993. 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolf rights. -Alternatives will not change the status of animal rights 
in local, state, or federal law. 

Impact of wolf recovery on federal "subsidies". -Some people believed that extraction of natural 
resources on public lands and/or government expenditures for "non-consumptive" natural 
resource programs were government "subsidies" to various special interest groups. Wolf 
recovery will not change allocation of federal funding for other agency programs. Wolf 
reintroduction will also not change the rights of private citizens and organizations to promote 
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their own viewpoints about wolves, the Endangered Species Act, or wolf reintroduction or to 
raise funds based upon the public's strong emotional response to these issues. 

Impact ofwolfrecovery on human safety and health.-Wolfrecovery will not significantly affect 
the risk to human safety or health. As with all wild animals, wolves are capable of posing a 
threat to human safety, but such occurrences are rare and unlikely. There are many historical 
and some recent reports of wolves in Europe and Asia attacking people, but documentation is 
limited. There are a few historical reports of wolves in North America killing or seriously 
injuring people, but these reported incidents were poorly documented and can never be 
scientifically confirmed or denied. During the past 100 years, millions of people in North 
America have lived, worked, and recreated in areas inhabited by wolves. However, since about 
1890, when reliable scientific records of the causes of human injury and death began to be 
recorded in North America, no one has been documented to have been killed or seriously injured 
by a healthy wild wolf. However, if wolves did threaten human safety, the Act allows 
protection of human health and safety to be a defense against prosecution for take of a listed 
species. Current FWS wolf control policy in the region states that any wolf that presents a 
human health hazard would be promptly removed from the wild, quarantined, and killed 
(USFWS 1988). For reference see Mech 1990 (Appendix 15). 

Impact of wolf recovery on other predators and scavengers. -Wolves live in the same habitats 
as a variety of other predators and scavengers in North America and are not documented to have 
major impacts on any predator or scavenger population. Nonetheless, wolf recovery may have 
some limited effects on other predators. Wolves will kill some coyotes (Canis latrans, Paquet 
1992) and possibly mountain lions (Felis concolor, White and Boyd 1989), lynx (Lynx lynx, 
Bangs pers. obs.), black bears (Ursus americanus, Paquet and Carbyn 1986), and wolverine 
(Gulo gulo, Hatler 1989). Wolves may compete for ungulates with these and other predators 
or scavengers (Servheen and Knight 1990, Mattson and Knight 1992, Hornocker pers. 
commun.). Wolves will probably reduce the abundance of coyotes in a few localized areas but 
these impacts are unlikely to affect the overall distribution or abundance of coyotes in the 
recovery areas (Paquet 1992). Changes in coyote distribution may improve habitat for other 
small predators such as red fox (Vulpes vulpes). Wolves may cause slight but unpredictable 
changes in overall wildlife community structure in the core recovery areas as a result of ungulate 
carcass distribution and availability, competition or predation on other predators or scavengers, 
and changes in long-term plant/ungulate/predator/scavenger relationships related to the presence 
of a large predator at the top of the food chain. However, it is unlikely that wolf recovery will 
have major adverse impacts on the numbers, distribution and habits of other predators and 
scavengers. 

Impact of wolf recovery on other endangered species. -The following threatened or endangered 
species may occur in or near central Idaho: ·gray wolf, bald eagle, peregrine falcon, whooping 
crane, grizzly bear, woodland caribou, Snake River sockeye, chinook salmon, 1 plant species 
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(Macfarlanes's four-o'clock), and 5 species of freshwater mollusks along the Snake River (see 
Appendix 7). 

The following threatened or endangered species may occur in or near Yellowstone National Park 
(including Montana): gray wolf, grizzly bear, peregrine falcon, bald eagle, whooping crane, 
Wyoming toad, least tern, piping plover, pallid sturgeon, Kendall Warm Springs dace, and 
black-footed ferret. 

Several plant and animal species are currently listed by the FWS as potential candidate species 
for listing as endangered or threatened. These are called Category 2 species (see Appendix 7 
for complete list). Data are insufficient to support listing of these species at this time. Wolves 
are not expected to adversely impact populations of any of these species. 

Wolves will provide and compete for ungulate carcasses with grizzly bears and bald eagles. 
Grizzly bears and wolves have been recorded to kill one another, but such instances are rare. 
Wolves have been documented to eat spawning salmon. Wolf predation, in combination with 
other factors, has contributed to the decline of some woodland caribou populations. If this 
situation was to occur in northern Idaho where about 50 endangered woodland caribou live, 
wolves could be moved to reduce predation pressure if such action was necessary for the 
survival of that caribou population. The ESA (Section 10) allows for the Secretary of the 
Interior to permit acts to enhance the survival of the affected species and such actions would also 
be permitted as part of any experimental population rule. However, wolf recovery is not likely 
to have a measurable adverse impact on the numbers, distribution, and habits of any endangered 
species of mammal, bird, amphibian, fish, or plant within the Yellowstone or central Idaho 
areas. For reference see Koth et al. 1990, Servheen and Knight 1990, Mattson and Knight 
1992, and USFWS biological evaluation 1993 (Appendix 7). 

Impact of wolf recovery on plants, invertebrates, fish, reptiles, amphibians, birds, and 
mammals.-Wolf recovery will have minimal impacts on other plant and animal species. 
However, it is unlikely that wolf recovery will have a major adverse impact on the numbers and 
distribution of plants and animals other than some types of large ungulates under certain 
circumstances. In some areas, beaver, if abundant, were an important food for wolves but 
wolves have not been documented to affect beaver populations. Restoration of a primary 
mammalian predator will cause some changes in the interrelationships within the biotic 
community. The relative magnitude and direction of any such changes would be extremely 
speculative other than to suggest that such changes will likely evolve over an extended period 
of time and be difficult to measure and attribute solely to wolf recolonization. 

Impact of wolf recovery on diseases and parasites. -Wolf recovery is unlikely to have a 
measurable impact on disease or parasite transmission. However, wolves may have a slight 
impact on disease and parasite transmission because they can be affected by or transmit diseases 
or parasites that are already common among coyotes, foxes, and domestic dogs. Canine rabies 
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is not expected to occur in Yellowstone or central Idaho. For reference see Johnson 1992a and 
Johnson 1992b. 

Impact of wolf recovery on private property rights. -Wolf recovery will not impact or change 
individual private property rights as defined by law. See summary of proposed action related 
to Executive Order 12630 (Appendix 6). 

Impact of wolf recovery in the northern Rocky Mountains on wolf recovery in other areas.-As 
directed by Congress, this EIS specifically addresses wolf recovery in Yellowstone National Park 
and central Idaho. While the outcome of wolf recovery in the northern Rocky Mountains may 
impact the perceptions of people about the potential for wolf recovery in other areas or the 
effectiveness of the ESA, this document will not address wolf recovery in other areas or other 
applications of the ESA. 

Impact of wolf recovery on existing wolves in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. -Wolf 
populations were extirpated from Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho around 1930. 
No evidence exists that wolf populations persisted in the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S. 
to the present time or that the lone wild wolves occasionally reported in these areas are other 
than dispersing wolves from Canadian populations (Brewster and Fritts 1992, Nowak 1993). 
The likelihood of wolf populations persisting at a low level without evidence of pack formation 
in either the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas for the past 60 years is extremely remote. 
Although several instances have been documented or reported where wolves or wolf-dog hybrids 
have escaped or been released from captivity, these types of animals have not successfully 
survived or reproduced in the wild. However, the FWS and its cooperators continue to actively 
search for and monitor wolf activity throughout the northern Rocky Mountains. Any wolves 
located would be examined to determine, among other things, characteristics that would indicate 
they were different from the wolves recoloiiizing northwestern Montana. Recent investigations 
indicate there is little genetic difference among North American wolves (see Brewster and Fritts 
1992), but any wild wolf population that was discovered and believed to represent a unique 
genetic subspecies would be thoroughly investigated and would be managed to recovery without 
competition from wolves reintroduced from elsewhere. Prior to implementation of any 
alternative requiring reintroduction, the FWS wolf monitoring program would likely have 
detected any existing wolf population (Appendix 12). 

Impact of wolf recovery on existing wolves in northwestern Montana.-Wolf recovery in 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho will not have an adverse impact on the natural 
recolonization of wolves in northwestern Montana. Dispersing wolves from the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho areas may eventually supplement natural recovery and add to the genetic diversity 
of wolves throughout the northern Rocky Mountains, including northwestern Montana. 
However, such movements into Montana would not be significant to establishing 10 breeding 
pairs there. By the time any decision on wolf recovery in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas 
is made and significantly implemented, the Montana wolf population may be approaching 10 
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breeding pairs. The dispersal of wolves from Canada and Montana could impact wolf 
management strategies related to any experimental area designation in the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho areas and might assist population recovery in those areas. 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolf subspecies. -Early taxonomists, often utilizing few specimens, 
named 24 subspecies of gray wolf (Canis lupus) in North America based upon skull 
characteristics, body size, and color. Recent taxonomic investigations indicate fewer subspecies 
of wolves originally occupied North America than was formerly believed. The wolf populations 
that inhabited the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas were eliminated by about 1930. Recent 
taxonomic work based upon statistical analysis of skull measurements and pelt characteristics 
indicates that those wolves were slightly smaller and contained fewer black color phase 
individuals than the more northern Canadian wolves that are now dispersing southward and 
occupying Montana. Whether these size and pelt differences were due to local geographical or 
climatic conditions, or very distinct genetic differences is being discussed in the scientific arena. 
Some recent molecular investigations suggest that gray wolves throughout northern North 
America are all one subspecies of Canis lupus. This work indicates only red wolves and 
Mexican wolves are genetically different at the molecular level. Both these methods of analysis 
are subject to further confirmations and study. 

Impact of wolf recovery on wolf and dog and coyote hybridization.-Wolf recovery will not 
result in a major impact to the number of wild wolf-dog hybrids or wolf-coyote hybrids living A 
in the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S. Although documented occasionally in Europe -
(Ciucci and Boitani 1991), hybridization apparently rarely occurs between wild wolves and 
domestic dogs and is apparently rare in North America. Wolf-dog hybrids apparently rarely 
survive to reproduce in the wild. There are an estimated 300,000 wolf-dog hybrids in captivity 
in North America and there is no documentation that these or other domestic dogs live and 
reproduce entirely in the wild in northern latitudes. Information suggests some feral dogs have 
successfully lived in the wild in the southeastern U.S. 

Instances of potential coyote-wolf hybridization have been documented in the northeastern U.S. 
and southeastern Canada, but have not been documented in the western U.S. , elsewhere in 
Canada or Alaska and have not affected gray wolf populations anywhere. 

Wolf hybridization is not a major factor in gray wolf (Canis lupus) survival or population 
viability in North America where the range of wild gray wolves, coyotes, and domestic dogs 
overlaps. Despite the annual harvest of thousands of coyotes and hundreds of wolves and the 
examination of hundreds of wolves and coyotes over the past twenty years during wildlife 
research from areas where these 2 species overlap, few, if any, specimens with hybrid physical 
characteristics have been documented. This suggests that such hybridizations rarely occur and 
do not affect either coyote or wolf populations. See Lehman et al. 1991, and Wayne et al. 
1992. 
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Impact of wolf recovery on the need for research.-Wolves are one of the most intensively 
studied predators in North America, and any wolf reintroduction would be evaluated and 
improved using modem scientific techniques. In addition, a 3-phase interagency wolf monitoring 
program has already been implemented in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming to document wolf 
activity and recovery. Wolves have been investigated in Glacier National Park since recovery 
began there in 1979 (Ream et al. 1991) and recovering wolf populations have been studied 
elsewhere. The issue of more research is not an impact of wolf recovery, and it is not 
specifically dealt with as a major issue in any alternative. See Wolf Studies Task Force 1987, 
Tucker 1988, and Ream et al. 1991. 

ALTERNATIVE SCOPING 

Resource Inventory and Analysis 
Information on various issues had to be compiled to objectively address the potential impact of 
wolf recovery. During and after scoping, efforts were made to identify and collect the types of 
information needed for planning wolf recovery strategies and analyzing the potential impacts of 
wolves on the environment. Information on wolf biology, livestock numbers and losses, land 
ownership, status, and management, ungulate (mule deer, white-tailed deer, elk, moose, bison, 
bighorn sheep, mountain goats, and pronghorn antelope) biology and management, other wildlife 
(grizzly bears, mountain lions, small mammals), economics, and use of public land was gathered 
from resource agency files, standard technical references, and current scientific literature. This 
information was used to classify and describe resources and uses so the potential impacts of wolf 
recovery on those resources could be identified and analyzed systematically. This information 
was also used to help formulate wolf management alternatives. 

Development and Evaluation of Alternatives 
After the resource information was analyzed, and the public participation process identified a 
range of various issues and alternatives, it became necessary to describe wolf management 
strategies (alternatives, including a proposed action). As a first step toward developing wolf 
reintroduction alternatives, the issues of concern to the public were compared to the wolf 
management alternatives already identified by the public or other groups that had already 
examined this subject. Those alternatives included an option where wolves would not be allowed 
to recover (No Wolf), another where special legislation would be passed by Congress (Wolf 
Management Committee recommendation), the management strategy being implemented in 
northwestern Montana (Natural Recovery), and a reintroduction of wolves under an experimental 
population rule into Yellowstone National Park (1987 Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery 
Plan). Each of the various issues identified by the public during issue scoping were addressed 
in different ways in these alternatives. To address other public concerns about maximum wolf 
protection, another alternative (Accelerated Wolf Recovery) was developed. The basic concepts 
behind those 5 alternatives were then summarized in an alternative scoping brochure that 
requested other ideas and comments from the public. 
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Based upon the nearly 5 ,000 public comments received during alternative scoping, at least 28 
different combinations of those alternatives were recommended, and 4 alternatives addressing 
new concepts were identified. Based upon the issues and concerns raised by the public, and 
comments offered during alternative scoping, 5 alternatives, including 1 proposed by the FWS, 
were developed and are described in detail in the FEIS. (See Chapter 5, Development of the 
Proposal, for additional information.) Those alternatives represent a broad range of distinct 
approaches to wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 

The effects of implementing each of the alternatives upon the physical, biological, and human 
environments were then assessed. The alternatives were also evaluated on their potential to 
achieve wolf recovery and resolve the concerns and issues expressed by the public. Based upon 
this evaluation, a proposed action, Reintroduction of Experimental Populations, was identified. 

After review of the DEIS by government agencies, tribes, tribal agencies, special interest 
groups, and the general public, the FWS revised the alternatives where necessary and in the 
FEIS recommended Reintroduction of Experimental Populations be implemented. This 
alternative will become the management plan for wolf recovery into Yellowstone National Park 
and central Idaho. 

Alternatives Identified During Scoping, but not Evaluated Further 
Seven alternatives were either beyond the legal authority of the DEIS or were incorporated into 
the 5 alternatives chosen for analysis in the FEIS. Those were the (1) No Cow, (2) Delisting 
With State Management, (3) 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan, (4) State Management of Nonessential 
Experimental Populations, (5) Recovery of Existing Wolves, (6) Accelerated Wolf Recovery 
Alternatives, and (7) The Indian Plan Alternative. An explanation of how the concerns they 
represented were addressed and why they are not being considered further are listed below. 

1. The No Cow or Bison-based Sustained-Subsistence Economy Alternative recommended that 
livestock growing be eliminated throughout the region, all fencing be removed, animal damage 
control activity stopped, and bison and wolves be reintroduced." Implementing this alternative 
requires actions that are far beyond the scope of the FEIS and federal and state law. 
Implementation of this alternative would dramatically affect private property and management 
practices as dictated by federal and state law and agency policy on public lands. This alternative 
was not a reasonable option for further consideration because such drastic measures are not 
required for the recovery of a viable wolf population in the northern Rocky Mountains of the 
U.S., and it would not be reasonably consistent with current federal and state law. 

2. The Deiisting with State Management Alternative wouid require that waives be immediately 
removed from protection of the ESA and that any recovery would be managed by the respective 
states solely under state laws. There would be no reintroductions. In Montana wolves are 
currently protected by state law. If wolves were removed from federal protection and state law 
remained unchanged, they would likely be managed as other resident wildlife (in much the same 
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manner as a combination of the Wolf Management Committee and Natnral Recovery 
Alternatives). Wolf populations in northwestern Montana would probably recover through 
natnral dispersal. In Idaho wolves are also protected by state law, but other state law prohibits 
the IDFG from any management, except control, without the expressed permission of the state 
legislatnre. If wolves were removed from federal protection and state law did not change, 
wolves would not be actively managed. Wolf populations might eventnally recover through 
natnral dispersal. In Wyoming, wolves are listed as predators and are not under the legal 
authority of the WGFD so take would not be restricted. Because Yellowstone National Park is 

· partially in Idaho and Montana and would be the portion of Wyoming nearest to wolf 
populations in Montana and Idaho, wolves would probably eventnally live in Yellowstone Park 
and the surrounding wilderness areas, but would not persist elsewhere in Wyoming because of 
a high level of human persecution. If wolves were removed from federal protection and state 
laws remained unchanged, this alternative would be similar to natnral recovery in Montana and 
Idaho and the no wolf option in Wyoming. Under this alternative there would be no federal 
oversight of recovery or the direction of changes in state law, but it is likely that wolf 
populations would eventnally recover in all 3 wolf recovery areas. This alternative was not 
considered further because: (1) the management concerns it resolved are also addressed through 
the Wolf Management Committee and Natnral Recovery Alternatives, (2) it would not be 
consistent with existing federal and some state laws and Congressional direction, (3) the 
conflicting intent of current state laws and, (4) the uncertain direction, futnre authorization, 
and/or implementation of state laws. 

3. The 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan Alternative recommended reintroduction of a nonessential 
experimental population of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and monitoring of natnral 
wolf recovery for 5 years in central Idaho. If 2 breeding pairs had not been documented in 
central Idaho within 5 years, other conservation measures were to be considered. Breeding 
wolves have not been documented in Idaho, and consequently other conservation measures were 
considered in the DEIS. The 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan represented a combination of an 
experimental population reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park, and natnral recovery in 
central Idaho. In the FEIS, the 5 different approaches to wolf recovery are being equally 
considered in both the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas to comply with directions from 
Congress that "a broad range alternatives be considered." Also there is no evidence of wolf 
populations in either the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. This mix of natnral recovery and 
reintroduction of an experimental population is not being considered further as a separate 
alternative because of the absence of natnral recovery in Idaho, and because the concerns 
expressed in the 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan are fully but separately addressed by the 
Reintroduction of Experimental Populations and N atnral Recovery Alternatives. 

4. The State Management of Nonessential Experimental Populations Alternative recommended 
a state implemented nonessential experimental population rule, with wolf reintroduction into 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. This alternative, except for the provision 
establishing a one-time federal trust to fund a wolf compensation and depredation program, was 
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incorporated into the Reintroduction of Nonessential Experimental Populations Alternative. The 
recommendation that a federal trust be established is addressed in the Wolf Management 
Committee Alternative. This alternative also mandated enhancement of prey populations. That 
concept is addressed in the Wolf Management Committee and Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental Wolves Alternatives. This alternative is not being considered further as a 
separate alternative because all the other issues and concerns it expressed are being fully 
addressed in the Reintroduction of Experimental Populations Alternative. 

5. The Recovery of Existing Wolves Alternative is based upon a belief by some people that 
wolves were never extirpated from the Yellowstone ecosystem and that remaining wolves are 
genetically unique wolves that should be recovered without their gene pool being diluted by 
reintroduction of wolves from other areas. The general concerns expressed in this alternative 
are being addressed by continuation of an intensive monitoring effort that should detect the 
presence of a wolf population before any reintroduction might be conducted. Furthermore, 
recent scientific investigation into the taxonomic status of wolves in North America indicates that 
the wolves that once occupied the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas were not a separate 
subspecies and had a much wider distribution than was previously believed. Also, with the 
listing of all wolves (Canis lupus) in 1978, regardless of subspecies, any past or potential future 
subspecies designation is not relevant to wolf recovery in the western U.S. at this time. 
Although it is extremely unlikely that a distinct population of wolves has persisted since 1926 
(when the last wolf pack was documented in the Yellowstone area), if wild reproducing unique 
wolves had initiated population recovery (2 breeding pairs successfully raising 2 young for 2 
consecutive years in a recovery area), they would be encouraged to increase and recover through 
natural processes. Reintroduction would not occur. This alternative will not be considered 
further because scientific evidence does not suggest that a population of distinct wolves persisted 
or currently exists in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

6. The Accelerated Wolf Recovery Alternative recommended rapid wolf recovery through 
reintroductions and a wide variety of land-use restrictions over a broad area to accomplish wolf 
recovery as soon as possible. However, several of the recommended land-use restrictions and 
their broad application and the recommendation for no private compensation were in conflict 
with private property and free speech rights and were beyond any reasonable extension of federal 
authority and land management agency policy. These recommendations are believed to be 
excessively restrictive and included a larger land area than was reasonable so they were not 
considered further. In addition many of the land-use restrictions conflicted with various laws, 
agency policies, and enabling legislation and were far more severe than reasonably needed for 
the recovery of wolf populations. While this alternative is not being evaluated further, the 
general philosophy of fully protecting and quickly recovering wolves was incorporated into the 
Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves Alternative. 
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7. While several alternatives or modifications of alternatives already considered in the DEIS 
were suggested to be considered again during review of the DEIS, only one new alternative was 
proposed in the FEIS. That alternative and the reason it is not evaluated further is as follows. 

The Indian Plan Alternative. - "At one time native Americans armed with bows and arrows and 
spears were part of the natural ecosystem. I propose having a small Indian village with tepees, 
etc. in a place like the Lamar Valley during as much of the year as suited them. During the 
tourist season, tourists could stay in the tepees and learn Indian crafts such as tanning leather, 
beadwork, making moccasins, making arrowheads, etc. They could also learn Indian dancing, 
stalking wild game, spearing fish, beating drums, etc. 

Tame wolves would be kept by the Indians so they could be seen by tourists. WILD ones will 
seldom, if ever, be seen by tourists. During a hunting season, directed by Park Rangers, 
Indians ... would be allowed to harvest a number of wild game animals. The meat would be 
distributed to needy Native Americans. This 'Indian Plan' offers advantages over the proposed 
'wolf plan'." 

The Indian Plan alternative is not being evaluated further because it does not address the issue 
of recovery or reintroduction of wild wolf populations. This alternative also does not restore 
wolves as functioning components of the natural ecosystem in the Yellowstone and central Idaho 
areas and its potential impact on the environment would be similar to the No Wolf alternative. 

Alternatives Addressed in the FEIS 
Five alternatives that represented different approaches to wolf recovery were chosen for analysis 
in the FEIS because they encompassed most of the concerns raised during scoping. These 
alternatives reflect public comments and suggestions identified through issue and alternative 
scoping. These alternatives are discussed in detail in Chapter 2. 

These alternatives are: 
1. Reintroduction of Experimental Populations (incorporating most of the state implemented 
nonessential reintroduction alternative with parts of the 1987 Recovery Plan) 

2. Natural Recovery (with limited land-use restrictions in anticipation of some illegal killing of 
wolves) 

3. No Wolf (as proposed in alternative scoping) 

4. Wolf Management Committee (as proposed to Congress) 

5. Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves (incorporating the accelerated wolf recovery 
alternative but with fewer land-use restrictions) 
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Public Review of DEIS 
The purpose of public review of the DEIS was to obtain additional information and ideas from 
the public on reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. The 
public comment period began July 1, 1993, with a press conference in Washington, D. C. 
Additionally, a news release, requesting comment on the DEIS, was provided to over 500 media 
contacts (newspaper, radio, and television). About 1,700 copies of the complete DEIS were 
mailed to all potentially affected government agencies, public libraries in the 3-state region, 
many special interest groups, and to anyone requesting the complete DEIS. About 42,000 
summaries of the DEIS were mailed to people and organizations on the Gray Wolf EIS mailing 
list and to anyone requesting them. In addition, the DEIS summary, a schedule of public 
hearings, and a request to report wolf sightings was printed in the form of a newspaper flyer and 
was inserted into the Sunday (July 18 and 25) editions of 6 major newspapers in Montana 
(Bozeman Chronicle and Billings Gazette), Idaho (Lewiston Tribune and Boise Statesman), and 
Wyoming (Casper Star Tribune and Cheyenne Eagle Tribune). These newspapers have a 
combined circulation of about 280,000. The comment period was extended from the original 
deadline of October 15, 1993, to November 26, 1993. 

Written public comments on all or part of the DEIS were obtained in the form of letters, 
postcards, resolutions, and petitions. To provide an opportunity for people to voice their 
concerns, 12 formal hearings were held in Coeur d' Alene, Lewiston, Idaho Falls, and Boise, 
Idaho; Bozeman, Missoula, Dillon, and Helena, Montana; and Cody, Riverton, Jackson Hole, 
and Cheyenne, Wyoming; and 4 more hearings were held in Salt Lake City, Utah; Seattle, 
Washington; Denver, Colorado; and Washington, D.C. Hearings were conducted during the 
months of August and September 1993 and comments were accepted from 2 p.m. to 10 p.m. 
At these hearings, verbal testimony (treated the same as written responses) was recorded and any 
written comments were accepted. 

A total of 160,254 agencies, organizations, and individuals commented on the DEIS, making it 
one of the largest responses to any federal action. The majority of responses were in written 
form. About 700 people testified. 

Review and analysis of comments began October 18, 1993, and because of the comment period 
extension, ended December 10, 1993. Every comment was given an individual identification 
number and was coded according to the demographic nature of the response. Substantive 
comments (positive and negative) on issues or alternatives were coded and entered into a 
database. A respondents exact words were used when entering responses into the database. A 
report (USFWS 1993) detailing the analysis of public comments on the DEIS was produced and 
a summary of that report was made available to the pubiic and mailed to individuals on the Gray 
Wolf EIS mailing list in March 1994. 

All comments from federal, state, and local governments having regulatory authorities, and 
comments from native American tribes are printed in the FEIS. Responses to those comments 
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are also provided in Chapter 5. Due to the volume of response, most letters from individuals 
and non-governmental agencies are not printed in the FEIS, but 14 letters from the most 
prominent or most vocal large private organizations, representing the diverse points of view 
about the proposal, are included and responded to in detail. Issues identified through the 
analysis of public comments (USFWS 1993) and the responses are presented in Chapter 5. 
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INCLUDING THE PROPOSED ACTION 



Alternatives 

INTRODUCTION 

This chapter describes the alternatives developed to respond to the issues and impacts previously 
identified. The proposed action is identified. Summary tables of the alternatives and impacts 
and a comparison of the alternatives are also included. 

ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED IN 
DETAIL IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYSIS 

Introduction 
During early planning, the FWS developed an array of alternatives to respond to direction from 
Congress "to provide a broad range of alternatives related to wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone 
National Park and central Idaho." Five alternatives were also selected to respond to the public's 
concerns expressed about issues and were presented in the DEIS for public review and comment. 
Those issues, impacts, and concerns were discussed in Chapter 1. 

Based upon information and comments on the DEIS provided by agencies, organizations, and 
private citizens, changes were made in the proposed action. The proposed action (Alternative 
1) and other alternatives for wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho 
considered in detail in the FEIS are: 
1. Reintroduction of Nonessential Experimental Populations Alternative (Proposed Action) 

2. Natural Recovery (No Action) Alternative 

3. No Wolf Alternative 

4. Wolf Management Committee Alternative 

5. Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves Alternative 
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ALTERNATIVE 1. REINTRODUCTION OF EXPERIMENTAL 
POPULATIONS ALTERNATIVE (THE PROPOSAL) 

Background 
The designation "experimental population" had its origin in a 1982 amendment to the ESA, 
which created Section 1 O(j). Section 10(j) provided for reintroduction of experimental 
populations under special regulations. Before that, the FWS could introduce threatened and 
endangered species into unoccupied historic range, but attempts to do so were often met with 
fervent resistance. One reason was that the FWS could not promise private landowners, 
other federal agencies, and state and local govermnents that the transplanted population 
would not disrupt future land management options. The "experimental population" 
designation gives the FWS more flexibility because such populations can be treated as "a 
species proposed to be listed" or "threatened" rather than "endangered." Congress provided 
the amendment to make more reintroductions possible, by allowing more management 
flexibility, if necessary, where such management is consistent with conservation of the 
experimental population. If a reintroduced population of wolves is designated "experimental" 
and "nonessential" (not necessary for the survival of the species in the wild) under the ESA 
amendment, other federal agencies are required only to confer with the FWS on federal 
activities that are likely to jeopardize the species. Exceptions would be in national parks and 
national wildlife refuges, where formal consultations with the FWS would still have to occur. 
Management of a nonessential experimental population can thus be tailored to specific areas A 
and specific local conditions, including local opposition. The experimental population rule W 
has been successfully used to reintroduce red wolves to Alligator River National Wildlife 
Refuge in North Carolina and Great Smoky Mountains National Park and black-footed ferrets 
to Wyoming. "The 1987 Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan" recommended 
using the experimental population rule provision to achieve wolf recovery in the Yellowstone 
recovery area. 

Reintroduction of Experimental Populations Altemative.-The purpose of this alternative is 
to accomplish wolf recovery by reintroducing wolves designated as nonessential experimental 
populations to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho and by implementing provisions 
within Section 10(j) of the ESA to conduct special management to address local concerns. 
The states and tribes would be encouraged to implement the special rules for wolf 
management outside national parks and national wildlife refuges under cooperative agreement 
with the FWS. 

Summary 
Two experimental population areas would be established through regulation by the FWS 
under Section lO(j) of the ESA, as amended. One would include all of Wyoming and parts 
of Montana and Idaho (south of the Missouri River from the eastern Montana border to Great 
Falls and east of Interstate 15) around Yellowstone National Park. Another would include 
most of central Idaho and part of Montana (south of Interstate 90 and west of Interstate 15). 
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The ongoing wolf monitoring efforts would continue. Prior to any reintroduction, the FWS 
would make a determination of the status of any naturally occurring wolf population in each of 
those 2 areas. Wolves would be reintroduced into either or both Yellowstone National Park and 
central Idaho unless a wolf population (defined as 2 breeding pairs, each successfully raising 2 
or more young for 2 consecutive years in a recovery area) had been documented. Wolves 
outside national parks and national wildlife refuges would be managed by the states and tribes 
under special federal regulations for each population. If the states and tribes did not assume 
wolf management, the FWS would do so. If radio-collared experimental wolves moved out of 
a primary analysis area, they could be captured and placed back in the primary analysis area. 
Management would allow wolves to be killed or moved under some conditions by federal, state, 
and tribal agencies for domestic animal depredations and excessive predation (see Unacceptable 
Impacts on Ungulate Populations in Glossary of Terms) on big game populations. Under some 
conditions, the public could harass or kill wolves attacking livestock (cattle, sheep, horses, and 
mules). There would be no federal compensation program but compensation from existing 
private funding sources would be encouraged. There would be no land-use restrictions applied 
when 6 or more wolf packs were documented in a recovery area because sufficient wolf numbers 
would be available and no restrictions around den sites or other critical areas would be necessary 
to promote wolf recovery. Wolves have a relatively high reproductive rate and with 6 packs of 
wolves present in a population, about 20-25 pups could be born each year. Accounting for a 
possible 10 % loss of wolves to control actions and an additional 10 % loss from other mortality 
sources, the reproductive output of 6 packs of wolves provides for a wolf population increasing 
at or near 22% per year (see Table 2-1 and Appendix 16). No critical habitat would be 
designated. Enhancement of prey populations would be encouraged. Use of toxicants lethal to 
wolves in areas occupied by wolves would still be prohibited by existing ADC policy and EPA 
labeling restrictions. 

Note. -If a wolf population (see above definition) was discovered in either the Yellowstone· or 
central Idaho areas, reintroduction under an experimental population rule would not occur into 
that area and any wolf population would be managed as a natural recovering population in that 
area (see Alternative 2). 

Note. -If the preferred alternative (the proposal) is selected for implementation, the FWS intends 
that the proposed rule will contain all the elements described in the preferred alternative 
(Alternative 1). The proposed rule will be prepared and published in the Federal Register and 
appropriate NEPA compliance and public review will occur. 

Note.-The proposed boundaries of the experimental population areas were established by 
considering the combination of the current southern expansion of naturally formed wolf packs 
in Montana, location of high quality wolf habitat and potential wolf release sites, and the 
likelihood of any wolf pack documented inside the experimental area resulting from 
reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park or central Idaho rather than from natural dispersal 
from Canada or northwestern Montana. Therefore, the boundaries of the proposed experimental 
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population areas could be affected by formation of new wolf packs by naturally dispersing 
wolves from Canada or Montana before any nonessential experimental population rule is 
established and wolf reintroduction is made. 

Note.-In response to agency and public comment on the FWS DEIS proposal, several changes 
were made in the FWS FEIS proposal. None of those changes were significant enough to effect 
the potential impact of the proposed action on big game, hunting harvest, domestic animal 
depredation, land-use restrictions, visitor use, or local economies. Changes to the FWS FEIS 
proposal include the following: 

1. The northern boundary of the nonessential experimental population area for the Yellowstone 
area was moved northward from Highway 12, to include the area south of the Missouri River 
from the eastern Montana border to Great Falls. 

2. Increased emphasis was placed on an aggressive but balanced public information and 
education program and on law enforcement. 

3. The reporting requirement for harassing wolves, in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner 
for landowners on private land and for individuals holding grazing permits on public land was 
shortened from 14 days to no longer than 7 days and is restricted to only adult (greater than 6 
months old) wolves. The ability of individuals holding grazing permits on public land to harass 
wolves in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner will become part of their permit conditions so 
it is clearly understood exactly what can occur. 

4. Only after 6 or more breeding pairs of wolves are established in a recovery area and after 
designated authorities have confirmed livestock losses have been caused by wolves and have 
been unable to stop further losses, can individuals holding grazing permits on public lands 
receive a permit to take wolves in the act of killing or wounding livestock (cattle, sheep, horses, 
and mules). 

5. The intent of the experimental rule is that land-use restrictions not be routinely used solely 
to enhance wolf recovery. However, land-use restrictions may be temporarily used by land or 
resource managers to control intrusive human disturbance, primarily around active den sites 
between April 1 and June 30, when there are 5 or fewer breeding pairs of wolves in a recovery 
area. After 6 or more breeding pairs become established in a recovery area land-use restrictions 
would not be needed. 

6. Several of the general gumeunes for Determining Problem W oif Status (Interim Wolf 
Control Plan, FWS, 1988, pages 7 to 9) were incorporated into the wolf control procedures as 
part of the experimental population rule. Those guidelines are as follows: 
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The following conditions and criteria will apply in determining the problem status of wolves 
within the nonessential experimental population areas: 

(1) Wounded livestock or some remains of a livestock carcass must be present with clear 
evidence (Roy and Dorrance 1976, Fritts 1982) that wolves were responsible for the damage 
and there must be reason to believe that additional losses would occur if the problem wolf 
or wolves were not controlled. Such evidence is essential since wolves may simply feed on 
carrion they have found while not being responsible for the kill. 

(2) Artificial or intentional feeding of wolves must not have occurred. Livestock carcasses 
not properly disposed of in an area where depredations have occurred will be considered 
attractants. On federal lands, removal or resolution of such attractants must accompany any 
control action. Livestock carrion or carcasses on federal land, not being used as bait in an 
authorized control action (by agencies), must be removed, buried, burned, or otherwise 
disposed of such that the carcass(es) will not attract wolves. 

(3) On federal lands, animal husbandry practices previously identified in existing approved 
allotment plans and annual operating plans for allotments must have been followed. 

7. Wolves that attack pets or domestic animals other than livestock on private land 2 times in 
a calendar year (instead of 3 times as recommended in the DEIS) would be moved. 

8. If wolves are having unacceptable impacts on ungulates, and if those impacts would inhibit 
wolf recovery or would substantially reduce the prey base for wolves in a specific area 
(extraordinary population pressures), the states and tribes could move wolves to other places 
within the experimental area except on private land. The states and tribes are to develop wolf 
management plans that will define such unacceptable impacts, how they would be measured, and 
identify other possible mitigation in their state or tribal management plans. These plans must 
be within the provisions and intent of the nonessential experimental population rule and must be 
approved by the FWS through cooperative agreement before such control could be conducted. 

9. The FWS, ADC, or state or tribal agencies authorized by the FWS would promptly remove 
any wolf the FWS, ADC, or authorized agency determined was a threat to human life or safety. 

Implementing this alternative would involve: 
The FWS would develop and publish 2 nonessential experimental population rules, under Section 
100) of the ESA, in the Federal Register: 

-One rule would designate a small portion of Idaho (east of Interstate 15) and Montana (east 
of Interstate 15 and south of the Missouri River from the North Dakota-Montana border to 
Great Falls) and all of Wyoming an experimental population area for wolf reintroduction 
into Yellowstone National Park (Figure 2-1). 
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Figure 2-1. The proposed experimental population areas in central Idaho (south of Interstate 90 
and west of Interstate 15) and the Yellowstone area (south of the Missouri River from the 
Montana-North Dakota border to Great Falls and east of Interstate 15) where experimental 

population rules will apply. 

-Another rule would designate much of Idaho and part of Montana (south of Interstate 90 
and west of Interstate 15) an experimental area for a wolf reintroduction into central Idaho 

(Figure 2-1). 

Each rule would: 
-Define the minimum criteria for a "wolf population" for purposes of each experimental rule 
as 2 breeding pairs of wild wolves successfully raising at least 2 young each year (until 
December 31 of the year of their birth), for 2 consecutive years in an experimental area. 
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If a wolf population was documented, reintroduction and implementation of an experimental 
rule in that area would not occur. That wolf population would then be managed as a 
naturally recovering population. 

-Establish the experimental population area(s) and designate all wolves in such area(s) as 
members of the experimental population. These areas do not currently include any known 
wolf populations (see Glossary of Terms and Appendix 8 and 12) and are geographically 
separate from existing wolf populations in northwestern Montana. Wolves would be moved 
as required to enhance population recovery. 

-Encourage and, if they choose, designate the states and tribes to be the primary agencies 
to implement the experimental rule with federal assistance, through cooperative agreements 
and management plans that are within the parameters of the experimental rule. 

-Establish an aggressive, balanced, public information and education program about wolf 
ecology and management. 

-Allow landowners on their private land and livestock (cattle, sheep, horses, and mules) 
producers on their public land grazing leases, as part of their permit condition, to harass 
adult wolves in an opportunistic noninjurious manner at any time. Such incidents must be 
reported as soon as possible but within 7 days. 

-Allow livestock producers on their private land to take wolves in the act of killing 
livestock. Such incidents must be reported immediately but no later than within 24 hours 
and livestock freshly wounded or killed by wolves must be evident. FWS, ADC, or other 
FWS authorized agency will confirm if livestock were wounded or killed by wolves. 

-After 6 or more breeding pairs of wolves become established in an experimental area, allow 
livestock producers with allotments on public land to receive a permit to take a specific 
number of depredating wolves after ADC, or other authorized agency, has confirmed 
livestock losses have been caused by wolves and has unsuccessfully attempted to resolve the 
problem and other losses are documented. Such incidents must be reported immediately but 
no later than 24 hours and livestock freshly wounded or killed by wolves must be evident. 

-Allow the states and tribes to move wolves that are having unacceptable impacts on 
ungulate populations if those impacts would inhibit wolf recovery. Wolves could be moved 
to other places within the experimental population area. Two examples, although unlikely, 
are where wolf predation is dramatically affecting prey availability because of unusual 
habitat or weather conditions (i.e., bighorn sheep in areas with marginal escape habitat) or 
where wolves cause prey to move onto private property and mix with livestock, increasing 
potential conflicts. The states and tribes will define such unacceptable impacts, how they 
would be measured, and identify other possible mitigation in their state or tribal management 
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plans. These plans must be approved by the FWS through cooperative agreement before 
such control could be conducted. Wolves would not be deliberately killed to address 
ungulate-wolf conflicts. These unacceptable impacts must be identified in state wolf
management plans and developed in consultation with the FWS. If such control by the states 
or tribes is likely to be significant or beyond the provisions of the experimental rule as 
determined by the FWS, then they must be specifically incorporated as part of an 
amendment to the experimental rule, which would include national public comment and 
review. 

-Assure that no private or public land-use restrictions are developed solely for wolf recovery 
(except at release sites during reintroduction) after 6 breeding pairs of wolves are established 
in an experimental area. When 5 or fewer breeding pairs are in an experimental area, land
use restrictions may be employed at the discretion of land management and natural resources 
agencies to control intrusive human disturbance. Temporary restrictions on human access, 
when 5 or fewer breeding pairs are established, may be required between April 1 and June 
30 around active wolf den sites. 

-Allow the FWS, ADC, or state or tribal agencies authorized by FWS to promptly remove 
any wolf the FWS, ADC or authorized agency determined was presenting a threat to human 
life or safety. 

-Allow a person to kill wolves in defense of human life. A self-defense provision and e 
provision for defense of human life and safety will be included in the special regulations. 

-Allow ADC, FWS, states, and tribes to control wolves that attack livestock (cattle, sheep, 
horses, and mules) by measures including aversive conditioning, nonlethal control, and/or 
moving wolves when 5 or fewer breeding pairs are established, and by previously described 
measures but also including moving or killing wolves or placing them in captivity after 6 
or more breeding pair are established in a given experimental population area. For 
depredation occurring on public land and prior to 6 breeding pairs becoming established, 
depredating females and their pups would be released on site prior to October 1. Wolves 
on private land under these circumstances would be moved. Wolves that attack other 
domestic animals and pets on private land 2 times in a calendar year would be moved. 
Chronic problem wolves (wolves that depredate after being moved) would be removed from 
the wild. 

The following conditions and criteria will apply in determining the problem status of wolves 
W~th~n th,,. """""'"S"'"t;a1 i:::>vni::>r;fY\,,,.nt'll ru,n11la•;o" a•~as· H . .J.J.J.J.J. UJ.._.. .U.VJ.J.'-'.:J ""'.1..1.l..J. J. "".tlt.f-'""J. .u . .1..1. .... .1..1.i..u..1. pvpu.1. 1..L U. .._.... • 

( 1) Wounded livestock or some remains of a livestock carcass must be present with clear 
evidence (Roy and Dorrance 1976, Fritts 1982) that wolves were responsible for the damage 
and there must be reason to believe that additional losses would occur if the problem wolf 
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or wolves were not controlled. Such evidence is essential since wolves may simply feed on 
carrion they have found while not being responsible for the kill. 

(2) Artificial or intentional feeding of wolves must not have occurred. Livestock carcasses 
not properly disposed of in an area where depredations have occurred will be considered 
attractants. On federal lands, removal or resolution of such attractants must accompany any 
control action. Livestock carrion or carcasses on federal land, not being used as bait in an 
authorized control action (by agencies), must be removed, buried, burned, or otherwise 
disposed of such that the carcass(es) will not attract wolves. 

(3) On federal lands, animal husbandry practices previously identified in existing approved 
allotment plans and annual operating plans for allotments must have been followed. 

The FWS in cooperation with state, federal, tribal agencies, and appropriate Canadian 
governments, would reintroduce wolves into Yellowstone National Park (soft release) and central 
Idaho (hard release--see Glossary of Terms) for 4 consecutive years (possibly 3-5 depending 
upon program progress). Procedures would include: 

-Obtaining any permits, agreements, and cultural site clearances and conducting activities 
for a scientifically based wolf reintroduction program. 

-Locating wolf packs suitable for capture in Canada (possibly Alberta or British Columbia) 
to provide pack members for reintroduction. Wolves would likely be captured in October 
by darting from helicopters, trapping, or by using capture collars so they could be moved 
to the release sites within a short time span. 

-Constructing up to 3 temporary holding facilities (each 1-2 acre; 0.4-0.8 ha) and nearby 
temporary housing (tent or trailer) at up to 3 release sites in Yellowstone National These 
sites would be on previously disturbed lands, if possible, and would be secured from 
visitation by the general public while wolves are being held (October-December). 

-Obtaining up to 8,000 pounds of ungulate carrion (roughly 40 deer or 10 elk from road 
kills, law enforcement seizures, etc.,) to feed these wolves (6 adults and an estimated 12 
pups) from October through January in the Yellowstone area. An additional 2,400 pounds 
of ungulates (16 deer or 4 elk) could be placed near the release sites if the adults were not 
successful immediately at killing ungulates or caring for their pups. 

-Obtaining, caring for, and transporting about 30 wolves (15 wolves to each area, equal sex 
ratio, if possible) from areas in Canada in October-November each year for 3-5 years. This 
would include transporting 3 or more adult wolves and/or their pups to as many as 3 
separate release sites in Yellowstone National Park for 3-5 years and transporting and 
releasing 15 young adult wolves in central Idaho for 3-5 years. 
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Table 2-1. Estimated wolf population growth in each area under implementation of the 
Reintroduction of Experimental Population Alternative. 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 

No. reintroduced' 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 

Surviving 0 8 14 27 45 56 68 83 101 

Pups born 0 0 !Ob 20 25 35 40 50 60 

103 control loss 1 2 3 6 7 9 11 12 16 

10 % mortality loss 1 2 4 6 7 9 11 13 16 

Total wolves 8 14 27 45 56 68' 83 101 129 

Packs 0 0 2-4 5-7 6-8 7-10 8-12 10-14 13-18 

Area occupied 
100 mi2 0 0 9 18 21 24 30 36 45 

a Number actually contributing to wolf population growth. Fifteen annually released. 
b Average 5 pups per pack. 
' Beginning of population growth at 22 % per year. 

For specific information on how a wolf reintroduction program would be conducted, please see 
Appendix 4 "Scientific techniques for the reintroduction of wild wolves. 

"How would wolf populations respond to this alternative? 
The following scenario and Table 2-1 portrays how wolf population growth might respond to 
implementation of the Reintroduction of Nonessential Experimental Populations Alternative in 
each area. It incorporates the key components of this alternative, including reintroduction of 
wolves in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho for 3-5 consecutive years, beginning in 
1994, moderate mortality of wolves in areas with livestock, and very few (when ::;5 packs are 
present) or no (when ~ 6 packs are present) land-use restrictions. Moving wolves to protect 
critical ungulate populations appears unlikely to be necessary, particularly early in recovery. 
Small losses to the wolf population are unlikely to affect population growth in the later stages 
of recovery. This scenario is intended to be representative of wolf population growth under this 
alternative rather than a predication of the exact impact of its implementation. 

About 15 wolves would be reintroduced annually to both Yellowstone National Park and central 
Idaho beginning in 1994. Approximateiy ii3 of these individuais wouid not be expected to 
contribute to wolf population growth because of mortality, dispersal, disappearance, unexpected 
events, etc. Techniques for wolf reintroduction are the same under all alternatives, and about 
10 individuals would be successfully established in the wild in each area (out of 15 released 
annually in each area) for 3-5 consecutive years (about 30 individuals annually). Approximately 
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103 of the wolves could possibly be killed or removed annually because of conflicts with 
livestock. Another 103 could disappear, or die from natural causes, accidents, or illegal 
killing. Wolf population growth would occur relatively quickly (423 overall annual increase) 
because of low to moderate wolf mortality and reintroduction of 40 wolves that survive and 
contribute to wolf recovery in 2 areas. All 3 recovery areas would likely reach wolf population 
recovery levels (10 breeding pairs for 3 consecutive years) at about the same time, around 2002. 
Recovered wolf populations would be delisted (removed from protection of the ESA) according 
to procedures outlined in the ESA (see Appendix 11), and managed solely by the states or tribal 
authorities. The ESA also requires that wolf populations be monitored for 5 years after de listing 
to ensure that populations remain viable without federal protection. 

How does this alternative address the major issues and concerns of the public? 
1. How will depredations on domestic animals be controlled? 
In 1983 Congress amended the ESA to include provisions for reintroduction of experimental 
populations, known as Section lO(j), as a means to provide management flexibility to address 
local concerns and extreme opposition which was preventing reintroduction of endangered or 
threatened species. Designation of these populations as experimental nonessential, establishment 
of special regulations for these populations, and implementation of the management program as 
outlined will address the significant issues identified by agencies and the public and will result 
in establishment of wolf populations in Yellowstone and central Idaho (see Table 2-1). 

Effects of wolf recovery on domestic livestock was one of the major issues identified during 
scoping. It has been shown in other areas (Minnesota and northwestern Montana) that a 
responsive program to address conflicts between wolves and domestic livestock reduces the 
degree of livestock depredation by wolves, increases public acceptance of wolf populations which 
likely reduces illegal wolf mortality, and allows growth of wolf populations toward recovery 
levels. While the incidence of wolf depredations on livestock is expected to be comparatively 
low, some level of depredation is probably inevitable where wolves and livestock exist in close 
proximity. Removal of problem wolves does more than stop the depredation; it relieves the 
pressures and antagonisms directed toward the total wolf population by those incurring losses 
and other members of the public. Timely response to actual depredations will alleviate the 
perception of government inaction that too often results in the indiscriminate killing of wolves. 
By responding quickly to resolve depredation problems, the overall wolf population will be in 
less danger from potential nonselective and illegal attempts at damage control. While some 
wolves will be removed from the population through control measures, removal of wolves 
demonstrating this undesirable behavior will promote public acceptance of wolves, will reduce 
overall impacts, and will allow population growth to recovery levels (see Table 2-1). 

Reports of wolves attacking domestic animals would be investigated by ADC, FWS, or the 
appropriate state or tribal wildlife agency under guidelines of special regulations. The overriding 
goal of the wolf control program is to minimize wolf depredations on livestock by using a wide 
variety of techniques including preventative livestock husbandry or wildlife management 
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including aversive conditioning, supplemental feeding, nonlethal control, moving, or removing 
wolves from the wild. Wolves that attack livestock (cattle, sheep, horses, and mules) could be 
live-captured and translocated when there were 5 or fewer packs, and could be killed or placed 
in captivity when 6 or more packs were present in a recovery area. Prior to October 1, females 
with young would be released on site if depredations occurred on public land, but translocated 
if depredations occurred on private land. Chronic problem wolves (depredating once after 
relocation) would be removed from the wild. 

Although a remote possibility, wolves that repeatedly (2 times in a calendar year) attacked pets, 
working animals, or other types of domestic animals (fowl, hogs, goats, etc.) on private land 
would be moved by management agencies. Chronic problem wolves (1 depredation after 
relocation) would be removed from the wild. 

Private landowners or their designated agents could harass adult wolves in a opportunistic, 
noninjurious manner (wolves could not be searched out then harassed) on their private land at 
any time. Livestock producers and their designated agents with grazing allotments on public 
land could receive, as part of their grazing permit, authorization to harass any adult wolves near 
their livestock, in an opportunistic, noninjurious manner. Such harassment may "teach" wolves 
to avoid areas where conflicts with livestock or people may be highest. Any harassment must 
be reported to authorizing agencies within 7 days. 

Livestock producers or their designated agents on private land could attempt to take (kill) any 
wolf in the act of wounding or killing livestock (only cattle, sheep, horses, or mules). Such acts 
must be reported to authorities as soon as possible but no later than 24 hours after the action. 
Physical evidence of livestock that have been freshly wounded or killed by wolves must be 
present. Such take may be the most effective method to remove individual problem wolves in 
areas where potential conflicts are highest. The FWS, ADC, or authorized agency will confirm 
if livestock were wounded or killed by wolves. 

After 6 or more wolf packs were established in an experimental area, livestock producers or 
their designated agents with livestock on grazing allotments on public land could be issued a 30 
day permit to take (kill) a specific number of wolves in the act of wounding or killing livestock. 
This could occur after ADC or designated state or tribal authorities had confirmed that wolves 
were responsible for previous attacks and agency wolf control efforts were unsuccessful at 
resolving the problem (defined as livestock being attacked again by wolves within 30 days of 
control actions ending). Physical evidence of livestock freshly killed or wounded by wolves 
must be evident to agency investigators. Any killing of wolves under this authority must be 
reported within 24 hours. 

2. How will livestock producers be compensated for losses? 
There would be no federal compensation program for wolf-caused losses to domestic animals. 
The federal government would encourage livestock producers incurring losses caused by wolves 
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to seek compensation from programs that have been established by private groups. Wyoming 
currently compensates for livestock losses caused by trophy and game animals, but the current 
classification of the wolf as a "predator" by Wyoming law does not provide for compensation 
for wolf-related losses. Idaho currently compensates for livestock losses from mountain lions 
and bears that exceed $1,000 dollars per individual operator. Montana does not compensate for 
game damage. It is unknown whether the states or tribes would compensate for wolf-caused 
damage. 

3. How will potential impacts on big game populations be managed? 
If the FWS determined wolves were causing unacceptable impacts on other listed species, or on 
specific ungulate populations and those impacts might have a negative effect on wolf recovery 
outside national parks and national wildlife refuges, the FWS, ADC, or FWS authorized 
agencies could capture and move wolves from localized areas to resolve those conflicts. 

Land management agencies would be encouraged to voluntarily implement land-use guidelines 
that enhance ungulate habitat. Ungulate management by state, tribal, and federal agencies would 
otherwise be unaffected. The FWS would not implement additional special programs to monitor 
or enhance ungulate populations to promote wolf recovery. State, tribal, and federal land 
management agencies would be encouraged and may elect to monitor or enhance ungulate 
populations to assist wolf recovery and minimize potential impacts. 

e 4. Who will manage wolves? 
The states and tribes, through cooperative agreements with the FWS, would be primarily 
responsible for implementing wolf recovery, monitoring, and management on lands where they 
have authority to manage wildlife within the framework established for the experimental 
population through the federal regulation process. The states and tribes would be encouraged 
to develop state and tribal wolf management plans with local public involvement. If such state 
and tribal management is within the guidelines of the experimental rule the management plans 
will be authorized through cooperative agreements. If significant modifications to the 
experimental rule are proposed, such state and tribal plans would be incorporated into 
modifications of the experimental rule and would be subject to national public review and 
comment. The FWS would retain ultimate management responsibility for program oversight and 
achievement of wolf recovery. Control of wolves would primarily be the responsibility of ADC, 
FWS, the states, or tribes pursuant to the experimental population rule constraints. Wolf 
reintroduction to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho would be the cooperative 
responsibility of the respective states, FWS, National Park Service, USDA Forest Service, 
tribes, and Canadian agencies. 

5. What kind of land-use restrictions will occur? 
Although unlikely to be necessary, when 5 or fewer wolf packs are present in an experimental 
area, land management and natural resource agencies may utilize land-use restrictions between 
April 1 and June 30 around active den sites to control intrusive human disturbance. Land-use 
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restrictions would not be required to implement this alternative when 6 or more wolf packs are 
present in an experimental population area. 

Some predator control activities (almost exclusively M-44 use for coyote control) by ADC would 
be affected by wolf recolonization. The current EPA registration restricts use of predator 
toxicants in areas occupied by listed species. Toxicants are already precluded from most areas 
where wolf recovery would be encouraged because of existing conditions. Other predator 
control activities (aerial and ground shooting, foot-hold trapping, snaring with modified snares, 
and denning) would not be affected. Wolves taken in the course of these activities must be 
immediately reported to authorities. If wolves are killed through the course of these activities 
such incidents will be thoroughly investigated, and unavoidable or unintentional take of wolves 
(killing or injuring) during legal activities (trapping, vehicle collisions, etc.) would not be 
considered take. Such incidents must be reported as soon as possible but no later than 24 hours 
after the incident. Other take of wolves will be referred to the appropriate authorities for 
investigation and possible prosecution. 

6. Where will wolf populations be recovered? 
Wolves would primarily occur in mountainous portions of western Montana, northwestern 
Wyoming, and central and northern Idaho. The majority of wolf pack territories would occur 
on public land in and around national parks, national wildlife refuges, and forest service lands 
around Yellowstone National Park (17,270 mi2; 44,731 km2

). Wolf packs in central Idaho A 
would primarily occur on contiguous national forests (20,310 mi2; 52,600 km2

). Some wolves W 
may also utilize private lands near these areas. Lone wolves could occasionally occur 
throughout Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming but rarely beyond. 

7. When will wolf populations recover? 
The standard FWS-led wolf monitoring program would continue to assess the status of any 
suspected naturally occurring wolf packs. The earliest a reintroduction of an experimental 
population could occur would be the fall of 1994. If wolves were introduced into each area as 
outlined for 4 years, recovery (10 breeding pairs in 3 areas for 3 consecutive years) could be 
achieved by about 2002. 

8. How much will wolf recovery cost? 
Implementing this alternative in both experimental areas would cost about $667, 600 per year. 
The total cost of this alternative through the year 2002, when wolves are expected to be 
recovered and delisted, is expected to be $6, 757, 750 (1992 dollars, see Appendix 5 for 
description of cost estimates). 

9. Are changes in current state or federal law required? 
Wolves would remain under protection of the ESA until recovered but would be managed under 
special regulations as provided by Section lO(j). Wolves in all of Wyoming and much of Idaho 
and Montana (except in parks and refuges) would be managed as species proposed for listing 
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under the ESA only for Section 7 purposes [excluding Section 7(a)(l)] but for any other purpose 
wolves would be managed as a threatened species. Wolves outside of the experimental area(s) 
would be managed as a naturally recovering, fully endangered population. States and tribes 
would be the primary agencies implementing the management programs in the experimental 
population areas, if they chose to do so. Idaho and Wyoming state laws would need to allow 
state resource agencies to assume management, or resource agencies could establish cooperative 
agreements with the FWS. Montana state law already allows its wildlife management agency 
to assume management of wolves or enter into cooperative agreements with the FWS. There 
would be FWS oversight of state or tribal management until recovery. 

The states and tribes would be encouraged to develop specific state or tribal wolf management 
plans, utilizing local public participation, that ensure state and tribal management addressed the 
needs of local residents while following the general conditions set forth by federal laws and these 
nonessential experimental population rules. If such plans were beyond the intent of or if they 
proposed significant modifications to the experimental population rule, they would be 
incorporated as modifications of the experimental rule and as such would be subject to 
widespread national public review and comment. 
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ALTERNATIVE 2. NATURAL RECOVERY ALTERNATIVE 
-THE NO ACTION ALTERNATIVE 

Background 
Currently about 65 wolves (excluding 1993 pups) are known to occupy northwestern Montana 
(Figure 2-2). The only persistent packs are those in and adjacent to Glacier National Park. In 
1988, a formal interagency program was funded and staffed to enhance recovery of these 
naturally recolonizing wolves. The program monitors wolves to determine their distribution and 
numbers, promotes and provides funding for research to obtain accurate information about 
wolves and their prey, controls (moves or kills) wolves that depredate on livestock, and conducts 
an aggressive education and information program to provide scientifically based current 
information about wolves and wolf recovery. 

Natural Recovery Alternative (No Action Altemative).-The purpose of this alternative is to 
encourage the natural recovery of wolves from Canada and Montana to expand to other areas, 
eventually reaching central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park. 

Summary 
Wolves would remain listed as endangered under the ESA throughout the northern Rocky 
Mountains and no reintroductions would occur. Management programs similar to the one in 
Montana would be established in Idaho and Wyoming. Wolves would be encouraged to 
naturally expand their ranges into any area they choose, eventually into the central Idaho and 
Yellowstone areas. Wolves would eventually recolonize the recovery areas, but would also 
recolonize other areas throughout the northern Rocky Mountains and would be allowed to remain 
there if few conflicts occurred. Because wolves would settle in some areas where their presence 
was not desirable, there would be occasional conflicts, particularly with livestock. Depredating 
wolves would be controlled by agencies as long as control did not preclude wolf population 
recovery. There would be no federal compensation program, although a private fund does exist 
and its use by livestock producers would be encouraged. Whether this private compensation 
program would continue is unknown. Wolves would not be controlled if there were conflicts 
with pets or state big game management objectives. There would be some land-use restrictions 
primarily around active den sites and on some ADC activities where wolves occurred. Illegal 
killing or control at a level that precludes or severely inhibits recovery would result in additional 
land-use restrictions, primarily a reduction in the number of roads open to motorized vehicles 
and locations of livestock grazing on public land. Wolf recovery is unpredictable but would 
likely take several decades. 

Implementing this aitemative wouid invoive: 
The FWS would fund wolf recovery programs in Idaho and Wyoming similar to the one 
currently being conducted in northwestern Montana. The FWS would: 
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Alternative 2 

Figure 2-2. Northwestern U.S. showing 3 wolf recovery areas that were identified in the 
Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan (crosshatching). Locations where wolf packs 
lived in 1993 indicated by dots. 

-Search for wolves by (1) asking the public and agencies to report wolf sightings, (2) 
conducting surveys to search for wolf pack activity in areas identified through public and 
agency reports, and (3) capturing, radio collaring, and monitoring wolf packs. 

-Conduct an extensive and objective public education and information program to inform the 
public about wolves and wolf management under the ESA. 

-Fund scientific research to obtain current information on wolf biology and the relationship 
of wolves to their prey and land-use practices. 
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-Permit ADC to control wolves that attack livestock by moving wolves when less than 6 
packs are in a recovery area, removing wolves that repeatedly attack livestock, and releasing 
females and their young on site prior to August 1. Wolves would be controlled within 
recovery areas only if they were not attracted to the area by inappropriate livestock 
husbandry practices (inappropriate carcass disposal) or were not in areas critical to wolves 
(ungulate wintering areas, den sites). Wolf control would be permitted only if it occurred 
at a level that would not preclude wolf recovery. 

-Implement land-use restrictions when necessary if illegal killing threatens wolf recovery. 
Active den sites would continue to be protected from high levels of human disturbance 
within 1 mile (1.6 km) of the den between March 15 and July 1. 

How would wolf populations respond to this alternative? 
The following scenario and Table 2-2 portrays how wolf population growth may respond to 
implementation of the Natural Recovery Alternative. The key components of this alternative 
includes no reintroduction and wolves preying on livestock could be controlled as long as control 
did not prevent wolf population recovery. Wolves would be allowed to naturally expand their 
ranges southward as they have done in southern Alberta, British Columbia, and northwestern 
Montana over the past 40 years. The rate of population growth and distribution of wolves would 
be unpredictable but may proceed at the same average rate observed in Montana since 1985 
(about 22 % annually). However, if wolf populations increased at an overall rate similar to that A 
of the naturally recovering wolf population in Minnesota (3% annual increase) then recovery WI' 
would take much longer. As in the past, it is likely that some of the initial wolves or packs that 
try to establish will be removed by control actions to protect livestock or by illegal killing, so 
wolves, even breeding pairs, may show up and then die out multiple times before a population 
becomes established. However, eventually wolves would become more firmly established and 
recolonize central Idaho and the Yellowstone area. It is estimated that about 20 % of the wolf 
population would not survive each year, either through control actions to resolve conflicts with 
livestock, illegal killing, vehicle strikes, or natural mortality. Natural recovery would occur in 
stages, with Montana reaching recovery levels about 2002, Idaho about 2015, and Yellowstone 
about 2025. This scenario is intended to be a general representation of this alternative rather 
than an exact predication of the impact of its implementation because a main element of this 
alternative is unpredictability. 

Under this alternative it is likely that wolf populations in Montana will have reached 10 breeding 
pairs prior to reaching 10 breeding pairs in Idaho and prior to any wolf pack establishment in 
the Yellowstone area. If wolves could not be delisted by individual recovery areas at 10 
hrPPrling nalrs Mnntana u1n11lrt ha''"' u1nlf ......... p .. la+• ......... s ahn..;10 ... ,,.,..,.,...;10 ...... , lovo's h,,.f" ....... e Aol•s+• .... ,... .......... ...,............ y ..... ' ... .............. ..... ....., ............ . u ...... l/l/VJ.J. pv U.J. l..lVJ.1 VVY\.; J.\.A.•VY\..J.] .l\,.. '-'.l u .... J.V.l U'-'1.l 1..u.J.5 

could occur, as has happened in Minnesota with delisting of the eastern timber wolf. For the 
purposes of this alternative, it is assumed that state management, if it occurred before all 3 areas 
reached recovery levels, would not affect the rate of wolf dispersal into the Idaho or Yellowstone 
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Table 2-2. Estimated wolf population growth under implementation of the Natural Recovery Alternative-The No 
Action Alternative (22 % increase per year). 

94 95 96 97 98 99 ()() 01 02 03 04 05 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

Mont. 40 49 60 73 89 108 132 161 196 239 292 -------- > ' 

Montana State Management 

Idahoa l--pairstartandfail--1. pairstart--------------------- 40 49 60 73 89 108 132 161 196 239 292 ----------> ? 

Idaho State Management 

Wyo. l - - - -one or more pair start and fail?- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -I pairstart------------------- 40 49 60 73 89 108 

a Montana wolf population took 1986-1993 to reach 40 wolves after first den (8 years). 

b Assume pairs form in next recovery area when nearest recovery area reaches 100 wolves. Natural recovery is unpredictable because wolf population establishment and persistence 
are highly variable. 
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areas. This alternative is highly unpredictable because wolves interacting with several variables, 
including illegal killing and level of conflict with livestock, would determine the actual rate of 
recovery. Several parts of the management strategy are allowed (control for livestock conflict, 
minimal land-use restrictions) only if they do not preclude wolf recovery. 

How does this alternative address the major issues and concerns of the public? 
1. How will depredations on domestic animals be controlled? 
Since 1988, wolf control in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho has been conducted by ADC and the 
FWS under the Interim Wolf Control Plan. Reports of livestock depredations are investigated 
by ADC. Special funding from Congress in 1991 established an ADC wolf management 
specialist position to effectively and professionally address wolf-livestock conflicts. Wolves that 
have attacked livestock and are likely to do so again (except females and young before August 
1 which are released on site) are moved after the first depredation, and after being moved, are 
killed or removed from the wild on the second offense. Control of wolves is not conducted 
because of depredations on pets or in situations where wolves were attracted to the area by 
inappropriate livestock husbandry practices or in times and areas critical to wolves. 

2. How will livestock producers be compensated for losses? 
There is no federal or state compensation program to reimburse livestock producers for property 
damage caused by wolves. A private group has established a program that provides 1003 fair 
market compensation to producers for livestock losses confirmed caused by wolves and 503 A 
compensation for livestock losses possibly caused by wolves. The program does not compensate W 
for pet losses. ADC examination of evidence at the depredation site determines if control should 
be initiated, and the private group uses that information to decide if compensation is warranted. 
It is unknown if this program would continue if this alternative is selected. 

3. How will potential impacts on big game populations be managed? 
Wolves are not controlled to address potential conflicts with state big game objectives. Such 
control, only by moving wolves in very limited circumstances, could occur through state or 
tribal/federal cooperative agreements, but such agreements would have to be developed. 

The USDA Forest Service and BLM are encouraged, but not required, to implement good 
ungulate management policy to foster wolf recovery. No specific programs are being 
implemented to improve ungulate habitat solely for wolves or to monitor ungulates because of 
the potential effect of wolf predation. 

Wolf and ungulate research funded by the Montana Wolf Recovery Program has led to a greater 
understanding of ungulate ecology a11d habitat use and how otJ1er predators, in addition to 
wolves, might affect ungulate populations and hunter harvest. Such research would continue and 
be encouraged elsewhere. 
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4. Who will manage wolves? 
Wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains are being managed by the federal government using 
funding appropriated by Congress with cooperation from other agencies and tribes. While all 
federal agencies have the responsibility to "utilize their authorities in furtherance of the purposes 
of this Act (ESA) by carrying out programs for the conservation of endangered species and 
threatened species listed pursuant to section 4 of this Act," the FWS has primary authority for 
endangered species recovery. 

ADC is authorized by permit from the FWS to control depredating wolves. ADC has 
established a wolf management specialist position to investigate reports of wolf damage, control 
problem wolves, and provide objective information to livestock producers and the public about 
wolf-livestock conflict and management. 

Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks is involved in wolf recovery in Montana. 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game is not authorized "to expend funds, transfer assets, or enter 
into a cooperative agreement with any agency, department, or entity of the United States 
government concerning wolves unless expressly authorized by State statute, except that the 
department is authorized to provide a representative to participate on the northern Rocky 
Mountain wolf recovery team and to participate in activities regarding nuisance wolves. " In 
1992 and 1993 the Idaho legislature permitted the department to participate in development of 
this Gray Wolf EIS. Wyoming Game and Fish Department has no authority to regulate take or 
manage wolves while they are listed as predators in Wyoming. All 3 agencies are formally 
participating in the EIS process. 

The public can not attempt to harass, harm, take, or kill wolves except in defense of human life 
or safety. Wolves may not be legally harassed or harmed to protect personal property. 

5. What kind of land-use restrictions will occur? 
To date only 2 land-use restrictions are recommended to enhance wolf recovery in the northern 
Rocky Mountains: (1) Between March 15 and July 1, it is recommended that land management 
agencies limit high levels of human activity that may result in den abandonment or pup mortality 
within 1 mile (1.6 km) of active wolf dens; (2) ADC may not use toxicants (M-44 for coyotes) 
or other nonselective predator control tools that may accidently kill wolves (snares without 
breakaway locks or large foot hold traps near den sites). 

If illegal killing or legal taking (control) of wolves appears to be preventing recovery, other 
land-use restrictions would be contemplated. To protect wolves and enhance recovery on public 
lands in other areas of the U.S., motorized transportation on open roads has been restricted to 
levels below 1 mile of open road per 1 square mile (0. 6 km/km2

) of habitat in a few areas in 
Wisconsin, Minnesota, and Michigan. Some den areas have been temporarily closed to hiking 
in Denali National Park, Alaska. Coyote hunting in some areas has been closed during the big 
game hunting season in Wisconsin and Washington. Control of wolves depredating on livestock 
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is not allowed in extreme northeastern Minnesota. Also, on some national forests in Minnesota, 
Michigan, and Wisconsin, timber harvest or other management practices have been used to 
enhance habitat for wolf prey populations. At this time it does not appear these types of 
restrictions or habitat improvements are necessary in the northern Rocky Mountains, but such 
management practices could become necessary if illegal killing begins to prevent wolf recovery 
or if prey populations decline dramatically. Illegal killing could result in restrictions affecting 
more than 35 mi2 (91 km2

) ( < 0 .1 % ) of national forests lands not designated as wilderness in 
each recovery area. 

6. Where will wolf populations be recovered? 
Wolves could show up anywhere in the northern Rocky Mountains, including private lands, and 
would be allowed to stay if repeated conflicts with livestock did not occur. Wolf packs would 
likely establish primarily on national forests, national parks, and national wildlife refuges in the 
17 county area surrounding Yellowstone National Park (22,900 mi2; 59,200 km2

). Wolf packs 
would likely become established primarily on national forests in central and northern Idaho 
(23,400 mi2; 60,700 km2

). 

7. When will wolf populations recover? 
Because wolf colonization under natural recovery would likely start with a single pair, recovery 
would be tenuous and prolonged. It is possible that isolated packs could form and then 
disappear in both the Yellowstone and Idaho areas any number of times before a wolf population 
would become established and grow to recovery levels. 

Wolves would slowly disperse into the recovery areas. After several packs began to successfully 
produce pups in a recovery area, recovery could be achieved in that area within 15 years. The 
rate of natural dispersal into Idaho and Yellowstone is unpredictable, but the initiation of a wolf 
population appears unlikely (particularly in Yellowstone) in the next 5 years. Recovery in all 
3 areas may not occur for 30 years. 

8. How much will wolf recovery cost? 
The Montana wolf recovery program was designed to cost an average of about $250,000 per 
year (including control). It is likely that similar costs will be required to fully implement similar 
programs to enhance natural wolf recovery in Idaho and Wyoming. These costs fund salary, 
travel, research, education and information, administration, control, translocation, and 
monitoring. ADC funding of the wolf management specialist position for the northern Rocky 
Mountains costs are $50,000/year. Total program costs to gray wolf population recovery and 
control (up to 30 years) in the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas under this alternative would 
be about $15,000,000 (1992 dollars). If natural recovery programs were not funded until wolf 
pairs became established and were discontinued in each recovery area as each wolf population 
reached recovery levels, total costs would be about $10,000,000 (Appendix 5). 
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9. Are changes in current state and federal law required? 
No. Wolves would continue to be fully protected (the only exception is for protection of human 
health and safety) as endangered species by the federal ESA and managed by the FWS. Wolves 
in Montana and Idaho are also listed as state endangered species and are protected except to 
protect human life, livestock, or property. In Wyoming, wolves are listed as predators by state 
law and may be taken at any time without limit. However, federal law still fully protects wolves 
in Wyoming. States and tribes could implement management of wolves under cooperative 
agreements with the FWS, if they so chose but management would need to be within the 
provisions of the EIS. 
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ALTERNATIVE 3. NO WOLF ALTERNATIVE 

Background 
In fiscal year 1993, Congress provided funding to complete the EIS and requested that the final 
EIS be completed by January 1994. Congress further "expects that the preferred alternative be 
consistent with existing law." The No Wolf Alternative is not consistent with existing law and 
would require changes in both the ESA and state law in Montana and Idaho. Changes in state 
law are beyond the scope of federal authority. Based upon the guidance given by Congress and 
the scope of federal authority, this alternative is not a reasonable or viable option to the 
proposed action. However, because Congressional direction at the start of the EIS process in 
December 1991 stated " ... the EIS should consider a broad range of alternatives" and because 
many people have expressed support for the No Wolf Alternative during scoping, it was included 
for detailed analysis in the DEIS so the impacts of wolf recovery could be accurately compared 
to the situation of not having wolf populations in either the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

No Wolf Alternative.-The purpose of this alternative is to prevent wolf recovery in Yellowstone 
National Park and central Idaho. 

Summary 
Congress would need to pass legislation to remove wolves in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho 
from the list of Endangered Species. The FWS would stop all funding and management activity A 
towards wolf monitoring, education, research, and control in the Rocky Mountains in the W 
northern U.S. Furthermore, the states of Montana and Idaho would remove wolves from the 
protection of state law. Unregulated killing by the public would likely prevent wolf recovery 
in Idaho and Wyoming and restrict wolf pack activity in Montana to Glacier National Park. 
ADC activity would remove any wolves threatening livestock. 

Implementing this alternative would involve: 
-Passing federal legislation to remove wolves from the list of endangered species. 

-Passing state legislation to remove wolves from the protection of Montana and Idaho state law. 

-Allowing people to kill all wolves at any time, without restriction which would prevent wolf 
population recovery. 

-Allowing ADC to kill any wolves posing potential conflicts with livestock. Only a few wolf 
packs would persist in Glacier National Park in Montana. 

How would wolf populations respond to this alternative? 
Without legal protection from human persecution, lone wolves would continue to occasionally 
be documented and killed throughout the Rocky Mountains in the northern U.S. However, wolf 
population recovery would not occur in these areas and wolves would be rare or absent for the 
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foreseeable future. A few wolf packs would continue to occupy Glacier National Park in 
Montana. Wolf populations in the Rocky Mountains in southern Canada would be less viable 
as a result of this alternative because few, if any, wolves would move from the U.S. to southern 
Alberta and British Columbia. 

How does this alternative address the major issues and concerns of the public? 
I. How will depredations on domestic animals be controlled? 
The public and all agencies could harass and kill wolves at any time so there would be few if 
any wolves at any one time. Furthermore, ADC would kill any wolves that threatened livestock. 

2. How will livestock producers be compensated for losses? 
There would be no government program to compensate livestock producers for losses. The 
current private compensation program would likely be discontinued under this alternative. 

3. How will potential impacts on big game populations be managed? 
The public and all agencies could harass or kill wolves at any time so there would be few if any 
wolves preying on big game populations except in Glacier National Park. 

4. Who will manage wolves? 
Wolves would not be managed for recovery by any agency except the National Park Service and 
perhaps some tribes. The public and all agencies could kill wolves at any time for any reason. 
ADC would kill wolves that attacked or threatened livestock. 

5. What kind of land-use restrictions will occur? 
There would be no land-use restrictions because of wolves. 

6. Where will wolf populations be recovered? 
Wolf populations would not recover in the central Idaho or Yellowstone areas. Other than a few 
wolf packs in Glacier National Park and occasional lone wolves, wolves would not occur in 
Montana, Wyoming, or Idaho. 

7. When will wolf populations recover? 
Wolf populations would not be allowed to recover in these states. 

8. How much will this alternative cost? 
It would cost at least $100,000 to change laws and regulations so that this alternative could be 
implemented. (Appendix 5 for description of cost estimates). Wolves would be so uncommon 
that. additional ADC expenditures would not be significant. 

9. Are changes in current state or federal law required? 
Yes. The ESA would be amended or special legislation would need to be passed by Congress 
to remove any wolves from the list of endangered species in the northern Rocky Mountains. The 
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state legislatures of Montana and Idaho would have to change state laws to implement this 
alternative. 
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ALTERNATIVE 4. WOLF MANAGEMENT 
COMMITTEE ALTERNATIVE 

The Wolf Management Committee Alternative resulted from a 1991 Congressionally 
established Committee that represented a diversity of federal, state, and special interest group 
views about wolf recovery in central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park. The 
Committee's recommendation proposed that current federal law be amended and a 
nonessential experimental population under state management be established in Yellowstone 
and natural recovery in Idaho be monitored for an additional 5 years. This recommendation, 
supported by a majority of committee members, was provided to Congress in May 1991, but 
Congress has not enacted any of its recommendations to date. Instead Congress directed that 
work on an EIS begin. This alternative is presented as proposed to Congress in the Wolf 
Management Committee's report. 

Wolf Management Committee.-The purpose of this alternative is to let the states of 
Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho manage and accomplish wolf recovery as a nonessential 
experimental population under state law and special regulations that are more liberal than 
currently allowed under the ESA. 

Summary 
Congress would be requested to immediately either amend the ESA or pass special legislation 
to designate wolves throughout Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho (except in and near Glacier 
National Park) as a special State-managed nonessential experimental population. The states 
would develop plans to recover wolves in northwestern Montana, central Idaho, and 
Yellowstone National Park. Wolves would be recovered through natural dispersal in 
northwestern Montana and central Idaho and would be reintroduced in Yellowstone National 
Park. Wolves attacking or harassing livestock, working animals, or pets could be controlled 
by the public and state, tribal, and federal agencies. Compensation would be paid from a 
federal trust fund (federal appropriated funds, assessment on selected national park entrance 
fees, and other sources). There would be few land-use restrictions. Wolves would be 
moved to address state big game management goals. 

Implementing this alternative would involve: 
-The FWS would continue to manage wolves in and adjacent to Glacier National Park (see 
Natural Recovery Alternative for details of management, Figure 2-3). 

-Congress would amend the ESA or pass special legislation to designate wolves in all of 
Wyoming and Idaho and most of Montana as a nonessential experimental population managed 
by the states of Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana (Figure 2-3). 
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-----------------. 

WYOMING 
25 

Cheyenne 

Salt Lake City 

Figure 2-3. The Wolf Management Committee experimental population area. Shaded areas 
include the northwest Montana wolf population and Yellowstone National Park and are not 
included in the state managed experimental population area. 
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-Congress would establish an interagency committee and a federal trust to fund all wolf 
recovery, livestock compensation, and ungulate enhancement. 

-States would develop wolf management plans and state regulations within 2 years to achieve 
wolf recovery and management, including: 

-Reintroducing wolves into Yellowstone National Park (see techniques for reintroduction 
under experimental population reintroduction alternative). 

-Possibly reintroducing wolves into central Idaho if 2 breeding pairs are not documented by 
2000. 

-Allowing owners of livestock, working animals, and pets to kill wolves in the act of 
harassing or attacking their animals. Such incidents must be reported within 48 hours on 
private land and 14 days on public land. This program requires that any wolves killed be 
replaced and an education program for livestock operators be implemented. 

-Moving wolves if predation affected state big game management objectives. 

-Permitting ADC, state, or tribal agencies to move wolves that attack livestock, working 
animals, or pets when 5 or fewer packs are in a recovery area, and to kill problem wolves 
when 6 or more packs are present. 

-Compensating for domestic animal losses from a federal trust fund. 

-Establishing public land-use restrictions around active den sites between April 1 and June 
15 and restricting use of toxicants lethal to wolves in areas where wolf occupancy was 
desired. 

-Conduct an active information and education program. 

-Monitor and enhance ungulate populations. 

How would wolf populations respond to this alternative? 
The following scenario and Table 2-3 portrays how wolf populations may respond to 
implementation of the Wolf Management Committee Alternative. This scenario incorporates the 
key components of that alternative including: 2 years of state planning; reintroduction of wolves 
in Yellowstone National Park and, after a 5-year waiting period, possibly central Idaho; 
replacement of wolves killed in control actions or illegally; and high mortality of wolves in areas 
with livestock. This scenario is intended to be a representation of this alternative rather than an 
exact prediction of the impact of its implementation. 
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Table 2-3. Estimated wolf population growth under implementation of the Wolf Management Committee Alternative. ~ 
;::! 

1996a 1997 1998 1999 2000' 2001 2002' 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 
., ... 

No. replaced 0 3 5 6 6 7 7 9 9 10 13 15 16 18 
;:;· 

22 "' 
No. """ 
reintroduced 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Surviving 0 6 11 16 25 25 29 31 35 40 46 53 58 65 83 93 

Pups born 0 0 5 10 10 15 15 20 20 25 30 30 35 40 50 50 

30% loss 
controlc 3 6 9 12 12 13 15 18 18 21 25 29 33 36 45 48 

10% loss 
mortality 1 2 3 4 4 4 5 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 15 16 

Total wolves 6 11 16 25 25 29 31 35 40 46 53 58 65 83 93 101 

Packs 0 0 2 3 3 4 4 5 6 6 7 8 10 10 10 

Area occupied 
100 mi2 0 0 3 6 9 9 12 12 15 18 18 21 24 30 30 30 

N 
a Start Yellowstone reintroduction-recovery 2010. 

' b Start Idaho reintroduction-recovery 2015. 
<.;) 

If control losses were only 203/year wolf population recovery in Yellowstona and Idaho would occur 3 years earlier, 2007 and 2012. N 
d The wolf population in northwestern Montana is currently estimated to reach recovery levels (10 breeding pair for 3 consecutive years) about 2002. In the Wolf Management 
Committee alternative, wolf recovery in northwestern Montana would take several years longer to occur because of increased wolf mortality outside of Glacier National Park . 
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After a 2-year planning period wolves would be reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park 
in 1996. Techniques for wolf reintroduction are the same under all alternatives and 10 
individuals would be released and successfully established in the wild (out of 15 total that were 
annually released) for 4 consecutive years (40 individuals). Reproduction by reintroduced 
wolves would likely not occur until 2 years after release. Approximately 30% of the wolves 
would be killed near livestock or be removed in livestock or ungulate control actions per year. 
Another 10% would die from natural causes or illegal killing. Approximately 50% of those 
removed in response to livestock protection would be replaced the following year. The number 
is 50% because some wolves injured or killed would not be discovered, some mortality would 
result in dispersal, loss of pups, or pack disintegration, etc. Not all losses would be effectively 
replaced through subsequent reintroductions. Because of the constant removals and subsequently 
reintroductions, and delays in having the subsequent reintroduced wolves contribute to breeding, 
overall wolf population growth would likely be slow and similar to the rate of natural recovery 
(starting at 2 wolves through recovery levels, about 16 years). High human-caused mortality 
would confine wolf recovery to areas with few livestock and low human occupancy. Wolf 
recovery would occur in the Yellowstone area a few years before central Idaho because of the 
delay of reintroduction into central Idaho. Wolf populations would reach recovery levels in each 
recovery area (10 breeding pairs for 3 consecutive years) at different times, prolonging the 
delisting of gray wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains. All 3 recovery areas would meet 
wolf population delisting criteria about 2015. If wolf deaths are lower than predicted, recovery 
would occur sooner. 

How does this alternative address the major issues and concerns of the public? 
1. How will depredations on domestic animals be controlled? 
Any wolves harassing or attacking livestock, working animals, or pets could be killed by the 
public on private and public lands. All wolves killed by the public or by agencies would be 
replaced through reintroduction. Such incidents would have to be reported within 48 hours on 
private land and 14 days on public land. 

All wolves that attacked livestock, working animals, or pets would be controlled by the agencies. 
Prior to 6 wolf packs being established in a recovery area, wolves would be translocated on the 
first depredation and removed on the second offense. After 6 wolf packs become established 
in a recovery area, problem wolves would be removed on the first offense in that recovery area. 

2. How will livestock producers be compensated for losses? 
Compensation for livestock losses would be administered by ADC and funding made available 
through the federal trust fund as identified for wolf management. An interagency committee 
(one representative each from the following NPS, FWS, FS, ADC, IDFG, MDFWP, WGFD) 
would oversee fund collections and disbursements. 
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3. How will potential impacts on big game populations be managed? 
If wolf predation were affecting state big game management objectives in a specific area, those 
wolves could be moved elsewhere. 

A special federal trust would be established that the states would use (1) to enhance ungulate 
populations and their habitat to compensate for any potential losses from wolf predation and (2) 
to closely monitor ungulate populations. 

4. Who will manage wolves? 
Outside the nonessential experimental population area and on national wildlife refuges, the FWS 
would manage wolf recovery. The National Park Service would manage wolves inside national 
parks. 

Inside the experimental population area, the states and respective tribes would manage wolf 
recovery. Owners of livestock, working animals, and pets could kill any wolf they believed was 
harassing or attacking such animals. 

5. What kind of land-use restrictions will occur? 
There would be seasonal closures of up to 1 mile (1.6 km) around active den sites from April 
1 to June 15 in the early stages of population establishment to preclude harassment or illegal 
killing. Normal wildlife standards and guidelines being applied by state agencies and federal A 
land managers would apply. No toxicants lethal to wolves would be used in areas where wolf W 
occupancy is a management objective. 

6. Where will wolf populations be recovered? 
The nonessential experimental population area would include all of Wyoming, all of Idaho, and 
all of Montana except that area bounded by Glacier National Park on the north and east, 
highway 93 on the west and highway 2 on the south. In the experimental population area, wolf 
distribution would be determined by state processes but would most likely occur in areas in and 
near Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho not grazed by livestock (18,400 mi2

; 47,700 
km2). 

Based upon previous plans, the core wolf population would likely be confined to areas 
recommended in the 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan, with minimal potential for conflicts with 
livestock growers or with hunters in heavily harvested big game populations. Such areas would 
likely be Glacier National Park and the Bob Marshall Wilderness complex in Montana; 
Wilderness and non-livestock areas in central Idaho (9,300 mi2; 24,000 km2); and Yellowstone 
National Park and associated Wilderness areas in northwestern Wyoming (approx. 11,800 mi2; 
30,660 km2). Lone wolves would occur outside these areas, but it is likely packs would not. 
Wolf packs would continue to persist in the area managed by the FWS, in and near Glacier 
National Park, Montana. 
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7. When will wolf populations recover? 
The states would develop their wolf management programs by 1996. Recovery in northwestern 
Montana would proceed at a slower rate than present with recovery achieved by about 2005. 
Natural dispersal into Idaho or reintroduction in 2000 would result in recovery by 2015. With 
a reintroduction, recovery in the Yellowstone area would occur by 2010. Gray wolf populations 
would likely be recovered (3 areas, 10 breeding pairs, for 3 consecutive years) by about 2015. 

8. How much will wolf recovery cost? 
This alternative would cost about $39,044,000 ($5,577,714 dollars per year) during the first 7 
years of implementation. In addition, annual costs beyond the first 7 years were inferred to be 
about $6,000,000. This would result in total program costs for gray wolf population recovery 
(by year 2015) of about $129,000,000. Costs are high because of the intensive level of 
management and monitoring of wolves and ungulates, and habitat enhancement (Appendix 5). 

9. Are changes in current state or federal law required? 
Congress would need to pass legislation and declare the wolf population "nonessential 
experimental" in all of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming except in Yellowstone National Park, 
national wildlife refuges, and the existing breeding wolf population located in the area west of 
the eastern boundary of Glacier National Park, north of Highway 2 and east of Highway 93 
north to the Canada-U.S. border. Wolves there would remain under FWS management as an 
endangered species. This experimental classification would remain in effect from the date of 
congressional action for 2 years. 

Individual state legislative and commission action would be initiated to ensure classification of 
the wolf in each state is consistent with wolf recovery, and ensure the ability of involved states 
to manage wolves and their unacceptable impacts on livestock, big game resources, multiple land 
uses, and responsibility to pursue wolf recovery. Wolves in Montana would be classified under 
the State Nongame and Endangered Species Conservation Act (87-5-109) and would require no 
changes. Wolves in Idaho are listed as a state endangered species but the Idaho Department of 
Fish and Gaine would have to be permitted to participate in wolf recovery by the legislature. 
Wolves in Wyoming are now listed as predators but would have to be classified as a state trophy 
game animal or similar classification. 

The FWS would conduct the rule-making on this plan while the states were developing their 
management plans that would include all necessary actions to implement this alternative, and for 
reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and, if needed after 5 years, possibly 
central Idaho. 
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ALTERNATIVE 5. REINTRODUCTION OF 
NONEXPERIMENTAL WOLVES ALTERNATIVE 

Background 
Wolves would be reintroduced into the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas without an 
experimental population rule and would be fully protected by all provisions of the ESA until 
recovery was achieved. The experimental population provisions of Section lO(j) of the ESA 
would not be used. Wolves would be quickly restored and recovered in the northern Rocky 
Mountains under the most protective measures in the ESA. Wolf recovery would be the 
responsibility of the FWS, with active participation of other federal agencies and possibly 
tribes and states. Wolves would be reintroduced to central Idaho and the Yellowstone area, 
and possibly even to some areas already occupied by wolves. All management decisions on 
federal lands would emphasize rapid wolf recovery. Land-use restrictions,. including 
reducing the number of open roads, spring, summer, and fall restrictions near important den 
and rendezvous sites, and on livestock grazing when in conflict with wolf recovery would be 
applied to about 35 mi2 (91 km2

) of national forest lands not designated as wilderness. 
Habitat for wolves would be enhanced by purchase or easement. Wolves that attack 
livestock would not be controlled, and on public land livestock would be removed to resolve 
conflicts. Wolves would not be controlled if they affected state big game management 
objectives. No federal or state compensation would be available. Private compensation 
could be obtained, if that program continues. 

Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves Altem.ative.-The purpose of the Reintroduction 
of Nonexperimental Wolves Alternative is to achieve wolf recovery quickly using extensive 
reintroductions and habitat enhancement to assist natural recovery. 

Summary 
Wolves would be reintroduced into areas in and near central Idaho and Yellowstone National 
Park until 10 breeding pairs were established. They would not be designated an 
experimental population. Wolf recovery would be a high priority on all surrounding federal 
lands. If required, land management restrictions such as road and trail closures, 
redistribution of grazing allotments and protection of key wolf habitats would be promoted. 
Wolf populations would likely recover rapidly. If wolves depredated on livestock on public 
land or impacted ungulate populations, no control would occur. Livestock would either be 
removed from the area or losses absorbed by the grazing allotment permittee. If repeated 
chronic losses occurred on nearby private lands, wolves would be moved. Habitat for 
ungulates and wolf security would be enhanced to provide abundant prey. 

Implementing this alternative would involve: 
-The FWS would establish proactive wolf recovery programs in Wyoming and Idaho (see 
Alternative 2 for specifics) to conduct monitoring, research, and education and information 
programs. 
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-The FWS would reintroduce wolves into 3 suitable sites in and near each of the central Idaho 
and Yellowstone areas regardless if other wolves were documented (see Alternative 1 for 
specifics) until the recovery goal of 10 breeding pairs was achieved. 

-The FWS, in cooperation with the states, tribes, and private groups would use federal funding 
to aggressively enhance ungulate and wolf habitat through acquisitions and easements. 

-Within the primary wolf recovery analysis area (Figure 1-1), the USDA Forest Service and 
BLM would use road closures and habitat management to further enhance ungulate and wolf 
habitat on at least 35 mi2 (91 km2

) of lands they administer outside of wilderness areas. 

-Wolves would not be controlled for conflicts with domestic animals except in chronic problem 
areas, and then only by moving wolves. Wolves would not be controlled for conflicts with 
ungulate populations. 

How would wolf populations respond to this alternative? 
The following scenario and Table 2-4 portrays how wolf population growth may respond to 
implementation of the Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves Alternative. It incorporates 
the key components of this alternative including: wolves would be reintroduced into areas in and 
near Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho in 1994. Techniques for wolf reintroduction 
are the same under all alternatives and 10 individuals (out of 15 released annually) would be 
successfully established in the wild, but in this alternative wolves would continue to be released 
until 10 breeding pair were documented (estimated 50-60 individuals) in a recovery area. 
Approximately 15 % of the wolves would be removed annually because of illegal killing, natural 
mortality, and occasional relocation of wolves to resolve chronic livestock conflicts. Recovery 
would proceed rapidly (average about 52 % annually), because of low wolf mortality and 

Table 2-4. Estimated wolf population growth under implementation of the Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental Wolves Alternative.' 

1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 

No. reintroduced 10 10 10 10 10 0 0 

Surviving wolves 0 9 17 31 47 70 94 

Pups born 0 0 10 15 25 40 60 

15 % mortality 2 6 9 12 16 23 

Total 9 17 31 47 70 94 131 

Packs 0 0 2-4 5-7 7-10 10-14 14-18 

Area occupied 100 mi2 0 0 9 18 30 36 44 

' Virtually no control for livestock damage. 
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persistent reintroduction in a variety of high quality habitats including some outside of 
Yellowstone National Park and Wilderness areas in central Idaho. Recovery in central Idaho 
and the Yellowstone areas would be achieved by about 2000, and would likely accelerate 
recovery in Montana so that wolf recovery population goals for all 3 recovery areas would be 
reached by about 2000. This scenario is intended to be a representation of this alternative rather 
than a predication of the exact impact of its implementation. 

How does this alternative address the major issues and concerns of the public? 
1. How will depredations on domestic animals be controlled? 
Wolves would not be controlled unless they presented a clear danger to human life or safety. 
In rare instances where wolves were repeatedly depredating on domestic animals or caused other 
conflicts with people on private land, wolves would be moved if other methods to resolve the 
problem were unsuccessful. 

2. How will livestock producers be compensated for losses? 
There would be no federal or state compensation program. A private fund may continue to 
compensate for livestock losses caused by wolves. 

3. How will potential impacts on big game populations be managed? 
Wolves would not be killed or moved if they were affecting state ungulate management goals. 
Important ungulate habitat would be acquired through purchase and easement agreements using 
federal funds and through cooperation with state and other federal agencies. Conflicts with e 
wolves would be minimized by emphasizing protection of important ungulate winter ranges on 
private land. These areas would be identified, prioritized, and purchased with federal funds 
from willing sellers. State ungulate management guidelines (road density, cover requirements, 
restrictions in important seasonal habitats, calving areas, winter ranges, etc.) would be 
encouraged to be fully incorporated into USDA Forest Service and BLM land management 
plans. 

4. Who will manage wolves? 
The FWS would be solely responsible for implementing this alternative, but other federal 
agencies would be expected to aggressively pursue their section 7 (a)(l) responsibilities to use 
their authorities by carrying out programs for the conservation of listed species. States or tribes 
could participate under cooperative agreements with the FWS. 

Wolves could not be harassed or harmed by the public, except to protect human life or safety. 
Federal law enforcement capabilities would be increased in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho to 
encourage compliance with the ESA and these guidelines. 

5. What kind of land-use restrictions will occur? 
A wide variety of land-use restrictions would be employed over 35 mi2 (91 km2

) to protect active 
wolf dens. Those include: seasonal closures near wolf den and rendezvous sites, restrictions 
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on livestock grazing in areas frequented by wolves unless the livestock producer-permittee 
clearly understood that no control would be allowed in the event of depredations, and some year 
round road closures. The ADC would not use any techniques that could accidently take wolves 
where they occur or their presence was desirable. 

Improvement of ungulate habitat through increased forage, cover, and security would be pursued 
to create high quality ungulate habitat. It is estimated that these restrictions would effect up to 
35 mi2 (91 km2

) of USDA Forest Service and BLM lands not currently in Wilderness 
designation. 

6. Where will wolf populations be recovered? 
Wolves would be distributed over a broad area in the northern Rocky Mountains. The core wolf 
population would still probably be centered around the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. 
Wolf packs would likely form on USDA Forest Service, National Park Service, national wildlife 
refuges, 50% of BLM, and high elevation tribal lands in the 17 counties surrounding 
Yellowstone National Park (28,600 mi2; 74,000 km2

). Wolf packs could form on USDA Forest 
Service and BLM lands in the 10 county area in central Idaho (29,000 mi2; 75,000 km2). Wolf 
packs would also be occasionally located on private lands in the vicinity. 

7. When will wolf populations recover? 
Wolves would reach 10 breeding pairs in the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas within 5 years. 
Recovery of wolves (10 breeding pair, for 3 consecutive years, in all 3 recovery areas) would 
likely occur by the year 2000 because this level of wolf reintroduction in Idaho and Yellowstone 
would also speed up recovery in northwest Montana. 

8. How much will wolf recovery cost? 
Implementing this alternative would cost about $1,030,000 per year for reintroduction, increased 
enforcement, and management, and $3,000,000 per year for ungulate and wolf habitat 
enhancement. Total program cost to reach gray wolf population recovery (estimated 7 years) 
would be $28,209,750 (Appendix 5). 

9. Are changes in current state and federal law required? 
No. Wolves would remain classified as endangered species under the federal Endangered 
Species Act. It is unknown if the states' classification of wolves would change, but because 
federal law supersedes state law, wolves would remain fully protected. 
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A SUMMARY AND COMPARISON OF THE IMPACTS OF THESE A 
ALTERNATIVES AND IDENTIFICATION OF THE FISH AND WILDLIFE -
SERVICE PROPOSED ALTERNATIVE 

This section briefly describes the 5 alternatives that were considered in detail and compares them 
in terms of how well each one meets the FWS's recovery goal and public concerns. Tables 2-5 
through 2-8 summarize the general impact of a recovered wolf population (100 wolves), under 
each alternative on big game, hunter harvest, domestic animals, land-use restrictions, visitor use, 
and economics. For a more detailed analysis of the alternatives and associated effects, please 
see Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences. 
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Table 2-5. Alternatives and expected actions associated with them. 
Where 

Land-use wolves Wolfmgmt. 
Control of Compensation for Control of big Management of restrictions for would be Date of wolf cost until Legislation needed 

Alternatives livestock losses losses game predation wolves wolves recovered recovery recoverya to implement 

Reintroduction of Agencies Probably private Wolves moved By states and Up to 16mi.2 YNP YNP & ID $6.757.750 Publish 
Experimental move/kill wolves funds. if proble1n t1ibes with fur 5 or fewer 17,600 mi2 2002 experimental rule 
Population for killing documented. federal packs, none in federal register. 
(Proposal) livestock/pets. Encourage land oversight of after 6 packs ID Some state laws 

Public harass agencies to state plans. are established. 20,700 mi2 would have to be 
and control enhance changed to allow 
under some ungulate habitat. state management. 
conditions. 

Natural Recovery Agencies move Probably private None. Federal l mi. around YNP YNP $10 .000.000- None 
wolves for funds. dens 35 mi. 2 23,300 mi2 2025 $15.000.000 
livestock affected. More 
depredations. possible. ID ID 

23,900 mi2 2012 

No Wolf All wolves None All wolves None for None for Nowhere Never $100.000 Modify state (MT 
N killed. killed. recovery by wolves. & ID) and federal 
' 

""" agencies. .._. laws . 

Wolf Management Agencies Compensation by Wolves moved, By states. No I mi. around YNP m $100.000,000- Modify state and 
Conunittee move/kill federal trust. habitat federal dens 35 mi. 2 12,070 mi2 2010 $129,000.000 federal laws. 

wolves. Public enhanced, oversight. affected. 
kill wolves for increased ID ID 
harassing and ungulate 9,450 mF 2015 
attacking monitoring. 
livestock/pets/ 
working 
animals. 

Reintroduction of Agencies move Probably private Habitat Federal l mi. around YNP YNP & ID $28,209.750 None 
Nonexperimental wolves only in funds. enhanced. dens 35 mi. 2 29,130 mi2 2000 
Wolves chronic problem affected. Some 

areas on private roads may be ID 
land. closed. 29,530 mi2 

See Appendix 5 on how costs estimates were determined. 



Table 2-6. Expected impacts of recovered wolf population (100 wolves) by 
alternative-Yellowstone area. 

Alternatives ------
Impact 

Impact to big 
game 
populations 

Effects on 
hunter harvest 

Livestock 
depredation 

Land-use 
restrictions 

Visitor use 

Economic 
effects 

Reintroduction of 
Experimental Population 
(Proposal) 

Elk 5 %-20% reduction, 
mule deer I 0 % 
reduction, bison 5%-10% 
reduction, others no 
effect. Effects over 
Yellowstone area. 

Reduced antlerless 
harvest 8%(range 2%-
30%), no effect on 
antlered harvest over 
Yellowstone area. 

Annual average 19 (range 
3-32) cattle, average 68 
(range 38-110) sheep. 

Up to 16 mi.2 for 5 or 
fewer packs, none after 6 
or more packs 
established. 

Probable 5 % increase in 
nonresident and 10% 
increase in local 
visitation. 

Decreased hunter benefits 
$187 ,000-$465 ,000/year. 
Decreased hunter 
expenditures $207 ,000-
$414,000/year. 
Livestock losses $1,888-
$30,470/year. Visitor 
expenditures increase 
$23,000,000/year. Wolf 
existence value positive 
$8,300,000/year. Wolf 
management costs 
$480,000/year. 

Natural Recovery 
(No Action) 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur several 
decades later. Short term 
negative effect to 30 % 
possible. 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur several 
decades later. Short term 
30% possible. 

A few (10%) more over 
a longer period (30 
years). Losses on 
private land more likely. 

Reduce human activity 
one mile around active 
wolf dens. 35 mi2 more 
possible road closures, 
etc. 

Probable 5%-10% 
increase by 2025, after 
wolves become 
established. 

Decreased hunter 
benefits $59,000-
$147,000/year. 
Livestock losses $600-
9, 700/year. Visitor 
expenditures increase 
$1.73-$2.56 
million/year. Wolf 
management costs 
$250,000/year. 
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No Wolf 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

None in 
Yellowstone 
area. 

Total costs 
of about 
$50,000 to 
change 
federal and 
some state 
laws. 

Wolf Management 
Committee 

Similar to Experimental 
population with effects 
confined mostly to 
YNP and wilderness 
areas. 

Similar to Experimental 
population with effects 
confined mostly to 
YNP and wilderness 
areas. 

Losses likely toward 
lower range (3 cattle & 
38 sheep) of that 
projected for 
experimental 
population. 

Reduce human activity 
one mile around active 
wolf dens. 35 mi2 
more possible road 
closures, etc. 

Probable increase (5%-
10%) in visitation. 

Costs to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
lower and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf ~anagement costs 
$3.22 million/year. 

Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental 
Population 

Slightly higher than 
Experimental but 
wolves recover sooner. 

Slightly greater than 
Experimental (15%) but 
wolves recover by 
2000. 

Losses likely from 
upper range (32 cattle 
& llOsheep)of 
projected to several 
times that level. 

One mile around active 
wolf dens. If wolves 
illegally killed may 
include road closures, 
removal of livestock, 
and limits on activities 
on public lands. 

Probable increase (5%-
10%) in visitation. 

Costs to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
higher and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
$2. 7 million/year. 



Table 2-7. Expected impacts of recovered wolf population (100 wolves) by alternative-central 
Idaho area. 
Alternatives Reintroduction of 
------- Experimental Population 

Impact (Proposal) 

Impact to big 
game 
populations 

Effects on 
hunter harvest 

Livestock 
depredation 

Land-use 
restrictions 

Visitor use 

Economic 
effects 

Elk 5%-10% reduction, 
others no effect in 
central Idaho area by 
2002. 

Reduced antlerless 
harvest (elk only) 10%-
15%, no effect on 
antlered harvest in 
central Idaho area. 

Annual average 10 
(range 1-19) cattle, 
average 57 (range 32-92) 
sheep. 

Up to 16 mi. 2 for 5 or 
fewer packs, none after 
6 or more packs 
established. 

Probable 2 % increase 
likely. 

Decreased hunter 
benefits $757 ,000-
$1, 135,000/year. 
Decreased hunter 
expenditures $572,000-
$857 ,000/year. 
Livestock losses $2,923-
$18,503/year. Increased 
visitor expenditures 
likely. Wolf existence 
value positive 
$8,400,000/year. Wolf 
management costs 
$480,000/year. 

Natural Recovery 
(No Action) 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur a decade 
later. Bighorn sheep 
could decrease 
temporarily. 

Same as Experimental 
but will occur a decade 
later. Some Bighorn 
sheep could be 
affected. 

A few more (12 cattle, 
60 sheep) over a 
longer period (30 
years). Losses on 
private land more 
likely. 

One mile around 
active wolf dens. 35 
mi2 impacted. More 
possible road closures, 
etc. 

Probable 2 % increase 
likely by 2012. 

Decreased hunter 
benefits $504,000-
$756,000/year. 
Livestock losses 
$1,900-$12,300/year. 
Wolf existence value 
positive $4.26 million
$6.22 million/year. 
Wolf management 
costs $250,000/year. 

No Wolf 

No new in 
central 
Idaho. 

No new in 
central 
Idaho. 

No new in 
central 
Idaho. 

No new in 
central 
Idaho. 

Wolf Management 
Committee 

Similar to experimental 
population with effects 
confined mostly to 
wilderness areas and 
later (2015). 

Similar to experimental 
population with effects 
confined mostly to 
wilderness areas and 
later. 

Losses likely toward 
lower range (8 cattle, 40 
sheep} of that projected 
for experimental 
population. 

One mile around active 
wolf dens. 35 mi2 

impacted. 

No new in Probable 2 % increase. 
central 
Idaho. 

Total costs 
of about 
$50,000 to 
change 
federal 
and Idaho 
Jaws. 

Cost to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
lower and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
3.22 million/year. 
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Reintroduction of 
Nonexperimental 
Population 

Slightly higher than 
Experimental but wolves 
recover sooner. Bighorn 
sheep may be temporarily 
decreased. 

Slightly greater than 
Experimental (15%) 
during recovery but 
wolves recover by 2000. 

Losses likely from upper 
range (14 cattle, 70 
sheep) of projected to 
several times that level. 

One mile around active 
wolf dens. If wolves 
illegally killed may 
include road closures, 
removal of livestock, and 
limits on activities on 
public lands. 

Probable 2 % increase. 

Costs to hunters and 
livestock losses slightly 
higher and benefits 
similar to experimental 
population alternative. 
Wolf management costs 
2.7 million/year. 



Alternative 5 

Table 2-8. Expected impacts of alternatives-northwestern Montana." 
Alternatives Reintroduction of Reintroduction of 

Experimental Natural Recovery Wolf Management Nonexperimental 
Impact Population (Proposal) (No Action) No Wolf Committee Population 

Impact to big Wolves would not Wolves would not Fewer ungulates, Slightly less chance Wolves would not 

game cause any new cause any new impacts primarily white-tailed that wolves could cause any new 
populations impacts in in northwestern deer, killed annually significantly impact impacts in 

northwestern Montana Montana under this by wolves. ungulate populations northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. compared to experi- Montana under this 

mental population alternative. 
alternative. 

Effects on Wolves would not Wolves would not Hunter harvest of Slightly less chance Wolves would not 
hunter harvest cause any new cause any new impacts female ungulates that wolves could cause any new 

impacts in in northwestern increases slightly. impact hunting of impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this female ungulates northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. compared to experi- Montana under this 

mental population alternative. 
alternative. 

Livestock Wolves would not Wolves would not Fewer cattle and Slightly fewer Wolves would not 
depredation cause any new cause any new impacts fewer sheep killed or livestock (average 3 cause any new 

impacts in in northwestern maimed by wolves. cattle and 2 impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this sheep/year) would northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. be killed by wolves. Montana under this 

alternative. 

Land-use Wolves would not Wolves would not Up to 35 mi2 of Wolves would not Wolves would not 

restrictions cause any new cause any new impacts habitat in public land cause any new cause any new 
impacts in in northwestern would not be impacts in impacts in 

northwestern Montana Montana under this potentially affected by northwestern northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. seasonal restrictions Montana under this Montana under this 

to protect active wolf alternative. alternative. 

dens. 

Visitor use Wolves would not Wolves would not Visitation to Slight potential Wolves would not 
cause any new cause any new impacts northwestern Montana decrease in cause any new 
impacts in in northwestern may decrease from visitation. impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this current projections. northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. Montana under this 

alternative. 

Economic Wolves would not Wolves would not Fewer livestock Slightly fewer Wolves would not 

effects cause any new cause any new impacts would be lost to wolf livestock losses. cause any new 

impacts in in northwestern depredation. More Slightly less chance impacts in 
northwestern Montana Montana under this hunter dollars would of reduced hunter northwestern 
under this alternative. alternative. be spent hunting expenditures. Slight Montana under this 

female ungulates. decrease in visitor alternative. 
Fewer visitor dollars expenditures. 
will be spent. 

Two cf the alternatives (No Wo!f and Wolf ~Aanagement Committee) might impact the naturally occurring wolf population in nor .. 1.western 
Montana. Three alternatives (Reintroduction of Experimental Populations, Natural Recovery, and Reintroduction ofNonexperimental Population) 
will have no significant effect on the naturally recolonizing wolf populations in northwestern Montana. 
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Affected Environment 

YELLOWSTONE: THE REGION 

The area is centered around Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, in northwestern 
Wyoming, southwestern Montana, and eastern Idaho. The area is often described generally as 
the Greater Yellowstone Area (GYA), which includes all or parts of 6 national forests: Gallatin 
to the west and north of Yellowstone National Park, Custer to the northeast, Shoshone to the 
east and southeast, Bridger-Teton to the south, Targhee to the southwest and west, and 
Beaverhead to the west. Portions of the Caribou National Forest, administered by the Targhee, 
to the southwest, are also sometimes included in deliberations relating to management of Greater 
Yellowstone. Table 3-59 summarizes the Yellowstone area information. 

Access 
The region is served by a wide variety of federal, state, and local road systems. Five main 
travel corridors approach Yellowstone National Park, from the north, northeast, east, south, and 
west. The 6 national forests, 2 national parks, and 2 national wildlife refuges have a total of 
4,384 miles (7,054 km) of existing open roads, 2,313 miles (3, 722 km) of motorized trails, and 
4,644 miles (7,472 km) of horse and foot trails (GYCC 1987). 

Human Population 
The broadest definition of the GYA currently in use (Glick et al. 1991), which includes about 
18 million acres (72,900 km2

) of federal, state, Native American, and private lands, contains a 
population of 220,000 people in all or parts of 20 counties. Population growth is rapid, 
estimated at an additional 150,000 people by the year 2010. Besides permanent residents, an 
additional 10 million recreational visits are recorded in the area annually. 

Major Communities 
The GY A contains many small communities-villages, crossroads, and limited 
developments-throughout, and a few larger communities on the edges. Yellowstone National 
Park contains developments of several sizes, ranging from the Old Faithful area, with more than 
400 structures, to small outlying campgrounds (such as Pebble Creek or Lewis Lake) that 
contain a small number of campsites and other permanent facilities. Grand Teton National Park 
similarly contains several developments related to visitor use of the park, including Moose, 
Moran Junction, Colter Bay, and Jackson Lake. 

Yellowstone National Park is immediately bordered by small communities-Gardiner, Montana 
at the North Entrance, Silver Gate and Cooke City, Montana at the Northeast Entrance, and 
West Yellowstone, Montana at the West Entrance-and is also served by smaller developments, 
Pahaska and Flagg Ranch (Wyoming), near the east and south entrances, respectively. 

Larger communities are located on the edges of the GYA: including Bozeman, Montana (30,000 
residents) to the northwest of Yellowstone Park; Livingston, Montana (7,000) to the north; Red 
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Lodge, Montana (2,000) to the northeast; Cody, Wyoming (8,000) to the east; 
Wyoming (8,000) to the southeast; and Jackson, Wyoming (6,000) to the south. 

Landscape 

Lander, 

The Yellowstone Plateau is a geologically young region sitting astride the Continental Divide. 
Because of repeated eruptions of its 40-by-25-mile caldera, as well as countless smaller volcanic 
events and extended periods of glaciation, the landscape is characterized by steep, rapidly 
eroding mountain ranges, most of which trend north and south. 

The Gallatin and Absaroka Mountain Ranges dominate the northcentral portion of the GY A on 
the west and east sides of the Yellowstone River Valley, respectively. The Gallatin Range, a 
combination of volcanic and sedimentary formations, extends southward from near Bozeman, 
Montana, through Gallatin National Forest and into the northwestern portion of Yellowstone 
National Park, while the Absaroka Range, a result of numerous widespread volcanic episodes, 
extends southward along the eastern side of Yellowstone. 

East of the Absaroka Range, and northeast of Yellowstone, the Beartooth Plateau in Custer 
National Forest, contains some of the west's most spectacular scenery. West of Yellowstone 
Park, the Madison Range parallels the Gallatin Range, while the Centennial Range, partly in 
Beaverhead National Forest, forms an east-west portion of the Idaho-Montana border. 

Southeast of Yellowstone National Park, the Wind River Range extends from Shoshone National 
Forest into the Wind River Indian Reservation. Directly south of Yellowstone, the dramatic 
fault-block formation of the Teton Range forms the western side of Grand Teton National Park. 

Watersheds 
The Continental Divide crosses Yellowstone National Park diagonally, from a few miles south 
of West Yellowstone, Montana to the southeast corner of the park near the Thorofare region. 
North and east of the Divide, numerous streams flow from the park area into the Missouri River 
drainage. Preeminent among these is the Yellowstone River, which heads just southeast of the 
park, then flows north and northwest through the park, then north into Montana and northeast 
to the North Dakota border, where it joins the Missouri River. 

The Madison River, formed by the geothermally influenced currents of the Gibbon and Firehole 
Rivers, flows west from the park, then north to Three Forks, Montana, where it meets the 
Jefferson, coming in from the west, and the Gallatin, which rises in the Gallatin Mountain Range 
in northwestern Yellowstone National Park. The 3 form the Missouri River. 

Streams flowing from the south and west parts of the park eventually join the Snake River, 
which begins just south of Yellowstone National Park in Bridger-Teton National Forest, flows 
into the park, and trends generally south through Grand Teton National Park. The Snake River 
eventually flows west and north to join the Columbia. 
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Climate 
The climate of Yellowstone National Park, and most of the mountainous national forests, 
features long, cold winters, and short, cool summers. Mean monthly temperatures at Lake 
Station, near the center of Yellowstone, average 32.3°P (0°C). Mean monthly temperatures 
at Jackson, near the southern end of Grand Teton National Park, average 36.8°P (2.5°C). 
Record high temperatures near Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks are 103 °P (39 .5 °C) 
at Gardiner, Montana, in 1960 and 101°P (38.2°C) at Jackson, Wyoming, in 1934. Record 
lows for the parks are -66°P (-54°C) at West Yellowstone, Montana, and -63°P (-52.8°C) at 
Moran, Wyoming, both in 1933 (Dirks and Martner 1982). 

Precipitation is least near the North Entrance of Yellowstone National Park (10 to 12 inches; 25 
to 30 cm) (Despain 1987, Dirks and Martner 1982). Between 75 % and 85 % of precipitation 
in the mountainous regions of Yellowstone National Park falls as snow. In the interior plateau 
regions of Yellowstone National Park, 35% to 55% of precipitation falls as rain (Despain 1987). 

Vegetation 
Because of its great vanatJons in elevation, soils, and climate, the region in and around 
Yellowstone is something of a botanical crossroads, with at least 7 "distinct floras" present 
(Despain 1990, Glick et al. 1991), ranging from desert to alpine. About 1,700 species of plants 
have been identified in the region, but most of the landscape is dominated by only a few species. 

Roughly 60% of the federal lands in Greater Yellowstone is covered by forest, and the majority 
of that area, especially in the elevations between 7,500 feet (2,300 m) and 9,000 feet (2,700 m), 
is dominated by lodgepole pine. Most lower elevation forests are dominated by Douglas-fir, 
juniper, or aspen, while whitebark pine, Engelmann spruce, and subalpine fir are the most 
common species above 9,000 feet (2,700 m), and the upper timberline occurs around 9,500 feet 
(2,900 m). 

Below lower timberline, between 6,000 feet (1,800 m) and 7 ,000 feet (2, 100 m) depending upon 
conditions, grasslands and shrub steppes were the native vegetation communities in river valleys, 
floodplains, and terraces, though many plants' distributions have been changed by cultivation. 

A much smaller set of vegetation communities occur in riparian areas bordering both moving 
and still waters. These communities are of extreme importance in the ecological setting because 
they provide high productivity, high biomass, diversity of life forms, and essential cover and 
erosion protection. Because of its unusual geological character, Yellowstone supports some 
extremely rare plant communities, perhaps most notably those in and near the park's thermal 
areas. 

Wildlife 
The Yellowstone area hosts the largest aggregation of ungulates and other large mammals in the 
lower 48 states. In the primary analysis area for this EIS, there are an estimated 56, 100 elk, 
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29,500 deer, 5,800 moose, 3,900 bighorn sheep, and 3,600 bison (see Chapter 3, Ungulate 
Populations and Hunter Harvest). This includes herds immediately adjacent to, or associated 
with, summer and winter ranges in Yellowstone National Park. The Greater Yellowstone 
Coordinating Committee (1987), providing total wildlife numbers for the larger GY A, reported 
more than 93,000 elk, 87,000 mule deer, 7,000 bighorn sheep, 6,000 moose, 3,000 bison, and 
smaller numbers of mountain goats and white-tailed deer for this larger area (GYCC 1987). The 
park is summer range for 8 elk herds with a population of 37,800 (Singer 199lb). 

Large predators include more than 3,000 black bears, a minimum of 228 grizzly bears, and a 
smaller number of mountain lions (GYCC 1987). Coyotes are abundant, and fox are common 
in some areas. Wolverines, bobcats, and lynx are uncommon. 

Although ungulates, especially elk, are expected to comprise most of the diet of wolves if they 
are reintroduced in the Yellowstone area, small mammals can play a key role in wolf survival. 
Yellowstone's Northern Range hosts large populations of marmots, ground squirrels, voles, and 
pocket gophers (Crabtree 1992). The availability of these prey can be especially important to 
wolves during pup-rearing, when adult wolves are more restricted in their movements. 

Fishery Resources 
Though other fish species have been introduced into a few waters in the region, about 22 species 
are now common in Greater Yellowstone waters. Of these, 15 are native (Glick et al. 1991, 
Varley and Schullery 1983). The most common sportfish is the cutthroat trout, including the 
Yellowstone cutthroat trout, the westslope cutthroat trout, and the fine-spotted Snake River 

. cutthroat trout. The Kendall Warm Springs dace is the only endangered fish species in Greater 
Yellowstone, though several other fish, including the fluvial Arctic grayling, are of special 
concern regionally or locally. 

Wolf 
Historical Distribution, Extirpation, and Sightings.-Wolves were native to Yellowstone and 
central Idaho (Young 1944, Schullery and Whittlesey 1992). From about 1860 to the mid-
1930s, a series of events resulted in the eradication of wolves from the western United States 
(U.S.) and southern Canadian Provinces. These events included trapping of wolves for their 
pelts, elimination of bison, trapping and poisoning of wolves by "wolfers," drastic reduction of 
native ungulate populations by settlers and market hunters, introduction of domestic livestock, 
and finally, predator control by the federal government (Young and Goldman 1944, Curnow 
1969, Lopez 1978, Weaver 1978). By 1925, it was unlikely that a viable population of wolves 
existed anywhere in Montana (Day 1981). A similar progression of events occurred in states 
adjacent to Montana. The last known wolf control actions in Wyoming were near Lusk (in 
eastern Wyoming) and in the Upper Gros Ventre River (near the western Wyoming border) in 
1923 (Aulerich 1964). 
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In the 1950s, wolves were drastically controlled over most of Alberta, which virtually eliminated 
wolf immigration into Montana or Idaho. In western states, carcasses were poisoned for 
predators using strychnine until the mid-1950s or Compound 1080 until 1972. During this 
period in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, wolf reports were rare and scattered, with sightings 
comprising only 1 to 2 wolves and occasional reports of howls or tracks. 

In the 1960s, the Canadian government allowed wolf populations to increase in southeastern 
British Columbia by temporarily reducing wolf hunting and trapping seasons. Wolf reports in 
Idaho, Montana, and Yellowstone National Park increased, especially in the late 1960s and early 
1970s. This increase was probably due to both an increase in wolves as federal pressures on 
wolves decreased and an increase in backcountry use by the public (Kaminski and Hansen 1984). 

Montana. -Between 1968 and 1973 sporadic wolf sightings, tracks, and howls were reported 
primarily in southwestern Montana in the Beaverhead-Madison area, suggesting groups of 1 or 
2 animals were present (Flath 1979). In 1973, Montana changed the wolf's status from predator 
to endangered species. 

From 1974 to 1977, wolf observations were analyzed and field surveys conducted in western 
Montana (Day 1981, Ream and Mattson 1982). During this period, patterns of increased 
observations centered around the Beaverhead National Forest of southwestern Montana and in 
northern Montana adjacent to British Columbia and Alberta. In both regions, observations, 
tracks, and howling generally indicated single wolves or occasional pairs. Based upon these 
reports, Day (1991) estimated that wolves occurred in portions of northwestern Montana (1 or 
2 in northeast Glacier area, 1 in northwest Glacier area, 1 or 2 in the Kootenai area, 1 in the 
Thompson River area, 3 or 4 in the Highway 2-Badger Creek area, 4 or 5 in the Bob Marshall 
Scapegoat area) and southwestern Montana (1 in the Bighole-Pioneer area, 4 or 5 in the Sheep 
Creek area, and 2 in the Gravelly area). 

Possible dens were reported both in the Beaverhead National Forest (with 3 pups) in 1974, and 
in the Gravelly Range south of Ennis in 1975. However, wolf reports in subsequent years in 
southwestern Montana became increasingly scattered and group size steadily declined. Most 
sightings (90 % ) became limited to single animals and pairs (Day 1981). 

In northwestern Montana, from the Rocky Mountain front to the Kootenai area, reports of 
sightings, tracks, and howling suggested mostly lone wolves. These reports included a wolf 
killed in the Sun River drainage in 1974 and a wolf trapped in the Kootenai area in 1972 (Day 
1981). 

In 1976 and 1977, frequent reports came from the Badger Creek area along Highway 2, near 
Glacier National Park. Although production of pups was suspected by several observers (Day 
1981), the frequency of reports in this area and along the Rocky Mountain front dropped 
precipitously through 1979. 
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In 1979, a lone wolf was discovered in the North Fork of the Flathead River in Canada, 
immediately north of Glacier National Park. That wolf was radio collared and closely monitored 
until June 1980 but no sign of other wolves was located. However, in 1982 a pack was located. 

In the early 1980s, wolves began to recolonize the Flathead River drainage in British Columbia, 
adjoining Glacier National Park (Ream et al. 1991). The first denning of wolves documented 
in the western U.S. in over 50 years occurred when this group, the "Magic Pack," denned in 
Glacier National Park in the spring of 1986. By 1988, the recolonizing population expanded to 
4 packs in northwestern Montana. 

From 1986 to 1992, or 7 years after the first litter was produced in Montana, the wolf 
population had increased to approximately 44 wolves (average rate of increase of 1.22 annually) 
in and adjacent to Montana. In fall 1993, about 65 wolves were living in Montana. The 
average pack contained about 10 wolves and occupied an average territory of 300 mi2 (777 km2

). 

Each pack normally produced a single litter averaging about 5 pups. Of 44 wolves known to 
have died, at least 77% were killed by people. A minimum of 20% of the population was lost 
annually. Wolves that naturally dispersed into Montana tended to select lower elevation habitats, 
and consequently, some conflicts with people have occurred. Of 4 wolf packs that established 
territories outside the Glacier National Park area, 3 depredated on livestock. Two of those packs 
were eliminated by control actions. Control caused 52 % of known losses to the wolf population 
in Montana or 6 % of the population annually. Disease was suspected as the greatest cause of A 
natural mortality (primarily pups). Fifteen marked wolves dispersed, primarily northward, -
toward existing wolf populations in Canada. Another 40 unmarked wolves are unaccounted for; 
some probably dispersed and others were likely killed by people but not reported. 

ldaho.-From the late 1920s through the early 1970s, wolf reports persisted. These consisted 
mostly of single animals or small groups in the central Idaho area. Occasionally individual 
wolves were killed (Kaminski and Hansen 1984). From 1972 to 1979, reports centered in the 
Boise National Forest in south central Idaho and the Clearwater National Forest in north central 
Idaho. Increased field study in Idaho during 1953 and 1984 produced evidence of only 1 to 4 
lone wolves. These were believed to be dispersing animals from Canada (Kaminski and Hansen 
1984, Hansen 1986). 

ifyoming. -Prior to the 1880s, wolves were present throughout the GYA (Schullery and 
Whittlesey 1992). Poisoning of ungulate carcasses in the Yellowstone area began as early as 
1877. Single wolves and small groups of wolves were recorded between 1881 and 1908, and 
apparently increased about 1912. During 1914-1926 a minimum of 136 wolves were killed in 
the park. The iast known den was destroyed in 1923 near Tower Fall (\1/eaver 1978). 

Reports of wolves, or wolf-like canids continued in the park after the period of intensive control. 
From 1927 to 1966, reports were few in numbers, scattered over time and area, and consisted 
of lone individuals or small groups. Cole (1971) suggested that from 1969 to 1971, possibly 2 
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pairs of wolves produced young. During this period, observations of wolves, tracks, and 
howling increased. However, reports after this period decreased significantly; bait stations with 
compound 1080 for coyotes were maintained outside of the park in Wyoming and Idaho and the 
wolf was not protected in these states. 

Reports of single wolves and pairs persisted sporadically through the 1970s. During extensive 
field surveys conducted from 1975 to 1977, only 2 sets of tracks and 1 howl, all east of the 
park, were recorded that may have been wolves (Weaver 1978). From 1977 to 1986, 11 (of 106 
total) wolf observations considered reliable were reported from widely separated areas of the 
park. These observations consisted of scattered sightings, tracks, or howls involving individuals, 
and in 1 observation of 2 animals. No breeding, indication of persistent use, or pack formation 
was noted during this period (Meagher 1986). 

Present Status. -Wolf observation reports from state and federal employees in the field and from 
the public play a major role in detecting wolves within an area, and determining if pack 
formation and breeding activity is likely. Although wolves are often elusive, they are also 
highly social and depend strongly on pack cohesion and territoriality (Mech 1970). Therefore, 
as breeding pairs form and territories are developed, observations of wolves, tracks, and howling 
increases significantly within the pair's territory. Initially, observations may be of small groups, 
but as packs become established the groups observed will noticeably increase. Because wolves 
repeatedly use areas within their territory, it is extremely likely that sightings of groups, tracks, 
scats, howls, and other sign will be reported repeatedly within the local area and throughout the 
year. This is especially true because public interest in wolves has increased and a reporting 
system has been developed by the FWS (USFWS 1991 Annual report). When a number of 
public reports are received from a given area, field surveys are conducted in the area to 
determine if a pack or breeding activity is present (see Appendix 12). 

Montana.-The wolf population in Montana has continued to expand. Six packs or breeding 
pairs currently exist, including 1 pack on the eastern Rocky Mountain front. An estimated 
population of 65 wolves lives in northwestern Montana (USFWS 1992). 

At least 4 litters (minimum of 21 pups) were produced in northwestern Montana in 1990 
(USFWS 1991); and at least 2 litters with about 10 pups were born in 1991. Dispersal of 
wolves from northwestern Montana to areas near Banff National Park, Alberta, and vice versa, 
has been documented. 

Idaho. -Sightings of wolves have been repeatedly reported in Idaho, but breeding has not been 
confirmed. In 1991, the presence of at least 2 wolves was confirmed at an elk kill in March in 
northern Idaho, and a black wolf was found poisoned on the Boise National Forest near the Bear 
Valley area north of Boise. Although previous evidence suggested possible pack activity in the 
Bear Valley area, no further evidence has been confirmed (USFWS, unpubl. data). Dispersal 
of radio-collared wolves from Glacier National Park and Banff National Park into north central 
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Idaho was documented in 1992-93. At this time these animals have not formed pairs. 

Wyoming.-In Yellowstone National Park, reports of wolves, howling, and tracks have been 
scattered throughout the park and adjacent areas in the past several years. Almost all reported 
observations have been of single individuals. There are no known wolf packs or breeding pairs 
in the GY A. August 8, 1992, a black wolf-like canid was filmed for several minutes in the 
Hayden Valley. This filming coincided with several reports of a black wolf observed in the area 
over the next several weeks. 

On September 30, 1992, a male wolf was shot 3 miles (5 km) south of the park boundary in the 
Fox Park area of the Teton Wilderness. This was the first wolf killed close to the park since 
1926. Although several coyotes were reported running with the wolf prior to its death, extensive 
field investigations did not reveal evidence of additional wolves. Genetic investigations verified 
this animal was genetically related to wolves in northwestern Montana. 

Social and Cultural Environment and Economy 
Population.-In 1990 the combined population of Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming was 2.26 
million people. (The primary source of data in the population and economy sections is the 
Bureau of Economic Analysis, Regional Economic Information System, 1992.) While the 
population in the region grew at a rate of about 2.5% in the 1970s, it was nearly constant in the 
1980s partly as a result of a decrease in demand for domestic oil and coal (Table 3-1). This • 
region is sparsely populated. There was an average of 6.96 people per square mile (2.69/km2

) 

in 1990-compared to 70.3 people per square mile (27.1/km2
) in the U.S. as a whole. About 

18% of the population in the 3 states is age 55 or older, slightly less than in the U.S. as a 
whole. This component of the population is expected to grow dramatically relative to other age 
groups in the U.S. as a result of relatively low fertility rates and longer life expectancies (U.S. 
Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census 1984). 

Table 3-1. Population trends in the 3-state region and primary analysis areas: 
1970 1980 1990 1990 population per 

Area population population population sq. mile 

3-state region (Idaho, 
Mont., Wyo.) 1,748,000 2,212,000 2,260,000 6.96 

17 county Yello\vstone 
area 219,000 270,000 288,000 5.12 

JO county central Idaho 
area 81,800 96,700 92,400 2.60 
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Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming are rich in outdoor recreation opportunities; the region boasts 
national and international recognition for its national parks, extensive wilderness areas, and high 
quality hunting, fishing, and wildlife viewing opportunities. Not surprisingly, residents of the 
region value outdoor recreation highly. In a 1992 study, Duffield et al. (In 1992) found that 
79% of Yellowstone area residents (people who live in the 20 counties immediately surrounding 
Yellowstone National park) participated in outdoor recreation activities, compared to 69% of 
people nationwide. Yellowstone area residents had higher rates of participation in fishing (73 % , 
compared to 48% nationwide), viewing wildlife (90%, compared to 67%), and hunting (60%, 
compared to 25). Percentages reflect the proportion of respondents who said they occasionally 
or frequently participate in the activity. Not surprisingly, Yellowstone area residents were more 
likely to have hunted deer, elk, or moose, and were much more likely to have hunted these 
species in Idaho, Montana, or Wyoming than were residents of the U.S. as a whole. 
Additionally, Yellowstone area residents also had higher visitation rates to national parks; 84 % 
said they had visited a National Park in the previous 2 years, compared to 49% of the national 
sample. Most of this difference was due to the frequent trips Yellowstone area residents made 
to Yellowstone National Park. 

Economy.-Per capita personal income was $15,475 in 1990. It remained approximately 
constant in real dollars from the mid-1970s through the 1980s but showed some growth (nearly 
5% per year) in 1989 and 1990. 

Total personal income in the region was $35 billion in 1990. Farm income and agricultural 
services accounted for 63 of the total, declining from about 10% in the early 1970s. Livestock 
accounted for 52 % of the value of farm products sold in the region in 1987 (U.S. Department 
of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. 1992). Local services have consistently generated about 
403 of total personal income over the past 2 decades. Local services include local 
transportation and utilities, retail trade, finance, insurance, real estate, services, and state, local, 
and federal civilian government. Other industry accounted for about 24 % in 1990, declining 
from about 303 in the 1970s. (Other industry includes forestry, fisheries, mining, construction, 
manufacturing, other transportation and freight, wholesale trade, and federal government military 
enterprises.) The remaining 30% is income other than earnings. This category, which includes 
dividends, interest, rent, transfer payments (primarily from retirement programs and medical 
payments), and an adjustment to wealth from changes in the value of residential housing, has 
steadily increased in importance over the past 2 decades from about 203 in the early 1970s to 
30% in 1990. This trend reflects the increasing relative importance of "footloose income" 
(Power 1991) in the regional economy. This income follows people who choose where they 
want to live based on the perceived "quality of life" and may be positively correlated with such 
amenity values as the existence of healthy wildlife populations, lack of crime, clean air, etc. 
Because the age group to whom this income is primarily attached-55 years of age and older-is 
expected to grow in relative importance in the population as a whole, this trend should continue. 
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Tourism is an important "industry" to all 3 of the states in the region. Visitors from outside the 
region visit Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming in large numbers, in all seasons, in order to see 
parks and wilderness areas, ski, float rivers, fish, hunt, and simply enjoy scenery. These 
visitors spend large amounts of money when they visit the region, and these expenditures, in 
turn, have a large impact on incomes and employment in the region. As an example, Duffield 
(1992) found that visitors to Yellowstone National Park who came from outside the 3-state 
region spent an average of $840 in the region during their trips. 

YELLOWSTONE: UNGULATE POPULATIONS AND HUNTER HARVEST 

An Overview of Yellowstone Ungulate Populations and Hunter Harvests 
Wild ungulates living in or near Yellowstone National Park during summer and winter occupy 
about 38,800 mi2 (100,500 km2

) (Figure 3-1) in the primary analysis area. Elk, deer (primarily 
mule deer), moose, and bison are predicted to be the primary prey for wolves inhabiting the 
Yellowstone area (Koth et al. 1990, Vales and Peek 1990, Singer 1991b, Boyce and Gaillard 
1992). Bighorn sheep are not predicted to be affected by wolves because of their use of escape 
terrain (Koth et al. 1990, Boyce and Gaillard 1992). However, some bighorn sheep populations 
east of Yellowstone National Park may be more vulnerable to wolves where those sheep do not 
inhabit steep cliffy escape terrain (J. Talbott, pers. commun., Wyoming Game and Fish Dep., 
Cheyenne). Wolves are not expected to significantly affect pronghorns because pronghorns have 
a relative low availability compared to other ungulates, they live in close proximity to human e 
habitation near Gardiner, Montana, and they tend to winter in areas with shallow snow depths 
(Koth et al. 1990, Boyce and Gaillard 1992, Singer 199lb). 

Ungulate Numbers.-Approximately 56,100 elk from about 10 elk populations, 29,500 deer 
from about 13 populations, 5,800 moose from 13 populations, 3,600 bison from Yellowstone 
and Grand Teton National Parks (M. M. Meagher, pers. commun., B. Smith, pers. commun., 
Natl. Elk Refuge, Jackson, Wyoming), and 3,900 sheep from about 12 populations are estimated 
to be living in the Yellowstone area (Table 3-2). Singer (1991b) estimated at least 37,800 
ungulates summered in Yellowstone National park, but it is likely many more ungulates 
summered in the park because mule deer, moose, and bighorn numbers summering in the park 
may have been significantly underestimated. 

Hunting Seasons.-Hunters have a wide range of opportunities and long time periods to hunt 
big game in the Yellowstone area. Hunting seasons primarily occur during the fall and early 
winter. No hunting is allowed in Yellowstone National Park. For detailed descriptions of 
hunting seasons in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho within the Yellowstone area, see Mack et al. 
(1990) or each state's current hunting season regulations. 

Archery Seasons.-Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho all offered special archery seasons to hunt 
elk and deer. In Montana, archery season lasted about 1.5 months, beginning the first week in 
September and closing mid-October. During this time, either-sex elk or deer could be harvested. 
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Figure 3-1. Analysis area for wild ungulates living in or near Yellowstone National Park. 

Wyoming's archery season generally lasted 2-4 weeks, beginning the end of August and closing 
the end of September. Depending on the hunt area, antlered elk, antlered deer, or either sex 
deer could be harvested during the archery season. Idaho's archery season lasted 3-4 weeks 
during the month of September for both elk and deer and either-sex elk or deer could be 
harvested. 

General Rifle Seasons.-The general rifle season for elk and deer in Montana is 5 weeks long 
beginning the fourth week in October and ending the fourth week in November. Only antlered 
elk or deer could be harvested during the general season. East of Yellowstone National Park 
in Wyoming, the general elk season was about 3-4 weeks long, occurring during October, and 
antlered elk could be harvested. South of Yellowstone National Park, the general elk season was 
slightly longer, beginning the second week of September and ending the third or fourth week 
of October. Primarily, antlered elk could be harvested south of Yellowstone National Park, but 
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Table 3-2. Estimated population numbers and average annual harvests for big game species in the Yellowstone area." 
Elk Deer Moose Bighorn 

Mean Mean Mean Mean 
State Population harvest Population harvest Population harvest Population harvest 

Montana 24,800 3,044 12,200 2,564 1,400 93 400 22 

Wyoming 26,300 4,281 15,700 1,702 3,600 400 3,500 108 

Eastern 
Idaho 4,200 1,009 1,600 1,021 800 58b 0 0 

Totals 56,100' 8,334 29,500 5,287 5,800 551 3,900 130 

a Adapted from Mack et al. 1990 and Montana Dep. of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, unpublished data. Bison are not harvested and number about 
3,600 in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. 
b Average moose harvest from 1983 to 1988. 
' Includes population estimate of 800 elk from the Madison-Firehole herd inside Yellowstone National Park. 
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some areas had general antlerless or either-sex seasons. Wyoming's general deer season east 
of Yellowstone National Park was about 1.5 months long, beginning the first of October and 
ending mid-November. Primarily, antlered bucks could be harvested east of Yellowstone 
National Park. South of Yellowstone National Park, either-sex deer could be harvested from 
mid-September through October. In Idaho, the general elk season was only 5 days long and 
usually began during the second week in October. Only antlered elk could be harvested during 
the general season. Idaho's general deer season was longer than the elk season, beginning in 
mid-October and ending mid-November. Antlered deer or either-sex deer could be harvested 
during the general season. 

Special Permits.-In all 3 states, special permits were offered to harvest antlerless elk or deer 
during general season hunts. Special permits also provided for hunting opportunities after the 
general season. During the 1980s, Montana offered an average of about 1,300 special elk 
permits (allowing harvest of antlerless or either-sex elk) and an average of 800 special deer 
permits for antlerless deer harvest during the general season. About 4,000 special permits 
(primarily for harvesting antlerless elk) were also offered for late season elk hunts lasting from 
mid-December through January. No late season permits were offered for deer. In Wyoming, 
special permits for areas east of Yellowstone National Park provided for antlerless elk hunting 
in November and December (after the general season). South of Yellowstone National Park in 
Wyoming, an average of nearly 3,000 special either-sex permits were offered with opening dates 
ranging from 10 September to 25 October and closing dates ranging from 31 October to 15 
December. No special deer permits were issued for deer east or south of Yellowstone National 
Park. In Idaho, between 800 and 1, 700 special either-sex or antlerless elk permits (for 
controlled hunts) were issued for areas southwest of Yellowstone National Park. Seasons lasted 
from mid-October through December. During the 1980s, no special permits were issued for 
deer. 

A special permit, obtained through a random drawing, was required to hunt moose in Montana, 
Wyoming and Idaho. In all 3 states, permits allowed harvest of antlered moose; however, a 
smaller number of permits allowed the harvest of antlerless moose. No special archery season 
was set for hunting moose in Montana or Idaho. Wyoming had a special archery season for 
moose lasting 2-4 weeks with opening dates as early as mid-August and closing dates the end 
of September. A general rifle season was set for moose in all 3 states. Montana's season lasted 
from mid-September through November. Wyoming's seasons lasted from mid-September to 
mid-November and Idaho's moose season began around the end of August and ended in mid
November. 

Hunters in Montana and Wyoming must also have a special permit, primarily obtained through 
a random drawing, to kill bighorn sheep. In Montana, all sheep hunting districts bordering 
Yellowstone National Park had an unlimited number of permits (no drawing), and quotas 
regulated the harvest. When quotas were reached, the season closed. Seasons opened the first 
or second week in September and closed the first or last week in November if quotas were not 
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reached. Some additional permits, obtained through a drawing, were also offered primarily in 
1 Montana hunting district with season opening dates during the first week in November and 
closing dates between the end of November and mid-December. 

In Wyoming, seasons for bighorn sheep east of Yellowstone National Park included a special 
archery season opening mid-August and closing August 31. The rifle season during the 1980s 
opened September 1 and closed October 31. South of Yellowstone National Park, only 1 
archery season was open for bighorns in 1988 and the season was open during the last 2 weeks 
in August. Between 1980 and 1988, rifle season for sheep south of Yellowstone National Park 
opened September 1 and closed the end of October or mid-November. In Idaho, sheep 
populations do not exist southwest of Yellowstone National Park within hunting districts 60, 
60A, 61, 62, and 62A. 

Hunter Harvest.-During the 1980s, hunters harvested an average of 8,334 elk/year in the 
Yellowstone area. An average of 5,287 deer, 551 moose, and 130 bighorn sheep were harvested 
each year in the Yellowstone area during the 1980s (Table 3-2). Most elk, deer, and moose 
harvested were males, but in almost every hunting area some females were harvested (Mack et 
al. 1990). For bighorn sheep, only adult males with a 3/4 curl horn were harvested (Mack et 
al. 1990). 

Montana Ungulate Populations 
Elk 
Distribution.-In Montana, 3 elk management units (EMUs) border the north and northwestern 
portions of Yellowstone National Park. The Gallatin EMU includes hunting districts 301, 310, 
and 314 (Figure 3-2). The northern Yellowstone elk herd occupies winter and summer range 
within Yellowstone National Park, and is associated with hunting districts 313 and 316 which 
is part of Montana's Emigrant EMU (Figure 3-2). Elk wintering near the northwestern corner 
of Yellowstone National Park are associated with the Madison EMU and are found in hunting 
districts 360, 361, 362, and portions of 310. 

It is likely 2 subpopulations of elk occupy the Gallatin EMU. One subpopulation, known as the 
Gallatin herd, summers in northwestern Yellowstone National Park and winters in hunting 
district 310 and possibly the southern portion of hunting district 301, primarily along the Gallatin 
River drainage at elevations below 7,000-8,000 feet (2,100-2,450 m). 

The second elk subpopulation summers in hunting district 314 in the higher elevations of this 
hunting district along the Gallatin Mountain Range or in the northwestern corner of Yellowstone 
National Park. These elk winter in the mountainous areas of hunting district 314, west of the 
Yellowstone River, at elevations between 5,000 and 7,000 feet (1,500-2,100 m; MDFWP 
unpubl. data). 
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Figure 3-2. Montana hunting districts associated with elk and deer populations living in or near 
Yellowstone National Park. 

In hunting district 301, most elk winter range is located along the Gallatin Face in the northern 
portion of the district, south of Bozeman, Montana. Small areas of winter range are also found 
east of Highway 191 and the Gallatin River along the southwestern portion of the hunting 
district. It is unknown if elk wintering in this area summer in Yellowstone National Park 
(MDFWP unpubl. data). 

Some elk in the Madison EMU summer in Yellowstone National Park and winter in portions of 
hunting districts 360, 361, and 362. In hunting district 360, elk primarily winter east of the 
Madison River in the foothill areas of the Madison Range, generally above 6,000 feet (1,800 m). 
In hunting district 361, small areas of winter range exist along the western boundary of the 
district near Yellowstone National Park. Additional winter range exists along the mountain 
foothills within 1 mile ( 1. 6 km) east of state highway 87. Elk winter range in hunting district 
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362 is primarily located in the northwestern portion of the hunting district between highway 287 
(east of the Madison River) and the mountain foothills to the east. Additional smaller portions 
of winter range are found along the southern boundary of hunting district 362 in steep 
mountainous areas just north of highway 287 (MDFWP unpubl. data). 

The northern Yellowstone elk herd-summers in the northern and eastern portions of Yellowstone 
National Park, as far south as Yellowstone Lake, and in high elevation mountain areas north of 
the park boundary (Houston 1982). These elk winter in what is described as the northern 
Yellowstone elk winter range which includes about 400 mi2 (1,000 km2) from the Lamar Valley 
in the park west and north to the Dome Mountain Wildlife Management Area outside 
Yellowstone National Park in hunting district 313 (Figure 3-3). Hunting district 316 is primarily 
high elevation summer and fall range with most elk likely migrating to the northern winter range 
in Yellowstone National Park. 

Population Numbers.-Trend counts have been conducted sporadically for each of the hunting 
districts within the Gallatin EMU during the 1980s with trend counts notably absent during the 
late 1980s (Figure 3-4). Trend count totals have increased during the 1980s for hunting district 
314 (2,912 elk in 1990) and if early 1980s averages for hunting districts 310 (1,667) and 301 
(157) are presumed to reflect minimum population numbers, then the total elk population for the 
Gallatin EMU is about 4,700 elk (MDFWP unpubl. data). 

For the portion of the Madison EMU in our analysis area (hunting districts 360, 361, and 362), e 
trend counts are more complete (Table 3-3). Average elk numbers from 1980 to 1988 were 
2,538. The trend since the early 1980s has been stable to slightly increasing in all but hunting 
district 361. 

From 1980 to 1990, trend counts for the northern elk herd have been variable and averaged 
15,299 (Mack and Singer 1992a, J.A. Mack unpubl. data). POP-II population estimates were 
developed for this herd and the post-hunting season estimate was about 17 ,300 animals in late 
winter 1990 (Mack and Singer 1992a). Recent trend count data indicates the population has 
grown, with the 1992-1993 trend count of 17,585 elk (MDFWP and National Park Service 
unpubl. data) being larger than the POP-II estimate for 1990. 

Age-Sex Composition.-Age-sex composition data is most complete for hunting district 310 in 
the Gallatin EMU. From 1980 to 1987, ratios averaged 46 calves/100 cows (range 32-59 
calves/100 cows) and 28 bulls/100 cows (range 9-56 bulls/100 cows) prior to the hunting season 
(1980 data was post-hunting season). Only 4 years of winter compositions were obtained for 
hunting district 314 between 1980 and 1990. Winter ratios in hunting district 31411ave ranged 
from 8 bulls/100 cows in 1986 to 16 bulls/100 cows in 1990-1991 and averaged 10 bulls/100 
cows (MDFWP unpubl. data). Calf/cow ratios have ranged from 28 to 39 calves/100 cows and 
averaged 36 calves/100 cows. Composition data were not obtained for hunting district 301. 
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Figure 3-3. The northern Yellowstone elk winter range in portions of Montana and Yellowstone 
National Park. 

Composition data were mostly absent in hunting districts 360, 361, and 362 for the Madison 
EMU. Age-sex compositions were only obtained for all 3 districts in 1980 and averaged 61 
calves/100 cows and 26 bulls/100 cows (MDFWP unpubl. data). Additional composition data 
for hunting district 361 were obtained in 1983 and 1984. Bull/cow and calf/cow ratios averaged 
30% to 40% lower than the 1980 average (MDFWP unpubl. data). Early winter ratios for the 
northern elk herd (hunting districts 313 and 316) averaged 34 calves/100 cows between 1982-
1983 and 1990-1991 and 23 bulls/100 cows between 1985-1986 and 1990-1991 (Mack and 
Singer 1992a, F.J. Singer, unpubl. data). 

Harvests.-From 1980 to 1990, elk harvests for the Gallatin EMU (hunting districts 301, 310, 
and 314) averaged 573 bulls and 315 antlerless elk during the general season (Table 3-4). 
Late season hunts occurred in hunting district 310 and averaged 42 bulls and 176 antlerless elk 
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Figure 3-4. Elk trend counts during the 1980s for Montana hunting districts 301, 310, and 314. 

between 1980 and 1990 (MDFWP unpubl. data). 

For the Madison EMU, general and late season elk harvests were combined in the yearly 
statistics for hunting districts 360 and 362. No late season harvests occurred in hunting district 
361. Hunters harvested an· average of 291 bulls and 347 antlerless elk (excluding 1982 data, 
Table 3-4). 

During the general season from 1980 to 1990, an average of 321 bulls and 144 antlerless elk 
\Vere harvested from the nort..hern elk herd in hunting districts 313 and 316 (Table 3-4). For the 
Gardiner late hunt, an average of 177 bulls and 815 antlerless elk were harvested (Table 3-4). 
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Table 3-3. Population trend counts for the Madison elk management unit (hunting districts 360, 
361, and 362).a 

Hunting districts 

Year 360 361b 362 Total 

1980 624 76 485 1,185 

1981 836 129 666 1,631 

1982 1,181 155 1,013 2,349 

1983 1,559 273 1,481 3,313 

1984 1,095 83 1,548 2,726 

1985 1,434 425 1,330 3,189 

1986 1,447 1,251 2,698 

1987 1,287 87 1,157 2,531 

1988 1,394 106 1,723 3,223 

Mean 1,206 167 1,184 2,538 

Deer 
Distribution. -In Montana, mule deer are the primary deer species found in habitats adjacent to 
Yellowstone. Few whitetails summer in Yellowstone and they rarely winter in the park. White
tail numbers increase with increasing distance from the park boundary and become more 
numerous along major riparian and river drainages north and northwest of Yellowstone National 
Park. The primary analysis areas are found north and northwest of Yellowstone National Park 
(Figure 3-2) and include Montana hunting districts 301, 310, 313, 314, 316, 360, 361, and 362. 
The specific seasonal habitat ranges of deer are not well known for most of Montana's hunting 
districts. Foothills and lowland valleys are primarily winter range. Deer likely migrate into 
higher elevation mountainous terrain as spring and summer progress. It is likely, although not 
well documented (except for northern range mule deer), that some deer wintering in many of 
the hunting districts near Yellowstone probably migrate and summer in the high elevation 
mountains in Yellowstone National Park. 

Deer winter ranges in hunting district 301 are generally along the Gallatin River and foothills 
in the northern portion of the hunting district (Figure 3-5). Very few deer winter in hunting 
district 310 with deer winter range primarily near U.S. Highway 191 (Figure 3-5). In hunting 
district 360, mule deer winter on the edge of mountain slopes in the Madison valley. Whitetails 
primarily winter along the Madison River and a mixture of both species can be found between 
the river and mountain foothills (Figure 3-5). Winter range distribution of deer in hunting 
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Table 3-4. Elk harvests during the general and late season for areas north and northwest of Yellowstone National Park, 
1980-1990.• 

Gallatin EMUb Madison EMUc Northern range herdd 

General season Late hunt 

Year Antlere:de Antlerless Antlered Antlerless Antlered Antler less Antlered Antlerless 

1980 553 224 276 74 200 43 

1981 455 218 328 95 281 63 

1982 698 78 404 43 

1983 638 132 291 202 338 66 

1984 550 200 270 301 281 79 

1985 524 400 215 345 352 104 

1986 565 587 214 417 494 400 

1987 390 280 274 364 224 135 

1988 788 433 448 671 376 111 

1989 603 339 326 366 341 474 

1990 543 573 272 634 240 

Mean' 573 315 291 347 321 

• From Montana Dept. of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, unpubl. data; and Mack and Singer I 992a. 
b Gallatin EMU includes hunting districts 301, 310, and 314. 
c Madison EMU includes hunting districts 360, 361, and 362. 
d Northern range herd includes hunting districts 313 and 316. 
' Antlered are antlered males, antlerless are females and young (calves). 

61 

144 

75 

491 

462 
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126 

71 

11 

48 

39 

50 
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' Mean for the Madison EMU excludes 1982 harvest because harvest data were absent for hunting ilistrict 362 in 1982. 
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Figure 3-5. Winter ranges in Montana hunting districts 301, 310, 313, 314, 316, 360, 361, and 
362. Shaded areas are winter range. 

district 362 is similar to that of hunting district 360 with mule deer wintering along the mountain 
foothills and whitetails wintering along the Madison River (Figure 3-5). Hunting district 361 
provides very little winter range for mule deer (about 25, MDFWP unpubl. data) and few 
whitetails winter in the Hebgen Basin area. This area is described as good summer range 
(MDFWP unpubl. data). 

Hunting districts 313 and 316 contain mostly mule deer and they winter on Yellowstone's 
northern winter range outside Yellowstone National Park in hunting district 313 (Figure 3-5). 

It is unknown if winter range exists in hunting district 316 (MDFWP unpubl. data). Summer 
and fall ranges include mountains in both hunting districts, and mule deer do migrate and 
summer throughout the northern Yellowstone National Park area. 
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It is likely that some of the deer summering in Yellowstone National Park winter in hunting 
district 314 (probably the southern portion of the district). Winter range is predominantly 
between the Yellowstone River to the east and mountain foothills to the west (Figure 3-5). Mule 
deer primarily inhabit this hunting district; some whitetails winter along the Yellowstone River 
and lower creek bottoms. 

Population Numbers.-The northern range mule deer population has been increasing and has a 
1991-1992 count of 2,544 animals (T. Lemke, MDFWP, unpubl. data, Livingston, Montana). 
This herd was modeled at about 2,600 deer in 1990 (Mack and Singer 1992a). When using 
aircraft in mountainous terrain, only 54 % to 66 % of the mule deer in a population are counted 
(Mackie et al. 1980, Ackerman 1988), so as many as 4,700 mule deer may have been present 
in late winter 1991-1992. Complete trend counts have not been conducted for other districts in 
Montana, north or northwest of Yellowstone National Park (Mack et al. 1990, MDFWP unpubl. 
data). 

Age-Sex Composition.-Spring fawn/100 adult ratios for hunting district 314 averaged 46 
fawns/ 100 adults from 1979-1980 to 1988-1989 (Mack et al. 1990). Buck/ doe ratios have been 
low for this hunting district. In the mid-1980s, 3 surveys ranged from 14 bucks/100 does in 
1983 to 4 bucks/ 100 does in 1985 (Mack et al. 1990). 

Spring fawn/adult ratios for hunting district 313 averaged 41 fawns/100 adults from 1981-1982 A 
to 1990-1991 (Mack and Singer 1992a, MDFWP unpubl. data). Bucks/100 does data were W 
collected for only 7 years between 1979-1980 and 1990-1991 and averaged 11 bucks/100 does 
(Mack and Singer 1992a, MDFWP unpubl. data). These data also apply to hunting district 316 
because deer from this area are considered a part of the population that winters in hunting 
district 313 (T. Lemke, MDFWP Biologist, pers. commun.). 

From 1979-1980 to 1983-1984, the late winter fawn/adult ratio averaged 74 fawns/100 adults 
in hunting district 360 (MDFWP unpubl. data). Comparisons with other areas are not warranted 
because the sample size is small and the population status of this herd could have changed 
considerably since the early 1980s. 

Harvests.-Hunters harvest between 46 and 906 deer per year for 7 hunting districts north and 
northwest of Yellowstone National Park (Table 3-5). Males comprise most (63%-97%) of the 
deer harvest in all hunting districts. Mule deer are the primary species harvested, averaging 
from 69% to 93 % of the harvest (Table 3-5). For hunting districts found closest to Yellowstone 
National Park, mule deer comprise more than 86 % of the harvest. 

Moose 
Distribution. -Several Montana moose hunting districts border northern Yellowstone National 
Park (Figure 3-6). As with elk and mule deer, we grouped hunting districts according to moose 
populations and major drainages or geographic areas. Montana's northern range moose herd 
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Table 3-5. Deer harvest statistics for Montana hunting districts north and northwest of 
Yellowstone National Park ( 1980-1988). a 

Mean annual percent of harvestb 

Hunting Mean annual Mean annual percent of 
district harvestc Antlered Antlerless mule deer in harvestd 

301 397 83 17 69 (60-78)e 

310 89 96 4 86 (80-94) 

313, 316 554 76 24 91 

314 906 74 26 88 (89-100) 

360 468 69 31 77 (70-85)e 

361 46 97 3 90 (81-100) 
362f 104 63 37 93 (89-100) 

a From Montana Dep. Fish, Wild!., and Parks, unpubl. data, Mack and Singer 1992a, and 
Mack et al. 1990. 
b Animals of unknown sex were not included in these numbers. 
c Harvest statistics are for mule deer and whitetail deer. Data from 1980 to 1988. 
ct Range is in parenthesis. 
e Data from 1985 to 1991. 
f New hunting district created in 1982 so data are from 1982 to 1988. 

occupies hunting districts 316, 317, 318, 322, and 328 (Mack and Singer 1992a). The Gallatin 
River area includes hunting districts 306, 307, and 310. The Madison River drainage minimally 
includes hunting districts 309 and 361 (Figure 3-6). Hunting district 314 borders Yellowstone 
National Park and is identified as the Gallatin-northern range area. 

Moose associated with the northern range herd primarily winter in drainages associated with the 
hunting districts such as Pine-Bear Creek, Slough Creek, Soda Butte, Buffalo Creek, and 
Hellroaring Creek. Moose in the Gallatin River area winter along the Gallatin River and Taylor 
Fork, Sage, Porcupine, and Buffalo Horn Creeks (MDFWP unpubl. data). For the Madison 
area, moose winter throughout the Hebgen Lake valley and Madison River area. 

Population Numbers.-From a POP-II population model, Mack and Singer (1992a) estimated the 
northern range moose population to be about 430 animals. Aerial trend count data are not 
collected for Montana moose herds bordering Yellowstone National Park (Mack et al. 
1990). Surveying moose in timbered habitats can be difficult (Houston 1982) and can greatly 
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Figure 3-6. Montana hunting districts associated with moose populations living in or near 
Yellowstone National Park. 

underestimate population numbers (Mack and Singer l 992a), so surveys are probably not 
accurate for this part of Montana. 

Age-Sex Composition.-Age-sex composition data are not collected for moose in Montana but 
an index of moose population parameters can be obtained from Montana moose hunter survey 
reports. In these reports, unduplicated moose sightings are used to determine bull/cow and 
calf/cow ratios. For the northern range, hunter survey reports averaged 64 bulls/100 cows and 
27 calves/100 cows (Mack and Singer 1992a). Swenson (1982) indicated hunter classifications 
may underestimate calf/cow ratios, so the data presented probably represent minimum 
productivity. 
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Harvests,-For the northern range moose population, hunter harvest averaged 21 bulls/year, 8 
cows/year and 2 calves/year between 1980 and 1989, Total harvest averaged 31 moose/year. 
Bulls averaged 68% of the total harvest, cows 25% and calves 7% (Table 3-6), From 1980 to 
1989, average harvest for the Gallatin population was 31 moose/year. Between 1980 and 1989, 
bulls averaged 76% of the harvest, cows averaged 17%, and calves averaged 6% (Table 3-6). 
From 1980 to 1989, moose harvests for the Madison area averaged 36 moose/year. Bulls 
averaged 80% of the harvest, cows 13% and calves 7% (Table 3-6). Moose harvests averaged 
8 moose/year for the Gallatin/Northern Range area. Bulls averaged 89% of the harvest, cows 
6%, and calves 5% (Table 3-6). 

Wyoming Ungulate Populations 
Elk 
Distribution. -In Wyoming east of Yellowstone National Park, the analysis area includes hunting 
areas associated with the Clarks Fork, North Fork Shoshone, and Carter Mountain herds. This 
area includes hunting areas 50-61 and 121 (Figure 3-7). 

All elk from these herds migrate to winter ranges outside the park and as many as 80 % migrate 
into the park during summer (Rudd 1982, Rudd et al. 1983, Mack et al. 1990). The Clarks 
Fork herd winters along the Clarks Fork River drainage about 25 miles (40 km) northwest of 
Cody, Wyoming (Figure 3-8). The North Fork Shoshone herd winters along much of the North 
Fork Shoshone River drainage 12-37 miles (20-60 km) west of Cody, Wyoming. As the name 
implies, the Carter Mountain herd winters in the Carter Mountain area and along the South Fork 
Shoshone River 12-37 miles (20-60 km) southwest of Cody, Wyoming (Figure 3-8). 

Table 3-6. Moose harvest from 1980 to 1989 for the Northern Range herd (hunting districts 
316, 317, 318, 322, and 328), the Gallatin herd (hunting districts 306, 307, and 310), the 
Madison herd (hunting districts 309 and 361), and the Gallatin/Northern Range (hunting district 
314)! 

Mean annual percent of 
Mean annual harvest harvest 

Herd Bulls Cows Calves Total Bulls Cows 

N orthem Rangeb 21 8 2 31 68 

Gallatin' 24 5 2 31 76 

Madison 29 5 2 36 80 

Gallatin/Northern Range 7 1 8 89 

' Adapted from Mack et al. 1990 and Montana Dep, Fish, WildL, and Parks, unpubl. data. 
b Data for hunting district 328 was unavailable in 1980 and 1981. 
' Data for hunting district 307 was unavailable from 1980 through 1983, 
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Figure 3-7. Wyoming elk hunting areas associated with elk populations living in or near 
Yellowstone National Park. 

South of Yellowstone National Park, the analysis area includes hunt areas 70-83 (Figure 3-7) 
which are associated with the relatively small Targhee herd and the larger Jackson herd. Elk 
from the Targhee herd primarily summer outside Yellowstone National Park and winter along 
the Idaho-Wyoming border south of Yellowstone National Park (Mack et al. 1990). About 403 
of the Jackson herd summers in and near Yellowstone National Park. During fall these elk 
migrate south and winter on the National Elk Refuge near Jackson, Wyoming, and in the Gros 
Ventre River valley (Mack et al. 1990, Figure 3-8). 

Population Numbers.-During the 1980s, elk populations have generally increased for all herds 
surrounding Yellowstone National Park. Populations east of Yellowstone totaled about 9,700 
elk in 1988. South of the park the Jackson herd totaled about 16,000 animals in 1988, while 
the Targhee herd west of the park was nearly 500 animals (Table 3-7). 
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Figure 3-8. Winter ranges for several Wyoming elk populations living in or near Yellowstone 
National Park. 

Age-Sex Composition.-Age-sex composition data was collected from 1980 to 1988 for every elk 
herd except the Targhee herd (only 2 years). Calf/cow ratios averaged 40, 42, and 40 
calves/100 cows for the Carter Mountain, Clarks Fork and North Fork Shoshone herds, 
respectively (Mack et al. 1990). The Jackson herd calf/cow ratios averaged 29 calves/100 cows 
on the National Elk Refuge and Gros Ventre winter ranges during the 1980s. Bull ratios for 
nearly all the Wyoming herds (except for a portion of the Jackson herd wintering on the National 
Elk Refuge) were in the low teens or single digits (Mack et al. 1990). 

Harvests.-From 1980 to 1988, elk harvests east of Yellowstone National Park averaged 661, 
509, and 586 for the Clarks Fork, North Fork Shoshone, and Carter Mountain herds, 
respectively (Table 3-8). The sex of the harvest averaged between 51 % and 62 % bulls and 38 % 
and 49 % antlerless for the 3 herds (Table 3-8). 
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Table 3-7. POP-II winter population estimates for 5 Wyoming elk herds adjacent to Yellowstone 
National Park.• 

Populatiou estimate 

North Fork Carter 
Year Clarks Fork Shoshoue Mountainb Jackson Targhee 

1980-1981 2,500 170 

1981-1982 2,600 1,800 2,000 15,533 170 

1982-1983 2,600 1,700 2,225 13,980 200 

1983-1984 2,550 1,700 2,400 13,293 215 

1984-1985 3,000 2,400 2,400 13,504 205 

1985-1986 3,000 2,400 2,050 14,431 215 

1986-1987' 2,900 2,000 2,100 15,478 205 

1987-1988 3,334 3,131 3,047 16,509 440 

1988-1989 3,666 2,945 3,101 16,093 490 

' Adapted from Mack et al. 1990. 
b In 1981, the Carter Mountain herd was newly created and included hunt areas 58, 59, and 60S (known in 1980 
as the South Fork Shoshone elk herd) and 61. 
c Winter population estimates were not tabulated in 1986 so the values listed were estimated from graphs. 

For the Jackson herd the annual harvest averaged 2,499 with an average of 58 % being bulls and 
42 % antlerless. Harvests for the Targhee herd were nearly all bulls and averaged 55/year 
during the 1980s (Table 3-8). 

Mule Deer 
Distribution.-East of Yellowstone National Park, mule deer are managed in 3 herd units, The 
Clarks Fork, North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone. The analysis area includes hunt 
areas 105-115 (Figure 3-9). Winter ranges for these herds are associated with the Clarks Fork, 
North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone River drainages and overlap to a large extent 
with the elk winter ranges (Figure 3-10). Prior to 1989, radio-telemetry studies had not been 
conducted to determine if mule deer from any of these herds summered within Yellowstone. 

Two relatively small mule deer populations inhabit winter ranges south of Yellowstone National 
Park. The Jackson mule deer herd is associated with hunt unit 150 (Figure 3-9) and deer from 
this area likely migrate and sun1Iner in Yellowstone (Lock..111an et al. 1989) and \Vinter just 
northeast of Jackson, Wyoming (Figure 3-10). Mule deer from the Targhee herd are found in 
hunt area 149 (Figure 3-9), but as many as 84% winter in Idaho or along the Wyoming-Idaho 
border (Figure 3-10). Some mule deer summer in the Teton Wilderness Area in hunt areas 148, 
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Table 3-8. Average annual harvest (between 1980 and 1988) and average annual composition 
of the elk harvest in Wyoming for elk herds east and south of Yellowstone National Park! 

Average percent of 
Average harvest totalb 

Herd Hunt areas Antlered' Antlerless' Total' Antlered Antler less 

Clarks Fork 50-54, 121 329 332 661 51 49 

North Fork 
Shoshonef 55-57, 60N 317 192 509 62 38 

Carter Mountaing 58-60S, 61 302 284 586 54 46 

Jackson 70-72, 74-83 1,332 1,166 2,499 58 42 

Targhee 73 46 8 55 84 15 

' Adapted from Mack et al. 1990. 
b Average percent of total data are calculated from yearly data and may not exactly equate with average harvest 
data because of rounding. 
' Includes yearling and adult males. 
d Includes adult females and young. 
' Average total harvest may not equal sum of average antlered and antlerless harvest due to rounding. 
f In 1981 hunt area 57 was added to the North Fork Shoshone herd, therefore, harvest data from 1980 are not 
comparable to later years and are not included in the averages. 
' In 1981, the Carter Mountain herd was newly created and included hunt areas 58, 59, and 60S (known in 1980 
as the South Fork Shoshone herd) and 61. Data are from 1981 to 1988. 

155, and 156 (Figure 3-9) but they winter with very large deer herds (Sublette and Dubois) south 
and southeast of Yellowstone National Park and outside the analysis area. 

Population Numbers.-Through the 1980s, mule deer populations east of Yellowstone National 
park have been stable or increasing (Table 3-9). Total deer numbers east of Yellowstone were 
about 14,000 in 1988. Mule deer populations wintering south of Yellowstone near Jackson, 
Wyoming, also generally increased (Table 3-9). Total deer numbers south of Yellowstone 
National Park were estimated at about 1,700 in winter 1988 (Table 3-9). 

Age-Sex Compositions.-From 1980 to 1988, fawns/100 does ratios averaged 66, 70, and 59 for 
the Clarks Fork, North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone deer herds, respectively (Mack 
et al. 1990). Buck/doe ratios after the hunting season averaged between 17 and 18 bucks/100 
does for mule deer herds east of Yellowstone (Mack et al. 1990). Fawn/doe and buck/doe ratios 
for the Jackson herd south of the park were generally higher than east of the park and averaged 
82 fawns/100 does and 39 bucks/100 does (Mack et al. 1990). Higher buck/doe ratios may be 
reflective of low harvest, limited hunter access, and more restrictive hunting seasons for the 
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Figure 3-9. Wyoming mule deer hunting areas associated with mule deer populations living on 
or near Yellowstone National Park. 

Jackson herd (Mack et al. 1990). Age-sex composition data were collected only 2 years for the 
Targhee mule deer herd. Averages were not warranted because of the small sample size. 

Harvests.-Annual hunter harvest averaged 564, 242, and 792 mule deer for the Clarks Fork, 
North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone herds, respectively (Table 3-10). For these 3 
herds, bucks dominated the harvest and averaged between 78 % and 82 % of the total harvest 
(Table 3-10). 

Hunter harvests from the Jackson herd (hunt area 150) averaged 31 deer/year (Table 3-10). 
Since 1982, harvests have ranged from 7 to 15 deer/year (Mack et al. 1990). The low harvests 
in the late 1980s were likely a result of limited hunting access, restrictive hunting seasons, and 
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Figure 3-10. Winter ranges for Wyoming mule deer populations living in or near Yellowstone 
National Park. 

reduced rifle hunting opportunities (Moody et al. 1988, Lockman et al. 1989). Bucks dominated 
the harvest (68 3, Table 3-10), and in the late 1980s, they accounted for 1003 of the total 
(Mack et al. 1990). 

Harvests for the Targhee herd averaged 73 deer/year from 1980 to 1988 (Table 3-10). From 
1980 to 1988, bucks averaged 843 of the harvest (Table 3-10). 

Moose 
Distribution.-Moose east of Yellowstone National Park are managed in 5 herds (Crandall, 
Sunlight Basin, North Fork Shoshone, South Fork Shoshone, and Thorofare), and are found in 
hunt areas 8, 11-13, and 31 (Figure 3-11). Winter ranges are better defined for the Crandall 
and Thorofare herds than for the other 3 herds (Figure 3-12). Moose migration to and from 
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Table 3-9. Winter population estimates for Wyoming mule deer herds east and south of 
Yellowstone National Park, 1980-1988. • 

Herd unit population estimate 

North Fork South Fork 
Year Clarks Fork Shoshone Shoshone Jacksonb Targhee 

1980 3,000 950 4,125 550 

1981 1,900 1,200 3,600 200 500 

1982 5,000 2,675 6,150 230 550 

1983 3,000 1,200 3,600 270 485 

1984 4,000 1,400 4,800 275 510 

1985 3,200 1,500 3,800 300 675 

1986' 3,900 1,600 4,300 325 770 

1987 4,000 2,500 4,312 340 880 

1988d 6,699 2,500 4,800 - 700 1,000 

' Based on POP-II computer models generating post-hunting season population estimates. Adapted from Mack et 
al. 1990. 
b From 1981 to 1984, the Jackson herd unit trend counts included hunting areas 148, 150, 155, and 156. The 
boundaries for this herd unit were changed in 1985 and only mule deer herd statistics from hunting area 150 were 
considered and recalculated back to 1981. 
' Values for Clarks Fork, North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone were estimated from a graph. 
d Values for Jackson and Targhee herds were from hand calculations using the classification data to estimate the 
population. 

Yellowstone is speculative for the Sunlight, North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone 
herds because radiotelemetry studies have not been conducted on these moose herds. 

South of Yellowstone, moose are managed in the Jackson and Targhee herds and are found in 
hunt areas 7, 14, 15, 17-20N, 28, and 32 for the Jackson herd and 16 and 37 for the Targhee 
herd (Figure 3-11). Winter ranges for the Jackson herd are found north and east of Jackson, 
Wyoming, (Figure 3-12) with critical winter ranges being restricted to drainages and the 
associated riparian habitat (i.e., willow flats along the Buffalo River area). 

Few moose from the Targhee herd winter in Wyoming. Most winter in drainages in Idaho 
within iO miles (16 km) west of the Wyoming-Idaho border. In surruner, L1.ese moose move 
northeast and 39% summer in Yellowstone (Mack et al. 1990). 

Population Numbers.-Of the 5 moose herds east of Yellowstone National Park, the Thorofare 
herd is probably located in the best moose habitat and likely has more moose than the Crandall, 
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Table 3-10. Average annual harvest and average annual sex composition of the harvest between 
1980 and 1988 for mule deer herds east and south of Yellowstone National Park." 

Average harvest Average percent of total b 

Herd Antlered' Antlerlessd Total' Antlered Antlerless 

Clarks Fork 450 114 564 78 22 

North Fork Shoshone 205 37 242 82 18 

South Fork Shoshone 621 172 792 78 22 

Jackson 21 10 31 68 32 

Targhee 58 15 73 84 16 

' Adapted from Mack et al. 1990. 
b Average percent of total data are calculated from yearly data and may not exactly equate with average harvest 
data because of rounding. 
' Includes yearling and adult males. 
ct Includes young and females. 
' Average total harvest may not equal sum of average antlered and antlerless harvest due to rounding. 

Sunlight, North Fork Shoshone, and South Fork Shoshone herds combined (Mack et al. 1990). 
Some rough approximations have been offered for moose populations east of the park (Table 3-
11), but population models have not been developed for any of the moose herds. 

Population estimates were computed for the Jackson herd and it has generally increased from 
1, 800 in 1982 to about 2, 300 in 1988 (Mack et al. 1990). Population estimates for the Targhee 
herd have increased from 130 in 1981 to about 300 in 1989 (Mack et al. 1990). 

Age-Sex Composition. -Age-sex composition data was not collected for moose herds east of 
Yellowstone National Park between 1980 and 1988. Age-sex composition data for the Jackson 
herd averaged 47 bulls/100 cows and 48 calves/100 cows between 1980 and 1988 (Mack et al. 
1990). For the Targhee moose herd, age/sex composition data from hunter surveys ranged from 
39 bulls/100 cows to 69 bulls/100 cows between 1980 and 1985. During the same period, 
cow/calf ratios ranged from 34 to 59 calves/100 cows (Mack et al. 1990). Only 3 years of 
aircraft composition data were collected for this herd and ratios averaged 60 bulls/ 100 cows and 
51 calves/100 cows (Mack et al. 1990). 

Harvests. -Only bulls were harvested east of the park, with the exception of 1 calf that was 
harvested in 1980 in the Thorofare area. Moose harvests in the Thorofare area averaged 23 
bulls/year which was 2-7 times higher than the average yearly harvest in other areas east of 
Yellowstone National Park (Table 3-12). Moose harvests south of the park averaged 323/year 
for the Jackson herd and 34/year for the Targhee herd (Table 3-12). 
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Figure 3-11. Wyoming moose hunt areas associated with moose populations living in or near 
Yellowstone National Park. 

Bighorn Sheep 
Distribution.-Four bighorn sheep herds live east of Yellowstone National Park and are 
associated with hunt areas 1-4 (Figure 3-13). The Clarks Fork (hunt area 1), Trout Peak (hunt 
area 2), and Younts Peak (hunt area 4) herds primarily live outside Yellowstone National Park 
(Hurley 1985, K. Hurley pers. commun., Wyoming Game and Fish, Dep., Thermopolis) but 
within potential wolf activity (Mack et al. 1990). The Wapiti Ridge herd (hunt area 3) has 
summer and winter ranges both inside and outside the southeastern corner of Yellowstone 
National Park (Hurley 1985, T. Fagan, pers. commun., Wyoming Game and Fish, Cody). 

Population !./umbers. -Bighorn sheep populations east of the park have increased slightly through 
the 1980s (Mack et al. 1990). Population estimates in 1988 were 500 for the Clarks Fork herd, 
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Figure 3-12. Winter ranges for Wyoming moose herds living in or near Yellowstone National 
Park. 

497 for the Trout Peak herd, 967 for the Wapiti Ridge herd, and 770 for the Younts Peak herd 
(Mack et al. 1990). 

Age-Sex Compositions.-Between 1981and1988, age-sex composition ratios annually averaged 
41 lambs/100 ewes and 47 rams/100 ewes for the Wapiti Ridge herd and 39 lambs/100 ewes and 
31 rams/ 100 ewes for the Younts Peak herd (Mack et al. 1990). 

Only 6 years of data between 1981 and 1988 are available for the Clarks Fork and Trout Peak 
herds. Lamb/ewe ratios annually averaged 42 lambs/100 ewes for the Clarks Fork herd and 38 
lambs/100 ewes for the Trout Peak herd. Ram/ewe ratios annually averaged 74 rams/100 ewes 
for the Clarks Fork herd and 51 rams/ 100 ewes for the Trout Peak herd (Mack et al. 1990). 
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Table 3-11. Moose population estimates in 1988 for the Clarks Fork (primarily Crandall and 
Sunlight), North Fork Shoshone, South Fork Shoshone, and Thorofare herds in Wyoming east 
of Yellowstone National Park.' 

Clarks Fork 

Population estimate 150 

Moose herd unit 

North Fork 
Shoshone 

55 

South Fork 
Shoshone 

55 

' From Wyoming Grune and Fish Dep., Cheyenne, unpubl. data. 

Thorofare 

255 

Table 3-12. Average annual moose harvest from 1980 to 1988 for Wyoming moose herds east 
and south of Yellowstone National Park.' 

Average harvest" 

Herd Bulls Cows Calves 

Crandall 9 D D 

Sunlight s D D 

North Fork Shoshone 3 0 0 

South Fork Shoshone 3 0 0 

Thorofare 23' 0 0 

Jackson 243 68 10 

Targhee 28 5 

' Adapted from Mack et al. 1990. 
b Bulls are yearling and adult males, cows are yearling and adult females and calves are young. 
c lncludes 1 calf harvested in 1980. 
d Includes average harvest of l unclassified moose/year. 

Total 

9 

s 
3 

3 

23 

323d 

34 

Harvests.-All sheep harvested east of Yellowstone National Park were adult rams (males) 
having a 3/4 curl horn or larger. Except for the exceptionally low harvest of 3 rams from the 
Clarks Fork herd in 1988 (due to forest fires in that area), hunter harvests of bighorn sheep have 
been relatively stable to slightly increasing for all 4 herds east of Yello\vstone during the 1980s 
(Mack et al. 1990). Average harvests from 1980 to 1988 were 13 rams/year (Clarks Fork herd), 
19 rams/year (Trout Peak), 28 rams/year (Wapiti Ridge), and 31 rams/year (Younts Peak, Mack 
et al. 1990). 
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Figure 3-13. Wyoming bighorn sheep hunt areas associated with bighorn sheep populations east 
of Yellowstone National Park. 

Eastern Idaho Ungulate Populations 
Elk 
Distribution.-In eastern Idaho, the Sand Creek elk herd is associated with 5 hunt units (60, 
60A, 61, 62, and 62A) located west and southwest of Yellowstone National Park (Figure 3-14). 
About 76% of the herd summers east of Highway 20 near or in Yellowstone (Brown 1985, Vales 
1989). During fall, most elk migrate southwest to the Sand Creek winter range located 
northwest of Rexburg and southeast of Dubois, Idaho, between Highway 20 and Interstate 90 
(Brown 1985, see also Figure 3-20). 

Population Numbers. -Population trend counts for the Sand Creek elk herd have ranged from 
1,803 to 2,959 between 1980 and 1988 (Mack et al. 1990). Brown (1985) estimated the elk 
population was 4,900 in 1982-1983 while Vales (1989) calculated that the actual herd size must 
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Figure 3-14. Idaho hunt units associated with elk, deer, and moose populations living in or near 
Yellowstone National Park. 

be 4,200 in spring (postharvest) to support observed hunter harvests. The difference between 
the trend counts and population estimates might be due to some elk living near southwestern 
Yellowstone during summer but not wintering on the Sand Creek winter range and not being 
counted in the trend counts (J. Naderman, Idaho Dep. of Fish and Game, pers. commun. in 
Mack et al. 1990). 

Age-Sex Composition. -Age-sex composition data for the Sand Creek herd was collected between 
1980-1981 and 1987-1988. Age-sex compositions averaged 53 calves/100 cows and 22 bulls/100 
cows (Mack et al. 1990). 

Harvests.-From 1980 to 1988, the general season elk harvests were all bulls and averaged 
546/year (Mack et al. 1990). From 1980 to 1988, elk harvests during controlled hunts averaged 
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108 bulls/year and 355 cows/year (Mack et al. 1990). Bulls comprised an average of 65% and 
cows an average of 35% of the total harvest (J. A. Mack unpubl. data, Natl. Park Serv., 
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming). 

Mule Deer 
Distribution.-Mule deer living in areas adjacent to the southwestern portion of Yellowstone 
National Park are found in hunt areas 60, 60A, 61, 62, and 62A, the same hunt units as for 
Idaho elk (Figure 3-14). Mule deer from this area summer in the Island Park area, portions of 
Wyoming near the Idaho border, and in southwestern Yellowstone National Park (Mack et al. 
1990). These mule deer winter in the Junipers-Sand Creek winter range in hunt area 60A 
(Figure 3-14). 

Population Numbers.-Mule deer trend counts were conducted 5 out of 9 years between 1980-
1981and1988-1989 and averaged 1,599 (Mack et al. 1990). The population objective for this 
area is 1,200 (Mack et al. 1990). The trend for this herd, either increasing or decreasing, 
cannot be described because few counts were conducted during the 1980s. 

Age-Sex Composition. -Fawn/doe ratios were relatively high for this herd and averaged 98 
fawns/ 100 does during the 1980s (Mack et al. 1990). Buck/ doe ratios generally decreased 
during the 1980s from a high of 65 bucks/100 does in 1980-1981to23 bucksilOO does in 1986-
1987 and averaged 41 bucks/100 does (Mack et al. 1990). 

Harvests. -Deer harvests averaged 1,021 deer/year. Bucks averaged 73 % of the annual harvest 
and does averaged 27% (Mack et al. 1990). White-tailed deer are rarely harvested and averaged 
4 % of the total deer harvest from 1983 to 1988. 

Moose 
Distribution.-Near southwestern Yellowstone National Park, eastern Idaho moose use the same 
5 hunt units as elk and mule deer (Figure 3-14), and winter on the Junipers, Big Bend, Fall 
River, Island Park, and Shotgun Valley ranges near and southwest of Ashton, Island Park and 
the Henrys Lake areas (Ritchie 1978). A small number of moose also winter in the Bechler area 
in Yellowstone (Mack et al. 1990). In summer, moose from the Big Bend, Junipers, and Fall 
River winter ranges summer in Idaho near Yellowstone, in Yellowstone, and south of 
Yellowstone in Wyoming. Moose from the Island Park winter range remain in the Island Park 
area during summer an average of 8 miles (13 km) from the winter range (Ritchie 1978). 
Shotgun Valley moose primarily summer in the Centennial Mountains (Ritchie 1978). 

Population Numbers. -Moose trend counts declined between the 1950s and 1970s. Trend counts 
increased in the 1980s to a high of 813 in 1988-1989 (Table 3-13). 
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Table 3-13. Moose trend counts in 3 wintering areas in eastern Idaho, southwest of Yellowstone 
National Park, 1951-1952 to 1988-1989." 

Wintering area 

Year Junipers and Big Bend Fall River Ridge Island Park Total 

1951-1952 400 153 124 677 

1952-1953 241 135 133 509 

1955-1956 270 152 177 599 

1957-1958 173 92 65 330 

1962-1963 148 66 68 282 

1968-1969 126 40 66 232 

1972-1973 86 69 22 177 

1975-1976 90 109 74 273 

1980-1981 172 151 65 388 

1981-1982 136 159 66 361 

1982-1983 353 138 61 552 

1988-1989 372 217 224 813 

' Adapted from Mack et al. 1990. 

Age-Sex Composition.-Calflcow ratios were collected for 6 years during the 1980s and averaged 
69 calves/100 cows; bull/cow ratios averaged 103 bulls/100 cows (Mack et al. 1990). Twinning 
rates were not collected during the 1980s but during the 1970s, twinning rates averaged 12 % 
(Ritchie 1978). 

Harvests.-From 1980 to 1982, moose harvests were allowed only in hunt unit 61. During these 
years the moose harvest averaged 6 bulls/year (Mack et al. 1990). After 1983, all hunt units 
(60, 60A, 61, 62, and 62A) had moose hunting. Harvests increased from 42 bulls in 1983 to 
68 bulls in 1988 and averaged 58 bulls/year between that period (Mack et al. 1990). 

Bison in the Yellowstone Area 
Within the Yellowstone area, 2 separate, wild, free ranging bison populations exist. The largest 
population lives in Yellowstone National Park. Except for extreme winter weather conditions, 
these bison remain within Yellowstone National Park's boundaries year round. The Northern 
Range (Lamar), Pelican, and Mary Mountain subunits generally describe bison wintering areas 
in Yellowstone (Meagher 1973, M. M. Meagher pers. commun.). The Northern Range 
wintering area approximates most of the northern elk winter range (Houston 1982, M. M. 
Meagher pers. commun.). The Pelican wintering area is located in Pelican Valley in east-central 
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Yellowstone and the Mary Mountain wintering area extends from Hayden Valley to the Madison
Firehole river area in the west-central portion of the park. 

The Yellowstone bison population steadily increased during the 1980s and numbered about 3,400 
in winter 1992-1993 (M. M. Meagher, Yellowstone National Park, Wyo., pers. commun.). 
Numbers of bison residing in the 3 wintering areas are highly variable both between years and 
within a winter because bison groups can move from one wintering area to another. Minimum 
bison numbers in the 3 wintering areas likely are 400-500 in the Northern Range, 300-400 in 
Pelican, and 1,200 to 2,000 in Mary Mountain (M. M. Meagher pers. commun.). 

The extent of human caused mortality of bison in the Yellowstone National Park population is 
highly variable according to bison movements and resulting conflicts outside the park. Between 
the winters of 1984-1985 and 1991-1992 bison removals outside the park in Montana averaged 
131 bison/year and ranged from 6 in 1986-1987 to 569 in 1988-1989 (M. M. Meagher unpubl. 
data). Currently, sporthunting of bison leaving Yellowstone is not allowed in Montana. If a 
landowner requests it, state game wardens and National Park Service rangers can kill bison that 
leave the park and move onto private land. A few bison (3) have also been killed for research 
purposes inside Yellowstone National Park (M. M. Meagher pers. commun.). Road-killed bison 
in Yellowstone averaged 7 bison/year between 1990 and 1992 (K. Gunther, unpubl. data, Natl. 
Park Serv., Yellowstone Natl. Park, Wyoming). 

The second small bison population summers in Grand Teton National Park and winters on the 
National Elk Refuge feeding grounds near Jackson, Wyoming (Peterson et al. 1991). This 
population has increased from 9 in 1970 (Peterson et al. 1991) to about 170 in winter 1992-1993 
(B. Smith, pers. commun., National Elk Refuge, Jackson, Wyoming). These bison are 
supplementally fed during winter on the National Elk Refuge. Government agency reductions 
and controlled public hunts occurred during 4 years between 1983-1984 and 1990-1991 and 
removals averaged 11 bison/year (R. Wallen, pers. commun., Grand Teton Natl. Park, 
Wyoming). Future management plans for this herd are being developed under the NEPA 
process. 

YELLOWSTONE: DOl\IBSTIC LIVESTOCK 

Land Ownership 
The general area involves portions of 17 counties in east-central Idaho, southwestern Montana, 
and northwestern Wyoming. (Figure 3-15). Land ownership in these counties is mixed with 
about 60% federal, 4% state and other local government, 5% Native American, and 31 % private 
ownership (Table 3-14). These counties include a total of approximately 36 million acres, 
(145,800 km2

) with national forests, Bureau of Land Management, and private land totalling 
almost 30 million acres (121,500 km2

). 
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Figure 3-15. Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming counties adjacent to Yellowstone National Park 
and primary analysis area. 
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Table 3-14. Percent of lands in major categories in the 17 county area around Yellowstone 
National Park. 

Idaho Montana Wyoming 17 county average• 

National forests 38 34 31 33 

National parks 1 2 12 7 

Wildlife refuges 1 0 Tb Tb 

BLM lands 8 9 27 19 

Federal total 50 45 71 60 

State total 7 5 4 4 

Tribal 0 0 9 5 

Private 43 50 16 31 

a Weighted average. 
b Indicates a value less than I%. 

Not all of the area in these 17 counties will be affected by the presence of wolves in the 
Yellowstone area, and the effects of wolf reintroduction will likely decrease the farther an area 
is from Yellowstone National Park. Consequently, a primary analysis area was identified 
(Table 3-15, Figure 3-15). 

The primary analysis area includes about 16 million acres (64,800 km2
) in these 17 counties, 2.3 

million acres (9,300 km2) in Idaho, 4.9 million acres (19,800 km2) in Montana, and 8.9 million 
acres (36,000 km2

) in Wyoming (Table 3-15). The proportion of land ownership includes about 
76% federal ownership, 2% other governmental ownership, 1 % Native American ownership, 
and 21 % private ownership (Table 3-15, Figure 3-16). 

In the center is Yellowstone National Park, 2,219,773 acres (8,990 km2). Other lands under 
National Park Service management include Grand Teton National Park and John D. Rockefeller 
Memorial Parkway south of Yellowstone, totalling 330,282 acres (1,338 km2

). 

Southeast of Grand Teton National Park is the 24, 760 acre (100 km2
) National Elk Refuge, 

managed by the FWS as winter range and an artificial winter feed ground for elk. Red Rock 
Lakes National Wildlife Refuge (44,159 acres; 179 km2) in Beaverhead County, Montana, west 
of Yellowstone National Park is the only other area managed by the FWS in the primary analysis 
area. 

Surrounding Yellowstone National Park is a complex of national forests including large areas 
of federally designated wilderness (about 4 million acres; 16,200 km2) as well as land managed 
for a broader spectrum of multiple use objectives. Within the 17 county area there are all or 
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Table 3-15. Lands in major categories in the primary analysis area. 

Idaho Montana Wyoming Total analysis area 

National forests 1,025,900 2,476,400 5,118,400 8,620,700 

National parks 31,500 167,700 2,350,900 2,550,100 

Wildlife refuges 0 44,200 24,800 69,000 

BLM lands 173,800 216,500 596,400 986,700 

Other federal 33,500 600 27,500 61,600 

Federal total 1,264,700 2,905,400 8,118,000 12,288,100 

State total 142,400 120,700 72,700 335,800 

Tribal 0 0 117,700 117,700 

Private 891,800 1,880,800 552,500 3,325,100 

Grand total 2,298,900 4,906,900 8,860,900 16,066,700 

portions of 10 national forests comprising over 11 million acres (44,600 km2
). Within the 

primary analysis area are portions of 6 national forests including Beaverhead, Bridger-Teton, 
Custer, Gallatin, Shoshone, and Targhee National Forests. Total area of·national forest within 
the primary analysis area is about 8.6 million acres (34,800 km2

) or about 50% of the primary 
analysis area (Table 3-15). 

The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) is the third largest federal land management ownership 
in the primary analysis area with about 987,000 acres (4,000 km2) (Table 3-15, Figure 3-16). 
Most BLM land lies west of Yellowstone National Park in Montana and Idaho and south and east 
of Yellowstone National Park in Wyoming generally outside of the perimeter formed by national 
forests adjacent to Yellowstone National Park. 

The Wind River Indian Reservation is located southeast of Yellowstone National Park and the 
Bridger-Teton National Forest in Fremont and Hot Springs counties, Wyoming, and includes a 
total of approximately 1. 9 million acres (7, 700 km2), of which 95 % is in tribal ownership, less 
than 1 % in federal ownership, and 5% in private ownership. About 117,700 acres (480 km2

) 

are included in the primary analysis area. 

Private land comprises about 3.3 million acres (13,400 km2
) or about 21 % of the analysis area 

(Table 3-15 and Figure 3-16). The amount of private land in the analysis area varies among 
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Figure 3-16. Land ownership in primary analysis area. 

Other 
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states from an estimate of about 0.9 million acres (3,600 km2
) in Idaho, and 1.9 million (7,700 

km2) in Montana, to about 0.5 million (2,000 km2) in Wyoming. The vast majority of private 
land is located at lower elevations, primarily beyond the perimeter of federal lands or in the 
major river valleys that head at higher elevations on public land. 

Livestock Abundance and Distribution 
Domestic livestock in the primary analysis area are mainly cattle and sheep. During winter 
(October to June) cattle and sheep are moved to lower elevations, often to farm and ranch 
headquarters on private lands. Based on county livestock densities from the Census of 
Agriculture (U.S. Department of Commerce 1989a,b,c) mid-winter livestock numbers in the 
analysis area are estimated to be about 230,000 cattle and 60,000 sheep with fewer numbers of 
other livestock classes (Table 3-16). Annual production of calves and lambs, based on state 
wide averages, are estimated to be about 124,000 and 57,000 respectively (Table 3-16). 

Seasonal livestock grazing occurs on portions of all 6 national forests. Livestock grazing is 
permitted on approximately 4 million acres (16,200 km2) (Figure 3-17). Percentages of each 
forest that are grazed range from 14% on the Custer National Forest to 71 % on the Beaverhead 
National Forest (Table 3-17). The number of livestock in each class varies between forests with 
the most livestock permitted on the Bridger-Teton and Targhee National Forests (Table 3-18). 
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Table 3-16. Numbers of livestock (in winter) by class in primary analysis area! 
State County Cattle' Calves' Sheep' Lambs' Swinec Chickens' Horsesc Turkeys' 

Idaho Bonneville 18, 100 10,100 1,200 900 2,179 572 860 22 

Fremont 13,000 7,300 13,400 10,900 514 666 785 35 

Madison 17,600 9,900 2,600 2,100 829 0 605 24 

Teton 12,500 7,000 300 200 33 306 1,055 0 

Sub total 61,200 34,300 17,500 14,200 3,555 1,544 3,304 82 

Montana Beaverhead 7,600 4,200 1,200 1,000 31 34 92 0 

Carbon 22,300 12,300 7,100 6,000 1,773 619 860 26 

Gallatin 15,800 8,700 2,600 2,200 1,447 0 804 12 

Madison 26,100 14,300 5,300 4,500 989 530 626 6 

Park 20,200 11,100 2,000 1,700 274 889 865 28 

Stillwater 15,400 8,500 5,400 4,600 2,832 0 410 166 

Sweet grass 11,000 6,000 6,800 5,700 1,307 241 285 15 

Sub Total 118,400 65,100 30,300 25,800 8,652 2,313 3,942 253 

Wyoming Fremont 3,800 1,900 1,700 1,300 95 93 250 9 

Hot Springs 700 300 200 100 3 9 30 0 

Lincoln 700 400 500 400 29 41 46 0 

Park 24,200 11,800 7,000 5,300 429 1,017 1,553 36 

Sublette 11, 700 5,700 1,600 1,200 0 107 454 0 

Teton 9,600 4,700 1,100 8,600 11 0 1,170 0 

Sub total 50,600 24,800 12,000 16,900 566 1,268 3,502 45 

Total 230,200 124,200 59,900 56,900 12,773 5,125 10,748 380 

' Livestock numbers in each class were prorated based on livestock density in entire county and area of county in 
primary analysis area; totals may not add because of rounding. 
' Rounded to the nearest 100. 
' Rounded to the whole numbers due to the smaller values compared to cattle, calves, sheep and lambs. 

Over 146,000 cattle and calves, about 265,000 sheep and lambs, and about 1,300 horses are 
grazed seasonally on national forests in the primary analysis area. 

Livestock (primarily cattle, sheep, and horses) are grazed, both within and outside wilderness 
areas, under permit to livestock operators for a specified period and number and class of 
livestock. In general, on national forest grazing allotments, livestock are permitted on allotments 
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Table 3-17. Total allotments, number of active allotments, total permits, permits per allotment, 
total and mean allotment area, and percent of total forest and national park in active allotments 
for each of 6 national forests and Grand Teton National Park (GTNP) surrounding Yellowstone 
National Park during 1991." 

Active allotment area Percent of 

Allotments (km') park or 
forest area 

National park or Total Pennits per with active 
forest Total Active Percent permits allotment Total Mean allotments 

Gallatin 88 77 87.5 107 1.4 1.971 25.6 28 

Custer 19 17 89.5 26 1.5 286 16.8 14 

Shoshone 63 56 88.9 69 1.2 3,473 62.0 39 

Bridger-Teton 104 104 100.0 173 1.7 6,079 58.5 55 

GTNP 5 5 100.0 IO 2.0 lll 22.2 8 

Targhee ll6 99 85.3 144 1.5 3,507 35.4 59 

Beaverhead 45 34 75.6 48 1.4 1,215 35.7 71 

Totals 440 392 577 16.642 

a Mack et al. 1992a. 

Table 3-18. Number of cattle, sheep, and horses grazed on active allotments in 6 national 
forests and Grand Teton National Park (GTNP) within the primary analysis area, summer 1991.a 

National park 
or forest Cattle Calves Sheep Lambs Horses Total 

Gallatin 7,002 6,302 4,351 5,221 243 23,119 

Custer 2,064 1,858 0 0 25 3,947 

Shoshone 15,047 13,542 5,900 9,440 204 44,133 

Bridger-Teton 32, 111 28,900 42,747 68,395 524 172,677 

GTNP 1,368 1,231 0 0 75 2,674 

Targhee 11,497 10,347 49,486 79,178 164 150,672 

Beaverhead 7,573 6,816 167 267 35 148,858 

Total 76,662 68,996 102,651 162,501 1,270 412,080 

a Mack et al. 1992a. 

during late spring or early summer and taken off in the fall with no over-winter grazing. The 
mean date livestock are permitted on the national forests varies but livestock generally are 
allowed on during middle to late June and taken off in middle to late October (Table 3-19). 
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Table 3-19. Average total days all livestock graze on 6 national forests and Grand Teton 
National Park (GTNP) in the primary study area and the median dates livestock are allowed on 
and taken off active grazing allotments." 

National park or 
forest 

Gallatin 

Custer 

Shoshone 

Bridger-Teton 

GTNP 

Targhee 

Beaverhead 

a Mack et al. l 992a. 

Average total days on allotments 

95 

129 

98 

90 

93 

84 

94 

b Median date is expressed as month and day (mm/dd). 

Median dateb 

Off 
On allotment allotment 

07/0l 10/15 

06/26 10/18 

06126 10/10 

06/18 09130 

05/28 10/25 

06/26 09115 

06126 10/05 

Livestock grazing is also managed on BLM lands under a permit system. Various situations 
include summer grazing at higher elevations similar to that on national forests, grazing during 
specified seasons usually associated with lower elevation areas, and year round grazing on 
isolated parcels in conjunction with private lands. 

With the exception of pack and riding stock, livestock grazing is not permitted in Yellowstone 
National Park or John D. Rockefeller Memorial Parkway. Within Grand Teton National Park, 
27,400 acres (110 km2), or 8% of the total park area, is open to livestock grazing (Table 3-17). 
Permitted grazing includes 1,368 cattle and 75 horses (Table 3-18) from late June through late 
October, for an average of 93 days (Table 3-19). 

Livestock are not grazed on National Elk Refuge, but grazing of domestic livestock is allowed 
under permit on Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge. 

Within the analysis area, at least 7 .5 million acres (30,400 km2
) of public land (national forest 

and national park \ands) have no livestock grazing anytime of the year. Areas without livestock 
grazing lie between Yellowstone National Park and livestock allotments on national forests. 
Grazing allotments border Yellowstone National Park only on the southwestern and northwestern 
comers of the park. The largest areas with no commercial livestock grazing are found north, 
east, and south of Yellowstone National Park and include large areas of designated wilderness. 
The average distance between Yellowstone National Park and active grazing allotments on 
national forests range from about 11 miles (18 km) on the west side to 22 miles (35 km) on the 
east side (Table 3-20). Livestock grazing is generally permitted from June to October and is not 
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Table 3-20. Average minimum distance (km) between Yellowstone National Park (YNP) and 
active grazing allotments and minimum and maximum distance of grazing allotments closest to 
YNP according to 4 compass directions." 

Direction from Distance (km) 

YNP boundary Minimum Maximum Mean SD' N 

Nonh 0 59.7 23.4 19.96 373 

East 9.1 58.5 36.2 12.65 134 

South 0.6 33.8 21.1 9.26 38 

West 1.6 32.5 16.6 9.14 100 

' Mack et al. 1992a. 
b SD = Standard deviation. 

permitted on these allotments during the remainder of the year. Consequently, there is 
approximately 11.5 million acres (46,600 km2) of public land with no livestock grazing for 
approximately 8 months. 

Private land used for livestock production is generally located at lower elevations and often along A 
the major river valleys. Most of the livestock in the analysis area are wintered on private land, W 
usually at lower elevations and along major river valleys. Few livestock remain on the public 
land grazing allotments during winter. In the spring, many of the cattle are moved to public 
land grazing allotments during middle to late June. Sheep are usually moved to higher elevation 
allotments slightly later, usually after lamb docking. 

YELLOWSTONE: LAND-USE RESTRICTIONS 

National Parks 
National parks are managed under authority of the acts that established each park and the 
National Park Service Organic Act, which established the National Park Service to "promote and 
regulate the use of ... parks ... " and defined the purpose of national parks "to conserve the 
scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wild life therein and to provide for the 
enjoyment of the same in such manner and hy such means as will leave them unimpaired for the 
enjoyment of future generations." 

In addition to these basic pieces of legislation, subsequent legislation, either specific to a 
particular park or addressing some aspect of park management, directs such diverse park issues 
as concessions, water rights, school facilities, park protection, lease of lands, and wild life 
management (Yellowstone National Park 1991). 
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These laws and regulations are the basis for management of the parks and protection of not only 
the natural and cultural resources located there but the protection of the over 3 million people 
while they are visiting Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks. Some regulations restrict 
types of activities just as ordinances in cities limit people's activities for the common good. 
Others limit the season an activity can occur (such as fishing regulations). Still others limit or 
preclude certain activities in particular areas or during particular times of the year, such as no 
off-road vehicle use or no off-trail travel in areas with high risk of grizzly bear encounters. 

A number of concessioners operate within the parks providing a variety of services ranging from 
hotel accommodations and stores to small guide services. These businesses operate under a 
variety of different concession contracts and agreements. Portions of these agreements may limit 
activities and seasons of operations to protect natural and cultural resources. Backcountry 
outfitters using stock generally do not operate prior to July 1 (unless a specific exemption is 
authorized) to protect trails during spring thaw. 

Both Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks are classified as natural area parks with 
primary emphasis on preservation and maintenance of natural values. Within this overall 
management objective, zones are established with varying management objectives (Table 3-21). 
These zones include a natural zone and a developed zone. Over 98% of Yellowstone and 893 
of Grand Teton are classified as natural zones. The natural zone includes areas managed for 
retention of natural values and areas recommended for wilderness, essentially the backcountry. 

The development zones contain most of the "built" infrastructure. Approximately 2 % of 
Yellowstone and about 12 % of Grand Teton are in developed areas. Developments include some 
roads and trails, visitor service facilities, developed campgrounds, visitor lodging facilities, 
employee housing, and administrative headquarters found in various areas throughout the parks 
(Figure 3-18). 

Table 3-21. Management zones in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks (acres). 

Natural wne 

Special use, historic, 
Wilderness Natural environment and development 

Unit recommendation subwne zones Total 

Grand Teton N.P. 122,600 167,700 40,000 330,300 

Yellowstone N .P. 2,016,200 163,600 40,000 2,219,800 

Total 2,138,800 331,300 80,000 2,550,100 

Source: Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Park Statements for Management and Yellowstone National Park 
Planning Office. 
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Figure 3-18. Management areas/zones on national parks and national forests in the Yellowstone 
area. Adapted from Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee (1987). 
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Visitor facilities in the 2 parks are located within the developed zones. Typical seasonal opening 
and closing dates of facilities are in Table 3-22. Peak visitor use season occurs from early July 
through mid-August. For example, during 1990, July was the peak month and averaged about 
24,000 visitors per day; the peak day was August 6, with 29,737 visitors. Most backcountry 
use is recorded July through September. Winter use has increased dramatically since the mid-
1960s; 30 years ago there was virtually no winter use within the parks. During the winter of 
1990-1991 over 98, 000 visitors came to Yellowstone; 72 % for snowmobiling and 24 % for cross
country skiing (Yellowstone National Park 1991). 

Yellowstone has about 523 miles (842 km) of public roads with no off-road use of vehicles 
authorized. During summer, primary roads are open to the public. The main road from the 
north entrance (Gardiner, Montana) to the northeast entrance (Silvergate-Cooke City, Montana) 
is maintained for wheeled vehicle use year-round. During the fall and spring other roads (about 
371 miles; 597 km) are closed temporarily to wheeled vehicles when they become impassible 
because of weather and prior to being suitable for over-snow machine use. During winter all 
interior roads are open to over-snow machine use except a segment between Tower and Canyon 
over Mount Washburn because of heavy snow accumulation, avalanche, and other hazards. No 
off-road use of over-snow machines is authorized. 

The 2 national parks contain about 1,200 miles (1,900 km) of trail available during the summer 
season and about 250 miles (400 km) of trail maintained during winter months (Table 3-23). 
Visitor use of these trails is outlined in the visitor use section. Some of these trails have travel 
restrictions regarding season of use, party size, or limits on stock to protect resources and 
visitors. 

There is no federally designated wilderness in either park. However, about 2.1 million acres 
(8,500 km2

) were recommended for wilderness designation (Table 3-21). Management is 
directed at maintaining wilderness characteristics that allows dispersed recreation but limits the 
use of motorized equipment or mechanized transport and prohibits new development that would 
diminish wilderness suitability. 

National parks, for the most part, are withdrawn from mineral development, and timber harvest 
is not permitted. Hunting is not allowed in Yellowstone, and there is a limited elk hunt allowed 
in portions of Grand Teton National Park and John D. Rockefeller Memorial Parkway. 
Livestock grazing is not permitted in Yellowstone. Limited grazing is allowed on about 8 % of 
Grand Teton (see Livestock Section). 

Superintendents are authorized to place limits on visitor use of certain areas for protection of 
resources or for public safety. Restrictions for public safety often involve limits on use in 
thermal areas, climbing in hazardous areas such as Grand Canyon of the Yellowstone, swimming 
in hazardous river sections, and limits on boats and motors on lakes and rivers. A 
complete listing of these are available in 36 CFR 1-7 (Office of the Federal Register 1992) and 
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Table 3-22. Seasonal operating periods for visitor facilities in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks, 1992-1993. 

Summer season Winter season 

Area Opening dates' Closing dates' Opening dates' Closing dates' 

Yellowstone 

Old Faithful April 24-May 23 August 30-0ctober 25 December 12-December 16 March 14-March 21 

Lake May 16-June 15 September ?-September 27 
Area/Bridge 
Bay 

Grant Village May 8-June 7 September 12-0ctober 12 

Canyon April 23-June 13 August 30-November 1 December 12-December 16 March IO-March 15 

Tower May 23-June 7 August 30-September 20 

Mammoth' May 9-May 28 September 7-0ctober 11 December 12-December 19 March 7-March 14 

Grand Teton 

Flagg Ranch May 15-June 1 September I -October 15 December I-December 15 March I-March 15 

Colter Bay May 2-June 5 September 7-0ctober 11 

Jackson Lake May 27-June 5 September 20-0ctober 11 
Lodge 

Signal May 9-May 29 October I-October 13 
Mountain 

Jenny Lake May 31-June 1 September 27-September 28 

Moosed Open year-round 

' Dates include the opening of the first facility in an area until all facilities are open. Day use and support facilities usually open earliest with full 
service facilities and major lodging facilities opening later as visitor use increases. 
' bates include the closing of the first facilities in an area until all facilities are closed. Major facilities usually close earliest as visitor levels 
decline with smaller support facilities closing last. 
' Some facilities are open year-round including visitor center, Mammoth campground, and Hamilton General Store. 
d Visitor center remains open year-round. 
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Table 3-23. Miles of trails in national parks, national forests, and national wildlife refuges in 
the Yellowstone area. 

Miles 

Unit Motorized Horse and foot Winter 

Beaverhead N. F. 86 110 120 

Bridger-Teton N .F. 800 1,304 128 

Custer N.F. 126 178 27 

Gallatin N.F. 434 850 159 

Shoshone N. F. 205 687 125 

Targhee N.F. 662 351 518 

National forest total 2,313 3,480 1,077 

Grand Teton N. P. 0 163 0 

Yellowstone N.P. 0 1,000 247 

National park total 0 1,163 247 

National elk refuge 0 0.5 0 

Red Rock Lakes Wildlife Refuge 0 0 0 

National wildlife refuge total 0 0.5 0 

Grand total 2,313 4,643.5 1,324 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. 

Yellowstone Compendium 36 CFR l.7(B). 

Limits on human activity to protect resources may involve limits on numbers, care and handling 
of stock, limits on activities in areas which are key habitats for sensitive species, and limits on 
the duration of certain activities. A major component of bear management is limiting human 
entry into very important seasonal habitats for bears or where there is a history of high potential 
of bear-human confrontation. Bear management areas have seasonal closures or human-use 
restrictions such as no off-trail travel or party size limitations (Table 3-24). Other areas may 
have temporary restrictions for specific emergency situations (Yellowstone National Park 1992t). 
Unless activities are specifically restricted to protect natural or cultural resources or for human 
safety, off-trail travel is authorized throughout the park. Consequently, during July through 
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Table 3-24. Human-use restrictions in bear management areas in Yellowstone National Park, 
1992. 

Area name Use limit Duration Reason for restriction Acres 

Firehole Closed Mar. 10-MDw• Concentrated grizzly 20,670 
feeding area 

Richard's Pond Closed Mar. 10-MDW Frequent grizzly encounters 6,107 

Gneiss Creek Closed Mar. 10-June 30 Frequent grizzly encounters 9,333 

Gallatin No off trail travel May 1-Nov. 10 Frequent grizzly encounters 78,460 

Blacktail Closed Mar. 10-June 30 Concentrated grizzly spring 10,300 
feeding area 

Washburn Closed Aug. I-Nov. 10 Concentrated grizzly use 32,613 
area 

Antelope Closed (roads and Mar. 10-Nov. Concentrated grizzly use 15,260 
turnouts open) 10 area 

Mirror Plateau Day use only May 15-Nov. 10 Grizzly security area, no 63,867 
trails or designated 
campsites 

Pelican Valley Closed Apr. I-July 3 Cutthroat trout spawning 33,460 
Concentrated grizzly use 

Day use only July 4-Nov. 10 area 

qear Creek Trail limits-No off Apr. I-Aug. 10 Concentrated grizzly 28,560 
trail travel feeding area 

Lake Spawn No off-trail travel May 15-July 14 Concentrated grizzly 34,040 
feeding area 

Two Ocean No off-trail travel Mar. 10-July Grizzly bear security area 65,004 
14, Aug. 22-
Nov. 10 

Riddle/ Closed Apr. 30-July 14 Concentrated grizzly 12,060 
Solution feeding area 

Grant Village Campgrounds closed to June 20 Concentrated grizzly 168 
feeding area 

Heart Lake Closed Apr. ! -June 30 Concentrated grizzly use 54,600 
area 

a MDW = Through Friday of Memorial Day weekend. 
Source: National Park Service unpubl. data. 
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September, the principal summer use season (47,873 acres, 194 km2 ; about 2% of the 
backcountry) is closed to human entry for grizzly bear conservation and human safety. 

National Forests 
National forests are established under the Creation Act and managed under the Organic Act. 
In addition to these basic pieces of legislation, subsequent legislation, either specific to a 
particular forest or addressing some aspect of forest management direct such diverse issues as 
timber management, range management, recreation, wilderness management, air and water 
quality, natural and cultural resources, water and water rights, soil conservation, and minerals 
management. 

The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974, as amended by the 
National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of 1976 specifies that land and resource management 
plans shall be developed for units of the National Forest System. These plans guide natural 
resource management activities on the nation forests and, consistent with other laws and 
regulations, are the basis for management of the national forests. 

Within each plan, goals and objectives are established and standards and guidelines are described 
for the conduct of activities to achieve multiple use objectives. These plans are available for all 
national forests in the Yellowstone area. A detailed display of their content is beyond the scope 
of this document. Within each management area a priority is given to certain management 
objectives (Table 3-25). Management area specific objectives are identified, and standards and 
guidelines direct how each activity is to be coordinated with other multiple objectives. 

Three general types of activities involve large areas of national forest land; livestock grazing, 
timber harvest, and recreation. The areas on national forests utilized for livestock grazing are 
described in the livestock section (see Table 3-18, Figure 3-17). Each livestock allotment has 
specifications and stipulations regarding conduct of that activity. In general, grazing is permitted 
from late June through late October (see Table 3-19). 

Timber harvest occurs within areas determined to be suitable for timber production, which 
includes about 1.5 million acres (6,100 km2) (Table 3-26). The level of timber harvest activity 
varies by year and by national forest. From 1986 to 1996 an annual average of about 28,000 
acres (113 km2

) are planned or have been in active timber harvest (Table 3-27 and Figure 3-19). 
The majority of future timber harvest (about 55 % ) will occur on the Targhee National Forest 
(Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee 1987). 
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Table 3-25. Management direction by acres on each national forest in the Yellowstone area. 15= 

National forest ~ 
§ 

Management "' Beaverhead Bridger-Teton Custer Gallatin Shoshone Targhee Total :... 
areas/zones ~ ., 
Wilderness 101,400 1,190,300 339,800 713,700 1,277,100 131,800 3,754,100 

Recommended 4,500 5,700 21,900 16,400 48,500 
wilderness 

Wilderness smdy, 127,900 3,300 14,700 91,400 237,300 
W&S River 

Developed recreation 3,400 47,700 2,600 38,700 6,000 76,300 174,700 

Dispersed recreation 23,900 408,400 19,600 100,800 24,700 577,400 

Range, minerals, 197,300 25,000 77,300 49,400 296,600 645,600 
wildlife, dispersed 
recreation 

w 
Timber, range, 34,200 83,900 118,100 ' 0\ 

0 minerals 

Timber, range, 47,800 166,200 53,000 682,200 354,100 1,303,300 
minerals, wildlife, 
dispersed recreation 

Timber wildlife 26,400 433,600 53,600 182,700 13,700 199,600 909,600 
dispersed recreation 

Wildlife dispersed 18,400 366,700 20,000 460,100 156,100 320,700 1,342,000 
recreation 

Others 17,000 17,000 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation of National Park and National 
Forest Management Plans. 
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Table 3-26. Forested land (acres) determined suitable for timber production on national forests 
in the Yellowstone area. 

National forest Suited Not suited 

Beaverhead 54,600 204,100 

Bridger-Teton 97,900 1,817,200 

Custer 33,900 50,100 

Gallatin 263,700 857,500 

Shoshone 144,700 1,156,400 

Targhee 910,600 377,500 

Total 1,505,400 4,462,800 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. 

A substantial portion of the national forests are within designated wilderness, areas 
recommended for wilderness, or other roadless or undeveloped situations (Table 3-28). 
Wilderness is managed to maintain the primitive characteristics of an area, and activities such 
as road construction, timber harvest, and motorized use or mechanical transportation are 
generally prohibited. Activities such as camping, hiking, hunting, horseback riding, fishing, and 
livestock grazing are allowed. When an area is designated as wilderness, it is normally 
withdrawn from mineral entry. 

Areas recommended for wilderness are managed with the objective of maintaining wilderness 
values, and no new development that would diminish wilderness suitability is permitted. Areas 
managed as wilderness or recommended as wilderness in the Yellowstone area are mostly 
adjacent to Yellowstone National park and at higher elevations. Consequently the majority of 
public use is limited by terrain and weather. Primary use occurs from middle to late June 
through October or early November. 

In national forests in the Yellowstone area there are about 6,600 miles (10,600 km) of road 
(Table 3-29). About 583 are open to unrestricted use, about 213 are closed to general public 
use, and about 21 3 have some form of seasonal restriction. There are also about 2,300 miles 
(3, 700 km) of motorized trails and about 3,480 miles (5,600 km) of horse and foot trails 
primarily used during summer and about 1,077 miles (1,700 km) of winter trails that are used 
primarily for over-snow machines or cross-country skiing (Table 3-23). 

Roads provide access to national forest lands for a variety of purposes including recreation, 
timber harvest, grazing, mining, oil and gas development, and access to camp grounds and trail 
heads. Management of roads on national forests are described in the transportation plans for 
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Table 3-27. Acres of timber harvest planned annually on national forests in the Yellowstone 
area. 

Year Beaverhead" Bridger-Tetonb Custer" Gallatind Shoshonee Targhee 

1996 3,620 425 2,130 2,430f 

1995 1,972 2,830 400 2,130 2,313 2,757f 

1994 1,491 2,830 675 2,130 2,076 2,19lf 

1993 1,781 2,830 375 2,130 2,304 12,900' 

1992 2,796 2,830 300 2,130 2,077 12,900• 

1991 2,326 2,830 450 2,130 1,947 12,900• 

1990 2,467 2,830 600 1,910 2,459 15,491 g 

1989 2,265 2,830 650 1,718 2,065 17 ,257g 

1988 2,514 2,830 450 1,891 1,641 15, 741 g 

1987 3,250 2,830 400 1,509 3,205 15,445' 

1986 386 2,830 690 1,812 18,377g 

Annual average 2,125 2,902 492 1,981 2,190 11,451 

a Doesn't include thinning; data from Beaverhead National Forest, Management Plan, 1985. 
b Average for 1985-1994 for all harvest types (poles, posts and other products, commercial fuel wood, dead 
sawtimber, firewood and green sawtimber); data from Bridger-Teton National Forest, Management Plan, 1985. A 
c Includes small sales; data from Custer National Forest, Management Plan, 1986. W 
d Includes posts and poles; data from Gallatin National Forest, Management Plan, 1986. 
e Includes thinning but not small sales (posts, poles, etc); data from Shoshone National Forest, Management Plan, 
1986. 
r Does not include firewood (with the exception of the Ashton District firewood sales having 500 planned acres in 
1994, 350 planned acres in 1995, and 350 planned acres in 1996) or district-wide deadwood sales which average 
2.5 million board feet/year cut; data from Targhee National Forest Five-Year Action Plan, Feb. 17, 1994. 
g Includes firewood, posts and poles; data from Targhee National Forest, Management Plan, 1986. 

each forest. Access to national forest land by various classes of road management is displayed 
in Table 3-30. About 28 % is open to all motorized use, about 44 % is closed to all motorized 
use (primarily wilderness and recommended wilderness), and about 8% is closed to all except 
snowmobiles. About 6% has some seasonal or other restriction and about 14% includes areas 
where travel is restricted to designated routes. On average, a mile of open road provides access 
to about 1 square mile (0.62 km/km2

) of national forest. 

Seasonal restrictions on public access genera!!y result from several main causes. Snow closes 
most roads in national forests, except for those plowed by private or public groups who require 
business access. Reasons for seasonal restrictions include human safety, protection of the road 
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Figure 3-19. Areas modified by timber harvest from 1975 to 1985, and planned areas of timber 
harvest. Adapted from Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee (1987). 
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Table 3-28. Acres of wilderness and other undeveloped areas on national forests in the 
Yellowstone area. 

National forest Wilderness 

Beaverhead 101,400 

Bridger-Teton 1,190,300 

Custer 339,800 

Gallatin 713,700 

Shoshone 1,277,JOO 

Targhee 131,800 

Total 3,754, JOO 

Recommended wilderness, 
wilderness study 

4,500 

127,900 

25,200 

14,700 

JOl,800 

274, JOO 

Undeveloped areas 

211,600 

1,004,500 

379,000 

432,500 

474,JOO 

2,501,700 

Other 

3,700 

43,300 

28,800 

75,800 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. 

Table 3-29. Miles of roads in national forests in the Yellowstone area. 

National forest Open % Closed % Seasonal restrictions % Total 

Beaverhead 223 57 56 14 115 29 394 

Bridger-Teton 720 40 552 30 540 30 1,812 

Custer 131 

Gallatin 162 20 21 3 624 77 807 

Shoshone 1,250 77 326 20 50 3 1,626 

Targhee 1,350 74 420 23 56 3 1,826 

Total 3,836 58 1,375 21 1,385 21 6,596 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. 

bed itself during spring thaw and break-up, protection of seasonally important wildlife habitats 
such as elk winter range or calving areas, or for conservation of threatened or endangered 
species such as grizzly bears and bald eagles. 

Elk winter range (Figure 3-20) and elk calving areas in the Yellowstone area are distributed at 
middle to lower elevation. These areas comprise about 1.3 million acres (5,300 km2

) of winter 
range and about 500,000 acres (2,000 km2

) of calving area (Table 3-31). Seasonal restrictions 
on access in these areas are usually a combination of road closures, open road density standards, 
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Table 3-30. Acres accessed under various classes of road-management restrictions on national 
forests in the Yellowstone area. 

Travel 
Closed to all Seasonal or other restricted to 

Open to all Closed to all except restrictions to designated 
National forest motorized use motorized use snowmobiles motorized use routes 

Beaverhead 138,800 288,000 

Bridger-Teton 966,300 1,066,000 699,300 6,300 2,900 

Custer 159,500 346,200 1,000 10,800 

Gallatin 555,100 834,700 187,100 158,500 

Shoshone 1,350,300 39,300 834,300 

Targhee 844,300 254,500 39,200 44,800 294,400 

Total 2,525,200 3,990,500 739,500 565,500 1,300,900 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. 

or restricting vehicle access to certain designated routes to achieve cover-security objectives. 
Restrictions for big game winter range generally include the period from middle to late 
November through April or May (Table 3-32). Seasonal restrictions for big game birthing (elk 
calving, bighorn sheep lambing) areas generally include the period from middle to late May 
through June. 

Important habitats for threatened and endangered as well as sensitive species also receive 
consideration. Grizzly bear habitat has been stratified into management situations based on 
importance of habitat in an area to seasonal needs of grizzly bears and grizzly-human conflict 
potential (Figure 3-21). These include about 1.8 million acres (7,300 km2

) in situation I, about 
1.6 million acres (6,500 km2

) in situation II, and about 79 ,600 acres (330 km2) of situation III 
(Table 3-33). In general, situation I is important bear habitat year-round, situation II is 
important seasonally, and situation III areas are areas of high conflict potential, such as 
developments and campgrounds, where grizzly presence is not desirable. 

In some situations, human activity is limited to allow use by bears of important seasonal ranges. 
Limits on human activity such as use of roads or other access usually involve the spring from 
March through June to allow use of key spring ranges while bears are stressed after den 
emergence. Many of these areas include ungulate winter ranges or ungulate calving and fawning 
areas where winter killed carrion is available. Many of the seasonal restrictions for the various 
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Figure 3-20. Elk winter range in the Yellowstone area. 
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Table 3-31. Acres of elk seasonal ranges in national forests in the Yellowstone area. 

National forest Summer Winter Calving 

Beaverhead 425,000 45,000 31,800 

Bridger-Teton 345,900 212,100 229,900 

Custer 31,900 33,500 4,100 

Gallatin 1,057,300 513,200 ' 
Shoshone 1,180,200 421,300 41,100 

Targhee 757,500 103,800 236,500 

Total 3,797,800 1,328,900 543,400 

' Information is not available. 
Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. 

reasons including road bed protection, big game seasonal ranges, and threatened or endangered 
species occur at the same time and in the same area, and are not necessarily additive. 

The Effect of Open Road Density on Wolves 
Human-caused mortality, as indexed by road density (two-wheel drive accessible roads per given 
amount of area) and thus human access, seems to limit wolf distribution and numbers in the 
Great Lakes area (Thiel 1985, Jensen et al. 1986, Mech et al. 1988, Fuller 1989, Mech 1989, 
Fuller et al. 1992). Data from Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota suggest that under recent 
and current circumstances, wolf population persistence is normally unlikely in areas with open 
road densities greater than about 1 mile of open road per square mile (0. 62 km/km2

) of habitat. 
However, wolf populations can persist in areas with open road density higher than 1 mile of 
open road/mi2 (0.62 km/km2

), if such areas are near large areas of occupied wolf habitat with 
few or no roads (such as National Parks or Wilderness areas) (Mech 1989). 

The relationships between roads, wolf survival, and wolf habitat use is far more complicated 
than simply road density alone. Wolf vulnerability is influenced by terrain, topography, cover, 
traffic, and road distribution in the landscape as well as the ability, opportunity, and desire of 
people to kill wolves. Because of differences in topography and vegetative cover, it is unknown 
if the information from the Great Lakes area can be directly applied to the northern Rocky 
Mountains. Wolves may be less susceptible to human persecution in the Great Lakes area than 
they would be in the northern Rocky Mountains because in the western U.S., vegetation is less 
dense, mountainous terrain concentrates wolf movements, and there is more topographical relief. 
In contrast, wolves in the western U.S. may be less vulnerable to human persecution because 
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Table 3-32. Examples of seasonal restrictions to protect wildlife seasonal ranges on national forests in the Yellowstone 
area.a 

Restrictions Shoshone Gallatin Beaverhead Targhee Custer Bridger-Teton 

Big game-winter Nov. 15-Apr.15 Oct. 15-June 30; Dec. 15-May 15; Dec.-March; Nov. 1-June 1; Nov. 15-April 30; 
(Crucial range) Yearlong Oct. 15-May 15; Nov.-April; Nov. 30-June 15 Dec. I-April 30 

Yearlong 

Big game-calving May 1-June 15 May I-June 15 Yearlong; May-June June 1-June 15; May 15-June 30 
April 1-July 1 May 1-July 1 O; 

June I-July 1 

Wildlife security Oct. 15-June 30; May 15-Dec. l; March-July; May 1-Nov. 30 (open to 
Sept. 1-Nov. 30; Oct. 15-May 15; motorized use on 
Jan. I-May 15; Oct. I-July 1; designated routes, open 
Yearlong (limited) April 1-Dec. 1; to foot and horse travel). 

Sept. 1-Dec. l; 
May 15-Dec.l; 
Yearlong 

Erosion control Oct. 15-June 30; April 1-July 1; Yearlong in designated 
Jan. I-May 31; April 1-Dec l; areas. 
Jan. 1-June 30; Oct. 1-July l; 
Yearlong Dec. 1-May 15; 

Oct. 15-July 15; 
May 15-Dec. 1; 
Yearlong 

Migration route Oct. 15-Nov. 15 

Nest sites Feb. 1-July 31 Yearlong (swan); Feb. 15-July 15 March-July; 
(Peregrine Falcon Dec. 1-May 15 (Eagles, Falcons, May-July; 
and Bald Eagle) (waterfowl); Merlins and Prairie April-July; 

Feb. 15-Aug. Grouse) March-July 
(Bald Eagle) Feb. 15-July 15 

Targhee National Forest-Management Plan; Custer National Forest-Management Plan; Dave Henry, pers. commun. and maps of the Shoshone, Gallatin, Beaverhead, Targhee, 
Custer and Bridger-Teton National Forests. 
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Figure 3-21. Grizzly bear management situations on national forests and national parks in the 
Yellowstone area. Adapted from Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee (1987). 
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Table 3-33. Acres of grizzly bear management situations in national forests and national parks 
in the Yellowstone area. 

Unit Situation I Situation II Situation III 

Beaverhead N. F. 68,500 

Bridger-Teton N.F. 665,500 61,500 7,100 

Custer N.F. 5,500 105,000 

Gallatin N. F. 493,400 324,000 1,100 

Shoshone N. F. 412,000 819,600 17,400 

Targhee N.F. 180,500 266,500 54,000 

National forest total 1,756,900 1,645,100 79,600 

Grand Teton N.P. 118,400 212,700 2,600 

Yellowstone N.P. 2,219,400 2,300 100 

National park total 2,337,800 215,000 2,700 

Grand total 4,094,700 1,860,100 82,300 

Source: The Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee. 1987. The Greater Yellowstone Area, An Aggregation 
of National Park and National Forest Management Plans. e 
of lower overall human densities, different patterns of seasonal road use, and different patterns 
of human settlement. Hence, road densities necessary to provide security for wolves in the West 
may be different than reported elsewhere. Two wolf packs in Montana have survived for at least 
3 years in areas with apparently high road density, but in contrast, most documented wolf 
mortalities have been associated with road access. We examined the issue of road density in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas to determine if open road density exceeded the threshold 
recommended in the Great Lakes area. 

Determining open road density depends upon the definition of an open road, how much area is 
analyzed, and how seasonal or temporary roads are measured as well as the methodology used 
("precise" road densities using a GIS "roving window" technique versus averaging road densities 
over a broad geographical area). For simplicity, the miles of open road in the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho areas were divided by the square miles in each area. The area managed by the 
federal government in the Yellowstone primary analysis area and the Idaho primary analysis area 
that was not in national parks or designated wilderness was 8,966 mi2 (23,200 km2) and 14,723 
mi2 (38, 100 km2), respectively. The USDA Forest Service provided estimates of the miles of 
roads or trails where motorized vehicles could be used in both areas. Inventories of open, 
seasonally opened, and closed roads were difficult to obtain, however, an estimate of miles of 
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open roads (including seasonally open roads) was obtained for both the Yellowstone (up to 8,057 
miles, or 13,000 km of open road) and central Idaho (up to 14,470 miles, or 23,300 km of open 
road) areas. Open road densities outside of national parks and USDA Forest Service wilderness 
areas in the Yellowstone (up to 0.90 miles open road/mi2; 0.56 km/km2) and central Idaho (up 
to 0.98 miles open road/mi2

; 0.61 km/km2) areas were close to but below the theoretical 
threshold of 1 mile of open road/I mi2 (0.62 km/km2

) of habitat. Based upon (1) current open 
road information, (2) the success of wolf packs in highly roaded habitats in Montana, and (3) 
that these roaded areas of public land being proposed for wolf recovery are adjacent to large 
(about 4-5 million acres; 16,200-20,300 km2

) roadless areas, it appears unlikely that road density 
guidelines must be employed as a wide-spread land-management strategy to support wolf 
recovery. However, it should be emphasized that besides being important to wolves, wolf prey, 
particularly elk, also benefit if there is less than 1 mile of open road per square mile (0.62 
km/km2) of habitat. (See Coordinating Elk and Timber Management, Lyon et al. 1985 for 
further references.) 

Animal Damage Control Techniques 
Activities to control damage by wildlife to livestock or property are conducted primarily by 
private individuals or USDA, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS), Animal 
Damage Control (ADC). Capture or control of game animals that are predators, such as bears 
or mountain lions, may be conducted by state wildlife agencies or tribal wildlife authorities. 
Bears are normally captured by leg-hold snares or culvert traps. Lions are normally treed with 
dogs and shot or tranquilized. 

USDA, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Animal Damage Control (ADC) initiated 
a programmatic consultation in 1990 on the effects of the ADC program on threatened and 
endangered species. The FWS concluded that the use of snares, steel traps, and aerial shooting 
in the ADC program would not likely jeopardize the continued existence of the gray wolf. 
Under Section 7 of the ESA, the FWS authorized the incidental take of 1 wolf annually in each 
occupied state during legitimate ADC control actions. Terms and conditions in the Biological 
Opinion included the following: (1) an incidental take in excess of 1 wolf in any state (in a given 
calendar year) will result in cessation of the activity causing take and reinitiation of consultation, 
(2) all leghold traps shall be checked at least daily in areas known to be occupied by gray 
wolves, (3) neck snares shall not be used in areas known to be occupied by gray wolves except 
for areas where wolves may be a target species, (4) number 3 or smaller traps may pose a threat 
to juvenile wolves and therefore should not be used in proximity to occupied dens and 
rendezvous sites, (5) the FWS's Ecological Services Office, in the Regions of the species' 
occurrence, shall be notified within 5 days of the finding of any dead or injured gray wolf, (6) 
ADC personnel shall participate fully in interagency wolf monitoring programs, and (7) ADC 
personnel shall informally consult on an annual basis with the FWS on the current status of the 
wolf in areas where recolonization is occurring. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement on 
the ADC program concluded that the above-ground use of strychnine to control rodents and 
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rabbits, the use of compound 1080 toxic collars to control coyotes, and the use of M-44s to 
control coyotes, could adversely affect the gray wolf. 

In accordance with the existing label, strychnine baits should not be used in the geographic range 
of the gray wolf except under programs and procedures approved by the Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA). EPA label restrictions also do not allow the 1080 toxic livestock 
collar to be used in areas where gray wolves may occur. M-44s are also prohibited in occupied 
gray wolf range. 

The vast majority of these efforts are directed at reducing or controlling coyote depredation on 
cattle and sheep. These are conducted using a variety of techniques. Aerial shooting is used, 
but has limitations because of weather, terrain, and cost. Aerial shooting by private parties on 
federal land can be permitted. Other techniques include leg-hold traps and neck snares. These 
are primarily used at lower elevations on private land. 

Only 2 toxicants are registered by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) for control of 
coyotes. These include toxic collars and M-44s. Toxic collars are placed on the necks of sheep 
and when bitten by a coyote expel compound 1080 (Sodium fluoroacetate). These devices are 
registered for operational use, and receive extremely limited application. 

M-44s contain capsules of sodium cyanide and are lethal to most mammals that activate them. 
Their use around Yellowstone is generally on areas of private land at lower elevations away • 
from any area occupied by grizzly bears. 

M-44s are primarily used by ADC personnel to control coyotes on private land in response to 
landowner requests. Use of M-44s by ADC on private lands in the Montana part of the primary 
analysis area may involve up to 160 ranches. The devices are not used on every ranch every 
year or on any ranch all year, but may be used based on the particular situation (ADC 
personnel, pers. commun.). There are an estimated 3,470 farms in the 7 Montana counties 
around Yellowstone, with an estimated 2,266 farms larger than 160 acres (0.65 km2

) (U.S. 
Department of Commerce 1989b). Within the Montana portion of the primary analysis area 
there are an estimated 717 farms larger than 160 acres (0. 65 km2

) and an estimated total of 
1,100. 

Use of M-44s by ADC on private lands in the Idaho part of the primary analysis area may 
involve 10 to 15 ranches. As in Montana, the devices are not used on every ranch every year 
or on any ranch all year, but may be used some time during the year based on the particular 
situation (ADC person_nel, pers. commun.). There are an estimated 2,229 farms in the 4 Idaho 
counties around Yellowstone, with an estimated 1,061 larger than 160 acres (0.65 km2

) (U.S. 
Department of Commerce 1989b). Within the Idaho portion of the primary analysis area there 
are an estimated 858 farms larger than 160 acres (0.65 km2) and an estimated total of 1,802. 
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M-44 use in the Wyoming portion of the primary analysis area is very limited and may involve 
10 to 15 ranches in the area southwest of Pinedale, Wyoming, generally south of the primary 
analysis area. There are an estimated 2,575 farms in the 6 Wyoming counties around 
Yellowstone, with an estimated 1,346 larger than 160 acres (0.65 km2

) (U.S. Department of 
Commerce 1989b). Within the Wyoming portion of the primary analysis area there are an 
estimated 252 farms larger than 160 acres (0.65 km2

) and an estimated total of 482. 

M-44s may also be used by private owners on private land after the operator receives 
certification. However, there are no certified operators in the primary analysis area now (ADC 
pers. commun.). There is now no authorized use of M-44s on any public land around 
Yellowstone. 

YELLOWSTONE: VISITOR USE 

An Overview of Visitor Use 
U.S. citizens and people from all over the world spend 9 million visitor days of recreation in 
developed sites of the Yellowstone area each year. In the national parks, more than 95 % of all 
recreation takes place at developed sites. In national forests, developed sites account for only 
about 25 % of recreational use, and the rest is dispersed. Federal, state, and county public 
recreational sites number about 460, including campgrounds, picnic areas, trailheads, interpretive e sites, and boat launching facilities (GYCC 1987). 

In national parks, recreational activities are constrained by the responsibility to conserve the 
scenery and the natural and historic objects and the wildlife for the enjoyment of future 
generations (P.L. 64-235, 16 U.S.C. ss 1, 2-4). Therefore, motor vehicles are confined to 
roads, camping is confined to specified sites, hunting is prohibited except as an elk reduction 
measure in Grand Teton National Park, and fishing regulations are designed to protect native 
species. 

National forests place fewer restrictions on recreation. Therefore, forests have fewer motor 
vehicle restrictions, camping is allowed in most areas, hunting is allowed, and state fish and 
game agencies administer harvest of fish and game. 

Yellowstone National Park 
Recreational visitation to Yellowstone National Park has grown by more than 23 % in the last 
10 years, from 2,404,862 in 1982 to 3,144,405 in 1992 (Yellowstone National Park 1992a and 
1993). 

Yellowstone National Park visitors in 1990 (Littlejohn et al. 1990) who stayed in the park more 
than 1 day reported their activities included viewing wildlife (93 % ), seeing thermal features 
(85%), photography (83%), walking for pleasure (75%), and visiting visitor centers (73%). 
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Of overnight visitors, 84% stayed in the park's developed campgrounds, usually for 1 night. 
Of those who stayed outside the park, 59 % stayed in hotels or cabins, commonly for 3 nights 
(Littlejohn et al. 1990). 

The University of Wyoming (Atkinson et al. 1986) questioned Yellowstone campers about how 
they spent portions of their time in the park. Sightseeing (vehicle touring) was the most frequent 
response (77%) (Table 3-34). 

Of the 2.9 million April-September visitors to Yellowstone National Park in 1991, 17,618 
registered to use park backcountry campsites, for a total of 38,447 visitor-use nights 
(Yellowstone National Park 1992b). 

Several of the alternatives identify a period from April through June as a time when human 
activity near active wolf dens may be restricted. Consequently recreation visitation and 
backcountry use in Yellowstone National Park during that period is specifically summarized. 
Table 3-35 lists monthly visitation to Yellowstone as percentages of annual visitation. 

Both private groups and commercially outfitted parties, the latter mainly on horseback, use 
backcountry trails and campsites overnight during wolf denning months (Table 3-36). Because 
fully half of a recovered wolf population is projected to live on the northern Yellowstone elk 
winter range (Garton et al. 1990 and Koth et al. 1990), backcountry use in Yellowstone is 
broken out by north and south, and by month, to better allow evaluation of possible effects of 
wolf presence (Table 3-37). 

Table 3-38 shows that 215 (3.5%) of visitor-use nights and 90 (L5%) of stock-use nights of 
commercial outfitter use were counted in April-June 1992. 

Table 3-34. Activity of visitors to Yellowstone National Park. 

Activity 

Sightseeing (vehicle touring) 

Hiking, backpacking 

Other (cycling, photos, etc.) 

Strea.rn fishing 

Lake fishing 

Swimming, boating, etc. 
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% of time 

77.32 

7.79 

5.06 

4.26 

4.17 
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Table 3-35. Monthly visitation to Yellowstone National Park as percentages of annual visitation, 
1981-1991.a 

Month Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. 
% 1.0 1.3 0.7 l.O 6.8 18 28 25 13 4.4 0.5 0.8 

Subtotal Apr., 
May, and June 26b 

' Source: Yellowstone National Park 1992a. 
b Subtotal of April, May, and June percentages as a percent of April-October totals. 

Day users of trails do not usually get as far from trailheads as overnight users, although there 
are exceptions. Commercial outfitters registered 582 day trips with 2,089 guests and using 
12,043 stock days in Yellowstone National Park in 1991 (Yellowstone National Park 1992c). 

Trailhead data provide an index of day use of park trails. Assuming reintroduced or 
recolonizing wolves might use dens in the vicinity. of those recorded in the park 1916-1923 
(Weaver 1978, Figure 10), some trails of importance in relation to potential wolf dens by trail 
users could be those listed in Table 3-39. 

Backcountry use is regulated during seasons, times of day, and under other conditions to allow 
threatened grizzly bears to feed, rest, and rear their young free of human disturbance. Bear 
Management Areas will offer refugia for denning wolves in, for example, the Blacktail Area and 
the Antelope Area, and will offer them, along with grizzly bears, undisturbed access to elk as 

Table 3-36. Backcountry use in Yellowstone National Park, April-October 1992.' 

Visitor- % Apr.- No. of No. of No. of Stock-use % Apr.-
1992 use nights Oct. people permits stock nights Oct. 

April 199 92 36 0 0 

May 1,602 19.2b 968 380 0 0 l.4b 

June 5,876 3,391 1, 131 58 96 

July 14,729 9,671 2,036 788 2,800 

August 12,035 5,613 1,821 859 3,100 

Sept. 4,368 2,018 814 310 840 

Oct. 1,153 562 211 45 101 

Totals 39,962 22,315 6,429 2,060 6,937 

' Source: Yellowstone National Park 1992b. 
b Sum of April-June visitor-use nights (2 visitors staying 3 nights = 6 visitor-use nights) and stock-use nights as 
a percentage of April-October totals. 
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Table 3-37. Backcountry use by month, April-October, by area in Yellowstone National Park, 
1992. North is defined as areas north of the park road from West Yellowstone, Montana, to 
Madison, Norris, Canyon, Fishing Bridge, and East Entrance. Areas south of the road are 
labeled south. a 

Area of Yellowstone Visitor-use nights No. people Permits Stock Stock-use nights 

North 

April 164 83 32 ob 0 

May 895 576 248 O' 0 

June 2,437 1,676 603 52b 90 

July 14,729 9,671 2039 780 2,784 

August 12,035 5,613 1821 859 3,100 

September 1,539 818 336 143 564 

October 358 186 71 8 16 

South 

April 35 9 4 Ob 0 

May 707 392 132 ob 0 

June 3,439 1,715 528 6b 6 

July 9,758 6,774 1021 308 1,119 

August 7,524 3,154 965 328 1,074 

September 2,829 1,200 478 167 568 

October 795 376 140 37 85 

' Source: Yellowstone National Park 1992b. 
b Muddy trails normally preclude horseback use of park trails until July. Backcountry permits are issued before 
July to stock users in exceptional cases, such as periods of dry spring weather that allow drying of low elevation 
trails (Yellowstone National Park 1992b). 

prey in the Washburn Area, Pelican Valley, on the Mirror Plateau, Two Ocean, and Heart Lake 
Area (Table 3-24). Spring, when wolves are rearing pups, coincides with maximum numbers 
of elk and bison available as carrion or vulnerable prey, because the height of winter die-offs 
is March through May (Cole 1972, Houston 1978, Mattson and Henry, 1987). Historical data 
(Weaver 1978), the opinions of 15 North American wolf experts (Koth et al 1990), and several 
projections based on computer simulation models such as those of Boyce (1990), Garton et al 
(1990), Boyce and Gaiiiard (i992) suggest where recovered wolves might iive in Yeiiowstone. 
More than half of the projected 50-150 wolves may live on the winter range of the northern 
Yellowstone elk herd in the park. 
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Table 3-38. Backcountry use in Yellowstone National Park by commercial outfitters, April-
October 1992." 

Visitor-use % April- No. of No. of No. of Stock-use % April-
1992 nights October people permits stock nights October 

April 0 0 0 0 0 

May 0 0 0 0 0 

June 215 3.5' 62 9 52 90 1.5' 

July 2,733 703 100 695 2,527 

August 2,408 586 82 766 2,845 

September 663 149 21 219 662 

October 132 37 4 26 70 

Totals 6,151 1,537 216 1,758 6,194 

a Source: Yellowstone National Park, 1992e. 
b Sum of April-June visitor-use nights and stock-use nights as a percentage of April-October totals. 

e Table 3-39. Trail use in YNP recorded at trailhead registers, summer 1992. 

Total April-June use Percent of total 

Lamar River 

Slough Creek 

Specimen Ridge 

Hellroaring 

Pelican V alleya 

Grand Teton National Park 

861 

1,604 

508 

1,038 

1,018 

256 29.7 

340 21.2 

124 24.4 

234 22.5 

closed 0.0 

Grand Teton National Park records more visits than Yellowstone National Park in some years 
(Table 3-40), but, because visitors spend much more time seeing Yellowstone, the larger park 
records roughly 6 times the number of recreation visitor days (RVDs - I visitor spending 12 
hours) than does Grand Teton National Park. Of 9 million RVDs recorded annually in the 
Yellowstone area, Yellowstone National Park provided about 6.5 million, and Grand Teton 
National Park about 1.1 million. Six national forests provided the remaining 1.4 million RVDs 
(GYCC 1987). 
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Table 3-40. Recreation travel to Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park, 
1982-1991 compared.a 

Grand Teton Yellowstone 

1982 3,446,260 2,404,862 

1983 2,571,204 2,405,653 

1984 2,239,513 2,262,969 

1985 2,130,210 2,262,455 

1986 2,180,361 2,405,063 

1987 2,428,640 2,618,249 

1988 2,076,698 2,219, 128 

1989 2,438,131 2,680,376 

1990 2,680,777 2,857,096 

1991 2,862,158 2,957,856 

Ten-year average 2,505,400 2,510,700 

a Source: YNP 1992a, GTNP 1992a. 

Of the approximately 2.5 million visitors to Grand Teton National Park annually, about 26,800 
(1 %) use the backcountry overnight. Table 3-41 shows that 13.6% of April-October overnight 
visitors use Grand Teton National Park during April-June. In John D. Rockefeller Memorial 
Parkway, April-June backcountry use is 7. 8 % of the April-October total. 

Grand Teton National Park permits 31 concessioners to offer cabins, camping, mountaineering, 
lake tours, fishing, river floating, boat rentals, local or day use horse rides, and backcountry 
backpacking or horsepacking trips. These services reached 607,995 visitors in 1992. Six of the 

Table 3-41. Grand Teton National Park (GTNP) and John D. Rockefeller Memorial Parkway 
(JDRMP) backcountry use, April-June, and April-October 1991! 

1991 April May Jnne April-October 

GTNP visitor-use nigbtsh 57 452 3,143 26,842 

% of April-October total 0.2+ 1.7+ 11.7 ~ (13.6%) 

JDRMP visitor-use nights 48 6 11 322 

% of April-October total 2.5+ 1.9+ 3.4 = (7.8%) 

• Source: Grand Teton National Park 1992b. 
b V.U. nights: 2 visitors staying 3 nights= 6 visitor-use nights. 
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31 concessioners offered backcountry horsepacking or backpack trips that served 2,458 visitors, 
or 0.4% of the 1992 total served by concessioners (Grand Teton National Park 1992c). Table 
3-42 lists numbers of parties and visitors taken into the Grand Teton National Park backcountry 
April to October, 1992; 17 parties totaling 93 visitors by horse, and 94 parties totalling 2,365 
visitors by backpack. 

National Forests 
The 6 national forests surrounding Yellowstone National Park and Grand Teton National Park 
provided a total of 9,176,800 Recreation Visitor Days in 1992 (Table 3-43). 

Use of Yellowstone area national forests by commercial outfitters is recorded and reported 
differently between forests, and forestwide figures for the Gallatin National Forest, for example, 
would represent use of areas both within and outside the analysis area. 

In 1991, Beaverhead National Forest recorded 19 outfitters providing 2,806 use days (2 visitor 
x 2 days = 4 use days). Custer National Forest, Beartooth District recorded 17 outfitters 
providing 3,710 use days. Gallatin National Forest recorded 83 outfitters providing 15,532 
service days, including the part of the forest north of 1-90. Shoshone National Forest recorded 
99 outfitters providing 20,385 service days. Targhee National Forest recorded 68 outfitters 
providing 13,677 service days. In 1992, 5 ranger districts on the Bridger-Teton National Forest 
(Big Piney, Buffalo, Greys River, Jackson, and Pinedale) reported a total of 240 outfitters 
providing 75 ,24 7 service days. Those 5 districts reported 11 l outfitters provided 41, 902 service 
days in summer using pack stock, 32 outfitters provided 16, 776 service days in summer on foot 
(backpacking), and 97 outfitters provided 16,565 service days in fall, hunting (BNF 1992b, B
TNF 1992b, CNF 1992b, GNF 1992b, SNF 1992b, TNF 1992b). 

Table 3-42. Grand Teton National Park concessioner backcountry trips April to October 1992! 

1992 Juneb July August September Totals 

Horsepacking 

Parties 0 3 11 3 17 

Visitors 0 16 57 20 93 

Backpacking 

Parties 12 58 22 2 94 

Visitors 141 1,653 499 72 2,365 

a Source: Grand Teton National Park 1992c. 
b No backcountry trips by concessioners were recorded in April, May, or October, and they do not operate in the 
winter months. 
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Table 3-43. Beaverhead, Bridger-Teton, Custer, Gallatin, Shoshone, and Targhee National Forests recreation use, by 
Recreation Inventory Management (RIM) Activity Group, FY 1992, in thousands of Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs)! 
Percentages o:f grand total of recreation activities are in parentheses. 

RIM activity grouping Beaverhead Bridger-Teton Custerb Gallatin Shoshone Targhee 

Camping, picnicking, swimming 109.1 (30) 663.2 (25) 157.1 (31) 425.9 (15) 332.3 (27) 462.6 (28) 

Mechanized travel and viewing scenery 73.5 (20) 753.1 (28) 91.6 (18) 858.5 (31) 393.0 (32) 329.1 (20) 

Hiking, horseback, and water travel 41.0 (11) 728.9 (27) 75.6 (15) 453.7 (16) 97.8 (8) 99.6 (6) 

Winter sports 11.5 (3) 129.7 (5) 60.6 (12) 192.7 (7) 16.3 (1) 116.2 (7) 

Resorts, cabins, organization camps 12.8 (3) 67.I (2) 27.1 (6) 113.6 (4) 157.8 (13) 210.6 (13) 

Hunting 82.7 (22) 160.8 (6) 21.3 (4) 210.6 (7) 84.7 (7) 119.0 (7) 

Fishing 26.6 (7) 95.8 (4) 46.6 (9) 243.3 (9) 78.6 (7) 90.0 (6) 

Non-consumptive wildlife use 2.0 (1) 0.5 (0) 10.5 (2) 16.0 (1) 18.9 (2) 10.8 (1) 

Other recreational activities 10.5 (3) 67.6 (3) 14. 7 (3) 283.6 (10) 31.0 (3) 189.1 (12) 

Grand Total 369.7 (100) 2,666.7 (100) 505.1 (100) 2,797.9 1,210.4 1627.0 (100) 
(100) (100) 

Wilderness total use (included above) 39.0 (11) 543.5 (20) 141.5 (28) 291.8 (10) 173.6 (14) 45.1 (3) 

Total number of recreational visits 485 87,800 680 3,968 2,714 1,781 
(thousands)' 

Percentage of forest area within the 19 79 100' 90 97 83 
primary analysis area 

' Recreation Visitor Day (RVD): One visitor spending 12 hours recreating on a national forest. Sources: Beaverhead National Forest 1992a; 
Bridger-Teton National Forest 1992a, Custer National Forest 1992a, Gallatin National Forest 1992a, Shoshone National Forest 1992a, Targhee 
National Forest 1992a. 
b Beartooth Ranger District only. 
c A recreation visit is an entry of one person upon a national forest to participate in one or more recreation activities for an unspecified period 
of time. 
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National Wildlife Refuges 
Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge, occupying 69 mi2 of the Centennial Valley 45 miles 
west of Yellowstone National Park, receives an estimated 10,000-13,000 recreation visits 
annually. About 85 % of the refuge visits are for wildlife observation (Red Rock Lakes National 
Wildlife Refuge 1990). 

The National Elk Refuge, northeast of Jackson, Wyoming, received 704,929 visits in calendar 
year 1991. Most (355, 746) were engaged in non-consumptive wildlife recreation, 1,445 were 
hunters, and 1,838 were fishers (National Elk Refuge 1992). 

YELLOWSTONE: ECONOMICS 

The 17 counties that constitute the Yellowstone area have a combined population of 288,000. 
Population growth has followed the same trend as the population in the region. The population 
of these 17 counties accounts for about 13 % of the population of the 3-state region. About 17 % 
of the people in the counties are aged 55 or older, slightly younger than the national average. 

Per capita income was $14,676 in 1990 (Table 3-44). Real per capita income fell in the mid-
1970s relative to the regional total to about 95 % . Otherwise it followed the same trend as the 
regional real per capita income (remained relatively constant through the 1980s and showed some 
growth in 1989 and 1990). 

Total personal income in the 17 county Yellowstone area was $4.2 billion in 1990, about 12% 
of the 3-state regional total-reflecting the slightly lower per capita income. The allocation of 
total personal income across sources is similar to the regional economy (Table 3-45). Farming 
and agricultural services account for about 6 % and has fallen from about 11 % in the early 
1970s. Livestock accounted for about 56% of the value of farm products sold in 1987-a 
slightly higher percentage than in the region. Local services have consistently 
generated slightly Jess than 40% of total personal income. Other industry, however, is relatively 

Table 3-44. Per capita personal income trends in 3-state region and primary analysis areas: 
1970-1990. 

Area 

3-state region (Idaho, 
Montana, Wyoming) 

17 county Yellowstone area 

10 county central Idaho area 

1970 per cap. income' 

11,554 

11,520 

11,712 

' Dollar figures are adjusted to 1990 price levels . 
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1980 per cap. income' 1990 per cap. income. 

14,218 15,475 

13,514 14,676 

13,839 15,552 
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Table 3-45. Major economic sectors as a percentage of total personal income: 3-state region 
and primary analysis areas. 

Area 

Farm income 

Livestock income 
(1987) 

Local services 

Other industry 

Non-earnings income 

Farm income 

Livestock income 
(1987) 

Local services 

Other industry 

Non-earnings income 

Farm income 

Livestock income 
(1987) 

Local services 

Other industry 

Non-earnings income 

1970 percent of total 
personal income 

1980 percent of total 
personal income 

3 state region 

10.9 

40.0 

29.0 

20.1 

4.8 

38.1 

33.2 

23.9 

Yellowstone area (17 counties) 

11.3 5.7 

38.9 

26.6 

23.2 

38.2 

28.7 

27.4 

Central Idaho ( 10 counties) 

8.0 

31.1 

41.4 

19.4 

6.5 

30.9 

36.9 

25.7 

1990 percent of total 
personal income 

5.6 

2.9 

39.9 

24.2 

30.3 

6.4 

3.6 

39.5 

19.8 

34.3 

8.0 

5.2 

34.6 

24.8 

32.6 

less important-falling from about 27% in the early 1970s to 20% in 1990. In contrast, income 
other than earnings is relatively more important and has grown more rapidly than in the regional 
economy during the past 2 decades from 23 % to 34 % (Table 3-45). This reflects the relatively 
high amenity value of living in the area associated with the proximity of Yellowstone and Teton 
National Parks and their various programs for protecting wildlife populations, ecosystem health, 
and access to outdoor recreation. 
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CENTRAL IDAHO: THE REGION 

The state of Idaho covers nearly 53 million acres (214,700 km2
) in the northwestern U.S. 

Almost 64% of Idaho is federal land. The USDA Forest Service and U.S. Bureau of Land 
Management manage over 20 million (81,000 km2) and 11 million acres (44,600 km2), 

respectively. Table 3-59 summarizes the central Idaho area information. 

The state population grew from 713,015 people in 1970 (8.7 people/mi2; 3.4/km2) to 1,006,749 
people (12.2 people/mi2; 4.7/km2

) in 1990. About 43 % of the population is rural. Most of the 
population occurs in the southern, more developed part of the state. Boise, the state capital, is 
the largest city with a 1990 population of 125, 738 people, followed by Pocatello (46,062 people) 
and Idaho Falls (43,929 people). 

Ten counties, encompassing 22,687,424 acres (91,852 km2
), are included in central Idaho 

(Figure 3-22). Within the 10 county area, 15,103,951 acres (61,150 km2
; 67%) are managed by 

the USDA Forest Service and 3,405,107 acres (13,786 km2
; 15%) are privately owned (Table 

3-46). Part of the 10 county affected area identified lies within the Nez Perce Reservation 
(Figure 3-22). The army land is managed by a variety of federal and state agencies and tribes. 

The 10 counties support a population of 92,353 people at a density of 2.6 people/mi2 (l .0/km2
; 

Table 3-47). With the exception of Elmore County, populations in all counties are > 50% rural. 
Boise, Valley, Camas, and Custer County populations are all considered 100% rural. The 10 
county area supports 2,527 farms covering 2,252,929 acres (9, 121 km2

; Table 3-47). 

The primary analysis area in central Idaho for the gray wolf EIS includes about 13,300,000 acres 
(53,900 km2

) of contiguous national forests in central Idaho (Figure 3-23). These include the 
Bitterroot, Boise, Challis, Clearwater, Nez Perce, Payette, Sawtooth, Salmon, and Panhandle 
National Forests. A few scattered parcels of private and state land are interspersed throughout 
this area, but the total acreage is minor. 

A large proportion of the "primary analysis area" lies within the "ceded area" of the Nez Perce 
Tribe (Figure 3-23). The Nez Perce Tribe is a sovereign nation with special legal and political 
ties to the U.S. government defined by history, treaties, court decisions, and the U.S. 
Constitution. Through the signing of the Treaties of 1855 and 1863, along with subsequent court 
cases, it has been established that the U.S. government has a clear obligation to protect and 
maintain Treaty Reserved lands and resources, self-government and traditional-use areas. This 
trust responsibility is passed on to all federal agencies through various statutory enactments. 

The original area under exclusive control by the Nez Perce Tribe covered about 13,200,000 
acres, in northcentral Idaho, northeast Oregon, and southeast Washington. Most of the original 
land base was subsequently ceded to the U.S. government through treaties but while doing this, 
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Figure 3-22. Affected 10 county central Idaho area. 
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Table 3-46. Land ownership in acres by county in the general central Idaho area. 
U.S. Bureau 

USDA Forest of Land 
County Service Management Tribal Private State Other' Total 

Shoshone 1.191.727 70.100 0 346,421 74,357 3,155 1,685,760 

Clearwater 789,158 12,677 7,325 492,728 234,146 39,390 1,575,424 

Idaho 4,428.680 93,319 5,101 822,978 78,798 1,652 5,430,528 

Boise 872,055 31,744 0 197,234 85,132 31,435 1,217,600 

Elmore 783,145 530,313 0 415,536 124,253 116,545 1,969,792 

Valley 2,029,738 5,093 0 204,015 74,314 40,888 2,354,048 

Blaine 489,636 796,272 0 320,494 60,321 26,013 1,692,736 

Camas 323,546 120,490 0 216,426 25.075 2,463 688,000 

Custer 2,123,047 813,041 0 160,775 53,194 2,327 3,152,384 

Lemhi 2,073,219 579,405 0 228,500 38,152 1,876 2,921,152 

Totals 15,103,951 3,052,454 12,426 3,405,107 847,742 265,744 22,687,424 

a Includes: Bureau of Reclamation, United States Air Force, National Park Service, U.S. Anny Corp of Engineers, FWS, and municipal lands. 

the tribe retained treaty rights to all the resources that sustained the cultural, spiritual, and 
subsistence life style of the Nez Perce people. 

Access to resources through such activities as fishing, hunting, gathering roots and berries, and 
the pasturing of livestock were retained by the tribe through treaties and were deemed vital to 
the survival of the tribe, both then and now. Most of the pre-treaty (pre-settlement) resources 
still available to the tribe are only available on USDA Forest Service or BLM lands within the 
Tribe's ceded area. 

Tribal members actively exercise their treaty rights to hunting, fishing, and the gathering of 
roots and berries throughout the extent of their ceded lands. The Nez Perce Tribal population, 
who have access to these treaty rights, is about 3,500. Much of the treaty resource assets still 
available to tribal members sustain their culture and lifestyle. 

The center of the central Idaho primary analysis area is characterized by 3 wilderness areas 
covering a contiguous area of almost 4 million acres (16,200 km2). These include the Frank 
Church River-of-No-Return (2,361,767 acres; 9,562 km2

), the Selway-Bitterroot (1,340,681 
acres; 5,428 km2

) and the Gospel-Hump (206,053 acres; 835 km2) wilderness areas. 

The River-of-No-Return Wilderness Area covers parts of Custer, Idaho, Lemhi, and Valley 
counties and is administered by 6 national forests, including the Bitterroot, Nez Perce, Boise, 
Challis, Payette, and Salmon. The Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness Area covers parts of Idaho and 
Clearwater counties and is administered by the Nez Perce, Clearwater, and Bitterroot National 
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Table 3-47. Number and density of people and farms in 10 counties covering central Idaho.• 

Counties Area (mi2
) Population Density /mi' Percent rural Total farms Total acres in farms 

Shoshone 2,634 13,931 5.3 81.4 46 5,148 

Clearwater 2,461 8,505 3.5 66.3 216 134,891 

Idaho 8,485 13,783 1.6 76.6 774 802,746 

Boise 1,903 3,509 1.8 100.0 73 66,811 

Elmore 3,078 21,205 6.9 34.7 341 401,677 

Valley 3,678 6,109 1.7 100.0 113 81,819 

Blaine 2,645 13,552 5.1 54.2 221 246,774 

Camas 1,075 727 0.7 100.0 117 174,842 

Custer 4,926 4,133 0.8 100.0 261 137,022 

Lemhi 4,564 6,899 1.5 57.4 365 201,199 

Totals 35,449 92,353 2.6 2,527 2,252,929 

' Idaho Dep. of Commerce (1992). 

Forests. The Gospel-Hump Wilderness Area is contained entirely within Idaho County and the A 
Nez Perce National Forest. 9' 

Landscape 
The Northern Rocky Mountain physiographic province includes the mountain ranges of central 
Idaho. The central Idaho primary analysis area contains 3 major mountain ranges-the Salmon 
River Mountains (south of the Salmon River), the Clearwater Mountains which extend from the 
Salmon River north to the upper Clearwater River drainage, and the Bitterroot Mountains which 
form the eastern border of the central Idaho recovery area along the Idaho-Montana border. 

Most of central Idaho is characterized by rugged terrain and steep slopes. Elevations range from 
about 1,500 feet (460 m) along the Clearwater River in the northern portion of the central Idaho 
area to 12,662 feet (3,859 m) on Borah Peak in the Challis National Forest near the southeastern 
portion of the central Idaho area. 

The area varies from deeply incised canyons formed by rivers cutting through rock to rolling 
basin lands at higher elevations. Soils throughout the area are characterized predominantly by 
the Idaho batholith, a highly erosive and course-grained granite. 

Water Resources 
The southern half of the central Idaho area provides water to the Salmon and Snake Rivers. The 
northern half of the central Idaho area drains primarily into the Clearwater River. Both the 
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LZZJ Approximate boundary of the Nez Perce ceded area. 
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Figure 3-23. Nine contiguous national forests comprising the central Idaho primary analysis 
area. 
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Salmon and Clearwater Rivers empty into the Snake River along the western border of Idaho 
before the Snake empties into the Columbia River near Pasco, Washington. In total, the central 
Idaho area provides over 19 million acre feet of water to the Columbia River system annually. 

Climate 
Topography is the major modifying influence on climate throughout the central Idaho area. 
Climate varies from the warm, dry Salmon River breaks to cool, moist subalpine areas. Annual 
precipitation varies from less than 8 inches at lower elevations to nearly 100 inches at high 
elevations. Most precipitation occurs during late fall through early spring. Precipitation at 
higher elevations is mostly in the form of snow. 

Summers are dry with temperatures often exceeding 100°F, and winters are long with sub-zero 
temperatures common. Extremes of -50°F are occasionally reached. 

Mean annual precipitation increases from the southern to the northern portions of central Idaho. 
Highest annual precipitation (about 100 inches) is found on the Bitterroot Divide along the 
Idaho-Montana border in the Clearwater National Forest. 

Vegetation 
Mountains of the central Idaho primary analysis area are covered by 3 major vegetation 
community types. The wide elevational range and accompanying climatic variations result in e 
diverse flora. The grand fir-Douglas-fir, Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir habitat type is the 
most common, and occurs throughout central Idaho (IDPR 1989). The western red cedar
western hemlock type is more frequent in the northern portions of the area, and the ponderosa 
pine type exists intermittently throughout the central Idaho primary analysis area. 

Vegetation varies by terrain, soils, aspect, elevation, and other factors. Below 4,000 feet (1,200 
m), open slopes with brome, bluebunch wheatgrass, and Idaho fescue are common. Near 4,000 
feet (1,200 m), grass types begin to give way to open ponderosa pine types. Subalpine fir and 
several types of lodgepole pine begin to appear at 5,000 feet (1,500 m) to 6,000 feet (1,800 m). 
Near-alpine habitat is found in the highest elevational areas. 

Wildlife 
Central Idaho contains a wide variety of habitats and wildlife species. Approximately 400 
species of mammals, birds, amphibians, and reptiles inhabit the primary analysis area". The 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG) is responsible for managing wildlife populations 
within t.'1e state. Major big ga..me species in the primary analysis area include post harvest 
populations of approximately 76,300 elk, 129,700 mule deer, 29,900 white-tailed deer, 1,700 
moose, 2,000 mountain goats, and 1,800 bighorn sheep (241,400 total ungulates). Black bears 
and mountain lions are also abundant throughout central Idaho. Coyotes, bobcats, lynx, fishers, 
martens, wolverines, and river otters are other predators present. Small numbers of grizzly 
bears and mountain caribou occur in the Idaho panhandle just north of the primary analysis area. 
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Numerous reports of wolves have been received throughout the state in recent years, but few 
have been confirmed, and there is no evidence that successful reproduction has occurred. 

Hunting is a major influence on dynamics of ungulate populations. In 1991, hunters harvested 
about 33,000 ungulates in 36 big game management units (27,348 mi2; 70,861 km2

) in the 
central Idaho primary analysis area (Figure 3-24). The 1991 total harvest represents about 12 % 
of the central Idaho pre-harvest ungulate population. The Nez Perce Tribe is guaranteed by the 
Treaty of 1855 the privilege of hunting on open and unclaimed federal land within their ceded 
area. 

Gray Wolf 
By the late 1930s, wolves had been virtually eliminated from Idaho and the rest of the western 
continental U.S. USDA Forest Service records estimated 48 wolves remained on national forest 
lands in Idaho in 1939 (Young and Goldman 1944). The gray wolf is currently listed as 
endangered. 

Kaminski and Hansen (1984) suggested that no more than 15 wolves occurred in Idaho in the 
early 1980s. No reproduction or pack activity has been documented. The IDFG's Conservation 
Data Center maintains a database on Idaho wolf reports (tracks, sightings, howls, and scats). 
Almost 80% of the over 600 reports recorded since 1971 have been of single animals. 

Reports of wolves in Idaho continue. A lone radio-collared male wolf is inhabiting the 
Clearwater National Forest. This wolf was radio-collared during field research in the North 
Fork of the Flathead River drainage in Montana and has dispersed into Idaho. A lone radio
collared female wolf travelled into the Idaho Panhandle National Forest for a short time in 1991, 
but soon returned to Canada. A wolf died from poisoning in the Bear Valley area in the Boise 
National Forest in August 1991. A large canid that appears to be a wolf was photographed near 
the Salmon National Forest in 1992. Throughout the last decade, the largest concentration of 
wolf reports have occurred in the Kelly Creek area in the Clearwater National Forest and the 
Bear Valley area in the Boise National Forest. 

CENTRAL IDAHO: 
UNGULATE POPULATIONS AND mJNTER HARVEST 

Ungulate Populations 
Elk 
Population distribution and statistics.-Elk winter along river bottoms of most major drainages 
in central Idaho and are distributed throughout the primary analysis area in summer. IDFG 
wildlife managers estimate that elk populations in Idaho's core backcountry and wilderness areas 
are probably stable, while populations in the southern portion of the central Idaho primary 
analysis area appear to be increasing. Corrected sightability estimates from post-harvest survey 
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Figure 3-24. Idaho Department of Fish and Game big game management units (27,348 mi2; 
70,861 km2

) considered in analysis of ungulates in the central Idaho primary analysis area. 
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flights indicated approximately 76,300 elk were present in the 36 Management Units included 
in the primary analysis area in mid-winter 1992. Current estimates of population size are 
considered to be the most reliable estimates ever available for elk in Idaho. Population structure 
was estimated at 25 bulls: 100 cows:35 calves (Table 3-48). 

Management objectives.-The IDFG manages elk under a 5-year plan (Unsworth 1991) 
structured to provide for a number of quality objectives and hunting opportunities in central 
Idaho. An integral part of Idaho's elk management program is to maintain the current post
season ratio of bulls: cows and the proportion of branch-antlered bulls:yearlings in the harvest. 
The IDFG believes these ratios are desired by the majority of sportsmen who hunt in Idaho. 

The IDFG shifted to a bulls-only harvest strategy with a conservative cow harvest in the 1970s, 
and populatipns increased. This shift to bulls-only harvest has helped meet the goal of 
increasing elk populations, but in areas with high hunter density, heavy bull harvest has resulted 
in low bull:cow ratios. 

Table 3-48. Estimated population parameters and 1991 harvest numbers of elk, mule deer, 
white-tailed deer, bighorn sheep, mountain goats, and moose (by Idaho Department of Fish and 
Game hunting unit) in central Idaho gray wolf recovery area. 

Population numbers (Postharvest) Classification ratio Estimated harvest 

Species Hunt units Male Female Young Total Male:Female:Young Male Female Total 

Elka 6-49' 11,877 47,673 16,750 76,300 25:100:35 8,137 3,957 12,094 

Mule deer 6-49b 129,667 15,774 

White-tailed deer° 6-39e 29,908 3,517 1,709 5,226 

Bighorn sheepf 17·37A' 442 1,187 141 1,780 37:100:12 66 

Mountain goatsh 9_49i 1,285 306 2,017 100:22' 35 

Moose 6-29' 1,700 149 0 149 

a Elk population estimates are for 1992 (Kuck and Nelson 1992a), except for hunting units 43, 44, 48, and 49 which are projected population 
estimates in Toweill (1985). Harvest estimates from Kuck and Nelson (1992a). 
b Includes hunting units 6, 7, 9, IO, IOA, 12, 15, 16, 16A, 17, 19, 19A, 20, 20A, 21, 2IA, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 30A, 33, 34, 35, 36, 36A, 
36B, 37, 37A, 39, 43, 44, 48, and 49. 
c Estimated mule deer population is based on 1990 projected population size as reported in Trent (1985), but includes estimates from Kuck and 
Nelson (1992b). Harvest estimates from Kuck and Nelson (1992b), except that mule deer harvest estimates for units 6, 7, 9, 10, and 10A were 
based on calculations of average proportion of harvest from each unit Region 1, Group 1 and Region 2, Group 1 units (Scott 1991 :43). 
d Estimated white-tailed deer population is based on 1990 projected population size (Hanna 1985). Harvest estimates from Kuck and Nelson 
(l 992c). 
e Includes hunting units 6, 7, 9, 10, lOA, 12, 15, 16, 16A, 17, 19, 19A, 20, 20A, 21, 21A, 29, 30, 33, 35, and 39. 
f Bighorn sheep population numbers from 1991and1992 (Oldenburg 1992b). Harvest data for 1991(Oldenburg1992b). 
g Includes hunting units 17, 19, 20, 20A, 21, 26, 27, 28, 30, 36A, 36B, 37, and 37A. 
h Mountain goat population estimates reflect actual number of goats counted during 1988, 1990, 1991, and 1992 surveys, including 56 
unknowns, plus 370 from 1990 population estimates (Hayden 1990). Harvest estimates from Oldenburg (1992c). 
' Includes hunting units 9, 9A, IO, 12, 17, 19, 20, 20A, ZIA, 25, 26, 27, 29, 30, 35, 36, 36A, 36B, 37A, 39, 43, 48, and 49. 
j Ratio of adults:kids. 
k Includes hunting units 6, 7, 9, 10, 12, 15, 16, 16A, 17, 19, 20, 20A, 21, and 29. 
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Human access into elk habitat is the primary problem associated with roads and timber harvest. 
With increasing access and numbers of hunters, continued bulls-only hunting will inevitably 
result in low bull:cow ratios. Even with comprehensive access management, the number of 
hunters may eventually be so great that remaining security cover will be inadequate to ensure 
survival and maintain the age structure of the bull population. IDFG has been limiting total 
numbers of hunters, and is trying to achieve greater dispersal of elk hunters. A statewide limit 
on number of elk hunters would help prevent a further decline in the proportion of mature bulls 
in Idaho's elk herds. However, many changes in season dates, season lengths, weapon 
restrictions, etc., can also be implemented to allow the IDFG to achieve its biological goals. 

Current annual sales of more than 106,000 elk tags have resulted in significant increases in the 
elk harvest throughout the state. IDFG has developed a strategy to increase or maintain the 
proportion of mature bulls in the elk population by limiting numbers of hunters in some portions 
of the state and limiting the type of elk harvested in other areas. General elk seasons are also 
being shifted out of the breeding period in areas with moderate to high access. Controlled hunts 
are offered to regulate herd size within management units when desired levels cannot be 
achieved with general hunts. 

Although management objectives vary by hunting unit, wildlife managers would like to increase 
bull:cow ratios and stabilize or increase elk populations in most units. The current estimate of 
25 bulls: 100 cows in the primary analysis area exceeds the overall goal for central Idaho 
management units. 

Hunting seasons and harvest.-General hunting seasons for elk vary by management unit, but 
generally run from about mid-October to the end of the first week of November. Seasons in 
some mountain units run mid-September through mid-November. Archery seasons run from the 
..,d of August through the third week of September, and muzzle loader season is held during the 

·eek of November. IDFG estimates that hunters harvested 8,137 bulls and 3,957 cows in 
ceal. Tdaho during 1991 (Table 3-48). Approximately 13.7% of the pre-hunt elk population 
was ha .• ited by hunters during 1991, including an estimated 40.7% of the bulls(> 1 year old), 
and 7.7% of the cows(> 1 year old). 

Mule deer 
Population distribution and statistics. -Mule deer winter along river bottoms of most major 
drainages in central Idaho, and are distributed throughout the primary analysis area in summer. 
Mule deer are the most abundant wild ungulate in the primary analysis area. Approximately 
129, 700 mule deer inhabit central Idaho hunting units (Table 3-48), but little information is 
available on population structure. Increases are expected in some herds, but many populations 
appear to be at or near carrying capacity (Scott 1991), and some may be declining. 

Management objectives.-Hunting is a primary factor influencing the size, growth rate, and 
structure of mule deer populations. Buck-only hunting has been successful in increasing many 
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herds, but some other herds have experienced little growth despite of 10 years of antlered-only 
regulations. 

IDFG's mule deer management goals for 1991-1995 include: (1) maintain present population size 
in most units and allow increases in some units; (2) maintain or increase buck:doe ratios in all 
units; and (3) maintain or increase the mature buck portion of the mule deer population in most 
units (Scott 1991). 

Hunting seasons and harvest.-IDFG's strategy for the general mule deer seasons in central 
Idaho during 1991-1995 will be to maintain standard 15 or 25 day seasons opening on October 
5. Antlerless seasons will vary in length from 0-25 days to meet management objectives for 
total deer numbers in each hunting unit. Sixty-five day seasons in remote central Idaho units 
open September 15 and are concurrent with elk seasons. Mule deer are legal game for archers 
in most units for 4 weeks beginning August 30, and hunters using muzzle loaders may harvest 
deer during 2 weeks between the middle of November and the middle of December, depending 
on the management unit. 

From 1985 to 1988, statewide harvest of mule deer increased 68% from 30,786 to 51,706. 
Harvest of female mule deer increased 93 % , and harvest of males increased 50 % . Hunters 
harvested an estimated 15,774 mule deer (10.7% of pre-hunt population) in central Idaho 
management units in 1991 (Table 3-48), of which approximately 63 % (approximately 9,938) 
were bucks. 

White-tailed deer 
Population distribution and statistics. -White-tailed deer are the most abundant big game species 
in northern Idaho, but because of development of habitat, it is unlikely that whitetails will ever 
again reach peak population levels of the 1940s and 1950s. Whitetails are abundant only in the 
northern management units in the primary analysis area, or roughly, the portion of the state 
north of the Salmon River (Rybarczyk 1991). Whitetails were historically more widespread in 
Idaho, but were apparently extirpated from other areas by over-hunting and changes in land use 
during the early 1900s. 

IDFG wildlife managers estimate approximately 29,900 whitetails are present in the primary 
analysis area (Table 3-48), and populations are stable or increasing. In those porti~ms of their 
range where they are found on large tracts of public land, white-tailed deer are expected to 
flourish indefinitely. Information on population size and structure is difficult to collect for 
white-tailed deer, and may vary greatly among herds and between years. Consequently, reliable 
information is available only for a few well-studied herds. 

Management objectives. -IDFG intends to maintain hunting opportunities by general, either-sex 
seasons beginning on the same day as general elk season whenever possible, and maintain 
availability of mature (4-point-plus) bucks. The IDFG's 5-year goals (Rybarczyk 1991) for 
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1991-1995 include: (1) Maintain white-tailed deer populations in north and north-central Idaho 
at current levels; (2) maintain harvest and increase recreational hunting opportunity in the major 
white-tailed deer management units; (3) manage all units north of the Salmon River, except Unit 
14, with a season framework designed primarily for white-tailed deer; (4) manage all units south 
of the Salmon River, and Unit 14, with a season framework designed primarily for mule deer; 
and, (5) maintain at least 40% of the buck harvest in the 4-point-plus category. 

Hunting seasons and harvest.-Most deer seasons north of the Salmon River are directed toward 
harvesting white-tailed deer and open on October 10, the same day as the general elk season. 
South of the Salmon River, deer seasons are directed toward harvesting mule deer, and many 
open October 5. Seasons in the Clearwater Region units are either-sex until November 10 when 
they become antlered-only and continue through November 20. November seasons south of the 
Salmon River are controlled 15-day "quality" hunt opportunities that begin November 10. 
Thirty-day archery seasons begin August 24, and muzzleloader seasons begin November 10 or 
25 and are 20 or 15 days in length, respectively. Idaho's statewide white-tailed deer harvest has 
increased more than 90% in the past 15 years (Rybarczyk 1991), and in 1991, hunters harvested 
an estimated 3,517 bucks and 1,709 does (total= 5,226 whitetails) in the primary analysis area 
(Table 3-48). Approximately 14.9% of the white-tailed deer population was harvested. Data 
on whitetail population size are difficult to collect, but most populations in Idaho are probably 
not being harvested as heavily as possible, in spite of liberal either-sex seasons that have been 
in place in some units for many years (Rybarczyk 1991). 

Moose 
Population distribution and statistics.-Dense cover, low moose densities, and the solitary habits 
of moose render population surveys ineffective in central Idaho. No herd composition or 
population trend work is currently being conducted specifically for moose. IDFG estimated 
moose would number about 1,700 in 1990 in management units in the central Idaho primary 
analysis area (Hayden 1985). 

Management objectives.-Emphasis has been placed on providing hunters an opportunity to 
harvest an older bull. As a result, the number of permits offered annually is low, and hunter 
success is high. 

Hunting seasons and harvest.-Moose permits are in great demand in central Idaho. To allow 
a fairer distribution of available permits, any person who kills a moose is prohibited from 
applying for a moose permit again. Anyone who draws a permit but is unsuccessful at killing 
a moose may not apply for another permit during the next 2 years. Presently, only Idaho 
residents and non-resident !ifetLme licensees may apply for a moose permit. Moose hunting 
season opens August 30 and extends through Thanksgiving weekend in central and northern 
Idaho. 
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In 1991, 149 of 185 permittees in central Idaho management units killed a bull moose (Table 
3-49). About 8.1 % of the pre-hunting season moose population was harvested by controlled
hunt permittees. In addition to moose taken by permittees, Indian hunters legally harvested at 
least 14 moose in central Idaho under treaty hunting rights, 18 moose were known to be killed 
illegally, and 3 moose were killed by automobiles (Table 3-49). Tribal hunters were 
documented to have harvested at least 14 moose under treaty rights. In addition to moose 
harvested legally by state and tribal hunters, 18 moose were known to be killed illegally, and 
3 moose were killed by automobiles (Table 3-49). 

Illegal killing of moose is a major problem. Statewide data indicate that about 50 % of all known 
moose mortality is from causes other than legal harvest (Leege 1990). Poaching accounts for 
a high percentage of these mortalities. 

Bighorn sheep 
Population distribution and statistics. -Idaho historically had 2 subspecies of bighorn sheep-the 
Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep ( Ovis canadensis) and the California bighorn sheep ( Ovis 

Table 3-49. Harvest and known mortalities of moose in central Idaho hunting units in central 
Idaho gray wolf recovery area, 1991.a 

1991 harvest Indian treaty 
Unit Permits Bulls Cows Total harvest Illegal kill Other 

6 2 2 0 2 

7 4 4 0 4 

9 2 2 0 2 

10 25 18 0 18 0 4 

12 44 38 0 38 2 2 I 

15 35 32 0 32 11 4 I 

16 8 8 0 8 0 I 0 

16A 4 4 0 4 0 0 0 

17 31 15 0 15 0 6 0 

19 12 9 0 9 I I 0 

20 10 9 0 9 0 0 0 

20A 2 2 0 2 

21 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 

29 3 3 0 3 0 0 0 

Total 185 149 0 149 14 18 3 

' Data from 1992 Moose PR Report (Oldenburg J992a). 
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canadensis californiana). California bighorn sheep occupy canyon and mountain habitats in the 
Owyhee River and Bruneau River drainages in southwest Idaho outside the primary analysis 
area, and are not considered in this EIS. Rocky Mountain bighorns were, at one time, 
widespread throughout central Idaho. Reports by early explorers, settlers, and trappers suggest 
that bighorn sheep were one of the most abundant large mammals in the state (Hanna 1990). 

In 1991 and 1992, IDFG biologists counted 1,780 Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in central 
Idaho, including 442 rams, 1, 187 ewes, and 141 lambs (Table 3-48). Ten animals could not be 
classified during the survey. The Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep population in the primary 
analysis area is estimated to be static (Hanna 1990), but disease outbreaks have resulted in recent 
population declines in some units (Oldenburg 1992b). 

Management objectives.-IDFG's management goals for the 1991-1995 period (Hanna 1990) 
include: (1) Increase Idaho's current bighorn sheep population and allow a corresponding 
increase in harvest and recreational opportunity; (2) establish new herds by transplanting bighorn 
sheep; (3) recognize and promote the non-consumptive values of bighorn sheep; (4) survey all 
bighorn sheep populations with a helicopter at least every 5 years; (5) establish special hunts in 
areas where female bighorn sheep can be harvested; and (6) restructure the season framework 
for Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep. IDFG would like to see the statewide Rocky Mountain 
bighorn sheep population increase 10 % above its 1990 estimated level by 1995. 

Hunting seasons and harvest.-IDFG has restricted bighorn sheep harvest to limited entry hunts e 
for 3/4 curl and larger rams since 1970. Regulations were modified in 1984 to allow harvest 
of older rams with broomed horns by including 3/4 curl and larger horns and/or rams over 4 
years of age (Hanna 1990). Permit holders that are successful in killing either a Rocky 
Mountain or a California bighorn ram are prohibited from drawing for that sub-species again. 
Unsuccessful permittees may reapply after a 2-year waiting period. 

Seasons in 1991 and 1992 opened on August 30 and remained open through October 13. Late 
hunts, which extended from October 21 through November 5, were also held (2 permits each) 
in units 19, 20, 21, 26, 27, 36A, 36B, and 50. 

The IDFG offered 180 permits for Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep in central Idaho management 
units in 1991. Sixty-six hunters harvested an adult ram (approx 3.6% of the pre-hunt 
population, Table 3-48). In addition to rams killed by controlled hunt permit holders during the 
1991-1992 season, at least 1 ram was harvested by an Indian under treaty rights, and 55 sheep 
were known to die of other causes in Region 7 management units (Units 21, 21A, 27, 28, 29, 
3v,.,. "'"" .1. ,., 0/ o 0r • "6n ""' 3" A Cf\ .-. .... A c:1 AL-le .... :1 .............. 1992h·/;;'7\ Do........,;rs fnr °RArlr" ' -'Uf\., .,, ' .) f\., .) D, JI' In, .JV, a11u .J .i, VlU 11uu15 .J. v.v I J· .... '-'.lJ.J.J.U. .l'-'.&. ............ .., ... ~.] 

Mountain bighorn sheep were decreased from 198 statewide in 1992 to 106 permits in 1993. 
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Mountain goats 
Population distribution and statistics. -Mountain goats exist in a harsh environment. Soils are 
typically thin and rocky, terrain is steep, and growing seasons are short. Although some goats 
winter on high elevation ridgelines, most herds winter at low elevations on south-facing cliffs 
(Oldenburg 1992c). Goats move to higher elevations during summer where they prefer alpine, 
subalpine, and north slope habitats. 

Thirty-nine mountain goat populations have been identified in Idaho. Most populations contain 
fewer than 100 animals, and even the larger populations are fragmented into small sub
populations (Hayden 1990). Surveys conducted from helicopters during winter can provide 
useful information on minimum population size and distribution. Mountain goat surveys are 
scheduled at 5-year intervals, but goats may also be counted during annual elk sightability 
surveys. The most recent surveys indicate that about 2,000 mountain goats inhabit the central 
Idaho primary analysis area (Table 3-48). 

Management objectives. -In areas with suitable habitat, mountain goat herds will continue to be 
managed with a conservative harvest strategy and an active transplant program. IDFG intends 
to maintain or increase the current level of recreational opportunity that mountain goats provide 
both consumptive and non-consumptive users. 

Hunting seasons and harvest. -Mountain goat hunting is offered in Idaho as a controlled hunt. 
Hunters must draw a permit and can kill only 1 Idaho mountain goat in their lifetime. Mountain 
goat season opens August 30 and usually remains open for 75 days. IDFG restricts mountain 
goat hunting to herds that exceed 50 animals. Permit holders are encouraged to take billies, but 
they may take a goat of either sex. Nannies with kids may not be killed. 

IDFG offered 41 permits in management units within the central Idaho primary analysis area in 
1991. Hunters killed 35 goats (approx 1.7% of pre-hunt population) in these units (Table 3-48). 

Small home range sizes and their high fidelity to specific areas makes goats vulnerable to 
hunting, especially in easily accessible areas. Illegal harvest may have a heavier impact than 
legal harvest in these areas. 

CENTRAL IDAHO: DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK 

The 10 central Idaho counties cover a total of 22,687,424 acres (91,852 km2
). The area is 

dominated by 13,331,296 acres (53,973 km2
) of contiguous USDA Forest Service lands in the 

center of the 10 counties. The Frank Church River-of-No-Return, the Selway-Bitterroot, and 
Gospel-Hump Wilderness Areas cover 3,908,501 acres (15,824 km2

) in the heart of central Idaho 
area. 
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During winter, most livestock are maintained on 3,405,107 acres (13,786 km2
) of private land 

surrounding the block of public land. During the summer grazing season, a portion of the cattle 
and most of the sheep are moved to public land. In addition, several thousand sheep are moved 
in from out-of-state areas to be grazed on central Idaho National Forests during the summer 
grazing season. 

A total of 304, 100 cattle and 51,500 sheep were distributed across the 10 central Idaho counties 
in January 1992 (Idaho Agriculture Stat. Serv. 1992c) (Table 3-50). With the addition of calves 
and lambs, and taking into consideration some slaughter during January through April, livestock 
numbers were estimated to grow to about 384,990 cattle and 100, 713 sheep on private land in 
April. 

In addition to cattle and sheep, 1,698 hogs and 14,999 chickens were present in the 10 central 
Idaho counties in 1987 (Table 3-50). 

During summer 1992, approximately 43,101 adult cattle and 101,552 adult sheep were 
distributed across 6 National Forests in the Idaho primary analysis area (Table 3-51). It is 
assumed that 90% of the cows have calves (90calves:100 cows), and sheep have an average of 
1.2 lambs per ewe (120lambs:100 ewes). The proportion of lambs to adult sheep was assumed 
higher than the proportion of calves to cows because sheep produce more sets of twins, 
offsetting adults who have not produced or have lost offspring. Total calves and lambs on • 
allotments are estimated at 38,792 calves and 121,971 lambs (Table 3-51). Calves and lambs 
are born in late winter or early spring, before adults are turned onto allotments on national forest 
lands. 

Table 3-50. Number of livestock (cattle, sheep, hogs, and chickens) in 10 counties comprising 
the general central Idaho area, January 1992.' 

Counties No. cattle No. sheep No. hogs No. chickens 

Shoshone 500 100 0 124 

Clearwater 4,600 100 0 628 

Idaho 53,000 8,400 798 10,051 

Boise 5,000 0 233 132 

Elmore 116,000 12,500 220 699 

Valley 5,500 700 15 1,596 

Biaine 23,000 21,500 on~ 184 JVV 

Camas 6,500 0 0 210 

Custer 38,000 1,700 0 326 

Lemhi 52,000 6,500 126 1,049 
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Table 3-51. Number of cattle, sheep, and horses on livestock allotments on national forests in 
the central Idaho primary analysis area (1992). 

National forest Adult cattle Calves' Adult sheep Lambsb Horses 

Boise 9.400 8,460 23,094 27,713 193 

Challis 15 ,492 13 ,943 4,780 5,844 93 

Sawtooth 7,875 7,088 49,005 58,806 3 

Salmon 4,962 4,466 0 0 52 

Payette 1,431 1,288 22,220 26,664 310 

Nez Perce 3,634 3,271 2,453 2,944 448 

Clearwater 0 0 0 0 0 

Panhandle 307 276 0 0 10 

Totals 43, IOI 38,792 101,552 121,971 1,109 

' Assume 90 calves per JOO cows. 
b Assume 120 lambs per 100 ewes. 

Seventy-six percent of all cattle and sheep graze seasonally on the 3 southern national forests, 
including the Boise, Sawtooth, and Challis (Table 3-51). No active cattle or sheep allotments 
were located in the Clearwater National Forest, and only 583 cattle were present on Panhandle 
National Forest allotments (Table 3-51) in the primary analysis area (Figure 3-25). 

Cattle and sheep are present on most allotments in the primary analysis area some time between 
May 1 to October 31. Livestock grazing on all allotments on the Sawtooth, Salmon, Challis, 
and Payette National Forests falls into this period. About 700 head of cattle are on the Boise 
National Forest as early as April, and over 1,000 head graze in November, and 350 head remain 
until December 15. On the Nez Perce National Forest, about 3,000 sheep graze 1 allotment 
from October 20 to January 15. Another 1,500 sheep begin grazing in the same allotment on 
April 1. About 500 cattle are present on Nez Perce National Forest allotments in November and 
10 cattle are on 1 allotment throughout the year. 

CENTRAL IDAHO: LAND-USE RESTRICTIONS 

Wilderness Areas 
Most of the Frank Church River-of-No-Return and the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness areas were 
managed as primitive areas beginning in the 1930s. The Wilderness Act of 1964 created the 
National Wilderness Preservation System and gave statutory wilderness designation to the 
Selway-Bitterroot area and required that other primitive areas and adjacent lands be studied 
regarding their suitability for wilderness designation. 
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Figure 3-25. General area of livestock grazing allotments in the central Idaho primary analysis 
area. 
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The Endangered American Wilderness Act of 1978 created the 200,464 acre (812 km2) Gospel
Hump Wilderness Area. The Central Idaho Wilderness Act of 1980 established the 2,361,767 
acre (9,565 km2

) River-of-No-Return Wilderness and added approximately 105,600 acres (430 
km2

) to the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness (bringing the total Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness 
acreage to 1,340,681 acres; 5,430 km2

). The name "Frank Church" was legislatively added to 
the River-of-No-Return Wilderness Area in 1984. 

The Multiple Use-Sustained Yield Act of 1960 directed the management of national forests under 
the principles of multiple use, specifically endorsing wilderness as a proper use. 

The Wilderness Act of 1964 states that wilderness areas shall be administered "for the use and 
enjoyment of the American people in such a manner as will leave them unimpaired for future 
use and enjoyment as wilderness, and so as to provide for the protection of these areas, the 
preservation of their wilderness character. .. " 

The U.S. Department of Agriculture wilderness regulations (Title 36, Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 293) specify that "National Forest Wilderness resources shall be managed to 
promote, perpetuate, and, where necessary, restore the wilderness character of the land and 
its specific values of solitude, physical and mental challenge, scientific study, inspiration, and 
primitive recreation. To that end, (a) natural ecological succession will be allowed to operate 
freely to the extent feasible; (b) wilderness will be made available for human use to the optimum 
extent consistent with the maintenance of primitive conditions; (c) in resolving conflicts in 
resource use, wilderness values will be dominant to the extent not limited by the Wilderness Act, 
subsequent establishing legislation, or the regulations" (36 CFR 293.2). 

Section 4( c) of the Wilderness Act prohibits certain uses in wilderness, including "no 
commercial enterprise and no permanent road within any wilderness area ... except as necessary 
to meet minimum requirements for the administration of the area ... there shall be no temporary 
road, no use of motor vehicles, motorized equipment or motorboats, no landing of aircraft, no 
other form of mechanical transport, and no structure or installation within any such area." 
Special provisions of the Act permit the use of aircraft or motorboats where the uses were 
already established. Measures may also be taken as may be necessary to control fire, insects, 
and diseases. 

Mining activities were allowed in wilderness areas to the same extent as in non-wilderness until 
January 1, 1984. At this time, minerals in wilderness areas (excluding valid existing mineral 
rights) were withdrawn from all forms of appropriations under existing mining laws and 
amendments. The Wilderness Act also gives private property owners the right of access and 
mining claim owners the right of ingress and egress. Livestock grazing, where established prior 
to the date of the Wilderness Act, was permitted to continue in wilderness areas. 
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The 1980 Central Idaho Wilderness Act contained several key prov1s1ons, including: ( 1) 
restrictions on closure of public airfields, (2) requirements for annual maintenance of the 
wilderness trails, (3) prohibition of dredge and placer mining in the Salmon River, the Middle 
Fork of the Salmon River, and tributaries of the Middle Fork of the Salmon River, (4) 
identification of the 40,000 acre (162 km2) special Mining Management Zone (southeastern 
portion of the Frank Church-River-of-No-Return Wilderness Area), where wilderness constraints 
are not applicable relative to mining activities for cobalt and associated minerals, (5) 
requirements for a cultural resources management program in the wilderness, including inventory 
and management recommendations for historic cabins and other structures, and ( 6) requirements 
for a comprehensive management plan for wilderness. 

Management plans have been completed for the Frank Church River-of-No-Return, Selway
Bitterroot, and Gospel Hump Wilderness Areas, and incorporated into forest plans of 
administrating forests. The "Limits of Acceptable Change" process was used to provide 
objectives for management. The Limits of Acceptable Change process gives primary attention 
to the wilderness conditions that exist and are judged acceptable. 

Management plans provide guidelines for managing recreation, trails, airfields, fire, and other 
components of the wilderness ecosystem. Wilderness management has provided a shift from an 
emphasis on fire suppression to an emphasis on preserving natural processes and managing 
recreation. 

National Forests 
The Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources Planning Act of 1974, as amended by the 
National Forest Management Act (NFMA) of 1976, specifies that land and resource management 
plans shall be developed for units of the National Forest System. Forest plans and 
accompanying environmental impact statements have been finalized for every' national forest in 
the central Idaho primary analysis area. These plans provide for multiple use and sustained yield 
of goods and services from the National Forest System in a way that maximizes long-term net 
public benefits in an environmentally sound manner. 

Forest Plans occur within a hierarchical framework of planning. The national assessment and 
program for forests and rangelands, as required by the Forest and Rangeland Renewable 
Resources Planning Act, set broad strategic guidance for national forest lands. Forest 
Supervisors consider key elements of the program during forest plan implementation, 
monitoring, and evaluation. Regional Guides address regional issues and concerns and establish 
regional management standards and guidelines. 

Livestock grazing is permitted on approximately 4,365,383 acres (17 ,666 km2
) across the central 

Idaho area (Table 3-52). Permits restrict type of livestock, stocking rate, and season of use. 
Outfitter and guide permits also allow seasonal grazing of horses. Grazing of recreational horses 
is allowed on National Forest lands throughout the central Idaho area. Restrictions on livestock 
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Table 3-52. Land-use activities in central Idaho national forests. Information comes from forest 
10 year plans. Projections cover the period from the middle 1980s to the middle to late 1990s. 

National forests Livestock grazing 

Boise 843,000 

Challis 1, 162,300 

Clearwater 180,000 

Payette 757,848 

Nez Perce 316,000 

Salmon 188,000 

Sawtooth 910,674 

Panhandleb 7,561 

Bitterroot 0 

Totals 4,365,383 

' MBF = Million board feet. 
b St. Joe portion only. 

Number of acres 

Suitable for timber 

656,114 

340,608 

987,700 

821,021 

911,669 

744,900 

99,211 

409,200 

0 

4,970,423 

Proj. mean annual Proj. mean annual 
harvest harvest (MBF)" 

10,527 85.0 

550 3.0 

11,309 173.0 

6,869 80.9 

4,540 60.0 

4,012 21.1 

1,392 10.5 

4,939 74.0 

0 0 

44, 138 507.5 

grazing sometimes occur near riparian areas. Livestock are usually restricted from grazing for 
about 5 years in areas with newly replanted trees. 

The central Idaho area contains about 4,970,423 acres (20, 115 km2
) of forested land classified 

as suitable for timber production (Table 3-52). Timber will be harvested on about 44, 138 acres 
(179 km2

) annually in the central Idaho area during the first decade of implementation of the 
national forest plans (Table 3-52). Expected volume of timber to be harvested in the central 
Idaho area ranges from 507 .5 million board feet during the first decade of the forest plan to 
890.2 million board feet during the fifth decade of the forest plan (Table 3-53). 

Timber harvests have a significant effect on the physical and biological environment. The extent 
of these impacts depends on the specific methods of harvest, the area where the timber is 
harvested, and the rate at which it is harvested. Timber harvest activities may be restricted or 
modified because of standards designed to achieve specified fishery or wildlife objectives on the 
forest. 

The central Idaho area contains about 20,346 miles (32, 757 km) of system roads on national 
forests (Table 3-54). Most roads have been developed as the direct result of timber harvest. 
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Table 3-53. Projected annual timber harvest (million board feet) in central Idaho national forests 
over the next 5 decades from 10 year national forest plans. a 

Timber harvest (million board feet) 

National forests Decade 1 Decade 2 Decade 3 Decade 4 Decade 5 

Boise 85.0 81.0 81.7 82.0 82.4 

Challis 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0 7.0 

Clearwater 173.0 212.0 273.9 356.3 440.4 

Payette 80.9 82.6 85.1 83.2 81.4 

Nez Perce 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 

Salmon 21.1 21.1 25.7 25.7 25.7 

Sawtooth 10.5 11.2 11.5 11.5 11.5 

Panhandleb 74.0 95.8 124.9 113.4 181.8 

Bitterroot 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals 507.5 567.7 667.8 738.1 890.2 

' Sources: USDA 1976, 1983a, 1983b, 1984, 1986, 1987a, 1987b, and 1992. 
b Projected data not available for Avery Ranger District, Panhandle National Forest, decades 3 through 5. 

Besides serving timber harvest, roads are used for general forest administration, mineral 
exploration, fire protection, and recreation. 

Approximately 9,541 miles (15,361 km) of these roads are open to unrestricted motorized travel 
year-round. The other 53 % are subject to a variety of seasonal or yearly closures to motorized 
travel. Most restrictions and closures are for the protection of wildlife habitat and water quality. 
Other closures are for the prevention of road and trail damage during spring runoff, protection 
of administrative sites and other public facilities from vandalism, protection of the public from 
unsafe conditions, and for the reduction in cost of road maintenance. 

Section 7 Consultations and Requirements 
Under Section 7 of the ESA, federal agencies are to use their authority to conserve threatened 
and endangered species and to take necessary steps to "insure that actions authorized, funded, 
or carried out by" an agency are "not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of any [listed] 
species or result in the destruction or adverse modification" of the species' critical habitat. No 
critical habitat for woives has been designated under the ESA in the northern Rocky Mountain 
region (Wise et al. 1991). 

The ESA requires that all federal agencies consider the effects of their proposals on listed 
species before acting. The agency proposing an action must first determine whether a listed 
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Table 3-54. Miles of open, open with restrictions, and closed system roads on central Idaho 
national forests. 

National forests Open system 

Boise 898 

Challis' 915 

Clearwater 2,492 

Payette 700b 

Nez Perce 776 

Salmon 1,156 

Sawtooth 1,836 

Panhandle' 693 

Bitterroot 75 

Totals 9,541 

' Includes estimated system roads on west side of forest. 
b Some seasonally closed. 
c Includes Avery Ranger District only. 

Miles of roads 

Closed or restricted access Totals 

4, 156 5,054 

60 975 

2,519 5,0ll 

250 950 

1,980 2,756 

985 2,141 

67 1,903 

788 1,481 

0 75 

10,805 20,346 

species "may be present" in the area. If present in the area, the agency must determine whether 
the species "is likely to be affected" by the action. If the species is likely to be affected, the 
action agency must consult with the FWS. The FWS then prepares a biological opinion on 
whether or not the proposal will jeopardize the listed species. Any federal activity or other 
activity that requires a federal permit or federal funding is subject to the Section 7 consultation 
procedure. 

Because of numerous wolf reports across central Idaho, the USDA Forest Service has consulted 
with the FWS on many proposed land-use activities. In 1985, the FWS issued a jeopardy 
opinion on the USDA Forest Service proposal to plow and open the South Fork Salmon River 
Road to uncontrolled winter access. The area was considered a critical big game winter range 
and a potentially important wintering area for wolves. 

This jeopardy opinion was the only one issued on proposed USDA Forest Service activities in 
central Idaho. The FWS later issued a non-jeopardy opinion on a revised USDA Forest Service 
road management and access plan. A federal judge later enjoined the USDA Forest Service 
from closing the road. Several informational signs along the South Fork Road, monitoring, and 
winter patrol activities by the USDA Forest Service are in place to protect wolves that may 
occur in the area in the future. 
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Wolf management and Section 7 consultations in central Idaho have evolved from more access
related requirements in the 1980s to information and education activities in the 1990s. The FWS 
believes that if implemented "management actions prescribed by the USDA Forest Service, such 
as timber harvest and road restrictions to protect ungulates and their habitat, adequately protect 
wolves" (USFWS 1992). 

The view of the FWS in central Idaho is that few restrictions on land use are necessary to 
promote wolf recovery, and that restrictions do not apply until wolves occupy an area (USFWS 
1992). Restrictions include limiting activities within 1 mile (1.6 km) of active wolf dens or 
rendezvous sites from March 15 to July 1, and placing some restrictions on non-selective control 
methods of animal damage control within occupied wolf range (USFWS 1992). 

Animal Damage Control Activities 
USDA, Animal and Plant Health Inspection Service, Animal Damage Control (ADC) initiated 
a programmatic consultation in 1990 on the effects of the ADC program on threatened and 
endangered species. The FWS concluded that the use of snares, steel traps, and aerial shooting 
in the ADC program would not likely jeopardize the continued existence of the gray wolf. 
Under Section 7 of the ESA, the FWS authorized the incidental take of 1 wolf annually in each 
occupied state during legitimate ADC control actions. Terms and conditions in the Biological 
Opinion included the following: (1) an incidental take in excess of 1 wolf in any state (in a given 
calendar year) will result in cessation of the activity causing take and reinitiation of consultation, 
(2) all leghold traps shall be checked at least daily in areas known to be occupied by gray 
wolves, (3) neck snares shall not be used in areas known to be occupied by gray wolves except 
for areas where wolves may be a target species, (4) number 3 or smaller traps may pose a threat 
to juvenile wolves and therefore should not be used in proximity to occupied dens and 
rendezvous sites, (5) the FWS's Fish and Wildlife Enhancement Office, in the Regions of the 
species' occurrence, shall be notified within 5 days of the finding of any dead or injured gray 
wolf, (6) ADC personnel shall participate fully in interagency wolf monitoring programs, and 
(7) ADC personnel shall informally consult on an annual basis with the FWS on the current 
status of the wolf in areas where recolonization is occurring. The Draft Environmental Impact 
Statement on the ADC program concluded that the above-ground use of strychnine to control 
rodents and rabbits, the use of compound 1080 toxic collars to control coyotes, and the use of 
M-44s to control coyotes, could adversely affect the gray wolf. In accordance with the existing 
label, strychnine baits should not be used in the geographic range of the gray wolf except under 
programs and procedures approved by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). EPA label 
restrictions also do not allow the 1080 toxic livestock collar to be used in areas where gray 
wolves may occur. Use of 1080 toxic collars is not licensed in Idaho at this time. M-44s are 
prohibited in occupied gray wolf range due to EPA label restrictions. In the 10 county central 
Idaho area, M-44s were only used on private land and on 1 Bureau of Land Management (BLM) 
site in 1992. A breakdown of M-44 use in central Idaho counties includes Shoshone (2 private 
premises), Clearwater (5 private premises), Idaho (12 private premises), Boise (2 private 
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premises), Valley (3 private premises), Custer (4 private premises), and Lemhi (2 private and 
1 BLM premises). No M-44s were set in Elmore, Blaine, or Camas counties. 

During an informal consultation on March 23, 1993, the USFWS identified 3 areas of "occupied 
gray wolf range" (subject to revision) in central Idaho where ADC activities should be conducted 
in accordance with the July 1992 biological opinion. In the biological opinion, "occupied gray 
wolf range" is defined as (1) an area in which gray wolf presence has been confirmed by state 
or federal biologists through interagency wolf monitoring programs, and the USFWS has 
concurred with the conclusion of wolf presence, or (2) an area from which multiple reports 
judged likely to be valid by the USFWS have been received, but adequate interagency surveys 
have not yet been conducted to confirm presence or absence of wolves. The 3 areas include (1) 
all lands east of State Highway 28 in the Salmon BLM district, (2) all lands within the North 
Fork drainage of the Clearwater River east of the confluence of the North Fork and Little North 
Fork Rivers, and (3) all lands in Valley county, south of Big Creek and east of the road between 
Deadwood Reservoir and Big Creek. 

Since the 1992 Biological Opinion and informal consultation on March 23, 1993, this FEIS 
redefines "occupied wolf range" for the central Idaho and Yellowstone experimental areas as an 
"Area of confirmed presence of resident breeding packs or pairs of wolves or area consistently 
used by ~ 1 resident wolf or wolves over a period of at least 1 month. Confirmation of wolf 
presence is to be made or corroborated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Exact delineation 
of area will be described by (1) 5-mile radius around all locations of wolves and wolf sign 
confirmed as described above (non radio monitored), (2) 5-mile radius around radio locations 
of resident wolves when < 20 radio locations are available (for radio-monitored wolves only), 
or (3) 3-mile radius around the convex polygon developed from ~ 20 radio locations of a pack, 
pair, or single wolf taken over period of ~6 months (for radio-monitored wolves). This 
definition applies only within the Yellowstone and central Idaho experimental population areas." 
This new definition would, in the experimental population areas, supersede the previous 1992 
definition of "occupied wolf range," therefore, "occupied wolf range" might be Jess expansive 
than the 3 areas described above. 

CENTRAL IDAHO: VISITOR USE 

Idaho provides a diversity of high quality outdoor recreation resources enjoyed by both residents 
and nonresidents. The 1986/87 Pacific Northwest Outdoor Recreation survey provided estimates 
of annual "activity occasions" by Idaho residents for a variety of recreational activities (IDPR 
1989). Nature study, hiking, walking, and camping activities were all projected to experience 
moderate to high growth to the year 2010. Hunting activities were projected to experience low 
growth to the year 2010 (IDPR 1989). 

In 1991, an estimated 232,000 residents and 133,000 nonresidents fished in Idaho. An estimated 
158,000 residents and 35,000 nonresidents hunted in Idaho. In addition, 194,000 residents and 
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188, 000 nonresidents participated in primary nonurban (nonresidential nonconsumptive) activities 
in Idaho (USFWS 1992, Table 3-55). 

In 1991, residents spent an estimated 2,417,000 days fishing in Idaho and nonresidents spent 
439,000 days fishing (Table 3-55). Residents of Idaho also spent 1,941,000 days hunting and 
nonresidents hunted 226,000 days. Residents spent 1,722,000 days participating in nonurban 
activities in Idaho while nonresidents spent 1, 717, 000 days participating in nonurban activities 
(USFWS 1992, Table 3-55). 

The central Idaho primary analysis area contains about 13,838 miles (22,270 km) of trails (Table 
3-56). Trails provide for a variety of activities, including hiking, bicycling, motorcycling, 
horseback riding, nature study, backpacking, and four-wheeling. Trails exist on national forests 
both in wilderness and non-wilderness. Those in wilderness areas are restricted to 
nonmotorized, nonmechanized travel. 

National forests in central Idaho contain 491 developed recreation sites and provide over 
8,600,000 Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs) annually (Table 3-57). Based on figures for the 
Boise, Clearwater, Payette, Salmon, Nez Perce, and Bitterroot National Forests, about 23 % of 
the RVDs are associated with developed areas while about 72 % of the RVDs are associated with 
dispersed (nondeveloped) and wilderness settings. RVDs are expected to continue to grow 
annually across the central Idaho primary analysis area. In 1992, 10,000 people floated the • 
Main and Middle Forks of the Salmon River through central Idaho wilderness area. A total of 
9, 171 people signed in at trail heads in the Frank Church Wilderness Area. USDA Forest 
Service personnel met 21,230 visitors in the Frank Church Wilderness Area. Use in the Frank-
Church Wilderness Area has increased rapidly in recent years. 

In the 36 big game management units covering the central Idaho primary analysis area (Figure 
3-24), 91,959 hunters spent 688,175 days in the field in 1991. One hundred-two outfitters and 

Table 3-55. Number of days and number of participants in fishing, hunting, and nonresidential 
nonconsumptive activities in Idaho in 1991. • 

Resident Resident Nonresident Nonresident Total 
Activity participants days participants days participants Total days 

Fishing 232,000 2,417,000 133,000 439,000 365,000 2,856,000 

Hunting 158,000 1,941,000 35,000 226,000 193,000 2, 167 ,000 

Nonresidential 
Nonconsumptive 194,000 1,722,000 188,000 1,717,000 382,000 3,439,000 

Totals 584,000 6,080,000 356,000 2,382,000 940,000 8,462,000 

a Source: USFWS 1992. 
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Table 3-56. Miles of recreational trails on national forests in central Idaho. 

Miles of trails 

National forests Open Closed to motorized vehicles 

Boise 1,222b 296 

Challis 484 919 

Clearwater 890 639 

Payette 

Nez Perce 1,207 1,804 

Salmon 680 460 

Sawtooth 917 851 

Panhandle' 655 99 

Bitterroot 0 590' 

Total 

' About 23 3 of trails are in wilderness. 
b Includes 150 miles of cross-country ski trails and 400 miles of snowmobile trails. 
c All trails are in wilderness area. 
d St. Joe portion only. 

Total 

1,518 

1,403 

1,529' 

2,125 

3,011 

1, 140 

1,768 

754 

590 

13,838 

guides operate in 36 big game management units in the central Idaho primary analysis area. In 
1991, these 102 outfitters and guides provided big game tags to 4,614 nonresidents and 465 
residents (Table 3-58). Most tag sales were for nonresident deer and elk hunters. 

CENTRAL IDAHO: ECONOMICS 

The 10 central Idaho counties that constitute the central Idaho area have a combined population 
of 92,400 and are very sparsely populated with an average of 2.6 people per square mile 
(l.0/km2

). This average is compared to an average of 12.3 people per square mile (4.75/km2
) 

for Idaho, and 6.96 people per square mile (2.69/km2) for the 3-state region. The population 
of the 10 county recovery area grew at a rate of approximately 1.8% per year in the 1970s and 
then declined at an average rate of -0.5% per year throughout the 1980s. Overall population 
growth for these counties between 1970 and 1990 was approximately 1.3% per year. 

The sparse population in the Central Idaho recovery area is largely due to 2 factors: the 
ruggedness and inaccessibility of much of the land in the area, and the large percentage of land 
in the area administered by federal or state agencies. The 10 counties which constitute the 
central Idaho area consist of approximately 22.5 million acres (91, 100 km2

). This area 
represents 43 % of Idaho's total land area. Federal and state agencies manage approximately 
84 % of the total land in these 10 counties. 
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Table 3-57. Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs) and number of developed recreation sites on 
national forests in central Idaho. 

RVDs 

National Number of Developed 
Forests Developed Dispersed Wilderness Total Recreation Sites 

Boise 494,900 1,598,100 0 2,093,000 72 

Challis 234,600 648,400 55 

Clearwater 293,600 459,100 30,700 783,400 23 

Payette 47, 100 677,200 173,100 897,400 36 

Nez Perce 241,900 411,100 95,100 748, 100 38 

Salmon 120,080 439,922 114, 100 674,102 53 

Sawtooth 2,291,100 193 

Panhandle' 426,800 17 

Bitterroot 12,000 10,000 45,900 67,900 4 

Totals 8,630,202 491 

a Includes St. Joe portion only. 

Table 3-58. Number of big game tags provided by 102 outfitter and guides in 36 big game 
management units in the central Idaho primary analysis area. Numbers from 1991 license year. 

Species Tags Idaho Residents Nonresidents Total Tags 

Deer 198 1,763 1,961 

Elk 219 2,202 2,421 

Bear 46 637 683 

Mountain Lion 2 12 14 

Totals 465 4,614 5,079 

Per capita income in the 10 county area for 1990 was $15,552, or roughly equal to the regional 
average (Table 3-44). Total personal income was $1.43 billion in 1990. This represents 
ap---~·~-,,. ... -1 •. 4 01 ..... c ... i..,.,.,, ~ ......... ~ _ ........ : .............. 1 ............. 1 ...... e_ .............. 1 : .... ,..,,.... ........ ,,.. T .... 199(\ : .... ,....-.. ........ "" f' ... ,.,. ....... -r:a't"'n"l.;.,..,IT 
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sources and agricultural services accounted for approximately 8 % of the total personal income 
in this 10 county area. This 1990 percentage is approximately equal to the sector's share of total 
personal income in the early 1970s. Livestock accounted for about 65 % of the value of 
farm products sold in these counties in 1987. This percentage is somewhat higher than the 52% 
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livestock share for the 3-state region. This greater reliance on livestock in the farming sector 
is likely due to the rough topography and high altitude of central Idaho which makes cropping 
impractical in much of this area. Sources of personal income that showed growth in the period 
1970-1990 were services (which increased from 7.63 to 10.83 of total income) and income 
other than earnings (which increased from approximately 193 in 1970 to 333 in 1990). Other 
industry, in general, has become relatively less important as a component of personal income 
in the last 2 decades, falling from 41 3 to 25 3 of total personal income. Mining, 
manufacturing, and construction have all decreased as a percentage of total personal income 
during this time period. 

Table 3-59. A summary of the key characteristics of the primary analysis area (PAA) that 
were analyzed as potentially being impacted by wolf recovery in and around Yellowstone 
National Park (includes parts of 17 adjacent counties) and in central Idaho (includes parts 
of 10 adjacent counties). 

People/Land 

Acres 

% Federal Ownership 

% Private ownership 

% National Park, Wilderness, or Wildlife Refuge 

Regional Population (including surrounding communities) 

Recreational visits to federal land/year 

Public land uses" 

Open to grazing (acres) 

Suitable for timber harvest (acres) 

Timber harvested or planned for harvest/year (acres) 

Total miles of system trails and roads on public land 

Roads and trails open to motor vehicles {mi.) 

National Forest area not open to motorized use (includes wilderness and 
roadless areas) 

Estimated miles of hiking trails 

Current active sites for M-44 use (coyote cyanide devices) 

People/Land Economy (including surrounding counties) 

Total income 

Per capita income 

Farm 

Services 

Other Industry 

Other non-eamedti 

Livestock 

Peak numbers of livestock on PAA 
including the surrounding counties- (spring) cattle 

(spring) sheep 

On USDA Forest Service in PAA (May through October) 

Adult cattle and calves 
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Yellowstone Central Idaho 

16.000.000 13.300.000 

76% 99% 

21% trace 

41% 30% 

288.000 92.400 
5.2 people/ mi.i 2.6 people/mi. i 

14.500.000 8,600.000 

4.000.000 4.365.383 

1.500.000 4.970.423 

28.000 44.138 

13.457 20.346 

8.057 9.541 

443 44% 

4.643 13.838 

185 ranches 31 ranches 

$4.2 billion $1.43 billion 

$14.676 $15.552 

6.4% 8.03 
(55 % by livestock) (65% by livestock) 

39.5% 34.6% 

19.8% 24.8% 

34.3% 32.6% 

354.000 384.990 

117.000 100.713 

145.658 81.893 



Central Idaho 

Adult sheep and lambs 

Horses 

Total livestock grazed on national forests 

Estimated current livestock mortality in the PAA 
and surrounding counties from all causes per year 
based upon· spring cattle and sheep numbers: cattle 

Ungulates (after hunting season) 

Elk 

Deer (mule & white-tailed) 

Moose 

Bighorn sheep 

Bison 

Mountain goat 

Pronghorn antelope 

Total 

Hunter harvest/year 

Estimated ungulates dying/year (all causes)ll 

Other Animals 

Black bears 

Grizzly bears 

Mountain lions 

Coyotes 

sheep 

horses 

Yellowstone Central Idaho 

265,152 223,523 

1,270 1,109 

412,080 306,525 

8,340 12,314 
2.363 loss 3.23 loss 
(67% calf) (69% calf) 

12,993 9,366 
ll.1%loss 9.3% loss 

(74% lambs) (72% lambs) 

Unknown, very low unknown, very low 

56,100 76,300 

29,500 159,600 

5,800 1,700 

3,900 1,800 

3,600 0 

few 2,000 

400 0 

99,300' 241,400 

14,314 33,358 

48,559 153,539 

3,000 abundant 

228 none 

some abundant 

abundant common 

A wide variety of land-use restrictions (seasonal and pennanent) are employed on public lands throughout the Yellowstone and central 
Idaho areas for protection of natural resources and public safety including: on motorized vehicles, construction of structures, Animal Damage 
Control activities, big game winter range, calving areas, security and migration habitat, raptor nest sites, endangered species (including 
grizzly bears), erosion control, wetland protection, to provide a variety of outdoor experiences (motorized or nonmotorized, wilderness or 
developed, etc.). 
t> Non-earned income represents investments, entitlements, and retirement income that often does not depend on where a person lives. The 
growth of this segment of the economy from 25 3 to 34 % over the last 2 decades results from people with this type of income moving into 
the central Idaho or Yellowstone area because these areas are perceived to have a lifestyle that people want to participate in (wild spaces, 
abundant wildlife, less crowding, low crime, clean air, etc.). 
c Including only ungulate herds at least partly associated with Yellowstone National Park. Estimated over twice that number using public 
and private lands in overall Yellowstone area. 
11 Including hunting, crippling loss, poaching, road kill, predation, disease, starvation, drowning, winter kill, accidents, fighting, etc. 
(Appendix 10). 
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Environmental Consequences 

INTRODUCTION 

In the analysis of environmental consequences, the impacts of each alternative are presented for 
each area (Yellowstone and central Idaho) separately. The environmental consequences of each 
alternative are discussed first for the Yellowstone area and then for the central Idaho area within 
each alternative. Thus, total impacts of each alternative are the sum of the impacts of the 2 
areas. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
ALTERNATIVE I. REINTRODUCTION OF 

EXPERIMENTAL POPULATIONS 

YELLOWSTONE 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Background Information for Analysis. -The Yellowstone area is a multiprey system and wolves 
will likely prey on several different wild ungulate species. Elk are the most abundant wild 
ungulate in the Yellowstone area, and they will likely be the primary prey for wolves (Garton 
et al. 1990, Koth et al. 1990, Vales and Peek 1990, Singer 1991a, Boyce and Gaillard 1992, 
Mack and Singer 1992b). Based on prey availability and vulnerability, wolves may take fewer 
deer, moose, and bison compared to elk (Mack and Singer 1992b). Bighorn sheep, pronghorn, 
and mountain goats were not predicted to be significant prey for wolves because of their low 
numbers relative to other wild ungulates, their use of escape terrain to avoid predators, and their 
use of areas close to human habitation (Boyce and Gaillard 1992, Mack and Singer 1992b, 
Boyce 1990, Koth et al. 1990, Mack et al. 1990). Because of the above factors, analyses of 
wolf predation on wild ungulates were limited to species that might be most affected: elk, deer, 
moose, and bison. Wolf predation on bighorn sheep living east of Yellowstone National Park 
was examined because some of these sheep herds may be more vulnerable to wolf predation than 
sheep in other portions of the Yellowstone area (J. Talbott, Wyoming Game and Fish 
Department, Cheyenne, pers. commun.). Wolves may kill about 11 bighorn/year or about 0.4% 
of the bighorn sheep population east of the park (Mack 1993). 

The Yellowstone Area.-The following analysis focuses on the effects a recovered wolf 
population (10 packs, about 100 wolves) might have on ungulate populations and hunter harvests 
in the Yellowstone area. Under this alternative, wolf recovery would be attained in about 8 
years (2002), much sooner than the Wolf Management Committee Alternative (2010) or the 
Natural Recovery (No Action) Alternative (2025). Two computer models examined the effects 
a recovered wolf population might have on wild ungulates in 3 different areas, Yellowstone 
National Park, the Jackson, Wyoming area, and the North Fork Shoshone River area in 
Wyoming. Mack and Singer (1992b) estimated that 78 to 100 wolves (about 10 packs) living 
on Yellowstone's northern range might reduce the northern range elk herd 5%-30% (from about 
17,300 in 1990 to between 12,100 and 16,400 elk) if antlerless elk harvests were reduced 27%. 
They also estimated northern range mule deer would increase in the presence of wolf predation 
if the antlerless deer harvest of 122 antlerless deer/year was eliminated. Moose numbers were 
13 % smaller to 12 % larger if moose harvests were reduced in the presence of wolf predation. 

Boyce and Gaillard (1992) modeled the effects of wolves on ungulates in the Yellowstone area 
(Yellowstone National Park, Jackson, Wyoming area, and North Fork Shoshone River area) and 
found wolves would reduce elk numbers 5 %-20% from an estimate of 36,726 to between 29,381 
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and 34,890 elk. From their model, they did not find any circumstances in which wolves would 
have a devastating effect on elk populations in the Yellowstone area. 

Boyce and Gaillard (1992) estimated wolves would reduce the mean population sizes of mule 
deer 33-193 from about 10,300 to between 8,343 and 9,991. They estimated moose might 
decline less than 73 from about 5,900 to 5,487 (although local effects may be higher in 
Montana where moose are heavily harvested), and the bison population might decline less than 
153 from about 2,700 to 2,295. 

A total of about 95,000 elk, deer, moose, and bison live in the Yellowstone area in and near 
Yellowstone National Park. A recovered wolf population of 100 wolves (10 packs) would kill 
about 1,200 wild ungulates at a predation rate of 12 ungulates/wolf/year (Mack and Singer 
1992b). If elk, deer, moose, and bison were preyed upon according to the abundance and 
vulnerability predicted in Mack and Singer (1992b), 100 wolves might kill about 913 elk, 219 
deer, 19 moose, and 16 bison/year, representing about 1 3 of the total elk, deer, moose, and 
bison living in the Yellowstone area. The remaining 33 ungulates in the wolf kill would depend 
upon the availability and vulnerability of wild ungulates available to wolves and might be any 
combination of elk, deer, moose, bison, bighorn sheep, or pronghorn. 

Under this alternative, some protection would be provided for wolves outside national parks and 
wildlife refuges so wolves and their effects on ungulate populations might be more dispersed 
throughout suitable habitats in the Yellowstone area and not concentrated in national parks or 
wildlife refuges (for example Yellowstone National Park or the National Elk Refuge). This 
alternative also provides for translocation of wolves if wolves severely impact ungulate 
populations. Because of this provision, wolf effects on some ungulate populations may be less 
than presented in these analyses. Throughout the Yellowstone area, ungulate populations can 
be quite different from one another in terms of population numbers, hunter harvests, and other 
physical and biological characteristics. These differences might result in individual populations 
reacting differently to wolf predation. Because it cannot be predicted exactly where wolves 
might establish territories within the Yellowstone area, additional analyses examined what effects 
wolves might have on wild ungulate populations (primarily elk, deer, and moose) living in more 
localized areas within the Yellowstone area. These additional analyses predicted effects similar 
to those previously mentioned (Mack 1993). 

The analyses were limited to ungulate herds associated with Yellowstone National Park which 
represents only a fraction of the ungulates available in the entire Yellowstone area. Because 
wolves could prey on wild ungulates from other herds living within the Yellowstone area, the 
overall effects of wolves on ungulate herds could be less than presented in these analyses. This 
alternative also provides for wolf translocation in the rare event wolf predation severely impacts 
ungulate populations or causes movements of ungulates to increase conflicts with private 
property. Because of the wolf translocation provision, wolf effects on some ungulate populations 
may be less than presented in the analyses. 
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Conclusions.-A recovered wolf population (about 100 wolves) is predicted to kill about 1,200 
wild ungulates (primarily elk, deer, moose, and bison) each year, representing about 1 % of the 
estimated 95,000 elk, deer, moose, and bison in the Yellowstone area. Bighorn sheep, 
pronghorn antelope, and mountain goats are not predicted to be significant prey for wolves. 
Using computer models, a recovered population was predicted to reduce wild ungulate 
population numbers from current high population numbers. A recovered wolf population was 
predicted to reduce elk numbers at least 5 % and possibly as much 20%-30% for elk herds in 
some areas. Boyce and Gaillard's (1992) models did not predict any conditions in which wolf 
predation had devastating effects on elk populations. Three deer populations were predicted to 
decline 3%-19%. Moose populations were predicted to decline about 7%-13% for heavily 
harvested herds. Bison populations were predicted to decline no more than 15 % from about 
2, 700 to about 2,300 animals. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
In reference to the background information presented under Impacts on Ungulate Populations, 
this analysis focuses on the effects a recovered wolf population could have on hunter harvests 
of elk, deer, and moose. Computer models predicted 78 to 100 wolves would reduce the 
northern range elk herd 5 %-30% provided antlerless elk (females and young) harvests were 
reduced 27 % from an average of 994 antlerless elk/year to 714 antlerless elk/year (Mack and 
Singer 1992b). Mack and Singer (1992b) also found the northern range mule deer herd could 
increase under wolf predation if the antlerless portion of the deer harvest (122 antlerless 
deer/year) was eliminated. Antlered (male) harvests of elk and deer were not predicted to be 
affected. For the relatively small but heavily hunted northern range moose herd, hunter harvest 
may need to be reduced 1/2 (from an average of 31 moose/year to 16 moose/year) in the 
presence of a recovered wolf population. 

Boyce and Gaillard (1992) did not expect a recovered wolf population to affect the hunter 
harvests of elk in Montana, but they did predict hunter harvests to decline 5 %-10% (from about 
3,300 elk/year to between 2,970 and 3, 135 elk/year) for the Jackson herd in Wyoming. They 
also predicted hunter harvests would decline 1 %-2 % (from about 640 elk/year to between 627 
and 634 elk/year) for the North Fork Shoshone elk herd. 

Boyce (1990) and Boyce and Gaillard (1992) concluded wolf predation would not reduce hunting 
opportunities for deer and some moose herds in the Yellowstone area. However, moose hunting 
may be reduced for smaller heavily hunted herds such as the northern range moose herd in 
Montana (Boyce and Gaillard 1992, Mack and Singer 1992b). 

In the Yellowstone area, hunters ar1i1ually harvested an average of 14,172 elk, deer, and moose 
during the 1980s (see Chapter 3, Ungulate Populations and Hunter Harvest). Bison removals, 
although more sporadic, averaged 142 bison/year (see Chapter 3). A recovered wolf population 
would kill about 1,200 ungulates/year which represents 8 % of the total average hunter harvest 
of elk, deer, moose, and bison in the Yellowstone area during the 1980s. 
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These analyses examined the effects a recovered wolf population would have on a portion of the 
wild ungulates available in the Yellowstone area. If wolf predation were distributed across a 
larger portion of the ungulate herds available in the Yellowstone area, wolf effects on hunter 
harvests may be lower than predicted in these analyses. This alternative provides for wolf 
translocation if ungulate populations were being severely impacted. Under the wolf removal 
provision, hunter harvests may not be affected to the degree predicted in the previous analyses. 

Conclusions.-A recovered wolf population (about 100 wolves) in the Yellowstone area may 
reduce hunter harvests of antlerless ungulates (females and young) for some ungulate herds. 
Computer models predicted the high antlerless harvest for the northern range elk herd may be 
reduced as much 27% from about 994 antlerless elk/year to 714 antlerless elk/year. The 
antlered (male) elk harvest would likely be unaffected. Elk harvests for the Jackson herd may 
be reduced 5%-10% from about 3,300 elk/year to between 2,970 and 3,135 elk/year. Elk 
harvests for the North Fork Shoshone herd may be reduced 1 %-2 % (from about 640 elk/year 
to between 627 and 634 elk/year) in the presence of a recovered wolf population. Wolf 
predation will likely not affect deer and moose harvests in many herds. 

In the Yellowstone area, hunters annually harvested 14,314 elk, deer, moose, and bison. A 
recovered wolf population would kill about 1,200 wild ungulates/year, representing 8% of the 
average hunter harvest during the 1980s. 

e Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Summary of Wolf Depredation on Domestic 
livesrock in Other Areas of North America 
Alberta. -In Alberta, estimates of cattle (including adults and calves) within wolf range varied 
from 300,000 from 1974 to 1979 (Gunson 1983) to about 235,000 from 1980 to 1991 (M. J. 
Dorrance, Alberta Agriculture, pers. commun.). Published estimates of the total number of 
sheep within wolf range in Alberta are not available, but are substantially fewer than cattle, 
perhaps in the range of 10,000 head (M. J. Dorrance, Alberta Agriculture, pers. commun.). 
An estimated 1,500 wolves live in the area in which livestock range. Alberta has a wolf control 
program in which wolves that kill livestock are controlled by provincial personnel. Landowners 
also may kill wolves on their property at any time. 

Losses of livestock to wolves were highly variable among years, between areas, and among 
operators. Cattle killed or injured annually by wolves in Alberta ranged from 22 adults and 34 
calves to 217 adults and 296 calves for an average of 76 adults and 159 calves per year from 
1974 to 1990 (Table 4-1). These levels represent 0.29-1.65 cattle killed/1,000 available or 
0.029%-0.165 % with an annual average of 0.089% of the cattle living within wolf range (Mack 
et al. 1992b). Wolves apparently selected calves and yearlings over adults. Calves represented 
49%-87% of cattle killed by wolves in Alberta. 
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Table 4-1. Number of livestock (cattle and/or sheep) killed or injured by wolves and the 
number of livestock in Alberta and British Columbia within wolf range.' 

Cattle Sheep 

Killed or injured Killed or injured 

Killed/l ,000 Killed/1,000 
Province Year Adults Calves Available available Lambs Adults Available available 

Albertab 1974 32 109 300,000 0.47 12c 

1975 217 269 300,000 1.62 67 

1976 120 200 300,000 1.07 56 

1977 166 199 300,000 1.22 2 

1978 65 198 300,000 0.88 19 

1979 73 296 300,000 1.23 43 

Albenad 1980 22 150 235,000 0.73 

1981 57 225 235,000 1.20 45 

1982 135 252 235,000 1.65 80 

1983 63 181 235,000 1.04 127 

1984 106 160 235,000 1.13 27 

1985 66 64 235,000 0.55 20 

1986 44 167 235,000 0.90 18 

1987 29 71 235,000 0.43 5 

1988 35 34 235,000 0.29 8 

1989 30 46 235,000 0.32 4 

1990 27 80 235,000 0.46 0 

Mean 76 159 0.89 31 

Simonette River, Alberta.: 1976 7f 2,288 3.06 

1977 6 2,023 2.97 

1978 16 1,784 8.97 

1979 27 1,558 17.33 

1980 11 1,772 6.21 

1981 1,804 0.55 

Mean 11 1,872 5.88 

British Columbia!: 1978 47 81 587,750' 0.22 6 27 48,000 0.69 

1979 53 98 587,750 0.26 3 21 48,000 0.50 

1980 32 101 587,750 0.23 15 5 48,000 0.42 

Mean 44 93 587,750 0.23 8 18 0.54 

a Adapted from Mack et al. 1992b. 
h Cattle and sheep depredation data {1974-1979) are from J. Gunson, Alberta Environmental Protection, Edmonton, pers. commun., cattle 
availability are from Gunson (1983). 
c Include lambs and adults. 

' Data are from M. J. Dorrance (Alberta Agriculture, Plant Industry Division, unpubl. data) and M.J. Dorrance pers. commun. Cattle 
availability is from 1986 estimate of cattle numbers in wolf range. 
~ Data are from Bjorge and Gunson (1983, 1985). Cattle were rhe only livestock available and killed. 
r Numbers of calves and adult cattle lost to wolves were not given, but 54% of all cattle killed or injured between 1976 and 1980 were calves 
(Bjorge and Gunson 1983). 
i: Data are modified from Tampa (1983). 
h Cattle numbers include 209,500 calves and 378,250 adults. Numbers are from average stock populations between July 1980 and January 1981, 
Minn. Dep. of Agri., B.C. and from B.C. Cattlemen's Assoc. {Tompa 1983). 
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All major predators selected calves over adults. However, unlike bear depredation which peaked 
in early spring (coinciding with bear emergence from dens) or coyote depredation which peaked 
coincident with calving, wolf depredation peaked in August and September. This coincides with 
wild ungulate calves and fawns maturing and increased food demands from growing pups before 
they are completely mobile and can hunt with the pack (Dorrance 1982). 

Wolf depredation on livestock other than cattle is extremely low in Alberta, primarily because 
other types of livestock are not exposed to depredation within wolf range (M. J. Dorrance, 
Alberta Agriculture, pers. commun.). Sheep (including adults and lambs) killed or injured by 
wolves in Alberta ranged from 1 to 127, or an average of 31 per year from 1974 to 1990. 
Numbers of sheep in wolf range are not available but are roughly estimated at around 10,000 
head (see above). 

From 1974 to 1980, swine, goats, and poultry comprised 4% of the total livestock killed by 
wolves for which farmers were compensated (J. R. Gunson unpubl. data) and 1 % of total 
livestock killed by wolves from 1981 to 1990 (M. J. Dorrance unpubl. data). Coyotes were 
responsible for 99. 98 % of the losses of these classes of livestock (primarily poultry) during 
1990-1991 (M. J. Dorrance, Alberta Agriculture, pers. commun.). In Alberta, density of swine, 
poultry, and other classes of livestock are more similar to those in the Yellowstone area than 
those in Minnesota, and Alberta husbandry practices, terrain, and weather are also more similar 
to those around Yellowstone. 

In Alberta, livestock operators are compensated for livestock (food producing livestock classes) 
killed by wild predators. Losses are compensated up to 100 % of commercial value for 
confirmed kills and up to 50 % of commercial value for probable kills. From 1972 through 1989 
the number of approved claims ranged from 22 in 1972 to 79 in 1975 with an annual average 
of 53 claims. Compensation paid under this program during the same period ranged from 
$14,993 in 1972 to $115,296 in 1982 with an annual average of $46,227 (Alberta Forestry, Land 
and Wildlife 1991). 

The Simonette River experimental area involved remote wooded grazing leases on provincial 
lands in west-central Alberta. Moose, elk, white-tailed and mule deer were common, as were 
coyotes, black bear and wolves. Pastures were small and isolated and were in, or adjacent to, 
territories of 4 wolf packs. The evaluation was conducted from 1975 through 1980. There was 
no wolf control during the first 4 years and livestock operators were compensated for 100% of 
value for livestock killed by predators and 80% for missing cattle. Government wolf control 
was resumed in the winter of 1979-1980. Estimated wolf numbers were 14-15 in 1975 and 39-
40 wolves in 1979-1980; wolves were reduced to 12-13 in the winter of 1979-80. 

Total cattle deaths from all causes (including missing animals), from an average of about 2,000 
cattle present, increased from 2.9% in 1976 to 3.7% in 1979; total cattle mortality was 2.5% 
in 1980 following wolf control. Of 38 cases where cause of death was known, 42% was due 
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to wolf depredation, 11 % from black bear depredation, and 47% from non-predator causes. 
Losses due to wolf depredation ranged from I to 27 cattle per year with an annual average of 
11. Loss rates due to wolf depredation ranged from 0.55 to 17.3311,000 head of livestock 
available with an annual average of 0.59% (Table 4-1). These rates may be representative of 
Joss rates in remote wooded situations with high wolf densities where cattle are unattended and 
no wolf control is conducted on wolves that depredate on livestock. 

British Columbia. -British Columbia administers a wolf control program. Depredation 
complaints are investigated and wolf control is conducted on a reactive site-specific basis. Wolf 
control is not initiated if faulty husbandry practices result in wolf conflicts (Tompa 1983). 
British Columbia has no monetary compensation program for wolf depredation on livestock. 
Approximately 6,300 wolves inhabited British Columbia in the early 1980s (Mack et al. 1992b). 
However, livestock do not occur throughout the entire province so the number of wolves in 
livestock range is unknown but is likely to be substantially less than the provincial population 
estimate. 

In British Columbia from 1978 to 1980, confirmed losses ranged from 32 to 53 adult cattle and 
81to101 calves annually from an estimated cattle population of 587,750 or an overall loss rate 
of 0.023 % . Province wide, an average of 93 calves and 44 adult cattle were killed or injured 
each year by wolves from 1978 to 1980 (Table 4-1). Of those killed by wolves, 68% were 
calves and 32% were adults. Wolf depredations on cattle averaged 0.12/1,000 adults or 0.0123 A 
and 0.44/1,000 calves or 0.0443 of those in wolf range (Tompa 1983). As in Alberta, calves W 
constituted a majority of cattle killed by wolves. During the same period (1978-1980) the British 
Columbia Cattlemen's Association reported an average of 158 calves (73 % ) and 59 adult cattle 
(27%) Jost to wolves. From these statistics, the average depredation rate was 0.37/1,000 or 
0.0373 of those available (Tompa 1983). 

Sheep reported killed or injured by wolves averaged 8 lambs (31 % ) and 18 adult sheep (69%) 
annually from 1978 to 1980 (Table 4-1). Depredation rates ranged from 0.42/1,000 to 
0.69/1,000 or an annual average of 0.054%. As with other predators and other areas, 
depredation rates for sheep were typically higher than cattle. 

Minnesota. -Wolves frequently encounter livestock in Minnesota without depredations occurring 
(Fritts and Mech 1981). In Minnesota, the USDA, (ADC) administers a wolf control program 
in response to complaints of wolf depredation on domestic livestock. Wolves are controlled on 
a reactive site-specific basis where complaints of livestock depredation by wolves are verified 
(Fritts 1982). The estimated population of wolves in Minnesota was about 1,500-1,750 in 1988 
(Fuller et aL 1992) and appears to have increased further since then. 

From 1979 to 1991, of cattle taken by wolves an average of 23 calves and 4 adult cattle were 
lost each year (Mack et al. 1992b, Table 4-2). Calves comprised 85% and adults 15%. 
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Table 4-2. Number of cattle and sheep lost to wolves, and cattle and sheep available in wolf 
range in northern Minnesota, 1979-1991.a 

Cattle Sheep 

Killed or Injured 
Killedil ,000 Killed or Kined/1,000 

Year Adults Calves Availableb Available Injured' Available Available 

1979 5 12 220,970 0.08 1 30,839 0.03 

1980 4 12 225,244 0.07 56 32,950 1.70 

1981 6 24 241,291 0.12 110 39,569 2.78 
1982d 1 23 241,724 0.10 12 34,698 0.35 

1983 3 32 242,156 0.15 29 29,827 0.97 

1984 2 8 242,589 0.04 92 24,956 3.69 

1985 4 19 243,021 0.10 75 20,085 3.73 

1986 7 19 220,141 0.12 13 15,904 0.82 

1987 5 19 220,141 0.11 9 15,904 0.57 

1988 3 28 220,141 0.14 68 15,904 4.28 

1989 9 31 220,141 0.18 47 15,904 2.96 

1990 2 35 220,141 0.17 112 15,904 7.04 

1991 5 30 220,141 0.16 31 15,904 1.95 

Mean 4 23 229,065 0. 12 50 23,719 2.11 

" Losses are verified wolf caused kills and maulings, and include verified "probable" wolf losses. Data are from 
S. H. Fritts (unpubl. data), and W. J. Paul (1991) unpubl. annual prog. report. Adapted from Mack et al. 1992b. 
b Available livestock are based on Minnesota agricultural statistics for 1979, 1980, 1981, 1985 and 1986 (S.H. 
Fritts unpubl. data). 
' Includes only total sheep. Lambs and adult sheep lost to wolves were not tabulated in the available datasets. 
d Interpolation was used between 1981 and 1985 to estimate cattle and sheep availability. 

Depredation rates for cattle ranged from 0.04/1,000 to 0.18/1,000 with an annual average of 
0.12/1,000 or 0.012% of those available. 

Sheep losses from 1979 to 1991 ranged from 1 to 112/year and averaged 50fyear in Minnesota. 
The rate of sheep killed or injured ranged from 0.03/1,000 to 7 .04/1,000 with an annual average 
of 2.1111 ,000 or 0.211 % of those available (Table 4-2). A higher proportion of lambs than 
adults were killed. Compensation payments averaged 22.5/year for adult sheep versus 51.5fyear 
for Jambs or a 1 :2.3 adult to Jamb ratio (Fritts et al. 1992). 

Depredations varied widely among years. Annual variation in verified livestock losses in 
Minnesota ranged from 1 to 9 adult cattle and 8-35 calves with an average of 4 adults and 23 
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calves. Annual variation for sheep was greater. High annual variation was also shown for 
losses in Alberta and British Columbia (Tables 4-1 and 4-2). 

Average number of animals killed or wounded per verified complaint was 1. 2 for cattle and 4 .4 
for sheep. Annual variation in the number of cattle reported killed by wolves ranged from 1 to 
17 adults and 12 to 98 calves with an annual average of 27 cattle killed or wounded per year. 
Reported sheep losses ranged from 1 to 242 with an annual average of 50 sheep verified as 
killed by wolves. On average, 55 % of the complaints of depredations on livestock could be 
verified (Fritts et al. 1992). 

Verified complaints of depredations averaged 30 per year and affected an average of 21 farms 
(0.33% of producers) annually. Conflicts were highly seasonal and involved primarily cattle 
(mainly calves), sheep, and turkeys. Number of operators affected also varied considerably 
from year to year. In Minnesota from 1976 to 1980, 10-35 farms reported wolf depredations. 
This represented less than 1 % of the farms with livestock within wolf range (Fritts 1982). 

Livestock producers in Minnesota are compensated for verified complaints of wolf depredation 
on livestock by the Minnesota Department of Agriculture. From 1977 through 1989, 
compensation payments have ranged from a low of $8,668 in 1977 (the first year of the 
program) to a high of $43,664 in 1989 with an annual average of $23, 715 (Fritts et al. 1992). 
During 1990, 1991, and 1992, $42,739, $32,206, and $17,922 ($11,340 pending) were paid in A 
compensation, respectively. During 1989, 1990, and 1991, turkeys comprised a large portion W 
of the losses (as discussed above) with 1,866, 1,170, and 1,075 turkeys confirmed dead as a 
result of wolves in those years (often turkeys mass in corners of pens where they suffocate, W. 
J. Paul, ADC, Annual Report). 

Northwestern Montana. -A small population of wolves has been recolonizing northwestern 
Montana since the early 1980s. The first reproduction was documented in 1986 within Glacier 
National Park, Montana. From 1987 to 1992 wolves killed an average of 3 cattle and 2 sheep 
per year (Table 4-3). Depredation rates on cattle ranged from 0 to 0.08/1,000 with an average 
of 0.04/1,000 or 0.004% of those available. Depredation rates on sheep ranged from 0 to 
0.88/1,000 with an average of0.18/1,000 or 0.018% of those available (Mack et al. 1992b). 

Summary. -A review of wolf depredation in states and provinces in North America (Mack et al. 
1992b) indicates that wolf depredation is highly variable among years and within areas. Overall, 
the rate of wolf depredation on domestic livestock across large geographic areas is very !ow, 
averaging usually less than 0.1 % of livestock wiihin wolf range. 

Cattle and sheep are the species most affected in Alberta, British Columbia, and Minnesota (with 
the exception of turkeys in Minnesota). Recent development of large free ranging turkey 
producing operations within wolf range in Minnesota has resulted in turkeys constituting about 
7 5 % of the livestock losses to wolves in some recent years and accounting for most of the 
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Table 4-3. Wolf depredation on cattle and sheep in northwestern Montana, 1987-1992! 
Numbers of Livestock 

Availableb Confirmed Possible 
Losses/! , 000 

Available 
Killed additional killed' 

Year Cattle Sheep Cattle Sheep Cattle Sheep Cattle Sheep 

1987 75,000 l l ,000 6 10 0 0 0.08 0.88 

1988 75,000 11,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 

1989 75,000 11,000 3 0 7 0 0.04 0 

1990 75,000 l l ,000 s 0 0 0 0.07 0 

1991 75,000 l l ,000 2 2 0 2 0.03 0.18 

1992 75,000 1 I ,000 I 0 0 0 0.01 0 

Mean 75,000 11,000 2.8 2.0 1.2 0.3 0.04 0.18 

a Data are from S. H. Fritts, unpubl. data. Adapted from Mack et al. 1992b. 
b Livestock available are based on 1989 Montana agricultural statistics for portions of 9 northwestern Montana 
counties. A correction factor was used for each county to estimate numbers of livestock available to wolves within 
possible wolf range. If more livestock were available, the depredation rate would be lower. Numbers rounded to 
the nearest 1, 000. 
' Suspected wolf involvement, no physical evidence of wolf depredation. 

increase in losses (Fritts et al. 1992). In all areas, losses of adult cattle are much lower than 
that of calves. The loss of adult sheep versus lambs varies by area and by year, and ranged 
from 31 % lambs in B.C. (Tompa 1983) and 42% lambs in Alberta (Gunson 1983) to 70% lambs 
in Minnesota (Fritts et al. 1992). Losses of sheep per capita available are higher than for cattle. 

On average, wolf depredation affects a small number of available livestock and a small 
percentage of livestock operators, usually Jess than 1 % of the livestock operators in an area each 
year. In most areas where livestock live with wolves, few operators experience loss of livestock 
to wolves; the vast majority do not. However, this means that, while on an industry-wide basis 
the loss of livestock to wolf depredation is very small, a few individual operators may be quite 
adversely affected in any one year because these few operators may sustain a large portion of 
the annual loss within a large geographic area. 

Wolf Depredation on Domestic Dogs.-Wolves occasionally kill domestic dogs. Tompa (1983) 
indicated that in British Columbia from 1978 to 1980 there were 13 wolf/dog related complaints 
with 29 dogs killed or injured by wolves. During the 3 years, all 29 dogs killed or injured were 
attacked between October and March. 
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Fritts and Paul (1989) reported on wolf/domestic dog interactions in Minnesota. Generally, rural 
residences and those at the edge of small communities in areas of high wolf populations seemed 
most likely to experience problems. No seasonal pattern was evident in Minnesota. In an area 
with about 68,000 households with dogs that may be exposed to wolves, 47 complaints of wolf
dog interaction were received from 1979 through 1987. In 60% of the reports, wolf killing or 
wounding of dogs was verified. In all other incidents it was verified that either no damage 
resulted or wolves were not involved. Verified complaints ranged from 1 to 6 reports per year 
with an annual average of 3.1. This would be an incident rate of 0.0004 incidents per 1,000 
households or 1 per 22,000 households per year. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock in the Yellowstone Ana.-Elements of this alternative that will 
likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone 
National Park and management as a nonessential experimental population under Section JOG) of 
the ESA; intensive monitoring and then capture and return of dispersing animals to Yellowstone 
National Park as needed; immediate control by public agency personnel of any wolves 
depredating on livestock; and ability of private landowners to kill wolves that are attacking or 
killing domestic livestock on private land and allowing harassment of wolves near livestock on 
both public and private land. 

During the first S years, few wolves will be outside of Yellowstone National Park or in areas 
that contain livestock. Approximately 7 .5 million acres (30,400 km2) surrounding the A 
reintroduction area have no livestock grazing. Wolf populations would be recovered in the W 
Yellowstone area, probably within about 10 years, and would be removed from protection under 
the ESA. States and tribes would assume management outside of national parks and national 
wildlife refuges. 

Because of the low numbers of other classes of livestock in the primary analysis area, and 
experience in other areas, cattle and sheep will likely constitute 953-1003 of livestock killed 
or injured by wolves. 

Projections of depredation rates from other areas should be done with great caution, because 
terrain, vegetation, weather, size of farms, husbandry practices, and prey populations differ 
between areas (Fritts et al. 1992). However, to provide some estimate of potential impacts of 
a recovered wolf population on livestock, the following equation was developed to standardize 
depredation rates from other areas in relation to total livestock in wolf range and wolf numbers: 

No. of livestock in 
Analysis Area x 

No. of livestock in Other 
Area 

No. wolves in 
Analysis Area x 

No. wolves in Other 
area 

Mean annual depredations 
(other study area) 

Estimated annual 
depredations in Analysis 
Area 

Application of this equation to comparable data from Alberta, Minnesota, and northwestern 
Montana results in estimates of about 19 cattle (range 3-32) and 30 sheep (range 17-48) killed 
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or injured by (100) wolves per year in the Yellowstone primary analysis area. Calves will likely 
constitute the majority of cattle losses. Depredation rates on sheep are expected to be higher 
and more variable than depredation rates on cattle. Losses of lambs and adult sheep will vary 
widely, but on average, will be nearly the same. 

Depredations will be highly variable between years and within areas. Most livestock operators 
will incur no losses, others may incur small sporadic losses, and a few could sustain chronic 
losses. Although the loss of livestock to wolf depredation will be very small on an industry 
wide basis, annual losses to wolf depredation likely will not be evenly divided among operators. 
A few individual operators may be quite adversely affected in any one year because these few 
operators may sustain a large portion of the annual loss within any large geographic area. 

Over 146,000 cattle and calves and about 265,000 sheep and lambs are grazed on the 6 national 
forests in the Yellowstone analysis area during the summer. Comparison with winter livestock 
numbers in the primary analysis area indicates that a substantial number of cattle remain on 
private or other public land during this season whereas a substantial number of sheep are brought 
in from other areas to graze on national forests. Consequently, the number of cattle and calves 
grazed in national forests are lower than the overall number of cattle and calves which occur 
during the remainder of the year in the entire primary analysis area. However, the number of 
sheep grazed in national forests during the summer is much greater than the number available 
during the remainder of the year in the primary analysis area. Application of the above formula 
to livestock grazed seasonally on national forests results in estimates of average annual livestock 
depredation by wolves of about 8 cattle (range 1-13) and 68 sheep (range 38-110). In some 
allotments that were very remote, were within the home range of several wolf packs, and where 
livestock were not tended or checked for long periods of time, depredation rates may approach 
those observed in the Simonette River experimental area in Alberta for short periods of time. 

Evidence from the other areas of North America indicate that most of the wolf depredation 
occurs during the summer and early fall. Most of the depredations are likely to occur on public 
lands which have the higher density of livestock during this period and where most wolves are 
projected to occur. 

All areas show a wide variation in rates of depredation among years and within particular areas, 
but a relative consistency in the general overall rates. A similar situation should be expected 
in the Yellowstone area with wolves present. Some years will have no or few depredations; 
others will have substantially increased depredations and concern will rise dramatically. 
Consequently, not only wide variation in depredation rates should be expected, but also wide 
variation in public perception, expectations, and tolerance of wolf depredation on livestock. 

Expected depredations on pets (dogs).-Wolves occasionally kill pets, particularly dogs. 
Although this is a fairly uncommon event, it is often a very emotional impact because it often 
happens at or near the home and results in the death or serious injury of a family pet. 
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Typically, rural residences and those at the edge of small rural communities in areas of high 
wolf populations seem most likely to experience these problems. 

In Minnesota, wolves attack dogs at a rate of about 1 incident per 22,000 households per year 
and incidents range from 1 to 6 per year. Possibly, several incidents are not reported in both 
areas. British Columbia has about 4 reported incidents per year. Both of these areas have over 
1,500 wolves in areas occupied by people and an area of over 20,000 mi2 (51,800 km2

). In the 
primary analysis area there are an estimated 1, 700 farms or rural residences in about 25, 000 mi2 
( 64, 700 km2

). Wolf depredation on domestic dogs is expected to be very infrequent but will be 
emotionally disturbing to people who lose pets. 

Conclusions.-During the first 5 years after reintroduction, livestock losses to wolves would 
likely be very few, if any. During the next 5 years or so, loss rates may be similar to those in 
northwestern Montana. Depredation rates, long term, are expected to be within the range of 
those experienced in other areas of North America and are estimated to average 19 cattle and 
calves (range 1-32) per year with the majority (85 % ) being calves. Depredations on sheep are 
estimated to average 68 sheep and lambs (range 17-110). Wolf depredation on domestic dogs 
is expected to be very infrequent, but will be emotionally disturbing to some of the owners. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Elements of this alternative that will likely impact land use include reintroduction of wolves into A 
Yellowstone National Park and management as a nonessential experimental population; agency W 
control of wolves that are involved in livestock, working animal, or pet depredation; allowing 
livestock operators to kill wolves that are attacking or killing livestock on private land; and 
allowing harassment of wolves near livestock on both public and private land. The proposal 
calls for restricted public access to facilities where wolves are confined during the release phase. 
Land management agencies may restrict intrusive public access around active wolf den sites from 
April 1 to June 30 when there are 5 or fewer breeding paris. No public land-use restrictions 
solely to facilitate wolf recovery will be employed after 6 breeding pairs of wolves are 
established in the experimental population area. 

Wolves would be placed in 1-3 temporary confinement facilities for "soft release". After an 
acclimation period they would be released and monitored. Confinement facilities would require 
the construction of pens suitable to contain wolves, likely 10 foot (3.0 m) high chain link fence 
with a ground apron. These would be 1 acre or larger (0.4 ha) with variation of topography, 
some forested area for cover and security, and a water supply. Archeological clearances would 
be completed prior to construction; previously disturbed sites would be used if available. During 
the confinement, some trampling of ground vegetation and digging is expected, however, no 
long-term changes to the vegetation community are expected after removal and rehabilitation. 

Public access to the confinement and release sites would be restricted to prevent harm to the 
confined animals and to avoid habituation to humans. This would likely involve an area about 
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1 mile ( 1. 6 km) around the facilities. The facilities would be located in semi-remote areas away 
from visitor facilities and would not be expected to result in changes in normal visitor use of 
park areas. 

Great amounts of public attention will be focused on reintroduced wolves during initial 
establishment of wild populations. Members of the public will aggressively seek opportunities 
to view wolves and photograph them, especially during early population establishment. These 
opportunities most readily present themselves at den sites and rendezvous areas early in the 
spring (mid-April to mid-June) when wolves are least mobile. During the first several days of 
life wolf pups cannot regulate their own body temperature and are very vulnerable if disturbance 
results in adults moving the pups to more secure areas during this period. However, some 
recent observations indicate that young pups may be more tolerant to exposure than previously 
thought (Mech 1993). 

Therefore, during the first several years of reintroduction, active den sites within Yellowstone 
National Park would be closely monitored. Human activity in the vicinity of the dens likely to 
disrupt successful denning would be precluded within up to 1 mile of the den sites, based on the 
type of activity and the physical features of the terrain, from initiation of denning activity 
(usually mid to late April at these latitudes) until up to June 30. 

The focus of population establishment would be in Yellowstone National Park and previous 
studies indicate that most wolves would live in the northern third of the park. Effects would be 
more focused there. Estimates indicate that 7 to 11 packs could live in this area. Consequently, 
if all of the first 5 breeding pairs denned in the park in areas where restrictions on human use 
were required restrictions may affect a total of 16 mi2. It is likely that some denning areas will 
be located in areas already under visitor limitations for grizzly bear management or other reasons 
(see Chapter III, Land Use) so the total area affected is unlikely to be completely additive. 

Within the park, snowmobile activity is restricted to the established routes (main roads that are 
closed to wheeled vehicles during winter). The road from Gardiner, Montana, to Cooke City, 
Montana, remains open year-round. Wolves would be exposed to vehicle and snowmobile traffic 
and noise and would likely select denning areas to avoid traffic and noise. Snowmobile activity 
ceases during March because of poor snow conditions at the lower elevations and road plowing 
which begins in early March and continues through April. Most roads are open to wheeled 
vehicle traffic by the end of April. Visitor activity during May and June is low, mostly confined 
to the main roads and the few open visitor facilities. (see Chapter III, Land Use and Visitor Use 
sections). Because of snow and poor trail conditions at higher elevations, little backcountry 
activity occurs until late June with commercial outfitting beginning after July 1. Consequently, 
no adverse effects to reintroduced wolves are expected from visitor use in national parks. 

Current land management in national parks and national forests places restrictions on human use 
of important ungulate and grizzly bear seasonal ranges, primarily during spring. These 
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restrictions occur at the same time and in habitats similar to those that would be used by denning 
wolves. 

During the first 5 years, few animals will be outside of Yellowstone National Park or adjacent 
wilderness areas. Wolf populations would be recovered in the Yellowstone area, probably 
within about 10 years, and would be removed from protection under the ESA with states 
assuming management outside of national parks and national wildlife refuges. 

Under this alternative wolves would be reintroduced into Yellowstone National Park as a 
nonessential experimental population. Section lOG) of the ESA requires that nonessential 
experimental populations be managed as a species proposed for listing outside of national parks 
and national wildlife refuges and as a threatened species within these jurisdictions. Section 7 
of the ESA requires agencies to examine their actions and to avoid those that would jeopardize 
a listed species. If they determine that a proposed action would adversely affect a listed species, 
they are required to consult with the FWS, who must determine if the proposed action is likely 
to jeopardize the continued existence of the species. These procedures would apply to the 
reintroduced population within national parks and national wildlife refuges. 

Outside of parks and wildlife refuges, federal agencies are only required to confer with the FWS 
if the agency determines their proposed action is likely to jeopardize the species. Unlike 
consultation under Section 7 for listed species, the determination in a "conference" is not binding 
on the federal agency proposing the action. Under this threshold, few agencies would need to 
confer with the FWS. 

Land management agencies currently place restrictions on human use of important ungulate and 
grizzly bear seasonal ranges, primarily during spring. These restrictions occur at the same time 
and in habitats similar to those that would be used by denning wolves. Approximately 6.6 
million acres of national forest is wilderness, recommended wilderness, or other undeveloped 
or roadless status. 

On national forests 3 general types of activities involve large areas of national forest land: 
livestock grazing, timber harvest, and recreation. The areas involved in these program activities 
are described in Chapter III, Livestock and Land Use Sections. 

Livestock grazing occurs on approximately 4 million acres of national forest. No livestock 
grazing occurs in Yellowstone National Park nor in large areas on national forest adjacent to the 
park. This area, about 7.5 million acres, includes the park and large areas of designated 
wilderness. In general, grazing occurs on the perimeter of this area outside the park and 
wilderness area, although some grazing does occur within wilderness. The season of grazing 
varies by area but generally runs from mid June through October. 
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The limits on public use to protect den areas would likely not affect initiation of grazing on 
national forest allotments. Additionally, this alternative calls for agency control of depredating 
wolves and killing or harassing of wolves that are attacking or harassing livestock by livestock 
operators on public land. Consequently, livestock grazing areas would not likely be adjusted 
to accommodate wolf occupancy if conflicts developed. 

It is difficult to estimate effects restrictions to protect wolf dens will have on timber harvest. 
However, several factors would indicate effects would be very small. As with livestock grazing, 
the bulk of timber harvest is generally on the outside perimeter of the central park and 
wilderness area; mostly on the Targhee National Forest where wolf numbers are projected to be 
quite low. In comparison, a small proportion of the analysis area is affected by timber harvest, 
about 3 % of the national forest area in the analysis area. 

Other seasonal restrictions designed to protect important wildlife areas such as ungulate winter 
range and birthing areas, grizzly bear spring range, and protection of roads and water quality 
during spring thaw already limit areas of harvest during the wolf denning period. In 
northwestern Montana during early stages of population establishment road closures that were 
in place for other reasons have been extended for short periods of time (2-4 weeks) to provide 
security for wolf dens close to roads. In other instances only "no stopping" provisions were 
imposed along short segments of road to keep curiosity seekers from entering the denning area; 
traffic was not impaired. In other instances, no action was needed or taken to protect den areas. 
No areas have been closed for long periods of time. It is unlikely that closures to protect wolf 
dens would preclude a measurable portion of annual timber harvest; some sales could 
occasionally be delayed slightly if they were proposed during the April 1 to June 30 period. 

Recreational activities during the denning period are normally at the lowest level of any time of 
year. Other limitations on access, for reasons discussed previously, and snow and trail 
conditions at higher elevations generally limit activities in higher elevation backcountry areas. 
Commercial outfitting generally does not begin until after this period. The only hunting is 
spring hunting for black bear in some areas. It is possible that wolves could den in several areas 
that would affect access to national forest land. Under one situation, only the area within 1 mile 
of dens would be affected. In other situations, the closed area could include the road accessing 
an area and under this situation a much larger area could be limited to vehicle access. With 
most wolf territories likely occurring within the park or adjacent wilderness or roadless areas, 
affects on national forest areas with vehicle access during the denning period would be small. 

Activities to control damage by wildlife to livestock or property are conducted primarily by 
private individuals or ADC. Most control activities are for coyote depredation on cattle and 
sheep, using a variety of techniques. Aerial shooting is limited by weather, terrain, and cost, 
and is not permitted by private individuals on federal land. Other techniques include leg-hold 
traps and neck snares. 
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Only 2 toxicants are registered by the Environmental Protection Agency for control of coyotes. 
These are Compound 1080 toxic collars and M-44s. Toxic collars are placed on the necks of 
sheep, and when bitten by a coyote, they expel Compound 1080 (sodium fluoroacetate). These 
devices are registered for operational use and receive extremely limited application. M-44s may 
be used by private owners on private land after operator certification. However, there are no 
certified operators in the primary analysis area now (ADC pers. commun.). Use of M-44s is 
not authorized on any public land around Yellowstone. 

M-44s are primarily used by ADC to control coyotes on private land in response to landowner 
requests. Use of M-44s by ADC through cooperative agreement with landowners on private 
lands in the primary analysis area may involve up to 185 ranches (see Chapter III, Land Use). 
The devices are not used on every ranch every year or on any ranch all year, but may be used 
based on the particular situation (ADC personnel, pers. commun.). 

Impact on use of M-44s is expected to be very limited for 2 reasons. First, they are not 
authorized for use in national parks, national wildlife refuges, or on national forests in the 
analysis area. Further, they cannot be used in areas where they may kill a threatened or 
endangered species, and are not used in most of the area because of the risk to grizzly bears. 
Consequently, their use is mostly restricted to low elevation private lands on the periphery of 
the primary analysis area and in several major river valleys. Second, the provisions in this 
alternative to control wolves that depredate on livestock, the provision that would allow livestock 
operators to harass wolves near livestock, and the likelihood that most wolves would avoid low 
elevation areas with high levels of human activity all suggest few wolves will occupy areas 
where M-44s are currently used. 

However, it is possible that wolves may frequent some valleys and while they are there, use of 
M-44s in that locality may be suspended. For example, in northwestern Montana where a 
population of wolves lives, use of M-44s is not limited where single wolves may show up. 
Rather, where a group of wolves is known to live, M-44 use is restricted in the area at the time 
wolves are there. 

Conclusions.-Temporary confinement facilities would disturb up to 3 sites within Yellowstone 
National Park, public access would be restricted up to 1 mile (1.6 km) around the facilities, but 
overall visitor use would not be affected. Human activity may be restricted up to 1 mile around 
active den sites from April 1 to June 30. Based on the seasonality of both visitor activity and 
wolf denning activity, no measurable limitation on visitor use is expected. Some timber sales 
on national forests may be delayed slightly if proposed during the April 1 to June 30 period. 
Affects on recreaiionai access to national forest areas would be small. Temporary limitations 
in a few areas on M-44s for the control of coyotes may occur. No other land-use restrictions 
are proposed and no changes in public land-use levels or patterns are expected. 
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Impacts on Visitor Use 
Visitors to Yellowstone National Park and the Yellowstone area will know wolves live there, 
and will have the opportunity to see or hear wolves, or see their sign. In Denali National Park, 
Alaska, an estimated 15 % of park visitors see wolves (Mech et al. 1991), and the concentrations 
of wildlife in open areas in Yellowstone National Park are expected to attract wolves to those 
places (Koth et al. 1990) where they will be observable. 

A small percentage of potential backcountry users could be inconvenienced by temporary travel 
restrictions in the vicinity of wolf confinement and release sites. April-June visitation to 
Yellowstone makes up 26% of annual park use (Table 3-35); April-June backcountry use made 
up 19.2% of the April-October backcountry visitor-use nights, and involved 1.4% of stock-use 
nights in 1992 (Table 3-36). Day use by a few hikers in Yellowstone National Park could be 
directed to alternative trails if wolf release sites were adjacent to 1 of 4 popular trails in the 
northern part of the park-roughly 240 hikers could be so affected (Table 3-39). 

Of 6, 151 commercially outfitted backcountry visitor-use nights recorded in Yellowstone National 
Park April-October 1992, none were recorded in April or May, and just 215 in June, 
representing 3.5 % of the April-October total. Stock-use nights for April-May were zero, and 
June stock-use nights amounted to 1.5% (90 of the April-October total of6,194). Consequently, 
no adverse effect is expected on outfitter operations in Yellowstone National Park (Table 3-38). 

Assuming monthly distribution of general recreational use on the 6 greater Yellowstone national 
forests (Table 3-43) would be similar to those of the national parks, few visitors would be using 
the backcountry April-June. Monthly breakouts of outfitter use on greater Yellowstone national 
forests were not available, but snowy or muddy trails and high stream levels in higher elevations 
would normally prevent much use April-June, when travel might be restricted near wolf dens. 

Conclusions.-Visitors to Yellowstone would have opportunity to see or hear wolves or see their 
sign. A slight increase of visitor use (5 %-103) may occur in part for this purpose. No change 
in visitor-use patterns or use by commercial outfitters is projected. 

Impacts on Economics 
Background Information for Analysis.-An economic analysis of the effects of wolf 
reintroduction into the Y el!owstone area entails examining each potential source of economic 
costs or benefits and estimating its economic effect. The analysis contained here follows the 
outline presented by Duffield (1992). The areas of potential economic effects examined are the 
following: (1) effects on hunter harvest, (2) effects on livestock depredation, (3) effects on land
use restrictions, (4) effects on visitor use, and (5) effects on existence values. 

Value of Foregone Benefits to Hunters.-A reduced number of big game animals available for 
harvest can directly affect the available hunting opportunities. Reduced hunting opportunities 
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translates into a reduced number of hunters and hunter days spent in the field. This reduction 
in big game hunting activity represents a social cost associated with wolf reintroduction. 

Two independent studies examined the projected effect of a recovered wolf population in the 
Yellowstone area on ungulate populations and hunter harvest. Mack and Singer (1992b) 
estimated that the hunter harvest of big game species on the Northern Yellowstone Range may 
be reduced by about 27 % for antlerless elk, 100 % for antlerless mule deer and 100 % for 
antlerless moose. If these reductions are primarily achieved through reductions in existing 
special permit hunts for antlerless animals, deer populations could be expected to increase, elk 
populations could decline by 5%-30%, and moose populations could be expected to remain 
stable. Reduction of hunter harvest of other types of big game due to wolf recovery would be 
negligible. 

Boyce and Gaillard (1992) estimated that a recovered wolf population in the Yellowstone area 
would reduce hunter elk harvest in 2 specific areas. Boyce and Gaillard (1992) predict that elk 
harvests would decline by 5%-10% for Wyoming's Jackson elk herd (a decline of 165 to 330 
elk harvested) and 1 %-2 % for the North Fork Shoshone elk herd (a decline of 6 to 13 elk 
harvested). They predict that reduced hunting opportunities associated with wolf reintroduction 
will be limited to elk in the 2 areas noted above. The estimates of reduced hunting opportunities 
provided by Boyce and Gaillard (1992) and Mack and Singer (1992b) are presented together to 
offer a range of expected value losses to big game hunters associated with wolf recovery in the A. 
Yellowstone area. -

A relatively simple methodology was used to estimate the reduced net social benefits and 
reduced hunter expenditures that could be associated with wolf recovery. This methodology is 
likely to overstate these reductions as described below. Given harvest reductions, reductions in 
hunter days are bas.ed on hunter success and days hunted per hunter (Montana Department of 
Fish, Wildlife and Parks 1988) as detailed in the notes to Table 4-4. The simplifying assumption 
is made that the reduction in hunter days equals the reduction in harvest, divided by success rate, 
times the average number of days per hunter. This assumption may be appropriate for special 
permit hunts but will likely overstate the reduction in hunter days during the general season if 
hunters continue to hunt but with lower success rates. The total expected reduction in hunter 
days due to wolf recovery is 2,439 to 4,879 days (Table 4-4). The estimated hunter days per 
hunter for antlerless deer special permit hunts (4.9 days per hunter) are based on Montana hunt 
district 313 and 314 averages for both antlerless and antlered deer hunts. It is possible that this 
leads to an overstatement of the hunt effort associated with antlerless mule deer hunts, 
particularly if deer hunting in these districts is incidental to elk hunting. 

As shown in Table 4-4, reduced hunter harvest of elk, mule deer, and moose in the Yellowstone 
area due to wolf recovery could result in losses on the order of $187,000 to $465,000 per year. 
Additionally, an estimated $207,000 to $414,000 in hunter expenditures would be lost to the 3-
state region. 
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Table 4-4. Annual economic values and expenditures associated with reduced hunting 
opportunities arising from wolf reintroduction to the Yellowstone area. 

Area/Species 

Northern Yellowstone Range 

Reduced Antlerless Elk 

Reduced Antlerless Deer 

Reduced Antlerless Moose 

Jackson Herd 

Reduced Elk Harvest 

N. F. Shoshone Herd 

Reduced Elk Harvest 

Reduced Elk Hunting Days 

Reduced Moose Hunting Days 

Reduced Deer Hunting Days 

Reduced Value of Elk, Deer, and Moose Hunting 
(1992 dollars) 

Total Reduced Expenditures Associated with Big 
GaJTie Hunting (1992 dollars) 

Boyce and Gaillard 

165-330 

6-13 

2,439-4,879' 

0 

0 

232,437-464,935' 

206,998-414,081 d 

Mack and Singer 

280' 

122 

9 

1,020' 

65' 

1,213' 

187 ,335' 

257,870' 

' The 280 antlerless elk reduction is assumed by Mack and Singer (1992b) to be split between 27 elk reduction in 
general season and 253 elk reduction in the late season hunt. 
' For Mack and Singer, calculation of hunting days based on success ratio for Montana hunt district 313 general 
season antlerless elk of 0.396 and late season 0.71 (Duffield 1989). Antlerless mule deer success ratio is 0.493 for 
Montana hunt districts 313 and 314, and moose success is 0.85 based on hunting statistics for Montana Region 3 
(Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife, and Parks 1988). Days per hunter are 5.48 for hunt district 313 general 
season, and 3.0 for late season (Duffield 1989). Days per hunter for deer in Montana hunt districts 313 and 314 
is 4.9. Montana Region 3 moose hunters averaged 6.1 days per hunter (MT DFWP 1988). For Boyce and 
Gaillard, calculation of hunting days is based on 1991 success rate for Jackson elk herd of 0.37 and days per hunter 
5.47 for this herd (Wyoming Game and Fish, 1992). 
' Based on estimates of net economic value per day of $95.30 for elk hunting (Duffield 1988), and $64.09 for deer 
hunting (Brooks 1988). Moose hunting is assumed to be twice as valuable as elk hunting. 
' Based on average expenditures for elk hunting in Wyoming of $84.87. 
' Based on average expenditures per day of $131.07 for elk and moose hunting and $95.35 for deer hunting. 

Lost Value Due to livestock Depredation.-A second area of potential costs associated with 
wolf reintroduction to the Yellowstone area is livestock depredation. The calculation of lost 
value due to this depredation is straightforward. The lost value per year is equal to the 
estimated number of lost animals per year times the market value of those animals. 
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Wolf depredation on domestic livestock would likely be minimal during the first 5 years after 
the beginning of reintroduction. After that period, as recovery levels are approached and 
achieved, depredation losses are expected to be in the range of 1 to 32 cattle per year and 17 
to llO sheep per year. Table 4-5 shows the estimated economic value of the projected losses 
associated with wolf depredation in the Yellowstone area. It is estimated that between $1,888 
and $30,470 in livestock depredation losses would occur under Alternative 1. 

Lost Value Due to Land-Use Restrictions.-It is expected that any land-use restrictions due to 
the reintroduction of wolves into the Yellowstone area will not result in lost economic value. 
While some area visitors may be inconvenienced due to restrictions placed on visitation in areas 
of high sensitivity confinement and release sites, this inconvenience is unlikely to result in any 
appreciable loss of economic value. Therefore, the net economic cost due to land-use 
restrictions is estimated to be zero. 

Economic Effect of Changes in Visitor Use.-Wolves are a high profile species with interest 
nationwide (Duffield 1992). Reintroduction of wolves under Alternative 1 will further increase 
national awareness of the presence of wolves in Yellowstone National Park. One possible effect 
of this increased awareness is increased visitation to the park. Table 4-6 shows how different 
groups of respondents answered the question "if wolves were present in the GYA, would you 
visit the area more frequently, less frequently, or the same frequency as you currently do?" 
Except for one group with a very small sample size, all groups reported that a larger percentage A 
would visit more frequently than would visit less frequently. It should be pointed out however W 
that for a majority of respondents the presence of wolves would not change their visitation 
patterns. 

A 1993 national and regional survey sponsored by FWS found that a recovered population of 
wolves in the Yellowstone area would lead to an estimated 10.4% increase in visitation from 

Table 4-5. Annual economic costs associated with livestock depredation in the Yellowstone 
area! 

Low estimate High estimate Average estimate 

Cattle lost 32 19 

Ave. value per cowa 715 715 715 

Sheep lost 17 110 68 

Ave. value per sheepa 69 69 69 

Total lost value/year 1,888 30,470 18,277 

a Average value per head figures are based on an average of the Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming value for all cattle 
and all sheep in the states as of January 1, 1993 (Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming Departments of Agricultural 
Statistics, pers. commun.). 
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residents of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming, and an increase of 4.83 from out of region 
residents. It is estimated that there would also be a commensurate percentage increase in visitor 
expenditures. Based on the model of Duffield (1992), estimated increased expenditures in the 
Yellowstone area due to wolf reintroduction would be $3 .35 million per year for 3-state residents 
and $19. 65 million per year for out of region residents (Table 4-7). It should be noted that the 
standard errors on the estimates of percentage changes in visitation are quite large, and in all 
cases a 95 3 confidence interval on these estimates includes zero. Therefore, the estimates 
presented in Table 4-7 should be viewed as indicators of the likely direction of change in 
visitation rather than predictions of the percentage change. 

Economic Effects on the Value Potential Visitors Place on Wolves.-A final area of potential 
change in economic value associated with wolf reintroduction is the value potential visitors and 
others place on having a recovered wolf population. There are 2 components to this value. 
There is value associated with hearing or seeing wolves. There is also what is called "passive 
use" or "existence value". Existence value is the value a person associates with the knowledge 
that a resource exists, even if that person has no plans or expectations of ever directly using that 
resource (Krutilla 1967). 

The methodology used follows that of Duffield (1992) and Duffield et al. 1993. The basic idea 
is to ask individuals how much they would be willing to contribute to a fund to help or oppose 

Table 4-6. Comparison of anticipated visitation patterns with wolf reintroduction in the 
Yellowstone area, by population group. 

Sample 

(A) Residents of Mont., Idaho, Wyo. 

Who visited Yellowstone area in 1992 
n = 79 or 24.5 3 of sample 

Who had ever visited Yellowstone area 
n = 281 or 873 of sample 

Who had not visited Yellowstone area 
n = 42 or 13 3 of sample 

(B) Out of 3-state region residents 

Who visited Yellowstone area in 1992 
n = 5 or 1.63 of sample 

Who had ever visited Yellowstone area 
n = 81 or 27 .1 3 of sample 

Who had not visited Yellowstone area 
n = 218 or 72.93 of sample 

3 who would 
visit more 

21.5 

21.0 

33.3 

0.0 

16.0 

35.3 
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3 who would 
visit the same 

69.6 

68.3 

42.9 

80.0 

74.l 

44.0 

3 who would 
visit less 

8.9 

10.7 

23.8 

20.0 

9.9 

20.6 
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Table 4-7. Estimates of increased visitation and expenditures in the Yellowstone area due to 
wolf reintroduction. 

Response/Statistic 

Current trips/year for sample 

Sample extra trips 

Sample fewer trips 

Net change in trips 

% increase in trips and expenditures 

Estimated change in expenditnres in Idaho, 
Mont., and Wyo. (millions of dollars)' 

Mont., Idaho, Wyo. Residents 

577 

99 

39 

60 

+ 10.43 

+3.35 

Out of Region Residents 

166 

17 

9 

8 

+4.83 

+ 19.65 

' Calculation of the increase in expenditures in the Yellowstone area due to wolf reintroduction draws from Duffield 
(1992) adjusted to 1992 price levels. 

wolf recovery. Two random samples of potential respondents were drawn: one from all listed 
phone numbers in the U.S., and the other from all listed phone numbers in the 3-state region 
(Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming). Because wolf reintroduction is a potentially contentious and 
divisive issue, it was anticipated that 2 distinct groups of respondents would respond to the A 
survey: those who support wolf recovery and attach a value to their existence in the W 
Yellowstone area, and those who oppose recovery and attach a value to the absence of wolves. 

The key survey question asked respondents if they would be willing to buy a lifetime 
membership in a trust fund established to support or oppose efforts to reintroduce wolves to the 
Yellowstone area. Respondents were presented with varying dollar costs for trust fund 
membership. The responses as to respondents' willingness to pay for membership in the trust 
funds were analyzed in order to estimate the average amount those favoring or opposing wolf 
recovery in the Yellowstone area would be willing to pay to support or oppose wolf recovery 
(Table 4-8). The total net economic existence value per year of wolf reintroduction to the 
Yellowstone area is about $8.3 million (Table 4-8). 

Conclusion.-Estimated economic effects include a $187,000 to $465,000 annual loss in benefit 
to hunters from fewer big game animals available for harvest. Additionally, potential reduced 
hunter expenditures are estimated at $207,000 to $414,000 for the 3-state region. Loss to 
livestock is estimated to range from $1,888 to $30,470 annually (Table 4-9). Economic 
existence value of wolves in the Yellowstone area is estimated at $6.6 million to 9.9 million 
annually (Table 4-9). Expenditures from estimated increased visitation due to the presence of 
wolves is projected at a positive $23 million annually. 
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Table 4-8. Estimated mean values of wolf reintroduction in the Yellowstone area to potential 
visitors and others under Alternative 1. 

Welfare measure/statistic Mont., Wyo., Idaho residents Out of region residents All 

Mean value for those' supporting 20.50 8.92 
reintroduction (Standard Error)b (1.43) (0.74) 

Mean value for those opposing 10.08 1.52d 
reintroduction (Standard Error) (1.48) (0.55) 

Population supporting wolf 391,204 50,152,416 
reintroduction 

Population opposing wolf 340,522 25,774,280 
reintroduction 

Aggregate net economic value/yearc 321,201 28,572,785 

Calibration' 0.286 0.286 

Estimated net economic value/year 91,863 8,171,817 8,263,680 
(Standard Error) (9,179) (811,470) (956,437) 

' The mean values are calculated as a truncated mean with the truncation level at $50 for 3-state residents and at 
$25 for out of region residents. The truncated mean valuation calculation included both responses from people with 
directory listed phone numbers and non-listed numbers, contacted through a random dialing procedure. In the 
aggregation of mean values an assumption was made of no difference in willingness to pay between those 
respondents with listed phone and those not listed. This assumption was tested by making a nonparametric 
comparison of the responses from a small random digit dialing sample with the listed sample. The mean values 
from the random digit sample were higher than those from the listed sample. 
b All standard errors on estimates of mean net willingness to pay were estimated using a simulation procedure with 
5,000 iterations (Krinsky and Robb 1986). 
c Values are calculated assuming a perpetual benefit stream from a one time trust fund deposit amortized at a 7 % 
real interest rate. 
d The sample size for the out of region respondents opposing wolf reintroduction to the Yellowstone area was not 
adequate to estimate willingness to pay. A nonparametric comparison of the Yellowstone area and central Idaho, 
out of region, oppose responses yielded quite similar means. $1.16 for Idaho vs. $1.67 for Yellowstone area. 
Because of the closeness of the estimates, the estimated Idaho mean of $1.52 was also used to estimated the 
Yellowstone area out of region, oppose willingness to pay. 
' This factor is an estimate of the ratio of the amount individuals would actually contribute to the amount they state 
they would contribute, based on Duffield and Patterson (1991) and Ward and Duffield (1992). 

Adverse Effects 
Some elk, deer, moose, and bison populations would be reduced from 3 3 to 303 from current 
high population levels. Levels of change would vary widely by species and population. Effects 
on elk populations would range from a projected decrease in the northern range elk herd of 5 3-
303 (from about 17 ,300 to between 12, 100 and 16,400 elk) to an overall change in the 
Yellowstone, Jackson, and North Fork Shoshone river populations of 53-203 (from about 
36,726 to between 29,381 and 34,890 elk). Mean populations for mule deer would be 3%-193 
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Table 4-9. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area 
under Alternative 1. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimate' High estimate' 

6,673.1 9,854.3 

187.3 464.9 

1.8 30.5 

478.0 478.0 

667.1 973.4 

a Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the Yellowstone area and central Idaho 
are included in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is 
achieved, which varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual 
net benefits significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 % confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For each category of costs, the low and high estimates represent the best • 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. 

lower than current high population levels and moose might be less than 7 % lower. Bison 
populations might decline less than 15 % . Bighorn sheep, pronghorn, and mountain goats are 
not predicted to be significant prey for wolves because of their low numbers relative to other 
wild ungulates, their use of escape terrain, and their use of areas close to human habitation. 
Wolf recovery will likely not affect these ungulates. 

Hunter harvests of antlerless big game may also change for some ungulate herds. Mack and 
Singer (1992a) estimated that if antlerless elk harvests were reduced 27% (from an average of 
994 antlerless elk/year to 714 antlerless elk/year) effects would be as described above. They 
also found northern range mule deer would increase in the presence of wolf predation if the 
antlerless deer harvest of 122 antlerless deer/year were eliminated. Moose numbers ranged from 
13% smalier to 12% larger if moose harvests were reduced 1/2 (from 31to16 moose/year) in 
the presence of wolf predation. Boyce and Gaillard (1992) did not project wolf recovery to 
affect the hunter harvest in Montana, but they did predict the harvests to decline 5%-10% for 
Wyoming's Jackson elk herd (from about 3,300 elk/year to between 2,970 and 3,135 elk/year) 
and 1 %-2 % for the North Fork Shoshone elk herd (from about 640 elk/year to between 627 and 
634 elk/year). 
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Some livestock will be killed by wolves. Estimates of average annual depredation by 100 
wolves are about 19 cattle (range 1-32) and 68 sheep (range 17-110). It is not expected to have 
a measurable effect on livestock production for the livestock industry as a whole, but the few 
livestock operators that are affected each year could sustain most of the loss projected for the 
year. 

Visitors would be restricted from about 3 mi2 (7 .8 km2
) around wolf confinement and release 

facilities. There will be short-term impacts to vegetation in the confinement facilities during the 
reintroduction phase. No measurable effect on overall pattern of visitor use is expected. Human 
activity could be restricted around wolf dens on up to 16 mi2 when 5 or fewer wolf breeding 
pairs have been established. 

Adverse effects of this alternative include foregone benefits to hunters of $190,000-$460,000 per 
year and a potential reduction in hunter expenditures in the recovery area of $210,000-$410,000 
per year. Additionally, losses to area ranchers due to livestock predation by wolves may be on 
the order of $1,800-$30,500 per year. These livestock losses could, however, be mitigated to 
a large degree by a private compensation fund, such as the one currently administered by 
Defenders of Wildlife. 

Short-Term and Long-Term Effects 
Short-term and long-term effects describe the relationship between local short-term uses of 
human's enviromnent and the maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity of the 
enviromnent. During the early stages of wolf recovery, the short-term effects of wolf predation 
on wild ungulates would be undetectable. Short-term effects on hunter harvests would also be 
undetectable. As the wolf population reached the recovery level (10 packs, about 100 wolves), 
long-term effects of wolves on wild ungulate populations would include a reduction of ungulate 
numbers of 3 3-303 from current high population levels. Hunter harvests of antlerless big 
game may also be reduced for some ungulate herds in the long term. Harvests of antlered big 
game animals should not be affected. Because this alternative provides for flexibility in 
managing wolves and federal and state wildlife agencies can and already use various programs 
and strategies to enhance and manage wild ungulate populations, a recovered wolf population 
could have reduced long-term effects on wild ungulate populations and hunter harvest. 

Reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and establishment of a recovered wolf 
population would result in few short-term effects on livestock. As the wolf population became 
established, wolves dispersing to areas beyond the park to areas that have livestock grazing, will 
likely encounter livestock on either public or private land. Some wolves will kill some 
livestock. Wolf related losses are not expected to have a measurable effect on livestock 
production from a long-term industry standpoint, but the few livestock operators that are affected 
could sustain substantial loss in a given year. Use of toxicants that are lethal to wolves will be 
more restricted in the short term because of the presence of an experimental population of· 
wolves. 
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Visitor access to about 3 mi2 (7. 8 km2
) around wolf confinement facilities in Yellowstone 

National Park would be restricted during the confinement periods. This would be for several 
months for 3-5 years. Because these areas will not be in normal visitor-use areas, no 
measurable effects on visitor-use patterns are expected. Some short-term effects to vegetation 
in the confinement facilities are expected during the reintroduction phase. After completion of 
the reintroduction and rehabilitation and revegetation of the sites, there will be no long-term 
effects. No short-term adverse effects are expected outside of national parks. No long-term 
effects on land use have been identified. 

In the short term there will be management costs on the order of $478,000 dollars per year and 
these will continue to the projected date of recovery of 2002. Losses to livestock and hunters 
are likely to be less than predicted in the short term and rise to the predicted level in the long 
term (after full recovery). The total estimated economic effects per year apply to both the short 
term and the long term. 

Long-term reestablishment of the wolf to the system would reestablish more complete long-term 
predator/prey relationships. Computer simulations predict ungulate populations would fluctuate 
in response to winter severity, habitat condition, hunter harvest, predation, and other 
environmental factors, just as they have in the past. Population highs are projected to be lower; 
but population lows will not be as low. Winter mortality of ungulates, particularly young 
animals, is projected to be less than past trends without wolves. Long-term reestablishment of A 
complex ecological relationships in the system would be effected. W 

The restoration of a viable wolf population to the Yellowstone area would increase the 
maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity of the environment by restoring the 
ecosystem to near precolonial natural conditions. Wolves being a large social predator, at the 
top of the food chain, would restore the only large land mammal currently missing as a 
functional part of the Yellowstone ecosystem. A population of wolves and their interaction with 
other biotic components would add to the long-term stability of the natural biological and 
evolutionary processes in the Yellowstone area. 

The long-term presence of wolves will represent a significant restoration of a missing component 
of the ecological system. A slight long-term increase of visitor use is projected because people 
will want to have the opportunity to see or hear wolves or see their sign in a wild setting. The 
reestablishment of this large predator will have significant positive long-term effects on 
ecological relationships and ecosystem functions. 

Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
Because this alternative provides for flexibility in managing wolves and federal and state wildlife 
agencies can and already use various programs and strategies to enhance and manage wild 
ungulate populations, a recovered wolf population should not have irreversible effects on wild 
ungulate populations or hunter harvests. For ungulate herds where the primary management 
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objective is to sustain higher big game populations to maximize hnnter harvest, wolf recovery 
could rednce the number of animals available for harvest on a sustained basis. However, this 
alternative aUows for relocation of wolves in circumstances where wolf predation causes 
significant reductions in ungulate populations. 

Some wolves will kill some livestock. Wolves are not expected to have a measurable effect on 
the livestock industry but a few livestock producers could sustain substantial loss in a given year. 
Average annual depredation of livestock by a recovered population of wolves is projected to be 
about 19 cattle (range 1-32) and 68 sheep (range 17-110). The number of depredations will vary 
widely among years, but over the long term some livestock losses will be an irreversible 
commitment of resources. Any compensation paid by either state agencies or private groups to 
livestock operators for loss of livestock to wolves wiU be irretrievable by the group paying the 
compensation. No long-term effects or any irreversible or irretrievable commitments of 
resources regarding land use have been identified. 

From an economic perspective, the only irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources 
lie with the wolf management costs and the hunter and livestock losses as they occur. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 
UngulaJe Populations and Hunter Harvest.-In general, aU 3 state wildlife management 
agencies use hunter harvest as the primary tool to meet population number and harvest level 
objectives for big game ungulate populations. While aU agencies have good hunting mortality 
data, and use this data as a guide to regulate the ungulate populations, little data is available 
quantifying other mortality sources such as wounding loss, illegal harvest, overwinter mortality, 
vehicle collisions, disease, and mountain lion, coyote, black bear, and grizzly bear predation. 
However, the outcome of these losses is inherently incorporated into other population parameters 
such as age/sex compositions (particularly reproductive success), and population trend counts. 

Indeed, many modeled ungulate populations (particularly in Wyoming) have mortality from 
predators and other sources incorporated into them by default without identification of cause 
specific mortality because the models attempt to mimic the observed dynamics of the population. 
None of the models investigating wolf predation on ungulates in the YeUowstone area compared 
wolf predation to other predators. Boyce (1990) and Boyce and Gaillard (1992) noted other 
predators preyed on ungulates but considered those predator effects as a component of the 
dynamics of the ungulate population without wolves. Mack and Singer's (1992a) models mimic 
observed ungulate population parameters and estimate population numbers without quantifying 
mortality from other wild predators. Their models estimated wolf predation as a worst case 
scenario, because they considered wolf predation additive to the population. Functional and 
numerical responses of wolves to increasing or decreasing ungulate populations or compensatory 
responses of ungulates to wolf predation were not included in Mack and Singer's (1992a) models 
and they noted ". . . ungulate populations may be larger than we predicted and hunter 
opportunities and harvests may not be affected to the degree proposed in our models." 
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Overall, a recovered wolf population (10 packs, about 100 wolves) may kill about 1,200 
ungulates/year (primarily elk, deer, moose, and bison) in the Yellowstone area. This wolf kill 
represents about 1 % of the 95,000 elk, deer, moose, and bison living in the area and 8% of the 
annual hunter harvest of 14,314 elk, deer, moose, and bison. 

Since most models investigating wolf predation attempted to mimic ungulate populations under 
past conditions, mortality from other sources such as predators was already included. All 
models predicted wolves would decrease ungulate populations. Hunter harvests were predicted 
to decline in some situations (Garton et al. 1990, Boyce and Gaillard 1992, Garton et al. 1992) 
and in most cases this decline was limited to the antlerless harvests (Vales and Peek 1990, Mack 
and Singer 1992b). 

Recovered wolf populations living in 3 areas (Yellowstone National Park, Jackson Hole, and 
North Fork Shoshone) were predicted to reduce the elk population 5%-20% (Boyce and Gaillard 
1992). Subsequent to wolf recovery, hunter harvests may be reduced 2% for the North Fork 
area and as much as 10% for the Jackson Hole area. No reduction in hunter harvests were 
predicted for the northern range herd. Wolves living only on Yellowstone's northern range were 
predicted to reduce elk numbers 5 %-30%. Following wolf recovery, hunter harvests of northern 
range elk may be reduced slightly (Garton et al. 1990) or only the antlerless harvest may be 
reduced 27% (Mack and Singer 1992b). 

With mortality from wolf predation, deer populations from 3 areas were predicted to decline e 
3%-19% (Boyce and Gaillard 1992). For a recovered wolf population living only in 
Yellowstone's northern range, deer populations were predicted to increase if hunter harvest of 
122 antlerless deer/year were discontinued (Mack and Singer 1992b). Moose were predicted to 
decline no more than 7% (possibly more on the heavily hunted northern range, Boyce and 
Gaillard 1992). Mack and Singer (1992b) found the moose population on the northern range 
could remain stable with additional wolf predation if the antlerless harvests were discontinued. 
Bison populations in Yellowstone and Grand Teton National Parks were predicted to decline no 
more than 15% with a recovered wolf population (Boyce and Gaillard 1992). 

One study in the North Fork Flathead river drainage in and near Glacier National Park is 
investigating cause specific mortality on ungulates in a multipredator-multiprey system. Of the 
113 adult female ungulates (38 elk, 40 deer, and 35 moose) collared between 1989 and 1993, 
43 have died. Of the 43, wolves killed 9 (21 %). This compares to mountain lions killing 13 
(30%), bears 7 (16%) humans 7 (16%), and coyotes 3 (all deer, 7%). The remaining 4 (9%) 
died of unknown causes or old age (D. Pletscher, Univ. of Montana, unpubl. data). Inferring 
frorr1 this study, wolf predation on ung11lates within site specific areas of the Yellowstone area 
is not expected to comprise more than 21 % of the total predator caused mortality on adult female 
elk, deer, and moose in any 1 area. 
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Table 4-10. Total livestock mortality rates (percent of total deaths) from specific non-predator and predator causes lil 
Idaho,' Montana, and Wyoming.b 

Cattle Calves Sheep Lambs 

Mortality 
Causes Idaho Montana Wyoming Idaho Montana Wyoming Idaho Montana Wyoming Idaho Montana Wyoming 

Total 
losses 22.000 26.000 15,000 50.000 60,000 30,000 14,000 42,000 33,000 36,000 100,000 81,417 

Weather 2.3 13.8 17.3 9.0 15.0 29.0 1.5 10.5 8.7 11.9 17.l 13.6 

Health 30.9 30.8 35.4 51.4 42.8 41.0 26.4 32.2 31.1 14.3 10.9 7.3 

Birthing 7.7 11.5 10.0 13.4 22.3 20.0 10.0 8.8 9.3 14.6 21.3 8.7 

Poison 8.2 5.4 17.3 1.0 0.7 2.3 5.5 4.0 10.5 1.2 0.9 3.6 

Theft 1.4 1.2 3.3 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.7 3.3 7.2 0.9 2.7 1.9 

Other 49.0 36.1 16.0 21.8 15.5 2.7 21.9 16.4 5.1 26.6 12.6 4.4 

Non 
predator 99.5 98.8 99.3 97.6 97.0 96.0 67.0 75.2 71.9 69.5 65.5 39.5 
subtotal 

<:>. 
' w 

w Coyotes 0.1 0.1 0.0 1.8 2.0 3.3 25.3 18.1 20.9 25.0 26.1 44.6 

Bobcats **' **' '*' **' '*' **' 
,, 

0.0 0.1 " 0.1 0.3 

Dogs 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 2.9 4.8 2.2 1.6 1.5 1.1 

Bears 
,, 

*' 0.0 *' *' 0.0 3.4 0.7 1.5 1.7 0.3 0.7 

Eagles " 
,, 

0.0 *' *' 0.0 
,, 

0.3 0.6 " 1.2 5.8 

Fox •' ,, 
0.0 *' *' 0.0 *' 0.2 0.3 " 4.8 5.6 

Lions 0.2 0.4 0.7 0.1 0.3 0.3 *' 0.2 2.5 " 0.5 2.2 gi 
Other 0.2 0.5 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.2 1.4 0.5 0.0 2.2 0.0 0.2 " Predator ~-
subtotal 0.5 1.2 0.7 2.4 3.0 4.0 33.0 24.8 28.l 30.5 34.5 60.5 ;::, 

;:; 
Idaho calf and lamb numbers based on Montana-Wyoming averages of calf/cattle and lambs/ sheep. ~ 

Ei b Idaho Agric. Stat. Serv. 1992a, 1992b; Montana Agric. Stat. Serv. 1992, 1992b; Nat. Agric. Stat. Serv. 1992; Wyoming Agric. Stat. Serv. 1992a, l992b, 1992c. -c Included in the mountain lion mortality rate. g d Included in the other predator mortality rate. ;::, 
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Yellowstone Area-Alternative I 

Iivestock.-Within Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, about 200,000 cattle and calves and about 
300,000 sheep and lambs die annually from a variety of causes, prior to market (Table 4-10). 
Total mortality of cattle from all causes in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming ranges from 1.1 % 
to 1.3% per year and total calf mortality ranges from 4.3% to 4.7% per year. Total mortality 
of sheep from all causes in the 3 states range from 4. 6 % to 6. 6 % and total lamb mortality 
ranges from 14.9% to 18.8% (National Agricultural Statistics Service 1992). 

Losses of adult cattle due to factors other than predators range from 98. 8 % to 99. 5 % . Calf 
mortality, due to factors other than predators, ranges from 96.0% to 97 .6% of all losses. 
Factors other than predators cause from 67 .0% to 75 .2 % of the total adult sheep losses and lamb 
mortality, due to factors other than predators, ranges from 39. 5 % to 69. 5 % (Table 4-10). 

Losses inflicted by all predators range from 0.5% to 1.2% of the total mortality of adult cattle, 
and calf mortality due to predators ranges from 2.4% to 4.0%. Of the total mortality of sheep, 
losses caused by all predators range from 24. 8 % to 33. 0 % , and lamb mortality due to predators 
ranges from 30.5% to 60.5% (Table 4-10). 

Depredation by coyotes constitutes the largest predator factor. Estimated losses to wolves would 
likely be in the range of0.004% of total cattle deaths and 0.02% of total sheep deaths. Losses 
of livestock from wolf depredation is not expected to comprise on average more than 0.1 % of 
any class of livestock in the analysis area and no cumulative impact on livestock populations a 
is expected. W 

Land Use.---Current limits on visitor access in Yell ow stone National Park are described in 
Chapter III. Limits on visitor access under this alternative would include up to 3 mi2 (5 km2

) 

around each of up to 3 confinement and release facilities during the reintroduction phase. These 
areas would not be located in normal visitor-use areas and would represent about 0.08% of 
Yellowstone National Park. During April to mid June approximately 161, 790 acres (253 mi2, 
655 km2

) are closed to visitor use for grizzly bear management reasons (see Chapter III, Land 
Use). This area represents 7.3% of the park's area. 

Limits on intrusive human activity in the vicinity of wolf dens from late April through June 
could result in restricted access to some areas for about a 3-month period. These limits would 
apply when there were 5 or fewer breeding pairs of wolves and would be at the discretion of the 
land management agencies. If all dens were in areas that required limits on human activity, 
about 5 mi2 (13 km2 )could be affected. 

'l't.e-e "'""°' 0 t:. m~11;,.,....,. aMQS l'.14 Q(\f\ lrm2) nf' nat;nn:al f'n:r<=>"t f'T'ahTQ 
.111 l. (1.l.\.< UoV lllll.l.l.Vll '-'l'-' \-' ,uvV n...lJ..L Vl l.J. LJ.V.L .L J.VJ. ... .,L \.&. VU•• 3-15) and about 6,500 miles 
(10,500 km) of national forest roads (Table 3-29) within the primary analysis area. About 42 % 
(2,760 miles; 4,400 km) of the roads are either closed or have seasonal travel restrictions. 
About 4 million acres (16,200 km2

) are closed to motorized use, about one half million acres 
(2,000 km2

) have seasonal access restrictions (primarily during spring), and travel is restricted 
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to designated routes that access about 1.4 million acres (5,700 km2l (Table 3-30). If all spring 
seasonal restrictions to protect denning wolves were totally additive this would affect less than 
0. 04 % of total national forest area or decrease the area open to unrestricted access by about 
0.1%. 

There are an estimated 8,274 farms in the 17 counties around Yellowstone, with an estimated 
4,673 farms larger than 160 acres (65 ha; U.S. Department of Commerce 1989a,b,c). Within 
the Yellowstone primary analysis area there are an estimated 1, 713 farms larger than 160 acres 
(65 ha) and an estimated total of 3,073. Use of M-44s is possible on about 185 farms and 
ranches. The presence of wolves prior to recovery may limit the use of M-44s on several of 
these 185 farms and ranches during any one year. No cumulative effects on the public use of 
public land or on the use of M-44s are expected. 

Economics.-Total personal income in the region in 1990 was about $35 billion with the 17 
county area accounting for about 12 % or $4.2 billion. Wolf restoration would not significantly 
affect the proportion of the economy derived from farm income, local services, other industry, 
or non-earned income. Increase expenditures by visitors to Yellowstone National Park (currently 
estimated at about $425 million annually) would increase $23 million/year or about 5 % . 
Reintroduction of wolves could reduce hunter harvests from their current average of 14,314 
ungulates/year by 1,200, reducing hunter expenditures by $187,000 to $465,000/year or about 
8% lower than their current levels. Annual livestock losses are currently about 8,340 cattle 
($715/each) worth about $5,963,100 and 12,993 sheep ($69/each) worth about$ 896,517 or 
about $6,859,617/year. Wolf depredation could result in average annual increased losses up to 
19 cattle ($13,585) and 68 sheep ($4,692) or $18,277/year. This would represent a 0.0026 
increase in livestock losses annually. 

CENTRAL IDAHO 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Impacts of a recovered wolf population (about 100 wolves) on elk populations in central Idaho 
were projected based on a POP-II (Bartholow 1985, Mack and Singer 1992a) computer 
simulation model. Population models were developed to predict the impact of wolves on elk 
populations, but because available information on population numbers and parameters was 
insufficient to model populations of other species, impacts on other species were extrapolated 
from elk models where possible. 

At a predation rate of 15 ungulates/wolf/year plus 10% for occasional excessive killing (Carbyn 
1983:971, Boyce 1990, Mack and Singer 1992b), 100 wolves would kill 1,650 ungulates per 
year (approximately 0.59% of central Idaho's pre-harvest total ungulate population). Based on 
availability and vulnerability of prey species, 100 wolves are predicted to kill about 495 elk and 
1,155 deer (combination of mule deer and white-tailed deer) annually. Wolves will kill other 
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ungulates occasionally, but wolf experts expect them to rely most heavily on deer and elk as 
prey. 

Overall impacts of a recovered population of about 100 wolves are expected to be minimal. The 
expected increase in mortality because of wolf predation may affect the elk population so that 
a 10%-15% reduction in cow elk harvest (396-594 fewer cows harvested in central Idaho than 
in 1991) may be required if the current level of bull elk harvest is to be maintained and the elk 
population and bull:cow ratio is to remain within acceptable limits. Wolf predation is not 
expected to affect mule deer or white-tailed deer populations enough to require changes in 
current season structure or harvest levels. Impacts on moose are expected to be minimal. 
Extent and impact of predation on Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep sub-populations is more 
difficult to predict, but some herds with low productivity may be vulnerable to wolf predation 
when on winter range with inadequate escape terrain, and may be impacted significantly. 
Mountain goats would rarely be vulnerable to wolf predation. Agencies would be permitted to 
capture and relocate wolves if big game populations were being significantly decreased by wolf 
predation. 

Elk-The central Idaho elk population was modelled based on data from annual elk sightability 
surveys. Model assumptions included: 
1. Starting population of 76,300 elk with structure of 25bulls:100 cows:35 calves (Table 3-48). 
The model assumes these parameters accurately reflect the real population. 

2. Population is stable to slightly increasing. 

3. Current (1991) level of harvest in central Idaho would be maintained (8,137 bulls, 3,957 
cows). 

4. Ten percent wounding loss (i.e., 8,137 bulls and 3,957 cows were harvested legally by 
hunters in 1991; an estimated 814 bulls and 396 cows were mortally wounded but not retrieved 
by hunters). 

5. Deer are estimated to be 1.13 times more vulnerable to predation by wolves than elk (Mack 
and Singer 1992b:4-51). After correcting for availability (76,300 elk vs. 159,500 deer), 2.36 
deer are predicted to be killed for every 1 elk (i.e., 30% elk, 70% deer). 

6. Predation rate of 15 ungulates/wolf/year plus 10% to account for occasional excessive killing 
by wolves (16.5 ungulates killed/wolf/year). 

7. Wolves prey disproportionately on bull elk during winter because bulls may enter winter in 
a weakened condition following the rut (e.g., 56.5% bulls vs. 43.5% cows, Mack and Singer 
1992b; 60% bulls vs. 40% cows, Boyd et al. in prep.). To account for sex-differential predation 
rates and adjust for availability of bulls in the population, wolf predation was modelled at 60 % 
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bulls and 40% cows if the bull:cow ratio was 225 bulls:lOO cows; 50% bulls and 50% cows 
if the bull:cow ratio was 20-25 bulls: 100 cows; 40% bulls and 60% cows if the bull:cow ratio 
was 15-20 bulls:lOO cows; and 35% bulls and 65% cows if the bull:cow ratio fell below 15 
bulls: 100 cows. Twenty percent of all elk killed by wolves are expected to be calves (Boyd et 
al. in prep.). 

After model parameters were initialized, natural mortality was adjusted to make the model 
simulate a stable to slightly increasing (population increases 0.4% per year for 10 years, or 
0.8% per year for 15 years) elk population prior to wolf predation (Table 4-11). Predation by 
100 wolves was then added into the model to predict impacts on the elk population. 

A predation rate of 15 ungulates/wolf/year plus 10% to account for occasional excessive killing 
was used in the model based on consumption and kill rates presented in several studies (Keith 
1983, Boyce 1990, Vales and Peek 1990, Mack and Singer 1992b), and adjusted for the 
comparative size of ungulates in central Idaho. This predation rate is near the moderate kill rate 
of 13.4 elk/wolf/year used by Vales and Peek (1990), and is slightly higher than the 12 
ungulates/wolf/year predation rate expected in Yellowstone (Mack and Singer 1992b, this 
document), because in central Idaho, wolves are expected to rely more heavily on smaller 
ungulates (i.e., deer) than in Yellowstone. 

The central Idaho elk population models have several recognized shortcomings: 
1. Recent change in elk hunting season structure which may result in more older bulls in the 
population (elk season was moved out of the rut period) is not reflected in 1992 estimates of 
population structure. 

2. Elk and deer were the only prey considered in assessment of impact on elk, but wolves will 
also kill other ungulates occasionally. Hence, impact on elk and deer may be slightly less. 

3. Wolves are expected to feed heavily on animals injured (or killed but not retrieved) during 
hunting season. Consequently, predation would be lower when crippled or unretrieved dead 
ungulates were available. 

4. These models consider wolf predation to be completely additive to other sources of mortality. 
In reality, an unknown proportion of elk killed by wolves would have died from some other 
cause. 

5. These models do not incorporate stochastic variation. Density-dependent functional and 
numerical responses of elk and wolves (e.g., wolves switching to alternative prey when 1 prey 
species declines or another is particularly abundant), increased or decreased reproductive success 
of elk and/or wolves in response to favorable or unfavorable weather, habitat, or physical 
condition, etc.) are difficult to predict and were not incorporated into the models. 
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Table 4-11. Projected 10-15 year impacts of wolf predation (100 wolves) on central Idaho elk population under different 
management scenarios. One hundred wolves are expected to kill 15 ungulates/wolf/year plus 10% excessive kill (70% 
deer:30% elk). 

Time 0 10 years 15 years 

Pop' Bull: Cow: Calf Pop' Bull:Cow:Calf Pop' Bull:Cow:Calf 

No Wolves 
Maintain current elk harvest levels (10 % 
wounding loss assumed)b 76,300 25: 100:35 79,094 14: 100:35 86,131 16: 100:35 

100 wolves kill 15 ungulates/wolf/yr' + 
10 % excessive kill (70 % deer: 30 % 
elk)' Maintain current elk harvest levels 76,300 25:100:35 69,056 6:100:35 66,665 0:100:35 

100 wolves 
5 % reduction in cow harvest 76,300 25:100:35 74,782 9:100:35 78,436 8:100:35 

100 wolves 
10 % reduction in cow harvest 76,300 25: 100:35 80,506 11: 100:34 90,195 15:100:34 

100 wolves 
15 % reduction in cow harvest 76,300 25:100:35 86,227 14:100:34 101,941 20:100:34 

a Pop = Population size. 
b Estimated 1991 harvest = 8,137 bulls and 3,957 cows. 
' Predation rate based on Vales and Peek ( 1990) and Mack and Singer ( 1992b) and adjusted for smaller ungulate size in Idaho compared to 
Yellowstone. 
' Species-specific predation rate derived from availability (159,375 deer: 76,300 elk) and vulnerability ratios (1.13 deer : 1 elk) (Mack and Singer 
1992b). 
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6. If bull: cow ratios decrease, hunter success will decrease and fewer bulls will be harvested. 
Current (1991) harvest level of bulls is not likely to be maintained if bull:cow ratios decline 
significantly. 

For these reasons, actual impacts of wolf predation may be somewhat less than predicted by the 
model. 

Impact on population size, parameters, and trend. -The central Idaho elk model predicted that 
without wolves, the central Idaho elk population will continue to grow at a low rate (r = 0.004 
for 10 years, or r = 0.008 for 15 years). Although the population increased over time, the 
model predicted the bull:cow ratio would decline during the same period because more bulls die 
each year than are being replaced in the population. This model suggests that at current 
productivity (35 calves: 100 cows), the 1991 level of bull harvest cannot be sustained without 
reducing the bull:cow ratio. Alternatively, it is possible that the initial population structure 
entered into the model may have been inaccurate because of misclassification of 
bulls:cows:calves during winter sightability surveys. Misclassification of calves as cows would 
result in a lower bull:cow ratio than exists in reality and result in a lower estimate of 
productivity. If productivity of central Idaho's elk population was higher than 35 calves: 100 
cows, more bulls would be replaced into the model population annually. Additionally, recent 
changes in elk hunting regulations that moved the hunting season after the rut may result in more 
adults bulls in the population in the future, and possibly a lower bull harvest and higher 
productivity. The predicted decrease in the bull:cow ratio is further compounded because the 
model does not incorporate a functional response component to reflect a decrease in hunter 
success resulting from fewer bulls being available in the population. 

One hundred wolves are predicted to kill 1,650 ungulates/year, of which 30% (495) are expected 
to be elk (approximately 0.55% of the pre-harvest elk population). If the population model 
accurately mimics the dynamics of central Idaho's elk population without wolf predation (i.e., 
an elk population heavily regulated by hunting), the elk population cannot sustain the current 
level of bull and cow harvest with the added predation of 100 wolves (Table 4-11). More bulls 
would be killed by hunters, wolves, and other natural causes than are being replaced annually. 
To maintain population size and a satisfactory bull:cow ratio under the current bull harvest and 
compensate for the added mortality from wolf predation, harvest of cow elk may have to be 
reduced 10 %-15 % (396-594 fewer cows killed annually in central Idaho than were killed in 
1991, Table 4-11). A reduction in cow harvest by 10% (396 cows) will allow for predation of 
100 wolves, an acceptable bull:cow ratio, and a population that is increasing faster (r = 0.005 
for 10 yrs, or r = 0.011for15 yrs) than the population without wolves (Table 4-11). 

Mule Deer. -Mule deer comprise about 81 % of central Idaho's deer population (19 % white
tailed deer). Based on availability and vulnerability, and a predation rate of 15 ungulates/wolf/yr 
(plus 10% excessive killing), 100 wolves are expected to kill approximately 495 elk and 1, 155 
deer per year. If mule deer are killed in proportion to their abundance, wolves will kill about 
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936 mule deer annually (approximately 0. 64 % of the pre-harvest population). Mortality of these 
additional 936 mule deer is not anticipated to cause any observable or measurable impact on the 
central Idaho mule deer population. No changes in season structure or harvest strategy are 
expected to be necessary because of predation by wolves. 

White-tailed Deer. -White-tailed deer account for about 19 % of deer in central Idaho. If wolves 
prey on white-tailed deer in proportion to their abundance and vulnerability, 100 wolves are 
expected to kill approximately 219 white-tailed deer per year (approximately 0.61 % of the pre
harvest population). The white-tailed deer population appears to be increasing throughout its 
range in central Idaho, and it is unlikely that predation of 100 wolves will have any measurable 
impact on white-tails in the primary analysis area. No changes are expected to be necessary in 
the Idaho Department of Fish and Game's (IDFG) management strategy because of wolves. 

Moose.-Moose are an important prey animal for wolves in many areas where the 2 species are 
sympatric (e.g., Gasaway et al. 1983, Ballard et al. 1987, Gasaway et al. 1992), and wolves will 
kill some moose in central Idaho. In the North Fork of the Flathead River drainage in 
northwestern Montana and southeastern British Columbia, wolves inhabit a multi-prey system 
similar to that in central Idaho. Wolves in the North Fork of the Flathead River drainage prey 
on moose occasionally (6.6% of ungulates killed), but rely most heavily on white-tailed deer 
(63.8% of ungulates killed) and elk (29.7% of ungulates killed) (Boyd et al. in prep.). 

Moose numbers are believed to be increasing', but populations are continuing to be managed with e 
a conservative bulls-only harvest. Because of their relatively sparse population density and the 
abundance of smaller prey species, it is doubtful that wolves will rely heavily on moose as a 
significant food source. Impact on the moose population is expected to be minimal. No changes 
in IDFG management are expected to be necessary to compensate for wolf predation. 

Rocky Mountain Bighorn Sheep.-Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep are not expected to be 
vulnerable to predation by wolves during summer when they inhabit high elevation sub-alpine 
and alpine habitat. In winter, however, bighorn sheep in central Idaho move to lower elevations 
where they typically occupy shrub/grass and ponderosa pine/Douglas-fir/grass habitats where 
snow accumulation is minimal (Hanna 1990). Wintering often occurs in areas with steep, rocky 
terrain in which sheep can escape predators, but some sub-populations that winter at lower 
elevations in areas with inadequate escape terrain may be susceptible to predation by wolves. 

It is difficult to predict the effect of wolf predation on the overall sheep population in central 
Idaho, but smaller sub-populations of bighorn sheep that are vulnerable to predation during 
winter rnay be impacted significantly. The current mature-ram-orJy harvest of bighorn sheep 
is conservative, but productivity of many herds is very low (Table 3-48), and any additional 
source of mortality may result in significant declines in these herds. 
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Under this alternative, the FWS and the IDFG could capture and relocate wolves if they were 
severely impacting bighorn sheep herds. 

Mountain Goat.-Predation by wolves is not expected to impact mountain goat populations in 
central Idaho. Mountain goats typically summer at high elevations in alpine and sub-alpine areas 
where they will not be vulnerable to predation by wolves. Although most mountain goats move 
to lower elevations in winter (Oldenburg 1992c), their selection of steep, rocky terrain in 
proximity to cliffs protects them from predation by wolves. 

Conclusions.-A recovered population of wolves in central Idaho is predicted to kill 
approximately 1,650 ungulates per year. Composition of ungulates killed by wolves is expected 
to be about 30% elk (approximately 495 elk) and 70% deer (an estimated 936 mule deer and 219 
white-tailed deer). Wolves will occasionally kill moose and bighorn sheep, but deer and elk are 
expected to comprise most of their diet. Wolf predation is not expected to result in measurable 
or observable changes in populations of deer, moose, or mountain goats, but changes in 
management of elk in central Idaho may be required to prevent population declines. Some 
bighorn sheep populations that winter at low-elevation in areas without adequate escape terrain 
may be vulnerable to predation by wolves, and could suffer significant declines. However, 
under this alternative, wolves that severely impact important big game populations could be 
captured and moved to another location. As a result of this flexibility in the experimental rule, 
predation by wolves could be reduced before bighorn sheep populations were severely decreased. 
Wolves will kill some healthy ungulates, but a large percentage of prey killed by wolves will 
be very young, very old, sick, injured, or otherwise disadvantaged. Consequently, fewer 
ungulates will die from malnutrition associated with winter stress. To a small extent, 
competition among ungulates for food and space will be reduced, and the health of surviving 
ungulates may be increased an undetermined, but probably minimal, amount. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
To continue the current level of bull elk harvest (8, 137 in 1991) in central Idaho while 
maintaining the current population size (postharvest population of 76,300 elk) and an acceptable 
bull:cow ratio, harvest of cow elk may have to be reduced 10%-15% (396-594 fewer cows 
harvested in central Idaho than in 1991). A reduction in cow harvest by 10% (396 cows) will 
allow for predation of 100 wolves, an acceptable bull:cow ratio, and an elk population that is 
increasing faster than the current elk population without wolves (Table 4-11). 

No modifications in harvest of deer, moose, bighorn sheep, or mountain goats are expected to 
be required to accommodate for predation by 100 wolves. 

Conclusions.-Harvest of cow elk may have to be reduced by 10%-15% in central Idaho (396-
594 fewer cows killed than in 1991) to accommodate for predation by 100 wolves. No changes 
in management of harvest for deer, moose, bighorn sheep, or mountain goats are expected to 
be necessary. 
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Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include ( 1) 
reintroduction of wolves into central Idaho with management as a nonessential experimental 
population under Section lO(j) of the ESA, (2) intensive monitoring of wolves with attempted 
capture and return of dispersing wolves to the central Idaho area, (3) control by public agency 
personnel of any wolves depredating on livestock, (4) the option allowing private landowners 
to kill wolves that are attacking or killing domestic livestock on private land and allowing 
harassment of wolves near livestock on both public and private land, and (5) the option for 
livestock operators to receive a permit to kill depredating wolves on public land allotments 
(when ADC personnel are not able to resolve the problem) after at least 6 packs are established. 

Wolves would be released in central Idaho in areas that have a low density of livestock. During 
the first 5 years after this alternative is implemented, wolf numbers and depredations of livestock 
are expected to be low. Wolf populations are expected to be recovered in the central Idaho area 
about 10 years after reintroductions begin. Upon recovery, wolves would be removed from the 
ESA, and the state of Idaho and the tribes would manage wolves as agreed in a Memorandum 
of Agreement between the state and tribes. 

Most livestock depredations by wolves in the 10 central Idaho counties are expected to occur in 
the 14,446,331 acre (58,487 km2

) block of contiguous USDA Forest Service land. In addition, 
depredations are expected in a thin band of surrounding private land. In general, the acreage A 
of the band of private land is expected to include about 1/3 or 1,135,035 acres (4,595 km2

) of W 
the 3,405,107 acres (13,786 km2

) of private land existing in the 10 central Idaho counties. 

During the summer grazing period (most grazing on public lands takes place between May 1 and 
October 31), approximately 182,925 adult cattle and calves and 223,523 adult sheep and lambs 
are distributed across the 14,466,331 acre (58,568 km2

) central Idaho primary analysis area 
(Table 4-12 and Figure 3-25). About 101,032 (approx. 1/3) of the cattle remaining on 
3,405, 107 acres (13, 786 km2

) of private land surrounding the USDA Forest Service land are also 
believed to be susceptible to wolf predation. 

Wolf depredation on livestock is highly variable between years (Mack et al. 1992b) and among 
areas (Table 4-12). Projection of depredation rates from other areas (i.e., Minnesota, Alberta, 
and Montana) is difficult because terrain, vegetation, size of farms, livestock husbandry 
practices, and prey species and populations differ among areas (Fritts et al. 1992). 

However, to provide an estimate of potential impacts of a recovered wolf population (about 100 
wolves) on livestock in Idaho, the following equation (also used in tJ1e Yellowstone area 
analyses) was developed to standardize depredation rates from other studies in relation to total 
livestock and wolf numbers (Table 4-12): 
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Table 4-12. Mean livestock depredation rates, livestock numbers, and wolf numbers from other 
study areas (Mack et al. 1992b) compared to Idaho. 

Study 
Area Size (acres) 

Alberta 34,346,450 

Minnesota 14,578,700 

Montana 4,826,269 

Idaho 14,466,331 

a Projected. 

Number of livestock in analysis 
area (Idaho) 

Number of livestock (other study 
area) 

No. Wolves No. Cattle 

1,500 257,941 

1,460 229,064 

44 75,000 

100• 182,925 

Number of wolves in 
analysis area (Idaho) 

Number of wolves (other 
study area) 

Mean Annual 
Cattle 

No. Sheep Depredation 

10,000 235 

23,719 27 

11,000 3 

223,523 10• 

Mean annual 
depredations (other 
study area) 

Mean Annual 
Sheep 

Depredation 

31 

50 

2 

57• 

Estimated annual 
depredations in 
analysis area (Idaho) 

Application of this equation to comparable data from Alberta, Minnesota, and northwestern 
Montana resulted in mean estimates of about 57 sheep (range 32-92) and 10 cattle (range 1-17) 
taken annually by a recovered wolf population in Idaho (Table 4-13). 

Cattle and sheep will likely constitute 95%-100% of annual livestock depredations in central 
Idaho, both because of the low numbers of other types of livestock (Table 3-51) in the central 
Idaho area and because of similar results in other study areas (Table 4-13). 

Depredation rates on sheep are expected to be higher than depredation rates on cattle in central 
Idaho. Depredations on sheep usually involve more individuals killed over a shorter period of 
time than cattle (Fritts 1990). Sheep on central Idaho allotments are tended by herders who keep 
the animals moving throughout the summer. The presence of herders may reduce or deter 
depredations by wolves (Curnow 1969). 

Wolves are expected to prey on more calves than adult cattle in central Idaho. In other areas, 
calves comprise 68%-85% of cattle losses (Mack et al. 1992b). Because most calving takes 
place before cattle are placed on allotments, depredations on calves should be lower than 
otherwise expected. Most calves will be past the size of greatest vulnerability when they are 
moved to allotments (Fritts 1990). 
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Table 4-13. Estimated standardized sheep and cattle depredation rates in central Idaho based on 
a comparison of standardized rates from other study areas. Rates are standardized according to 
the estimated number of cattle, sheep, and wolves in each area. 

Idaho Annual Depredation Idaho Annual Depredation 
Estimates Estimates 

Comparison Study Area Sheep Cattle 

Alberta 46 11 

Minnesota 32 I 

Montana 92 17 

Mean 57 IO 

Data from other areas concerning depredation on lambs verses adult sheep are varied. Because 
most lambing in central Idaho takes place before sheep are placed on allotments, lambs will be 
past the size of greatest vulnerability. Wolves are not expected to significantly select lambs over 
adult sheep in central Idaho. 

Most wolves living near livestock areas where native prey is available are not expected to prey 
on livestock as is true in other areas. Lone wolves may have a slightly greater tendency to prey 
on livestock (USFWS 1987). 

Wolf depredations on livestock are expected to be variable between areas and between years. 
Only a small percentage of livestock owners are expected to be affected by depredations 
annually, although a few owners could sustain serious losses in a given year. 

Most livestock (both cattle and sheep) depredations in central Idaho are anticipated in mid to late 
summer, when elk calves and deer fawns are maturing and becoming less vulnerable and wolf 
pups are requiring more food but are still unable to hunt effectively with the pack. In remote 
wooded allotments where cattle are unattended, depredation rates could occasionally approach 
those recorded in the Simonette River Valley in Alberta, where 38-40 wolves killed or injured 
27 cattle in 1 year (Table 4-1). 

Expeded depredations on pets (dogs).-Wolves will infrequently kill dogs. In Minnesota, 
wolves attack dogs at a rate of about 1 incident per 22,000 households per year. Incidents per 
year range from 1 to 6. About 4 wolf/pet (dog) incidents are reported from British Columbia 
per year. Minnesota supports about 1,500-1,750 wolves while British Columbia wolf 
populations number more than 6,300. 
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The 10 county central Idaho area (22,687,424 acres; 91,852 km2
) contains about 2,527 farms 

with an average human population density of 2.6 people/mi2 (l .0/km2
). Wolf depredations on 

domestic dogs are expected to be infrequent in central Idaho but will probably be emotionally 
disturbing to dog owners affected. The most likely sites of dog depredations will be rural 
residences along the edge of national forests containing wolf populations. 

Conclusions.-During the first 5 years after reintroductions begin, livestock depredations by 
wolves should be minimal because of intensive monitoring and management of radio-collared 
wolves. As wolves become established, depredation rates will begin to approach those from 
other areas in North America. About 10 cattle (range 1-17) and 57 sheep (range 32-92) are 
expected to be taken annually by a recovered population of 100 wolves in central Idaho. 

Impacts on Land Use 
This alternative includes the reintroduction of a non-essential experimental population of wolves 
into central Idaho. Federal agencies would only have to confer with the USFWS on activities 
that may jeopardize the species (outside of national parks and national wildlife refuges) and such 
determinations would not prohibit the federal agency from proceeding with the activity. No 
constraints on private actions and private lands would apply. 

No land-use restrictions are planned under Alternative 1, but the option to protect densities will 
remain available until ~ 5 packs are established. This alternative will not impact any ADC 
activities other then those affected by existing EPA label restrictions on the use of M-44s. 
Existing Section 7 terms and conditions on the use of leg-hold traps and neck snares in 
"occupied wolf range" would no longer apply. 

Implementation of Alternative 1 may have a slight impact on the use of M-44s in some areas in 
the 10 county central Idaho area. During 1992, M-44s were used on 30 private premises and 
1 BLM site in the 10 county central Idaho area. Label restrictions on M-44s restrict their use 
in national forests and in areas where threatened or endangered species may be adversely 
affected. 

If wolves showed up on private land in Idaho where M-44s were currently being used to control 
coyote depredations, their use may be suspended. However, because livestock operators can 
harass wolves near livestock, it is likely that wolves would avoid low elevation private lands, 
and impacts on the use of M-44s would be slight. 

Conclusions.-Reintroduction of an experimental population of wolves into central Idaho is not 
expected to impact existing land uses. Due to existing label restrictions, a slight impact on the 
use of M-44s to control coyotes could occur in some areas as "occupied wolf range" in central 
Idaho expands. Existing Section 7 terms and conditions on the use of leg-hold traps and neck 
snares in "occupied wolf range" would no longer apply. 
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Impacts on Visitor Use 
Visitors to the backcountry of Idaho will have an opportunity to hear and observe wolves or their 
sign in the next decade. Wolf howling programs in Algonquin Provincial Park have been 
popular to visitors since 1963 (Strickland 1988). 

Nature study, hiking, walking, and camping activities in Idaho are all projected to experience 
moderate to high growth to the year 2010. Hunting activities in Idaho are projected to 
experience low growth to the year 2010 (IDPR 1989). 

Tourism and outdoor recreation are growing in Idaho. Wolves are a high profile species with 
interest and support nationwide. Reintroduction of wolves under Alternative 1 will further 
increase national awareness of the presence of wolves in central Idaho. 

It is possible, but not certain, that the establishment of wolves could attract increased visitors 
to central Idaho in the next decade and beyond. Although some people may not venture into the 
Idaho backcountry because of a fear of wolves, others will probably visit central Idaho hoping 
to hear or observe wolves or their sign. 

A slight reduction in the number of cow elk tags for sale will preclude some hunters from 
visiting the central Idaho backcountry. A few people who now hunt big game may be reluctant 
to do so in the future if they perceive that wolves are reducing big game populations in that area. e 
Conclusions.-Reintroduction of wolves may attract increased visitors to central Idaho in the 
next decade and beyond. It is also possible visitation may decrease. Although some people will 
not venture into central Idaho's backcountry because of a fear of wolves or because there may 
be fewer cow elk tags, more people may visit because of the widespread high interest in the wolf 
and because of the relative uniqueness of the animal in the lower 48 states. 

Impacts on Economics 
Background Information for Analysis.-An economic analysis of the effects of wolf 
reintroduction into central Idaho entails examining each potential source of economic costs or 
benefits and estimating its net economic effect. This analysis follows the outline presented by 
Duffield (1992). Areas of potential economic effects examined are the following: (1) effects 
on hunter harvest, (2) effects of livestock depredation, (3) effects on land-use restrictions, (4) 
effects on visitor use, and (5) effects on existence values. 

Value of Foregone Benefits to Hunters.-A reduced number of big game animals available for 
harvest directly affects the available hunting opportunities. Reduced hunting opportunities 
translates into a reduced number of hunters and hunter days spent in the field. This reduction 
in big game hunting activity represents a social cost associated with wolf reintroduction. Based 
on a recovered population of 100 wolves in the central Idaho area, it is predicted that a reduction 
of 396-594 cow elk harvested per year may be necessary to stabilize populations and sustain the 
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current bull elk harvest levels (see preceding discussion on effects on ungulate populations for 
derivation of these estimates). 

A relatively simple methodology was used to estimate the reduced net social benefits and 
reduced hunter expenditures that could be associated with wolf recovery in central Idaho. This 
methodology is likely to overstate these reductions as described below. Given harvest reductions, 
reductions in hunter days are based on hunter success and days hunted per hunter as detailed in 
the notes to Table 4-14. The simplifying assumption is made that the reduction in hunter days 
equals the reduction in harvest divided by success rate, times the average number of days per 
hunter. This assumption may be appropriate for special permit hunts but will likely overstate 
the reduction in hunter days during the general season if hunters continue to hunt but with lower 
success rates. Total expected reduction in hunter days due to wolf recovery is 14,619 to 21,928 
days (Table 4-14). 

Reduced hunter harvest of elk in central Idaho due to wolf recovery could result in lost net 
benefits to hunters totalling $756,810 to $1,135,214 per year. Potential reduced hunter 
expenditures in Idaho are estimated between $571,591 to $857,386 per year. 

Lost Value Due to livestock Depredation.-A second area of potential costs associated with 
wolf reintroduction to central Idaho is the possibility of depredation on livestock. The 
calculation of lost value due to depredations is straightforward. The lost value per year is equal 
to the estimated number of lost animals per year times the market value of those animals. 

Wolf depredation on domestic livestock would likely be minimal during the first 5 years after 
the beginning of reintroduction. After that period, as recovery levels are approached and 

Table 4-14. Annual economic values and expenditures associated with reduced hunting 
opportunities arising from wolf reintroduction to central Idaho. 

Areal Species 

Reduction in antlerless elk harvest 

Rednced elk hunting days• 

Value per day of elk huntingb 

Reduced value of elk hunting 

Expenditures per day associated with elk huntingb 

Total reduced expenditures associated with big 
game hunting 

Low estimate 

396 

14,619 

$51.77 

$756,810 

$39.10 

$571,591 

High estimate 

594 

21,928 

$51.77 

$1,135,214 

$39.10 

$857,386 

a Calculations based on average success rate for central Idaho units of 21.4 % (Idaho Fish and Game, unpubl. data 
1991) and average number of days per Idaho elk hunting trip of 7.9 (McLaughlin et al. 1989). 
b Sorg and Nelson (1986) inflated to 1992 price level. 
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achieved, depredation losses are expected to be in the range of 1 to 17 cattle per year and 32 
to 92 sheep per year. The estimated economic value of the projected losses associated with wolf 
depredation in central Idaho range from $2,923 to $18,503 with the average estimate of $11,083 
(Table 4-15). 

Lost Value Due to Lmul-Use Restrictions.-lt is expected that any land-use restrictions due to 
the reintroduction of wolves to central Idaho will not result in lost economic value. While some 
area visitors may be inconvenienced due to temporary restrictions placed on visitation in areas 
of high sensitivity (release sites or vulnerable den sites when < 6 packs are established), this 
inconvenience is unlikely to result in any appreciable loss of economic value. Therefore, the 
net economic cost due to land-use restrictions is estimated to be zero. 

Economic Effect of Changes in Visitor Use.-Wolves are a high profile species of national 
interest (Duffield 1992). Reintroduction of wolves under Alternative 1 will further increase 
national awareness of the presence of wolves in central Idaho. This increased awareness may 
affect visitation to the area. Table 4-16 shows how different groups of respondents answered 
the question "if wolves were present in central Idaho, would you visit the area more frequently, 
less frequently, or the same frequency as you currently do?". The groups reported that a larger 
percentage would visit more frequently than would visit less frequently. It should be pointed 
out, however, that most respondents said the presence of wolves would not change their 
visitation patterns. 

A 1993 national and regional survey (J. Duffield, et al., Univ. of Montana, Missoula, unpubl. 
data) found that a recovered population of wolves in central Idaho would lead to an estimated 

Table 4-15. Annual economic costs associated with livestock depredation in central Idaho under 
Alternative 1. 

Low estimate High estimate Average estimate 

Cattle lost 1 17 10 

Average value per cow' $715 $715 $715 

Sheep lost 32 92 57 

Average value per sheep' $69 $69 $69 

Total lost value/year $2.923 $18,503 $11,083 

' Average value per head figures are based on an average of the Montana; Idaho, and Wyoming value for all cattle 
and all sheep in the states as of January 1, 1993 (Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming Departments of Agricultural 
Statistics, pers. commun.). 

Note: The estimates above are based on a 3-state average of livestock values for consistency with the Yellowstone 
area analysis. Idaho average values are $755 per head for all cattle and $66 per head for all sheep. 
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Table 4-16. Comparison of expected changes in visitation patterns to central Idaho because of 
wolf reintroduction. 

Sample 

(A) Residents of Mont., Idaho, Wyo. 

Who visited central Idaho in 1992 
n = 71 or 21.7% of sample 

Who had ever visited central Idaho 
n = 167 or 51 % of sample 

Who never had visited 
n = 160 or 48.9% of sample 

(B) Out of 3-state region residents 

Who visited central Idaho in 1992 
n = 2 or 0.6% of sample 

Who had ever visited central Idaho 
n = 28 or 8.9% of sample 

Who never had visited 
n = 286 or 91 % of sample 

Percent who 
would visit more 

22.5 

16.2 

30.0 

0.0 

28.6 

36.4 

Percent who would Percent who would 
visit the same visit less 

67.6 9.9 

73.l 10.8 

35.6 34.4 

100.0 0.0 

64.3 7.1 

43.0 20.6 

8.23 increase in visitation by out of area residents, and an estimated 1.93 increase for 
Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming residents. There would be an estimated commensurate change 
in expenditures by visitors to the area. There was insufficient data available to estimate the 
dollar change in expenditures in central Idaho. Table 4-17 details the calculation of the 
estimated percentage changes. It should be noted that the standard errors on the estimates of 
percentage changes in visitation are quite large, and in all cases a 95 3 confidence interval on 
these estimates includes zero. Therefore, the estimates presented in Table 4-17 should be 
viewed as indicators of the likely direction of change in visitation rather that predictions of the 
percentage change. 

Economic Effects on the Value Potential Visitors Place on Wolves.-We have previously 
presented the theory and methodology involved in estimating net willingness to pay for wolf 
reintroduction. The total net economic existence value per year of wolf reintroduction to central 
Idaho is about $8.4 million (Table 4-18). 

One issue not investigated is whether individuals would be willing to pay the stated amounts for 
both wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area and in central Idaho. This question was not 
examined in this study. A conservative way to look at this issue is to compare the benefits of 
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Table 4-17. Estimates of increased visitation and expenditures in central Idaho, due to wolf 
reintroduction. 

Response/statistic 

(A) Estimated increase in visitation 

Current trips/year for sample 

Sample extra trips 

Sample fewer trips 

Net change in trips 

3 change in trips and expenditures 

Montana, Idaho, Wyoming residents 

992 

79 

60 
19 

+1.93 

Out of region residents 

98 

II 

3 

8 

+8.23 

wolf recovery in either the Yellowstone area or Idaho to the combined costs of recovery in both 
areas. Either of these values when compared against the estimated combined economic costs to 
both the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas still show large positive net social benefits 
associated with wolf reintroduction in either of the 2 areas. 

Conclusion.-It is estimated that the existence value of wolf recovery in central Idaho under 
Alternative 1 will lead to total benefits of $6.85 million to $10.01 million per year. Visitation 
and visitor expenditures may increase due to wolves in central Idaho. Total costs of wolf 
recovery are estimated at about $1.24 million to $1.63 million per year (Table 4-19). 

Adverse Effects 
No adverse effects are expected on deer, moose, or mountain goat populations in central Idaho, 
but modifications in cow elk harvest may be required to prevent significant declines in elk some 
populations. Some herds of bighorn sheep with low productivity and inadequate escape terrain 
on winter range could potentially suffer substantial declines. 

The reintroduction of an experimental population of wolves into central Idaho will result in the 
loss of about 10 cattle (range 1-17) and 57 sheep (range 32-92) annually. An occasional dog 
will also be killed by a recovering population of wolves in central Idaho. 

An expansion of occupied wolf range, due to the reintroduction of an experimental population 
of wolves, may lead to a slight reduction in the use of M-44s in the control of coyotes in central 
Idaho. 
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Table 4-18. Estimated mean values of wolf reintroduction in central Idaho to potential visitors 
and others under Alternative 1. 

Montana. Wyoming, 
Welfare Measure/Statistic Idaho residents 

Mean value for those' supporting 
reintroduction 15.60 
(Standard Error) (1.36) 

Mean value for those opposing 
reintroduction 8.19 
(Standard Error) (1.39) 

Population supporting wolf 
reintroduction 369,822 

Population opposing wolf 
reintroduction 327,059 

Aggregate net economic 
value/yearb 216, 196 

Calibration' 0.286 

Estimated net economic value/year $61,832 
(Standard Error) (7,233) 

Out of region 
residents 

8.73 
(0.71) 

1.52 
(0.55) 

52,215,096 

24,721,833 

29,259,317 

0.286 

$8,368,165 
(807,208) 

All 

$8,429,997 
(807,240) 

' The mean values are calculated as a truncated mean with the truncation level at $50 for 3-state residents and at 
$25 for out of region residents. The truncated mean valuation calculation included both responses from people with 
directory listed phone numbers and non-listed numbers, contacted through a random dialing procedure. In the 
aggregation of mean values an assumption was made of no difference in willingness to pay between those 
respondents with listed phone and those not listed. 
b Values are calculated assuming a perpetual benefit stream from a one time trust fund deposit amortized at a 7% 
real interest rate. 
' See explanation and citations on calibration in Table 4-8. 

As wolves approach recovery in the next decade, some people will not venture into the central 
Idaho backcountry because of a fear of wolves. 

Adverse effects of this alternative include foregone benefits to hunters of $757,000 to 
$1,135,000 per year. The potential reduction in hunter expenditures in the recovery area are 
estimated at $572, 000 to $857, 000 per year. Additionally, losses to area ranchers due to 
livestock depredation by wolves may be $2,923 to $18,503 per year. These livestock losses 
could, however, be mitigated to a large degree by a private compensation fund, such as is 
currently administered by Defenders of Wildlife. Individuals who oppose wolf reintroduction 
will also suffer adverse economic effects if wolves are reintroduced to central Idaho. 
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Table 4-19. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in central Idaho under 
Alternative 1. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recovery• 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimate' High estimate' 

6,847.8 10,012.2 

756.8 1,135.2 

2.9 18.5 

478.0 478.0 

1,237.7 1,631.7 

' Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
h Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the GYA and central Idaho are included 
in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is achieved, which 
varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual net benefits 
significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 % confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best A 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. -

Short-Term and Long-Term Effects 
Establishment of a recovery-level wolf population would have some short-term and long-term 
effects on ungulate populations. A population of 100 wolves would kill approximately 495 elk 
and 1,155 deer and small numbers of moose and bighorn sheep per year. No measurable or 
observable effect is expected on deer, moose, or mountain goat populations, but some 
adjustments in management of elk may be required if current bull harvest level is to be 
maintained. Decreases in some populations of bighorn sheep that winter on low-elevation areas 
with inadequate escape terrain are possible. Fewer ungulates may die of malnutrition associated 
with winter stress. Surviving ungulates may benefit slightly from reduced competition for food 
and space. 

The reintroduction of an experimental population of wolves is expected to result in the loss of 
about 10 cattle (range 1-17) and 57 sheep (range 32-92) annually. Losses of livestock are 
expected to be variable between years and between areas. No long-term effects on overall 
livestock production in central Idaho is expected. In the short term, an individual livestock 
producer could sustain a substantial loss of livestock (most likely sheep) in a given year. The 
continuation of an existing private compensation program will help reduce monetary losses of 
individual livestock operators. 
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Reintroduction of an experimental population of wolves is expected to have few short-term or 
long-term effects on land use in central Idaho. A slight reduction in the use of M-44s to control 
coyotes may occur as "occupied wolf range" expands. 

In the short term, the reintroduction of wolves into central Idaho will be controversial and will 
attract nationwide attention. Initially reintroduced wolves that are collared will be "famous" and 
people can be expected to venture into central Idaho hoping to hear or see them. In the long 
term, the presence of wolves in central Idaho will continue to attract some people to the state 
and to the backcountry who would otherwise not visit and will preclude some people from 
visiting the central Idaho backcountry because of fear of wolves. 

The reintroduction of wolves can also be expected to lead to a minor long-term reduction in the 
annual sale of cow elk tags. Many people who would have otherwise bought these tags may not 
visit the central Idaho backcountry. 

In the short term there will be management costs of approximately $478,000 per year and these 
will continue to the projected date of recovery of 2002. Losses to livestock and hunters are 
likely to be less than predicted in the short term and rise to the predicted level in the long term 
(after full recovery). The total estimated economic benefits (increase in visitor expenditures and 
existence value of about $8.4 million) per year apply to both the short term and the long term. 

e Long-term reestablishment of the wolf to the system would reestablish more complete long-term 
predator-prey relationships. Computer simulations predict ungulate populations would fluctuate 
in response to winter severity, habitat condition, hunter harvest, predation, and other 
enviromnental factors, just as they have in the past. Population highs are projected to be lower; 
but population lows will not be as low. Winter mortality of ungulates, particularly young 
animals, is projected to be less than past trends without wolves. Long-term reestablishment of 
complex ecological relationships in the system would be effected. 

The long-term presence of wolves will represent a significant restoration of a missing component 
of the ecological system. A slight long-term increase of visitor use is projected because people 
will want to have the opportunity to see or hear wolves or see their sign in a wild setting. The 
reestablishment of this large predator will have significant positive long-term effects on 
ecological relationships and ecosystem functions. 

The restoration of a viable wolf population to the central Idaho area would increase the 
maintenance and enhancement of long-term productivity of the enviromnent by restoring the 
ecosystem to near precolonial natural conditions. Wolves being a large social predator, at the 
top of the food chain, would restore a primary large ungulate predator that is currently missing 
as a functional part of the ecosystem. A population of wolves and their interaction with other 
biotic components would add to the long-term stability of the natural biological and evolutionary 
processes in the central Idaho area. 
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Irreversible and Irretrievable Commitments of Resources 
There are no anticipated irreversible or irretrievable commitments of big game resources or 
hunting opportunity in central Idaho. 

The reintroduction of an experimental population of wolves into central Idaho is expected to lead 
to the loss of about 10 cattle (range 1-17) and about 57 sheep (range 32-92) annually. Any 
livestock losses will be irreversible and irretrievable. Any compensation paid by private groups 
to livestock operators will reduce the monetary loss. 

The reintroduction of an experimental population of wolves into central Idaho is not expected 
to lead to any irreversible or irretrievable commitment of land uses or visitor uses in central 
Idaho. 

From an economic perspective, the only irreversible and irretrievable commitments of resources 
lie with the wolf management costs and the hunter and livestock losses as they occur. The 
program could at any time be modified to mitigate or eliminate these losses. 

Cumulative Effects Analysis 
UnguloJe PopuloJi.ons and Hunter Harvest.-One hundred wolves are predicted to kill about 
1,650 ungulates per year, or approximately 0.59% of central Idaho's total ungulate population. A 
Wolves are predicted to annually kill 0.55 % of the elk population and 0.63 % of the total deer -
population (mule deer and white-tailed deer combined). In comparison, in 1991 hunters 
harvested an estimated 33,000 ungulates (12.0% of the total prehunt ungulate population) in 
central Idaho, including 13.7% of the elk population and 11.5% of the deer population. 

In the North Fork of the Flathead River drainage in northwestern Montana and southeastern 
British Columbia, wolves exist in a multi-predator-prey ecosystem similar to that in central Idaho 
(Ream et al. 1991). Wolves killed 4.1 % of female elk (Bureau 1992) and 6.7% of female 
white-tailed deer (Rachael 1992, Rachael and Pletscher in prep.) annually. Comparatively, 
wolves did not impact ungulates more than other predators. Mountain lions annually killed 
13.4% of female elk (Bureau 1992) and 4.9% of female white-tailed deer (Rachael 1992, 
Rachael and Pletscher in prep.). Bears (both black and grizzly bears) are important predators 
in Montana and British Columbia and killed an estimated 1.5% of female elk (Bureau 1992) and 
3 .4 % of female white-tailed deer (Rachael 1992, Rachael and Pletscher in prep.) annually. 

Mountain lions and black bears are also common predators throughout central Idaho, and they 
will continue to prey on ungulates in central Idaho in the presence of wolves. However, it is 
important to note that the density of 100 wolves in the 17,502,720 acre (70,861 km2

) central 
Idaho primary analysis area (1 wolf/175,027 acres; 1/709 km2

) would be considerably lower than 
the density of wolves in the North Fork of the Flathead River drainage in Montana and British 
Columbia. Mountain lion and black bear populations are extremely difficult to estimate, and 
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estimates are not currently available for central Idaho. However, predation of 100 wolves would 
be significantly less than predation of current populations by lions and bears. 

Domestic Iivestock.-In Idaho, 22,000 cattle, 50,000 calves, 14,000 sheep, and 36,000 lambs 
are lost annually to non-predator and predator causes (Table 4-10). Most livestock are lost to 
non-predator causes, including weather, health, birthing, poison, theft, and other causes. 

Predators account for 0.5% of annual cattle losses, 2.4% of annual calf losses, 33% of annual 
adult sheep losses, and 30. 5 % of annual lamb losses. 

Coyote depredation accounts for 25. 3 % of annual sheep losses and 25 % of annual lamb losses. 
About 3,542 sheep and 9,000 lambs are lost to coyotes annually. 

Under all alternatives, average annual loss of cattle and sheep to wolves is expected to fall 
within the range of 1-17 cattle and 32-92 sheep. A recovered wolf population would be expected 
to contribute between 0.003% and 0.029% of total annual cattle and calf losses and between 
0. 064 % and 0 .184 % of total annual sheep and lamb losses in Idaho. 

Within the 10 county central Idaho area, approximately 12,314 cattle and calves and 9,336 sheep 
and lambs are lost annually to a variety of causes (Table 4-20). Of these losses, approximately 
224 cattle and calves and 2,913 sheep and lambs are lost to predators. Estimated annual losses 
of 10 cattle and calves and 57 sheep and lambs to wolves would increase annual estimated total 
livestock losses in the 10 county central Idaho area by 0. 31 % and increase annual estimated 
predator caused livestock losses by 2.1 % (Table 4-20). 

I.And Use.-National forest lands in central Idaho contain 4,125,589 acres (16,703 km2
) of 

wilderness and about 5,900,000 acres (23,900 km2
) ofroadless areas. Of20,346 miles (32,757 

km) of system roads on national forest lands, approximately 10,805 miles (17,396 km) are 
closed or are restricted in use in some way (Table 3-54). 

Livestock grazing is sometimes restricted near riparian areas on public land allotments. 
Livestock are usually restricted from areas with newly replanted trees for about 5 years. The 
impact of the recent listing of salmon species in Idaho as threatened or endangered is not known 
at this time, although some grazing restrictions are expected. A 58 % reduction in grazing in 
the Stanley Basin area on the Sawtooth National Forest was recently recommended. Many of 
the reductions were associated with allotments containing prime Chinook salmon spawning 
habitat. 

Label restrictions on M-44s prohibit their use in areas occupied by threatened or endangered 
species that would be susceptible. Consequently, use of M-44s is prohibited in occupied gray 
wolf range. Expansion of the wolf population in central Idaho may also lead to a reduction in 
the use of M-44s on farms located near wolf range. In the 10 county central Idaho area, M-44s 
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Table 4-20. Central Idaho cumulative effects of estimated wolf depredations on livestock with 
all other estimated livestock losses. Ten county central Idaho area. Livestock losses pro-rated 
to 10 county area from total livestock losses in Table 4-10. 

Increase in Increase in 
Estimated Estimated Estimated annual livestock Predator caused 

Livestock annual annual livestock annual losses from wolf losses of 
Numbers livestock losses to livestock losses depredation livestock from 
(April) losses predators to wolves (percent) wolf depredation 

Cattle & calves 
384,900 12,314 224 10 0.08% 4.5% 

Sheep & Iambs 
100,713 9,336 2,913 57 0.61 % 2.0% 

Totals 21,650 3,137 67 0.31 % 2.1 % 

were used on 30 private premises and on 1 Bureau of Land Management (BLM) site in 1992. 

Visitor Use.-In 1991, an estimated 232,000 residents and 133,000 nonresidents fished in Idaho 
and an estimated 158,000 residents and 35,000 nonresidents hunted in Idaho. In addition, 
194,000 residents and 188,000 nonresidents participated in primary nonresidential 
nonconsumptive activities in Idaho (USFWS 1992, Table 3-55). 

In 1991, residents spent an estimated 2,417,000 days fishing in Idaho while nonresidents spent 
439,000 days fishing (Table 3-55). Residents of Idaho also spent 1,941,000 days hunting and 
nonresidents hunted for 226,000 days. In addition, residents spent 1, 722,000 days participating 
in nonresidential nonconsumptive activities in Idaho while nonresidents spent 1,717,000 days 
participating in nonresidential nonconsumptive activities (USFWS 1992, Table 3-55). 

In the 36 big game management units covering the central Idaho Primary Analysis Area (Figure 
3-24), 91,959 hunters spent a total of 688,175 days in the field in 1991. 

A total of 102 outfitters and guides operate in 36 big game management units in the central 
Idaho Primary Analysis Area. In 1991, these 102 outfitters and guides provided big game tags 
to 4,614 nonresidents and 465 residents (Table 3-58). Most tag sales were for nonresident deer 
and elk hunters. 

Nine national forests in central Idaho provide over 8,600,000 Recreation Visitor Days (RVDs) 
annually (Table 3-57). About 47% of the RVDs are associated with developed areas, while 
about 53 % of the RVDs are associated with dispersed (nondeveloped) and wilderness settings. 
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RVDs are expected to continue to grow annually across the central Idaho Primary Analysis 
Area. 

In 1992, 10,000 people floated the Main and Middle Forks of the Salmon River through central 
Idaho wilderness areas. A total of 9,171 people signed in at trail heads in the Frank-Church 
Wilderness Area. USDA Forest Service rangers met 21,230 visitors in the Frank-Church 
Wilderness Area. Use in the Frank-Church Wilderness area has increased rapidly in recent 
years. 

Tourism and outdoor recreation are growing in Idaho. Wolves are a high profile species with 
interest and support nationwide. Reintroduction of wolves under Alternative 1 will further 
increase national awareness of the presence of wolves in central Idaho. 

It is likely that the recovery of wolves will attract increased visitors to central Idaho in the next 
decade and beyond. Although some people will not venture into the Idaho backcountry because 
of fear of wolves, others will visit central Idaho hoping to hear or see wolves or their sign. 

A few people who now hunt big game may be less likely to do so in the future if they perceive 
that wolves are reducing game populations. 

Economics.-Total personal income in 1990 was about $1.43 billion for the 10 county area. 
Wolf restoration would not significantly affect the proportion of the economy derived from farm 
income, local services, other industry, or non-earned income. Visitation to central Idaho was 
expected to increase slightly, about 2 % , which could result in increase expenditures which are 
currently unknown but likely in the millions of dollars. Reintroduction of wolves could reduce 
hunter harvests from their current average of 33,539 ungulates/year by 1,650, reducing hunter 
expenditures by $600,00 to $900,000/year or about 5% lower than their current levels. Annual 
livestock losses are currently about 12,314 cattle ($715/each) worth about $8,804,510 and 9,366 
sheep ($69/each) worth about $646,254 or about $9,450, 764/year. Wolf depredation could 
result in average annual increased losses up to 10 cattle ($7,150) and 57 sheep ($3,933) or 
$11,083/year. This would represent a 0.0012 increase in livestock losses annually. 
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ALTERNATIVE 2. NATURAL RECOVERY 

(NO ACTION) ALTERNATIVE 

YELLOWSTONE 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
In this alternative wolves would be listed as endangered throughout the northern Rocky Mountain 
area and managed without the flexibility of an experimental population rule. Wolf recovery 
would be attained through wolf dispersal into the Yellowstone area. Wolves would most likely 
disperse from areas in northwest Montana or northern Idaho. Under this alternative wolf 
recovery could take decades and may not occur until 2025 (30 years). 

Before recovery, dispersing wolves could colonize areas and form packs throughout the Rocky 
Mountains but outside the Yellowstone recovery area. Predicting where these wolves would 
occur and how they might affect ungulate populations outside the recovery area is too speculative 
and is not attempted by this EIS. 

Migratory wolves may colonize areas within the Yellowstone area as individuals and some 
individuals may form isolated packs (at least 2 breeding individuals). Individual wolves and 
isolated packs may continue to appear and disappear for many years, maybe decades, because e 
of the high mortality associated with individual dispersing wolves and the susceptibility of 
isolated packs to become extinct because of various biological and human-caused mortality 
factors. 

During the early stages of wolf appearance and disappearance, wolf predation effects on ungulate 
populations would probably be undetectable because so few wolves would occur in the 
Yellowstone area at any one time. Once several packs establish in areas providing high security 
and survival in or near the Yellowstone recovery area, wolf numbers may increase rapidly and 
reach recovery goals in as little as 10 years. During this rapid increase in wolf numbers, and 
when recovery is attained, wolf predation effects on ungulate populations might be similar to 
those found in Alternative 1. This alternative does not provide for wolf relocation if wildlife 
management agencies are not able to meet big game management objectives. Therefore, a rare 
case might exist where wolves may impact some ungulate populations to a greater degree than 
what was predicted for Alternative 1. 

Conclusions.-Under this alternative, wolves would be listed as endangered throughout the 
northern Rocky Mountains and wolf recovery (10 packs, about 100 wolves) in the Yellowstone 
area would be attained through wolf dispersal from northwest Montana or northern Idaho. Wolf 
recovery would likely not occur until 2025 (30 years). For many years and possibly decades, 
individual dispersing wolves or packs (2 breeding individuals) may appear and disappear because 
of high mortality associated with dispersing wolves. During these early years of wolf 
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appearance and disappearance, wolf predation effects on ungulate populations in the Yellowstone 
area would likely be undetectable. Once several packs are able to establish in the Yellowstone 
recovery area, wolf recovery levels may be reached in as little as 10 years. During this rapid 
increase in wolf numbers, wolf predation effects on ungulates might be similar to those found 
in Alternative 1. Alternative 2 does not provide for wolf relocation and a rare case could exist 
where wolves may impact some ungulate populations more than predicted in Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
As described under Impact on Ungulate Populations, wolf recovery will take many years, 
possibly decades. During the early years of wolf recovery, individual wolves and packs may 
appear and disappear because of high mortality associated with dispersing wolves. Wolf effects 
on hunter harvest will likely be undetectable during the early stages of recovery. After several 
packs of wolves become established and the wolf population approaches recovery levels, wolf 
effects on hunter harvest may be similar to those described in Alternative 1. This alternative 
does not provide for wolf relocation if wolves are affecting a state's ability to meet its big game 
populations. Consequently, a rare case might exist where wolves could impact an ungulate herd 
and the associated hunter harvest more than predicted in Alternative 1. 

Conclusions.-Under this alternative, wolf recovery could take many years, possibly decades. 
During the early years, a few wolves may appear and disappear from the Yellowstone area and 
wolf effects on hunter harvest would be undetectable. After several packs become established 
and the wolf population reaches recovery, wolf predation may affect hunter harvest in a manner 
similar to Alternative 1. Alternative 2 does not provide for wolf relocation and a rare case may 
exist where wolves could impact an ungulate herd and the associated hunter harvest more than 
predicted in Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include 
retention of wolves as an endangered species throughout the northern Rocky Mountains, no 
reintroduction of wolves, intensive monitoring of wolves dispersing from northwestern Montana 
that will be relied upon to establish populations in Yellowstone National Park, and control by 
public agency personnel of wolves depredating on livestock. The public would not be allowed 
to legally kill wolves that are attacking or killing domestic livestock. Wolves would recolonize 
the recovery areas but would also recolonize other areas throughout the northern Rocky 
Mountains and would be allowed to remain if conflicts were few. However, wolves would not 
recover rapidly. The probability that populations would establish in the Yellowstone area in the 
near future is extremely low; in the next several decades, substantially higher. Recovery would 
take a long time, perhaps 30 years. 

Wolves would slowly recolonize areas throughout the northern Rocky Mountains and eventually 
reach the Yellowstone area. Livestock depredations would likely be comparable to that in 
northwestern Montana, averaging 0-6 cattle and 0-10 sheep per year. As new areas are occupied 
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by wolf packs, sometimes in areas of high livestock density, this rate could be seen in each 
comparable area. Because of the long period likely required to reach recovery in the 
Yellowstone area, these conditions could continue for some time. 

Wolves would likely occur in a number of locations in western Montana and northern Idaho 
prior to establishing populations in the Yellowstone area. The number of areas where they 
would form breeding pairs is unknown. Livestock depredations would occasionally occur in 
these areas. Wolves may initially establish at lower elevations in the Yellowstone area, 
potentially in areas with higher livestock densities. This would likely increase the level of 
livestock depredation over those estimated for Alternative 1. 

A likely scenario for establishment of a wolf population in the Yellowstone area would be 
sporadic occurrences of single animals with occasional reproduction. Because of the high 
mortality of dispersing animals and the high susceptibility of very small pioneering populations 
to fail to establish, sporadic establishment, reproduction, and failure could occur several times. 
After pairs are established in secure areas and persistent, successful reproduction occurs, growth 
of the population to recovery levels would occur fairly rapidly, perhaps in 10 years. Livestock 
depredations in the Yellowstone area may then be similar to those described under Alternative 
1. If wolves occupy lower elevational areas during population establishment, this could bring 
them into closer association with rural residences and increase depredation on livestock and 
domestic dogs. 

Conclusions.-Uncertainty about where wolves would establish and how long wolf recovery 
would take are major factors of this alternative. Wolves would probably establish in several 
areas in Montana and Idaho prior to Yellowstone. Livestock losses would likely average 0-6 
cattle and 0-10 sheep per year in each area where packs established during this period. Wolf 
populations may attempt to establish but fail several times before self-sustaining populations are 
established in Yellowstone. After establishment wolf recovery would take about 10 years. At 
wolf recovery, livestock depredations would be similar to Alternative 1. These would average 
about 19 cattle (range 1-32) and about 68 sheep (range 17-110) per year in the Yellowstone 
area. Recovery could take up to 30 years. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Elements of this alternative that will influence impacts on land use include retention of wolves 
as a fully protected endangered species throughout the northern Rocky Mountains and no 
reintroduction of wolves. Wolves dispersing from northwestern Montana and northern Idaho 
will be relied upon to establish populations. Agencies would control wolves that depredate on 
livestock, working a..11imals, or pets, but tb.e public could not kill or harass \Volves. 

Management actions to protect wolves could include seasonal closure of public land up to 1 mile 
(1.6 km) around active wolf den sites from March 15 to July 1 during population establishment. 
This would result in limits on recreational use of areas near wolf dens, may limit access if roads 
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or trails are closed to protect wolves at den sites, and delay other activities such as livestock 
grazing or timber harvest until after this period. Application of toxicants that are lethal to 
wolves would be precluded in areas occupied by wolves. 

Because wolves would slowly recolonize areas throughout the northern Rocky Mountains, 
eventually reaching the Yellowstone area, effects on land use on public lands would be greater 
than projected for Alternative 1. As new areas are occupied by wolf packs, sometimes in areas 
of higher human activity, and because of the potential of wolves to occupy lower elevation areas 
during the establishment period, this could bring them into closer association with human 
activities. Because of the long period likely required to reach recovery in the Yellowstone area, 
these conditions could continue for some time. Perhaps the biggest factor of the natural 
recovery alternative regarding land use is the lack of predictability. 

During the early stages of population establishment, active den sites within Yellowstone National 
Park would be closely monitored. Because of the requirement to aggressively protect the first 
wolves denning in Yellowstone National Park in more than half a century, people would be 
precluded from using areas within 1 mile (1.6 km) of wolf den sites, based on the type of human 
use and the physical features of the terrain. This would occur from March 15 to July 1. 

If most of the territories of the recovering wolf population were near areas used by people these 
area restrictions would affect a total of 21-35 mi2 (54-91 km2). However, this period is the 
lowest season of recreational use. Early season visitors mainly use the main roads and primary 
developed facilities, and not the backcountry. Also, some of the denning areas will likely be 
located in areas already under visitor-use limitations for grizzly bear management. In 
northwestern Montana during early stages of population establishment road closures have been 
extended for short periods of time (2-4 weeks) to provide security for wolf dens close to roads 
that would have opened. No areas have been closed for long periods of time. Restrictions 
would also be increased substantially if human activity caused wolves to abandon dens resulting 
in wolf pup mortality, or if illegal killing of wolves, facilitated by public access, resulted in wolf 
mortality that precluded population recovery. In the absence of these factors, effects on 
recreational use and public access would not likely be measurable. 

The limits on public land use to protect den areas from March 15 to July 1 would likely not 
affect initiation of grazing on livestock allotments where the likelihood of conflict was low or 
there was no history of depredation. However, it is possible that grazing may be delayed or 
suspended on areas with active dens or with a history of depredation. Wolf control guidelines 
under this alternative preclude capture and relocation or killing of wolves or wolf pups prior to 
August 1. Consequently, livestock on allotments where depredations occur prior to August 1 
may be moved to alternative allotments or out of the area. 

Lack of predictability of the frequency of these situations makes quantification difficult. In early 
stages of population establishment the potential impacts will be much lower and will vary widely 
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over the period of recovery. Average allotment size on national forests in the Yellowstone area 
is about 15 mi2 (39 km2

) and average about 1.5 permits per allotment. At the maximum range, 
if all 10 territories of a recovered wolf population were on public land livestock allotments, up 
to 10 allotments totalling about 150 mi2 (390 km2

) involving about 15 permits could be affected. 
The probability that all wolves would den outside of the park on livestock allotments is low, so 
the actual effects are more likely toward the lower end of the range. 

Effects on timber harvest activities would likely be somewhat greater than to those described for 
Alternative 1. The closure of a 1 mile (1.6 km) area around dens may delay some timber 
harvest or preclude access to some timber harvest areas from March 15 to July 1. However, 
in other areas where wolves live, and where standards and guidelines to provide for other 
resources such as ungulate winter ranges and birthing area have been adequately applied in sale 
design, there has been little effect on levels and timing of timber harvest activities. 
Additionally, most access roads have use and weight restrictions for protection of road beds 
during spring so use is already limited during most of this period. 

Effects on ADC activities would likely be greater than those projected for Alternative 1. Use 
of techniques such as aerial shooting, trapping, and snaring are used only on a limited basis on 
public land, and would likely be further limited or curtailed in areas occupied by wolves, 
particularly during spring and early summer, and especially near wolf dens or rendezvous areas. 
Snaring would likely not be allowed in areas of wolf occupancy because of the high risk. A 
Trapping is relatively low risk if small traps are used and traps are checked frequently. Aerial W 
shooting by qualified individuals is also relatively low risk but the public contrOversy often 
associated with aerial shooting by government employees may limit its use in some areas. Use 
of toxicants is not now authorized on public land in the primary analysis area, and future 
proposed use would likely not be allowed in areas occupied by wolves. 

Use of M-44s by both ADC and private applicators would be limited in areas occupied by 
wolves. Because of the increased possibility of wolves occupying lower elevation areas the 
effects on the use of M-44s, though limited, would likely be greater. Wolves may show up in 
several other areas prior to establishment in Yellowstone and use of M-44s would be precluded 
in these areas. For example, in northwestern Montana where a population of wolves exists, use 
of M-44s is not limited where single wolves may range. Rather, where a pack of wolves is 
known to live, M-44 use is restricted in the area at the time wolves are in the vicinity. 

Conclusions.-The areas affected by natural recovery would be uncertain and recovery would 
take a long time. Closures of up to 1 mile (l.6 km) around den sites from March 15 to July 1 
would !Lmit recreational use on up to 21-35 mi2 (54-91 !<..m2

). Livestock grazing on up to 10 
allotments totalling about 150 mi2 (390 km2), involving about 15 permits, may be delayed until 
after July 1. Grazing may be delayed or suspended on allotments with active dens or a history 
of high depredation rates. Activity on several individual timber sales may be delayed until after 
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July 1 but no effect on overall timber harvest is expected. Use of toxicants lethal to wolves and 
some ADC methods would be limited in areas occupied by wolves. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Under natural recovery, visitors to Yellowstone National Park and the Yellowstone area will 
know wolves live there, and will have the opportunity to see or hear wolves, or see their sign 
but these benefits would be delayed until populations were established, compared to Alternative 
I. In Denali National Park, Alaska, an estimated 15% of park visitors see wolves (Mech et al. 
1991), and the concentrations of wildlife in open areas in Yellowstone National Park are 
expected to attract wolves to those places (Koth et al. 1990), where they will be observable. 

A small percentage of potential backcountry users could be inconvenienced by temporary travel 
restrictions in the vicinity of wolf den sites from March 15 to July 1. April-June visitation to 
Yellowstone makes up 26 % of annual park use; April-June backcountry use made up 19 .2 % of 
the April-October backcountry-use nights, and involved 1.4% of stock-use nights in 1992. Day 
use by a few hikers in Yellowstone National Park could be directed to alternative trails if wolf 
den restrictions limited use of popular trails-roughly 240 hikers could be so affected. 

Of 6, 151 commercially outfitted backcountry visitor-use nights recorded in Yellowstone National 
Park April-October 1992, none were recorded in April or May, and just 215 in June, 
representing 3.5% of the April-October total. Stock-use nights for April-May were zero, and 
June stock-use nights amounted to 1.5% (90 of the April-October total of 6, 194). Consequently, 
little adverse effect is expected on outfitter operations in Yellowstone National Park. 

Assuming monthly distribution of general recreational use on the 6 national forests would be 
similar to those of the national parks, comparatively few recreationists would be using the 
backcountry April-June. Monthly summaries of outfitter use on the national forests were not 
available, but snowy or muddy trails and high stream levels in higher elevations would normally 
prevent much use April-June, when travel might be restricted within a mile (1.6 km) of wolf 
dens. 

Conclusions. -Recreational users to Yellowstone would eventually have opportunity to see or 
hear wolves or see their sign but this would take several decades. A slight increase of visitor 
use may occur specifically for this purpose once populations have established. A small number 
of visitors may be limited in using areas near wolf dens from March 15 to July 1 but this 
represents a small percentage of overall visitation. No change in visitor-use patterns or use by 
commercial outfitters is projected. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impacts on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest.-The economic impact of 
natural recovery on hunter harvest in the Yellowstone area is likely to be the same as under 
Alternative 1, after the population has fully recovered. This impact is estimated at $59,300 to 
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$147,200 annually (Table 4-21). However, this impact will occur several decades later than 
under Alternative 1, due to the long period anticipated before a fully recovered population has 
stabilized. 

Economic Impacts on Domestic Iivestock.-Livestock depredation under the Natural Recovery 
Alternative could be slightly higher than under Alternative 1 after recovering populations begin 
inhabiting the Yellowstone area. This level of depredation would likely be reached only after 
a number of years, or even decades, and during the preceding years depredation levels would 
likely be lower than under Alternative 1. This loss is estimated to average $600 to $9, 700 
annually over the period of recovery (Table 4-21). 

Impacts on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-Once wolves reach the recovered population level, 
and their presence in the Yellowstone area becomes widely known, visitation to the Yellowstone 
area may increase to some degree. The timing of this increase is unknown, though the direction 
and degree of the change in visits or expenditures may be similar to that for Alternative 1. 

Table 4-21. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area 
under natural recovery. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimatec 

1,733.8 

59.3 

0.6 

250.0 

309.9 

High estimate' 

2,560.9 

147.2 

9.7 

250.0 

406.9 

' Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the Yellowstone area and central Idaho 
are included in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is 
achieved, which varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual 
net benefits significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 % confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. Except for management costs the benefits 
and costs for this alternative is identical to Alternative 1. The only difference is that the benefits and other costs 
do not start until there is some natural recovery, assumed to be in the year 2010. The capitalized value of a 
perpetual stream of the annual costs and benefits beginning in the year 2010 is discounted to the present ( 1993) then 
amortized in perpetuity. 
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Economic Effects on the Value Potential Visitors Place on Wolves.-In the case of natural 
recovery, the benefits to existence values are the same as under Alternative 1 but this value is 
not realized until the wolf population is recovered, or at least is beginning to recover. In this 
analysis, it is assumed that the full existence value is realized when there is a breeding pair of 
wolves in living in the Yellowstone area. It is anticipated that under natural recovery a breeding 
pair of wolves will be present in the Yellowstone area by the year 2010. In calculating the 
benefits to existence value under this alternative the aggregate net existence value per year is 
discounted back to 1993 from the year 2010 at a 7% real discount rate. Under these 
assumptions natural recovery of wolves in the Yellowstone area has an net economic value of 
between $1. 73 and $2.56 million per year (Table 4-21). 

Conclusion.-It is estimated that natural recovery in the Yellowstone area under Alternative 2 
will lead to total benefits of $1.73 million-$2.56 million per year and total costs of $310,000-
$407, 000 per year. The largest component of total costs would be the wolf management costs 
of $250,000 per year. 

CENTRAL IDAHO 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Impacts of 100 wolves are expected to be about the same under this alternative as described 
under Alternative I-Reintroduction of Experimental Populations, except that wolves would not 
be relocated even if the added predation was significantly impacting ungulate populations in 
localized areas. Recovery would take longer under this alternative than in Alternative 1, so 
predation would increase gradually over a longer period of time as the wolf population increased 
to recovery level. Impacts on native ungulate species are expected to be minimal. However, 
smaller sub-populations of bighorn sheep may be reduced if predation by wolves is heavy when 
bighorns are vulnerable on winter range. With a recovered wolf population, fewer ungulates 
may die from malnutrition associated with winter stress. Surviving ungulates may benefit 
slightly from reduced competition for food and space. 

Conclusions. -Recovery would take longer to achieve under this alternative than under 
Alternative 1, and the level of predation caused by wolves would increase more gradually over 
a longer period of time as the wolf population slowly increased and expanded at a natural rate. 
A recovery-level wolf population is expected to have the same impact on elk, deer, moose, and 
mountain goat populations under this alternative as under Alternative 1. Consequences of wolf 
predation on bighorn sheep may be more severe under this alternative. Predation of 100 wolves 
is more likely to result in serious declines of some bighorn sheep populations with inadequate 
escape terrain on winter range because wolves could not be captured and relocated even if they 
were significantly impacting big game populations. 
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Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
No modifications in harvest of deer, moose, or mountain goats are expected to be required to 
accommodate for predation by 100 wolves. Harvest of cow elk may have to be reduced 10%-
15 % (same as in Alternative 1) to maintain current bull harvest and population level. 

Harvest of bighorn sheep rams may have to be reduced or eliminated in some herds if those 
herds are vulnerable on winter range and are being impacted significantly by wolf predation. 

Conclusions.-Cow elk harvest may have to be reduced 10%-15% to accommodate predation 
of 100 wolves, and harvest of bighorn sheep rams may have to be reduced or eliminated in some 
areas where sheep populations are particularly vulnerable to predation by wolves while on winter 
ranges with inadequate escape terrain. 

Impacts on Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include: (1) 
retention of "endangered" status for wolves throughout Idaho with no reintroduction, (2) 
intensive monitoring of wolves dispersing from northwestern Montana or Canada that will be 
relied upon to establish populations in central Idaho, (3) wolves depredating on livestock will 
be relocated or lethally controlled by public agency personnel, and (4) livestock operators or 
other members of the public would not be allowed to legally kill wolves that are attacking or 
killing domestic livestock. Wolves would be expected to recolonize the central Idaho area, but 
would also recolonize other areas throughout Idaho, and would be allowed to remain if conflicts 
were few. Wolves would not be expected to recover in central Idaho for at least 20 years. 

Most livestock allotments are located in the southern half of the central Idaho primary analysis 
area. Because dispersing wolves from Canada and northwestern Montana are expected to 
recolonize the northern half of the central Idaho area first, livestock depredations during the 
initial 5-10 years of Alternative 2 implementation are expected to be minimal. 

As wolves move into the southern portion of the central Idaho primary analysis area and outlying 
private land, livestock depredations will likely increase. As wolves approach recovery (estimated 
to be in about 20 years), annual livestock depredations will probably approach about 12 cattle 
(range 1-17) and 60 sheep (range 32-92), see related analysis in Alternative 1. 

Depredation rates are expected to be higher than those under Alternatives 1, 3, and 4, because 
private livestock operators would not be allowed to shoot or harass wolves depredating on or 
harassing domestic livestock. Wolves would be more likely to disperse onto private land and 
come in contact with additional livestock during natural recovery. 

Because of the potential for wolves to disperse onto private land during the recovery period, the 
potential interaction with domestic dogs is higher under this alternative than Alternatives 1, 3, 
and 4. 
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Conclusion.-Recovery of wolves is expected to take about 20 years in central Idaho under the 
natural recolonization alternative. As wolves move toward recovery in the second decade of this 
alternative and begin to recolonize the southern part of the central Idaho area, annual livestock 
depredations are expected to approach about 12 cattle (range 1-17) and 60 sheep (range 32-92). 

Impacts on Land Use 
This is the "No Action" Alternative. Because wolves would be fully protected under the ESA, 
Section 7 would apply and would require consultation on all federal activities that may affect 
wolves. Current direction of the FWS on gray wolf Section 7 consultations is that if 
implemented "management actions prescribed by the USDA Forest Service, such as timber 
harvest and road restrictions to protect ungulates and their habitat, adequately protect wolves" 
(USFWS 1992). 

Current restrictions include limiting activities within 1 mile (1.6 km) of active wolf dens or 
rendezvous sites from March 15 to July 1, and placing some restrictions on non-selective control 
methods of animal damage control within occupied wolf range (USFWS 1992). 

M-44s are currently used on 30 private premises and 1 Bureau of Land Management site in the 
10 county central Idaho area. Label restrictions preclude the use of M-44s on national forest 
lands or in areas that may affect threatened or endangered species. Because wolves dispersing 
from Canada or northwestern Montana may settle into areas of private land, use of M-44s may 
be suspended in those areas. 

Other terms and conditions of ADC activities in "occupied wolf range" include (1) no neck 
snares can be used, (2) leghold traps must be checked at least once a day, and (3) number 3N 
or smaller traps should not be used in proximity to occupied dens and rendezvous sites, unless 
coordinated with the FWS. The requirement to check leghold traps at least once a day may 
reduce the use of this technique to control coyotes in some areas newly recolonized by wolves. 
Although neck snares are not used extensively in central Idaho, they are used in special 
situations to control coyotes. Expansion of "occupied wolf range" in the future will likely affect 
the use of neck snares. 

Den site restrictions may affect timing of livestock grazing and timber harvest activities on 
national forest lands in central Idaho. Impacts to recreational activities are expected to be 
minimal although the establishment of den sites in some areas could restrict access during the 
March 15 to July 1 period. 

Wolves are not expected to recover under this alternative for at least 20 years in central Idaho. 
If recovery goals are not being achieved, land-use restrictions could become more severe. 
Future federal activities cannot jeopardize survival and recovery of wolves by contributing to 
excessive wolf mortality or contributing to major declines in ungulate populations (Wolf 
Management Committee 1991). In Minnesota, Michigan, and Wisconsin, all but 1 national 
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forest, the Chippewa, had open road density guidelines to minimize the risk of human-caused 
wolf mortality. Open road density restrictions varied from 0. 9 mile open road/mi2 to 1. 2 miles 
open road/mi2 (0.56 km/km2 to 0.75 km/km2). 

The Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan (USFWS 1987) promotes identification and 
maintenance of dispersal (movement) corridors between Canada and Idaho and the northwestern 
Montana recovery areas. Management emphasis is directed at preventing human-caused wolf 
mortality and adhering to existing big game management guidelines. Under Alternative 2, more 
emphasis may be placed on wolf management in the northern Idaho panhandle. 

Conclusions.-The natural recolonization of wolves into central Idaho is expected to have some 
minor effects on the timing of livestock grazing and timber harvest activities in the 1 mile (1.6 
km) closure area around active den sites during the period March 15 to July 1. The expansion 
of "occupied wolf range" as wolves begin to recolonize more areas in central Idaho is expected 
to have some impact on ADC's use of M-44s and leghold traps to control coyotes. Access 
related restrictions could become more severe in the future if recovery does not proceed as 
quickly as expected. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Implementation of Alternative 2 will delay the opportunity for people to hear or observe wolves 
or their sign in central Idaho for 20 years. Because this alternative will not be as controversial A 
as other alternatives including reintroductions, media coverage will not be as intense and not as 9 
many people will realize that wolves inhabit Idaho. As wolves become more common during 
the second decade of this alternative, impacts on visitor use will begin to approach those in 
Alternative 1. Some people who fear wolves will be more likely to visit the central Idaho area 
during the early years of this alternative, versus later years as wolves become more numerous. 
As wolves recover under this alternative, other impacts to visitor use will be similar to 
Alternative 1. If recovery does not precede as quickly as expected, possible access restrictions 
in the future could limit visitor use to some portions of central Idaho. 

Conclusions.-The natural recolonization of wolves will not impact visitor use in central Idaho 
as quickly as Alternative 1. Because this alternative will not be as controversial as alternatives 
including reintroductions, not as many people nationally will be aware of wolves in central 
Idaho. As wolves begin to recover in the second decade of this alternative, impacts on visitor 
use will be similar to those described under Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated wiih Hunter Harvest.-The economic impact of 
natural recovery on hunter harvest in central Idaho is likely to be the same as under Alternative 
1, after the population has fully recovered. This impact is estimated at $504,300 to $756,400 
annually (Table 4-22). This impact, however, will occur several decades later than under 
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Alternative 1 due to the long period anticipated before a fully recovered population is in place. 

Economic Impact on Domestic Iivestock.-Livestock depredation under the Natural Recovery 
Alternative could be slightly higher than under Alternative 1 after recovering populations have 
begun inhabit central Idaho. This level of depredation would likely be reached only after a 
number of years, or even decades. During the preceding years depredation levels would likely 
be lower than under Alternative 1. This loss is estimated to average $1,900 to $12,300 annually 
over the period of recovery (Table 4-22). 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-After wolves reach the recovered population level 
and their presence in central Idaho becomes widely known, visitation to central Idaho may 
increase to some degree. The timing of this increase is unknown, though the direction and 
degree of the change in visits or expenditures may be similar to that for Alternative 1. 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-For Alternative 2, the benefits to existence values 

Table 4-22. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in central Idaho under 
natural recovery. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimatec High estimatec 

4,258.2 6,220.1 

504.3 756.4 

1.9 12.3 

250.0 250.0 

756.2 1,018.7 

' Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the GY A and central Idaho are included 
in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is achieved, which 
varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual net benefits 
significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95% confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. Except for management costs the benefits 
and costs for this alternative is identical to Alternative 1. The only difference is that the benefits and other costs 
do not start until there is some natural recovery-assumed to be in the year 1999. The capitalized value of a 
perpetual stream of the annual costs and benefits beginning in the year 1999 is discounted to the present (1993) then 
amortized in perpetuity. 
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are the same as under Alternative 1 but this value is not realized until the wolf population is 
recovered, or at least is beginning to recover. In this analysis, it is assumed that the full 
existence value is realized when there is a breeding pair of wolves in living in central Idaho. 
It is anticipated that under natural recovery a breeding pair of wolves will be present in central 
Idaho by the year 1999. In calculating the benefits to existence value under this alternative, the 
aggregate net existence value per year is discounted back to 1993 from the year 1999 at a 7 % 
real discount rate. Under these assumptions, natural recovery of wolves in central Idaho has a 
net economic value of between $4.26 million and $6.22 million per year (Table 4-22). 

Conclusion.-Natural recovery in central Idaho under Alternative 2 is estimated to lead to total 
benefits of $4.26 million-$6.22 million per year and total costs of $756,200-$1,018, 700 per year 
(Table 4-22). 
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ALTERNATIVE 3. NO WOLF ALTERNATIVE 

YELLOWSTONE 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Under this alternative, wolves would not be expected to establish populations in the Yellowstone 
recovery area and state and federal government agencies would not implement or promote 
programs to enhance their recovery. Unrestricted killing of wolves has precluded establishment 
of wolf populations in southeastern Alberta where wolves were not a management objective 
(Alberta Forestry Lands and Wildlife 1991) and was a major factor in the reduction of wolves 
in Minnesota until federal protection was provided (Fuller et al. 1992). Mortality rates of wolf 
populations greater than about 28 3 often result in population declines (Fuller 1989). 

Wolves have been observed and single wolves were sporadically killed in northern Montana for 
the last 3 decades (Flath 1979, Day 1981). However, no populations established until the early 
1980s. Wolf populations established near Glacier National Park because of protection of wolves 
in western Alberta and southeastern British Columbia and federal protection of wolves in the 
United States which allowed survival of southward dispersing animals. Even with protection it 
has required over 20 years for a small population to establish in northwestern Montana. 

Examination of the population dynamics of wolves in Yellowstone National Park through 
computer models indicate that a small population could persist in Yellowstone National Park. 
However, under a management program which involved control of all wolves involved in 
conflict situations and unrestricted hunting of wolves outside of the park, simulations indicated 
the wolf population would decline and likely become extinct within a few years (Boyce 1990). 

Conclusions.-Under the management framework of this alternative, it is unlikely that wolves 
would successfully disperse from Canadian populations to Yellowstone. It would be unlikely 
wolves could survive in sufficient numbers and establish a population in Yellowstone in the 
foreseeable future. Consequently, wolves would not affect wild ungulate populations in the 
Yellowstone area. State wildlife management agencies would continue to manage ungulate 
populations according to their wildlife management objectives, without the need to consider the 
potential impact from predation by wolves. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvests 
For the reasons outlined above, wolf recovery would not proceed and wolves would not be 
expected to establish populations in Yellowstone National Park or in the Yellowstone area. 
Consequently, wolves would not affect wild ungulate populations so hunter harvests adjacent to 
the park would not be affected. State wildlife management agencies would continue to manage 
ungulate populations and hunter harvests according to their wildlife management objectives, 
without the need to consider the potential impact from predation by wolves. Hunters would not 
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be able to hunt in an area with a complete compliment of native carnivores nor would they have 
the opportunity to harvest wolves after wolves are recovered and managed by the states. 

Conclusions.-Because wolves would not establish populations in the Yellowstone area, ungulate 
populations and the associated hunter harvests would not be affected. State wildlife management 
agencies would continue to manage ungulate populations and hunter harvests without considering 
the potential impacts of wolf predation on hunter harvest. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that would influence effects on domestic livestock include removal 
of protection of wolves from all areas outside of national parks and national wildlife refuges, the 
permitted killing or harassing of any wolf by the public at any time and the removal of any 
wolves that threaten livestock in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. Wolves would likely persist 
in low numbers on the east and west side of Glacier National Park but would likely not persist 
in other areas. The wolves that have established in northwestern Montana outside of Glacier 
National Park would be eliminated over the short term. Wolf depredations on livestock would 
be infrequent. 

The situation would likely be similar to that in eastern Montana and North and South Dakota 
during the 1970s through the early 1990s. Occasional dispersing single wolves were reported 
being observed or killed. Extremely infrequent reports of livestock being killed by wolves were A 
reported. No predictable level of depredations on livestock or domestic dogs are expected to -
occur in the Yellowstone area. 

Livestock depredation in northwestern Montana from 1987 to 1992 averaged 3 cattle and 2 sheep 
per year from wolves occurring outside of Glacier National Park. These wolves would likely 
be eliminated and this level of depredation would likely not occur. However, some wolves from 
Canada or the population in Glacier would continue to disperse into Montana and occasionally 
establish pairs for a short period. Some of these wolves would occasionally kill livestock so 
depredations would be expected to occur at a very low levels and in a very sporadic manner. 

Conclusions.-No predictable level of depredations on livestock or pets are expected to occur 
in the Yellowstone area. Depredations in northern Montana would occur at a very low level and 
in a very sporadic manner. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Under this alternative no additional land-use restrictions or changes in land-use would occur 
because of wolves in the Yellowstone area. During several years in Glacier National Park there 
have been short temporary restrictions around wolf dens in the spring when wolves denned very 
close to roads. These temporary measures could occasionally continue to be used as necessary 
in Glacier National Park. 
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M-44's for the control of coyotes cannot be used in areas occupied by wolf populations. The 
use of M-44' s has not been proposed for use in areas where wolf packs occur in northern 
Montana but with wolf populations not occurring outside of Glacier National Park and wolves 
removed from protection of ESA there would be no restrictions on their use because of wolves. 
There is no current use of M-44's on public land in the Yellowstone analysis area. There is 
limited use on a few private ranches at lower elevations. There would be no restrictions on their 
use because of wolves under this alternative. 

Conclusions.-Vnder this alternative, there would be no land-use restrictions or changes in land 
use because of the presence of wolves. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Visitors who favor a return of wolves to Yellowstone (a ratio of 6 for to 1 against), and who 
indicated that a presence of wolves would improve the Yellowstone experience (McNaught 
1985), would be denied that experience. Backcountry use would change little, except that those 
visitors who might visit the backcountry specifically to see or hear wolves or see their sign, 
would possibly be discouraged from that visit. Commercial outfitters would be unable to offer 
their clients the experience of traveling in wolf country, or in areas where every member of the 
native large mammal fauna was present. Wolf populations would only occur in Glacier National 
Park so visitors to these states wishing the opportunity to see or hear wolves would need to go 
there. 

Conclusions.-Visitors who favor a return of the wolf to Yellowstone would be denied the 
experience of having wolves in Yellowstone. Backcountry use would change little. Some 
visitors who might visit the backcountry to see or hear wolves might be discouraged from that 
visit. People in the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S. would only have the opportunity to 
see or hear wolves in Glacier National Park. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest.-Vnder this alternative, there 
would be no reduction in ungulate herds or hunter harvest due to wolves. Consequently, there 
would be no economic loss to hunters associated with wolves in the analysis area. 

Economic Impact on Domestic liveswck.-In the absence of wolf populations there would be 
no identifiable economic loss associated with wolf predation on livestock in the primary analysis 
area. 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-In the absence of wolf populations there would be 
no expected change in visitation due to wolves. Consequently, there would be no expected 
change in visitor expenditures due to wolves. 
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Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-In the absence of wolves in the Yellowstone area, 
there is a continuation of current population levels. Accordingly, there is no change in existence 
values. 

Conclusions.-The only estimated costs of this alternative are management costs of $50,000. 
This amount amortized at 7% implies an annual cost of $3,500. The positive and negative 
economic effects described for alternatives that result in recovered wolf populations in the 
Yellowstone area would not occur with this alternative. 

CENTRAL IDAHO 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Wolves would be killed whenever possible. Wolves would not be allowed to recover and would 
have no positive or negative impacts on ungulate populations. Lone wolves may occasionally 
disperse or travel through central Idaho, but that would be rare, and predation by these few 
animals would be inconsequential. 

Conclusions.-Wolves would have no positive or negative impacts on ungulate populations in 
central Idaho. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvest A 
Wolves would be killed whenever possible. Wolves would not be allowed to recover and would W 
have no positive or negative impacts on hunter harvests in central Idaho. Lone wolves may 
occasionally disperse or travel through central Idaho, and effects on hunter harvests by these few 
animals would be undetectable. 

Conclusions.-Wolves would have no impact on hunter harvest or management of big game 
populations in central Idaho. 

Impacts on Livestock 
Removal of wolves from endangered species status in both the federal and state government is 
expected to result in the removal of any existing wolves in central Idaho and the long-term 
prevention of wolves becoming established in central Idaho. Because wolves are capable of 
dispersing long distances, an occasional wolf from Canadian populations may show up in central 
Idaho. With no protection, any wolves which do disperse into Idaho are not expected to survive 
for long periods. No measurable impacts on cattle, sheep, or dogs are expected. Any 
depredations will be infrequent and isolated. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Removal of wolves from endangered species status will result in the eventual removal of any 
existing wolves in central Idaho and the long-term prevention of wolves becoming established 
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in central Idaho. Terms and conditions of Section 7 of the ESA covering ADC activities in 
"occupied wolf range" in central Idaho will not be applicable now or in the future. In particular, 
use of M-44s, 1080 toxic collars, and above ground strychnine will no longer be restricted in 
use because of the presence of wolves in central Idaho. In addition, leghold traps will no longer 
need to be checked once a day in "occupied wolf range," neck snares will no longer be restricted 
in "occupied wolf range," and the use of leghold traps around occupied den sites or rendezvous 
sites will not have to be coordinated with the FWS. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Implementation of Alternative 3 could have varied but subtle impacts on visitor use in central 
Idaho. Because 19. 7 % of surveyed Yellowstone Park visitors agreed with the statement "I 
would be afraid to hike in the park if wolves were present" (McNaught 1985), some people may 
venture into the central Idaho backcountry in the future who wouldn't if wolves were present. 

Because of the national interest in wolf recovery, implementation of Alternative 3 could cause 
some nonresidents to not visit central Idaho, because of dissatisfaction with the cessation of 
protection for the gray wolf. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter -This alternative would result in no 
wolves being present in central Idaho. There would be no reduction in ungulate herds or hunter 
harvest due to wolves. Consequently, there would be no economic loss to hunters associated 
with wolves in the central Idaho area. 

Economic Impact on Domestic I.ivestock.-In the absence of wolves in central Idaho there 
would be no predictable economic loss associated with wolf predation on livestock in the area. 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expendiiures.-In the absence of wolves in central Idaho there would 
be no expected change in visitation to the area due to wolves. Consequently, there would be no 
expected change in visitor expenditures due to wolves. 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-In the absence of wolves in central Idaho, there is 
a continuation of current population levels. Accordingly, there is no change in existence values. 

Conclusions.-The only estimated costs of this alternative are management costs of $50,000. 
This amount amortized at 7% implies an annual cost of $3,500. The positive and negative 
economic effects for alternatives that result in recovered wolf populations in central Idaho would 
not occur with this alternative. 
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NORTHWESTERN MONTANA 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Under this alternative, wolves would not be expected to establish populations outside of Glacier 
National Park. State and federal government agencies would not implement or promote 
programs to enhance their recovery elsewhere in Montana. Unrestricted killing of wolves has 
precluded establislunent of wolf populations in southeastern Alberta where wolves were not a 
management objective (Alberta Forestry Lands and Wildlife 1991) and was a major factor in the 
reduction of wolves in Minnesota until federal protection was provided (Fuller et al. 1992). 
Mortality rates of wolf populations greater than about 28 % often result in population declines 
(Fuller 1989). 

Wolves have been observed and single wolves were sporadically killed in northern Montana for 
the last 3 decades (Flath 1979, Day 1981). However, no populations established until the early 
1980s. Wolf populations established near Glacier National Park because of protection of wolves 
in western Alberta and southeastern British Columbia and federal protection of wolves in the 
United States which allowed survival of southward dispersing animals. With protection, it has 
required over 20 years for a small population to establish in northwestern Montana. 

Wolves could persist in Glacier National Park under this alternative. However, under a 
management program which involved control of all wolves involved in conflict situations and e 
unrestricted hunting of wolves outside of the park, the wolf population would likely decline 
outside the park and not reach recovery levels. This would potentially result in up to 1,200 to 
1,650 fewer ungulates being killed by wolves in northwestern Montana annually. 

Conclusions.-Under the management framework of this alternative, it is likely that wolves 
would continue to persist in Glacier National Park but it would be unlikely wolves could survive 
in sufficient numbers and establish a recovered population in northwestern Montana in the 
foreseeable future. Consequently, wolves would not affect wild ungulate populations except in 
the park. State wildlife management agencies would continue to manage ungulate populations 
according to their wildlife management objectives, without the need to consider the potential 
impact from predation by wolves. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvests 
For the reasons outlined above, wolf recovery would not proceed, and under this alternative 
wolves would not be expected to establish populations outside of Glacier National Park. 
Consequently, wolves would gradually cease to affect \Vild ungulate populations outside tJ1e park 
so hunter harvests adjacent to the park would not be affected. Under this alternative, hunter 
harvests of female ungulates may be slightly higher than their current level because the 3 wolf 
packs currently residing outside of Glacier National Park would have no protection and would 
likely be eliminated. State wildlife management agencies would continue to manage ungulate 
populations and hunter harvests according to their wildlife management objectives, without the 
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need to consider the potential impact from predation by wolves. Hunters would not be able to 
hunt in an area with a complete compliment of native carnivores nor would they have the 
opportunity to harvest wolves after wolves are recovered and managed by the states. 

Conclusions.-Because wolves would not establish populations outside of Glacier National Park, 
ungulate populations and the associated hunter harvests of female ungulates may increase slightly 
above levels that would occur if natural recovery were to proceed in northwestern Montana. 
State wildlife management agencies would continue to manage ungulate populations and hunter 
harvests without considering the potential impacts of wolf predation on hunter harvest. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that would influence effects on domestic livestock depredations 
would include removal of protection of wolves from all areas outside of national parks and 
national wildlife refuges, the permitted killing or harassing of any wolf by the public at any time 
and the removal of any wolves that threaten livestock in northwestern Montana. Wolves would 
likely persist in low numbers on the east and west side of Glacier National Park but would likely 
not persist in other areas. The wolves that have established in northwestern Montana outside 
of Glacier National Park would be eliminated over the short-term, thus reducing livestock losses. 

The situation would likely be similar to that in eastern Montana and North and South Dakota 
during the 1970s through the early 1990s. Occasional dispersing single wolves were reported 
being observed or killed. Extremely infrequent reports of livestock being killed by wolves were 
reported. No predictable level of depredations on livestock or domestic dogs are expected to 
occur in the Glacier area. 

Livestock depredation in northwestern Montana from 1987 to 1992 averaged 3 cattle and 2 sheep 
per year from wolves occurring outside of Glacier National Park. These wolves would likely 
be eliminated and this level of depredation would likely not occur. However, some wolves from 
Canada or the population in Glacier would continue to disperse into Montana and occasionally 
establish pairs for a short period. Some of these wolves would occasionally kill livestock and 
depredations would be expected to occur at a very low levels in a very sporadic manner. 

Conclusions.-Depredations in northern Montana would occur at a very low level and in a very 
sporadic manner. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Under this alternative no additional land-use restrictions or changes in land use would occur 
because of wolves in most of Montana. During several years in Glacier National Park there 
have been short temporary restrictions around wolf dens in the spring when wolves denned very 
close to roads. These temporary measures could occasionally continue to be used as necessary 
in Glacier National Park. 
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M-44s for the control of coyotes cannot be used in areas occupied by wolf populations. The use 
of M-44s has not been proposed for use in areas where wolf packs occur in northern Montana 
but with wolf populations not occurring outside of Glacier National Park and wolves removed 
from protection of ESA, there would be no restrictions on their use because of wolves. There 
is very limited current use of M-44s on public land in the Glacier area and on a few private 
ranches at lower elevations. There would be no restrictions on their use because of wolves 
under this alternative. 

Conclusions.-Under this alternative, there would be no land-use restrictions or changes in land 
use because of the presence of wolves. Up to 35 square miles that may have been impacted by 
land-use restrictions to protect denning wolves outside of Glacier National Park will not be 
impacted. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Visitors who favor a return of wolves and who believe that a presence of wolves would improve 
their outdoor experience, would be denied that experience in Montana except in Glacier National 
Park. Backcountry use would change little, except that those visitors who might visit the 
backcountry specifically to see or hear wolves or see their sign, would possibly be discouraged 
from that visit. Commercial outfitters would be unable to offer their clients the experience of 
traveling in wolf country. Wolf populations would only occur in Glacier National Park so 
visitors wishing the opportunity to see or hear wolves would need to go there. e 
Conclusions.-Visitors who favor a return of the wolf would be denied the experience of having 
wolves outside of Glacier National Park. Backcountry use would change little. Some visitors 
who might visit the backcountry to see or hear wolves might be discouraged from that visit. 
People in the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S. would only have the opportunity to see or 
hear wolves in Glacier National Park. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest.-Under this alternative, there 
may be a slight increase in ungulate herds or hunter harvest due to wolves being eliminated from 
areas outside of Glacier National Park. Consequently, there could be a potential economic 
benefit to hunters with wolves being absent from Montana except inside Glacier National Park. 

Economic Impact on Domestic Iivestock.-In the absence of wolf populations there would be 
some economic benefits associated with reduction wolf predation on livestock in northwestern 
Montana. 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-The disappearance of wolf packs except in Glacier 
National Park could result in a potential decrease in visitation due to the absence of wolves. 
Consequently, visitor expenditures could decrease. 
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Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-In the absence of wolves in most of Montana, there 
could be a decrease in the existence value associated with wolves in northwestern Montana. 

Conclusions.-The only estimated costs of this alternative are management costs of $50,000 
needed to change state and federal laws. This amount amortized at 7% implies an annual cost 
of $3,500. The positive and negative economic effects described for alternatives that result in 
recovered wolf populations would not occur with this alternative. 
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ALTERNATIVE 4. WOLF MANAGEMENT 

COMMITTEE ALTERNATIVE 

YELLOWSTONE 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Wolves could recover under this alternative but may not recover until 2010, 10 years later than 
for Alternative 1, Reintroduction of Experimental Populations. Under this alternative, wolves 
could have similar effects on ungulate populations described for Alternative 1. 

As in Alternative 1, a recovered wolf population (IO packs, about 100 wolves) might reduce the 
elk population on Yellowstone's northern range 5 %-30 % (Boyce 1990, Boyce and Gaillard 1992, 
Mack and Singer 1992b) from a 1990 estimate of 17,300 (Mack and Singer 1992a) to about 
12,100-16,400 animals. Elk of the Jackson herd south of Yellowstone National Park may 
decline 4%-8% (from about 15,187 to between 13,972 and 14,580) while elk on the North Fork 
Shoshone herd may only decline 2%-3% (5,343 to between 5,182 and 5,236 elk). Deer, moose, 
and bison populations would likely decline as described in Alterative 1. 

Some wolves may colonize areas where their presence would be undesirable and state big game 
management objectives could not be met. This alternative provides for habitat and wild ungulate A 
population enhancement and removal of wolves if wolves prevent states from meeting big game -
management objectives. These provisions may reduce the negative effects wolves may have on 
certain ungulate populations and associated hunter harvests. However, given the complex nature 
of predator-prey dynamics and the enormous number of conditions and tools that might enhance 
ungulate populations, quantifying reduced effects on ungulates would be speculative and could 
only be evaluated on a case by case basis with wolves present in the system. 

Under this alternative, wolves would have less protection outside national park and wildlife 
refuge boundaries. Consequently, wolves and their effects on ungulates might be concentrated 
in parks (Yellowstone) and refuges (National Elk Refuge) and not dispersed throughout suitable 
habitats in the Yellowstone area. Under these conditions, wolf predation effects on ungulates 
might be quite similar to those predicted in models that examined wolf predation on ungulates 
in Yellowstone National Park and the National Elk Refuge area (Boyce 1990, Garton et al. 1990, 
Boyce and Gaillard 1992, Mack and Singer 1992b). 

Conclusions.-With this alternative, wolves would recover in the Yellowstone area around 2010, 
10 years later than for Alternative 1. For Alternative 4, a recovered wolf population may reduce 
ungulate populations as described in Alternative 1. Alternative 4 provides for habitat and wild 
ungulate population enhancement and removal of wolves if wolves prevent the states from 
meeting their big game population objectives. 
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Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
During the early stages of wolf recovery (prior to 2010), wolf effects on hunter harvest would 
be undetectable. At wolf recovery levels (10 packs, about 100 wolves), hunter harvests of 
primarily antlerless animals may be reduced for some herds, similar to the levels described in 
Alternative 1. Boyce (1990) and Boyce and Gaillard (1992) predicted wolf recovery would not 
affect hunting opportunities in Montana. For the Jackson herd, Boyce and Gaillard (1992) 
estimated hunter harvests may decline 53-103 (from about 3,330 elk/year to between 2,970 and 
3, 135 elk/year) while hunter harvests for the North Fork Shoshone herd may decline 13-23 
(from about 640 elk/year to between 627 and 634 elk/year) Mack and Singer (1992b) estimated 
wolf recovery could reduce antlerless elk harvests of the northern range elk herd 27 3 (from an 
average of 994 antlerless elk/year to 714 antlerless elk/year). They also predicted antlerless deer 
harvests could be reduced but male harvests of elk and deer would not be affected. A recovered 
wolf population living on Yellowstone's northern range may also reduce the availability of 
northern range moose permits from an average of 31/year to 16/year (Mack and Singer 1992b). 
This alternative provides for habitat and wild ungulate population enhancement which could 
reduce the negative effects wolves may have on ungulate populations and the associated hunter 
harvests. 

Conclusions.-During the early stages of wolf recovery (prior to 2010), wolf effects on hunter 
harvest would be undetectable. At wolf recovery levels (10 packs, about 100 wolves), hunter 
harvests of primarily antlerless animals (females and young) may be reduced for some big game 
herds. The effects on hunter harvests would be similar to those described in Alternative 1. 
Male harvests should not be affected. This alternative provides for habitat and wild ungulate 
population enhancement. These provisions could reduce the negative effects (described above 
and in Alternative 1) that wolves may have on hunter harvests. 

Impacts on Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include 
reintroduction of wolves to Yellowstone National Park, immediate control by public agency 
personnel of any wolves depredating on livestock, and allowing livestock operators to kill wolves 
that are attacking or harassing domestic livestock or pets on private land and on livestock 
allotments on public land. During the first 5 years, few animals will be outside of Yellowstone 
National Park or in areas that contain livestock. There are large areas surrounding the 
reintroduction area that have no livestock grazing, approximately 7.5 million acres (303,800 
km2

). Wolf populations would likely be recovered in Yellowstone National Park but wolf 
mortality would likely be substantially higher than under Alternative 1 and recovery would take 
longer, possibly 10 years. 

A summary of wolf depredation on domestic livestock in several areas of North America is 
presented in the environmental consequences for Alternative 1. In addition, estimates of wolf 
depredation on cattle and sheep, based on the experience in other areas is also presented in the 
analysis of effects of Alternative 1. Those projections result in estimates of annual livestock 
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depredation by wolves of about 8 cattle (range 1-13) and 68 sheep (range 38-110) on national 
forests surrounding Yellowstone National Park. In some allotments that are very remote, are 
within the home range of several wolf packs, and where livestock are not tended or checked for 
long periods of time, depredation rates may approach those observed in the Simonette River 
experimental area in Alberta for short periods of time. 

The provision to allow livestock operators to kill wolves that are perceived either attacking or 
harassing livestock on both private land and public land livestock allotments would increase wolf 
mortality compared to that expected under Alternative 1. Similar management is employed in 
southern Alberta and few wolves occur or persist on private land or in readily accessible public 
lands. Similar results would be expected in the Yellowstone area with wolves occurring almost 
exclusively in Yellowstone National Park and remote portions of surrounding wilderness areas. 
Consequently, livestock depredations likely would be fewer than those projected above. Other 
aspects of annual livestock depredation, such as livestock class most effected, level of operators 
affected, and high variability between years and between areas, would likely be similar. 
Depredations on domestic dogs would likely be extremely rare. 

Conclusions.-During the first 5 years after beginning reintroduction, livestock losses to wolves 
would likely be very few. During the next 5 years or so, loss rates may be similar to those in 
Alternative 1. However, because livestock operators are permitted to kill wolves that are 
harassing or killing livestock under this alternative, losses are likely to be fewer than under 
Alternative 1. As recovery levels are approached and achieved, depredation rates would be 
expected to be toward the lower range of those estimated for alternative 1 and would likely occur 
mostly on remote national forest allotments. Losses are estimated to average less than 8 cattle 
and 68 sheep annually. Wolf depredation on domestic dogs is expected to be very infrequent 
but will be emotionally disturbing to some of those affected. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Elements of this alternative that may impact land use include reintroduction of wolves to 
Yellowstone National Park and designation of wolves outside national parks and national wildlife 
refuges as a special state managed nonessential experimental population; states would each 
develop wolf management plans. Agencies would control wolves that are involved in livestock, 
working animal, or pet depredation; livestock operators would be allowed to kill wolves that are 
perceived attacking or harassing livestock on private land or public land livestock allotments. 
Seasonal closures of up to 1 mile (1.6 km) around active wolf den sites from Aprill to June 15 
would be used to protect dens in the early stages of population establishment. This alternative 
would preclude the use of toxicants that are lethal to wolves in areas where wolf occupancy is 
the management objective. During the first 5 years, few animals will be outside of Yellowstone 
National Park or wilderness areas. Wolf populations would likely be recovered in Yellowstone 
National Park but wolf mortality might be substantially higher than under Alternative 1 and 
recovery would take longer, possibly 20 years. 
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The effects of this alternative on land use in national parks and national wildlife refuges would 
be very similar to those described under Alternative 1. Those would include the construction 
and maintenance of up to 3 temporary confinement and release facilities in Yellowstone National 
Park and restriction of visitor activity near those facilities. In the short term, visitor access to 
about 3 mi2 (7 .8 km2

) around wolf confinement and release facilities would be restricted. 

During the early stages of population establishment, active den sites within the park would be 
closely monitored. Human activity in the vicinity of the dens, likely to disrupt successful 
denning, would be precluded within 1 mile (l.6 km) of den sites. This period would extend 
from April 1 until June 15. 

The focus of population establishment would be in Yellowstone National Park. Previous studies 
indicate that most wolves would live in the northern third of the park. Effects would be more 
focused there. Estimates are that 7-11 packs could live in this area. Consequently, restrictions 
may affect a total of 7-11 mi2 (18-29 km2

). However, this is the lowest season of visitor use; 
early season use primarily on main roads and developed facilities, with little backcountry use. 
Some denning areas will likely be located in areas already under visitor limitations for grizzly 
bear management so the area affected likely would not be totally additive. 

Three general types of activities involving large areas of national forest land include livestock 
grazing, timber harvest, and recreation. 

The limits on public use to protect den areas occurs from April 1 to June 15. Most livestock 
are permitted on national forests after these dates so would likely not affect initiation of grazing 
on national forest allotments. This alternative also calls for agency control of depredating 
wolves, and killing of wolves that are attacking or harassing livestock by livestock operators. 
Consequently, livestock grazing areas would not likely be adjusted to accommodate wolf 
occupancy if conflicts developed. 

It is difficult to estimate effects restrictions to protect wolf dens will have on timber harvest. 
Timber harvest varies by year and by national forest but is projected to average about 28, 000 
acres (113 km2

) annually (about 55% on the Targhee National Forest west and southwest of 
Yellowstone National Park). However, several factors suggest effects would be very small. 
Most timber harvest is on the outside perimeter of the central park and wilderness area; mostly 
on the Targhee National Forest, where wolf numbers are projected to be quite low. In 
comparison, a small proportion of the primary analysis area is affected by timber harvest (about 
3 % of the national forest area). Other seasonal restrictions designed to protect important wildlife 
areas such as ungulate winter range and birthing areas, grizzly bear spring range, and protection 
of roads and water quality during spring thaw already limit areas of harvest during the wolf 
denning period. It is unlikely that closures to protect wolf dens would preclude a measurable 
portion of annual timber harvest. Some sales could occasionally be delayed slightly if they were 
proposed during the April 1 to June 15 period. 
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Recreational activities during the April 1 to June 15 period are normally at the lowest level 
during the year. Other limitations on access, for reasons discussed previously, and snow and 
trail conditions at higher elevations generally limit activities in higher elevation backcountry 
areas. Commercial outfitting generally does not begin until after this period. The only hunting 
is spring hunting for black bear in some areas. It is possible that wolves could den in several 
areas that would affect access to national forest land. Under 1 situation, only the area within 
1 mile (1.6 km) of dens would be affected. In other situations, the closed area could include 
the road accessing the area and under this situation a much larger area could be limited to 
vehicle access. With most wolf territories likely occurring within the park or adjacent 
wilderness or roadless areas, affects on national forest areas with vehicle access during the April 
1 to June 15 period would be small. 

The effects on animal damage control activities would likely be less than those projected for 
Alternative 1. The use of techniques, other than toxicants, would not be affected. The effect 
on the use of M-44s is expected to be very limited for 2 reasons. First, they are not currently 
authorized for use in national parks, national wildlife refuges, or on national forests in the 
primary analysis area. This comprises about 11 million acres (44,600 km2) or about 70% of the 
primary analysis area. Further, they cannot be used in areas where they may kill a threatened 
or endangered species. Therefore, they are not used in areas occupied by grizzly bears. 
Consequently, they are used primarily on low elevation private lands on the periphery of the 
analysis area or in several of the major river valleys. 

This alternative calls for agencies to control wolves that depredate on livestock. It would also 
allow livestock operators to kill wolves that attack or harass livestock. Those factors, and the 
likelihood that most wolves would avoid low elevation areas with high levels of human activity, 
make it unlikely that wolves would occupy areas where M-44s are currently used. 

Conclusions.-Terriporary confinement facilities would occur at up to 3 sites within Yellowstone 
National Park. Public access would be restricted up to 1 mile (1.6 km) around the facilities 
during the confinement period. No measurable affects on overall visitor use would not occur. 
Human activity would be restricted in an area up to 1 mile (1.6 km) around active den sites from 
April 1 to June 15 and may limit access to 21-35 mi2 (54-91 km2

). No measurable effects on 
recreational access to national forests are expected. Livestock grazing areas would not be 
adjusted to accommodate wolf occupancy. Some timber harvest sales occasionally may be 
delayed slightly if they were proposed during the April 1 to June 15 period. No impact on 
animal damage control activities is expected. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Under this alternative visitors to Yellowstone National Park and the Yellowstone area will know 
wolves live there, and will have the opportunity to see or hear wolves, or see their sign. Most 
wolves would occur within Yellowstone National Park and in some areas of the adjacent national 
forest wilderness areas. In Denali National Park, Alaska, an estimated 15 % of park visitors see 
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wolves (Mech et al. 1991), and the concentrations of wildlife in open areas in Yellowstone 
National Park are expected to attract wolves to those places (Koth et al. 1990), where they will 
be observable. 

A small percentage of potential backcountry users could be inconvenienced by temporary travel 
restrictions in the vicinity of wolf dens from April 1 to June 15. April-June visitation to 
Yellowstone makes up 263 of annual park use; April-June backcountry use made up 19.23 of 
the April-October backcountry-use nights, and involved 1.4 3 of stock-use nights in 1992. Day 
use by a few hikers in Yellowstone National Park could be directed to alternative trails if wolf 
den restrictions limited use of popular trails-roughly 240 hikers could be so affected. 

Of 6, 151 commercially outfitted backcountry visitor-use nights recorded in Yellowstone National 
Park April-October 1992, none were recorded in April or May, and just 215 in June, 
representing 3.53 of the April-October total. Stock-use nights for April-May were zero, and 
June stock-use nights amounted to 1.53 (90 of the April-October total of 6,194). Consequently, 
little adverse effect is expected on outfitter operations in Yellowstone National Park. 

Assuming monthly distribution of general recreational use on the 6 national forests would be 
similar to those of the national parks, comparatively few recreationists would be using the 
backcountry April-June. Monthly summaries of outfitter use on the national forests were not 
available, but snowy or muddy trails and high stream levels in higher elevations would normally 
prevent much use April-June, when travel might be restricted within a mile (1.6 km) of wolf 
dens. 

Conclusions.-Recreational users to Yellowstone would eventually have opportunity to see or 
hear wolves or see their sign. A slight increase of visitor use may occur specifically for this 
purpose once populations have established. A small number of visitors may be limited in using 
areas near wolf dens from April 1 to June 15 but no change in visitor-use patterns or use by 
commercial outfitters is projected. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest.-The economic impact of the 
Wolf Management Committee Alternative on hunter harvest is likely to be the same as under 
Alternative 1, ouce the population has fully recovered. This is estimated to range from 
$187,300 to $464,900 annually (Table 4-23). 

Economic Impact on Domestic Iivestock.-It is estimated that livestock depredation under the 
Wolf Management Committee Alternative could be slightly lower than under Alternative 1 
estimated to range from $1,900 to $30,500 and average $18,277 annually. 
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Table 4-23. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area 
under Wolf Management Committee Alternative. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimate' High estimate' 

6,673.1 9,854.3 

187.3 464.9 

1.9 30.5 

3,225.0 3,225.0 

3,414.2 3,720.4 

' Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas 
are included in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is 
achieved, which varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual 
net benefits significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 % confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-lt is estimated that visitation will increase 103 for 
area residents and 5 % for out of region residents. Visitor expenditures to the Yellowstone area 
are estimated to increase about $23 million, the same amount as under Alternative 1. 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-Under the Wolf Management Committee Alternative 
it is estimated that the net economic value of wolf existence in the Yellowstone area will be 
equal to that in Alternative 1 at approximately $8.3 million per year (see Table 4-8). 

Conclusion.-Wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area under Alternative 4 will lead to estimated 
total benefits of $6. 67 million-$9. 85 million per year and total costs of $3 .41 million-$3. 72 
million per year (Table 4-23). By far, the largest component of total costs would be the wolf 
management costs of $3 .22 million per year. 

CENTRAL IDAHO 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
If wolves are not reintroduced into Central Idaho, recovery will continue at a slow rate, and 
impact on ungulates may remain negligible for the foreseeable future. If wolves are 
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reintroduced, recovery will proceed more rapidly, but the impact of wolf predation is still 
expected to be minimal. Wolves would not be permitted to be a detriment to ungulate 
populations. Wolves that were preventing the IDFG from meeting its management objectives 
could be relocated to other areas. Overall impacts on ungulate species would be similar to those 
described under Alternative 1, except that funding would be provided annually by the FWS to 
IDFG for enhancement of ungulate populations. 

Conclusions.-If wolves are not reintroduced into central Idaho, wolf recovery would occur at 
the same rate as Alternative 2. Wolves that significantly impact local ungulate populations (e.g., 
bighorn sheep) could be captured and relocated. Therefore, impact on ungulate populations 
would be the same as described for Alternative 1. The FWS would provide funding to the IDFG 
for enhancement of ungulate populations to further reduce the possibility of wolf predation 
resulting in a decline in ungulate populations. Fewer ungulates may die of malnutrition 
associated with winter stress. Surviving ungulates may benefit slightly from reduced competition 
for food and space. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
To maintain the current size of the elk population and continue the current level of bull harvest 
in central Idaho, harvest of cow elk may have to be reduced 10%-15% (same as Alternative 1). 
A reduction in cow harvest by 10% will allow for predation of 100 wolves, an acceptable 
bull:cow ratio, and an elk population that is increasing faster than the current elk population 
without wolves (Table 4-11). 

No modifications in harvest of deer, moose, bighorn sheep, or mountain goats are expected to 
be required to accommodate for predation by 100 wolves. 

Conclusions.-Harvest of cow elk may have to be reduced 10%-15% in central Idaho (396-594 
fewer cows killed than in 1991) to accommodate for predation by 100 wolves. No changes in 
management of harvest for deer, moose, bighorn sheep, or mountain goats are expected to be 
necessary. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include (1) 
lethal control by public agency personnel of any wolves depredating on livestock, (2) option for 
livestock operators to kill wolves that are attacking or harassing domestic livestock or pets on 
private land and on livestock allotments on public land. During the initial 5 years under natural 
recovery, wolf populations would likely remain very low and would rarely come in contact with 
livestock. Most wolves coming in contact with livestock and detected by private livestock 
operators would likely be killed. Until recovery goals are achieved, any wolves taken on public 
or private lands by livestock operators because of livestock depredation and those wolves found 
to be illegally taken, would be replaced in the reintroduction zone. With no reintroduction after 
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5 years, wolves would probably not recover in central Idaho in the foreseeable future. With 
reintroduction, wolves are expected to recover after an additional 15 years (year 2015). 

The provision to allow livestock operators to kill wolves that are perceived as either attacking 
or harassing livestock on both private land and public livestock allotments is expected to increase 
mortality of wolves in livestock areas and decrease livestock depredations under this alternative. 
Based on applicable studies from Minnesota, Alberta, and Montana, and taking into account 
provisions of this alterative, a recovered population of 100 wolves is expected to result in the 
annual loss of about 8 cattle (range 1-17) and 40 sheep (range 32-92). Similar to other 
alternatives, depredations are expected to be highly variable between areas and between years. 
In some allotments that are very remote, lightly tended, and located close to more than 1 wolf 
pack, depredation rates may occasionally approach those observed in the Simonette River 
experimental area in Alberta. In the Simonette River area, 39-40 wolves killed or injured 27 
cattle in 1 year (Table 4-1). Depredations on domestic dogs would be very rare under this 
alternative, as very few wolves would be expected to exist near private land. 

Conclusions.-Implementation of the Wolf Management Committee Alternative is expected to 
result in the reintroduction of wolves in the year 2000 with recovery by the year 2015. Wolf 
depredations on livestock are expected to be less under this alternative than Alternatives 1, 2, 
and 5. As wolves approach recovery (100 animals) late in the second decade of this alternative, 
average annual losses of livestock are expected to approach about 8 cattle (range 1-17) and 40 
sheep (range 32-92). 

Impacts on Land Use 
With reintroduction of wolves after the initial 5 years of Alternative 4 implementation, recovery 
would likely occur in central Idaho within 15 years (2015). 

Within the experimental area in Idaho, federal agencies would only have to confer with FWS 
on activities that are likely to jeopardize the wolf (outside of national parks and national wildlife 
refuges), and such determination would not prohibit the federal agency from proceeding with 
the activity if a negative effect was determined. Because of this standard, most agencies in 
Idaho would not need to consult or confer on land-use changes and their effects on wolves within 
the defined area (Wolf Management Committee 1991). 

Seasonal closures of up to 1 mile (1.6 km) around active wolf dens from April 1 to June 15 may 
be used to protect wolves from human disturbance during the early stages of population 
establishment. Use of toxicants lethal to wolves would be precluded in areas where wolf 
occupancy is the management objective. 

Seasonal closures around dens would have little impact on livestock grazing or timber harvest 
on national forest lands in central Idaho. Minor adjustments in timing of these activities may 
be necessary in areas around known wolf dens. 
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Seasonal closures around active dens could also impact recreational access to national forest 
lands between April 1 to June 15. Because recreational activities are normally at a low level 
during tbis time of year, impacts would be slight. 

Implementation of Alternative 4 would have minor impacts on the use of M-44s in the 10 county 
central Idaho area. During 1992, M-44s were used on 30 private premises and 1 BLM site in 
the 10 county central Idaho area. Label restrictions on M-44s restrict their use in national 
forests and in areas where threatened or endangered species may be adversely affected. 

If wolves show up on private land in Idaho where M-44s are currently being used to control 
coyote depredations, use of M-44s may be suspended. However, because livestock operators 
can shoot wolves depredating on livestock or harassing them, few wolves would live on low 
elevation private lands, and impacts on the use of M-44s would not be measurable. Existing 
Section 7 terms and conditions on the use of leg-hold traps and neck snares in "occupied wolf 
range" would likely no longer apply under this alternative. 

Conclusions.-Implementation of the Wolf Management Committee Alternative is expected to 
result in few impacts on land use in central Idaho. Seasonal closures of up to 1 mile ( 1. 6 km) 
around active den sites during the early phases of wolf population establishment may have some 
minor short-term impacts on tbe timing of timber sales or livestock grazing and on recreational 
access to national forest lands. As "occupied wolf range" increases under this alternative, a 
slight impact on the use of M-44s could occur. However, because few wolves are expected to 
exist near private land under this alternative, any impact on the use of M-44s would be slight. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Under Alternative 4, wolf recovery in central Idaho would occur by natural recolonization for 
the first 5 years of implementation, followed by an expected reintroduction of an experimental 
population of wolves. 

Witb a reintroduction of an experimental population after tbe first 5 years, recovery in central 
Idaho would likely be achieved by tbe year 2015. Visitors to central Idaho would slowly have 
more opportunity to hear or observe wolves or their sign in the following years. 

Because wolf issues have a high profile in the United States, and because wolves are rare in the 
lower 48 states, many people are expected to visit the central Idaho backcountry in the future 
specifically for the chance to hear or see wolves. Overall impacts on visitor use are expected 
to be similar to Alternative 1. 

Implementation of the Wolf Management Committee Alternative also includes the reintroduction 
of replacement wolves for wolves killed by livestock operators or other individuals. These 
reintroductions are expected to generate additional public awareness of wolf recovery efforts in 
central Idaho. 
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Conclusions.-Implementation of the Wolf Management Committee Alternative is expected to 
result in a reintroduction of wolves into central Idaho in the year 2000, followed by the recovery 
of wolves in about the year 2015. The expected reintroduction of wolves in about the year 2000 
is expected to receive national attention. Because of the high profile of wolves and their rarity 
in the lower 48 states, many people are expected to visit the central Idaho backcountry 
specifically for the opportunity to hear or see wolves. Overall impacts on visitor use are 
expected to be similar to Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest. -The economic impact of the 
Wolf Management Committee Alternative on hunter harvest in central Idaho is likely to be the 
same as under Alternative 1 after the population has fully recovered. This is estimated to range 
from $756,800 to $1,135,200 annually (Table 4-24). 

Economic Impact on Domestic livestock.-It is estimated that livestock depredation under the 
Wolf Management Committee Alternative could be slightly lower than under Alternative 1, and 
cost of depredations is estimated to range from $2,900 to $18,500 annually after a recovered 
population is established. 

Table 4-24. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in central Idaho under the 
wolf management committee alternative. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimatec High estimatec 

6,847.8 10,012.2 

756.8 1,135.2 

2.9 18.5 

3,225.0 3,225.0 

3,984.7 4,378.7 

' Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas 
are included in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will opJy be incurred until wolf recovery is 
achieved, whkh varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual 
net benefits significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
c For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 % confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. 
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Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-It is estimated that visitation and expenditures by 
visitors to central Idaho will change by the same amount as under Alternative 1. 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-Under the Wolf Management Committee 
Alternative, it is estimated that the net economic value of wolf existence in central Idaho will 
be equal to that in Alternative 1 at approximately $6.85 million-$10.01 million annually. 

Conclusion.-Wolf recovery in central Idaho under Alternative 4 is estimated to lead to total 
benefits of $6.85 million-$10.01 million per year and total costs of $3.98 million-$4.38 million 
per year (Table 4-24). By far, the largest component of total costs would be the wolf 
management costs of $3.22 million per year (Table 4-24). 

NORTHWESTERN MONTANA 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Under this alternative, wolves would be more intensively managed outside of Glacier National 
Park than currently. State and federal government agencies would implement and promote 
programs to enhance wolf recovery elsewhere in Montana. Mortality rates of wolf populations 
greater than about 28 % often result in population declines (Fuller 1989) so in areas of Montana 
with extensive agriculture or development, wolf packs would not persist. 

Wolves in Glacier National Park and elsewhere in northwestern Montana could persist under this 
alternative. This would potentially result in up to 1,200 to 1,650 ungulates being killed by 
wolves in Montana annually, however the intensive management of both wolves and ungulate 
habitat would likely result in very little, if any, decrease in ungulate populations above current 
levels. 

Conclusions.-Under the management framework of this alternative, it is likely that wolves 
would continue to persist in northwestern Montana. Consequently, wolves could affect wild 
ungulate populations outside Glacier National Park. State wildlife management agencies would 
continue to manage ungulate populations according to their wildlife management objectives, with 
little need to consider the potential impact from predation by wolves, except to move wolves if 
problems were documented or to enhance ungulate habitat. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvests 
For the reasons outlined above, wolves would be expected to establish populations outside of 
Glacier National Park but they would be managed intensely. Consequently, wolves would not 
affect wild ungulate populations outside the park so hunter harvests in northwestern Montana 
would not be affected. It is possible that hunter harvests of female ungulates may be slightly 
higher than their current level because of ungulate habitat enhancement and intensive wolf 
management. State wildlife management agencies would continue to manage ungulate 
populations and hunter harvests according to their wildlife management objectives, with little 
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need to consider the potential impact from predation by wolves. Hunters in northwestern 
Montana could hunt in an area with another native carnivore and would have the opportunity to 
harvest wolves after wolves are recovered and managed by the states. 

Conclusions.-Because wolves would be intensively managed in northwestern Montana, ungulate 
populations and the associated hunter harvests of female ungulates may increase slightly above 
levels that would occur if natural recovery were to proceed in northwestern Montana. State 
wildlife management agencies would continue to manage ungulate populations and hunter 
harvests with little consideration of the potential impacts of wolf predation on hunter harvest. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that would influence effects on domestic livestock depredations 
would include reduced protection of wolves from areas outside of national parks and national 
wildlife refuges, the permitted killing or harassing of wolves by the public and agencies under 
a wide variety of conditions, and the removal of any wolves that threaten domestic animals in 
northwestern Montana. Wolves would likely persist in low numbers in northwestern Montana 
outside of Glacier National Park but would likely not persist in other areas of Montana, thus 
reducing the potential for livestock losses. 

Livestock depredation in northwestern Montana from 1987 to 1992 averaged 3 cattle and 2 sheep 
per year from wolves occurring outside of Glacier National Park. Under this alternative wolves A 
would be more intensively managed and this level of depredation would likely be reduced. -
Some wolves would occasionally kill livestock but depredations would be expected to occur 
below current projected levels. 

Conclusions.-Depredations in northwestern Montana would occur at a low level. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Under this alternative no additional land-use restrictions or changes in land use would occur over 
current projected levels because of wolves. During several years in Glacier National Park, short 
temporary restrictions have been implemented around wolf dens in the spring when wolves 
denned very close to roads. These temporary measures could occasionally continue to be used 
as necessary in Glacier National Park and may be used elsewhere in northwestern Montana. 

M-44s for the control of coyotes cannot be used in areas occupied by wolf populations. There 
is very limited current use of M-44s on public land in northwestern Montana and there would 
continue to be very few instances where their use would be affected. There would continue to 
be restrictions on their use because of wolves under this aliernative. 

Conclusions.-Under this alternative, there would be no land-use restrictions or changes in land 
use above current levels because of the presence of wolves. Up to 35 square miles may be 
impacted by land-use restrictions to protect denning wolves outside of Glacier National Park. 
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Impacts on Visitor Use 
Visitors, who favor a return of wolves and who believe that a presence of wolves would improve 
their outdoor experience, would be denied that experience except in more remote areas of 
northwestern Montana. Visitors, wishing the opportunity to see or hear wolves, would need to 
go those types of areas. 

Conclusions.-Visitors who favor a return of the wolf would be denied the experience of having 
wolves except outside of remote areas in northwestern Montana. Backcountry use would change 
little. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter HIU'llest.-Under this alternative, there 
may be a slight increase in ungulate herds or hunter harvest over current projections. 
Consequently, there could be a potential economic benefit to hunters associated with wolves 
being present in remote areas of northwestern Montana. 

Economic Impact on Domestic livestock.-Because of the intensive management of wolf 
populations, there would be some economic benefits, above currently projected levels, associated 
with reduced wolf predation on livestock in northwestern Montana. 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-The restricted distribution of wolf packs could result 
in a potential decrease in visitation. Consequently, visitor expenditures may slightly decrease, 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-In the absence of wolves in many areas of Montana, 
there could be a decrease in the existence value of wolves in northwestern Montana compared 
to current conditions. 

Conclusions.-The positive and negative economic effects described for other alternatives that 
result in recovered wolf populations could be similar for northwestern Montana under this 
alternative. However, the costs are much greater because of the intensive level of management 
of both wolves and ungulates and the longer time frames required for wolf populations to reach 
recovery levels. 
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ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES 
ALTERNATIVE 5. REINTRODUCTION 

OF NONEXPERIMENTAL WOLVES 

YELLOWSTONE 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Under this alternative wolves would be reintroduced into several suitable areas in the 
Yellowstone recovery area and wolves would be fully protected under the ESA. Federal 
agencies and cooperating state agencies and tribes would implement programs to enhance wolf 
recovery (see Chapter 2 for specific details). Wolf recovery would likely be attained by 2000 
(7 years), 2 years sooner than in Alternative 1. Under this alternative, wolf impacts on ungulate 
populations would be similar to those in Alternative 1 and take place in a shorter time frame. 
This alternative does not provide for wolf relocation if wildlife management agencies are unable 
to meet big game management objectives. Therefore, a rare case might exist where wolves may 
impact some ungulate populations to a greater degree than predicted for Alternative 1. 

Conclusions.-In this alternative, wolves would be reintroduced into several places throughout 
the Yellowstone recovery area and wolf recovery would be attained in about the year 2000 (7 
years). Wolf predation effects on ungulate populations would be similar to those described in 
Alternative 1, except the effects would occur sooner. Alternative 5 does not provide for wolf A 
relocation if wolves prevent the states from meeting their big game population objectives. • 
Therefore, a rare case could exist where wolves may reduce an ungulate population more than 
predicted in Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
As stated above in Impact on Ungulate Populations, wolves would be reintroduced in several 
places throughout the Yellowstone recovery area and recovery would be attained in the year 
2000. Wolf impacts on hunter harvest would be similar to those described in Alternative 1, 
except they would occur sooner because of the accelerated pace of wolf reintroduction in 
Alternative 5. · 

Hunter harvest of primarily antlerless ungulates (females and young) might be reduced for some 
ungulate herds. Antlered (males) harvests in most herds should not be affected. This alternative 
does not provide for wolf relocation if wolves prevent the states from meeting their big game 
management objectives (hunter harvest). Consequently, a rare case might exist where wolves 
could affect an ungulate population and associated hunter harvest more than predicted in 
Alternative 1. 

Conclusions.-Under this alternative, wolf impacts would likely involve a reduction in hunter 
harvest of primarily antlerless animals for some herds. Hunter harvests of antlered animals 
should not be affected. Wolf impacts on hunter harvest would be similar to those described in 
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Alternative 1, except the impacts may occur sooner. Alternative 5 does not provide for wolf 
relocation and a rare case could exist where wolves affect hunter harvests more than predicted 
in Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include rapid 
reintroduction of wolves, under the most protective measures of the ESA, wolves will be 
intensively monitored, dispersing animals will be allowed to establish territories where suitable 
habitat exists, no control by public agency personnel of any wolves depredating on livestock. 
Livestock would be removed on public land where conflicts develop, and the public would not 
be allowed to legally kill wolves that are attacking or killing domestic livestock. 

During the first several years, few wolves would be outside of Yellowstone National Park or in 
areas that contain livestock. Wolves would recolonize the recovery areas, but would also 
recolonize other areas throughout the northern Rocky Mountains and would be allowed to 
remain. However, wolves would recover rapidly, likely within 3-10 years. 

During the first several years after beginning reintroduction, livestock losses to wolves would 
likely be very few, if any, because of the intensive wolf monitoring and management. As packs 
become established and begin to reproduce, dispersing animals will try to form new packs and 
territories; some in the park, some in wilderness areas, and others on public or private land. 
During this period the loss rates may be similar to those in northwestern Montana. 

Because this alternative calls for no control of wolves that depredate on livestock and removal 
of livestock from public land where conflicts occur, depredations initially would likely be 
comparable to those described under Alternative 1. However, in the absence of control of 
depredating wolves, rates on remote areas may be more comparable to those described for the 
Simonette River, Alberta, experiment; 5-7 times higher for a short period until the conflict was 
resolved. 

Livestock depredation on private land could be a serious problem locally because of less wolf 
control. This alternative calls for relocation of depredating wolves on private land where 
chronic problems exist if other methods to resolve problems were unsuccessful. Livestock 
depredation rates would not be expected to be substantially higher than those experienced in 
other areas of North America. However, local tolerance would likely be very low and illegal 
killing of wolves would likely be high. 

Recovery under this alternative is projected to proceed rapidly and may occur in 5-7 years. As 
recovery levels are approached and achieved, depredation rates would be expected to be 
somewhat higher than the range of those seen in other areas of North America because 
depredation rates in other areas are lower with control of depredating wolves. Wolf depredation 
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on domestic dogs is expected to be very infrequent, but will be emotionally disturbing to some 
of those affected. 

Conclusions.-During the first several years livestock losses to wolves would likely be few, if 
any. Later, the loss rates may be similar to those in northwestern Montana averaging several 
cattle and sheep per year. However, because livestock operators are not permitted to kill wolves 
that are killing livestock and agency control would be conducted only on private land that has 
chronic problems, losses are likely to be higher than under Alternative 1. Losses are estimated 
to average more than 19 cattle and 68 sheep annually. Wolf depredation on domestic dogs is 
expected to be very infrequent but will be emotionally disturbing to some of those affected. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Elements of this alternative that may influence impacts on land use include rapid reintroduction 
of wolves under the most protective measures of the ESA. Wolves will be intensively 
monitored, and dispersing animals will be allowed to establish territories where suitable habitat 
exists. Agencies would control wolves depredating on livestock only on private land with 
chronic depredations and where other methods of conflict resolution have been unsuccessful. 
On public land where conflicts develop, livestock would be removed. The public could not 
legally harass or kill wolves. During the first several years, few animals would be outside of 
Yellowstone National Park or wilderness areas. Wolves would recolonize the recovery areas, 
but would also recolonize other areas throughout the northern Rocky Mountains and would be A 
allowed to remain. However, wolves would likely recover within 5-10 years. W 

Section 7 of the ESA requires agencies to examine their actions and to avoid those that would 
jeopardize a listed species. If they determine that a proposed action would adversely affect a 
listed species, they are required to consult with the FWS, who in turn must determine if the 
proposed action is likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the species. These procedures 
would apply to the reintroduced population within national parks and national wildlife refuges 
and to all other federal land and federal actions. 

Allocation of land for implementing this alternative in national parks and national wildlife 
refuges would be greater than those described under Alternative 1. Those would include the 
construction and maintenance of up to 5 temporary confinement and release facilities in 
Yellowstone National Park and the restriction of visitor activity in the vicinity of those facilities. 
In the short term, visitor access to about 5 mi2 (13 km2

) around wolf confinement and release 
facilities would be restricted. 

Impacts on activities in national parks and national wildlife refuges would be somewhat greater 
than those described under Alternative 1. During population establishment, active den sites 
would be closely monitored. Because of the likely requirement to aggressively protect the first 
wolves denning in Yellowstone National Park, intrusive activities would be precluded within 1 
mile (1.6 km) of the den sites. This would extend from March 15 to July 1. If most of the 
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territories of the recovering wolf population occurred within the park, restrictions could affect 
a total of 21-35 mi2 (54-91 km2

). 

On national forests and other public land, impacts on the activities that involve large areas of 
public land-livestock grazing, timber harvest, and recreation-would be greater than described 
for any of the other alternatives. 

Public land-use limits to protect den areas from March 15 to July 1 would likely not affect 
initiation of grazing on livestock allotments where the likelihood of conflict was low or there was 
no history of depredation. However, it is possible that grazing on areas with active den areas 
or where there has been a history of depredation may be delayed or suspended. This alternative 
calls for agency control of depredating wolves only on private land and only after other methods 
have failed and chronic depredations continue. Wolf control guidelines under this alternative 
preclude capture and relocation or killing wolves prior to August 1. Consequently, on public 
land allotments where wolves depredate on livestock, the livestock will likely be moved to 
alternative allotments or out of the area. 

Although livestock grazing on public land could be substantially more affected, the effects on 
timber harvest would probably be very similar to those described for Alternative 1. In other 
areas where wolves have recolonized, and standards and guidelines to provide for other 
resources such as ungulate winter ranges and birthing areas have been adequately applied in sale 
design, there has been little effect on levels and timing of timber harvest. However, if wolf 
mortality impaired population establishment and recovery because of den site disturbance or 
illegal killing facilitated by roaded access on public land, road density standards established to 
limit mortality could limit the area available for timber harvest. 

Wolves would be reintroduced to Yellowstone National Park and would be allowed to establish 
territories in suitable habitat. There is considerable uncertainty about where wolves may 
establish territories and attempt to den, but under this alternative they would be allowed to 
remain. This would probably affect recreational use and public access to public land more than 
Alternative 1. 

In northwestern Montana during eilrlY stages of population establishment road closures have been 
extended for short periods of time (2-4 weeks) to provide security to wolf dens close to roads 
that otherwise would have been opened. No areas have been closed for long periods of time. 
Effects would increase if disturbance by humans caused wolves to abandon dens resulting in wolf 
pup mortality, or if illegal killing of wolves, facilitated by public access, resulted in wolf 
mortality that precluded wolf population recovery. In the absence of these factors, effects on 
recreational use and public access would likely not be measurable. 

Effects on ADC activities would be greater than projected for other alternatives. Techniques 
such as aerial shooting, trapping, and snaring are used only on a limited basis on public land. 
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Use of these techniques would be limited further or curtailed in areas that are occupied by 
wolves, particularly during spring and early summer, especially in the area of wolf dens or 
rendezvous areas. Snaring would likely not be allowed in areas of wolf occupancy because of 
the risk to non target animals. Trapping is relatively low risk if small traps are used and if traps 
are checked frequently. Aerial shooting by qualified individuals is relatively low risk but the 
public controversy often associated with aerial shooting by government employees may limit use 
in some areas. The use of toxicants is not now authorized on public land in the analysis area. 
However, future proposed use would likely not be allowed in areas occupied by wolves because 
label restrictions preclude their use in such areas. 

M-44s are primarily used by ADC to control coyotes on private land in response to landowner 
requests. They may also be used by private landowners on private land after the operator 
receives certification. Use of these devices by both ADC and private applicators would be 
precluded in areas occupied by wolves. Because of the increased possibility of wolves 
occupying and remaining in lower elevation areas, including private land, the effects on M-44 
use would likely be increased over present use. For example, in northwestern Montana where 
a population of wolves lives, use of M-44s is not limited where single wolves may range. 
Rather, where a pack of wolves lives, M-44 use is restricted in the area when wolves are there. 
Under this alternative, M-44 use would likely be further restricted in areas that contain wolf 
breeding pairs, persistent use by dispersing animals, or in areas where wolf survival would 
greatly facilitate recovery. 

Conclusions.-This alternative would have the most impact on land use. Public use of a total 
of 5 mi2 (13 km2) around release sites would be precluded. Public use and access restrictions 
around den and rendezvous sites would affect an additional 21-35 mi2 (54-91 km2

). Livestock 
grazing on public land livestock allotments could be seasonally delayed or precluded on 
allotments with active wolf dens or persistent depredation problems. Seasonal access for 
recreation or resource development activities could be delayed from March 15 to July 1 to 
protect wolf dens. ADC activities in areas occupied by wolves would be limited to those posing 
no lethal risk to wolves. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
With reintroduction of wolves as an endangered species visitors to Yellowstone National Park 
and the Yellowstone area will know wolves live there, and will have the opportunity to see or 
hear wolves, or see their sign and these benefits would accrue slightly faster than Alternative 
1. In Denali National Park, Alaska, an estimated 15 % of park visitors see wolves (Mech et al. 
1991), and the concentrations of wildlife in open areas in Yellowstone National Park are 
expected to attract wolves to t.1.ose places (Kot..11 et al. 1990), \Vhere they \Vil! be observable. 

A small percentage of potential backcountry users could be inconvenienced or access precluded 
by seasonal restrictions in the vicinity of wolf den sites from March 15 to July 1. April-June 
visitation to Yellowstone makes up 26% of annual park use; April-June backcountry use made 
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up 19.23 of the April-October backcountry-use nights, and involved 1.43 of stock-use nights 
in 1992. Day use by hikers in Yellowstone National Park could be directed to alternative trails 
if wolf den restrictions limited use of popular trails-roughly 240 hikers could be so affected. 

Of 6, 151 commercially outfitted backcountry visitor-use nights recorded in Yellowstone National 
Park April-October 1992, none were recorded in April or May, and just 215 in June, 
representing 3.53 of the April-October total. Stock-use nights for April-May were zero, and 
June stock-use nights amounted to 1.5 3 (90 of the April-October total of 6, 194). Consequently, 
little adverse effect is expected on outfitter operations in Yellowstone National Park. 

Assuming monthly distribution of general recreational use on the 6 national forests would be 
similar to those of the national parks, comparatively few recreationists would be using the 
backcountry April-June. Monthly summaries of outfitter use on the national forests were not 
available, but snowy or muddy trails and high stream levels in higher elevations would normally 
prevent much use March-June, when travel might be restricted within a mile (1.6 km) of wolf 
dens. 

Conclusions,-Recreational users to Yellowstone would have opportunity to see or hear wolves 
or see their sign within a decade. A slight increase in visitor use is expected specifically for this 
purpose once populations have established. A small number of visitors may be limited in using 
areas near wolf dens from March 15 to July 1 but this represents a small percentage of overall 
visitation. No change in visitor-use patterns or use by commercial outfitters is projected. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest.-The economic impact of 
Alternative 5 on hunter harvest in the Yellowstone area is likely to be slightly greater than under 
Alternative 1, after the population has fully recovered. This economic impact is estimated to 
be $187,300 to $464,900 annually (Table 4-25). 

Economic.Impact on Domestic Livestock.-It is estimated that livestock depredation under the 
Alternative 5 could be slightly higher than what was estimated under Alternative 1 (estimated 
at $1,888-$30,470 with an average of $18,277 annually). 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-It is estimated that visitation to the Yellowstone area 
will change by the same amount as under Alternative 1. 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-Vnder Alternative 5 it is estimated that the net 
economic value of wolf existence in the Yellowstone area will be equal to that in Alternative 1 
estimated at about $8. 3 million per year. 

Conclusions.-It is estimated that wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area under Alternative 5 will 
lead to total benefits of $6.67 million-$9.85 million per year and total costs of $2.89 million-
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$3.20 million per year (Table 4-25). By far, the largest component of total costs would be the 
wolf management costs of $2.70 million per year (Table 4-25). 

CENTRAL IDAHO 

Impacts on Ungulate Populations 
Impacts of wolves on ungulates under this alternative are expected to be similar to those 
described under Alternative 1: Reintroduction of Experimental Populations, except that wolves 
could not be relocated if they were impacting ungulate populations in localized areas, even if this 
added predation was severely impacting ungulate populations. However, this alternative would 
provide money annually for enhancement of ungulate populations. Overall, impact on ungulate 
populations in the primary analysis area is expected to be minimal. 

Conclusions.-lmpact on ungulates is expected to be similar to the impact on ungulates under 
Alternative 1, except that wolves could not be captured and relocated, even if they were severely 
impacting certain ungulate populations. Consequently, impact on vulnerable bighorn sheep 
populations may be more severe than described for Alternative 1. However, habitat 
enhancement may lessen the impact of wolf predation. 

Table 4-25. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in the Yellowstone area • 
under Alternative 5. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to hunters' 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimatec High estimate' 

6,673.1 9,854.3 

187.3 464.9 

1.9 30.5 

2,700.0 2,700.0 

2,889.2 3,195.4 

' Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas 
are included in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is 
achieved, which varies between aitematives. Other costs and aii benefits wiii continue into perpetuity making annuai 
net benefits significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 3 confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. 
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Impacts on Hunter Harvest 
To maintain the current population size and continue the current level of bull elk harvest in 
central Idaho, harvest of cow elk may have to be reduced 103-15 3 (same as Alternative 1). 
A reduction in cow harvest by 103 will allow for predation of 100 wolves, an acceptable 
bull: cow ratio, and an elk population that is increasing faster than the current elk population 
without wolves (Table 4-11). Enhancement of ungulate habitat may lessen impacts of predation 
on ungulate populations. 

No modifications in harvests of deer, moose, or mountain goats are expected to be required to 
accommodate for predation by 100 wolves. 

Harvest of bighorn sheep rams may have to be reduced or eliminated in areas where herds are 
being impacted significantly by wolf predation because they are vulnerable on winter range with 
inadequate escape terrain. 

Conclusions.-Cow elk harvest may have to be reduced 103-153 to accommodate predation 
of 100 wolves, and harvest of bighorn sheep rams may have to be reduced or eliminated for 
some herds that are particularly vulnerable to predation by wolves while on winter range. No 
changes in management of harvest for deer, moose, or mountain goats are expected to be 
necessary . 

Impacts on Domestic Livestock 
Elements of this alternative that will likely influence impacts on domestic livestock include (1) 
rapid reintroduction of wolves under the most protective measures of the ESA, (2) allowing 
dispersing animals to establish territories where suitable habitat exists, and no control by public 
agency personnel of any wolves depredating on livestock. 

If conflicts with livestock on public land occur, livestock would be removed. Wolves attacking 
or killing livestock could not legally be killed. Reintroduced wolves would likely come in 
contact with livestock within 1 or 2 years in central Idaho. Wolves would not only become 
established in central Idaho, but also on other private and public land throughout Idaho. 
Recovery is expected by the year 2000. 

Wolves would likely kill some livestock in central Idaho during the first 1 or 2 years of 
reintroductions. Because wolves would be intensively monitored during the first few years after 
reintroduction, some losses of cattle and sheep to wolves could be avoided. Depredation on 
cattle and sheep would increase as wolf populations expanded after 3-5 years. 

As wolves approach recovery under Alternative 5, depredation rates on livestock are expected 
to be higher than under other alternatives. Based on a comparison with known depredation rates 
from Minnesota, Alberta, and Montana, and adjusted because of elements of this alternative, 
about 14 cattle (range 1-17) and 70 sheep (range 32-92) are expected to be lost annually to 
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wolves in central Idaho. In some years, lack of wolf control and other factors could lead to 
annual depredation rates higher than 17 cattle and 92 sheep. For some allotments that are very 
remote, lightly tended, located close to more than 1 wolf pack, and where there is no wolf 
control, depredation rates may occasionally approach those observed in the Simonette River 
experimental area in Alberta, where 39-40 wolves killed or injured 27 cattle in 1 year (Table 
4-1). Removal of livestock from public land where conflicts with wolves occur will partially 
offset increased depredation rates caused by the absence of legal wolf control under this 
alternative. 

Under this alternative, wolves on private land could be relocated if chronic depredation problems 
existed and after other methods to resolve problems were unsuccessful. Because management 
and control options are extremely limited under Alternative 5, local tolerance of wolves would 
likely be very low and illegal killing of wolves would probably be high. 

As in Alternative 2, dispersing wolves would be allowed to stay in areas outside of central 
Idaho, including both private agricultural lands and public rangelands. Depredations on domestic 
dogs are expected to be higher under this alternative than any other, although still infrequent. 
In Minnesota, where about 1,200 wolves lived in an area with 68,000 households, 1 dog was 
lost per 22,000 households per year. 

Conclusions.-The rapid reintroduction of wolves under endangered status in central Idaho will A 
result in the annual loss of about 14 cattle (range 1-17) and 70 sheep (range 32-92). 9 
Depredation rates are expected to be higher under this alterative than other alternatives as no 
wolf control will be implemented. Instead, livestock will be removed from allotments where 
losses occur. 

Impacts on Land Use 
Under Alternative 5, wolves would be rapidly reintroduced into Idaho under full protection of 
the ESA. Wolves would likely recover in central Idaho within 5-10 years. 

Wolves would be protected under measures of the ESA. Den site closures from March 15 to 
July 1 would be in effect. Because wolves would receive all protections of the ESA, Section 
7 would apply and would require consultation on all federal activities that may affect wolves. 
Current direction by the FWS on Section 7 consultations for gray wolves is that "management 
actions prescribed by the USDA Forest Service, such as timber harvest and road restrictions to 
protect ungulates and their habitat, adequately protect wolves" (USFWS 1992). 

Current restrictions include limiting activities withir1 1 mile (1.6 km) of active wolf dens or 
rendezvous sites from March 15 to July 1, and placing some restrictions on non-selective control 
methods of ADC within occupied wolf range (USFWS 1992). 
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Grazing on national forest land may be impacted by wolf presence prior to recovery. Wolf 
control guidelines under this alternative preclude capture and relocation or killing of wolves or 
wolf pups prior to August I. Consequently, livestock on public land allotments where 
depredations occur will likely be moved to alternative allotments or out of the area. 

Impacts from Section 7 consultations would likely be very similar to Alternative 2. In areas 
where wolves occur and standards and guidelines to provide for other resources such as ungulate 
winter ranges and birthing areas have been adequately applied in sale design, there should be 
little effect on levels and timing of timber harvest. However, if wolf population establishment 
and recovery is impaired by illegal killing, road density standards could be implemented (,,::; 1 
mile open road/l mi' habitat; 0.62km/km2

); these could limit the area available for timber 
harvest and recreational activities. 

Impacts on the use of M-44s would initially be greater under this alternative than any other, 
because rapidly reintroduced wolves would likely move into some areas of private land, and M-
44s would be precluded or suspended in those areas. Because wolves would be expected to be 
recovered sooner under this alternative than for the other 4 alternatives, the impact would likely 
cover a shorter time. 

Other terms and conditions of ADC activities in "occupied wolf range" include (I) no neck 
snares can be used, (2) leghold traps must be checked at least once a day, and (3) number 3N 
or smaller traps should not be used in proximity to occupied dens and rendezvous sites, unless 
coordinated with the FWS. The requirement to check leghold traps at least once a day may 
reduce the use of this technique to control coyotes in some areas newly recolonized by wolves. 

Conclusions.-Reintroduction of a nonexperimental population of wolves into central Idaho 
could impact some land uses in central Idaho. One mile (1.6 km) closures around den sites from 
March 15 to July 1 may have minor impacts on the timing of timber sales or livestock grazing. 
If illegal killing precludes successful wolf recovery under this alternative, more stringent access 
related restrictions may be instituted, including road density standards (,,::; 1 mile open road/mi2 

of habitat; 0.62 km/km2
). As "occupied wolf range" expands under this alternative, some ADC 

activities, including the use of M-44s and leghold traps, will probably be affected. 

Impacts on Visitor Use 
Implementation of Alternative 5 would lead to the quickest recovery of wolves in central Idaho 
and would provide the quickest opportunity for visitors to hear and observe wolves or their sign. 
Overall impacts on visitor use would be similar to Alternative 1. 

Impacts on Economics 
Impact on the Economic Value Associated with Hunter Harvest.-The economic impact of 
Alternative 5 on hunter harvest in central Idaho is likely to be slightly higher than under 
Alternative 1 and is estimated at $756,800 to $1,135,200 (Table 4-26). 
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Economic Impact on Domestic Iivestock.-It is estimated that livestock depredation under the 
Reintroduction of Nonessential Wolves Alternative (Alternative 5) could be slightly higher than 
under Alternative 1 after recovering populations begin inhabiting central Idaho. This cost is 
estimated to range from $2,900 to $18,500 annually. 

Impact on Visitor Use and Expenditures.-It is estimated that visitation to central Idaho will 
change under Alternative 5 (may increase) and be about the same as under Alternative I. 

Impact on the Existence Value of Wolves.-Vnder the Alternative 5 it is estimated that the net 
economic value of wolf existence in central Idaho will be equal to that in Alternative 1 at about 
$6.85 million-$10.01 million annually (Table 4-26). 

Conclusion.-It is estimated that wolf recovery in central Idaho under Alternative 5 will lead 
to total benefits of $6.85 million-$10.01 million per year and total costs of $3.46 million-$3.85 
million per year (Table 4-26). 

Table 4-26. Annual net social benefits associated with wolf recovery in central Idaho under 
Alternative 5. 

(A) Benefits associated with wolf recovery 

Annual net economic value of wolf recovery 

(B) Costs associated with wolf recovery 

Foregone value to huntersa 

Value of livestock losses 

Annual wolf management cost until recoveryb 

Total costs 

Annual impact (thousands of 1992 dollars) 

Low estimatec High estimatec 

6,847.8 10,012.2 

756.8 1,135.2 

2.9 18.5 

2,700.0 2,700.0 

3,459.7 3,853.7 

a Lost value to hunters could possibly be overstated as this figure is based on hypothetical willingness to pay and 
has not been calibrated in any way as have the net economic benefits estimates. 
b Note that one half of the total management costs of wolf recovery to both the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas 
are included in the costs associated with this alternative. This cost will only be incurred until wolf recovery is 
achieved, which varies between alternatives. Other costs and all benefits will continue into perpetuity making annual 
net benefits significantly higher in many cases once recovery is achieved. 
' For the benefits estimates, the low and high estimates represent a 95 % confidence interval on the estimates of 
net willingness pay for the alternative. For the individual costs, the low and high estimates represent the best 
estimates of minimum and maximum costs associated with an alternative. 
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Consultation and Coordination 

CONSULTATION AND COORDINATION 

Consultation and Coordination of the Proposal 
During preparation and development of the proposal, a wide variety of professional contacts 
were established. Wolf biologists and managers throughout the U.S. and Canada were 
contacted. Various wolf management plans produced by Canadian and Alaskan natural resource 
agencies were obtained. During development of the EIS proposal an interagency 
interdisciplinary team was established, with representatives from various federal agencies, states, 
and tribes (see List of Preparers). During all EIS team meetings and briefings, discussions were 
held regarding potential management strategies for wolf restoration and reintroduction. During 
these meetings and briefings discussions were often around how a wolf restoration plan that both 
could result in wolf recovery and address the concerns of the various publics could be 
developed. The ideas, thoughts, data, criticisms, and experiences about wolf reintroduction and 
the EIS were being sought to try and develop a proposal that could receive concurrence from 
as many affected parties as possible. This section summarizes the interagency coordination that 
occurred and was used to develop the proposed action of reintroducing wolves as experimental 
populations into both Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 

1989-1992 As part of the Montana Wolf Recovery Program, 268 presentations on wolves were 
attended by 11, 725 people giving biologists an opportunity to hear first-hand the 
concerns of local residents about wolves and wolf recovery. 

May 1991 Several thousand people attended public meetings and hearings about the Wolf 
Management Committee process and expressed their opinions about wolves and wolf 
recovery. Several biologists who later became EIS team members were involved 
in that process. 

1991-Weeks of: 
12102 Ed Bangs (FWS and Project Leader), Wayne Brewster (NPS), Kirk Hom (FS) 

designated agency representatives. Discuss roles with Northern Rocky Mountain 
Wolf Recovery Coordinator (FWS) Dr. Steven Fritts. Discuss with Montana Dep. 
Fish, Wildlife & Parks. Weekly and monthly progress reports were prepared for 
the FWS Regional Director and Director. Quarterly reports were prepared for 
Congress. 

12109 Meeting with FWS Regional Staff and Christine Turk (NPS) and John Farrell (DOI) 
to discuss NEPA and legal compliance. 

12116 Meet FWS and NPS in Denver to discuss EIS task directive (plan to develop and 
schedule draft EIS). Discuss with (FWS) former Project Leader of S. Sea Otter 
EIS. Initial contact with state resource agencies. 

12123 Draft letter to cooperating federal, state and tribal agencies, and initiate contacts 
with others with special knowledge or interest in wolf recovery (see list of 
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preparers/formal reviewers, this chapter). These individuals received monthly EIS 
progress reports, and all EIS scoping documents and reports. 

1992-Weeks of: 
01/06 Contact states of Montana, Idaho and Wyoming, private members Wolf 

01/13 

02/17 
02/24 
03/09 

03/16 

03/23 

03130 

04/06 
04/13 
04/20 
04/27 
05/11 

05/18 
05125 
06/01 

06108 

06122 

Management Committee (4), FWS Grizzly Bear Coordinator, FWS Region 1, 
Washington, D.C. Public affairs. 
Contact Mexican Wolf Coordinator and Mr. Demarchi (B.C.). 02/03 FS appoints 
representative (Laird Robinson) for EIS team. 
FWS, NPS, and FS meet to plan issue scoping open houses. 
Yellowstone Park Superintendent briefed. 
EIS team (FWS, NPS, FS, Animal Damage Control, state representatives) meet in 
Denver. 
Forest Service briefed. Congressional briefing in D.C. Contact made with 
Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming Congress and Senate state staffs. 
Contact with Montana on state role. FWS offices in affected regions help set up 
7 national open houses. Open house news release sent to Montana, Wyoming, 
Idaho livestock and conservation groups, Congressional offices, followed by phone 
call. Mailed news release to 212 people per request. 
Idaho legislature passes bill to allow Fish and Game participation. Congressman 
Marlenee requests hearings. 
Open houses held. Federal and state agencies participate. 
Issue scoping open houses held, 27 in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho. 
National issue scoping open houses (7) held. 
Meet with FWS regional and Washington, D.C. staffs. 
EIS team meets in Helena to review open houses. Set schedule for alterative 
scoping hearings. Wyoming and Idaho Cooperative Wildlife Research Units 
contacted for economic analysis. 
Issue content analysis team begins in Helena. 
Content analysis team finishes analysis and prepares report. 
FWS and Idaho F&G meet with Idaho state legislative Oversight Committee in 
Boise, Idaho. Montana Coop Unit contacted about economic analysis. 
FWS representatives attend "media" tour in Yellowstone. University of Montana 
awarded economic contract. 
FWS meets with Univ. of Montana economics team. EIS team, including Wind 
River Tribes and state representatives meet in Denver to finalize issue scoping 
report and hearings. 

07./13 NP<\ ~nrl FS:. rnmrnPntc ;nA;catP P.i"AT"IAm1,-. a.,...nh, ... ;,., ........... 1-.......... lK F'"S -nee""- -,--·era·'1 - ·- '- -~~- ~ .._. .......... a ............... u. ... ., u........ ... ..... ..,..,v .. ,1.v.1.uJ.v .i1AJJ,:)l~ vu. Llctl... • vv 1 1 l~ ~ev · 

private groups in Cody, and Meeteetse, Wyoming. 
07/27 Alternative scoping brochure mailed and published in Montana, Wyoming, Idaho 

Sunday papers (circulation 230,000). 
08/03 Alternative scoping open houses begin. 
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08/10 
08/17 
08124 

09/28 

10/05 

10/13 
10/19 

11/02 
11109 

11/16 

11/23 

12/07 

12/14 

12/21 

Alternative scoping open houses (27) completed. 
Six alternative scoping hearings held. 

Consultation and Coordination 

EIS team members (FWS, NPS, ADC, and Montana, Wyoming, Idaho) attend 
Second North American Wolf Symposium and meet with other biologists and 
managers from throughout the world that are working on wolf issues and research. 
Alternative scoping content analysis team begins in Missoula. John Farrell (DOI) 
provides EIS writing training to EIS Team in Yellowstone Park. 
FWS, Idaho F&G, and Univ. of Montana economist meet with Idaho Oversight 
Committee in Dubois, Idaho. 
Alternative scoping completed. 
EIS team meets in Helena to discuss significant issues, alternative scoping report, 
and alternatives. 
FWS regional office briefed. Idaho F&G meets with Oversight Committee. 
Greater Yellowstone Coordinating Committee (NPS & FS Supervisors) briefed in 
Idaho Falls. 
Idaho F&G meets with Oversight Committee. FWS briefs FWS Region 6 project 
leaders. 
Idaho F&G and ADC give presentation to Idaho stockgrowers. Idaho F&G internal 
meeting on EIS. 
FWS and Wyoming G&F on TV panel discussing wolves. Idaho F&G meets with 
Oversight Committee. FWS follows up on complaints that the wolf monitoring 
program not working in Wyoming or Idaho. Contact state and federal biologists to 
check with cooperators about monitoring. 
EIS team meets in Denver to discuss alternatives, brief FWS, NPS, ADC Regional 
Directors. 
FWS briefing to Regional Forest staff in Missoula. 

1993-Weeks of: 
01104 FWS brief FS Supervisor Management Team in Missoula. 
01111 Idaho F&G briefldaho Senate Natural Resources Committee. Dr. Fritts completes 

analysis of definition: When does a group of wolves become a "wolf population"?, 
during which 23 biologists familiar with wolves and genetics provided input. 
Definition of a wolf population is "2 pair successfully raising at least 2 young for 
at least 2 consecutive years in a recovery area." 

01118 Idaho F&G brief Idaho House Natural Resources Committee. FWS discusses state 

01/25 

02/08 

wolf resolution with Montana Senate Committee. 
EIS writing team meets in Boise, Idaho, to standardize alternatives and impact 
analysis chapters. Team meets with Idaho Oversight Committee. 
More complaints about wolf monitoring system in Idaho. Contact FWS state office, 
FS, NPS, states, and FWS Region 1 to ensure monitoring program working. 
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02/15 

02/22 
03/08 

03/15 
03/22 

04105 

04112 
04/19 
05103 

05/17 
05124 
06/15 
06/15 

06/21 
06124 
06125 
07/01 

07/06 
07/18 

08/16 
08/17 
08/25 
08/31 
09/01 
09/27 
09/28 
09130 

Comments received on draft document that requested legal review of draft 
experimental population rule by DOI Regional Solicitor. Idaho F&G meets 
internally to discuss impacts to ungulates in Idaho and with Oversight Committee. 
FWS discusses EIS at Montana Wildlife Society meeting in Great Falls. 
Yellowstone Superintendent (NPS) briefed. FWS briefs several Idaho state senators 
and FWS Region 1 Regional Director in Boise, Idaho. 
FWS and NPS Regional Directors and Regional Solicitors briefed in Denver. 
Dr. Fritts completed analysis of "Whether the 1987 northern Rocky Mountain Wolf 
Recovery Plan goal of: 10 breeding pairs of wolves, in each of 3 separate areas (but 
with some level of interchange), for 3 consecutive years is a viable wolf population" 
(Yes). He reviewed wolf recovery objectives in all recovery plans in the U.S. and 
43 (25 of 43 provided input) biologists familiar with wolves and wolf population 
biology for their advice. 
Brief Regional Forester and staff in Missoula, Montana. Idaho F&G and FWS 
discuss wolf issues at Idaho and NW section meetings of The Wildlife Society. 
Review comments on first draft EIS from EIS team members. 
Review revised draft EIS with NPS, FWS and DOI in Denver. 
Dr. Fritts completed recommendations for wolf reintroduction techniques. Analysis 
included contacting 56 wolf biologists, captive animal experts, veterinarians, and 
people with experience with captive wolves or canids. 
Brief FWS Region 1 staff in Portland, Oregon. 
Brief Washington, D.C. staff on DEIS and proposal. 
DEIS completed, approved, and sent to printer for public distribution. 
Invitational letter sent to over 300 groups who might be interested in arranging a 
talk about the DEIS. 
Director Montana FW&P briefed on DEIS. 
Director Wyoming G&F briefed on DEIS. 
Director Idaho F&G and Idaho legislative oversight Committee briefed on DEIS. 
DEIS completed, congressional, media, and special interest group briefings held in 
Washington, D.C. 
Mass mailing of DEIS and summary begins. 
DEIS summary printed in 6 Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho newspapers (circulation 
about 280, 000). 
Arrangements made to print additional 500 copies of DEIS. 
News release announcing hearings on DEIS mailed. 
Hearings held in Dillon, Missoula, and Bozeman, Montana. 
Hearings held in Couer d' Alene, Lewiston, and Idaho Falls, Idaho. 
Hearings held in Jackson, Riverton, and Cody, Wyoming. 
Hearings held in Helena, Montana, Cheyenne, Wyoming, and Boise, Idaho. 
Hearings held in Salt Lake City, Utah, Seattle, Washinton, Denver, Colorado. 
Hearing held in Washington, D.C. 
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e 10/05 

10/09 

10114 

10/15 

10/18 
11/09 

11123 
12/20 

·01/27 

02/08 
02125 
04/01 
04129 

Consultation and Coordination 

EIS team attends short training course on analysis of public comment by John 
Farrell (OEA). 
News release announcing close of public comment period on October 15 was 
mailed. 
Several requests for an extension of the comment period are received, including a 
request by Congressman Thomas (Wyo.). 
News release and Federal Register Notice prepared and the comment period 
extended until November 26, 1993. 
Content analysis team (37 people) begins in Missoula, Montana. 
Core EIS team meets in Helena to discuss agency comment on FWS's proposal and 
DEIS. 
News release announces close of public comment period on November 26, 1993. 
Content analysis completed, 160,284 comments received. 
Regional Offices of FWS, NPS, and USDA Forest Service briefed on public 
comment and modifications to FWS proposal. 
EIS team members meet in Butte, Montana, to discuss direction of FEIS proposal. 
Brief Washinton, D.C. staff on FEIS. 
FEIS proposal completed and sent to printer. 
FEIS, including proposal distributed to public. 

The Record of Decision can not be approved until 30 days after release of the FEIS. The 
Record of Decision is the document that determines what course of action will be made 
regarding wolf recovery in the Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho areas. 

Consultation and Coordination 
In Development of the EIS 

Planning for the Reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho was 
initiated in November 1991 when Congress directed the FWS to prepare a DEIS. An 
interagency team (see list of preparers, this chapter) was established during the spring of 1992. 
During preparation of the DEIS, federal, state, and local agencies, specialist interest groups, and 
the public were consulted to obtain descriptive information, identify significant issues and 
effects, and identify effective mitigating measures and reasonable alternatives to the proposal. 
The first series of 34 public meetings was held by the Service in April 1992 (see public 
participation section, this chapter). At these meetings the Service presented information about 
the DEIS process and requested the public to identify issues they believed were important to 
wolf recovery (see Chapter 1 for discussion of issues). In August 1992, another series of 27 
meetings and 6 hearings was held to identify alternatives for wolf reintroduction (see Chapter 
2 for discussion of alternatives). The agencies and organizations listed at the end of this 
"Consultation and Coordination" section were contacted by the FWS during preparation of the 
DEIS and FEIS. 
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Summary of Public Involvement 
Introduction 
This sections summarizes the public involvement process (scoping) that was conducted in 1992 
to identify issues and alternatives regarding wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park 
and central Idaho. The section is divided into 2 parts. The issue section describes the process 
used to identify issues and discusses those issues and how they were addressed in the FEIS. See 
Chapter 1 for specific information. The second part describes the process used to identify 
alternatives and discusses those alternatives and how they are used in the FEIS. Twelve major 
alternatives that were identified are listed and discussed. Seven alternatives were addressed 
through discussions in scoping. Five were chosen to be displayed for detailed analysis in the 
FEIS. See Chapter 2 for specific information. 

Issue Scoping 
Issue Scoping Process.-The FWS formally began the EIS process on April 3, 1992, by 
publishing a notice of intent to prepare an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) in the Federal 
Register (FR Doc. 92-7681, Vol 57-No. 65). A few days earlier, on March 23, 1992, the FWS 
had also issued a news release announcing the beginning of the EIS process and the schedule for 
issue scoping open houses. In late March, a letter and a poster that announced the start of an 
EIS on wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho requesting public 
involvement was mailed to approximately 2,500 groups and individuals that had either previously 
expressed an interest or may have had an interest in wolf recovery. 

Public issue scoping was the first opportunity for public involvement during this process. The 
FWS initiated this step by developing and distributing a brochure that detailed the EIS process, 
background information, issues identified to date, and explained how to become involved in the 
EIS process. People were asked to identify their issues and concerns related to wolf 
reintroduction into Yellowstone National park and central Idaho. On March 31, 1991, this 
brochure was sent to about 12,000 people who had requested to be placed on the mailing list. 

During April 1992, open houses were held in 27 communities in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho. 
Seven other open houses were held in cities outside of Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho. The 
open houses were announced in news releases to the print, radio, and television media in late 
March. At many open house locations, agency personnel contacted local media immediately 
prior to the open house to remind the public of the EIS process and open house opportunity. 
The open houses started at 4:00 p.m. and lasted until 8:00 p.m. At open houses, people could 
watch a 10-minute issue scoping video about the EIS process, wolf recovery, and how to become 
involved in the process and could review maps of the Idaho and Yellowstone areas. People 
could talk witii. represeritatives of tt1e FWS, i~ationai Park Service, Forest Service, Animai 
Damage Control, and state wildlife management agencies, and ask questions about wolves, wolf 
recovery, the ESA, and the EIS process. People who attended the open houses received copies 
of the issue scoping brochure, and posters that requested public involvement in the EIS process, 
and were encouraged to leave written comments with the agency personnel or mail them later. 
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Verbal comments or questions were heard and responded to by the agency representatives, but 
verbal testimony was not formally recorded. 

More than 1, 730 people attended these open houses, as shown: 
WYOMING April 6-Jackson Hole (100), Cody (100), Riverton (50); April 7-Rock Springs 
(20), Dubois (20), Pinedale (10); April 8-Casper (35), Cheyenne (25), Thermopolis (6). 
MONTANA April 9-Missoula (85), Bozeman (200), Billings (25); April 10-Hamilton (75), 
Red Lodge (20), and West Yellowstone (20); April 13-Helena (20), Dillon (120), Gardiner 
(60). IDAHO April 14-Couer d'Alene (25), Challis (40), Salmon (60); April 15-Lewiston 
(20), Stanley (15), Idaho Falls (75); April 16-Grangeville (50), McCall (20), and Boise (25). 

National meetings were held April 20-Seattle, Washington (60), Anchorage, Alaska (12); April 
21-Salt Lake City, Utah (110); April 22-Albuquerque, New Mexico (35), St. Paul, Minnesota 
(60), and Denver, Colorado (110). April 28-Washington D.C. (30). Attendance for the open 
houses was about 600 in Montana, 350 in Idaho, 360 in Wyoming, and 385 at the national 
meetings. Most open houses were well covered by the print, radio, and television media, and 
public exposure to the EIS process was high. 

Written public comments on issues were solicited at the open houses and through the media. 
The 45-day issue-scoping comment period ended May 15, 1992. An interagency content analysis 
team began compiling the public comments on May 18, 1992. Some 1,800 issue scoping forms 
and 1,900 letters, including 8 petitions, were received that identified the issues that people felt 
should be considered in the DEIS. Comments were received from all fifty states and several 
foreign countries. The issue scoping content analysis team developed 2 documents, "Summary 
of Public Comments on Reintroduction of the Gray Wolf to Yellowstone National Park and 
central Idaho, May 29, 1992," and "Report for the Fish and Wildlife Service on Gray Wolf EIS 
Analysis of Public Comments-Comments in Addition to Summary Report." 

A summary of these documents "Summary of Public Comments on Reintroduction of the Gray 
Wolf to Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho, June 1992" was prepared and mailed to 
approximately 16,000 people who participated in issue scoping or requested to be placed on the 
EIS mailing list. During alternative scoping in August 1992, many people also commented on 
issues they believed were important and needed to be considered in wolf reintroduction. All of 
those issues had been previously identified, but it was apparent from public comment during 
alternative scoping that the 31 previous issue categories needed to be further refined to fully 
reflect and address public concerns. Thirty-nine separate wolf reintroduction issues and impacts 
were finally categorized and addressed in the EIS process. Those 39 separate issues and impacts 
and concerns were summarized into 9 major issue and concern categories that encompassed all 
significant and relevant issues. Those 9 categories were used to display differences between 
alternatives. 
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Alternative Scoping 
The notification process for public scoping of alternatives began with a Notice of Public 
Hearings in the Federal Register on June 29, 1992 (FR Doc. 92-15172, Vol 57, No. 125). On 
July 8, 1992, people who participated in the issues scoping process in the spring of 1992, along 
with others who expressed an interest, (about 16,000 total) were mailed the "Summary of Public 
Comments on Reintroduction of the Gray Wolf to Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho" 
which contained the schedule for alternative scoping open houses and hearings. 

On July 15, 1992, the first news release announcing the alternative scoping open houses and 
hearings was sent to news media throughout the United States. Over 500 media contacts, 
including newspapers, and radio and television stations, received the release. On July 31, 1992 
another news release was sent announcing the exact dates, locations, and times of the hearings. 

In August and September of 1992, the FWS asked the public to help identify various ways to 
address wolf reintroduction. An alternative scoping brochure was developed that provided 
background information, described 5 alternatives already identified by the public (No Wolf, Wolf 
Management Committee, 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan, Natural Recovery, and Accelerated 
Recovery), and requested the public's help with identifying other wolf reintroduction 
alternatives. This brochure was mailed on July 30, 1992, to over 20,000 people who had 
previously requested to be involved in the EIS process. The brochure was also inserted in the 
August 2, 1992, Sunday edition of 6 regional newspapers in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho that A 
had a combined circulation of about 230,000. W 

Open houses were held in 27 communities in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. Each open house 
started at 4:00 p.m. and ended at 8:00 p.m. The public was invited to watch a 10 minute video 
and obtain an alternative scoping brochure that provided information about wolves, wolf 
management, and the EIS process. The public was encouraged to leave or mail in written 
comments. Verbal comments were not formally recorded. The open house locations and 
attendance(#) were as follows: WYOMING August 3-Jackson (28), Riverton (28), and Dubois 
(43), August 4-Rock Springs (22), Cheyenne (6), and Thermopolis (17); August 5-Cody (60), 
Casper (16), and Pinedale (8). MONTANA August 6-Billings (12), Bozeman (12), and 
Missoula (20); August 7-Red Lodge (18), Hamilton (not tallied), and West Yellowstone (3); 
August 10-Gardiner (20), Dillon (27), and Helena (16). IDAHO August 11-Couer d'Alene 
(7), Stanley (11), and Salmon (17); August 12-Lewiston (10), McCall (4), and Challis (13); 
August 13-Grangeville (12), Boise (20), and Idaho Falls (20). Attendance at alternative 
scoping open houses in August totalled 228 in Wyoming, 159 in Montana, and 104 in Idaho 
(total 491). 

In addition, 6 public hearings were held where the public could leave written comments and/or 
give verbal testimony. Sign up to give testimony began at noon. The hearings began at 2:00 
p.m. and ended at 10:00 p.m. Congressional and tribal representatives and the Governors of 
each state where given first opportunity to speak and up to 5 minutes to present their testimony. 
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State legislators were given the next opportunity to speak for 3 minutes. The general public was 
given the opportunity to speak for up to 3 minutes by signing up between noon and 9:00 p.m. 
for a random drawing that was held hourly. Alternative scoping brochures were provided and 
everyone was encouraged to leave written comments whether they chose to sign up to testify or 
not. Everyone who wished to speak had the opportunity to give testimony- every hearing had 
more times allotted than there were speakers. The hearing locations and approximate attendance 
(#) were as follows: August 18-Cheyenne, Wyoming (325 people attended and 121 testified); 
Helena, Montana (450 people attended and 142 testified); Boise, Idaho (130 people attended and 
92 testified). August 19-Cheyenne, Wyoming (7:00 a.m. until noon because the 18th was 
primary election day in Wyoming) (9 people attended and 6 testified), Seattle, Washington (45 
people attended and 35 testified), Salt Lake City, Utah (400 people attended and 73 testified), 
Washington, D.C. (75 people attended and 30 testified). 

Nearly 5,000 people commented through letters, petitions, or hearing testimony. Responses 
included 2,450 letters and post cards, 500 statements in hearing transcripts, 17 petitions, and 18 
form letters. The petitions included 1,642 signatures and the form letters, 128 signatures. 
An interagency team was formed to review and analyze this information. Public comments were 
read and specific comments on alternatives, new alternatives, and issues were identified. These 
comments were then entered into a computer program for easier sorting and retrieval. A report 
"Reintroduction of the Gray Wolf: The Public's Responses to Alternative Scoping" was 
prepared. The public expressed a wide range of opinions about wolf recovery alternatives. At 
least 25 different mixes of the 5 basic alternatives were identified by the public. In addition to 
the 5 draft alternatives the public had previously identified, and numerous modifications or 
combinations of portions of those alternatives, 4 other alternatives representing new concepts 
were recommended. 

A summary "Alternative Scoping Report" was mailed to nearly 30,000 people on the EIS 
mailing list on November 18, 1992. The mailing list for the progress planning report in April 
1993 included 32,000 addresses representing all 50 states and 40 foreign countries. 

PUBLIC REVIEW OF THE DEIS 

Solicitation of Public Comment on the DEIS 
The public comment process began on July 1, 1993, with a press conference in Washington, 
D.C. In addition, a news release announcing release of the DEIS and information on the days 
and locations for opportunities to provide public testimony (hearings) was mailed to over 500 
media contacts throughout the United States. 

The notice of availability of the DEIS appeared in the Federal Register on July 16, 1993. 
People who participated in the 1992 issue and alternative development processes, along with 
others who expressed an interest, were mailed the DEIS summary which included a response 
form to comment on the DEIS alternatives. Full DEIS documents were mailed to all potentially 
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affected agencies, public libraries, many special interest groups, and to all who requested the 
complete DEIS. These initial mailings began on July 6, 1993 and because of the volume (1,200 
EIS ·and 42,000 summaries) continued for several weeks. All people who requested a full EIS 
or summary were provided copies as soon as possible. An additional 500 copies of the DEIS 
were printed in August 1993 to satisfy the number of requests for it. 

In addition, the DEIS summary, a schedule of the hearings, and a request to report wolf 
sightings was printed in the form of a newspaper flyer and was inserted into the Sunday (July 
18 & 25) editions of 6 major newspapers in Montana (Bozeman Chronicle and Billings Gazette), 
Idaho (Lewiston Tribune and Boise Statesman), and Wyoming (Casper Star Tribune and 
Cheyenne Eagle Tribune). These newspapers have a combined circulation estimated at 280,000. 

In mid-June 1993, the FWS sent out a invitational letter to over 300 groups, primarily in 
Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho, that expressed an interest in the Gray Wolf EIS. The letter 
notified them that a presentation about the DEIS could be arranged for their group if they 
desired. The presentation was similar to the DEIS briefing that was presented to Congress, 
special interest groups, and the Department of Interior in Washington, D.C., on July 1, 1993. 
Listed below is a summary of the public meetings that were requested and held in summer-fall 
1993. 

Date 

07107 

07/11 

07/17 

07/19 

07123 

07123 

08/11 

08/19 

08/23 

08/23 

08/24 

08/24 

09/08 

Group 

Defenders of Wildlife 

Meeteessee Multiple Use 

E. Wyo. Resource Providers 

No-Wolf Option Committee 

N. Rockies Cons. Coop. 

W. Wyo. Resource Providers 

Common-Man Inst. 

Nez Perce 

General Public 

Optimists 

Fore st Service 

Rotary 

Stockgrowers 

Lions Club 

General Public 

Mont. & Idaho USDA ADC 

Place Number attending 

Yellowstone N.P., Wyo. 16 

Meeteessee, Wyo. 85 

Jackson, Wyo. 16 

Gillette, Wyo. 12 

Lawpai, Idaho 8 

Missoula, Mont. 20 

Great Falls, Mont. 16 

Great Falls, Mont. 20 

Hamilton, Mont. 23 

Hamilton, Mont. 40 
Hamilton, Mont. 20 

Hamilton, Mont. 40 

Big Timber, Mont. 85 
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Date Group Place Number attending 

09/13 Chamber Commerce Cody, Wyo. 35 

09/15 Kiwanis Hamilton, Mont. 25 

09/15 Wolf Ed. & Research Ketchem, Idaho 50 

09/17 History Soc. Sun River, Mont. 17 

09/21 Farm Bureau Townsend, Mont. 32 

09122 People for West Bozeman, Mont. 15 

09122 Forest Service Rexberg, Idaho 25 

09/23 Forest Service Dillon, Mont. 15 

09/23 Forest Service Helena, Mont. 15 

10/05 Lions Club Great Falls, Mont. 20 

10/05 Backcountry Horsemen Ronan, Mont. 40 

10/11 Audubon Great Falls, Mont. 45 

10/12 Forest Service Townsend, Mont. 12 

11115 Soc. Range Mange. Cody, Wyo. 60 

12/09 Montana Stockgrowers Billings, Mont. 30 

12/10 Helena M. School Helena, Mont. 100 

12/14 Idaho Guides Boise, Idaho 45 

12/29 Lions Club Missoula, Mont. 40 

Total of 31 presentations to about 1,022 people. Many of these meetings were covered by 
local news media. 

Hearings 
In addition to tbe July newspaper flyer, news releases announcing tbe hearing schedules were 
distributed on August 17 and on August 27. Overall, hearing schedules were well publicized. 

Three hearings were held in Montana on August 25. Ed Bangs listened in Dillon; about 25 
people attended and 11 testified. In Missoula, Laird Robinson listened; about 120-170 attended 
and 43 testified. In Bozeman, Joe Fontaine listened; about 100 people attended and 35 testified. 

On August 31, 3 hearings were held in Idaho. In Couer d' Alene, Jon Rachael (IDF&G) 
listened; 5 people testified and 19 attended. In Lewiston, Jerome Hansen (IDF&G) listened; 19 
people testified and 45-50 attended. In Idaho Falls, Laird Robinson listened; 43 testified and 
125-140 attended. Local news coverage was good. 

The Wyoming hearings had been scheduled for August 18, but at tbe request of several groups 
and senators and a congressman from Wyoming who said they needed more time to prepare, tbe 
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hearings were rescheduled to follow those in Montana and Idaho. On September 1, 3 hearings 
were held in Wyoming. In Jackson, Laird Robinson listened; 76 testified and 150-200 attended. 
In Riverton, Steve Fritts listened; 32 testified and 45-50 attended. In Cody, Ed Bangs listened; 
43 testified and 110-125 attended. 

On September 27, public hearings were held in the state capitals of Montana, Idaho, and 
Wyoming. In Helena, Montana, about 110 people attended and Ed Bangs listened to about 40 
people testify. In Boise, Idaho, about 100 people attended and Ted Koch listened to about 54 
testify. In Cheyenne, Wyoming, about 150 people attended and Larry Shanks listened to about 
87 people testify. 

On September 28, hearings were held in Salt Lake City, Utah, Seattle, Washington, and Denver, 
Colorado. In Salt Lake, 110 people attended and Ed Bangs listened to 51 people testify. In 
Seattle, about 40 people attended and Steve Fritts listened to about 16 people testify. In Denver, 
about 120 people attended and Larry Shanks listened to about 75 people testify. 

On September 30, the 16th and last in this series of public hearings was held in Washington, 
D.C. About 80 people attended. Laird Robinson and Ed Bangs listened to about 42 people 
testify. 

Nearly 1,500 people attended and nearly 700 testified at the 16 hearings about the DEIS. All A 
hearings were well covered by the media and all allowed more opportunities to speak than there W 
were speakers. Many people also turned in written statements. 

Extension of Public Comment Period 
On October 14, 1993, messages, including one from Congressman Thomas (Wyo.), were 
received requesting an extension of the public comment period (scheduled to end October 15) 
on the DEIS. Discussions with the content analysis team leaders, EIS team members, and the 
Regional Office indicated that a month extension would allow the program to still be completed 
within a reasonable time frame in 1994, although the completion of the FEIS would not occur 
until April 1994. 

On the October 15, a Federal Register notice and news release announcing the extension were 
prepared. Several reporters called and were notified of the extension. Core EIS team members 
and several special interest groups (both sides) were also notified. 

Public Comment on the DEIS 
Between July 1 and November 26, 1993, comments on the DEIS were received from over 
160,200 individuals, organizations, and government agencies. These comments arrived in over 
12,000 letters, resolutions, hearing testimonies, and 52 petitions. Sixty-three form letters were 
identified. Responses were received from all 50 states and several foreign countries. This 
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degree of public response is one of the largest for any federal project in our country, and 
indicates the strong interest people have in the management of wolves. 

A content analysis team prepared a report ("Summary of Public Comments on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement for the Reintroduction of Gray Wolves to Yellowstone National 
Park and central Idaho," Dec. 1993, 240pp.) summarizing public responses to the DEIS and the 
methodology used to analyze public comment. A summary of that report was prepared for the 
public and was mailed to about 42,000 addresses on the Gray Wolf EIS mailing list in early 
March 1994. 

List of Organizations and Persons 
Sent the DEIS for Review 

Federal Agencies 
Copies of the DEIS were provided to federal, state, local agencies, Native American tribes, interest groups, and 
organizations who may be affected by the final decision and the above list of preparers-reviewers. Copies of the 
FEIS are being provided to the above organizations and interest groups. For a list of those agencies that responded 
to the DEIS see Summary of Public Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (1993) or contact the 
FWS in Helena, Montana. 

Due to the voluminous number of people and organizations on the mailing list, copies of the DEIS have been 
provided to public libraries in Montana, Wyoming and Idaho, and in national cities where open houses or public 
hearings were held in 1992: Salt Lake City, Utah; Denver, Colorado; Albuquerque, New Mexico; St. Paul, 
Minnesota; Washington, D.C.; Anchorage, Alaska; Seattle, Washington. 

Council on Environmental Quality 
Information Office 

Environmental Protection Agency 
Director, Office of Federal Activities 

Regional Director, Region 8 
Denver, Colorado 

Regional Director, Region 10 
Seattle, WA 

U.S. Dep. of Agriculture 
Secretary of Agriculture 

U.S. Dep. of Energy 
Animal & Plant Health Inspector Service 
Animal Damage Control 

Deputy Administrator 
Regional Director, Western Region 
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Extension Office/Information Office 

USDA Forest Service 
Wildlife and Fish Staff 
Regional Forester, Region 1 
Regional Forester, Region 2 
Regional Forester, Region 4 
Regional Forester, Region 6 

U.S. Dep. of Energy, Idaho Falls, Idaho 

U.S. Dep. of Interior 
Secretary of Interior 
Office of the Solicitor 

.Bureau of Indian Affairs 
Office of Director 
Area Director, Billings, Montana 

Bureau of Land Management 
Office of Director 
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State Director, Idaho 
State Director, Montana 
State Director, Wyoming 

National Park Service 
Office of Director 

Regional Director 
Alaska Region 

Regional Director 
Pacific Northwest Region 
Regional Director 
Rocky Mountain Region 

Superintendent 
Grand Teton National Park 

Superintendent 
Yellowstone National Park 

United States Fish & Wildlife Service 
Office of Director 
Regional Director, Region I 
Regional Director, Region 3 
Regional Director, Region 6 
Regional Director, Region 7 
Ecological Services 
State Offices Idaho, Montana, Wyoming 
Boise, Helena, Cheyenne 

STATE OF IDAHO 
Honorable Cecil Andrus 
Governor 

Director 
Dep. of Commerce 

Director 
Dep. of Fish and Game 

Director 
Dep. of State Lands 

President 
Eastern Idaho Technical College 

President 
Idaho State University 
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Lemhi County Planning & Zoning Comm. 
Lemhi County Courthouse 

President 
Lewis and Clark State College 

President 
North Idaho College 

President 
University of Idaho 

STATE OF MONTANA 
Honorable Marc Racicot 
Governor 

Director 
Dep. of Commerce 

Director 
Dep. of Fish Wildlife & Parks 

Director 
Dep. of Natural Resources and Conservation 

Commissioner 
Dep. of State Lands 

Director 
Montana Dep. of Agriculture 

Montana State Library 
U.S. & Senate Documents Dep. 

President 
Montana State University 

President 
University of Montana 

Provost 
Western Montana College 

ST.A.TE OF WYOJfll'lG 
Honorable Mike Sullivan 
Governor 
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Director 
Dep. of Commerce 

Director 
Dep. of State Lands & Farm Loan 

Director 
Game and Fish Dep. 

State Planning Coordinator 
State Capitol 

President 
University of Wyoming Wyoming State Legislature 

Native American Tribes 
Elected Officials 
Chairman 
Nez Perce Tribal Executive Council 
Lapwai, Idaho 

Chairman 
Couer d'Alene Tribal Council e Plummer, Idaho 

Chairman 
Blackfeet Tribal Business Council 
Browning, Montana 

Chairman 
Confederate Salish & Kootenai Tribes 
Pablo, Montana 

President 
Fort Belknap Community Council 
Harlem, Montana 

Chairman 
Fort Peck Executive Board 
Poplar, Montana 

Chairperson 
Little Shell Tribe 
Havre, Montana 

President 
Northern Cheyenne Tribal Council 
Lame Deer, Montana 

e 
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Chairman 
Shoshone/Bannock 
Fort Hall, Wyo. 

Federal Elected Officials 
Honorable Larry Craig 
U.S. Senate, Idaho 

Honorable Dirk Kempthorne 
U.S. Senate, Idaho 

Honorable Michael Crapo 
U.S. House of Representatives, Idaho 

Honorable Larry LaRocco 
U.S. House of Representatives, Idaho 

Honorable Max Baucus 
U.S. Senate, Montana 

Honorable Conrad Burns 
U.S. Senate, Montana 

Honorable Pat Williams 
U.S. House of Representatives, Montana 

Honorable Alan Simpson 
U.S. Senate, Wyoming 

Honorable Malcolm Wallop 
U.S. Senate, Wyoming 

Honorable Craig Thomas 
U.S. House of Representatives, Wyoming 

Local Elected Officials 
Board of County Commissioners 
Custer County, Idaho 

Board of County Commissioners 
Park County 
Cody, Wyoming 

Idaho County Commissioner 

Businesses and Organizations 
American Farm Bureau Federation 
Washington, D.C. 
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American Sheep Industry 
Englewood, Colorado 

President 
American Sheep Industry Assoc. 
Rock Springs, Wyoming 

Associated Press 
Boise, Idaho 

Jack Atcheson & Sons Inc. 
Butte, Montana 

Backcountry Horseman of Idaho 
Salmon, Idaho 

Backcountry Horseman of Montana 
Helena, Montana 

Backcountry Horseman of Wyoming 
Lander, Wyoming 

Beaverhead County Farm Bureau 
Dillon, Montana 

Billings Gazette 
Cody, Wyoming 

Blueribbon Coalition 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 

Casper Star 
Laramie, Wyoming 

Chamber of Commerce 
Campbell County 
Gillette, Wyoming 

Chamber of Commerce 
Gardiner, Montana 

Chamber of Commerce 
Ketchum-Sun Valley 
Sun Valley, Ida.11.o 

Chamber of Commerce 
Worland, Wyoming 
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Colorado Farm Bureau 
Denver, Colorado 

Chairman 
Arapahoe Business Council 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 

Common Man Institute 
Abundant Wildlife Society 
Gillette, Wyoming 

Defenders of Wildlife 
Washington, D. C. 

Defenders of Wildlife 
Rocky Mountain Region 
Missoula, Montana 

Ducks Unlimited 
State Marsh Coordinator 
Boise, Idaho 

Earth First! 
Wolf Action Network 
Bozeman, Montana 

Environmental Defense Fund 
Washington, D.C. 

Environmental Defense Fund 
Rocky Mountain Office 
Boulder, Colorado 

Fishing & Hunting News - Editor 
Seattle, Washington 

Foundation for North American Wild Sheep 
Cody, Wyoming 

Executive Director 
Friends of the Earth 
Washington, D.C. 

Gallatin Valley Snowruobile Assoc. 
Bozeman, Montana 
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Executive Director 
Gem State Hunters Assoc. 
Homedale, Idaho 

Greater Yellowstone Coalition 
Bozeman, Montana 

Publisher 
High Country News 
Paonia, Colorado 

Humane Society of the U.S. 
Washington, D.C. 

Idaho Cattle Association 
Boise, Idaho 

Executive Vice President 
Idaho Cattle Association 
Boise, Idaho 

Idaho Conservation League 
Ketchum, Idaho 

e Idaho Conservation League 
Sun Valley, Idaho 

President 
Idaho Farm Bureau 
Boise, Idaho 

Idaho Field Archery Association 
Orofino, Idaho 

Idaho Guides & Outfitters 

President 
Idaho Hunters Association 
Homedale, Idaho 

President 
Idaho Outfitters & Guides Assoc. 
Boise, Idaho 

Idaho Outfitters & Guides License Board 
Boise, Idaho 

Idaho State Rifle & Pistol Assoc. 
Meridian, Idaho 

e 
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Idaho Woolgrowers Assoc. 
Boise, Idaho 

Institute for Tourism & Rec. Research 
University of Montana 

International Assoc. of Fish & Wildlife Agencies 
Washington, D.C. 

International Wolf Center 
Ely, Minnesota 

Mission Wolf 
Littleton, Colorado 

Director 
Montana Department of Agriculture 

Montana Farm Bureau 

Montana Farmer Stockman 

Montana Farmers Union 

Montana Guides & Outfitters 

Executive Vice President 
Montana Stock Growers Assoc. 

President 
Montana Wildlife Federation 

Montana Wool Growers Association 

National Assoc. of State Recreation Planners 
Atlanta, Georgia 

National Audubon Society 
Washington, D.C. 

National Audubon Society 
Rocky Mountain Regional Office 
Boulder, Colorado 

Refuge Manager 
National Elk Refuge 
Jackson, Wyoming 
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National Fish & Wildlife Foundation 
Washington, D. C. 

President 
National Park Foundation 
Washington, D. C. 

National Parks & Conservation 
Rocky Mountain Regional Director 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

National Trappers Association, Inc. 
Bloomington, Illinois 

National Wildlife Federation 
Washington, D.C. 

Executive Director 
National Wildlife Federation 
Central Rocky Mountain Region 
Boulder, Colorado 

National Wildlife Federation 
Northern Rocky Mountain Office 
Missoula, Montana 

National Wildlife Federation 
Regional Director, Wyoming 

Native American Fish & Wildlife Society 
Broomfield, Colorado 

Natural Resources Council of America 
Washington, D.C. 

The Nature Conservancy 
Arlington, Virginia 

The Nature Conservancy 
Big Sky Director, Montana 

Nature Conservancy 
Silver Creek Preservation 
Picabo, lda.l:lo 

North American Wild Sheep Foundation 
Boise, Idaho 
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Northern Plains Resource Council 
Billings, Montana 

Northern Plains Resource Council 
Helena, Montana 

Northern Rockies Conservation Cooperative 
Jackson, Wyoming 

No-Wolf Option Committee 
Wapiti, Wyoming 

Pheasants Forever, Inc. 
St. Paul, Minnesota 

Post Register 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 

Powder River Basin Resource Council 
Sheridan, Wyoming 

Public Land Access Assoc. Inc. 
Bozeman, Montana 

President 
Putting People First 
Washington, D.C. 

Refuge Manager 
Red Rock Lakes NWF 
Lima, Montana 

Executive Director 
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation 
Missoula, Montana 

Rocky Mountain News 
Denver, Colorado 

Chairman 
Shoshone Business Council 
Fort Washakie, Wyoming 

Sierra Club 
Northern Plains Regional Rep. 
Sheridan, Wyoming 
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Sierra Club 
Wyoming Chapter 

Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund, Inc. 
San Francisco, California 

Jim & Cat Urbigkit 
Lander, Wyoming 

Voice of the Wolf, lnc. 
Endangered Species Foundation 
Golden, Colorado 

Washington Wolf Project 
Seattle, Washington 

The Wilderness Society 
Washington, D.C. 

The Wilderness Society 
Northern Rockies Regional Office 
Bozeman, Montana 

The Wilderness Society 
Utah Office 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

Publications Director 
Wildlife Management Institute 
Washington, D.C. 

Chairman 
Wildlife Program Environ. Defense Fund 
Washington, D.C. 

The Wildlife Society 
Bethesda, Mary land 

Wildlife Society 
Idaho Chapter 
Boise, Idaho 

The Wildlife Society 
Northwest Section 
Boise, Idaho 
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Wildlife Society 
Wyoming Chapter 

Wind River Multiple Use Advocates 
Riverton, Wyoming 

Wolf Ecology Project 
University of Montana 

Wolf Fund 
Moose, Wyoming 

Wolf Haven 
Tenino, Washington 

Executive Director 
Wolf Recovery Foundation 
Boise, Idaho 
President 
World Wildlife Fund 
Washington, D.C. 

Executive Vice President 
Wyoming Fann Bureau Federation 

Wyoming Guides & Outfitters 

Executive Director 
Wyoming Outdoor Council, Inc. 

Wyoming Public Lands Council 
Casper, Wyoming 

Wyoming Stockgrowers 

Executive Director 
Wyoming Wildlife Federation 

Wyoming Woolgrowers Association 

President 
Wyoming Woolgrowers Assoc. 

Yellowstone Association 
Yellowstone Park, Wyoming 

Because of the voluminous number of people and organizations on the mailing list not all are listed. A complete 
list of names (addresses may not be released) is available upon request from the FWS. 
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Comments and Responses 
Introduction 
Public review of this document was extensive. Over 12,000 of the 160,284 public comments 
received were letters. The great bulk of these comments were directed at registering opposition 
to or support for the reintroduction of wolves in the Yellowstone area and central Idaho. Many 
comments were essentially votes, and contained a statement of opinion and were not substantive 
input to correct or improve the content of the EIS or the proposal. Comments that provided 
substantive input to environmental issues or alternatives or toward improvement of the EIS were 
in the minority. 

Publishing all of this commentary quickly proved unreasonable due to the large volume and lack 
of usefulness of much of the content in the letters and cards. Therefore, it became necessary 
to reduce the size of the FEIS. All public comments are, however, on file and open to the 
public at the FWS Endangered Species Offices in Boise, Idaho, Helena, Montana, and 
Cheyenne, Wyoming. 

Published in the FEIS are the letters and responses to federal, state, local governments, Indian 
tribal organizations, and all agencies authorized to develop and enforce environmental standards 
[NEPA 102(2)(c)]. All of the extensive material and comments from individuals and 
organizations not published in the FEIS was screened for major issues. Those issues are 
described and responded to in the section that follows the agency letters. Many issues are not A 
environmental but are responded to anyway. W 

In addition, 14 letters from the most prominent or most vocal large private organizations 
representing the diverse points of view and concerns about the proposal are included and 
responded to in detail as representative examples of the commentary and issues raised by the 
public at large on both sides of the issue. All other letters are available to the public at the 
locations previously mentioned. Only in this way could the FEIS be kept at a reasonable size 
and be responsive to CEQ Rules of reducing unnecessary paperwork (sec. 1500.4(c) CEQ 
Regulations). 
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United States Department of the Interior 
fl( Rf:A(" <W ~JI:<&~ 

!""'"'"'""'"'" t'1<IJ Op<tut.,n•\'cn<« 
P.O.fl<.,2!;<)~ 

- . 
lluilJm~ !U. U<n1w f'<'<INol Center 

'"'"'"'· (""lo!r~d<> 1<(1~2'' 

October 8, 19?3 

Memorandum 

To: 

From: 

Ed Bangs, U.S. Fis!! and Wildlife Service Project U:ader, GRAY WOLF 
EIS, P.O. Box 8017, Helena, Montana 59601 

Subject: Review of Environmental Impact Statemem £or the Reintroduction of Gray 
Wolves to Yellowsione National Park and Cemral Idaho 

Pcr&onncl of the Intcrmcuntain Field Oix:rations Center, U.S. Bureau of Mines, 
reviewed the subject document with special in1ues1 concerning po;sible impacis on 
mineral resources or production facilities. 

While the preferred agency alternative, reintroduction of experimemal wolf populatioru 
would not include any land use restrictions nor apply any critical habitat designations, 
other alternatives would. Needed production of mineral resources, such as stone and 
sand and gravel for road maintenance, parking lots. etc., in the area of the Park is n_early 
impossible now because of public res1s1ance. Public pressure .on the Fish aml Wildlife 
S<:l'\rice to place either formal or informal restrictions on mmmg and quarrying ac1ivitie1 
could be expected if wolves are reintroduced in Wyoming and Idaho. Restricuons.' by 
regti/ation, managcmcm dccisiOll or public opinion prcswrc. arc equally cffec1ivc m 
~topping new mining operations as seen recently in northwestern Wyoming and 
ebewhere in the West. 

If you have questions regarding this review, please contact Eileen K. Peterson at (303) 
236-0451. 

ll FISllllllDtlll,;;;r~ 
Mark H1bpshman 

ekp/cvl 

tln1Ud St&tU 
Oopo.nment ot Q ~rlcultuu 

f<>rut 
Sorvlco 

OCT! i ~93 

Uth t. !l'ldopendono• Sii 
P.O. aox 96090 
llultin;ton, DC 20090-6090 

lloply 'to= 1950 ~ 

'"'"' ocr211993 ,,,., 

Hr, Ed Bans• 
U.S. Fhh ~nd 111l<!Ufo Sorv(oo Project loader 
C!IA'i llOlF EIS 
f.0. a.ox 8017 
Helona, Hontan• 59601 

D<l•r Hr. S..ngs: 

Tho followlns co ... ent• oro •ub .. ttttd on ~he OEIS for tho Reintroduction of 
Guy llolvu to ~ellowHono ~ationol Park ond Control ldoho 

"''"" 
Tho •VOU•blltty ond d•p•nd•biltty of pnvato ba""d cO"'l>•n .. t(on oho nHdo to 
bo addruud. "Probable" prlvato co.,ponut(on luvoo roo11 for spocubtion and 
doubt (S"""ory, p. 17) In ordor to oecvutoly usua tho ocono,.ic inpocu of 
a given p<opoul, tho not inpoct du< Ptodation •n<I co11ponut1on .. uat bo •blo 
to bo <1eto<11inod. To what ntoM vlll producus bo co•pon .. todl llill 
producon d"•Y• be at.lo to roly on thuo funds? lo &ovarnMnt roguhtlon 
necuury? Tho Find EIS should provide clen infonution rogording 
caponution in ordu to adoqu•t•ly ovaluote tho effoets .. 

Th• h!ghut positive ocon<noic bon•fits ou reeogniud in ••eh of the propoHd 
oltornativu (Sumory · p. la). "' tho .. ,.. ti110 v\dtor uso is projootod to 
increa .. S to 10 pucont. llhUo \ncreuu !n ocono1oic bonof(ts •nd ucr .. tion 
u80 aro gonor•lly conHdnod posltivo bon.tlto, th• lottor oppoor to bo 
Jll<'ongruont "'hon conoldored u benofits ID nbdon to "01! ucovuy otforts 

Somo of tho eount\u •ffooud by the propoud oction are liatod (DUS, p. 
l-99). .-.H th• involved countiu by stoto should bo lined in tho S"°""ary. 
This will dlow tho rude< to quicHy dete<11ino "hathor or not ch•y •ro • port 
of tho study aru. 

It 1• not clur whoth~r or not th• othH Ptdtul •nd Stato •senoiu Involved 
in th• ocudy aro "cooperating agonciu" or "had ogencioa" u ~ood in tho 40 
CFR. 1500-1508 Reguhttona. Thi• should bo clodfiod. Aho, oltorn•tlve 4 
(DflS, p. xvll) calls for ootablishT>ont pf loglslotlon oo that Cho vorlouo 
Stetu can \,.plonont "olf recovery. Soveral othor sections of tho DEIS oho 
dhcuu leglol•t(vo solutions. ~e reco1t110nd th•t tho """"'"<Y or •O"'e other 
section of the dOC'-""Ollt cluify which lo"a would bo chongod. 

The diocont1nuonco of H-44'• wUl U<1uiro ~f~IS•ADC to •otploy other predator 
control .. ethodo '1hich may bo ltu tfhctive for tho given or.a (D~IS. p 
xvi). It lo likely that wolf prodoclon 1<ill focreue in thou uuo vhore Che 
pu.viou• uu of K·44'• proved to be m<>st effectlvo. Tho populotiona of otbor 
.. !ldl1!a opedu could bo atfocted"" wall. H l.> UJ><:lur U tht. -• 
conoidorod in th• ptod•tlon osti~&tu fo~ di altornativu. 
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Federal 009424, Bureau of Mines, Oct 8 

1. Thank you for your opinion and observations. 
The FWS is aware that some people will con
tinue to try to use the high interest and strong 
symbolism of wolves to achieve otherobjectives. 
The FWS is committed to utilizing sound biol
ogy regarding the need for any type of land use 
restrictions that may be required to foster wolf 
population recovery. Please see Appendix 13 
regarding the latest scientific thinking regarding 
the need for land-use restrictions and wolf popu
lation recovery. 

Federal 11241, USDA Forest Service, Oct. 21 

1. The economic analysis assumed no compen
sation would be given to livestock producers so 
it reflects the high range of potential economic 
impact on the livestock industry. The current 
private compensation program, operated by the 
Defenders of Wildlife, has worked effectively in 
Montana. It is their stated position, that the pro
gram would continue until wolves were recov
ered and removed from protection of the Endan
gered Species Act 

2. Wolves, unless they are deliberately killed, 
are quite compatible with most types of recre
ational activities. The presence of wolf popula
tions in the central Idaho and Yellowstone area 
will likely add to human enjoyment and attrac
tion to these areas and the small increase in visi
tation related to the presence of wolves will not 
compromise the recovery of wolf populations in 
those areas. 

3. The counties in each Primary Analysis Area 
are listed in the Summary under Location of the 
Proposed Action. 
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PUUOSE Alic> Nl:ED 

I 
\I• reco-!ld aJ1pl1fylng •Olli• of th• background information explaining why 

7 Congrees 1• directing FllS tc prepare • DEU on wolf recov•ry (p. vHl). Ono 
.. nune• can be uud to explain what at1111Ulatod Congru• to tab action on <ha 
....,u r""-<>'l•r}' lu"" (()t:[S, p. vtl.i). 

Tho DEIS -proceu for re<:ovary lmph-nt•tlon and ddhtJ.rlj!; ahould ba 110difhd 
to facilitate future manage...,nt of "olv... the propou<I action (p. 1-l) 
require. that all thru areu 1Nst reach recovery levell before dalhting can 
""""". II<> contend that it h nocuury to l"'Jll•oiant a 1chedula for ucovary 
on all three areu und.o a d1dlat tlufnea and davdop opoeid rulu that 
dlov delloting of adj.,canc ocovned areu. With theu con•lderatl<>no, volt 
-Dagnone can proeud in a tl10ely Hnner via pbns de.vfloped by the atatu 
and. utbu and approved by the U.S Fhh and llildlife sarvke. 

0 I Thue h no mentlon of• prehned dtornnlve {40 CFR 1~02.14(") ln th• 
J DEIS. lf none ls pretened, we •uuut Including this 1nfor .... t1on 1n tM 

DEIS. 

10 

Th" pnp•rera h•v• done an e><:cdlant job of ahuply foc,..•1ng tho hsue. on<! of 
clearly Hnking thOD. to uch et tM alternatives. 

II• aupport the propoud action d.,crlbed in dternatlv• l. Slgnl!lcont 
portiono of th• two areu (Pigun 2·1) propoud for experiMntal popu1at1on 
dHignation are on natlenal forut•, ruultlng ln uv.,ul 1souu that 11ay 
affect our land 11anageoent ectlvaiu and public usu. Since the Ferut 
S..rvlc• ii co,..itt•d to conurvin6 ecoayateu that support thoatenad snd 
endsngond apociu, ..., otrongly oupport recovery efforto for tho gray wolf. 
Our co-nu refle"t th• &&ency'• Coll01~nt to provldlng opponunitiu for 
'"""Y other usu of national forut•. 

Alternative l dou not includo & public lnfonation and education progr..,. 
Thh h an ""treiaoly i11pertant eleaent, and a .rrong lnfoi:matlon and education 
progru h & necudty under eny alternative. lie recow .. nd th•t an 
interagency effort Cor publlc infortoatlon and education be • primary part of 
thh actton. Suth • i"'"'&r"" "o.uld l.Mc&H• 1S?le""'"tatl.on costs, Wt 1.t h 
very important that the pubHc have •n under.Canding of the llolf to 
ouccanfully cetoplete recovery. 

The lncluoion of a land uo rutrlctiena uctton 1n the DtIS raiHa quutiono 
about future Poreat Servlce Hnage,..nt; since the !>SIS (page 2-11) aUtu, 
'I.and Hnage1Hnt egenclu would b. encouraged te l11ph,.ent hnd uu guldellnu 
that enhance ungulate h&bltet.• H it 1& detenln•d that ungulate populatlona 

11 nud to be enhanced over preunt teveh, this could affect land toanege...,nt 
activltl... Strong cccrdlnstion of habitat Hnage1unt by the Forut Servico 
&nd population 11anage11ont by the •U••• vill be usential. Current 11&na&&lHnt 
plant. fer n.otlonal foruta apaci!y •tandard• and 1!,UldellnH for ungulate 
habitat toan•gement that an ,,..uurcd by ungulate hebltat •ffectheneu end 
vulnereblllty analyaes, Jn 0tany areas of Montane, Idaho, and llyc•lng, 

I 
ungulate 909ulatton levdo au at all•tl11e high•; ao habitat uan•&•,...nt to 
enhance populatlono ""Y uqulre now 11anag•Mnt otrateglu that could impact 

I habit•t condition• for oth•r opeciu and other land otanage11ont acthltieo. 
Since the otatu regulau hunting, we reccgnlze the nud to clouly coordinate 
hunting and land aanage11&nt &Cti"ltiu, given a prucdption to anh&nc& 
ungulate habitat and population leveh. 

12 

The D&lS dou net fully clarify the rolu, process. and i11paota cf Section 1 
conaultatton under the Endangued Spadea Act and Nmtiond Snvlro""'ental 
Policy Act for wolf re.,overy at the project implemenu~ion level. Although 
there h dhcuulon of Section 7 con•ultat1on on pagu 2-4, 2-18, and 2-33 In 
the DEIS, the ditfaroncu ln cen•ult&tlon r.qu1rem•!lts aaong the altern.tlvu 
are •till unclear. Our current lnterpntetlon h that conoultation h not 
required under alternative 3 •nd that conferencing weuld occur under 
altai:nativu 2 and 5. Under &lurnativu l and 4 (DEIS, page 2-4), it is not 
clear how the cenferencing proco• would occur, particularly 1n cue• whore a 
jeoperdy 11&)' exist. To clarify chue pe1nt•. ue would llh to ••e llOrG dstall 
ln th• final SIS on Secti<>n 1 tonoultatlon/conhrencini and opeclfic 
dhcuulon on projact laplomentaclen, upeeially under the acenulo ef 
inc""Plete recevery and conaidor&tion ef ""'ta rutrlcuv• 11<1aauru to 
facilitate recovery. 

I 
OUr undsr.tandin& ie oelactlon of &lcernatlve l will require pro!OUl&at1on of 
•P•chl rules (pa. 2-5. ~) for th• l>XP•"<in..-ol P"Vl>hdon deal.gnatl.on. Thi• 13 pr<>Vldu an opportunity to clari!y 11D.ny of tho polnta we have raised In regard 
to potential land roanageaent rucrlctiens and future habitat Hnageroent 
strataglu. In eddltlon, "• would requut that the deli.sting procau be 

141 clarified in the spacld rulu for thla propoaal. The delhting pr0<>eu lo a 
primary coneidetatlon tn futuo roanagnent decision• end a •ignificant pubUc 
concern. 

15 
It appurs from the 11ap that the line between the cwo population anao biaoct~ 
th• Duboh Ro.nger Dhtrlct on th• Targhae li•tional Ferut (p.2-6). Thb could 
create tv<> different unage11ent obJact1vu for !:ha wolf on one &dollniatratlva 
unit that could loed to cenfu•1on ef objectivu among the public. lie auuut 
you con•ld•r •hlftlng the beundary Une b•tvHn area. to conform with 
adaiinhtratlv.. boundarlu. 

I lie •upport the propoul (p. 2-1) for a "•oft nlease• (u d1>flned in the DUS) 

I 
of wolvu in YatlowHOno Nation"1 Park. At the oaoe ti,.... a ooft release 

16 nuda to U11&1n an option for centul Idaho in cue the "hard releue" vohu 
acheduled for this area wander too fer or 1u!fer high r>Ottelity. Soth opdon• 
for reludng wolvu in ldaho should be ?110inta1ned and dlocussed in th& fiod 
EIS, Porut Service peuonnel in Idaho can facilitate analy•h and ut.ctlon 
of potential reluu situ. 

I 
To •fftclently monitor wolf nco,,.ry progreu and wolf activity in relation tc 

17 U"utoclc, it b illportant to nc•iv~ wolf report• a1 quickly u pouibh. lie 
aug.geat a ~hang• ln incident reporting tiff fr°" 14 day• to 1 dayo (p. 2-7, 
third paragraph). 

I 
To perforu field invutlgation• of "olf-llvutock inctdinta, it to 111portaot 

18 to "o""oence th• invutlgationo u soon u poaslbh. lie ouggost a change lo 
lncident f~portlng ti'"• fro<> 24 houn to 12 hours (p. 2-7. fourth paragraph) 
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4. The FWS is the sole lead agency for the EIS. 
The USDA Forest Service and National Park 
Service are Cooperating Agencies. Other agen
cies were asked to participate in the preparation 
or review of EIS materials but were not desig
nated cooperating agencies. 

5. This has been clarified in Chapter 2, Alterna
tive 4. For each alternative, changes in state or 
federal laws are discussed under the heading Are 
changes in current state or federal law required? 

6. M-44s are not a commonly used ADC tool in 
the affected areas.· The FWS has defined occu
pied wolf range in the FEIS to clarify when and 
where M-44 use may be affected. Please see 
Glossary ofTerms for definition of occupied wolf 
range. No significant impact on ADC activities 
or M-44 use has occurred in northwestern Mon
tana because of wolves and none is expected in 
either the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

7. Background on why the FEIS was directed 
by Congress is in Chapter I, Background. 

8. The process to delist wolf populations has 
been added as an appendix (Appendix 11). The 
analysis of wolf population viability indicates 
that the wolf population can not be de listed until 
all 3 recovery areas (northwestern Montana, cen
tral Idaho and Yellowstone) reach 10 breeding 
wolf pairs for 3 consecutive years. This would 
constitute a 3 part meta-population of wolves that 
would be considered viable and recovered 
(roughly 300 wolves total). While individual 
recovery areas could be downlisted to threatened 
once I 0 breeding pairs were established for three 
years, they could not be delisted at that point. 

9. The proposed action is the preferred alterna
tive. 

10. An active and scientifically sound educa
tion and information program was always as
sumed to be part of Alternative I and that por
tion of that alternative has been strengthened and 
emphasized in the FEIS. 

11. The recommendation that "land management 
agencies would be encouraged to implement land 
use guidelines that enhance ungulate habitat" is 
not mandatory. The FWS recognizes ungulate 
populations throughout most the areas proposed 
for wolf population recovery are at high levels 
and that state, tribal, and federal wildlife man-



llr. Ed Banga 

I 
Tho utl•ate<E lOt. lou to llhgd 11onol1tieo h prohbly too 1<»1, conoidorlng 

19 the propoud h"al of la" anforc.,.ent ana public lnfor11ation and education 
progu11 (p. 2-~) 

I 
Th• DEIS statu, "Prlor to O<:tobar l, feiulH "1th you"g vould be reluoed on 

20 
dte if <lepredatlon• occurred on publk land •..• " and ln dtarnatlva 2, cha 
d<lte is Augu•t l. \le ougguc you include an explanation of thh dHfennco tn 
tho !lnal EIS. lt al10 appears that fe,...lu and Chair young could continue 
dopudatlng under altnnativo l (p. 2-10). 

211 lnataad of 11ora hnd use runlctlons to ,.int.ho killt.ng or taking of wolvu, 
"" uco .... end • public lnf<>r,.at!on and education progu.~ end roore lo" 
onforce...,nt than (a propoud (p. 2-18, lot pau.gu.ph) 

I 
Tho DEIS .tatu, "llolf packs vould Hhly utoblloh P<imarlly on national 

22 f<>ruts, national parks, •nd n•tlonal >1lldllfe nfogu ... •. lie l\l&gUt you 
include dlocuuion and '"•P• of 1>igr•tory ungulato rangu "hara thua pattorno 
au known in relation to land otatu• (p. 2·19). 

23 

24 

25 

25) 
261 

27 

281 
291 

~4b1Cat enhancelt9nt for tha pray ba .. for >1olvas i• dhc\lued It 11 
i"portant to apodfy "hen thto "oul<l occur, the co•U. and load •&•MY· Ara 
ti\• "01t1 of tl>U l>•b1tat anhancnent included in olee~nativa 4 ao they are in 
olternativ<> 5, and ho" lt<)uld ouch actions be fonded (p. 2·29,30)? 

Tha third puagraph otata• that •at luoe 35 oquai:-a mtlu of lands" \IOuld ba 
fu<thar anhancad for unguht1 and wolf habitat. lie anticipate working closely 
with FllS and the appropriate ~teu(o) to define suitable hnd• for this 
purpose. At the a- tiT>O, wa would hope that th<> land 111nagaJMnt ,aganc!u 
V<luld havo final ulaction of thua land• through our J>hnning procus and 
management plano {p. 2-32) 

Tha affected environment •action of the DUS appuu to li011t th• diocuuion 
of the agricultural/ranching coi:munHiu, avan though Vithin the Yallcvstcne 
pri,..ry analy•i• o:roa then an over 1700 fu11ing operation• lorga< than 160 
•c:ru (.DEJS, p, 4-33). So,... dhcuuion h nudad in nsard to tr4ditional 
way• of life and their nhtion•hip to natural ruourc~ iuuu. Even though 
then to national oupport for the propoud action, on• of th• •lament• 
critical to th• Long-tern 1ucceu of cho proposal h local polltical •upport. 
lllthout e picture of this environment it h difficult to avaluat• accutatoly 
the olt•ornativu in the DEIS. lie hat thlo is an l"ponant cocoponent in the 
project'• ouccou. hrhap• 10..a of the infor<>ation already in Appendix 3, p 
6-30, could bo uud to addreu this pate of the ncovary propoul. 

II• 1uggHt nwriting (p. 3-~8) the naH to the lut paragraph and the firot 
tlto sanuncu of the lut pauguph to road as fellow•: 

Tho ronot and Rangeland Rena.,able Ruourc ... Planning "ct of 1914. as a11ended 
by tha National rorHt Hanage11ant Act (Nl'HA) of 1976 s~ocifioa that land and 
r .. ourca 10anagamont plana ahall bo developed for unite of the National Forut 
Sy1te11. Thou plans guide natunl ruource management activities on tho 
national fonots and, consiHeM "1th other law• and regulations, ara cha 
bu is for aanoge-nt of the. n•tional forest•. 

Kr. Ed Bang• 

llithtn uch plan. goah and objoctlvu •re uubl11h•<I •nd atandard1 and 
guidalinu are du.,r1bed for the conduct of actividu to achiov• multiple UIO 

obj1.,tivu. 

In the dur cohmn for Idaho th• hnvut cf 1021 doer fro11 " herd of 1600 
•oms high, parhapa thare h • typogophical •<ror (p. l-63). 

Anticipetld actual timber h11.rvut Lavala on the Targh~o National Poren differ 
•ignificantly fro<1 th• planned laveh in Tab?. 3·27 th.at ahow approxfaauly 
18.000 acres of ti111bor harvut annually from 1993-96. Recant Targhu Forut 
utiutu ,are opproxl..ately 500 acres of actu•l tfabo~ ha:rveat by the and cf 
Fis.,al Yur 1993 (exact data available after Octobar l, 1993). and p•rhapo 750 
aero cf actual timber harvest por year for fh"&l yaau 1994-96. then 
updated figures 1hould be und in the dccwoent In analyzing environm•ntal 
conuquancu, since they •h aigniflc•ntly different (p. l-63). 

the Targhu National Forut hu updated inforution on road accuo :recently 
calcuhud for their Forest Plan revision. Thh infot11ation will be 1uppl1od 
to U.S. Fi•h & llildlifo S<>rvlce (p. )·64,65). 

A correction Is noodad on the map, oinca St. Anthony h north of Rexburg. not 
•outh {p. 3·66). 

I 
there nHda to ba clarlfi<:.ation on the tam, "open road dendty• u uud in 

30 the !IBIS. Pago 3·70 see'"s to define It dlffanntly than does Lyon. cited on 
poga 3-71. Ila suggest you add a glosury of tar<>S to include op•n road 
density. Hvutock, dc,..atic •niHls, and other co,...only \OUd tariu th•t ue 
••uncial to complete und•Utandlng of the DEIS (p. 3·70). 

31 

lie 1uggut nwriting the lut eve paragraph• on p. 3-103 to rud: 

Tha Foreat and Rangeland Renewable Ruourcu Planning Act of 1974. •• Hondad 
by th• National Forest KanageJMnt Act (Nl'MA) of 1976. ape<:.lfiu that land and 
reao>ur<o• -.nag<n"r>t phna Ohall h do.,d<>pod £or un1 .. <>f ~he lla~ional l'or .. t 
Systo•. forest plan• and •ccooip•nying environrHntal i<apact 1tatnents have 
bun tiulizod for ev•ry national forest in th• contrd Idaho primuy analyoio 
araa. Thuo plano provide for 1111ltipl1 un and oustatnod yiald of gooda and 
Urvlces from the National Forut Sytt111 in a "ay that 11a><l<11~u long ter11 n•t 
publlc ban.fits in an environnentally sound manner. 

ForHt Plan• oc<:.ur vHhin a hierarchical tr ... a11ork of planning. tho national 
unuJMnt and prograot for foroot1 and rangelands, u required by th• rorut 
o.nd Rangeland Renewable Ruourcos rlonning ... ct. Ht broad otrat1gic guidance 
fo:r national forut lands. For.at Suporvhors consld~r koy ale,..nta of th• 
progr&m during foraat plan totplemantetion, monitoring, and <>Valuation. 
Ragional Guidos addrou :regional iuuos and concerns and utablish ngional 
oianago<>ant standardg ond guidelinu. 

~lRONllENTAL CONSEQU&llCES 

The llElS is progra,,,.atic in tu approach with oo11a op•ciflco in tam• of 
nunb<>U of livastock taken; ho11evar, for th• roost part no ono can predict 
"hoo tho volves born to the introduced pdrs \lill ov•ntually establhh their 
territory. 
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agement programs are largely responsible for the 
abundant prey base that makes wolf recovery 
possible. However, the FWS recognizes that 
weather or.other conditions can change and that 
continued diligence and management will be 
required in the future if ungulate populations are 
to continue providing benefits to humans and a 
host of predators, including wolves. Close co
ordination with the states and tribes will be nec
essary to achieve those objectives. 

12. Under the proposal federal agencies, olher 
than national parks and national wildlife refuges, 
would follow lhe procedures applicable to a spe
cies proposed for listing. That would consist of 
"conferring" with the FWS on activities that the 
agency detennined would jeopardize the contin
ued existence of the species. The conference de
tennination is nonbinding and activities may pro
ceed at the discretion of the federal agency. 
These complete procedures are contained in the 
Final Rule (Federal Register Vol. 49, No. 
167:33885-33894) and the Section 7 Regula
tions. Similar procedures would be required for 
Alternative 4. You are correct that under Alter
native 3, Section 7 of the ESA would not apply 
because wolves would be removed from protec
tion of ESA. Procedures under Alternatives 2 
and 5 would maintain full application of Sec
tion 7 as outlined in the Regulations as for any 
listed threatened or endangered species. 

13. Alternative 1 would require that special fed
eral rules be developed, including further public 
participation. Any rule would clearly describe 
wolf management strategies. 

14. A section (Appendix II) has been added to 
the FEIS describing the delisting process. 

15. The experimental boundary areas were not 
changed to confonn with Forest Service man
agement areas. Experimental population areas 
would be managed under separate special regu
lations applicable to each area but containing 
identical provisions as described in the proposed 
action. Any line describing different manage
ment areas will at some point cross different 
man-made boundaries. 

16. The techniques for successfully releasing 
wolves have been clarified in the FEIS and it is 
clear that wolf reintroduction techniques may be 
modified, based upon experience, so they can 
be most successful. Whether that means soft or 
hard releases will be most successful for either 
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!Ir. £d l•nlJ" 

Ll.,,.•toek loSI ud11atu uHd ln tho docwoent ar• bued 11oinly on figureo frooo 
oth•r atudiu and e><tnpolated in their application to the proposed recovary 
progr"" (p. 4·43}. For &X&lfPle, 1hHp population& n& highn in canual ldaho 
(223,523 head) than in /llhrta. Civen the dandty and avdhbiUty of 
li'vutock, th& pouibUlty exhtl wolvu ""Y opt to pny <>n those •n!aalo in 
cantral I.Uho 10oto frequently than on wildlife. ln /\lbena · 1500 volvu and 
10,000 aheep · volvu may rely 11<>ra on othu 1paclu for their puy bu• 
bacauu of reduced ohup nwobns. lie reco"""end that co11parioon nudies U 
u .. <l that ara u eloH in tetms of background dna as p<>uible 

Th• enlmate for law enforee11ent ls to<> LO\o'. lie suggest a hvol of $100,000 
for """h area under alurnative 1 (p. 6-39). 

Th• HManco on enhanced hw anforcocent •hould be in &ll altern&tivu (p. 
6-43). 

Th<> line it.,. for lnforHtion &nd educ.ation nods to be added to the buds~• 
(p. 6-49). 

Than\: you for the opportunity to <:0111>ent on thh lltlS. 

Sln<:udy. 

D>.Vltl £. K£TCIWI 
Dlo<:tor of 
£nvlrormontd Coordination 

U. All I 'll1t.Dllft SIME 

OCT28199l 
l!-l!BTIE.lil!ICI 
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central Idaho or Yellowstone remains to be 
learned. Please see Appendix 4, Synopsis and 
Perspective. 

17. The change is reflected in the FEIS. See 
Chapter 2, Alternative I, Implementing this Al
ternative would involve. 

18. It is important that investigations of wolf/ 
livestock conflicts be reported quickly and word
ing in the FEIS reflects this, but the mandatory 
reporting period remained 24 hours. 

19. The FEIS has increased emphasis on public 
education and law enforcement The 10% loss 
to illegal mortality and other causes is a realistic 
assumption. 

20. In Alternative I, the capture and release of 
females and their young until October I is based 
upon the experience in 1989 where 2 wolf pups 
were moved and released in early September but 
were apparently too young to care for themselves 
and starved to death. Females with young that 
attacked livestock again after being released on 
site would be moved from the area The purpose 
of the control program is to minimize livestock 
losses caused by wolves using the control tools e 
necessary to ensure wolf recovery and stop fur-
ther livestock losses. 

21. Education and law enforcement have been 
emphasized in the FEIS in chapter 2, Alterna
tive I, Summary. 

22. This information is available in Wolves for 
Yellowstone? Vols. I-IV, referenced in the FEIS. 
This infonnation is not readily available for the 
central Idaho area. 

23. The actual areas where habitat enhancement 
for the prey base may occur or the specifics of 
such work would be detennined at the local level 
and by lhe affected agencies. This type and level 
of infonnation is at a rn uch finer scale than is 
needed in this FEIS, which addresses how wolf 
populations should be managed and recovered. 

24. Local support or tolerance of wolves is criti
cal to the long-term success of the proposal. Use 
or enjoyment of natural resources on public lands 
are important to local communities both from 
an economic and social perspective. The FWS 's 
proposal does not impose any different regula- A 
tions or conditions regarding use of private or -
public lands than are currently in place for the 
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management of a wide variety of other wildlife 
species or natural resource conservation pro
grams. 

25. Your suggested wording has been added to 
the FEIS in Chapter 3, Yellowstone: Land-Use 
Restrictions, National Forests. 

26. This information provided in the DEIS is 
correct and was obtained from a source in 
"Wolves for Yellowstone? Vol. II" and Idaho Fish 
and Game progress reports. It should be noted 
trend counts do not count all the animals in a 
population and are not population estimates. 

27. These changes in timber harvest on the 
Targhee National Forest do not significantly 
change the predicted effect of wolf recovery. 

28. Thank you. 

29. This correction has been made on Figure 
3-20. 

30. A Glossary of Terms has been added. 

31. Your suggested wording has been added to 
the FEIS in Chapter 3. 

32. Information from all the studies of livestock 
losses caused by wolves in North America was 
used in the analyses. Estimates of potential live
stock losses by wolves, on average, are reason
ably accurate. 

------------------------- ----- --
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• United States Deparanent of the Interior 
NATIONAL PARK SE!MCE 

WCKY MOVH'l'AlN 1'3;IO>IAlomcE 
um w. Al-'l.(EIM , ... Rl<W ... Y 

l.0.l()X1'2'1 

2. 

~ COl.OMOO !Olli.Ole? 

L7619 (RI0!.·1Pl 

Koe10nnd""' 

To: U.S. f1oh ond llU<lllf• SU'v1~• Projoct Lu.der, Cray ll<>lf !lS, 
lld•n•. 11ontona 

AHociau Roglond Dir.ctor. l'rofu.tond Sorvtcu, Roeky Mountain 
Region 

Duft !nvtro....,ntd h1;>oct Stue1unt, RelntrodU.:tlon of <)ray 
l/olve1 to YellovHoM liotion-1 Park ond Central ldoho (DES '13/26) 

Th• Notional Park Sorvlco (MPS) C-nd<o the U.S. ftah &nd llildUfo Sorvtce. 
(FllS} on tho open public proco .. thn WH u .. d to develop tho l>ro!t 
tn.,lu-onul l~o.o.t ~t .. ....._-a.t (DUS) ""tM.• t~(unt. <:.onn.,..•ti<>" &!fort. 
Tho ro•utablloluaent of volf popul.tiono, partlcul•dy ln Yoll..,..tono lfotlon.i 
Park {Yellowotono), 1f an l'""tlonal and controvordal h•ue> and has bun for 
docad... \lo on •n<'ovugod that tho docUion h •ynem.aticslly ...,.,lit$ through 
<h• proceu c•ll•d for ln law end regubtlon on dechlon. tnvolvlng ""tion.t 
ruourc• \uU1os 11m4 ;rohll.c ht>.i.. FoUwl.:r.g UQ 111s c~~ "" the t<oc:u:oent 

:rh• n•ut•blht...nt of gray vo1f popuhtlon~ ln Ysllo,.otone 1o o very 
l11pottent conservetlon effort. 'Dlo a'ounto of t'ho gray wolf in Yello,,.COM • • 
feoJ.11&1 uuoal>lage 1o a Hrlouo doflehncy in tho NFS 1HeU1>3 iu 
rupondbillt)' to iaainteln popul•tion. of all natiV<I sp•clu, and re· 
utablbhment to ucOV<lry lovo1" 1s requind to me•t NPS and FllS rupt1cttvo 
ruponoibUltlu under the End.onge<od Spodu Act. 

llhih rocovef)' of tho gray volf l• duitable for ...,ny rusoM, it ls not 
without it• coots and li>poeu, Tho propoul you h&VO outlined &nd tho 
•pproach you •U taking hu .. d.o • iaajor •ffort t<> oddrua the leg!tl,..to 
concern1 of thou who ... y bo •d"eruly eUecbd by this action. Ve believe 
tho Mjor .to11onu of the propo1od nintro-ductlon of gray volvu to 
Y.tlov.cone under authodty of the !nd.o1>3trod Sp&ciea Act, section lO(J) b 
tho approprt.te vay to addreu th• dud r .. pon"1biUty of ueovering wolf 
popul~tion1 6nd <1ini<1U1ng •dveu• etfecb to p6oph'• llvu •nd llv•Hho<><lo. 

Ono of the .tgnilicant luuu rahed by th• public during thU procu• hu 
bHn the efhcU on th• public's use of public bnd. \lo con<:ur with the 
propoul th&t natu u<eriction• precluding hU111.11.n activltiu ovar -wld• ueas 
are not 1'18eded to <IOIUlfG wolf populatlona. You have appropriately included 
'flrO"bl."""' pyu1."'1l."'li u<\&uthorl.ted h.uru.n !."'°"'rol.<:>n J.nto confl.""'tt"lD!i'l 'if\lllllft SQ'fltl 

rd••H f•dlitl.u co Nintain the intogrity of th• oporatl<>n tnd to ptoteet 
th•H conflnod enlmah. 

:rh• reintroduction of volvu will be &n expensive •nd logUt!cdly dgorous 
•nd••m>r. Mditi<>n&H'/. th•U !!.ut "<>lVes \ll.ll I>& v~f)' "f"""""•" 'lt01.vu. \le 
boliev• the public will have a •trong duire during the early uC.bUahaont of 
.. olf popule~iottl' to v1"" •nd photograph (ond perhapo hano) wolvu. The 
oppcrtunlty to vhw, hur. and phot<>gn.ph wolve• in e vild ottlng ha 
d .. irabt. utrlbuu: h011ever. U thia "en co occur in •ufficient intensity 
during the early <lenning perlo4 .c low pcpulotlon levet., lt could •<Wetoely 
afl•ct tho recov&ry effort. 

~H• ve vould not •dVO<:ato routine planned cloauru of •rus th•t wolvoo are 
U•ifl&, we would want to ntdn th• .ability to ogul&to hun•n uae in 
Yellow.cone in oituadons vhor. intrudva huaan uu vu puttl1>3 llOlvu at 
rhk. thh vould be especially important durlna ch• denning porlod at vei:y 
euly hvda of populotion uublhluMnt. the evidonco h clear that SIMll 
poi>ul&tiono have 1nh•Ontly hlglt•r rhk of •>:tirp•eion fr°"' r&ndom e"ento. 
¢0\'-$ldering the inveat11•nt in t111e and 11on•'I· it vould ue11 to b& pX'ld•nt to 
hove the ability to r•guhte thia risk. 

Consequently, - voulcl recomt1nd retaining th• option to regulate h...,..n uu in 
the vicinity of ectivf dan oitU and rendatvoua ar•.aa ln Yollovatona frOll 
in~ti•tion of O.nning o.ctl.'ll.t:f {•~.:.ta<!. <:.<> l:><i tr. l..i>ril.} =tU June 1$ d.ur~ 
&ady popul.ation Htobliah,..M, \le W<>ul<I not tnvidon ""•ndard "clo1uru• but 
vould e,,.lueU tha patticular situatlon, and if it !ndlcat.d that intrual.ve 
h""'"'n &ttivl.t)' would l'Ut wolf pupa .at ri1k, we would unago that huiun 
&ctlvlty. 

thU p•rl.<>d of rogulation vould Occur ofter cHution of vintor ov•r-•now 
activtty and prior to aigniflcant •umaer ua• by park violtoo. At thh u,.., 
visitor &etlvity of! the ll41n roads 1' vory low, backcountry travel 1• usuelly 
UV<ltely restricted 'oy sno>w in higher olevationo .and high .<1trea,... and riven 
at lo.,.r d•"•tions. and c"""'ercid outfitters h.w• not b•gun operationo. 
th.r•fou, •Mr.a effect• to public use would b& very limited. 

Gr&11d TotOI\ li•Honal Park 

Grand T&ton llationel P.ark (Grand T&ton) hu two prilMi:y conc:•rn• rogardlng 
volf unoge,..nt actioM nlated to ungul.ate population• &nd l!vucock that are 
.audiorixed b)' th• propoud action ond 11&)' apply to Grand Tuon. 

n,0 provloion t'h&t .. nw• for "olvu to \><I k.111.•d or ..,.,,d for "d010utic 
anl'°"l depreciations and exc•ui"• predation on blg g&me populat!ona• n.oedl to 
be ll>Cre thoroughly definad. It is unclear whether or not these action& could 
talc• phct on NPS lond1, H the wordi1>3 on pag& 2·11, firot t""Phte paragraph 
(under #3) lo aiabiguoll.l. ln ad<lltion, wh•t constl&Utu •excusiv•• 1J not 
definod. It• bavo conc•rns about Row t"h• hunting public end outUttar 
in&.tatries vill interp~&t thh, as llO&t of tho elk in Gr.and. T•ton ere 
avdbble for htrvaat $0lletieu1 during the hunting .. uon f.nd •portspeuorui 
h-.V<I a high level of interut in their mal\Ogeunt and well bai1>3. 
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1. The FEIS reflects a more conservative man
agement strategy in the earlier stages of wolf 
recovery. Language has been added to th~ FEIS 
to address this concern and provide the flexibil
ity that natural resources managers must have 
to address unforeseen conflicts with their man
dated responsibilities. See Chapter 2, Alterna
tive 1, lmplementing this Alternative would in
volve. 

2. Because wolves on National Park Service 
lands would be considered a threatened species, 
the National Park Service must consult with the 
FWS on activities that may affect wolf recov
ery. Control (including harassment) of wolves 
for livestock depredations in the Parle would be 
allowed only by appropriate government agen
cies and then on a case-by-case basis with co
operation and approval from the National Parle 
Service. Wolves would not be controlled to re
duce predation pressure on ungulate populations 
in a National Park. 



Crand Taton ho ruervatlon• about Hvut<>cl: prod....,ero be1r13 auch<>t1Hd to 
"harau any \fOlvU near th•ir ltvutock, 1" a nonlnJurl<>u• 11annar' <>n publio 
lands. In Cr•nd Toc<>n, th•ra •n appro~lll&taly l0,000 acru <>£ ,authorlud 
grazing allot .. nt hnd• for cattl• and hones, and an additional U,000 acru 
that are authodud for trailing. Kany of th•n •<u• are highly 'lhibl& to 
the public and >10uld not bo appropd&t& l~atl<>M !<>< haraulng 'f<>lvu, 
up•eially ln a n.o.Uonal par\: Otting. C<>nuquantly. lt h iaperattve that 
Crand Toton haV& &0110 abtl1ty to ugut&t& Chau &ct(ona wtthln cha park. 

Ila appreciat• the opportunity ~o co....,nt on thls DEIS It you hav& any 
quuti<>ns regarding tllu• C01••••'<\to. ple&H contact ll&)'f\O arawst•r, Yoll...,&tone 
N•tl<>""l Park at 007) J44·2201.. 

IUchael D. Snydor 

UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Rel: 8WM-8JI 

Jl[QION VIII 

90 18tll ITllHT ' Suln BOO 
OENYE~, COLOllAOO 80l0Z·24G~ 

SEP 20 1!m 

Bd Bat>g8, Project Leader Gray WoH BIS 
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Sf!!rvice 
PO Box 8017 
Helemi., MOntana 59601 

Dear Mr. Bang a, 

~e: Draft - Reintrod.uction ct Gray Wolves to 
'tellovatone National Park and Central Idaho 
Bnvironmental Impact Statement (OBIS) 

In accordance with our reeponeibilitiee under the National 
Bnvironmental Policy Act (NBPA) and Section 309 of the Clean Air 
Act, the Region VIII offio;,:e of the llnvironmental Protection 
Agency (BPA) has reviewed the DBIS .tor the 3bove referenced 
project and off11re the f0Uolli11g concerns and earmente for your 
con!Jideration ae you complete the final Bnvironmental Impact 
Statetnent (FBI$). 

The document does not address the effects to the genetics of 
the future population of wolvea fro1t1 the variO\IB alternativee 
being considered. There lfOuld probably be ditferencee in the 
amount of genetic material contained in future wolf populations 
if tll&t population ie restricted to volunteer migration compared 
to what 'fOUld exist if aniinaln were transplanted t"rom various, 
dispersed locations. Since the amount of genetic variation co\lld 
result in long term effectu to pack health, it should be 
addree8ed in the tinal BIS, 

Baaed on the procedures SPA uaee to evaluate the potential 
effects ot proposed actions &nd tile adequacy ot the intonnation 
in the OBIS, the Preferred Altern>1.tive identif.ied by the draft 
ReintrOOnctiQD of Gny Wolyeg tp yellpyt1t9De U,,tlooaJ park nnd 
central I41'hQ Bny1rgpmentaJ T!!mact Stntmrent will be listed in 
the Federal Regi8ter in the category LO (Lack of ObjeotioneJ, 
which meanu the review did not identify potential enviro!ll'l>antal 
impacts req1.1.1ring eubetantive changes to the proposal. 

Please contact Larry Lindner <303/293-1695) of !:<Y atalf if 
you have any questions about these o;,:oanients. 

Sincerely, 

~{(K?:d,~t 
Bnvironmental Aaseeement Ilranch 

J.S. RSI I: WWE SEIYIC£ 

SEP 23 ~93 

IT.ft !SflB.Dllffm: 
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Consultation and Coordination 

Federal 5804, EPA, Sept 20 

I. The discussion of reintroduction techniques 
points out the strong advantages of reintroduc
tion to increase genetic diversity of the found
ing population. Reintroduction can also increase 
wolf population numbers in each segment of the 
3-part meta-population within a similar time 
frame, which allows more interchange between 
the segments, thus strengthening overall wolf 
population viability. Please see Appendix 9. 
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010872 
UNITED STAT~S DtPA.RTI1&!'1! OF THE lllTERIOR 

BUll.Vill OF Ulll> IWll<CEl\tll'i 
Jdaho State Office 

3380 lmntco"" Teru.co 
Soho, l<laho 83706-2~00 

In Roply hhr To: 
1193 {931) 

ocr 1 s 1993 

Ke,.ou.ndwo 

U. flSI I WILllUFE SEifffi 

OCT!8 ~"' 
lill·Yl'f 6 fl[tn Dm&E 

To: 

Fr011: 

Project lAader. Ou.y llolf tts. U.S. Fl•h and '1HdUh Servtce. 
Helena, ltontana 

Stet• Din., tor, I.Uh<> 

Ralntro<).uttton of Oray llohu t"' 'fall<rdt<><'><• ll&tt<>l\&l ?uk &¢ 

Contul Idaho 

lie appnd•te the oppottunlty t:O co....,nt on yow duft Enviroraoontal Impact 
Statacunt {BIS) on th• r.ointroduetion of gray wolvu to Ydlo.,•ton<> Notional 
?uk a't\4 eantu.l 'I.do.Iv>. 

The Idaho BUI hu bun an acti"" "'enber of the Centtd Id<1.ho 110Lf Rocovny 
Sturing C.,_lttu •nd it& var1ouo VQrking groupo since J,.nuary 1989. During 
this per1"4, vo hava oupported tho ,..jodty vh" tl>•t the wolvu wore 
t•Wrnlttf, <:<> utttu.1 I.alto naeuu.lly, and with prot•Ction and "'onitoring, no 
rdnuodU<'tion• were nHd&d Cot rocovuy. Thh pooHion fito cloHly with 
your Alternative 2 (Nat:ur&l R•covory Alt•<n&dve), •nd wo continued to hold 
that opinion during th• U"C"ly ph.,u of your BIS dovelop0tont. 

hcont ovenU (or lock of evenc•) have ceu""d u• to uconoidor our view. llo 
fol that Alt•rnativos 3 and 4, •• pounred, no not accopta'ot•. a• th•)' 
conflict "ltl'l tho roponolbili~iu of federal ag•ndu undor hction 7 of th• 
Sn<Jangond Speciu Mt (ESA). 11• hV<>r" colll>ination of Altornatlvu 1, 2, 
•nd 5, vHh" luning tO'olard Altornativo S. 

Tho hcu prooopting ua to nc.,..,ol.<l.u <>"»t 'l\O,.& on N.t"-t"l. te<:<>"•ry l.<VO\w;lo.: 
(1) the scurins Codittoe hu not boon able to contir11 P"•k activity in Idaho 
to ahow that recovuy is bogln<1lng, (2) pohoning of wolves hu occuru.d 
"Hhout gulley poraon• being caught and punhhod. end (3) the Stooring 
Co-ittu hu not been able to maintain a proactive progr&ll of wolf olghtingo 
l.TIVonl.gad<:m ... tLpt'ltO &lid t.Ldio·tracking of indlvl.duals, \IOl! •d\le•tion. 
etc. The Idaho Of!lcu of tho U.S. Filh •nd llildH!e Service llav• h•d noithor 
th• fundi!IS not uportbe to lud the progra•. Co"""nicatl.on botwun agonciu 
hu npH<•dly faihd in attempts to gee lntc<agancy vorificatl.on toa1 .. co 
quickly , .. pond to •ightinga. llod:loeda of •poci&lUts end 110nage1tant 
doo.blotu1 in aou caSU hava .U1"yed lnvostigetiono of sighting• boyond useful 

period•. Roco""ey of wolvu in Idaho appa"u to be no cloHr then b•f<:>r& the 
Stu<ins Committu wao for110d. 

Now *l'9Un to bo an idul 0 \lindow of t!mo• in which to n!ntroduco wo\vu 
into Idaho and the Crue.r Yollo•Hone Ecooyse.ll (GYB), Theta .... , to bo 
aora p\lb1lc aupport, tho prey bue of large ungubteo h •till good, and 
variou• agencies appur to have funding and intato5t in noting tha ES.I. 
raquiteJNnt•. 

II• do no' expect that uolf p-opuhtions >fill be found in the Yollowetone or 
tontral l<laho ares1 before <><:tobor 1994. Thh raquhite could ba •limi,...tad 
fto11 tho propoaod action. A preferred altorlV.tiva •hould include 
introduc<lona of wolves from Canado until 10 bnoding pairs are utablUh.,d, 
Thay •hould ba tonaiderad nonuporiooental popubtiona \lntil recovory is 
ruched, with rutrl.ctions on lihen wolvu tan bo kilhd, .-oved, or harauod. 
Inldd eo11penution ahould b• through private Cunds, but long-term 
rdlllbutu"ent~ ahould be by f•derel tL"uot. Tho Federal CovnNMnt ~hould 
110intain ,..,..geunt oveuight, but "1th cooperative ""Nlga11ent by •tatU and 
li"ti"" ..... dean tribes. Honit<>dng of popubtiono, dapra<Jation, movements, 
att., aboul.d be continued beyOTtd T.covaey 't.o dete.,...J.ne l.ong-ier11 health. 
population dynamic&, "nd i11p,.Ct• on wildlife end Livutock. An intense wolf 
oducatlo""l progra11 •hould bo initiated "nd -intalned, ngardlou of .,hl.ch of 
t\ui thru altornati..,u or coubilV.tion of th•• is· ulocted. 

tf Y"" baV11 a.ny 'l,UO>•tl.ons Ol\ \:he" co-nto., 111•••• <:<>nto.tt All&l\ Th.,..u 
Idaho State Office llildlif• Progr.,. Lud•t, at (208) 384·3066. ' 
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l. Thank you for your comments. 
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Mr. ed Banqe 
v.s. Fish and Wlldlifa s..rvicu 
'lellovstone National Park and central Idaho 
GJ:"ay Wolt EIS, P09t Ottice Box 8017 
Helena, MT 59601 

oear Mr. Ed llan910: 

"OC Wootorn ~lonol OffiO>O 
:WF!c<v, s...i~3>3 
123<5W.Alomeoo 
l>"o-..ood, CO 902211 

22 Nov 1993 

Thank you to>: the opportunity to coounent on th'JI propos"L to 
reintroduce wolves into Vello\fstone National Park {Park) and 
central Idaho. The draft Enviromu1nt11.1 Impact StatemBnt (EIS) 
was well written and containett valuable biological information, 
however, certain siqnitic<1nt points vere not considered. and 
8hould bG addressed in the !foal EIS. Until this occurs, tho ElS 
must be considered inad<1.quate. 

GENERA! COJ9!RliTS 

Thn present EIS iG inadequate tor the tollowi1>9 reasons: 

1. ,\11s 11ssnents ... ere lb1.ited to the primary analysis areas 
{PAA). Imp<1cts beyond the PAA ml.lat be considered. In 
consid<n:in9 the areas beyond the PA>., attention 1011.st be 
9iven to the concept of "occupie<:I wolf habitat." 

Definitions of "occupied wolf range" need to be consistent 
within the Fish and Wildlife ser.,.ice (FWS). At the present 
ti!le, different FWS office,. are takinq different l)Ositiona 
regardin9 what <:onstitutes "occupied" habitat. The FWS 
offices 1n Idsh<:> and 11yo11ing are tskir,g s much mo:i:e 
ccnservstive po"ition than the Montana FWS otfice, An 
unres,.onsble detenninstion of oc<:upied habitat will lead to 
needless land 114e restrictions tllat will only pol4rize the 
wolf issue more severely than pruently exists. 'l'hie is 
already an iGsue in Nev Mexico where Animal D;u1a911 control 
(AOC) restrictions have been propossd based on very 
circu1Aetantial "vidence of wolf Ilr•flence. Thie hisue need.a 
to !>of addressed in the BIS. 

ln a March 1993 Biological Opinion to tha Environ11ant 
Protection Agency, the FWS stated that vhen using M-44'e the 
FWS iB to be contacted and " •.• th<1t otfice (will) deter111ine 

2 that there are llO knovn wolves oi:- 9rizzly Dears in the 
general vicinity of where the M-H's are going to be 
.,pplied.~ This should be stat11d in the EIS it this is FWS 

..&. policy· U. f1311 8 'tlllilllff stR'ltCt 
" ....... -....... ,,.,,""""W> ..... "''"'' 

NOV 241993 

Mr. Ed Ban9s 

3 

4 

By lbo.iting the assessment of impacts to only the PAA, the 
EIS has tailed to satisfy NEPA requirementG of asGessing 
direct, indir,.ct, and cu1tulativs b.pacta. 

z. I:..pacts on ~vc activ1t:les .. re inadequately conslder<!'<l. 
Thie is a critic"l issu .. that needs to be fully addressed in 
the final EIS. The ADC prograll will b<I happy to prepare e 
review of any propoeed, docuinents regard.ing these concerns. 
Also, the EIS indicates that the use of toxicants lethal to 
,,.01ves in aret1s occupied by wolves vou~d .be prohibited. 
Under the exp11rimental nonessential classification, wolves 
would be con'11dered "" if they were a "pecias ~ tor 
listing. There ehould be a at<1te11ont th"t reatrictions 
applying to listed spEtcie& do not "PPlY to speciee th<it are 
proposed for listing. This would help to avoid future 
contusion. 

specifically, if FWS i:-eintroduces wolv<is as an experiments!, 
nonessential population, does that classification (and the 
rules that 90 alon9 with it) &Upe>:sade the terl!ls .,nd 
conditions of ADC's 1992 progra1>1ttatic Biological Opinion? 

The draft BIS only addi:-esses the possible restrictione on 
the use of M-44's. It fsils to address the potential 
impacts on the ADC pr09rsm it a 24-hour trap chsck policy 
ehould be i111plemented. The EIS should address 11.itigation 
for these potential i1:11pacts. 

l. As indicated in conient 2, the AOC program could be 
si\.mificsntly impacted by wolf reintroduction. It is 
possible that there c<;>uld be severe re&trictions or co10plete 
elimination (as bas b"en suggested by the FWS in New Mexico) 
of leghold traps, snalees, and M-H's. This would severely 
erode the ADC program in the area of concern. Hov !Aany more 
sheep .,nd cslves would ba lost to coyote predation each year 
it the ADC program is reduced? >.ny objective assesslllent or 
the C<ists of vol! recovery must t~ke thio< issue into 
consideration. 

51 4. Is there any assurance that the reintroduced wolves will 
be delisted once a certain popul.,tion level ha$ been 
re.,ched? 

SPficJFIC CQMt!fiNTs 

TllE Pr.AlllfllfG PROCESS 

Page xi 

61 ln the section entitled, " •.. iGsuee/ l.1ttpacts not evaluated .•. ," 
1tt"imals were indi<>.,ted as not being evaluated in the EIS be<:auGe 
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Federal 013701, ADC, Nov. 22 

I. The measurable effects of the proposed ac
tion are believed to occur within the primary 
analysis area. For the purposes of the experi
mental population "occupied wolf habitat" has 
been defined and that definition included in the 
Glossary of Tenns. That definition states that 
occupied wolf habitat are those areas having con
finned presence of resident breeding packs or 
pairs of wolves or areas being consistently used 
by I or more wolves over a period of at least I 
month. Application of this definition would oc
cur throughout the experimental population ar
eas. As you are aware, a similar application has 
been used in northwestern Montana for several 
years where wolf populations occur. The only 
limits on ADC activities have been to limit the 
use of M-44 devices within the territories of 
wolves that have been documented. 

2. TheFWS will continue to provide ADC cur
rent infonnation on the distribution of wolves. 
This has been added to the FEIS, Chapter 2, 
Alternative I. 

3. ADC was an active participant throughout 
the EIS process and was provided the opportu
nity to review all DEIS docwnents. The FEIS 
correctly states that toxicants that ADC use for 
predator control (M-44s) are prohibited in areas 
occupied by wolf populations (see Glossary of 
Tenns for definition of occupied wolf habitat) 
according to EPA labeling restrictions. You are 
correct that experimental nonessential popula
tions are considered proposed species outside of 
national parks and national wildlife refuges. 
Consequently, for the purposes of Section 7 con
sultation in the experimental population areas, 
ADC would only need to confer on proposed ac
tions that the agency had detennined would jeop
ardize continued existence of the gray wolf. 
These provisions are contained in the FEIS and 
will be incorporated into any special regulations 
developed for an experimental population. The 
proposal and evaluation of environmental con
sequences do not propose other restrictions on 
other types of ADC control methods (see Chap
ter I, Alternative 1, and Chapter 4). The FWS 
proposal does not propose a 24 hour trap check 
policy as you suggest. The FWS assumed that 
ADC would continue to use appropriate meth
ods to avoid killing nontarget species, including 
wolves, when employing potentially lethal con
trol methods. 
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Mr. Ed Bangs 

they v•re not signiticant to the decision being iiade. The 
relative atiundo.nce o! e.-ll 1U1.moal!!. in. and out of th" l'arl< should 
be ;oieasured and considere<:l. This moly be an important element in 
deteridning wolt territories and denning sites, 

BACKG!l.OUNO 

Page i-J 

The st11teJ:1ent, nGray wolves vere cow=on in the northern Rc>cky 
Mount11in Sta.tlls prio:r to 1$?1) 1 " is 90 9enual &a to be. 
l!!eaninqless since lll!ld in the><e States and teri:"itories Clll'l e:ii:tend 
troe the Great P1"in8 to above tiiabllrline. It the areas c>t great 
welt abQndance were in the plaina ot these states, they are 
probll.bly outside of the specific relocation aites. For t1tis 
statement to have credibility, the historic welt abund11nc<1 at t.'1.e 
speciti<:< relocation areaa should be cited, 

Paqe 1-4 

The EIS references the Yellowstone area as "unoccupisd hal:>itat~ 
iJ1plyin9 that this area is likely b;> be preferred ):ly Wolvse, 
There is nothing to support the aesumption that Yellowstone 
National 1'arl<. ..,111 l:>e 1'.Dre du.irabh than .,,reaa well outside of 
the planned rdoe.,,tion site. An analyds of the de9rad11tion of 
the Park h11bie11t sinee the previous ell:tirpation of Wolves, alonq 
with a co111p11r11tive analyds of food sources and es11ential h.,,bitat 
components both inside and 011tside the Park, might provide some 
indication of where the wolvee would finally end up. 

SCOPING OP ISSUES 

ISS\lllS!J'M?),,C'!'i ZVJ.l!U.'\'"fiQ IH $'HE l!IS 

Page 1-11 

Imp11gt gt 1mJC recayerv an h"l!l!DQ treot•Rnt ct yo1y9s 
Humaneness is 11 subjective C<lncept that has no uni'lersal, 
measurable paraJ1otara. Whet ia the referenced Pedera.l policy 
11andeting humane treatlllent? Thia concept needs to be clerir iad 
or de111ted. 

Page 1~12 

tmpnQt gt ygJ( te!)ayery pn SflltQ Ttibii.I 1!0'1 F9d9ral n11tbprity 
This eo-;tion would lead ona to believe that the:re vould be little 
change in local authority, ln a review of >11everal Section 7 
Biological Opinions, restrictions put on tbs AOC program by the 
pul:>lic land agencies and the minutes ot the Wolt Men119e111ent 
Coimittee deliberatione, all indicate that this ia an e:rroneous 

Kr. Ed Bangs 

assumption. 'the presence ot any endangei-ed apeciell increase• 
Federal authority and erodes local qovei:-nment autcno:iiy. 

Pa9e 1~13 

Wplf gpntral ptrntqgies These funds are probably insufficient 
toi:- operational control of transplanted wo1vea. 

Imwgt gf WQlf recgyery gn ggliat!ng Qf w91ye"' The histoi:-y or 
precedent tor deli!i!ting is not enccui:a9inq. This section !i!l\OUld 
have e specitic, stated popUJation ievel de11ignated for delietinq 
to take place. 

Why is public harvest of WOl'leS Ustold as one ot the "most 
hUilana~ net.hods of Yolt ntmb<ijel!lll.nt'? Professional col\trol 
cperations are usually preferred in the management of 
controvereial epecies, 

ISS!lES/IMpllCTS HM' FJIH!!llTRp TH fHR EIS 

Page 1-17 

Small 1111uial populations should be e'laluated since the euccsaa 
and aventual 1.ocationto of -.iotf territoriea and d.,ns 11111.)' be 
eigniticantly intluenced by eilll.11 ma11'11'Al abundance, 

Tmpft£t of J.1plr ["Qarnry on Qther prydatpr• and agoyong"[' If 
welt recove:ry leads to inore1111ed nul>l:>ers of red tox, this may 
lead to decre11.11ed wat.,rfowt production. Retuge managers olab 
that red foxes are A major 01111se ct predation and would preter to 
have coyotes on the nesting gt"ounds. 

Page l-2G 

Uiru\Qt 9t ynlf [Q£2YQ[Y 90 ml!J"m" I !I lt is proW.bly true that 
wolves will not have a significam: impact on s1111.ll m11.J111A11.ls, 
howeve:r the reverse may not be true. The presence of u.•all 
ll\lllUlals, eepecially beaver, in the Perk co11pered with the 
surroumHn9 areas •ay help deter111ine where wolves don. This 
could create a conflict with other legith111.ta land uses. 

IJIDOst pf wplf TftSPY!!IY nn Wiyrn W9Pttf;y :;;l:;iht& 'rhe 
conclusion that volt recovery will not have • negative i111p11.ct on 
private property is vei:-y queational:>le. Even if the lettei;- ot the 
law doee: not allow tor the 1088 of prQperty values, it is likely 
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4. Analysis of ADC operations in Montana in
dicate that producers personally address 70% of 
sheep and 97% of cattle losses which are not A 
related to predation. Of the remaining 30% of -
sheep and 3% of cattle losses producers believed 
were caused by predators, 89% of sheep and 93% 
of cattle losses were absorbed without request-
ing ADC assistance or compensation (Bangs et 
al. 1994). Analysis indicated that use of M-44s 
is already very low within the habitat likely to 
be occupied by wolves in the central Idaho and 
Yellowstone areas. The presence of wolves is 
unlikely to have any significant effect on ADC 
activities. 

5. An appendix (11) has been added that dis
cuses the delisting process. 

6. Small mammals are a relatively unimportant 
food source for wolves compared to ungulates. 

7. Wolves were one of the most widely distrib
uted land mammals in the world and occurred in 
every habitat in North America that contained 
ungulates; the statement wolves were common 
is correct. However, while wolves were natu
rally most abundant where prey was most abun
dant, the historic abundance at any one location 
could never be documented or verified. 

8. Wolves are very adaptable and will occupy 
areas where people allow them to live. Wolves 
will not be confined to Yellowstone National 
Park. The proposal manages wolves so that con
flicts with people are minimized. 

9. Hwnaneness was an issue with the public and 
FWS policy states animals shall be humanely 
treated. 

10. Designation of wolves reintroduced as ex
perimental nonessential populations and the pro
visions included in the proposal are directed at 
increasing management flexibility, reducing ad
verse effects, and addressing the concerns ex
pressed by state, tribal, and other federal authori
ties. These measures are specifically included 
to address ihe concerns you describe for man
agement of species under full protection of ESA 
versus experimental nonessential populations. 
Few if any changes in local land uses were iden
tified, and those that may affect ADC programs 
are identified in Chapter 2, Alternative I, and 
Chapter4. 
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there will be ~ losses. The rec<)Very of wolves would alBO 
h1pinqe on public la!'ld grazinq areas. 

CllAPTER Ill. AFFECTleD ENVIROlfMENT 

It. is probably true that at most timsa of the ye"r there "1'e 
sufficient wild ungulates to support th• introduced wolves; 
however, th,.re should be a.1oeaBure11ent <m the available biomass 

11 during the critical winter and •arly spting months in the Park 
re.lative. to the surrounding areas. If the. surrounding areas 
prove to have 11 bettar tood source, will thess areag support a 
den of wolves without undue conflict? >-on analyBis of spatial 
relationships with c<mflicting land uses, BUoh as calving 
grcundB, neads to be done. 

YELLOWSTONE DOMESTIC LIVESTOCK 

L&.nd ownership 

P11ge 44 

I The Wyoming livestock numbers do not retlect transient live11tock 

12 tt\at may be JOOVed into those counties at various tiJOes of the 
ye ... r. 

13 

15 

llnimal Damage Control Teohniquas 

Paqe 3-7Z 

There i" a statement that ""rial huntinq by private individuals 
ia not .. 11owed on private lands. Thie is not necessarily true, 
at leaBt in Idaho. Priv ... t• individualB may condllct aerial 
h\lntinq oper ... tions in Idaho "" lonq as they have "' per10it trom 
the State Department ot Agricultur• and have written permission 
fl:"om the lando.,ner ol'" land =anaqement aqency whel'"e they intend to 
h\lnt. 

S<!veral ot the BLM districts in Idaho have provict•d written 
authorintion to priv11te aerial hunting p=itte<!s to hunt 
coyotes on BLM lands within their district&. 

Paga 3-73. 

In this section and .. 1so on Page 4-17, there are several 
stateJOentB that Liveatoclc Protection COllars are registered only 
for experiao.•ntal use. Thin is not true; they are reqistered for 
operational use in several >1estern stateB. 

Mr. Ed Bangs 

APPENDIX 6 

This ssotlon concludsa that there will not be any t ... Jcinq of 
private lands as a result of the propoeed action. Part of the 
ration.,,le for this apparently stems fr<>lll the fact th ... t there is a 
private compensation tund to pay fol'." daJ0119e caused by >1olves. 
CompenBation is pai<l only tor oonfino.•<l. >1olf damaqe, and there 
lllll.y be instanc•e where \iolf kills oann<>t be verified. When 
o.,,lves or laJObS are killed, th• evidence to prove wolf 
depredation may b• entirftly consumed by 11 wolf pack. Fanaers ""d 
ranchera in Minnesota have been repe ... t.:.dly pl.,,qued with this 
dilaJr\llla. There is 11.lso little raason to expect that the 
D•fenderB <;>f Wildlife will continue to pay for da1011.ges once wolf 
populations have beconi• established. 

A Federal trust should be establhh•d When .. n EIS alternative is 
selected that qu"r"'n.tees compensation ))ayments to ranch•rs for 
their livestock losses to wolves. The Defenders ot Wildlife have 
indicated that the private compensation funds ad.miniBtered by 
their qroup will tenoinate wmm wolt r<:1covery 9~ls are iiet. 

We appreciate the opportunity to review "'nd comm.ant on the draft 
document. llDC personnel \/ill be happy to addr•ss any issues that 
!l'lay arise as a result of these coJ!ll'llents, Please contact me if I 
can be ot further aesist .. nce. 

~asE.'N~~ 
Acting Director, Woatern Region 

co: 

"· AZ ADC "· NE .\DC "· OR ADC 

"· CA llDC "· NV ADC "· TX ADC 

"· CO ADC "· NM ADC "· """" "· !D AOC "· N& ADC ,D, WA ADC 
,D, MT ADC ,D, OK ADC "· WY ADC 
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11. Wolves will not be confined just to 
Yellowstone National Park. The ungulate analy
sis in the "Wolves for Yellowstone?" repons and 
the DEIS indicated that there was a year round 
abundance of ungulates in Yellowstone National 
Parle upon which wolves could feed. In fact, 
wolf-prey models estimated about 1 O wolf packs 
could subsist solely on ungulates living on 
Yellowstone's northern winter range. 

12. The livestock numbers in the DEIS reflect 
the best infonnation that could be obtained and 
reflect the differences in livestock numbers be
tween summer and winter seasons. 

13. The language in Chapter 3, Animal Damage 
Control Techniques, regarding animal shooting 
has been corrected. 

14. This has been corrected in Chapter 3 and 
Chapter4. 

15. We believe as stated that no taking of pri
vate lands, as protected by the Constitution, will 
result from the proposal. It is true that the De
fenders of Wildlife has indicated their program 
will terminate when wolves are delisted. How
ever, at that time management authority will re
vert to the respective states and the involved 
states have differing laws and policies regarding 
payment of compensation for wildlife damage 
to livestock or other property (see Chapter 3). 
The FWS is not proposing a federal compensa
tion program for wildlife damage to livestock 
caused by wolves, Identifying all livestock losses 
and correctly identifying the predator involved 
will continue to be a problem, Some livestock 
losses may occur due to unknown or undeter
mined causes. The Minnesota example you cite 
shows that not all losses are detected but data 
also indicates that some losses initially reported 
caused by wolves are later determined to have 
been due to other causes, Information on these 
various reporting rates from both Minnesota and 
British Columbia are presented in Chapter 4, 
Alternative l, in the FEIS. While some losses 
will likely go undetected and unreported, the 
presence of wolves will not significantly affect 
the overall rate of livestock losses. 
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October 14, 1993 

Mr. fA Bangs U 1111 a Mtl!I! 1111111 

llCHS 1993 
11-11 a lllll ..., 

Gra~ W~f F!S Project Leader 
PO BOx 8017 
Helet1a, MT S960! 

Thank )'<IU for the opportur,ity to comment on the Draft Environ menial Impact Statement on.the 
reintroduction of gray wolves to Yellowstone National Park and eentnl Idaho. We appre<::iatc 
tile oeffurt y<IU !(la.de to include us in this pl'OCW. You have kept us well informed and 
facilitated our participatio~. 

Wolf reintroduetlon and tW>Very in Montana is a highly charged emotion;ll is:iue that ha:! lead 
to sig.nificant polarization between varicm interest groups within O\lr state. In the rw;1very of 
wolv~ il is our goal to find common ground and develop a mana&ement ruatcgy that, to the 
extent ~Ole, addresses the concemJ of all inierested groups. That is the basis for our 
commentary on !his i~ue. 

Wolves began naturally repopulating norlhwes!W! Montana in Ille early 19&\'s from t\\t. 
relativelyabundanq>opu~ati()<l$existing in Canada. Whilelhis ~ h~ uccu!""ed more :ik>wiy 
than wu originally anticipated, the populations are never-thc-ICSS expanding with relatlvely fe_w 
-problems. This has been especially ~ aince the =POOsiblc agencies have begun to refra.1n 
from a hands-on type of management. 

Significant and sometimes unnecessary, oonstrainu arc placed on wo!f management unde_r the 
current si~tion. We believe that =ovtry can occur through natural dispersion and will likely 
c=te fewer problems, particularly if ll'Klte aulhorlly »given \(I \ht. Mate$. 

\

we ro::ogni:ze that the propo:sed action of a n~nessi:ntial experimental population i~ ~ 
management fieii:ibi!ity that can be employed m the =overy process. Your recognition. ~f.~1s 

I 
fact and preference for this al.ternalive 111" appnciattd. R~V«, based 'JI\ lhc ~!\lib~\\~ 
of the State of Montana Md its reconl of management and reoovery of many other wiklhfe 
populations, we continue to maintain that it il in the \lest interCSts of the wolf for our slate to 

11 
have managem~t responsibility for wolves. Thil, of rou=. does not appear to be poilible 
under current hw and reiulation. 

Specific comments on the EIS are as fo!lows: 

I. In our opinion, !he EIS fail1 to adequately considct the alternative we requested for Slate 
managed natural Jl!lCQVelY. It appears Montana is penalized because of statutory 
problems in surrounding slates even though we have in place appropriate statuteS and 
tools fur suooessful management of wolf ~very. }>age 1-8 shou\d diseu~ the positive 
aspects of our SlatuteS in addition to only those sections deallng with regulating take. On 
page 2-12 N. 9, it should be acl:nowledged that Montana state laws already allow us to 
assume managenent and/or estiblish cooperative agreements. On page 2-IS N. 4 the 

2 statement that o_ur deyartmenl ls not activcl.y involved in wolf ~ should be deleted. 
We have work'"'1 to $CC that initial efforts to =over wolves wcte funded ($CC Sec. 6 
=ords); we have worked long and hard to enact statutory changes so that SUC<:e$SM 
~ ~ 11".ove forward; and we hl\ve participated in the wolf m:magement 
oommiuce, also, we have assisted in field tffons on Wl">lflptey 11\ldies, ~ -11 u 
relocating radioed animals and many other upe¢b of !be =overy effort. Finally, the 
use of livestock protection collars Md the M-44 deviu is not experimental as stated on 
page 3-73. These ate registered pesticides under section 3 of the Federal Insecticide, 
Funglcide and "Q,oderilit:me AC\. 

2. We appreciate your efforts to !ncre;ue management flexibility through the use of the 
nonessmtial experimental population as part of your proposed action. However, while 
the ~ attiOll sets I!.? an ~ttunit')' fur itate managCllle!lt, it iirovi<ies oo 
incentives. We would therl'fort nx:ommend: 

5 

Funding providtd to st:aies to develoii long-term wolf mana&ement programs be 
identi.(icr.! and oom~ at part of the -p~ action. 

The Wolf Management Commltlee identified son'le alternatives to develop funding 
sources for tl>c.1e efforts. 

The proposed action alternative (I) needs to define a clear process to transfer 
program authority to ~ states. This tran!fer should be poilible even prior to 
any delistlng (fol example, if the Secretary approved state plans or a C¢0pCrative 
agreement w.t5 si~ed). 

Vie appie.::iate Md support th0$C sections of the proposed action whieh have 
expanded management flexibility by considering the needs of private landowners 
wd cteating the possibility fur martagement of wolves impacting ungulaies in 
unforeseen ways. This flexibility needs to be clarified, however, or the 
constrair.ts we could tealirocally expe;:t to be~ by outside intere.1ts will not 
allow the fl~bility to <;'let be implemented. 
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I. If the state of Montana wanted to have man
agement responsibility for wolf recovery, regard
less if they were designated an experimental 
population or not, it could do so under a coop
erative agreement with the FWS. Of course any 
state management program must be within cur
rent federal guidelines and regulations regard
ing wolf management and result in recovery of 
wolf populations. 

2. The alternative you requested called for re
moval of the wolf from the federal list of threat
ened or endangered spe<:ies and management of 
wolves under state authorities via natural recov
ery with no reintroductions. Your proposed al
ternative is discussed in Chapter I. It was not 
spe.:ifically chosen for detailed analysis but the 
major provisions of the alternative were included 
in Alternative 4, the Wolf Management Commit
tee Alternative, and Alternative 2, the Natural 
Recovery Alternative-The No Action Alternative 
and the environmental consequences were dis
played in Chapter 4 for each of the alternatives. 
This alternative was not considered for detailed 
analysis because:(!) the management concerns 
described are addressed through the Wolf Man
agement Committee and Natural Recovery Al
ternatives and the No Wolf Alternative in Wyo
ming, (2) it would not be consistent with exist
ing federal and some state laws and Congres
sional direction, (3) the conflicting intent of cur
rent state Jaws and, (4) the uncertain direction, 
future authorization, and implementation of state 
laws. Chapter I and 2 of the FEIS have been 
changed to include additional description of 
Montana's statutory authority regarding manage
ment of wolves and other concerns. 

3. It is intended that the base funding for wolf 
recovery be provided to the states as part of the 
proposed action. 

4. The provisions for state assumption of man
agement implementation of the proposal has 
been further clarified in the FEIS. States are in-
vited and encou."aged to prepare wolf manage
ment plans for their respective states that are 
within the management provisions established 
for each experimental population. The states are 
further invited to identify the provisions for wolf 
management that would provide for wolf popu-
lation recovery in concert with meeting state un- A 
gulate management objectives. If state or tribal -
wolf management programs are within the pro-



7 

' 

We wl)u(d reoommend tll<lc Ille non-essen(i.al experimental p0pulation boundary 
be modified to include North Central Mon!alla and all arw east of Interstate 15. 
This area contains no wolf population as defined in the EIS and the majority of 
those aceas are not suitable for long-tenn oxcupancy by W<Jlves. 

The proposed action should pmvide funds and specific programs for ungulate 
enhancement. Wolf habitat is 'large ungulates" and it makes sense to include 
specific commitments to enhance prey base as pan of wc>lf r~ery. This will 
lessen Ute concerns of those constituent.I who have funded and supponod recovery 
of wigulatc numbers to the level where wolf ~overy is now wssiblc. In 
addition, ungulate populations can fluctuate widely and a dcdinein numbers from 
current levels will~te a situation where !he impacts from wolves could become 
much more significant. Because of this possibility and the fact that the EIS 
already i<knti~s sig~if=t ;mp«m to some oogulare poplllali<ms and hmves1 
opportunities, it is important to enhance prey base in these areas. 

f. The economic analysis on the ~posed action should alw ~fleet the additional 
costs which will \>c incurred by states due to: 

8 • increased monito.ring of ungulate populatfons to suppon management decisions 
• incn:a.sed enforcement responsibilitieii 
• increased monit()ring o.f wolves 

Again, thank you for the opportunity to. comment. 

c:Glcnn Man; 

Sincerely, 

(c} /elf 7 ila J /, 
Robert R. Martinka 
Deputy D~tor 
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visions of the experimental population regula
tions, cooperative agreements with each state or 
tribal government would be executed between 
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the state 
or tribal wildlife management agency to imple
ment the management program. Upon achiev
ing the wolf recovery objectives outlined in the 
proposed action, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Ser
vice would initiate actions to remove the wolf in 
the northern Rocky Mountains from the federal 
list of threatened and endangered species and 
management authority would revert to the re
spective states and tribes for resident wildlife 
species. The procedures for "delisting" are de
scribed in Appendix 11, which has been added 
to the FEIS. 

5. These conditions have been clarified in Chap
ter 2, Alternative I, Summary. Any experimen
tal rule would be very specific describing pro
posed wolf managementand would undergo fur
ther public review. Also see Glossary ofTenns, 
Unacceptable Impacts on Ungulate Populations. 

6. As requested, the experimental rule bound
ary was extended north to the Missouri River in 
central Montana. The Missouri River was cho
sen because the record of wolf sightings and wolf 
mortalities indicates that during the last several 
decades, wolves have occurred (and been killed) 
north but not south of the river. While the river 
may not act as a barrier to wolf movements, cur
rent infonnation indicates wolves south of the 
river would more likely be experimental wolves 
leaving the Yellowstone area and those north of 
the river would likely be naturally dispersing 
wolves from northwestern Montana or Canada. 

7. We concur that wolf habitat is large ungu
lates. The FEIS encourages land management 
agencies to provide quality ungulate habitat, but 
the impact of predation by 100 wolves is unlikely 
to result in a need for widespread ungulate en
hancement programs. However, the states could 
likely reprogram any federal assistance for wolf 
recovery efforts into any segment of a wolf re
covery program they felt was most advantageous, 
as long as wolf recovery was not compromised. 

8. The Alternative I budget proposal reflects 
increased cost for law enforcement, public edu
cation, wolf monitoring, and many other aspects 
of a wolf recovery program. It is unlikely, with 
thousands of other ungulate predators in the eco
system, that 100 wolves would require increased 
monitoring of ungulates above current levels. 
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Mr. Ed Bangs, Project Leader 
Gray Wolf EIS Project 

1.1 FISll & 'll!Ul!Jf[ SEIVJa. 

OCT 18 1993 

llT·rt £S nna SflCE 
P.O. Box 8017 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Mr. Bangs: 

Aqencies of tt>e State ot Wyoming have reviewed the Draft 
Environmenta.l Impact Statement (DEIS) for the Reintroduction of 
Gray Wolves to Yellowstone National Pa:r:k and Central Idaho. 
~~~~o::ei~~~ your consideration and use are comments i:-esulting fro.,. 

Throughout the long and often emotional debate over the 
proposal to reintroduce wolves, Wyominq nas consistently ID.aintained 
that we are experieitcing no problems which would ))e solved by wolf 
reintroduotion. To the contrary, I have said that reintr<lducing 
another federally protected endangered species to Yellowstone would 
likely further cor>?licate th« alTeady diUicult management 
ti;-amework in northwei;tern Wyoming. Nothing has occurred in the 
interim to change my mind on 11ither Of these two points. 

However I do believe that, it wolves are to be in the 
Yellowstone area, there are advantages to Wyoming to have their 
presence in the a:rea structuTe~. Those advantages would be lo!lt it 
wolVe!I were to naturally :recolonize the Park, an eventuality that 
is appearing increasingly likely, and would therefore enjoy the 
tull protection ot th~ very inflexibl6 Endangered Species Act. 
With that possibility ln mind and given the tine work produced by 
the Wolf Management COllllltittee as reflected in Altel'"native 4, I a1>1 
willing to accept reintroduction, ~ .tb.ll: 

etates ar" provided !irm commitments tor management 
"uthority over wolveil that stray trom Park boundaries and 
sutticient funding from the tederal government to carry 
out those additional responsibilities; 

no additional land use rest:ric:tions reeulting f:rom wolf 
:r-eintroduction are imposed upon lands outside Pa:rk 
boundai;-ies 1 

Mr. Ed Bang!!, Project Manager 
Page TWO 
Ootober lS, 1993 

co111pem•ation for livestock lost to wolf p:redatl.on will 
occur expeditiously and will not be subject to 
unnecessarY :red tape and bure,..ucratic delay: 

sport hunting will not suffer and if wolf predation ls 
reducing wildlife herds below objectiv6 levels, wolves 
will be controlled; and 

onoe :r-ecovery targets are io.et, the wolf will J)e de
listed. States should not have to tolerate "moving 
targets" for delisting such as we are seeing with the 
Grizzly Bear. 

1 would encourage you to pay close attention to the coJl!llents 
of the Wyor,iing Game and Fish DeP'lrtment with regard to data used to 
display wildlife populatione in the DEIS. Also, the Industrial 
Siting Division ot the Wyoming Department ot Environment .. 1 Quality 
has qu.e.stioned methodologies ueed in the DEIS to calculate economic 

6 
consequences and valuations. This skepticism seems partioularly 
appropriate as it !'."elates to alleged visitati<:>n increases in 
'(ellowstone at a valoJe of $23 million. 'l'his conclusion borde:rs on 
the absurd when addressing an animal that tew will see in " park 
where visitation itself is becoming a concern, As emotional as 
th.is d.el:>ate has bean, th.e 11merican public deserves current, 
acceptable "nd valid data with "hich to review this proposal. This 
is particularly an acute point if the Altl.erican taxpayer is being 
a!lked to invest siX million dolla:r-s in a reintroduction effort. 
The Final EIS should be oot"rected in this regard. 

7he st.ate of 'flym..in<;: appr .. ci.,tee this O?o><>rtunity to t"evi ..... 
the DEIS. Please )<;eep this ottice informed as tha proposal 
proceeds. With best regards, ! am 

Very truly yours, 

~ 
MS:rml 

Attachments 

xc: State Review Agencies 
Wyoming Congressional Delegation 
Gove:r-nor Cecil 11ndrus, State ot Idano 
Governor Marc Racicot, State of Montana 
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Thank you for your comments. The FWS has 
made adjustments in the proposal in the FEIS to 
address some of your concerns. The following 
address specific comments. 

I. The provisions for state asswnption of man
agement implementation of the proposal has 
been further clarified in Chapter 2, Alternative I 
of the FEIS. States are invited and encouraged 
to prepare wolf management plans for their re
spective states that are within the management 

.provisions established for each experimental 
population. The states are further invited to iden
tify the provisions for wolf management that 
would provide for wolf population recovery in 
concert with meeting state ungulate management 
objectives. If the state wolf management pro
grams are within the provisions of the experi
mental population regulations, cooperative 
agreements with each state or tribal government 
would be executed between the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service and the wildlife management 
agency to implement the management program 
for management of wolves outside of national 
parks and national wildlife refuges. Specific 
funding commitments would be part of those 
cooperative agreements. 

2. Based upon the public comment on the DEIS, 
land use restrictions on public land was a major 
issue. Planned land use restrictions proposed in 
the FEIS are public access restrictions in the vi
cinity of confinement facilities within 
Yellowstone National Park during the period 
when wolves are confined prior to release. Ad
ditionally, intrusive human activity in the vicin
ity of wolf dens and rendezvous sites during the 
April I to June 30 period may be implemented 
based on the determination of federal land man
agement agencies that the activity put wolf pups 
at risk. These provisions are applicable when 
there are 5 or fewer breeding pairs in an experi
mental population area. When there are more 
than 5 breeding pairs, there would be no land 
use restrictions for wolves. 

3. There is no provision for federal compensa
tion for livestock depredations included in the 
proposal. Compensation for wolf depredations 
has been paid by private funding in northwest
ern Montana. Compensation is paid immediately 
by the private organization upon confirmation 
from the FWS that wolves caused livestock dep
redation. 
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4. The potential effect of wolf reintroduction on 
the sport harvest of big game animals in Wyo
ming has been described in the environmental 
consequences in Chapter 4. Further, the state 
has been invited to identify, in the state wolf man
agement plans, those situations where wolf re
location would be required to address the un
likely event of excessive wolf predation on un
gulate populations. 

5. Upon achieving the wolfrecovery objectives 
outlined in the proposed action, the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service would initiate actions to 
remove the wolf in the northern Rocky Moun
tains from the federal list of threatened and en
dangered species and management authority 
would revert to the respective state or tribal gov
ernment The procedures for "delisting" are de
scribed in Appendix 11, which has been added 
to the FEIS. 

6. The comments and additional concerns of the 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department, the Wyo
ming Department of Agriculture, the Wyoming 
Department ofEnvironmental Quality, the Wyo
ming Water Development Commission, and the 
Wyoming Department of Commerce, Division 
of Parks and Cultural Resources are addressed 
in the following pages and the appropriate 
changes have been made in the FEIS. 
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WYOMING 
3C07C 

r;c1 u · 'l{_ ... 
GAME ANO FISH DEPAATMENl 

··-- !i6? ·-·-·-
~ 

~:11, 1993 

""'m= srAn; ?LJiNNI»;:; OXlflDIN!ffi)R'S OFFio;: 
~ rulIDil~, ~'ffi Fl..OOR VoSr 
O!EYFNNE, wY 82000 

Cear Hr. Miller: 

= 5839 
U.S. Fish and ll'ildlife Savio:o 
Draft El"rvironnettt.al l'.l!fio,ct 
staterrent/'Ihe Re>J1tro::luction ot 
Gray Wolves to '(ell""-'Stone 
Natiooal Park and Certtnl ldal'>o 
srn, ss-2n 

'll>e staff of the llymrirq Game Md fisl\ ~t has rE<Viewed the <haft 
,,...,~l:.l.1 ~ stat-nt fot ti... =in~i= <>f <;ny ""'l"1!S t<> 
~ellc-.;tone ~tional Park and Central l&ho. we ofter the follCMin:J' 
~ for ya.tr consl.deratioo. 

we feel the 5 altematives ~tely <»-er a wi<k! rai>qe of possible 
awrcaci>es to gray ""lf Nintrn:1uct.ion and have addmss<ld all p;blic 
~ ~i-1 Wri.rq the issue atrl /Utemati<!<l s=pirq ~. 

'n>e ~ Ga!oe ..n:l Fish Oepart!rent (w:'.;FO) oxxtitiol'o.lly suw::nts 
.>J.texnative l. (the !'referred l\lterN.tive). 'Itns alternative incoq:o.rati.s 
JIWlY of the mitigative mM&Jres wtljra:l by the Wolf Manageroent Cl.'.lmdt~, 
IJ<Jt does not violate l&ga.l !>='isiais of the ~er:od Species Act. It 
..iso ~ to ao:x:tl(lll.sh rr>a:Nert qwls at a !<Un!Jtum cost. !Jrrler 
/U.ternative 1, rl'!CO/ery ..:x.Ud ba attain&:! mre rapidly, th(<reby lessen)ft:J 
the t.W. to delistir<; ard ilrplom>ntatioo of state ~t ootside of 
National Pal:'l<s an:! Re~. We ~ sui:p:>rt inclusion of the Mtite 
state of wyc.n.i.rq in the eiqiori:-rtW p::ip.tlation area as it will all"' 
lll'\Ximlm ~t flexil>ility in dealir<; with dispersirq ...,lves prior to 
~listing:, ~. "" ~ sevezal charqes/ad:l.itions to Alternative l 
..tiich w feel are ~ to ad:'.l«s$ lirqerirq oon:>ems <>.tr ~ Ms 
witil the return of wolves to Wycttll.nq. 

l· Eoona..i.cO:>I>cen'l:I 

11 
Un:ler t:he PreferrW /IJ.temative, the State is ~ to \xlar all costs 

associated with wolf l!lm'>gerrent o;tside of "tell""51;.ooe Pat"k with !:lie 
exo?ption of livestc:d< losses. Livestc:d< predl!.tion, at least initially, 

2 

~d be ~ted thro<>gh pa}'J!Wlts frao a pd':'ate t'Urrl. -=, there is "° istlication of the t~ fzame in 'otlich ricnies frao this t'lln::I will be 
avail.able. Will the !!OneY be available a-.::e the wolf pq:ul.ation has read"led 
re=;ery le'>'elS and is delisted? The lfy<:ni.s"q state teqislature ll\lly 
reclassify ttie ...,lf fron its current status of a "predator• to "Uq:tiy gaiae" 
to assure th.lot livestcck owners will be =rpensat<d for ""Y Hvest=.k losses 
~ to ...,lves. Sh<>.Ud sud> a reciasSl.!l.catioo tAe place, tile w;;m asswes 
sole responsibility for ~inl losses W establishing aJlnlnts of 
carpensatiOt'l due to loss.es ftm wolW"'. Proto:x>l """'<ls to be <>sto.blished to 
deal with C<:flpeJ15lltiOt'l to livestc:d< ~ and. t:he added fiscal bJnlen to 
the state. 

'lhe CO$t of rel.ntl"<X\l.>Ction to t:r.e State may );>e minil'rial cJu.rlrq the oorly 
~ of me ptt>gnun. nie ~ of pray within Yella.JStone lbtiOMl 
!>ark ooy rOOUOO the p:<tential tor in:Hviduals an:l/or pocks to rapidly 
clisperoe atto surroun:lir>; public Md private J.ard. Di~l rates an 
e><peCted to increase as the oont>e:< of. wolves in:::rease, i.!"lich pr<::bably will 
oo:::ur several years after -rointr<Xluct1on. Costs associat.OO with ~t 
arxl o::nfUct resolution "ill 'm::re'1W as the wolf p:p.llation ircreases ud 
they ~ their distrit:ution. on::>o the p:::p.liation has N.adled roo:Nerf 

(lOO wolves), 30 to SO l"lf>S shculcl be. prc.:ll>oOO annually. At this p::>illt, the 
potential for di~l by in:lividuals will be groiotest ard JM!lag""""t costs 
an eo<peete:I to be greatest. 

Woll rN::l:1"a:j CO$ts ~ by tt.e f~l gmenwmt !'.hwld include all 
coots associated with OI>l' ""lf biologist (project leader) arrl one special 
project biolCJgist (mntract) hind by the w::;ro. Thc$e pen;onnel 1-<>.tld 
assist in we fornulation of the p~ tul.e for ...,Lf reintroductic<l, 
assist develcµoent of a state ~t plan, assist in p::>tential 
dep<"e:lation cases, an:l will coozdinate m<inaqeient and res.eard'! activities. 
'lt>1'Se ;:wit.ions sl"o.lld re f\lrOOl. 11/ tne f~l ~t unt.l.l the 
Yell~ ~ation is delist.ed. 

I 
". sane p:>int prior t:? delistin:j, .we ~ th.e establiw.urt. oO 

federal Trust Fune!, sinu.lar to that <>Jtlllled in Alternative 4, ill the 
Preferre:I l>J.toernative to defray personnel an:l other """""'""'nt costs 

"J. ass<::e>at..i "ith reint:ccduct.ia> &:t'd ~ ~ ~ =·'=.-. ...JI 'Itle state shCUlcl not tear tot.al f~l rnspc:nsibil1ty for thl.S P~· 
o;ists ot the program will vary clepen:IJJ>:I on the aJ.tetnat1ve as well as: til!le 
tor establi.st:oont of a vi<!ble p;op.tla~iOt'l, extent ot the co::o:pie:i habitat, 
ro.mbru:- of wolf packs all<h/ed to sw;V1ve, extent of p""<iat1on on '1ild an:l 
&;treStic urw;;ulates, Md costs of the w0lf p~. 

2. aiq c;,.oo ~ation Do.t.4 

OJmrients on biq '1"'?" P"l"J.lations atlSt be pref"""""1 '1ith the urrlerstao1ii'q 
that b1q gMl<l fX'.9Jlat1on obJectiv""' ,,.,11 not be """1"'.""'1sed: as a result of 
wlt reo:uery. Where necessary, the State of 1'/yaung shco.i).cl retain tr.e 
d<#>t to ~ objective l"""ls <>< bl.<; ~ <>r ~ ...:>lf ~ to 
Minta.ill hllntir.g <H)OrtW"<ity am mrvest at objective levels. Because tne 
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I. The proposal assumed that there would be 
increased costs associated with control and that 
the agency responsible for control (ADC, 
WYG&F, or the tribes) would be compensated 
for increased management costs. The budget for 
implementation of Alternative I included those 
expected costs. However, the program did not 
specifically include compensation to livestock 
producers since a private program exists and such 
costs were expected to be minimal. The state 
should pursue the option of using the private 
compensation program while wolves are listed. 

2. Program costs will shift from wolf reintro
duction and protection at the early phases of the 
program to one of control and population man
agement at recovery levels, The FWS has re
peatedly stated that a state regulated public har
vest would be relatively inexpensive and would 
be the likely choice of wildlife management tools 
to control wolf population numbers and dislri
bution once they are delisted. 

3. The concept of a trust fund is a good one and 
the FWS will assist the states in developing such 
a fund through the private sector. 

4. Thank you for pointing out changes to some 
big game population units in the primary analy
sis area. These data were not available when 
data was being summarized for the DEIS. Data 
already summarized and available in Wolves for 
Yellowstone? Vol. I was presented to illustrate 
population trends of major ungulate herds within 
the primary analysis area. Management objec
tives, population data, and even the herd units 
themselves continually change as better infor
mation is obtained. For most herds, the updated 
data you provided shows ungulate populations 
near or above the levels reported in the DEIS. 
These new data do not affect the analysis of im
pacts on ungulate herds and any effects of wolves 
on ungulate populations would be within the 
ranges presented. 

5. Thank you for the infonnation. This addi
tional infonnation does not affect the analysis 
of wolf predation on ungulate populations. 

6. The Jackson moose population is discussed 
in Chapter 3, The Affected Environment, and av
erage harvest is presented in Table 3-12. The 
analysis of wolf predation effects on the Jack-
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Mr. pro Killer 
Sep1;e!rber 27' 1993 
Paqe l - EIS 58J9 

w::;ro Slb;i.sts solely oo license sal.ea an:I te::ler?li-aid, 1'nf re::!uction in 
huntw: opportunity an:I th(,t»fon< lic:et1$CI revenues, will adv<!rsaJ.y affect the 
~·,.ability to participota in wolf re:::tMn"Y• 

withA r=:~ ~~oco~t"i~~e-.~t:=.er~ 'U ~~~ 
harvest, ar.:1 ~aticns are to be uairitained in the face of "'>lf ~, 
&are consideration irust be given t.o in:::reasin;J pq:o.i.lat1on objectives where .-.. 

I 
The dotunent uses big qolM pop..ilatiom an:!. harvest data thrcugl\ 1988. 

4 Thant ti.we bGoel'I significant d'lan'Jea 1II SCl're big 9"""' p:ptlations fra11 1989 
tlm'.u:j:h. 1993 that are r.ot t»flected in the ~- Pq>Jlation projectioos 
are oot-<lated M<ljor in::>::<rplete. 

INFO p!strict I !Iilclo;sqnl 

Harvest prcgral"'! in the Jacl<sc<> Ell< Ha'(! unit are designed to harvest 
ell< trao pOp.llations thot ,,,.,,,.,.,,. in Gn\rrl Tetoo (GltlP) or '!'.ella.!9tone ('iNP) 
llatiOMl Pal:J<s to reduoe hei:ds to <:bjective level. 'Itiese efforts have Md 
li111ited suo:::ess ard incl.\da late aJ'ltlei:less ooa.oons. District I goals are 
generally to n><luc» el.le pop..Uatioos belao levels Used as bast>lina i.n the 
CEts. 'Ihis ""'Y happen it the harve!Ot:. strategies are sucoesst'Ul in the 
absence ot a vial>le 1o01f p:;pulation. An ertabl.ished i.olf p::pulati= COJ.ld 
contrib.Jte in the rr.magement of pop..Uations of elk that runorer in mm> ard 
'iNP an:! are not available to hunters. 

Of """1'.Se, scne l>J1lte.r ~il;y will ba lost if there am herd 
reductiOtl!I resultin;J fro:. wolf predation. K::>we\fer, the bYrn's g<>al is to 
rOOuoe this hen! i.tiich ""1Uld S>.lbseq.>ently ~ the hunting CWorb.mities "°"' awil®J.e. Projecte::I pndatioo levels on ell< ""Y reduce these herd.9 
to..ial:"ds <i>jective levels. 1t herd JJ.ll!tiers drop bel<:« <:bjective levels due 
to too winters, overharvest or hi<;:ber ~ projoc:tad predation, thom it inay 
be m:>re difficult to """"""""'elk~ in the raoe of <.<>lf predation. 

f 
It shoo.Id be r.oted tl'e.t the C€IS °""5 not shew all of the 0Jrre1lt "'inter 

5 
ranges tor elk in the JacJcson Herd unit. At the preElent tilre, mmy elk are 
wintering in the B..!ffalo valley an:I in Spread creek. The elk 11re ~tjlizl.T>J 
native "int& ran;;es rn t;......,.. areas. 

6 

71 
8) 

II 

'Ihe l.trpacts on other biq <}a""' "P"":ies "'itl\in ~ District I are n::>t 
projected to be siqnifi.cMt in the OE:lS. ~, local m::>::::Ge, lt1ll.e deer, 
an:! bi9h0rn sheep sub-pop.llaticns )Oii)' be siqnif1C!Ultl.y Urpacta:!. We am 
esi::ec:1ally o:>r>OenWI abo.Jt potentU.l iilpacts to n>:>OGI! that "inter alonq the 
a.iftalo River"""'-" M:>ran, ;.yanirq. Sevantl h:urrlred =e "inl:ei;" in this 
......,,. an:! are ~trate:l ala>g tt>e 1iillC01/riparian are.o adjaoent to the 
a.Halo Rill«. 'Ihe e><tent of possible predation "'ill not be Jcn<:<.m Wltil the 
Pi:o<Jl<U'l U. iq>l_,t<id, out this is = = of <X>r"O'!lrn. 'Ihe docu>ent does 
not ~ the larqe Jackson ""'°"" J)C¥llaticn ~ to stio.. h4rvest in 
Table J-t<. 

Kr. Red Miller 
~27,1993 
Pago> 4 - EIS 5839 

'Ihe Jackson 1'll.le °"""" Herd fo "°"' part of the SUblett@ Me Deer Herd 
F1::p.1hticn rorrt>era arrl 4wrls are very different for the r.ew »ero Unit. 

'Ille ~ anits tt>e Jacl<soo aM Tar<jhee Bigt,:;,m Sheep Herds. Both 
populatiot'IS r;n:d>ably will be affecthd by ""'lf dispersal to the sooth of 
'!'.ellCO/StOne farl<, ai<jl>orn sheep llUnt Al'el1!I 6 and 7 sh:;cld be incll:ded in 
the analysis. 

w::;m pistrict IT <Ccslyl 

On p.:oqe 3-28, the ~verage colf'<:>:<.r n.tios Np<>rtl<l tor the carter 
Ji::>.rntain, ClMl<'s Fork ""1 Northfork $hoahcne Ell< llenls si.::..tld be listed as 
appro><imately 37:l00. 

Paqe 4-25 ..-ntions .:.l.J< reducticns in the Northfork of the Shoshone River 
bJ.t does r.ot irentioo the sunlight B->Sin area (Clark's Fork Ell< Hm;d). Elk 
reduction .rue to <.<>lt predation is as likely in Sunhqht aasin as the 
Nortl>fork o! the Shoshone. 

Elle p.::p.Uaticns east of '!'.ell~ ~k remoin.d fairly stable durinq 
the 1~80S "'ith saoe de<::rwse occun-inq the first l»l! ot the <lec'"'3e N>'.l saw 
~ dUrin;J the hst half. of the decade. 1'Wly of the Pcp.>laticn 
estimates fi'UI anrull rep:>rts durin; tl\e l980S_are o::onservative. l'lop.llaticn 
in:::reases ttp:>rtW in Table 3-7 of the DEIS 11ainly r<!flect better ;:q:ulation 
estimates, rot actual i.rk::reases in the l'AJll'ber of elk. Best pc:p.il;'ition 
estiJnates for 1988 (pOSt hunt) are 4.400 for the <::lark's Fork Herd, 3,700 
for the Northfork Kerd, and 3, 700 for the carter K::>.lnt.>iin Herd for a 
=rbined total of 11,400. o.irrent ~direction is to reQuc., these 
herds to current population <:bjectives of 3,000 fo><: the Clark's Fork Herd 
and 5,600 for the soon to be =OOined Northfork/cart.er ~in Herd (ralled 
the C<:rli' Elle Herd) tor a total of S,600 elk. Pq:tJ.111.ticn estilM.te'I for 1992 
(post hwit) ,.,,.. 3,800, Md 1,000 tor the Clark's ~ork am~ l?:llc Herds, 
respectively. 

Me deer pcp.Uations east of '!'.ellCOl!ltone Park .....,.., genen1lly stable to 
increll.sirq Wrin;J the l9SOs. Pq;>.il,atioo estimates rep:>rted in arn;a.l 
reports for the peric.d am reported in Table 3-9 11.:t'B qei>erally ~tive. 
Best p::::ptlation estil:>:ltes for 1988 (post hunt)""" 7,700 for tl')e Clark's 
Fork Hero (this estiiMte is baso:rl oo " larqer herd unit, with tl'I<! addition 
of llllnt ~ 121, ~ to the herd unit used tor p::::ptlaticn estilllotes in 
the 1980..), 3,600 !or the Northfork. Shc<;hor>e llerd, an:! 8,50() for the 
Sa.Jthfork Shoshone H<n:d for a =OOine<i total of 19,WO. o.u-rent ~rnient 
directioo is to ""'1>aqe for pop.>latiOI'! <:bject1ves <lf 9,000 tor tl\E! Clark's 
Fork Hel:'1 Md U,000 for the soon to be o::ubined Northfork/Sa.>.thfo•lc Herd 
(ralled ~ ~ Shosho.-.e Me Deer Herd) for a total <lf 21,000 llUle deer. 
!'Op.llatiOI\ estilll>tes tor 1992 (post hunt) am s,200 an:! 14,0<Xl tor the 
Cl;orlc'a FQrk ani t1p9er sroshcm Me Deer Herds, respectively. 
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son moose population is discussed in Chapter 4, 
Environmental Consequences, and cited in 
Boyce and Gaillard (1992). The analysis was 
based on Boyce and Gaillard's (1992) modeling 
of wolf predation on ungulates including the 
Jackson moose herd. Their models suggest a 
recovered wolf population may decrease the 
moose population about 7% . 

7. The analysis of wolf predation effects on mule 
deer used previously developed models (refer
enced in the analysis) to demonstrate the overall 
impacts a recovered wolf population might have 
on ungulates in the Yellowstone area. Inclusion 
of the subpopulation of mule deer in the Jack
son area into the substantially larger Sublette 
herd does not change the analysis of effects on 
deer for the Jackson area. Wolf predation ef
fects (from possibly 1 pack of wolves) on the 
substantially larger Sublette herd might likely 
be undetectable or at least lower than the 3% 
population reduction estimated in the analysis. 

8. Wolf predation will not significantly reduce 
the Jackson and Targhee bighorn sheep herds. 
As stated in Chapter 4, Environmental Conse
quences, some bighorn sheep populations were 
not estimated to be affected by wolves because 
of their low numbers relative to other prey popu
lations, and their use of escape terrain. Provi
sions are included in Chapter 2, Alternative 1, 
allowing movement of wolves having unaccept
able impacts on ungulates as defined in state or 
tribal management plans and approved by the 
FWS through cooperative agreements. 

9. Thank you for the updated information. The 
updated calf/cow ratios were not available when 
data was being summarized for the DEIS. Data 
already summarized and available in Wolves for 
Yellowstone? Vol. II was presented in the DEIS 
to illustrate population trends of major ungulate 
herds within the primary analysis area. The up
dated data you provided does not affect the analy
sis of wolf effects on elk populations east of 
Yellowstone National Park. 

10. The analysis presented in Chapter 4 showed 
the effects a recovered wolf population would 
have on various ungulate populations through
out the primary analysis area. Additional ungu
late herds or larger ungulate populations added 
to the analysis means more ungulates available 
to wolves and subsequent reduced effects of 
wolves on those ungulate populations. As stated 
in the analysis, the FWS recognizes ungulate 
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Mr. Red Miller 
Septe!ber 27' l993 
~ 5 - EIS 5839 

'Ihe c:rwdall an:i SUnlight tlOcse Herds have l:ee:l <Xlllbined into the 
ci.u:x•s Fork lliml Wt. Best cunwit p:p.llatioo ....e~t.es tar l<IOOSQ h<ttds 
east of the ~ are 150 in 1988 Md 160 1n 199i tor the Clark's Fork Kerd, 
ss in 1968 an::l 65 in 1992 tor th6 Northt<:>rk Hard, ss in 1%8 an::! 65 in 1992 
tor the So.it.h!orl: ~. and 255 in i<;as and iis in 199l fw thlt 'l'ooroft>ni 
Kerd. Table J·ll ot the rms shOUld be nivJ.sed to refij!Ct these !iqures. 
rurrent pcp.ilation cb;lectives ai:o 175, 75, 75, Md 325 for the Cl.ark's Fork, 
Northfork, Scuthforlt, and 'nlorof~ ltal:ds, respective.ly. 

I 
Several pl.lroes ill the 'rm:s state that ~ of .ik, -. or lrll.le 

deer ~aticns 'ey liQl..._ \till ~ ..o ~ a\ ....Uend ~. 'mis 1,. 

13 atly true it bi<J qa,oe populatials can bll ll!llilltained at Clbjectiva levels 
thrcu,Jh sufficient reducticris in antlerleBS tlllrW$t. Fer SIM.ll pop.tl.lltions 
like J!QOSe, Viere 00// harlest is <:nly 5 to ~ MilMls1 WQlt pnid.otioo co.ild 
easily iqlact. antlomd l=Wst. 

14 

15 

Bighol:n ~~a\ ~t~W.. in ti..e !EIS ~ fil'lil.ar to ti..e best. 
l!StiJMttes o.irrmtiy availabl9. 

ffiID Qlatrict VX mws hOOl 

Sig ~ hetm in the DJbois, Wycnin;r ~ ware not inc.J.u:;led in the 
Er!vi:r<:nnenUll ~ section <>t the {ElS. ~1 of ~ hel:ds ~ 
adqratory, Slharin; ~ rar<JE"I "it.II llO.l.them ~ellc.or.<tme and. JfK:kson 
pr::p.W.ti.cos. It is just as li.Mly tl'lat wolves "'°'1ld tollCl<I big gaine to 
winter rarqes ill thif area as to Jackson. 'Ihus, "" feel ~ "lll be sane 
effects on the50 bmls J:1o/ ""lves 4t roo::wery levels. Herd units that Mould 
be aMlyzed in the Filial EIS inchde: Wiggins ~ Elk, DJbois M::ia!(t, PJ):ois 
ltll.e teer, Fnrt:'s Pe3k Bi<)h::>rn ~. ud ~ l'l:::llmt4l.rl Bi.'*'3rn S\009. 

Pq!ulation estilrilltes charqfl as data d>!IJ9IS ard batter in!OZ'll'lll.tk:n is 
<;beained. Table l-7, 3-9, an1 J-11 sha.J.ld be elilllinated. 'Ille p::p.ilation 
esti.Ntes pr<>1idod ~ for 1986 ard,(or 1992 can be reported ill t..bttlar or 
text fon:I in the Fiml ElS if desirnd. ~. the Final EIS should use 
bi<;! ~ popllati.<:n ~ive ~ t<Jr elk, !llJle de9r, .vd """°""" in 
wyani.ng .t- estiaiatjng ~ ot 1.<>lves on lftl'9(I W"<]'-11<1te p;µUatiQos an1 _,,.,,_. 

In tr>e !EIS, all analyses of Jm')datioo oo un;rula,tes ~ to ba 
llld<:liti,,.. to natural ""rt.ality. Thus, projecte:l red!Ctions ill nunter 
~rt=ity M:l hw<Ut in~ U)(aly l)!')(>t1lSet'lt " ''wcl:'st case soen;)rio". 
It is lb)t'e likel~ that illitial wolf-caused 1DOrt.tlity ot urqulates .. ~11 be 
catpensatOl'Y to no.tuial m:>rtality. 'Itlus, redu<:tioos in Nlnter ~cy 
1nay not be as ~tic as pt'Edicted. Also, if big 9"""' Mm wuts i.n the 
SUnlight Basill, D.lbois ard JacJ<scn areas are o::nsidered with ~ benls 
wrrently analyze:!. in the !EIS, predicted !;<dlcticm in harvest (\llOrtllnity 
... 111 te 0U!S\ ll!Se si.',lnl.fi.omt 4S k:n;i as wlves ani ~ at a 
~ p::p.iliit:J.a> level. 

3. Significant DlpaCta TO Bl.9 0.-

Mt". Red !dller 
sept..wer 27' 199J 
Page 6 - EIS 5639 

'· 110lf OOlltrol ~ and ~ critai:iA (~C: Livostock) 

181 We di""'f!'OO witn c:etU.in ~ <;>t the IEIS ~in;i cootro1 of 
1.<>lves tJf private l~ oo bOtll pnwt<I an1 pubhc: lan:;ls. W.. ai:e not 
~to the~ of -..,1....,,,., as detinold in the CEtS, !:Alt in re11lity, 
the ~l is too vague. 

5. LMc! ltM ~c:tJ.cm 

Based a> ~ten=es in MinrlcSOta an1 MOntana, it <lfP"M"' that !.,.., it 
any lM'd use rMtric:tiQl.'I am raded to ~ wlf p:p.llations. l'QSSible 

19 
reshic:ticm ara u:su!llly liroite::l. to protectjng lm:<oln dell $ites. Ila cc:n::ur 
with thio<, but prefer tJ:iat opti.;ns a;:ntin» to be left <Jpl!rl to mailltain 
~ flexibility m the to.ttun. If a OM mile ,~fer , J.s _p~ ?" 

I 
eadl ot the J.O <ien sit.1!$<1.t -.,;;o:H;,ry, c:..-.ly lO ~ iili.L.;:s of•"""""""'""" 
<1ffec:te:i in the entire Greater 'tcll<MStona ~· f\lrther rQ!ltrJ.c:t.k:ns 
should cnly be iq:>l~ if reo:;Neiy is tl\Natened. 

20 

... urWtta>tional -

'Ihe rers dces not J.dootl.fy lotlO will l..n\testl.gatll <ot>ether a 1.<>lf l<illin;i 
is unavoidable an:! unintentL;nU. 1he "Ul'lintentior.al taloo of "'°lvesH 
sect.ia> is so vague that any pomoon k.illinJ a lo<>lf will not te pr<:>SEOJted. 
This situ-rtla> alreadY oowrnd in the fall of 1992. It is the IJ.oiter's 
respcnsibility to identify hls ifcterded target. If 1.<>l""" am lil<ely to te 
present then the hunter sh::Wd avoid shcxitiil<J arrfthinJ tl'lat rmy be a 1.<>lf. 
Peq>le 'will ho."41' to =""" sate de:,Jree ot rej;pa'IS\.biHty tor their ~ens. 
Wolves shculd be rel~ lrao tr<IP' it not injured seriwsly. 
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populations can be quite different from one an
other in terms of population numbers, hunter 
harvests, and other physical and biological char
acteristics. Additionally, the FWS cannot pre
dict exactly where wolf packs may establish ter
ritories, thus wolves will not impact all ungulate 
herds in the primary analysis area. However, 
the analyses and ranges of impacts presented 
would apply to most ungulate herds if wolves 
were associated with them. 

11. Thank you for the updated population data. 
With the conservative population data presented, 
the analysis of wolf effects on mule deer popu
lations might likely be greater than effects on a 
larger mule deer population. Indeed, with the 
much larger mule deer population numbers you 
provided, wolf predation effects on mule deer 
herds might be lower .than the 3% predicted in 
Boyce and Gaillard (1992). Also see the response 
regarding data collection and the overall impli
cations of wolf predation on ungulate popula
tions. 

12. Thank you for the updated population sta
tistics. 

13. From the information available, nearly all 
elk, deer, and a few moose populations inhabit- a 
ing areasinornearthe YellowStoneNationa!Park W 
have population numbers in excess of several 
thousand. Also, harvests in many Wyoming herd 
units averaged hundreds of antler less animals for 
elk and deer herds east and south of the park. 
For the herds having large antlerless harvests, 
reducing the antlerless harvest might be possible 
if wolf predation reduced ungulate numbers be-
low objective levels. It is possible wolves could 
keep very small moose populations at low num-
bers in combination with severe winters, human 
harvest, and other factors (i.e., the predator pit 
theory) and affect the antlered harvest, but moose 
tend to be more difficult to kill than elk or deer 
and for areas east of the park, moose will not 
likely be a primary prey species compared to the 
more numerous elk and deer populations. Elk 
and deer because of their relative abundance will 
probably be the prirr'~ry prey~ 

14. The primary analysis area was limited to 
places where wolves would most likely inhabit 
and to those ungulates wolves would most likely 
have impacts on at recovery levels. The FWS 
cannot predict exactly where wolves might set 
up territories. However, based on the popula-



• 

Hr. Red Killer 
~ 27, 1993 
?.>qe7- f;l'.S583~ 

'There is n:> discussion of hcu <lispersisq wolves sh<>JJ.ng up cut.side of 
Nllticnal rorest or N<oticn.ol l'arl< 1...-.:ls will be hardl.ed durirq the 
reJXNery ~- ShCW.d "" assi.ure these "1!ilralG will be ad:lressed under 
stata~pl<m!i? 

Cct. 1 is used in Alternlltive l anl A.1.qJSt l is used in Alternative 2 as 
the Q1t off do.te tor rel"""irq ai site fQnal"" with p.ips &lpredotin} on 
p.lblic larrls. 'Ihere is n:> «>:planation for this di11crepancy. 

The prefei:red alte=tiw. shcu'ld also in:olu:ie the ~tion to have 
an ~ive p.lblic informatica Md ~ticn ~ developed 
cooperatively by the ~ an:! l<Ql). 

'llw>l< yw for the oppoi:tunity to c:>::m'l'Wlt. 

F?:'l'C:"" 
o:::: Wild.lite, ~TS Divisiais 

WA<; 
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tion sizes of the ungulate herds near Dubois, if 1 
pack of wolves lived in this area, it is unlikely 
the effects would be greater than demonstrated 
for other herds in the analyses presented. In
deed, with more ungulates available for wolves 
to prey on, overall impacts to some herds (and 
to associated hunter harvest) might be less than 
predicted. Overall impacts would be less be
cause significantly more animals would be avail
able and the impacts would be spread among 
more herds. The FWS also recognizes wolf pre
dation might severely impact some ungulate 
herds because of increased vulnerability (i.e .. 
Whiskey Mountain sheep herd) and that wolf 
presence might inhibit the states and tribes from 
meeting their wildlife management objectives. 
The FWS believes the states and tribes are bet
ter able to determine those rare instances where 
wolves might severely impact wildlife popula
tions and the FWS will work closely with those 
agencies in developing plans that promote wolf' 
recovery and provide flexible management op
tions when state and tribal objectives are being 
compromised. 

15. We generally agree with your statements. 

16. The FWS believes that the states are in the 
best position to determine what constitutes sig
nificant impacts or excessive predation to native 
ungulate populations. The FWS will work 
closely with the states during development of 
their state wolf management plans to incorpo
rate state concerns about wolf predation on un
gulate populations as long as wolf recovery is 
clearly not compromised in the process. Lethal 
control of listed wolves to resolve conflicts with 
ungulate objectives when IO or fewer wolf packs 
are present in a recovery area is not an option 
the FWS would normally support. 

17. The FWS stands by its definition of a viable 
wolf population being 100 wolves in each of 3 
recovery areas, with some movement of wolves 
between areas for three consecutive years. Please 
see Glossary of Terms and Appendix 9. One hun
dred wolves (for 3 consecutive years) solely in 
the Yellowstone ecosystem could be downlisted 
to threatened but would not constitute a viable 
wolf population which could be delisted by it
self. The delisting process and criteria have been 
described in Appendix 11. 

18. The proposal in the FEIS has been modified 
to continue to allow private landowners to kill 
wolves that are attacking livestock on private land 
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and to harass wolves in a noninjurious manner 
on private lands. Reporting requirements have 
been further defined and what constitutes A 
noninjurious harassment has been defined (see W 
Glossary of Terms). Further, killing of wolves 
by livestock permittees on public land through 
permit will not be allowed until more than 5 
breeding pairs of wolves are in an experimental 
population area and such permits will not be is-
sued until after ADC and other authorized agen-
cies have been unsuccessful in resolving the dep-
redation problem and depredations continue. 

19. These changes have been incorporated in 
theFEIS. 

20. This has been clarified in the FEIS Glossary 
of Terms. 

21. The FWS clearly discusses how problem 
wolves would be managed. See Chapter 2, Al
ternative I, Summary and Implementing this 
alternative would involve. We would work 
closely with the states during the development 
of any state wolf management plans which could 
identify how dispersing animals would be man
aged. 

22. See response #20 to the USDA Forest Ser
vice comments. 

23. This has been added to Alternative 1 in How 
does this alternative address the major issues 
and concerns of the public? in the FEIS. 



To: 
l'ro11: 
Bub;l•ot: 
oat•: 

Rod Miller 
Don Chdsthnson@_ 
Wolt DElS 
October 4, 1993 

Following are our col!lldents on the Wolf DEIS, 

30066 

The Board of Agriculture e"pressed their position on the 
introd!lction of the gray timberwolf to Yellowstone ffational Park in 
their August 2?, 1992 hotter to the Gray Wolf EIS ColM!ittee. The 
Board.'a podtion still stands and is att"ched. 

tn condderation of the Board's positi<m in opposition to wolf 
introduction, we prefer alternative three, the No Wolf lllternative. 
l\s the Board note!>, "llolves leaving 'l'.ellowstone National Park 
threaten lives and livelihoods." They certainly thre11.ten the 
agriculture industry and endanger hundreds ot thousands ot 
livastock in that area. 

we and the Board agree that any introduction o! wolves into 
Yellow,.tone P"rk must include safeguards that will protect 
citizen's lives and livelihoods endangered by wolves le,.ving the 
park. This protection lllust extend to livestock owners. 

I 
It is essential th"t "ny introduction o! the wolr include the 
designation "nonessential, experimental" and "lso include 

I provisions !or the public and livestock 011ners to harass or destroy 
wolves killing livestock. St,.te "swell "S federal agenohs should 
have tho! authority to ll!OVe or kill "'elves for their 111jury or 
destruotion of livestock. 

2 

It is essential that ranching fainilhs and local and state 
govern11.snt officials not be powerless, due to the Endangered 
speciea -'Ct, to take action on "elves ro11J1ing outside Yellowstone 
NationU Park. 

We also believe that there must be no land-use prohibitions 
associated ..,ith the introduction of wolves into Yellowstone 
Hation.111 Park, llS provided in Alternlltive One. EVidence and 
studieu "gree that 11olv1?=s ..,ould not be affected by tiDlber, oil and 
gaa, Ol:' grazing "ctivities; thus, i:estl:'ictions are not neceusary. 

We believe strongly that states need to have pri111.,ry jurisdiction 
for managing wolves outr;.ide Yellowstone National Park and that the 
state n1?=eds to develop Vol! management Plans for the 111anagement of 
wolves in these areas. These plans would "llOll for states to 
mana9e wolves for unacceptable impacts On livestock, grazing, and 
other 11mltiple uses. 

p.,.,,.,,"c""''"" 
""''"" 

Either Alternatives One or Foul:' meets the"e. prerequisites. 
Altel:'nlltive Four, the Wolf Management co~ittee.'s recoruoendations, 
pl:'ovid<1s the beet safe.guards for WyoDling citizens and the state's 
agl:'iculture industry. 

-'dditionally, we are conoern&d about the comments made by Officials 
of Siel:'ra Club, National Audubon Society, Greater Yellowstone 
coalition, N"tional P"rks and consel:'vation Assooiat1on, and 
Wilderness sociaty to challenge the. l<!gality of any plan that 
provides "uthority for the managa111ent of \iolves by state qovern11ent 
offioh.ls ol:' to desiqnata the population of wolvea as 
"nonessential, experimental."' "I'ha citiz,.n's lives and livelihoods 
that will be endangered by wolves roaming outside the park are 
those in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho, and the officials of these 
states must be involv&d in the man .. gement of the wolves introduo&d 
into their states. Appropi:iate congressional statutes mHd to be 
enactect to help ensure court challenges can be withstood. 
-'lternative Four provides for these statutes. 

At this time. of budget deficits and reinventing govel:'nment to 
ensure only appropriate services .. re provided at ininimal <::osts, ..,e 
belieV<), the Ers needs to contain itemized cost COlllpar-iscns rather 

3 
than the simple agancy esti1011.tes that are now in the DEIS. In 
fact, there is little justification or evidence underlying any of 
the simple estimates m&.de by the USFWS on costs Ol:' imp&.ots. The 
basis of these estimates needs to be included in the EIS. We 
believ., it is also appropriate for the annual costs of sustaining 
the wolf populationa should be included in the EIS. 

Finally, the DEIS indioatea the numbel:' of wolves ne&ded for an 
introductory population, but nev'!=r discloses the population of 
wolves needed tor a selt-sustaininq population. This number needs 
to be disclosed in the final BIS. 

The st,.te•s livestock industl:'y is being seriously endanger&d 
thl:'OU<_lh incl:'e;:ises in gr;:izing fees on publio lands; i;;:ingel.,nd 
reforms which establish sul:'chal:'ges on fees, inctease per11ittee 
costs, and eliminate AUMs; th" elimination of wool incentive 
payments, the severe limitations impo:ied on predator control, 
depl:'e4'1!ed wool pl:'ices, and federal regulations that inci:eaae the 
costs of l:'anohing and miniJ:ihe revenue11. 

In su111111;:iry, the select.ad alternative needs to ensul:'e that the 
state's livestock industry is not critically wounded ;:is the expense 
of wolf introduction. 
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State 30068, Wyo. Dep. Agric., Oct. 4 

1. The proposed action in the FEIS designates 
any reintroduced population as experimental 
nonessential. Provisions are included to provide 
for livestock owners to kill wolves that are kill
ing livestock, reporting requirements of any kill
ing under these provisions are identified, and 
evidence that wolves were responsible must be 
confirmed. Private land owners may harass 
wolves in a noninjurious manneron their land at 
any time but the harassment must be reported so 
management agencies are made aware of wolf 
presence. The public at large is not permitted to 
kill wolves except in the unlikely circumstance 
to protect human life. 

2. The proposal invites the states and tribes to 
prepare wolf management plans that are within 
the framework of the proposal and the experi
mental population regulations. When these state 
plans are completed and the FWS determines that 
they are within the provisions, the FWS will en
ter into cooperative agreements for the states and 
tribes to assume implementation of the respec
tive plans. The FWS must retain oversight re
sponsibility until the wolf is removed from the 
endangered species list. 

3. The cost estimates of implementing each al
ternative are based upon the opinion of wildlife 
managers who have implemented other wolf 
management and animal translocation programs. 
The relative costs of each alternative were pro
vided in Appendix 5 to address a strong public 
concern about the cost of wolf recovery. 

4. The FEIS discusses how many wolves are 
needed for a self sustaining population (Appen
dix 9). 
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g~l. ~~~ :'tildlife~~ Statement Committee 

P. 0. Box 8017 
Helena, M1' 5%0\ 

Dear Committee Memllel:S: 

On behalf of the Wyoming Board of Agriculture, I :varit to take this opportunity to 
cxpmu the Board's position on teintroduetion of the gray hmberwolf to Yc!!owstone Na
tional h.rl:. 

1 lion the Board hereby goes on =rd that any introduetion of the wolf into YeUowstone 

I 
Although the Wyoming Board of Agriculture oontinues to oppose wolf reintroduc-

Park must include safeguards !bat will protect citi7.ell'5 lives and livelihoods endangered by 
wolves leaving lhe parJ.:. 

The Board has the ~bi~ty to promote ~d develop Wyo~ng's agricu!turo in
dustry and to improve: !he quality of life for .sttte re.s.r.~1$ Oy etea!iJlg Jo?!• enhancing per
sonaf iooome, protectmg natural resourocs, and provi.di.ng economic stability. 

Without safeguard$, wolves !caving the park would create economic hardshlps on 
ranching families through the loss of domesti<:atcd livestock. Property values, in turn, 
W<:>u!d decline. Local ecQnomies and the state economy would be hurt by the loss of in
oome to ranching families and !ocal govemments. 

Moreover due to the Endru'lgw:d Species Act, ranching families and local and state 
government officials w-0uld be powerless to~ any ~on on paclcs 9f wolves that roam 
Otltsidc park boundaries. Thus, any plan for inlroducuon of the wolf in Yellowstone Park 

2 needs to inclu<le the following safcguanb: an analysis of the recommenda!ioiu of the Wolf 
Management committee in !he Environmental Impact Sb.tcment process, stale conll'Ol for 
wolves !caving park boundaries, and lheelassificalion of llll wolves leaving the park's bound
aries as 'non-essential.' 

In summary, wolves leaving Yellowstone Patklh1e:uen lives and livelihoods. Any 
introduction of the wolf ill Yellowstone Park needs to include safeguards fo1 Wyoming 
citizens and the state's1'gricultureindustry. 

C::~6~ 
Carole Bardin, Presiderll 
Wyoming Board of Agriculture 

cc: Governor Mike Sullivan 
Commls.sioner Don Rolston 

... ,._ 
';":+ ...... 
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I. Thank you for your comments. The proposal 
includes the invitation to each state to develop 
state wolf management plans. The stateS and 
tribes are further invited to identify the provi
sions for wolf management that would provide 
for wolf population recovery in concert with 
meeting state and tribal ungulate management 
objectives. If the wolf management programs 
are within the provisions of the experimental 
population regulations, cooperative agreements 
with each state or tribal government would be 
executed between the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service and the state or tribal wildlife manage
ment agency to implement the management pro
gram for management of wolves outside of na
tional parks and national wildlife refuges. Spe
cific funding commitments would be part of 
those cooperative agreements. The proposal calls 
for reintroduction into Yellowstone National Parle 
but all of Wyoming would be included in the 
experimental population area so that all wolves 
in Wyoming would be "experimental nonessen
tial" and could be managed under the same rules. 
While the wolf population would be expected to 
center in and around Yellowstone National Park, 
this provides the flexibility for Wyoming to in
clude wolf management provisions in their wolf 
management plans to address concerns regard
ing wolf management throughout Wyoming. 

2. The FWS proposal allows ranching families 
and local and state (and tribal) officials a great 
deal of power and authority to take action on 
wolves or wolf packs that attack domestic ani
mals or wolf packs that severely impact big game 
populations. The flexibility already allowed 
under the ESA for naturally occurring 
nonexperimental wolves has successfully re
solved the few conflicts that have occurred be
tween domestic animals and wolves in north
western Montana. The FWS proposal allows 
even more flexibility to manage and minimize 
conflicts. 



Wyoming state Legislature Qft.I 76 f~"5 
213-.~-~0XI02/l-(ll01)77H"'~··Dt/J,UJ • ~"' Savlcf Ofl1"< 

'""""'llm·--·-OctQber U, 1993 

Kr. Ralph Horqcmwee.JC 
Box 25486 
Denver Fedaral Center 
Denver, Colorado 80225 

-

Re: Wolt Reintroduction Resol\1tion adopted by the Five-State 
Leqisllltive conference 

Dear Kr. Kor<Jenweek: 

~~r;:~~~:;!~~t~!;i:;a :oil~~~· ::::dt~~-~r:~.~n';~'l\~'!,!:'i;u:;:~ : 
aent to you, 

11ark Qlliner 
Staff AttorMy 

f pc::-~r:-c:-:;-:;· 
i 

J jgfj 
I 
L,~/~ ~ ~: :J:)'.b_.:;:J 

ocr 1 B 1993 

\...·. . .i 

~~~;l~;"'\,;~: 

Proposed by Re})resentative11 Marlene Sitions, John DeWitt 
Wyominq 

&, pJ!SOl.t!'UQH 01 'lRI Uy1-RT&,TJ! J.!jQISLM'IH COHJ'fjRp!CJ! 

Wolf Reintroduction 

WHtREAS, tho reintroduction ot wolves into the Greater Yellowstone 
Area will hav• a serious ne9ative iinpact on the economic !t.nd 
natural resour<;:e base ot 1fyo111in9 and Montana, and 

WHEREAS, the 111ellbera ot the P'ive-st11.te Le9isl11.tive Conterence 
atronqly oppose the reintroduction ot wolves into the Greater 
Yi!llowstono Area; 

NOW, THEREl"OJU!, BE IT RESOt.V£D, that the Five-State Le9i&lative 
Conterencs ur9es conqress to db:ect the J'ederal Wolt Mnna9eJ1ttnt 
couittee to address state concerns hetore wolves are reintroduced 
into the Greater Yellowstone Area. 'l'he Collllllittee should addroaa 
th'l! tolloVill'I= 

1. That the 9ray volt bv. removed trom th• 11ndan9ered •nd 
th'reatened species liats hflt'ore any consideration b1 given tor its 
rs introduction, 

2. That tbs t'l!ldeiral <;JOVert'l&ent asau.s liability tor all livestoc>t 
and wildlife depredation ti.tors any volt' reintroduction, 

1
1

3. 1'hat any volt' shall not be protected. in any way outside the 
Yellowston• National Park bou.nderits and •ball b., controlled by 
state law, 

4. That ths federal 9overn.snt allocate sutt'icient tundin9 prior 
to volt' reintroduction to cover ongoi1"19 state eosts ot' Yolt 
•onitorinq, control ot probln volvss and addition111 aonitoring or 
9ame populations dus to !.pacts of wolves, or that th• tederal 
qovern11.ent agree to rei11.Wr11e th• •ta.tea ot Wyoaing and Kontann tor 
such expensas, and 

1

5. That baselines be est11.blishltd. to ••-s• the n11111ber11 ot wolves 
which would be deelled acceptable and the i11pact on <i:a•• populations 

2 whioh would be within acceptable li•it.s in oJ;"der to avoid an 
increase ot' nllllbers ot volvas or i11.pacts on wildllte vhiCh woull\ be 
unacceptabls. 1$1. 

Mopted tlli• ..:!:__ day ot Ootobsr, 1993. 

Cont'erenca Chain.an 
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State 012178, Wyo. State Leg., Oct. 14 

Thank you for your comments. The proposed 
action has provisions for control of wolves that 
attack livestock including providing for livestock 
owners to kill wolves that are killing livestock 
on private land. Additionally, Wyoming has been 
invited and encouraged to prepare a state wolf 
management plan that is within the parameters 
of the experimental population regulations. The 
FWS would then enter into a cooperative agree
ment, including financial support, by which the 
state could assume management responsibility 
outside of national parks and national wildlife 
refuges through the state management plan. 
However, removal of the wolf from the list of 
endangered and threatened species prior to 
achieving recovery objectives is not within FWS 
authorities. 

1. Wolves outside Yellowstone will still be un
der the authority of the FWS, unless Congress 
changes the ESA. However, the FWS proposal 
gives the states much flexibility regarding wolf 
management outside national parks and wildlife 
refuges and encourages the states and tribes to 
implement wolf management policy consistent 
with federal guidelines. 

2. The minimum baseline numbers of wolves 
that define a viable wolf population have been 
defined in Appendix 9. Wolf numbers above this 
level are the responsibility of the states and tribes. 
The FWS proposal also encourages the states and 
tribes to develop wolf management plans to de
fine acceptable and unacceptable impacts to 
game populations. 
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MIKE SULLIVAN 
GoVEAf<OR 

Department of Environmental Quality 
Hersch!or Building • 122Wes! 25th Stfeel • Cheyenne, Wyoming 82002 

Memorandum 

To: Rod Miller, State planning Coordinator'11 Office 

From: Vanessa L. Forselius, Senior Economist 

Date: September '1, 1993 

Subject: Wolf Reintroduction DEIS, SN# 85-231 

General RelntroducUou Policy Comment 

The DEIS propoaes on P. 2-7 to: 
'Allow ADC, FWS, stat«, and lribes to oon.trot wo!ues chm attaek lit>tStoek 
(cattle, $/ittp, horses and mules) by mouing wolues when 5 or fewer breeding 
pairs are established, and killing wolws after 6 or more breeding pair are 
establisMd m the given recor;ery <Vea. f'ri<,r to Oct.obu 1, predating fem4ks and 
tMir ;yowi.g would bt n!lea.sed on site. Wolves thra atJach other domestic 
animals and p€ts on private Wid 3 timu in a ealelldar Y6tV' would be moued, 
Chronic problem Jll()[!)(!!J would be rwnoved from the wild.· 

1 quootil'.>1\ why li'l%Wek \&more .,llluab\e {wo].'1'1)$ ee.n be ldUOO. for attee!Wig live&tC>ck} 
than are pets who in numy casas are "members of the family". It would aet1m that a 
wolf predating upon pets and other domeetic animals should suffer the same fate as 
one who predates liveatock. A wolf who attacks a dog, chickena, etc. would seem to 
have lost some or all of its fear of man, therefore, being more likely to attack man. 
Whe.t will stop the wolf who baa e. taste for dogs from choosing a child the next time? 
la a homeowner aimply to watch as the family dog ia killed and eaten or carried away? 
Ia he to watch a similar scene three times before action can or will be taken? 

Economic Methodology Conunents 

I am directing my comments toward Alternative 1, although they apply to the 
eeonomic methods for benefit/cost valuation in all of the Alternativea 

Park; Vlajf:ation 11a a R@U!t of Wnhlffi 

The DEIS states that reintroduction will increase Yellowstone Park visitation by 
10.4% from the three state area and 4.8% from other areas (p. 4-23). It further states 
that the visitation has.a value of$23 million e.nnually. Thie value does not match the 
value in the abatract.. The reason fOl' the difference iB not explained. The value 
(whichever level) for visitation ie unlikely to be realized in the reintroduction impact 

2 area. Yellowstone Park has publicized its intention to examine limiting dally 
visitation to the Pal'k due to visitor numberll in excess of the capability of the Park 
to assimilate the visitoni. Additionally, a coucem that the high visitor numbers are 
threatening the Park experience bee also beau expressed. Given thie reality, projected 
benefits from hlcreaaed Park visitation due to wolf reintroduction are unrealistic. 

Existence Value 

The "willingneas to pa.y' method uood to eati.tllate this value, in my apinion, baa one 
oorioua flaw. It does not require pereona to pey-, it simply eeks if they would. Since 
it does not repre50nt an actual out-<if-pocket cost to the respondent. thia method 3 would seem to overstate wiUingness of the public to actually write the check. Case 
in point, it seems to be difficult for state wildlife agencies to develop a wey to pay for 
non-game (non-consumptive) use program& Jn states like Wyoming, the hunter pey-s 
for all non.game prograi:ns. 

The only program I am aware of that bee been successful Is the atate incoma tax 
cheek-off program in effect in some ate.tea. No comparisons were made aa to aucceas 
of the progi:'ama and the amount per household these generate. The value ($8.4 
million, page 4-35) repreeented in the DEIS in Alternative l for the annual return to 
a trust fund if it were 11'vested at 6% (current US 30-year bolld yield) would mean 
that the fund would need to total $138 million, or a colltrlhution of$16.40 from 10% 
of all American households. 

Lastly, the calibration ueed in the DEIS BB a component of Table 4-8 ls based upon a 
study done of Yellowstone visitors. That study me.y biee the eah"bratlon results as the 
demographic:a of Yellowstone visitors potentially differ from the general U.S. 
population demographic&. Because these people can travel to Y ellowatone. I would 
suggest their incomes me,y he higher than the U.S. average. I would a1oo auggast that 
the form of their vacation {a National Pal'k experience versus an amusement park or 
a shopping mall) mar speak to their ehoicea concerning willingness to pa.y. 

VaJuatiM ofUngulntes J.oot to Wqlyeg 

My first concern for the valuation method involveoi use of Montana data. Ill fact, 
aeoording to the DEIS Oil page 106, most of the hunting impact area lie6 In Wyoming. 
A siinple means of valuating Jost game species is available from the Wyoming Game 
and Fish. The Montana method, wbile it values hunter deys, ignores the impact of 
total !oases to wolves upon the availability of ungulates upoo which total hunting 
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State 30065, Wyo. Dep. of Environmental 
Quality, Sept. 7 

l. Wild wolves are not a threat to human safety. 
Stories of wolves attacking children are not veri
fied or documented in North America. Wolves 
normally prey on wild large ungulates, but will 
sometimes attack livestock. That is why live
stock are defined as domestic large ungulates 
(cattle, sheep, horses, and mules). In addition 
the types of wounds on large livestock can be 
more accurately and conclusively determined to 
be wolf-caused than wounds on smaller animals. 
Some of the responses to the DEIS indicated that 
some people intended to violate or take advan
tage of any provisions that allowed private take 
of wolves. For this reason and others, a fair sys
tem must be developed that protects both live
stock producers and the taxpayer who is fund
ing wolf recovery efforts. The FWS hopes the 
states will better define livestock with these cri
teria in mind. Wolves in northwestern Montana 
have not attacked domestic animals other than 
sheep and cattle and 2 dogs. However, the DEIS 
recognized the local public's concern about con
trol of wolves that attack pets or domestic ani
mals, other than livestock. In the FEIS, wolves 
that attack such domestic animals twice, instead 
of three times as stated in the DEIS, will be 
moved. The public will still be allowed to ha
rass wolves found on private property but such 
harassment must be noninjurious. 

2. Ms. Forselius correctly points out that the 
$23 million annual increase in visitor expendi
tures does not match the abstract. The abstract 
was in error and was corrected. 

Ms. Forselius correctly points out that there is 
uncertainty as to the total effects of increased 
visitation to Yellowstone. It was beyond the 
scope of our task to examine the effect of con
gestion on future visitation increases to 
Yellowstone. Additionally, we did not examine 
the limitations which might be presented by the 
existing roads and facilities in Yellowstone. 
Rather, as noted in Chapter 4, the analysis states 
that the numbers presented shouid be viewed as 
indicators of the likely direction of change in visi
tation and expenditures rather than predictions 
of the percentage change. The best available data 
indicates the presence of wolves in Yellowstone 
would lead to an increase in visitation and visi
tor expenditures. 



license issuance is baaOO. and upon the ---------
availability of ungulate BB breeding stock 
in future years. 

Use of the WG&F method would 
indicate that the value of the loot 
ungulates from predation is understated. 
Table 1 i8 based upon the WG&F values 

4 for W1gulates. the mix of ungulates by 
species from the DEIS Table 4-4 wtd the 
kill rate of 120 ungulat&8 per wolf from 
th& DEIS. Baood upon this method, wolf 

Table I 
&Umate ot the Value of 

VniiuJate Killed by WolvM 
Q a Re.ult o! Reintroduction 

Spe<:les In!Uol Recovery 

Elk $272.218 • 9()7,392 
D~' 43,416 1'4,720 
M- 6,372 21,24.0 

To<ol $322,000 11,073,852 

ltlll at recovery of 100 adults in the ---------
Yellowstone area would have a value of 
$1.1 million annually. 
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The authors recognized that willingness to pay 
as reported by respondents overstates "true" will
ingness to "write the check". For this reason a 
calibration factor was used to scale down stated 
willingness to pay to "true" willingness to pay. 
This calibration factor was not based on a study 
of Yellowstone visitors, as Forselius states, but 
rather on a study of threatened fisheries in the 
Big Hole and Yellowstone Rivers of Montana. 
In this study (funded by the US Environmental 
Protection Agency) it was found that actual cash 
donations to a fund to lease water rights in order 
to protect sensitive fisheries were approximately 
28% of stated willingness to pay amounts. 

The calculations by Ms. Forselius of her esti
mated value of ungulates killed by wolves are 
not obvious to us. The estimates in the Chapter 
4 analysis are based on actual anticipated reduc
tions in hunter days and hunter expenditures. 
These reductions in hunter days are derived from 
2 independent assessments of the effect of pre
dation on big game harvests. The assumptions 
made in estimating reduced benefits to hunters 
were conservative in that their effect was to over
state the true losses to hunters. 

3. The estimates used in the DEIS recognized 
that people will actually pay less than they offer 
and this was factored into the economic calcula
tions. 

4. The wolf kill rate for the Yellowstone area is 
12 ungulates/year/wolf not 120. In Chapter4 of 
the DEIS, the potential loss of big game and 
potential loss of hunting opportunities could 
likely be overstated as recognized by the Wyo
ming Game and Fish Department. The figures 
in the FEIS reflect the potential effect of a re
covered wolf population as accurately as pos
sible and the estimates of the value oflost ungu
lates of over $1 million are not correct. 
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o/!P'aa-.'¥~ W.,,,,,.,.,;,.uo.. 
1m1so1Le~ Bllll.OINC TElEl'llONE: !301) 77J.1G2$ CHn!;NNE. WVOMIH(; 81002 

Kl!KOR1'>1DUK 

'lo: Rod Mille>:, 

:rro11: John w, Jackson, 

0.t•: October 1, 1993 

Subject: Wolt Reintroduction Dratt EIS (State ID No. u•~231) 

The wolt reintl:'oduction may inci:-ease the impact OI:' ditticulty 
ot water d&velopment in the immediate proposed area ot reintroduc
tio11. The surroundinq areas could also be h1pacted, 'l'he l!lap, 
Fiqure S-2 in the su1n1ruu-y Draft EIS, ehows all ot wyomin9 (every• 
thinq east ot Interstate 15 and south of us Hi9h-.iay 12) to be the 
Yellowstone Park area. Therefore, th<U"e is a potential to illpact 
any resource development in wyoming, 

Experience with endanqe>:ed species in both the North Platte 
River drainage and. the Colorado River drainaq(I has shown tbat 
dealinq with endenqered species is a very costly and ti111e conswriinq 
proees11 no natter how remote the species is !ro11 Wyominq, 

Another iesue is the econo1dc benefits projGctad !ron 
reintroduction. Recently on nW11ero11s occasions, the Park SerVie<! 
has been q11oted that the visitation to Yellowstone National Pa:tk 
11ay have to be li111ited as the r'lsou:tce is presently beinq de9:tad11d 
and the quality o! the expe:tience ia diminishinq, I! these 
statements axce in !act t:rue, then inc:teased visitation due to WQl! 
reintroduction will accelerate deqradation o! the Pa:tk leadinq t<l 
an econollliC loss, not a qain. Another possibility is that 
visitation limitation will 11st the expe:tience supply and the only 
9xcowth in expenditures/economic benet'its will be due to int'lation 
and will result in no increased econ0111ic beneUt, It seem.s that no 
111atter how you slice it, the econo111ic reeult or the recovery option 
is a 0011t rr:om $100,000 {No Wolf') to $129,000,000 (Wolf' Mana9e111ent 
co111111ittee). 

LB'IT0658.WP5 

DMSION OF PARKS 
& CUL TUR.AL RF.SOURCES 

s. ... tu"°'"'-""'o""' "'°' c. ...... ~ ........ llldi
C»<,<..,., Wyonol•1 ffllOl:-O:l«I 
(JOI) 111-1697 
f11X(31)7)111-6t11 

September 'rl, 1993 

EdBlllp 
Project Leader 
Gray Wo!fBtS 
U.S. Flail ind Wildlif6ServlC6 
P.O. Box 8017 
HtlMI, Mo!IWll $9601 

RE: Wolf Relntroduellon Draft &v!roJlmewl knpacl ~Summary {Slit$ IO No. 8S·231), 
SlIPO I0992CI'COl I 

Dear Mr. B1.q.1: 

Ka= Ke!:np(on of out staffhu received lnlbnnatlon coneenil111 tho aforernemloned drift 
enviroM!elllal lmpai;t llll!Olllent. Thank )'OU for givini U'l lho opportunity to comment. 

Manqemem of cultural teSOUJU1 on U.S. Fish llld WUdllh Servleo projeccs Is cond~cced Iii 
accordaneo with Se<;IJOJI 106 of tho National H!ftoric Prmrn1don Act illld Advisory Coiil!CI! 
re;u!ztiom 36CPR800. Theill regulatlom call for survo;y, ovalllltlon illld pnxectlon of 1IJ!llf!Clt!I 
h!ftodc ind ucMoloikal sites prior !O lllY potent!al eou!ld dlsturbaneo assoi:lated with this action. 
Provided the U.S. FW. llld Wildt!&Servlce follows tho proced~~ embllshed !n tho reauJatlons, we 
have llO obJectiom !O Iha project. Spec!Oe comm""' on the project's dfca on eullllral resciurc.e iit.. 
will bo provided to Ille U.S. l'lsh and Wlldlifo St1'111" when we review tho cultural reso11rco 
documentatkm called hr In 36CPR&OO. 

Pleaso reter to SHPO project cowol n~mber #0992CTCOll on any fulllre correspondence dealini 
with this project. If )'OU bav6 any que:stlons COlllaCt Ms. Kempton at m~ or Judy Wolf, Dcp\lty 
Sll.l'0~77i-6311. 

Sil!Urtly, 

/l:i!o/ 
State Hiatoric Pmerv&tlon Offlcet 

JTX:KLK:ldm 
.;<>: Stale Pl.nnl"I Coonliflator 

U FISI I W1LWFt SflVIC( 

S£p 30 1993 

lr·IY D flll llFFIE 
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State 30066, Water Development Committee, 
Oct 1 

I. You are correct that Yellowstone National Parle 
has expressed concern on the level of visitation, 
particularly during the winter season. However, 
at the present time the National Park Service has 
established no limit on total visitation nor any 
seasonal limitations. The FEIS relied on the visi
tation trends and the economic analysis con
ducted on likely consequences of having wolves 
in Yellowstone and central Idaho. The projected 
trends in Idaho are similar based on independent 
analysis. The fonn that future visitation man
agement may take in Yellowstone National Parle 
would be unsubstantiated speculation. Whether 
this results in any numerical limits, overall an
nual limits, limits by area, limits by season or 
other forms is unknown. Current evidence indi
cates that more people will visit areas with 
wolves and others will extend an already planned 
visit. This results in increased economic activ
ity. The economic benefits analyzed are realis
tic for the foreseeable future. 

State 009232, Division Parl< & Cult., Sept 27 

I. Thank you for your comment. Any construc
tion associated with wolf recovery would adhere 
to proper procedures and regulations. 
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IDAHO FISH & GAME ------------------600 South Walnut I Bo~~~ 
Bol><. ldah<> $3707·002~ 

Mr.&! Bangs 

October 12, 1993 

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Project Leader 
Gray Wolf EIS 
P.O. Box 8Ql1 
Helem, MT 59601 

Dear Mr. Bangs: 

The Idaho Department of Fish & Game (Department) has reviewed the Draft Environmental 
Impact Statemenl (DEIS) on !he Reintroduction of Gray Wo!Yes to Yellowstone National 
Park and Ccnn:al Idaho. The Department p&nicipated in the analysis of environmental 
consequentCS of wolves on ungulate populations, hunter harv~. domestic livestoek, and land 
u.sc in central Id.300 and in the preparation of the DEIS. We believe these analy~ provide a 
reasonable estimate of the probable envirolll'llelltal consequences of a recovered wolf 
population (about 100 animals) in central Idaho, based on the best available dat;.. 

The Depa:tmc11!'$ goaJ is lo see lb.al rho gray wnlf is removed from the Endaqgered Species 
Aa. the wolf shoul(I be considered to be ~vered when they ue no longer lhreatened 
with el'.tinetioo in the central Idaho and Yellowstone reeovczy areas. 
The Oeiwtment believes the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's (Service's) Proposed Action 
outlined in the DEIS is gCDerally headed in the right direction to achieve wolf =ovcry with 
management conditions aeccptablc to the Department. Overall, we Sllppon mony of !he 
provisions included in the Proposed ActioD ml we appreciate the Seivice's consideration of 
local and srate concerns abo\lt wo!vcs durin& preparation of !he DEIS. 

Throughout the developllltllt of !he DEIS, !he Department has worked closely with the seven 
memb<:r Idaho wolf oversight commiuce. The oversight committee was fonned under a 1992 
amendment to Section 36-715 of the Idaho Code. We have attached minutes and oversight 
oommittcc comments on the DEIS Propo;scd Action, from an August 3, 1993 meeting. 

Becalllle of our involvement with the analysis of enviro~tal consequences of wolves in 
central Idaho, we will confine the following comments to the Proposed Action outlined in lhe 
DEIS. 

U.flSllRutQIE 

OCT 151193 

---------·~•---~IT~.fl--"DC:lmJ=lllt~ 
M .... _,,__ 

Mr. Bd Bangs 
October 12, 1993 
?age 2 

Genem1 Comments 

I. The Department believes that wolf tee(IVCI")' an:i management should bo under state 
control, in cooperation with affected tribes an:i other agencies. Wol~ are large 
predators, not unlike mountain lions and black bears. Because wolves will rely 
primarily on elk and deer for food in Idaho, the Dcpattment must be able to integrate 
management of wol~ into our big game management go.als and objeetivcs. 
However, for !be Dcpanment to fully participate in wolf n:eovery and mana&e:neru· 
an existing Idaho statute will have to be amended or repealed by the Idaho legtslature, 

2/' 
3j' 
4J' 

The experimental role should have a provision to allow the capture and n:!oeation of 
problem wo!ves which move outside of the cenlrll Idaho primary analysis area or 
outside the Yellowstone Park primacy analysi!I area (as defined in the DEIS). A 
definition of "problem wolves• will be developed and detailed in the State 
management plms, to be approved by the Service. 

The experimental l'Ulc must include federal compensat!on for confirmed livestock 
losses ill Idaho and federal fundiDtl: for State of Idaho wolf management, 
wolf/ungulate research. and pn:y base monitoring costs. 

It should be spelled out in the experimental rule that any wolves that represent a 
human health and safety hazard will be promptly re.moved from the wild. 

sl' The Experimental Ruic should clearly spell out criteria for dclisting wolves. Upon 
dclisting wolves, the Dcpartmenl intend$. to ~tain wo!vcs. at a ~blc level 
above recovery which will not compromise big game obJectl.~ and which will no! 
lead to unaeccp!ablc impacts on livestock. 

7 

Soo;jf!(; Comments 

p. 2-7, 2nd Paragraph; 

As stated abo~c, we believe that the sate of ldalto, in cooperation with affecred 
ttlbes, should implement the experimental role, w~th federal assislanCC through 
cooperative agreements and adequate federal fundmg. 

p. 2·7, 3rd Paragraph: 

Delete the definition of livestock 'cattle, $heep, hone$, and mules' frl)m this 
paragraph. The Idaho wolf management plan will define livestock. 
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Consultation and Coordination 

Stale 010368, Idaho F&G, Oct. 12 

I. The Idaho Fish and Game would need to have 
regulatory authority to manage wolves before the 
FWS could consider transferring management 
to the state. 

2. The proposal and the experimental rule has 
provisions for capture and relocation or removal 
of problem wolves both within and ou!Side of 
the central Idaho primary analysis area and out
side the Yellowstone primary analysis area. The 
definition of"problem wolves" has been further 
defined in Chapter 2, Alternative I and in the 
Glossary of Terms. We would encourage the 
state to include provisiOns for addressing prob
lem wolves throughout each of the experimen
tal population areas in Idaho. 

3. There is private funding available for con
firmed livestock losses. However, the state could 
certainly reprogram any federal funding received 
for wolf recovery and management to other pri
orities they considered most important, so long 
as recovery activities were not compromised. The 
FWS intends to fund wolf recovery activities. 

4. Although this would be highly unusual oc
currence, this sta!emenl has been included in 
Chapter 2, Alternative I, Implementing this Al
ternative would involve. 

5. The criteria have been included as part of the 
FEIS in Appendix 11. 

6. The proposal encourages the states and tribes 
lo prepare wolf recovery plans and enter into 
cooperative agreemen!S with the FWS, however 
adequate funding will be subject to interpreta
tion. 

7. See definition of livestock in Glossary of 
Tenns which calls for states or tribes to include 
specific definitions of livestock in their respec
tive plans. 

8. The FWS plans lo work closely with the state 
and tribes in !he development of their plans. 

9. The FWS is willing 10 work closely with !he 
states to ensure !hat unacceptable impac!S lo wild 
ungulate populations is defined in a manner that 
protec!S the states' interest in maintaining ad
equate hun!ing opportunities and the general 
public's interest that wolf recovery is not com-



Consultation and Coordination 

Mr. Ed Bangs 
Oetobet 12, 1993 
Page 3 

p. 2-7, 4th Paragraph: 

We agW: that Hvcstock producers sMuld be able to take wolves in the act of ki\\i~ 
livestock on their private land. We aJro agree that such act should be reported with.in 
24 twurs. We feel a federal comperwation program must be in place upon the 
evidence of freshly wounded or killed livestock. 

8 The state wolf management plan will define whlcb "authorized agencies" wlll be 

I 
p. 2.7, Sth Paragraph: 

allowed to confinn livestock losses from wolves. 

10 

p. 2.7, 6th Paragraph: 

Delete the phrase 'which may intullit wolf recovery' from the first sente!ICC. 
Allhollgl! the DcpartQ!elll feels that a recovering wolf population will rarely cause 
unacceptable impacu 10 the overall UPgi.ilatc population in Idaho, we do need the 
flexib!litY to relocate wolves if unacceptable impacts occur in local siruatioa.s. 

p. 2.7, Paragraph 7: 

The Department agrees that no private or public land-use restrictions should be 
dcve\opt<d solely for wolf rewtecy ~at ft.lase sit.tS dll.rieg tei~n. We 
do not believe that land-use rcsb:ictiol'IS ue necessacy to achieve wolf recovery in 
Idaho; tlleY only lead to increased animosity toward wolves. In the rare case that !he 
den site is located near an area of heavy hwnan disllllbanee with obvious potential 
negative impacts, short term restrietions developed in cooperation with affected 
parties ntaY be beneficial. 

! 
p. 2.7, Paragrapll 8: 

I Strike out the definition of livestock 'cattle, sheep, horses, and 1J1ules' in the first 
sentence. U~k wiU be detinoi \n the state wolf manatttnenl plan. 

12 

p. 2.7, Paragraph 9: 

If hard release pR>vcs ineffective for wolf survival or e<intainrnen! in !he central lohllo 
primary analysis area under this alternative, the federal/state managing agencies 
should consider soft releases. 

Mr. Ed Bangs 
October 12, 1993 

""' 4 

This cOil:lu<les the Department's comments on the Reintroduction of Gray Wolves ro 
Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho DEIS. We look forwanl to e<intinued 
involvement !n Ibis important issue. 

JMC:HJH:tlv 
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promised by such management. The FWS be
lieves there is a middle ground which can sat
isfy both these interests. The FWS believes states 
are in the best position to define unacceptable 
impacts to ungulate populations while the FWS 
is required, at least initially, to determine what 
may compromise wolf recovery. Public misin
formation about the perceived impact of wolves 
on ungulate populations, compared to mountain 
lions for instance, will lead to local public pres
sure to control wolves. Public education and a 
strong federal oversight on state wolf manage
ment plans appears a fair means to ensure both 
legal authorities are incorporated into the state 
plans. 

10. This concept has been incorporated into 
Chapter 2, Alternative 1 of the FEIS. 

11. See response #7. 

12. Federal, state, or tribal agencies conducting 
wolf reintroduction will consider both soft and 
hard releases in both areas. Based upon experi
ence, the method that worlcs best will be utilized. 

13. We thank the Idaho Wolf EIS Oversight 
Committee members for their hard work and 
assistance in providing input into the Gray Wolf 
EIS process and their help is respectfully ac
knowledged. 



A/Jtmative I 

population (defined as 2 breeding pairs, each su=fully raising 2 or more young (or 2 
eonseaitive yean in a reeovery area) had been documented. Wolves outside national parks 
would be managed by the stales and tn"bes under special federal reguJations for each 
population. H tbe states and tribes did not a.Mumo wolf management, the FWS would do 
so. Management would allow wolves to be killed or moved under some eonditions by 
federal, mte, and tribal aa:encies for domestic animal depredations and excessive predation 

011 big game populations. Under some conditions, the public eou!d ha.rw and kill wolves 
attacking livestodc (eattle, sheep, horses, and mules). There would be no federal 
eompe)'ISalion program, hut compcns:uion rrom existing private funding sources would be 
cneouraa:cd. There would be no land we restrictions applied or critical habitat designated. 
Enhancement of prey populations would be encouna:cd. Use of toxicant:s lethal to wolves 
in areas occupied by wolves would still be prohibited by cxi!ting ADC po!lcy and EPA 
labeling restrictions. 

Nott.-lfa wolf population (see above definition) was diseovercd in either the YcU~tonc 
'UllJ/or central Idaho areas. rcintJoduction umler an experimental population rule would not 
occur ai;d any wolf population would be man.aged as a n.atural recovering population (sec 
AHcrratlve 2) iii tbal area until a decision mal:"r decided e;tberwise. 

Nok.-Thc prop<»ed boundaries of the cxperhncnt.al population areas were established by 
considering the combination of the QlrTClll soutbem expansion of nuurally formed wolf 
packs in Montana, location of high qualily wolf habitat and potential wolf release sites, and 
the li!cclihood of any wolf pack documented inside the northern border of experimental area 
resulting from reintroduction Into eenual Idaho or Yellowstone National Park rather than 
from n;1.tural dispersal &om Canada or northwestern Montana. Therefore, the boundaries 
of the proposed experimental population areas could be affeeted by formation of new wolf 
pack$ by narurally dispcning wolves from Canada or Montana before any decision (at ihc 
earliest 1994) about implementing a nonessential experimental population rule and wolf 
reintroduction is made. 

lmpkmtnlitl# tbU ail1tfU1livt would lnWllvt: 
The FWS would develop and publish 2 nonessential experimental population rules. under 
Section !O(j) of the ESA. in the Federal Register: 

·One rule would designate mud! of Idaho and part of Montana (south of Inicrsrn.tc 
flt.I.« 90 'UllJ west of Interstate 15) an experimental area for a wolf rcintroduciion into 

central Idaho (Figure 2-1). 

-Another rule would designate a small portion of Idaho (east of lntentate IS) and 
Montana (ca.st of lntentatc 15 and south of Highway 12) and all of Wyoming an 
experimental population area forwolfrcintroductioo into Yell~tone National Park 
(Figure 2·1). 

2-5 

Figure 2.-1. The location of proposed experimental population areas in central Idaho {south 

~;1~~~r~1:;~ ::i 1~~~:i~ o[J~tcrstate IS) and Ycllowsionc Naiiona! Park (south of Highway 

Each rule would: 
·Define the minimum criteria tor a "wolf population· for PUIJ>OSCS of each 
c.>1pcrimcntal rule as:iwo breeding pairs of wi!d wolves successfully raising at leasi 
two Y?ung each. (unul Dcce~bei 31 of the year of their bmh), for two amsecuiivc 

A6~&E year~ m a cxpenz:icmal area. If a wolf population was dorumcnted, reintroduction 
and 1mp!ememauon of an expcr1mcn1al rule in that area would not ocrur. Thai wolf 
population would then be managed as a naturally recovering population umil a 
decision maker decided otherwise 
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AdlfE 

.Altmr.ativt 1 

·Establbh the experimental population arca(s) and d~to all wolves in sueb 
area(s) as members of the experimental population. Wolves would be moved as 
required to enbance population teCOVCI)'. 

·EnoourqC and if they 110 ehoo$e, designw ~bJ;AtJ.ts;i'"'av~.ll:i.!1~...to ~.lk.I'~, 
agencies to Implcme111 the experilnen1al"Me;-wi'Ui-·reacrarassgta:nU~ihrouifi·· ... 1l"<J 
ooopcrative a,reemcms. 11, 

·AJ!ow private landowners on their private land and livcstoclc (saula, 1h11p1 haFg1s. 
~ producers on tbeil' publle land grazing lease.s to b&ras.i wolve:i in an 
opportunistic, nonin.iu!fous manner at ~ limo. Such incidents must be reponed 
within l<$da.ys. 11f~-.nrr£AWt,,~h.N.1111li ~l'Uoc ,,,,,.,'tori(. 

-Allow livest!Xk producers on their priVale I.and to take wolves la the act of kilUng 
livcstoclc. Sueh madents must be reported within 24 hours and livestoelc fresbly 
wolllldcd/w killed by wolves must be e\lfdent. · 

•Allow livestock produoen wltb .Uotments on public !and to r«e!ve a pennit to take 
depredating wolves after ADC, or other &uthorizcd agen('.}r, bas confirmed livest0<\: 
IO&!les b&ve been C&IUed by wolves and bas UJl,ruceeufv.Jly attcmJhted to resolve tile 
problem and other lo5SCS az:e dOaJ.lllented. 7-*' m~,..,..;.~ur "'"'a k~ ,,..,.~~...-: 

·Allow the staw to move wo!ve5 tha1 are having wiaceeptab!e imp&CU on ungulate 
populalioDS, llhll n l · h'N· elf ,.,, Two examples, althou&h unlikely, a.re 
where wolf predalio11 if, dramatically affecting prey a.vaillbility because of UIUL$ulli 
habitat or weather oondltions (i.e. bighom $beep in arcu with marginal escape 
habitat) or where wolves "'-11$e prey to move onto private properiy and mix with 
livestodt increasing potential oonfliru with private prope~. 

·Mure tbac no private or public land U$e restrictions a.re developed solely for wolf 
reeovety except at re!e:L$C sites during rcintroductio11. 

.IPIFl,Alfl>l(Jflo'~~<IV..,.;ft'l 
·Allow ADC, FWS, JUies, and m'bes to control wolves th1t anack Livestotjl:~e,. 
1h p hnn, ll~ lfUln} by moving wolves when S or fewer breeding plir$ are 
csta.blUhcd, and killing wolves a!1er 6 or more breeding pair arc esta.blishcd in a 
given recovery arcL Prior to Oe!obcr I, deprcdating females and their young would 
be released Oil site. Wolves thll attadi; other domestic animals and peu on private 
!and 3 times in a calendar year would be moved. Chronic problem wolves would be 
removed from the wild. 

The FWS ill cooperatio.11 with sta.tc, federal, and tribal agencies illld a.ppropri11c Canadian 
govcmmcni.s, would rcinttoducc wolves into Yellowstone National Park (soft release) and 
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Md iiWtt A <r WfffCTIY£ 4< .wll' h',Vt..Ul ~ <tff~'4111!4T 
.If ~~ T>(t I'll.MA~ ,t,.;.l(:IJ,t~1 TlfU ~l/SC.'IY. ,n..,,ot-1P6 J~I~~ 

"""" (IOU'<~ /MJlW"6'l°WG JilF'J' f«UioJc • 
Alt~l 

ccnual Idaho (hard release) fot 4 co~cutivo years (possibly 3·5 depending upon program 
progre.$5).-ll'Proccdures would illclude: 

- -Obtai.lling any permiu, agrecmclll.S, a.nd archcological site tlcaranccs a.nd conducting 
activities !or' scientifically based wolf rcintroduclio.11 program. 

-C&pturiltg. radio collarill& illld rclcasillg 1·3 wolves Crom 8 separate wolf packs ;n 
Ca!lada, .in 1Wle·August, in cooperation with Canadian govcr.omenu. 

·Radio 1dcmetry monitoring of 8 wolf paclc$ suitable for caprurc in Canada ti 
provide paek: membcn for reintroduction. Wolves wollld likely be captured in 
October by darling from bclicoplcr$ or by capture collars kl they could be moved ti 
1hc holdl!lg facilitieii or releuc sites with.in a shon time span. 

.COmtructi>:Jg 3 temporary holding facilities (each 1 aere; 0.4 ha) and nearby 
temporaiy housin& (tc.111 or ttailct) al 3 release sites .in Ydlows1one National Park. 
Thci;c siw would be vebicle accessible, at sites that arc already disrurbed if at all 
possible, and secured from the general public while wo!vcs arc being held in these 
facilities (Octobcr·December). · 

-Obtaining up to 8,000 pou11ds of ungulate earrio.11 (roughly 40 deer or 10 elk) (road 
kiJl5, law enforcemc11t sei:zurcs, etc.) to feed these wolves(6 adults and an estimated 
12 pups) from Oelober throu&h January. An additiollil! 2,400 pounds of ungulates 
(16 deer or 4 elk) could be placed near the release silos if the adults were 11ot 
suc:cesmu at killing ungulates or caring for their pups. 

·Obtaining, earing for, and uansponing up to 30 {even sex ratio, if possible) wolvel 
from are:as in Canada in Oc:totier-November each year for 4 years. Transporting 3 
wolf p:airs and their pups to 3 separate release $it cs in Y c!kiwstone National Park for 
4 yea.rs. Traruporti;ig and releasing IS young adult wolves in cen!ral Idaho for 4 
>= 

For spedfic information on how a wolf reintroduction program would be conducted, please 
$U Appendix 4 "Scientific techniques for the reintroduetion of 11/'ild wolves: 

Ho"' "Nould "Nolfpopuum.,nr n~nd to this oktm111iv1? 
The followirlg scenario and Table 2·1 portra}'$ how wolf population growth migh1 respond 
to imple111entatio11 of the Reintrodudion of ~rimental Populations Aherna1ive in cac~ 
area. It incorporates the key components of !his al1cma1ive, including reintroduction cf 
wolves in Ycl!oW$1one National Park arid central Idaho for 3·5 oorisccuiive years, beginning 
in !994, moderate mortality of wolves in areas wilh lives1ock, aM no land use remit ii on:. 
Moving wolvC$ to pro1eet cririeal ungulaie popula1ioru appean unlikely, panieularly early 
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.Jack Lavin 2509 Roanoke Dr • K134S-4063 IDl!'Q Appoint.roilnt 

BOi••, " 83712 01327-7444 

Gtoorqe A. 11ennett 5368 s. L&tiqo Dr. H1362-3913 D•pt. ot 1\9. 
Boha, " 83709 01343-1615 Appoint=111nt 

Don Cl<>W9r 5103 w. chel'ry L&n• 888-7020 IDl'C ApPOil\t.ment 
w.,.,J.dian, " 83642 

p,Q. - 2596 
344-2271 MC Appointment 

Stan i!Oyd 
BOiae, " 83707 

Laird Noh 32'24 Addhon Ave. .. 733-3617 State Senator 
l(lJa);>.,rly, " 83341 ""· sen. ~·· 

Env. -· Goldoln Linford 21ZO W •UQO S js6-1220 St.ta Ji&F•••nU.tiv• 
R•ucbui"q, " 83440 Ch.m. HOuaa !\<I&, 

Cena. -· 
Tod Hoffiu.n Xniqht Vet, 

Sox 603 
Clinic 587-4498 D•pt. ot A9. 

Appointment 
Mtn, _,, 83647 

Minute" of t.hf! B/3/93 mgetinq Of the Wolf L!lqislative Oversight 
Commit.tee Bo111¢ Idahg 

~~~~~~~c~~c~ai~~1~':.~e~~~:e J~~~i:n~ttaan°s0a"n,c1Jo":"'Ra;~~1;0~d 
Cudmore, ~· 

, .. 
'" 

The conunittee reviewed the Fish & Wildlife Service Draft 
Environmental lmpact Statement nThe Reintroduction of Gray Wolves 
to Yellowstone NP and central Idaho~, Pages 2-5 thru 2~s, dealing 
with implementation ot the preterred alternative. Committee 
comments on these pages are noted on the attached copies of these 
pa9es. These comment§ on the preferred alternative do not 
constitute overs!2!it committee endorsement oi tb:i.s alternative. 

~~!~e~~~r~~~h~:;;w:;;;:on a;;:\h~f~~~~o ~~;;~;:i.~7 F1~~:i.~i~~:! 
and the US Fish ' Wildlife Service throush the IDFG representative 
to the EIS workin9 group: 

-Maximize State ot Idaho involvement and authority in 
implementing any wolf recovery plan. 

-If wolves move beyond the primary analysis area, tl",ey 'm!.tl be 
relocated or removed. 

-Provide federal compensation tor livestock lOsses. 

-Provide federal compensation to the State of Idaho for wolf 
management costs. 

-Throughout the administration of the program, those responsible 
tor management decisions must be clearly identified. 

-Any wolves that present a human health and safety hazard waL be 
promptly removed, incorporating current FWS policy i~.to the 
recovery plan. 

-Not unanimous by the colMlittee - Ability for ranchers 
to control wolves on federal lands. 
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OWIGHT L. COCHRAN 
C"'""""- Moot .. 00< 

BGAR lAK6 COUnTI' 012924 

KEJTH MARTINDALE .,. 
ROIMLOLAW ........ , .. , 

JOAN P. EBORN - CLERK 

November 4, 1993 

G:r;sy Wolf EIS 
P. O, Box 8017 
Helena, KT 59601 

BOARD OF comm1ss1oneRS 
STATEOFIDAHO 

P.O. aox 190, PARIS, IOAHO 83261 (208) 94S·2212 

RE: Reinti:oduction of wolves into Idaho 

TO WHOM CONCERNED: 

Please be advised the Bear Lake County Board of Co111111h1sionera at"e 
vecy much opposed to the reintrod\lction of wolf packs into Idaho. 
we fael such a plan w.:ould have a very adverse i!Qpact on Idaho's 
wildlife, anri equally important, domestic livestock. 

We expend a lot of tax dallors on predator control in an atte111pt to 
keep their populations in check. In light of this, it would be 
contary to our efforts to support the introduction of new 
predators. 

We feel it would also be unfair to the wolves theinselves because 
once they began to destroy livestock, which is their natul:'e, they 
would have to be hunted. down and killed. 

We cel:'tainly hope you will take oul:' concerns under eonsidel:'ation 
when making YOUI:' final decision. 

Sincerely 

<.~' ~~""··~ 
Coll:Ullissionel:' 

RL/jpe 

u. mi 1 lllIIJ!I .... 

HGV ·81993 

Mt·l!Bfl!IJ-

AFTON. WYOMING 13110 

October ll, t993 

m-• 
U.S. Floh alld ll'ildlf.fa Service Frojact Leader 
GR.I.\' llQLF !IS 
F. o. !ox 8011 
Helena, Montana ~~601 

Dear Sir: 

n.e s ... pervUou of STAR VALLE\' CONSERVATION DISTRICT e ... bmit 
the 1o1loviag c-nta on the Gray Wolf Enviro.,....ntal I11p&ct 
StatOMntl 

lie fevor Alternative 13 - !lo ll'olt Alurnativa, 

lie have bun dacted by tho voteu of STAR VALLEY CONSERVATION 
DISTRlct and charged to pt0.:>te th• wite ,,. .. and con11rvaticn of the 
nat ... rel ruourceo of th• Dbtrict. Ral..,.1ing vo1ve1 into Ye1lo1tnon1 
Perk would be detrimental to the rasour<:1• of o"'r Diatrict. The 
volt 1' not a biologically endmgorad 1pec1f11, Evidence indic1t11 
that wlve1 ire already praHnt in th• fark aru. Wolf racovery 
11011if11 could be batter. 1pent on 1pec1f11 that fac& 1-inant .,.tinction, 
instead of !urtherins ~non.al •s•adu th.at hav• nothing co do vith 
tonnrv1ton. 

Youn truly, 

u FlS8 a WllDllR sm1C£ 

GCTl 3 ~93 
li!Flf( B fffUl DffiCf 
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County 012924, Bear Lake County 
Commissioners, Idaho, Nov. 4 

Thank you for your comments. 

Response 009432, Star Valley Conservation Dis
trict, Wyo., Oct. 11 

!. Thank you for your comments. You are cor
rect, wolves are not biologically endangered in 
Alaska and Canada, but wolves in Wyoming, 
Montana, and Idaho are listed as an endangered 
species and recovery of viable populations is 
mandated by federal law. Repeated searches of 
the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas over the 
past 20 years have documented occasional lone 
wolves but no packs have been located. 

• 
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October 15, 1993 

2d lklnge t.S. flSll a WIOOfl IEIWU. 
Gray wolf EIS Project t.ead(lr 
p.o. sox 9017 
Helena, H'I' !>9601 

Dear Mr. Bangs: 

OCT 25 lll3 
IT-If n FntnllfflE 

I want to take this opport11nity to CQll!rl0nt on the draft 
Environmental Imp11.ct Statement (SIS) regardinq the n>lntroduction 
of gray wolYee to Yellowatone National Park and Centi.oal Idaho. 
Howover, befoni I co-nt on the propoaed 11lternative11, I want to 
make my position on wolf rllintroduction clear. 

I do not support artificial reintroduction of wolves. I 
racoqnhe that the law -- epecifically, the Endangere<1 specieu 
Act (SSA) -- forces ue to rt111ct to tlliB proceas. we cannot 
iqnoi:e the law, noi: should we. With that in mind, I believe if 
wolves are preeont or naturally migrate into Idaho, they ahould 
be protected. However, our ranchers and private property own11ra 
ahould be protected llB well. It h ai .. ply unacceptabla to 
pravent .... n and women frot11 dafonding th""'18elvea or their property 
it either is threatened. 

Reviewing the five proposed tolternatives, only one comes cloae to 
balancing man'a and nature's neada and nddreaalng the concerna 
exprellaad above. I eupport a OIOdl!led alternative four1 wolf 
Management Commlttoe Alterruitive, for the stat& of Idllho, 
oxcluaive of Yellowstone National Park. 

We ara witnese.l.ng the natu><al l'ftturn of lmlvea from r:11nad.L '!'hi" 
raiaea the queation whether it ia indeed neceaaary to consider 
artificial wolf l'ftintroduction if wolvea are not Biqhted befora 
October, 1994. Natural wolf recovery will likely tak<J longer 
than thia, and thua, in our hurried effort, we could do mora 
harm. Though not fornially documented, wolvee have be<Jn sighted 
ln central Id.a.ho. S.l.noe >/Qlvea are territorial and Will dehnd 
their hunting territory fro,. other wolvee, artificial 
introduction of animals could creata havoc. Thus, l lxiolieve the 
deadline for natural recovery lllUSt be extended with no artificial 
reintroduction of wolves into central Idaho or Y•dlowstone 
National Park for fifteen yeara to 2008, and only if 2 breeding 
paira are not documented by that time. 

Though there is no formal document&<! proof, cit!aena t>f Idaho 

have reported seeing wolv<ilS in the trtate. h'ith this in 1111.nd, I 
believa it necessary to improve wolf n.onitoring in Idaho to get 
11n accurate picture of naturally m.igrating wolves and the 
ftxiatence of breeding pair" in the region. It simply does not 
111ake sense to impose meatrurea for increasing gray WOlf 
populations without this information. 

As packs grow and territortes expand, W'J IQUtrt have the foresight 
to consider how to 11.pply wolf control. Wolvetr are not wholly 
compatible with people and can even pose a threat to the public's 
safety. Ranchei:s and sportsmen, in particular, are concerned 
that wolves will pi:-ey upon livestock aru.t wildlife--11. legitia!lte 
eoncern. 

't'he final wolf managen.ent schen.e must ~lance man's and nature's 
neede. It 1!111.ketr sentre that when wolves entar ~ private 
property, the land ownei:: must be pe:cmittl!d to deter tham in an 
opportunistic, noninjui:ioue 1111rnner. Silllilarly, if a wolf or 
wolves enter onto public land being leased by a ranchai::, the 
:rancher mutrt be po:i:rniitted to deter them. Ranchers 11.nd private 
land owners should not actively seek out and harass wolv9tr 
out1Hde the boundaries of their pe=ittad land or privato land 
respectively. With this a11.id, the details of such 11 propotral 
vil.l have to be wox-ked out in 9r1tater det11.il aa tho BSA disallowa 
"hano. and harass.• 

Furthermore, if wolves attack an individual or the individual's 
property, tha individual should be able to kill that wolf or 

2 
wolv1ts without risk of prosecution. Again, because the BSA 
disallows "harm and h11.rasa, • the details would nft&d to be worked 
out. Incidents of wolf detei:rence or the takinq of a WQlf or 
wolvetr must De reported. 

Alternative four provides foi:: the replacement of a killed wolf 
with another wolf. AS I have already Btated, I do not support 
artificial :reintroduction of WQlves and this provision of 
alternative four is certainly such a fono. of reintr<:x:l.uction. 
consequently, this provision should be struck from the 
alternative in the fin11.l l!:IS. 

The easential element of 11.ny wolf recovery plan is the ability ot 
atatee to Mve an integral rolEI in dete:cmininq whether to 
reintroduce wolves within their borders, States can best 
identify the moat appropriate and effective means to manage wolf 
populations in concert with the manaq911\ent of game llnd non-game 
species. It should be re111embered, there ai:e hundre<ie of 
individuals employed by the state 11.gencies deployed in numerous 3 field stations around the region. Theae state einpioy""" can play 
a significant role in monitorinq tha axintence and llctivitiea of 
wolves. Conversely, the U.S. Fish 11nd Wildlife Service has very 
few employees in Idaho. Simply put, the atatea are in a better 
position to fllOnitor wolf lil.ctivitietr in their areas. 

I fully support alternative four's provision that upon 
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Senator 11341, Senator Larry Craig, Idaho, 
Oct. 15 

1. Wolves are not a threat to human safety but if 
they were the ES A already allows take (includes 
killing) of listed species to protect human life. 
Additionally, the proposal calls for allowing live
stock owners to kill wolves that are killing or 
maiming livestock on private land and to harass 
wolves in a noninjurious manner at any time on 
private land. Harassment for these experimen
tal populations has been defined in the Glossary 
of Terms. 

2. The Glossary of Tenns has been included to 
better define harassment. Livestock owners will 
be allowed to kill wolves that are killing live
stock on private land and harass wolves in a 
noninjurious manner. The reporting requirement 
for such actions are described in Chapter 2, 
Alternative I. 

3. State participation has been encouraged from 
the beginning of the EIS process. Additionally, 
the states and tribes are encouraged to develop 
state or tribal wolf management plans that are 
within the provisions of the experimental popu
lation regulations and to assume management of 
wolves through cooperative agreements with the 
FWS. 

4. Any federal rulemaking associated with ei
ther Alternative 1 or 4 would be conducted within 
appropriate federal procedures, including pub
lic reviews and NEPA procedures. 
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legiabitive app~al, the states be pomitted to •establiah wolf 
111anagemant plans and aaswne manage:ient reapon•ibility within two 
years• for experimenUl nonessential wolf populations. Lat me 
stress, it ia imperative wolves bo det1ignated 11.11 exper11ilental and 
nonauential to pel:ld.t states naceaaary ma1U1qQ111nt flexibility. 

I One final comment regarding eltcu:native four1 this alternative 

4 provides for the Piah and Wildlife Service to •conduct the rule
makin9 on thiti pl~n "hile the states ere developing their 
managG111ent pl,.na. • tt Congrea11 fail a to pass required 
legislation within tlie five year ti=e frame, a.ny modifications to 
alternative four thell proposed by the U.S. P'illh and Wildlife 
Service should bo 1114de p\lblic and COlalllent should be gathered and 

t
<oo0>,p<>r

16
md <-'o <ho Uod poHcy. 

CRAIG 
tat.es Senato 

Zd Bang" 
Gr&.y Wolf EIS Pro)eot. lJ<'>ad":t 
U. s. fiah and Wildlite Service 
P.O. Box 8017 
Helena, MT 59601 

caar sd, 

October 12, 1993 

Enclosed you will tind writt"n comments frO<ll the Nez Perce 
Tribe. The Tribes wildlite .staff wrote and presented them to our 
Piah, Wildlife and Water Subcommittee. SubcOIMlittee and the full 
NPTZC have revi11w11d thern and concur with the cOllUl'ent,.. The Ne.: 
Paree Tribe stands reac;ly to beooaie a full partner in the effort 
to recover the Gray Wolf to the wilds of central Idaho, hOll'le of 
the Naz Perce. 

we appreciate your help in tacilitating the N11z l'ero& Tribes 
participation ln the Gray Wolt Recovery. Loren Kronemann of our 
wildlife .staff ia available at 1-208-843-7372 ext.2334 it there 
are any questions. · 

Sincerely, 

y,...,,,f }/, >1.ry 
Sa111uel N. Penney, Chair:man 
Nez Per<::e Tribal l':><e<::utive C0<omittee 

u. FISll l l!Wft SOftCE 

OCT 141993 

HT.flDflELlamct 
~m-d, 
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Tribal 009988, Nez Perce, Oct. 12 

I. The Nez Perce tribe's treaty rights have been 
added to the legal context section in Chapter I 
and the Affected Environment section in Chap
ter 3, Central Idaho. 

2. There have been and will likely continue to 
be a few naturally dispersing wolves wandering 
into the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas. In 
fact, the presence of reintroduced wolves may 
actually attract and hold some dispersing wolves 
from northwestern Montana. However, as a 
practical management strategy, neither the pub
lic nor a biologist (after successful reproduc
tion occurred and unmarked wolves became 
more common) would be able to disting0ish the 
origin of wolves within the experimental area. 

3. Ali appropriate scientific toois wiii be used 
to initially monitor wolf population growth and 
dispersal. Killing wolves will not be taken 
lightly and would be the last resort to resolving 
conflicts, particularly during the early stages of 
population recovery. The FWS intends to work 
closely with landowners, states, and tribes. 
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C~NTS 

" THE NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
00. 

THE DRAFT EIS 

'°" "THE REINTRODUCTION OF GllAY WOLVES TO 
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK AND 

CtNTllAL IDAHO" 

General Comments: The Nez Perce Tribe is a sovereign nation .,ith 
special legal and political ties to the United States Government 
defined by history, treaties, court decisions, and the U.S. 
Constitution. Through the signing of the Treaties of 1055 and 
1863, along "ith subs(lquent court cases, it' a been established that 
the United States Government has a clear obligation to protect and 
maintain Treaty Reserved lands and resources, self government and 
traditional use areas. This Trust responsibility h passed on to 
all Federal a9encies throu9h various statutory enactments. 

The original area under exclusive control by the Nez Perce 
Tribe covered about 13,000,000 acres, in North Central Idaho, NI! 
Oregon and SE Washi?lgton. Most of the original land base wu 
subsequently Ceded to the United States Government through treaties 
but while doing thh, the Tribe retained treaty rights to all the 
resouroes th.1.t sustained the cultural, spiritual, and subsistence 
life style of the Nei Perce Pecple. A 1;,rqe propo-rtion of the 
"PRIMARY ANALYSIS AAF.A" identified in the Draft EIS lies within the 
"Ceded Area" of the Nez Perce Tribe. In tact, part of the 10 
county aftacted area identified in the Draft EIS, lies within tha 
Nez Perce Reservatioll. 

Access to l:"esources throuqh such activities as !iahin9, 
huntinq, qathering roots and berries, and the pasturing or 
liveatock were retained by the Tribe thr{)ugh Treatiea and were 
deemed vital to the survival or the Tribe, both then and now. Most 
ot the pre-treaty (pre-settlement) resources still available to the 
Tribe are only available on Forest Service or BUI Landa within the 
Tribe's Ceded Area. Secauee of this, all activities and their 
ill'lpacts, which occur on Forest Service and Bu-I lands have become 
increaaingly important to the Tribe and it's future 
11111na9ement role._ Because Treaty reeerved te,,ources are vital to 
the Nez Perce Trl.be, co-mana9ement of these resources by the Tribe 
and other Federal A<;lencies is absolutely n11cessary. 

The wolt ha" held an important cultural kin,,hip with the Nu 
Pe roe Tribe throu9hout the Tribe's existence. ~ny of out 
ancestor's "piritual medicine and names wei:e given to them by the 
wolf. The wolf carrie" a atron9 spiritual medicine and waa one ot 
tho more important members of the animal people that the Tribe 
called brother. It "as important for the Tribe to live in harmony 
and balance with OU!< animal brothers who we depended on for out 
survival. 

The Nez Perce Tribe supports the comro.itment to ecoloqical 
balance and bio-diversity in the Northern Rocky Mountain ecosyate1r1 
which is demonatrat(ld by the reintroduction of the wolf into it>J 
ancestral home. Th(I Tribe stands ready to 9ive this ma9niticent 
animal a chance at fulfillinq its place in the ecosystem once 
aqain. They were and still are a symbol of stren9th, Dliqht and 
atamina. 

I 
While reviewing the draft plan it was clear that the Tribe's 

authority to pal'ticipate in the 11111na9ement of the wolt 
reintroduction effort was rec_ognized. Howev .. r, it was also very 
clear the Nez Perce 'l'ribe and J.ts dependence on the treaty reserved 

I resources wel'e not accounted tor or mentioned in the dl:"aft EIS. 
There was no discussion of the Nez Perce Tribe's Treaty !'esei.-ved 
rights in the recovery area. There was no Dlention of the 
relationship with the recovery area ohoaen tor reintroduction and 
the significance of the resources to the survival of the Tribe. 
None of this information was found in tho "Affected Environment 
~". Thera w&s no racogn1tion that the Tdbe.s Tce&ty ceserv&<j 
resources are part of the affected environment. The resources 
found in the ceded area are not used for sport and recreation but 
they are vital to the survival of Tribal members even more now as 
the salmon fishery founders in its recovery. 

3 

4 

51 

t'he Nez P"'rce Tribe supports Alternative l in the Draft EIS. 
The Tribe feels that only thh option was designed with enough 
fleJ<ibility to be successful. However, we would like to sug9BSt 
aome modifications to the alternative. We would suqqest that only 
the animals brouqht in for the reintroduction be cla:ieified as 
experimental. Naturally occurring animals drifting in and any 
ottsprinq should be considered non-experimental and receive full 
protection. 

All animalS brou9ht in should be ta99ed or collared in order 
to identify them and give the biologists a chance to capture and 
move problem animals. Killin9 of any wolf should not be taken 
lightly and only be done as a last resol't. Use of deadly force tc 
protect livestock which can be !'&placed is probably not 
appropriate. Hazing or harassinq wolves in the act of depredation 
should be allowed. The landowner should be able to obtain help i_f 
wolves become a problem in a specH'ic area. Bioloqiats need to 
work closely "ith private land owners to keep depredation problems 
to a 111inimU111. capture collara should be used whenever possible to 
facilitate capture and DlOVing problem wolves. 

A lonq term CQmmitment should be made to mon.itorinq and a 
level of oriqinal research sufficient to document the behavior of 
the reintroduced animals. We need to document how man's activities 
affects the reintroduced wolves and the naturally occurring 
populations. We need to challenqe and di.spel many of the myths 
surroundin9 the wolr. 

The Tl'ibe feels there needs to be a cotr1mitment to insuring 
that the sui.-vival Of ungulate populations will not be affected by 
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4. This concept of increased education is part of 
Alternative I. 

5. The FWS has made the commitment to the 
states and tribes that wolves can be moved if 
serious impacts are occurring to ungulate popu
lations and encouraged the states and tribes to 
develop management plans to identified those 
criteria. While specific funding is not being pro
vided for ungulate enhancement in the FEIS, 
existing programs on federal lands throughout 
the wolf recovery areas manage habitat for wild 
ungulates. Federal funding for wolf recovery 
efforts could be reprogrammed by the states or 
tribes as long as wolf recovery was well served. 

6. The FWS is committed to financially sup
porting the wolf recovery process. 

7. A Glossary of Tenns has been added to the 
FEIS. 

8. See response I. 

9. Thank you, the correction has been made. 

10. Humane has been taken from the sentence . 

11. Thank for your interest in being a partici
pant in wolf recovery. 

12. The role of the FWS is to recover a viable 
wolf population. The recovery objective of 10 
breeding pairs in each of 3 areas for 3 consecu
tive years with some level of interchange between 
the areas (usually a level of one dispersing indi
vidual per generation successfully breeding is 
enough), meets the requirement for wolf popu
lation viability (see Appendix 9). The current 
level of dispersal does not violate the Section 
JOG) amendment of ESA which maintains that 
"populations must be geographically separate". 
To the best of our knowledge no population of 
wolves exists in either central Idaho or 
Yellowstone. 

13. Population "founders" are the individuals 
that fonn the genetic base of a new population. 
Founders become important because a popula
tion begun by only one male and one female wolf 
is likely to have much Jess genetic diversity (and 
hence be much more susceptible to inbreeding 
problems) than a population begun by 20 males 
and 20 female8. 
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the reintroduction. Some level of funding should be madG available 
to wo>:"k on public and private lands to enhance habitat as well as 
un9ulate populations. 

Information and education is vital to th<l 8\1CCe3s of the 
program. This education :ihould be done on a national a.s well as a 
regional bases. This could be the lynch pin for successful 
reintroduction. 

A long term commitment to financially supporting the 
reintroduction process is also important. The Ne:r. Perce Tribe 
would like to maka a proposal in this area. The Tribe, being a 
soveceign nation .. nd can inter into a government - to - government 
agreement with the U.S. GQvernment could set up a trust fund, 
develo1>4d with a one time appropriation that would generate lon9 

6 term stable funding to support wolt recovery, education, research 
and monitoring activities. such a fund, handled through the Tribe 
could be used as matchinq money to improve ungulate habitat on 
public aa well as private lands, if needed. Budgets and work plans 
could be over seen by a wolf recovery team made up of aqencies anc:I 
tribes. This system would inc:c-ease efhciency and i:cesponsiveness 
to the needs of the resources. Waste in spending would be reduced, 
savings encouraged because next years funding would depend on last 
years spending. Future research and monitoring of wolves could be 
funded trom this trust fund beyond the point of official recovery, 
to protect the tax payers investment in knerica' s Wildlands of 
Central Idaho. Flexibility and adaptive management would be tho 
key to auccess with this project. 

There seems to be many management activities that a prudent 
manager would feel are nece.ssary regardless of the alternative 
.selected. All of these activities should be presented in the EIS 
as 21ctiylti•rn cO!!!man to all th!• alternatives. The use of prudent 
management decisions should not be used to separate alternatives. 
Managers need as much !lexibilty in the use of management tool.s as 
possible to carry out the political decisions made. 

The Tribe looks forward to meeting our brother the wolf at the 
ancient spiritual sites at our ancestors. Only then will the tribe 
be able to recapture s0tne of the spirit medicine once held by the 
wolf and given to our Tribe. Once again we' 11 be able to talk and 
listen to his stories of survival which connects ua to our past and 
help lead u.s into our tuture. 

Specific comments: 

p.1-3; Purpose of the Action: What constitutes a Hpopulation"? Is 
there a need for a glossary of terms, so everyone can know from the 
beginning what is meant by the terms usec:I. 

p.l-3; Background pai:c.1: Need to specify that the unregulated 
hunting talked about "as done by settlers, miners and market 
hunter.s. 

8
1 

p.1-5; Legal Context: The Ne:t Perce Treaty or 1855 should be 
addressed. The Indian Self Determination Act of should be 
addressed. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service lnc:lian Policy should be 
addressed. Nez Perce Tribal Policy and any othei:c affected Tx-ibes' s 
policy should be addressed. 

9 1 
p.l-12; par.l: .. The decision on how to manage wolves after de
listing will be made by the respective states and tr!Ms, ... The 
Tribes are co-rnanagers ot this resource. 

I 
p.l-12; par.2: "Public harvest can be one or the most efficient, 
humane, ... ? Public harvest and llumane, can OSFWS defend this 

lo state.ment.? This statement could create a lot of problems. This is 
a very touchy issue. The humaneness of public harvest after de
listing is not at issue here. May want to drop this statement. 

I 
p.l-12; par.4: ... alternatives do place different emphasis on the 
level of state and tribal involvement . . . The Tribe feels whether 

11 it is state or Federal Agency level of involvement, the Tribe 
should be "a" or "the" major management player in Wolf recovery no 
matter which alternative is chosen. The Tribe feels some level of 
Tribal involvement should be round in all the alternatives. 

12 

p.1-12; para.5: The curcent definition tor a viable welt 
population ia 10 breeding pairs in each of 3 recovery areas for 
three years. According to Appendix 9, this would be considered at 
best a minimum viable population. Why is the USFWS considering the 
wolf population recovex-ed at its absolute minimum population level? 
Viability in this recovery plan was also dependent on interchange 
between the three recovery areas. What is the interchange rate 
needed? If we have and need intei:cchange, does this violate the 
isolated population criteria as it is written in the ESA and used 
to define an experimental population?. If future biological and 
acientific information changes the definition of viable population 
does this also change the population level neec:led for recovery? 
How would this change the time and money budget estimates that have 
been used? 

! 31 What are population "founders"? 

I 
p.1-14; par.3: regulated harvest is also an option by Tribes also 

14 not just . . . part Of state management of recovered wolf 
populations. . 

15 1 
p.l-14; para.S: The Tribe agrees that information education is 
important in wolf management. So, why isn't there any funding 
budgeted for I&E in your cost estimates of Alternative one. 

p.1-14; para.6: The Tribe takes exception to the notion the ... 
Wolf recovery will not have a majoc impact on cultural and 
spiritual values ... The Tribe feels their is a tremendous uplift 
in cultural and spiritual value in having wolves back in the 
spiritual places of our ancestors. Th<:> value of having the wolf 
physically part of Tribal culture once again is unmeasurable. 
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14. Thank you. 

15. Infonnation and education has been empha
sized in Alternative I. Cost estimates are in
cluded in Appendix 5. 

16. The impact of wolf recovery on state, tribal, 
and federal authority is discussed in Chapter I, 
Issues and Impacts Evaluated in the EIS and will 
not change tribal legal authorities. The proposed 
action will not change tribal authorities. 

17. Wolves could be moved but not killed to 
resolve wolf/ungulate conflicts. The FWS en
courages the states and tribes to define exces
sive or unacceptable impacts, keeping in mind 
the FWS intent for this provision, in the devel
opment of the state and tribal management plans. 
Wolf predation that caused a substantial decrease 
in an ungulate population and consequently af
fected hunter harvest rates could be unaccept
able, but a simple decline in hunter success rates 
would not constitute unacceptable impacts that 
would justify removal of wolves. 

18. Provisions have been included in Alterna
tive l allowing land management and natural 
resource agencies to employ, at their discretion, 
land-use restrictions around sensitive wolf habi
tat (i.e., dens) when 5 or fewer breeding pairs 
are in an experimental area. 

19. Tribal authorities were included in the sen
tence. See Appendix 11 for a discussion on the 
delisting process. 

20. The FWS has included the corrections to 
the FEIS to recognize tribal authorities. 

21. This concept has been included in Alterna
tive I in the FEIS. 

22. The estimated time table and budget for wolf 
recovery are reasonable scenarios but they are 
likely not exact If reintroductions did not begin 
until 1995 then recovery would likely not occur 
until 2003. 

23. Language regarding inappropriate husbandry 
has been added to Alternative I. 

24. To date, wolf recovery in northwestern Mon
tana has not caused any land use impacts, thus 
the costs have not been identified. 



161 p.l-15; para.4: Iuuea/Impacta Allalyzed in the EIS. ~ou ahould 
add "Impact of wolf recovery on Nez Perce Tribe Treaty Ri9hts". 

17 

p.1-23; pa.-a.l: Th<! DEIS mentions six alternatives identified but 
not evaluated further because they were deemed un>:ealistic. ra 
alternative three (3) realistic? Does the USFWS have a leqal 
mand&t'il to restore the wolf? 'l'his alternat.;\,ve should not be 
realistically considered and remo,,ed f:r:om th<:i alternative list. 

p.2-4; para.2: Encouraqinq ttib'3& to implement the special rules 
should start with having all the management. authorities at tile 
table when the special rules and proposals are developed. 

p.2-5; para.1: "l"anagement would allow wolves to b9 killed .. , 
for. excessive predation on biq qame populati<:>ns." "Excessive" 
is vaque. Ho" and "ho is qoin9 to define and determine ,.hat 
constitutes "excessive". Alternative l should include sufficient 
efforts in habitat and prey base monitodnq so strong- heUthy 
ungulate populations are provided tor and protected so they can 
absorb "olf depredation. 

p.2-i; para.6: "Allow the states to move .. "should be read as 
Allow states and tribes to move . . . . The phrase "una<.:ceptable 
impacts" is vaque. Row and who is 9oinq to define and deteunine 
what C<:>nstitute.s "una<.:<.:eptable"? Will a decline in hunter success 
<.:onstitute unacceptable impa<.:ts1 • 

I 
p.2-7; para. 7: ra it rea.tonable to lltdke .tuch a flllt statement ,.lien 

18 aome restrictiona should be considered to prote<.:t a den site or 
rendezvous aite1 Ther" rs usually a exception t{) almost every flat 
rule such as this. 

IQ the states". This should read "cooperatively manaqed by stat(! and 
J tribe". What happens to de listed wolf populations are not viabh I 

p.2-9; para.2: "Recovered wolf p<>pulations ... manaqed solely by 

20 
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within S ye11rs after delisting? What happens after 5 year" 
following delisting? 

p.2-10; pa:i:a.6: The recovery prog:i:am should work with government, 
landowner, pro-wolf advocacy group~ and private insurance companies 
to develop a depredation program where all the players have a 
vested interest. 

p. 2-11; para. 2: negative effect on wolf recovery ... " aeema 
vaque. Need more S1'9cifics on what is being said. " ... unac<::ept
able impacts must be identified in state management plans." Fish 
and Wildlife Service should be sensitive to any tribal it111nag11tment 
plans that are enforce. Maybe the USFWS naeds to state what their 
Indian Policy ia and how it pertains to ESA, in general and wolf 
:i:ecovery specifically. In many ai:ceas throuqhout the EIS, tribe' a 
are not recognized &$ having management plans, policy or the desire 
ot the osrws to help the Tribes to develop appi:-opriate policy. 

p.2-11; para.3: 
should read 
feders.l land. 

"Ungulate managetnent by atate and federal ... 
state, tribal lil.nd federal ... " "States and 

should be "State, tribal and 'ederal land ... " 

p.2-11; para.4: "Tiie states would ... develop state management 
plans ... " should re<ld "The States and tribes W<:>uld be encouraged 
to develop cooperative wolf management plans ... " 

21 l
p.2-11; para.5: A limited, land use restriction policy should ba 
recognized to preserve active den sites and rendezvous sites. This 
could be done on a case by case bases. 

22 

p.2-12; para.3: Time frame seems to be very optimistic. What is 
the contingency plan if the time table is not kept? Do we keep 
bringing animals in? Do we go to a natural recovery plan? 

p.2-12; para.4: Dollar amouot quoted here is understated for the 
job that needa to be done. Someone will surely quote the nlllllber as 
soon as you come close. The funding scenario sug9ested by the 
Tribe in general comments could solve this problem. Several line 
items should be added to the budget in Appendix S, I&E, Wolf 
Resear<::h, Habitat work, consultation/coordination, plus increaaea 
in existing line items. 

Alternative 2 

p.2-13, para.3: su=ary; Under existing human aetivity patterns it 
is har<l to believe "Natural recovery" could ever happen, even with 
"Full protection of the ESA". The level and pressures of human 
activity are not going to decrease with time. If Natural recovery 
i.s d<tpendent on migration :frOID high h'Olf activity areas such as NH 
Montana, natural, legal and illegal mortality may prevent recovery 
from oc<.:urring. Thia miqration could be vary hard to monitor. 
Added i:ceatrictions usually means added mortality. Recovery would 
be highly unpredictable. 

p.2-14; para.1,2,3: The Tribe supports all of the efforts 
mentioned but question the sincerity ot the prop0sals based on the 
funding levels identified in Appendix S. Funding levels seam 
unraalistic for information neede<l. 

231 

p.2-15; pa:i:a.l: Why wasn't a concern for ~ ... inappropriate 
livenock husbandry ... " mentionea in alte>;0native 1? 

241 
p.2-15; para.2: What would be the <.:ost of increased land use 
restrictions? 

p.2-15; para.4: The level of wolt· p<:>pulations in NW Montana that 
would be needed to encourage mi9:i:ation down to Yellowstone and 
Bitterroot Recovery Area. could cause a hiqh depredation cost to the 
wolf population a.nd livestock before recovery i8 rea.ched. There h 
no wolf control line item. 
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25. You are correct, but wolf populations will 
continue to grow until something (usually 
human-caused monality) stops it You are cor
rect that Alternative 2 has a higher potential for 
wolf conflict with livestock than Alternative I. 
Wolf population growth in northwestern Mon
tana is likely to continue as wolf populations in 
Idaho are establishing themselves. This would 
be followed by similar patterns in the 
Yellowstone and likely other areas. A major fac
tor with this alternative is the length of time it 
would take to reach recovery and the uncertainty 
of how it would progress. 

26. The FWS invited all the tribes in the poten
tially affected areas to participate at the begin
ning of the EIS process, this offer included fund
ing for travel to EIS team meetings. Only the 
Wind River Tribes and Nez Perce chose to be
come actively involved at this time. 

27. Alternative 4 was proposed in the DEIS just 
as it was presented to Congress in 1991. 

28. The tribes treaty rights have been added to 
the FEIS and discussed in Chapter 3, Central 
Idaho: TheRegion. Amapshowingtheapproxi
mate boundary of the ceded area is in Figure 
3-23. 

29. The primary analysis area in central Idaho 
generally consists of the Forest Service lands. 
Nez Perce ceded lands have been included in 
Figure 3-23. The Nez Perce Reservation is 
shown on Figures 3-22 and 3-23. Description 
of the affected environment (Chapter 3, Central 
Idaho, The Region) has been expanded to incor
porate description of Nez Perce treaty provisions 
and resources and other comments. Land own
ership and management jurisdiction and direc
tion are displayed in Table 3-46 and in the text 
of Chapter 3, Description of the Affected Envi
ronment, central Idaho. 

30. The following sentence has been added to 
the end of the second paragraph in the Wildlife 
section of the centraridaho portion of Chapter 
3,Affected Environment: ''The Nez Perce Tribe 
is guaranteed by the Treaty of 1855 the privilege 
of hunting on open and unclaimed federal land 
within their ceded area." 

31. Estimates ofbull:cow ratios in central Idaho 
big game management units vary from 10 
bulls: I 00 cows to 81 bulls: l 00 cows, but among 
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I 
p.2-16; Table 2-2: A linear ql.'.OWth pa.ttern as .shown ia not 
realiatic. Has anyon11 figured out what the natural capacity of the 

2 5 thne different r&cOV&ry area a:re or how at.out th& political 
capacity, (the capacity at which point biology goes out the window). 
According to your table 2-2 it sounds like there' a potential for a 
red depredation problem. 

261 p.2-18; para.2: Why was there no effort by the OSFWS to bring the 
Trib<U into the proceaa at a ...,nagement level supported by fllnding. 

27 

Alternative 3 

The Ti:ib.il feels this is a non-starter. 

Alternat~ve 4 

The treaement of the tribe's manaqement authority and the Sta.to'& 
11U1.na.9""'ent &utho.,ity ls itv::on&ietent. On <:>ne hand, tribe's a.re 
recognized "" players in the control of problem wolves but do not 
recognize protecting tribal big game management objective3 in the 
Tribe's "Ceded Area" th.at need to be addressed. Other examples of 
this incon3istency are: The tribe ia not a member of the 
Interagency team for ovenight of the fund for coml'<l'nsating 
livestook growers and "States will develop 111&na9ement pro9r<lfll:s", 
but tribes are recognized as managers under "Who will manage 
wolvesn. The o;oopentive attitude o! management is not consistent 
throughout the doo;\!Dlent. ls thi3 alternative a non 3tarter if it 
is inconsistent with existing Federal law. If your going to 
con3idel.' alternatives on the base3 ot changing existing Federal 
Laws theil any proposal is viable, just change the laws to make it 
possible. 

Alte:r::native s 

The Tribe !eels there is some good points in this alternative. The 
l.'eceqnition of doing habitat work if needed, some recognition of 
po3sible land use l.'estrictions al.'ound den areas, and tl>e level of 
furtding. The Tribe feels that without a more realistic view of how 
the public's perception to this is, time and effort projection" to1ay 
be highly understated. The more inflexible the program is now will 
carry over rasentmant into wolf management after the wolf is 
delisted. Alternative one provide" more Of a pl.'ograia or 
cooperatively working together which would carry over to to1anagement 
succe3s after delisting. Altel.'native one may take longer to 
accomplish and should cost about the same, but long ten. success is 
more probable. Heavy restrictions would cau3e more resentment by 
landowners and enhance the probability of the "shoot and scoot" 
school of wildlife i;oa11aqement. 

Affected Environment 

2 81 
The Nez Perce Tribe and its dependence on the treaty reserved 
resources were not &.;counted for or mentioned in the draft EIS. 
There was no discussion of the Nez Perce Tribe's Treaty reserved 

2
0 i:celationsllip with the reo;overy area chosen tor reintroduction and 
Q the :significance ot tile resource" to the survival of the Tribe. I 

ri9hts in the recovery area. 'lhere was no mention of the 

There is no map showinq the extent ot the Nez Perce Tribe's Ceded 
Area where vildlite resoul.'CllS were reserved by the Tribe in the 
Treaty of 185S. 

29 

The intormation supplied in the dGscriptions of the affected 
environment is inconsistent between the Yellowstone area and th11 
Idaho recovery al.'ea. The Idaho !)<)rt.ion of ar!ected envircnment 
doesn't talk about the makeup of the hull\&n population, access in 
and out of the central Idaho region, the major communities in the 
region, description of the fisheries resources, no map showin9 the 
Nez Perce Reseivation, no to1ap showing Nez Pel.'ce Ceded Area, no 
discussion of Treaty Rights in the Affected Environment, nQ maps 
8howin9 tile 'llildel.'MSS areati, no !\\&\) 8\\0'olin9 t,he major "n9ulate 
winter ranges, no maps showing the grazing and a9ricultural land 
uses on private lands around the introduotion site3. People need 
information to be able to evaluate the impacts. 

The area shaded in as the primary analysis area on Figure l.l 
doesn't seem to correspond to the list of counties, Fish and Game 
Units, list ot Nationd forests a!fecte.d and there no good map 
showing tbe respective private ver.!l\l3 public land3. Wouldn't it 
work if you used an agreed upon primary .analysis area outline and 
ovel:'lay this on all the specific resource map3 to determine what 
fell into the analy:si' area and what doesn't? The information 
shown does not show a C<)?D.plete picture of the affected environment. 
There seems to be a wide range of differ(linCes between the affected 
area depending on the altQrnative chosen. 

Ono;e again, there is no consideration of the Nez Perce Tribe or any 
'l'rib(I in the description of the Affected Environtnent. There is no 
description of the treaty resources availsble to the Tribe and ho" 
the Tri!xl uses these nsoul.'ces. Leaving the Tribe and it's treaty 
reserved resource3 out of the affect.id environment discussion means 
the Draft EIS is not cOJ11plete. This also means the descriptions of 
the Environmental Consequence3 are alsQ incomplete. 
p.3-84; pal.'a.3: Last sentence maxes no sensa. 

"'.! r\ f ~~!~!~~fa;;,;[{abl!h:o Nt°hl!a ~!;c;~:~!ti;,,!~ ~~~n~a~~g;:d~~~l t~~~~ 
.::JV J within the Ceded Area or the Nez Pe.rce Tri!xl. 

l
p.3-92; t11.ble 3-48: How much variability is there in the 31 klull:cow:calf ratios between state manaqemant units. Is there a 
po8sibility of an individual manegei;oent unit to !xi impacttld by 
wolves. 

. ,p.3-95 & 3-96; Comment" and tone of what the harvest is and how 
Tribes harve"t PIOOSe is inappropriate. The irtference in the3e 3 2 statelllents that state regulated haivest iiJ the only legitimate 
harvest is totally unacceptaklle and 3hould not be apart of this 
document. 
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all units the ratio averages 25 bulls: I 00 cows. 

Estimates of cow:calf ratios during late winter 
swveys ranged from 15 calves: I 00 cows to 68 
calves:!()() cows. The calf:cow ratio combined 
among all central Idaho units is 35 calves:!()() 
cows. 

Although it is impossible to predict exact im
pacts on individual management units without 
knowing for certain exactly where, and at what 
density, wolf packs will establish, some manage
ment units with lower bull:cow and calf:cow ra
tios may be more susceptible to significant im
pacts than other units. Over all of the units in 
the central Idaho area, impacts are projected to 
be as described in Chapter 4, Environmental 
Consequences, Central Idaho, Impacts on Un
gulate Populations section in the EIS. 

32. We did not intend to imply that 
state-regulated harvest is the only legitimate har
vest of moose, or that tribal harvest of moose is 
inappropriate in any way. We apologize that this 
section might have been interpreted this way. 

The last 2 sentences of the second paragraph 
under Chapter 3, Central Idaho: Ungulate Popu
lations and Hunter Harves~ Moose, Hunting sea
sons and harvest have been deleted. The para
graph has been changed and now reads: "In 
1991, 149of185 state pennitteesin central Idaho 
management units killed a bull moose (Table 
3-49). About 8.1 % of the prehunting season 
moose population was harvested by 
controlled-hunt pennittees. Tribal hunters were 
documented to have harvested at least 14 moose 
under treaty rights. In addition to moose har
vested legally by state and tribal hunters, 18 
moose were known to be killed illegally, and 3 
moose were killed by automobiles (Table 3-49)." 

33. One ram was known to be harvested by a 
tribal member under treaty rights, but Idaho Fish 
and Game mangers and conservation officers 
strongly believe that more were harvested in the 
central Idaho area. Consequently, Idaho Fish and 
Game believes it is more accu__rate to say "at !~..st 
one" was harvested than it would be to make the 
assertion that "one" was harvested. It is not, in 
any way, our intention to imply that harvest of 
bighorn sheep by tribal members under treaty 
rights is any less legitimate than harvest of big
horn sheep by state pennittees. 



331 p.3-97;para.S: "In addition ... season, one rllUQ was taken by 
treaty harvest, and 55 sheep ... " 

341 

p.3-107;para.4: This para9raph is hard to understand. One 
sentenc<:1 says :l'ew reatricti<m another says restrictions include 
li111iting activities. What h 1D(U1.nt by thi.s? 

35 increase? AJ'.en't leg hold traps non-selective? Wbat kind or I 
p.3-108;para.1: It the uH or M-44a an restricted because or 
wolves in the area, how will this impact coyote predation? Will it 

dllfQaqe do they cause to the reet ot wolves? Zven ahootin9 can be 
none ""•hctive if the huntel.'. is not 1ooi sure what they are 
ahootin9 at. 

36 1 
p.3-108;para.2: should be "(l)an "rea in which 9~ey wolf presence 
has been contin11ed by state, tribal or federal blol09i3ts ... " 

I 
p.4-34;para.2 and 7: It the wolves ju$t clean up atter the wounded 3 7 animah atter hunting season it looks like they would have more 
then enough to eat. 

381 p.4-40/para.5: ff ••• that have will have ... " , thia doean't make 
11onse? 

I 
p. 4-401 para. 5: Laat •umtence should r"ad "Upon r"coyery, wolvea 

39 would bo removed trom the .tSA and cooperatively managed by the 
atate ct Idaho and Tribes." 

p. 4-45;para. 2: There may be aoio.e economic loss due to wolf 

40
1 

depredation but ian't there economic gain due to the f"unding ot the 
program, in the region auch as 11alariea ot peopl111 working on the 
recovery, equipment, supplies, and living expenaea? How come the 
positive economic impacts ot :ipendin9 thia money in the area is not 
counted? 
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34. The FWS believes few restrictions are likely 
to be necessary to promote wolf recovery. Cur
rently, if wolves are present in an area, the FWS 
may implement restrictions to promote recov
ery if necessary. Those~ restrictions that may 
be necessary include restricting activities around 
den or rendezvous sites or placing restrictions 
on nonselective control methods. 

35. M-44s are a very effective tool for control
ling coyotes. It is reasonable to speculate that if 
use of M-44s was restricted in an area for a pro
longed period and other control methods were 
not intensified to compensate, the coyote popu
lation, and consequently predation by coyotes, 
may increase. However, as indicated in the 
DEIS, M-44s are currently used in relatively few 
areas in central Idaho. Any increase in coyote 
predation because of restrictions on use of M-44s 
is expected to be minor. 

Although not infallible by any means, leg-hold 
traps can be quite selective when used by expe
rienced professionals. Careful selection of trap 
size, set design, trap placement, lure, and adjust
ment of pan tension greatly reduces capture of 
nontarget species. As indicated in the DEIS, the 
FWS noted in its Biological Opinion on ADC's 
control program that number 3N or smaller traps 
may pose a threat to juvenile gray wolves and 
should not be used in proximity to occupied dens 
and rendezvous sites. Judicious selection of trap 
size (e.g., Victor #1.75 double coil-spring) and 
placement (i.e., outside occupied denning and 
rendezvous areas) will dramatically decrease the 
likelihood of injuring wolves during coyote con
trol efforts. The size of leg hold traps (#3 or 
smaller) used for coyotes are unlikely to catch 
or hold adult wolves which have much larger feet 

Shooting can be nonselective if the shooter is 
not I 00% sure of their target Shooters should 
always be 100% sure of their target All ADC 
personnel involved with coyote depredation con
trol efforts in areas occupied by wolves will be 
trained in wolf identification. 

36. Tribal biologists should have been included 
in the definition of"occupied wolf range" in the 
FWS 's 1992 biological opinion. Unfortunately, 
they were not. This paragraph merely restates 
the definition of "occupied wolf range" as it ap
peared in that biological opinion. 

37. As stated in Chapter 4, Central Idaho, 
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COMH!!NTS 

" THS NEZ PERCE TRIBE 
on 

THE: DRAFT EIS 

'°' 'THE REIN1RO!)UCTIOH OF GRAY WOLVES TO 
YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK AllD 

CENTRAL IDAHO' 

Thank you for letting me coi=e before You this att..,moon. My 
naMe ts Charles H. Hayes, and I am a member of the Ne:z: Perce 
Tribal EJ<ecuttve Committee and Chllimen of our Flsh, Wildlife and 
Water Subeom11'11ttee. J've come before you this 11fternoon to 
deliver comments from the Nez Perce Tribe on the Draft 
EnviroZU11ental l•pact Statement tor "The Reintroduction of Gray 
Wolveti to Yellowetone National Park and Central Idaho". Written 
cQIOlllellts wll.1 'oe 11uhmitte(J: at a 1 .. ter date. 

Tbe Ke11 Perce Tribe 18 a sovereign nation with special l"gal 
&nd political ties to the United St11te11 Government deftned by 
history, treaties, court decilliona. and the u.s. Con8titution. 
Th:tough the signing of the Treaties of 18~5 Md 1863, along with 
aubaeq11ent court cases, it's been established that the Unitad 
States Gove~t has a clear obligation to protect and 11aintatn 
Treaty Reserved lands and resources, self g<:>vernment and 
traditional use a~aa. Thia Truat responsibility is passed on to 
all Federal agencies through various statutory enactmenta. 

The original area under eJ<cluaive control by the Nez Perce 
Tribe cavt1red about 13.000,000 acrll!!s, in North Cent:ral Idaho, NE 
Oregon and SE Washington. Kost Of the original land base was 
subaequently Cedad to the United States Goverm1ent through 
treaties but while doing this, the T:ribe retained treaty :rights 
to all the re11ources that 11ustained the cultural, spiritual, and 
subsistence life style of the Ner Perce People. A large 
orooortion of the "PRIMAK'f ANALYSIS AREA" identified in th"! Di:-1!ft 
Eis" ues within the "Ceded Area• of the Nez Paree Tribe. In 
fact, part of the 10 county affected area identified in the Draft 
EIS, lies within the Nez Perce Reservation. 

Acceas to resources through such acti'lities as fishing, 
hunting, gath11ring roots &nd b&:n1es, and the pasturing ot 
uvestocl< were retains<! by the 'l'ribe through Treaties an<l were 
(!eemed vital to the survival of the Tribe, both then an(! now. 
Kost of the prt'!treaty {pre-settlelllflnt) r~u1ource11 still available 
to the Tribe are only a'lailable on Forest service or BlJol LanOs 
within the Tribe'a Ceda(! Area. Bi!Ocause of this, all activities 
and tbeir i111pacts, which occur on Forest Service ana BlJol 1an<ls 
have beeollll!! increasingly important to the T:ribe an(! 1 t 's future 
management :role. Bece1>sa Treaty reserved resources are 'lital to 
the Ne:z Perce Tribe, co-11111nsg8111ent of these resources by the 
Tribe and other Federal Agenciea iB absolutely necessary. 
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Impacts on Ungulate Populations, Elk, the num
ber of wounded animals available during and 
after hunting season would likely result in a re
duction of wolf predation on healthy big game 
animals during this time. 

38. Thank you. The sentence in Chapter 4, Cen
tral Idaho, Impacts on Domestic Livestock has 
been ch~ged to read: "Wolves would be re
leased in central Idaho in areas that have a low 
density of livestock.'' 

39. The sentence has been changed to read 
"Upon recovery, wolves would be removed from 
the ESA, and the state of Idaho and the tribes 
would manage wolves as agreed in a Memoran
dum of Agreement between the state and tribes." 

40. It is true that the general taxpayer dollars 
funding wolfrecovery activities would be spent 
and would benefit people Jiving in the central 
Idaho and Yellowstone areas. However, this 
spending is simply a redistribution of general tax 
dollars into specific programs and is not viewed 
as an economic benefit but as a cost to the gen
eral public. 

Tribal 50450, Nez Perce Testimony 

Thank you for these comments. All the issues 
were addressed in the responses to the written 
comments provided by the Nez Perce Tribe. 



• 

The Wolt has held an :l1Uportant euitural kinship with the lle:o 
Perce Tribe throughout the Tribe's existence. Many of our 
ancestor'$ spiritual med1c1n11 and nllllles were given to the111 by the 
wolf. The wolf carries a strong aptrJtual >nedlctne and was one 
of the 1110re 1111p0rtllnt members of the animal people tMt the Tribe 
c11lled brother. It was important for the Tribe to live in 
harmony and balance with our animal brothers who we <lepended on 
for our surv:l val. 

The Nez Perce Tribe supports the co1111ttit11111nt to ecolog:lc11l 
balance and bio-diversity in the Northern Roel!:y Mountain 
ecosystero which is demonstrated by the reintroduction of the wolf 
into Its ancestral home. The 'l'ribe stends ready to give this 
iaagnificent aniul a chance et fulfllling its place in the 
ecosystem once again. 

While the Tribe's wildlife staff and "'YSelt were reviewing 
the draft plan it was clear that the Tribe'" authority to 
participate in the management of the wolf reintroduction effort 
w48 recognized. However, it was also very clear the Nez Perce 
Tribe 4 nd tts dependence on the treaty reserved resources were 
not accounted for or mentlonea in the draft IUS. There was no 
Cliecussion of the Nez Paree Tribe's Treaty reserved rlghta in the 
recovery area. There was no mention ot the relationship with the 
recovery area chosen for reintroduction and the significance of 
the resources to the survival of the Tribe. None of this 
lnfort11ation was found In the "Affected Environment Section•. 
There wae no recognition tMt the Tribes Treaty reserved 
resources are part of the affected envlro~nt. The resources 
found tn the ceded area are not used for sport and recreation but 
they are vital to the eurvival of Tribal melllbers even more now as 
the salmon fishery floun<lers in its recovery. 

The Nez Perce Tribe supports Alternative 1 in the Draft EIS. 
The Tribe feels that only this option was designed with enough 
flexibility to be succenful. However, we woul(I like to suggest 
some rtOOiflcations to the alternative. We would suggest that 
only the animala brought in for the reintroduction be clessified 
1111 experimental. Naturally occurring ani.,als drifting in and any 
offspring ehoul<I be cons!Clere<I non-experimental an(I receive full 
protection. 

All animals brought in shoul(I be tagged or collared in order 
to l<lentlfy them and. give the biol<>gists II chance to c"pture an<!. 
move trouble animels. Killing of any wolf should not be taken 
lightly and only be done as a last reaort. However, we do 
recognize the len<lowner should be able to count on help if wolvea 
beCOD1e a proble"' in 11 specific area. Sioleqists nee<!. to work 
closely with private Ian<!. owners to keep depredation problems to 
a JOinimlll'I. The Tribe does not went to see the in<livi<lual 
111ndowner11 put at risk. We Clo, however, have to remember that 
,.an end his Clomesticated livestock are the visitors to these 
lsn<ls end to persecute the wolf for what he does naturally la not 

right. I won<ler, if we ha<!. to do an EI$ on the !ntroCluction of 
grazing domestic livestock into the environment, woul<I we still 
go ahead an(I do it? It's man's activities and their impacts on 
our Hcther Earth that llEPA was intended to determine and 
mitigated for, not on a decision to restore an ecosyateJO and all 
!te componlents. It is up to us to live within the bounds that 
our Mother Earth has given us. I! we don't, sooner or later 
Mother Earth takes back what was always here in the first place. 

The Nez Perce Tribe feels that the U.S. Fish an<I Wll<lllfe 
service needs to "'eke a long term commitment to the 11 uccflS!I of 
tnla recovery effort. Commitment ehoul<I be flleasured by the 
success of the recovery not in the amount of tb•e and money 
si:.ent. Adaptive management shoul<I be the key. The recovery plan 
should be allowed to succeed. 

A long term com.mi tment should be ~de to moni tor1n11 M<l. a 
uvel of research sufficient to ClocU111ent the behavior of the 
reintroduced sni11ah1. We nee(! to document how ma.n's activities 
affects the relntro<luce<l. wolves and the naturally occurring 
p0puletlons. 

The Tribe looks forward to meeting our brother the wolf at 
the ancient spiritual sites of our ancestore. Only then will the 
tribe be able to recapture some of the spirit medicine once held 
by the wolf a.n<I given to our Tribe. Once again we'll be able to 
t"lk an<I listen to his stories of survival which connects us to 
ooJr past and help lead us Into our future. 
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10 

11 

lll g:ro1.Uld rule• Mfore ,.. continue? S.eing no que•tiane, -

lJ. vill get etart«\. Th• first epeaker 1• Jack GU.d•tone 

14 follow9'i by Sharon SUtherlsnd. 

15 JG. GLADS1'0NB1 Good afte:n100tl.. I'• here 

16 today to reiterate the poeition that the Blacld!Ht Trib• took 

17 one year ago at th• wolf heaX"inlJ A\llJll.Bt 18, 1'92. That 

18 p0eiti<n> i• stated. 'rheo Blac:kfHt TriM f:r<a tiae U.niorial 

1' ha• iJibabited atld hunttd in th• geo;raphicel area now k.nOlfZI 

20 a• th• eU.t• of Mo11tana, J.ncludin.11 YdlowstOlle N&tiond Parle. 

21 'l'h• Blackhet Tribe n•::aonir•• •• aii intdndc p&i:t 

22 of this ec:oeyst.-. the predator/prey reletionahlp involvil!ll 

23 the bieoA, th• elk ancl th• wolf. The Blackfeet Ti:ibe b&• 

24 Jong coneidered tl•• volf a aaered. aedicine eni-1 'llOrtby of 

25 :respect. imitation ancl e.ct."iration for eocial UM! h\lntill!J 

, 

prowees, e.nd the wolf has been eliminated from. its oiri11inal 

range and habit•t within the are11 now kno.m as Yellowstone 

National Park, Therefore, be reaolved, the Dl&Ckfeet Tribal 

Business Council supports wolf reintroduction into 

Yellowstone National Park. 

Within the context of this discussion, one of the 

most frequently avoided or naglected inues is the culture.l 

relationship the.t hlllllll.nll &nd wolves have had since the time 

huma"!S and wolves have been here on this continent. /\bout 

10 10,000 years e.go, the last of four ll\lljor ice ages receded 

11 beck across up into the mountains, and with this teeesaion 

ll there wei:e people, my ance11tors, over soo generations of 

13 anceston, an<:!. within this period of time we ha<:!. a very rich 

14 relationship with the wolf where we recognized the wolf aa 

15 the aniinal that showed ue what it wu to eooperete, what it 

16 was to cOW11Unl.cate, what it was to coonline.te ourselves in 

17 social groups in order to ee.tisfy the needs of out people. 

19 The wolf medicine was the poo.erful 111edieine, -:'he 

19 wolf so1>9 was the powerful song that we se.ng. There h a 

~O popular e?OrtSlnen'a group, Safati Club International, that 

21 one of the credos ill protection of the hunter. The Blackfeet 

22 utilized the protection of the hunter with the wolf seng and 

23 with the fabric of this relat.icnsh.ip. The wolf ecng >n1a to 

24 provide us the protection when we went out to hunt, e!!d it 

25 we.11 through this :relationship that for 10,000 yean our 
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Tribal 50415, Blackfeet tribe 

I. Thank you for your comments. The partici- A 
pation and support of the Blackfeet Nation is ap- W 
predated and has greatly contribut.ed to the suc-
cess of wolf recovery in northwest Montana. 

The FWS recognizes that wolves are considered 
a special or sacred animal to some native Ameri
can tribes. Please see Chapter I, Issues Ad
dressed in Alternatives, Spiritual and Cultural 
Values. 



people survived in this land, for 10,000 years this land 

nurtured us and we nurtured this land. 

Time did not beqin with Christopher Colwrbus 500 

yeara ago. It hae Only been about 100 years since this 

massive warfare between tbe wolves and western civilization 

has occurred. And what we are looking at now in this 

Yellowstone National Park area is to see one area here 

restored to its former balance and glory, for nature is to be 

respected and nature is to be learned from because nature ie 

10 the scripture that the Creator made for the people to 

11 under-etand and to r-ead, 

12 I would like to conclude my presentation with a 

13 Bong entitled "Thti Citcle of Life." This song I wrote 

14 wanting to bring in the dernents of the circle, one of the 

lS rrost important symbols for people to acknowledge, The Circle 

16 of Life was written to bring people closer to the meaning of 

11 the circle, "'hiOh ie t.mity, "'hl.oh l.S respect, "'bich is 

18 reltitionship. 

19 "In a bottanless sea of timelese apace, in the 

;10 center of a trillion stare, there's ti circle from which we 

:11 all have come that reflects who we are. From the circle we 

22 hear her seasons sing in four song hartoony, and from this 

23 sonq we know her love and all the e11rth receiveq, FrOlll the 

24 snow pack in the highlands her blood flows with the spring. 

25 Forever the sun's lover, a songbird choir sings. She's the 

" 
H 

" 
" 
" 
" 
1' 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

circle of life. She'• the w<Xllb of the sun's crsation. She's 

his forever wife. She's the harvest of every nation. She' a 

the m:>thsr of <l'V<lry lite born through each day and each 

night. with the father •he gavs the earth from, she'• ths 

circle of life.• 

" 

Consultation and Coordination 
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September 24, 199~ 

Ed Bangs 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
P.O. Box 8017 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Ed' 

Thank.ti for the opportunity to review the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on The 
Reintroi!uction of Gray Wolves to Yellowstone National 
Park and central Idaho. This is obviously an exciting 
invigorating project tor those of you fortunate to be 
directly involved. our agency wishes you well on this 
major endeavour with the belief that wild populations 
of wolveEI should be encouraged in thl! northwestern 
United States and that Alberta Fiah and Wildlife 
Services will assiet where possible. 

The following summarizes my major concerns relative to 
Alternative l - the propoeal. 

1. Recovered Wolf Population Sii<e 

The OEIS is not clear on the propoaoed management 
philoaoophy and actiom• following recovery to about 
100 wolvea. The cumulative gffects Analysis 
ptedicts effect• on wild ungulates at 100 wolves, 
bl.It what about at 150 or 200 wolves? Will 
populations in each recovery area be t\\anaged to not 
exceed 100 wolvea? Ia there a maximum wolf 
population goal for each area? 

Roles of states and Tribes 

The DEIS does not show unequivocal support for wolf 
recovery by state or tribal governments, yet under 
Alternative 1 these agencies have m<wt of the 

U RSI• lll«Rr same · . /2 
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. , 
tesponaibility for lllllnaging wolves and wolf 
problems such as depredatione of livestock. Should 
the EIS not present the precise state policies and 
philosophies relative to wolf recovery? The role 
of cooperating states and tribes i& not clear; for 
example, on page 2-12. ·.•states and tribes would be 
the primary agencies implementing the ll'lllnagement 
program& in the experimental population area, if 
they chose to do so, .. '. 

3. compeneation 

The DEIS reflects the concept that success of wolf 
recovery is dependent on minimizing problems for 
livesLock producers. The statement contains 
detailed estimates of p;i:obable losses to wolves and 
th"' :i:-emedial actions necessary to reduce the 
effecte of wolf predation on liveetock. Given the 
importance of maintaining beet relationships with 
ranchers and landowners, I find Alternative l weak 
in that it does not include the recQQUnendation for 
a government-funded compensation prC:>g:i:-am. Surely, 
wolf recovery efforts would be mo:i:-e popular wit:h 
rural people if a solid p:i:-ogram of financial 
co111penaation was available to producers by 
government. 

1. Canadian Wolves 

Th"' DEIS does not provide details of negotiations 
with Canadian authorities concerning donations of 
wolves. The BIS will be a stronger document if 
descriptions of negotiations and donor wolf 
populations a:i:-e provided. Commitments by donor 
agenciee would also provide the evidence of solid 
support for wolf recovery by your neighbours to the 
no:i:-th. 

Minor Issues 

a. pagts .;T,-21. Under loet v!'.lue due to Uve9tock 
depredation, there ie no mention of lo1n1ee from 
injured anirnale. Expenditures resulting from 
manpower time, veterinary bills, etc. a:i:-e 
legir;imate lost value. 

b. page 2-12. Item 7 reads as if wolves will be 
int:roduced into 3 recovery areas, yet as I 

==~:i~~di ~tf;c~~e a~~api~n~o;~h~;~n~~~: . 
. . ,/3 

J 
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Canada 6762, F&W Serv., Sept 24 

I. The respective states and tribes would deter
mine how many wolves would exist in each re
covery area above the minimum number required 
for a viable wolf population. 

2. The FWS has legal responsibilities for wolf 
recovery but is unequivocal in its desire to sup
port wolf recovery and management actions by 
the states and tribes, if they choose to do so. The 
transfer of management authority would be 
through approved state and tribal wolf manage
ment plans and cooperative agreements with the 
FWS. 

3. Until a Record of Decision is approved, the 
FWS cannot have detailed discussions with Ca
nadian authorities regarding donor wolf popula
tions. The FWS has informally discussed these 
matters with representatives of wildlife manage
ment agencies in both British Columbia and 
Alberta and indicated the desire for help from 
Canadian authorities in selecting areas to obtain 
wolves. These provinces have indicated they 
would consider being a source of wolves for any 
reintroductions into the western U.S. 

4. The range of livestock losses presented in the 
analysis covers any animals "lost"" to wounding . 
The loss estimates provided in the analysis do 
not include the economic effect of the private 
compensation program. 

5. The FWS does not plan to reintroduce wolves 
to northwestern Montana because the population, 
which started as a result of natural dispersal from 
Canada, is growing at about 22%/year and now 
numbers about 65 individuals. 

6. Thank you. Wording in Appendix 2 has been 
changed. 
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page 6·24. Wolvee in Alaska and the Yukon az-e 
most likely as large as Albez-ta/BC/Hontana 
wolves. Safari Club International lists many 
large specimens from Alaska including at least 
one larger than any other measuz-ed l<fQlf, 

r;,~ 
R. aunson 

life Biologiet 

22 MR. NAATZ: My name ie Oan Naatz. l'JI 

23 with Congz-esuman Craig Thomas's offic•. Th• Congreee,,.an 

24 apologizes tor not being here. They have votes today in 

25 Washington, and so he couldn't i1ake it. 
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Representative Craig Thomas Testimony, Wyo
ming 

1. The FWS is mandated under the Endangered 
Species Act, as are all other federal agencies, to 
promote and provide for the recovery of threat
ened and endangered species. The FWS is the 
primary agency responsible for developing plans 
designed to recover threatened and endangered 
species. The proposal in this FEIS provides an 
opportunity to recovery wolves in the northern 
Rocky Mountains and ultimately remove them 
from the list of threatened and endangered spe
cies. The proposal also provides for more flex
ible management of wolves to promote their re
covery. 

2. In the analysis of wolf impacts on livestock 
in Chapter4. A recovered wolfpopulation(about 
100 wolves is expected to kill about 1-13 cattle 
and 38 to 68 sheep annually in the Yellowstone 
area and about 1-17 cattle and 32-92 sheep in 
central Idaho (Chapter 4, Alternative 1, Impacts 
on Domestic Livestock). Livestock losses to 
wolves are not expected to comprise more than 
0.1 % of any livestock class in the Yellowstone 
and central Idaho primary analysis areas con-
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I'll! goinq to read a •tatement. I have 

suh111itted the tull statement tor the record. 

•Thank you for the oppoi:-tunity to express my 

views on this important issue. There are a nul!lber ot 

questions and concerns I have regarding thie entire 

pi:oposal, 

"I have always been opposed to inti-oducinq 

wolves into Yellowstone Park. The debate over this 

issue has raged for many years, and I have lilpOken with 

hundreds ot concerned citizens about this topic aince I 

came to congress. Throuqhout my discussions, so1u1 key 

quo111tions remain unam1we1;"ed, The t:irst que,.tion is, why 

do it?. All of the evidence pointe to the tact there are 

111ore compelling arguments not to do it, Esthetica ia 

the only justific .. tion for introduction, At a tilll• of 

extreJoe fiacal constraints when our nation is faced with 

17 problells in health care, balancing the tederal budget 

18 and lack ct 10.aintenance at current National Park service 

19 tacilities, wolves are not a priority. 

20 "The new introduction plan proposed by the Fish 

21 and Wildlife Service does nothing to ease 111y tears. 

22 This propoaal is another 11tte111pt by the tederal 

23 government and other outside intluences to i111pose a wolf 

24 recovery plan on the people ot Wyoming. 

25 "Tho greatest concern I have about adoptinq the 

wolf recovery plan is the threat wolves pose to 

livestock in the reqion, Advocates of wolf introduction 

erque that these predators will stay in the Park and 

teed on elk, bison, and other game in the area. 

Unfortunately, thie is 11 short-sighted 11pproach since 

eventually the ga1110 population will decline. The wolves 

2 in the Perk will then expend their territory to tind 

tood eleewhere. undoubtedly, thie will include 

livestock on surrounding ranch""· Clearly, wolves cculd 

10 not be confined to the boundaries of the Park, and 

11 livestock losses will occur. 

12 "Introduction eupporters clai• funds would be 

13 made available tor ranchere who lose livestock to the 

14 wolf. However, theee plans have net workad well in 

15 other perts of the country where this has been 

16 attempted. In addition, the burden ot proof talls on 

17 tho rancher to prove a wolf has killed his livestock, 

18 This can be 11 dif!icult and burdensome process. 

caus<:td by the wol t, I also qreatly concerned about 

21 the ettect the predator will have on the outfittinq and 

n quidinq industries. There is considerable evidence to 

23 show the wolf will harm this industry. In tact, 

24 introduction advocates agree that many game anh1als will 

25 be killed by these predators. Clearly, this would have 
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sidered for wolf recovery. Prior to wolf recov
ery livestock losses are expected to be less. Con
trol provisions are part of the proposal because 
wolves are expected to occur outside of 
Yellowstone National Parle and that some live
stock depredations will occur. 

3. You are correct in stating wolf sightings have 
occurred in Yellowstone National Parle in recent 
years. One canid suspected to be a wild wolf 
was filmed in Yellowstone and I wolf was killed 
just south of the park in 1992. Evidence sug
gests individual and lone wolves and have oc
curred throughout the Yellowstone area for de
cades. However no breeding or reproducing pairs 
or packs of wolves have been confirmed in the 
Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. (Please see 
Appendix 12 for additional informational.) 
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a signitieant effect on Wyoming's economy and the 

business people who rely on hunting activity, 

"The Fish and Wildlife sei:vice eeth111.te11 it 

will cost $6 11illion of taxpayers• money to i•plo:111ent 

their plan. At 11 time vhen our nation is faced with a 

1111ssive federal budget deficit, it is not loqical to 

spend •oney on volt introduction. I 1111 also concerned 

this program will be open-ended end require annual 

expenditures ot funds. 

"Every year, the congressional deleg11tion must 

fight an ongoing battle to obtain tunda tor operations 

at ~ell<:>wstone Park. Many roads and buildinqs need 

repair and maintenance. I believe it makes more 11ense 

to spend money on preeervinq thi& be<1utit:ul park to:r ua 

and ou:r child:ren than :reducinq :re11ou:rcos to:r the Pa:rk by 

inti:oducinq the wolf, 

nFinally, the question of whethe:r wolvea have 

returned to the Park ha11 yet to be properly add:ressed. 

The:re have been niuoe:roue aiqhtinqs ot wolves in 

Yellowstone over the years, vith the latest coining last 

June. I do not believe VII should initiate a plal'I to 

introduce wolves vhen they ara returninq to the area 

naturally. 

"The people of wyo10ing should have the right to 

have all ot their concerns addressed regarding thia 

114tter. once 11o:re, the federal qovern11ent is trying to 

increase its influence in our livaa and ths public lands 

in wyo10ing. I oppose this initiative and don't !eel 

wolves should be artiticially introduced into 

Yellowstone Park, especially wh•n ths points against th• 

plan fa:r outveigh any other argumetits.n 

Thank you very 11uch. 

HEARING OFFICER LANHJl.M: Thank you. 

Consultation and Coordination 
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" HEARING OFFICER LANHAM: We have another 

21 one: Don Rolston. 

" 
" 

MR. ROLSTON: Thank you, Madam Spokesiien, 

Hy name is Don Rolston. 11111 the Director ot 

24 AgricultUJ;"e from the State of Wyoming. I'• here 

2~ representing both the Department of Agriculture and the 

Board of Aqricult1>re this evening to apeak j11st briefly 

about the econo:mic concerns, I think, that have be•n 

u:presaed by 111any from the ranchinq coxn•unity here 

today. 

I firmly believe that unless there' a a net1od for 

a ch11n9e in the lifestyle• in the rural coJ>11unitie• in 

our state, then it becomes so111evhat contradictory to the 

tyl>');"' of proqu,:ms thM;. ""' .. re tr')'inq to .;:ontinue to 

e:mphasiie: and that's the economic i11pact &B fu· all the 

10 Btate of wyoining. 

11 If there wa• 11 need for the cliantele Who have 

12 no idea of what the Weat ia to come o>.at and be 

13 introduced to the West, I can think of many waye other 

l4. thMI tM so-called ro11:1antlc illuige of the wolf in the 

15 wild. Those of u11 that have worked in the agriculture 

16 and livestock industry all of our lives see this 1111 a 

17 threat, not as 11 benefit, not as an economic plus, not 

18 as a positive change as far as Wyoming agriculture and 

19 Wyoming traditions are concerned. 

20 Mada .. Chairl!1an, I alO very concerned when 

21 outside forces seem to be able to dictate the econo11ic 

22 values and future of the citizene of this state of 

23 Wyo111ing. certainly, in hard econo111ic times, when \le are 

24 facing budget defioits, certainly, when we are still 

25 trying to survive, as far as our s.111111 rural 
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Wyoming Director of Agriculture 

Thank you for your comments. 

• 



comaunities, especially tho•• in the surroundinq 

counties .11ro111>d 'fel.low•tone ParX, we find it so111ewhet 

ironic that h•r• co••• anothsr threat. We hava lookad 

at •any iseu•• in th• laat tew year• that heV• i111pacted 

tho econo11ic valu•a of tho weetern united stat•• and th<t 

tri-11t11.te area that w• hav•, 

on behalf of the a~ricultur"l co11munity and th<:1 

live11tock industry, Made11 Cti.11.ir11an, I feel very •tronqly 

that tha wolf introduction or reintroduction serves no 

10 econonic impact aa far a• tti.• atat• of Wyominq ia 

ll concern<:ad- And I would hop111 that this conversation i• 

12 t .. ken into force when it looks at the livelihoods in tha 

13 future as far as our qreat •tata ia concern•d• 

14 Thank you v<:ary much. 

" 
" 
" 

" 

" 

him. 

HEARING: OFFICER LANHAM: Thank yo11. 

Is thera any further testimony? 

(No reaponse,) 

Pete Jachowski, and Lamar Empey follows 

MR. JAClfOWSKI, My name is Pete 

11 Jachowaki, and I'm a supervisor on the Cody 

12 Conservation District Board. The diatrict is 

13 qov•rned by a f!ve-11ember, publicly elected board 

14 and is a a11bdivision ot Wyominq st .. te Govern11ent. 

1' The mission of the district la to protect and 

16 conserve water, farmland, renchland, woodland, 

17 wildlife, enerqy, and other renewable resourcea. 

18 The district is also charged to stabilize the local 

19 economy and resolve land uee conflicts. 

20 The board has reviewed the Gray Wolf Draft 

21 Environmental Statement, and it is our unanimo11s 

22 opinion that reintrod11ct1on ot wolves co11ld result 

23 in a naqative economic impact and restrict proper 

24 resource nanaqenent and utilization within the 

25 dtetrict. rn order to fulfill our obli9at!on, the 
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Supervisor, Cody Conservation District Board 

Thank you for your comments. 
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only alternative we cen endorse as it is written, is 

10 

11 

12 

" 
" 

1' 

" 
" 

" 
" 
24 

" 

the No-Wolf Option. It is our firm position that 

the uncompromialnq len9ue9e of the other 

elternativee would erode the mission that the Cody 

Conservation Oletrlct is cherqed to carry out, 

Thank you. 

HEARING OFFICER CARTER' Thenk you. 
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013699, Senator Frank Murlmwski, Alaska, Nov. 
10 

Thank you for your comments. 

I. The ll!!lirll wolf reintroduction and recovery 
program to both Yellowstone National Parle and 
central Idaho, including reintroduction, educa
tion, law enforcement, control, planning, and 
monitoring is projected to cost a total of about 
$6,000,000. This level of funding covers both 
areas from 1994 to 2002. The actual cost of ob
taining and transporting wolves for reintroduc
tion is only a fraction of those costs. The major
ity of costs associated with obtaining wolves for 
reintroduction, regardless of where they came 
from, would involve the expenses and equipment 
of American (possibly state, tribal, and federal) 
biologists in the release and post release moni
toring. Obtaining wolves from Alaska would 
likely involve more cost than from western 
Canada because of the greater distances involved 
for transporting both staff and wolves. 

2. The best scientific teehniques to conduct wolf 
reintroduction, including where any donor 
wolves would come from, was thoroughly in-
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wolves would come from, was thoroughly in
vestigated. Extraordinary efforts where taken to 
involve the public and professional wildlife bi
ologists in the preparation of the EIS including 
professionals involved with management of 
wolves and other wildlife species in Alaska. 

3. During the initial phases, a wide variety of 
natural resource agencies were contacted to pro
vide technical review and comment. One of the 
agencies contacted was the Alaska Department 
of Fish and Grune. Dave Kellyhouse, Director 
Wildlife Conservation, agreed to help review 
drafts and has received monthly updates about 
its development. Several biologists who had ex
perience with wolf management and research in 
Alaska were contacted at various times through
out the process so their technical expertise could 
be utilized. 

During the spring of 1992, 27 open houses were 
held in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho and 7 
other open houses in other parts of the United 
States to infonn the public about the program 
and solicit ideas that should be considered in the 
EIS. On April 20, 1992,an open house was held 
in Anchorage, Alaska. The concept of how 
wolves would be reintroduced and where they 
would come from was one of the ideas that was 
discussed. 

Because of the numerous public comments re
lated to wolf reintroduction techniques, Dr. 
Steven Fritts, the scientific advisor for the Team, 
developed a peer reviewed section to address 
those types of technical issues (Appendix 4). As 
part of that effort, the question of where reintro
duced wolves should come from was asked of 
56 biologists (including several from Alaska) 
familiar with the behavior of wolves both in the 
wild and captivity. That opinion suggested that 
the greatest chance for a successful reintroduc
tion included using wolves from areas most like 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 
Experts believed that it was important to use 
wolves that were familiar with mountainous ar
eas and that preyed on elk and deer (and possi
bly bison). Wolves from British Columbia and . 
Alberta would be most genetically similar to 
those now recolonizing northwestern Montana 
and would be most likely to quickly adapt to the 
climate, terrain, prey, and other conditions in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. 

4. While it is certainly possible that wild wolves 
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from Alaska or the eastern U.S. and Canada or 
even captive wolves might be successfully used 
for any potential wolf reintroduction in the 
Yellowstone or central Idaho areas, the greatest 
chance for success appeared to involve using 
wolves from Alberta or British Columbia. The 
experts contacted to help develop the reintroduc
tion technique proposed in the DEIS (including 
the source of reintroduced wolves) were con
tacted again to seek broader consensus on the 
methods that offer the greatest chance for a suc
cessful reintroduction of wolves. The potential 
sources of any reintroduced wolves is a topic for 
discussion in the final EIS. Based upon the ex
pert comment analyzed to date, it is doubtful that 
wolves from Alaska would be the first choice of 
donor stock from a biological perspective. 
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Responses to Major Issues Raised About the DEIS 
This section responds to the significant issues addressed by the public in their comments on the 
DEIS "The reintroduction of gray wolves to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho." A 
detailed summary of 160,284 public comments was prepared in December 1993 and this 
discussion follows the format in that document (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Summary of 
Public Comments on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Reintroduction of Gray 
Wolves to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho, December 1993, 240pp.) 

The major issues of public review which were raised are identified below and responses provided 
on each issue. Issues that were interrelated were grouped and discussed together. A few were 
actually parts or subissues of major issues and although comments were identified in each 
"subissue," they were sometimes combined under one issue in this report. Issues that received 
the most comments from respondents were "Want Fully Endangered Status," "Cost of the 
Program to Taxpayers," "Wolf is a Missing Component of the Ecosystem," "Strategies to 
Control Wolves," "Federal, State, Local, & Tribal Authority," "Effect of Wolf on Livestock and 
Pets," "Compensation for Livestock Killed," "Regulated Public Take," "Restrictions on Public 
Lands," and "Need For Education." The responses to issues in this section serve as a 
supplement to the discussions in Chapter 1 regarding issues. The FWS found few instances 
where changes were required in its earlier discussions of the issues identified during public 
scoping. 

The National Environmental Policy Act Process and Public Involvement 
1. Voting.-Respondents were overwhelmingly impressed with the amount of public 
involvement that has gone into this project. Not all felt their side was treated equally and the 
comments varied widely. Most of those favoring Alternative 1 felt the process treated them 
fairly and those favoring Alternative 3 felt the public involvement efforts focused too much on 
"outside" influence over what they viewed as a local issue. Numerous residents of the states 
involved commented that they distrusted the process as it reflects a popularity vote for the wolf. 
They were especially concerned that questionnaires and petitions were passed out to Yellowstone 
National Park visitors, including young children. They felt that this was inappropriate and 
would swing the "vote" to favor reintroduction. Likewise, most of these same interests 
supported putting the issue up for vote within the States involved. The comments focused 
heavily on the numbers of each particular side and what that might mean to the FWS analysis 
of public opinion. 

"The ... (DEIS) exhibits excellence in biological and socioeconomic assessment, and the 
DEIS process has been exemplary in its attention to public involvement." 

"I want a vote on each state ballot to decide this issue--put the results into the EIS." 

Response. -The process of analyzing public comment required under the National Environmental 
Policy Act (NEPA) is not a voting process. Totalling the number of comments on a specific 
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alternative or issue was not the principal objective and was therefore relatively unimportant to 
preparation of the FEIS. Substantive comments that improved the FEIS, the proposal, corrected 
errors or identified omissions, and clarified the FEIS for use by a decision maker were the key 
objectives in analyzing public comment. 

2. Hearings.-Several people commented on the hearing process and how that might be handled 
differently in the future. Several residents criticized the day of the week their particular hearing 
was held and how that affected them personally. Residents were also vocal about "outsiders" 
jetting into the hearing and jetting back out again and that speaking preference should be given 
to locals first. 

"Every time you plan a public meeting you plan it during the middle of the week and the 
middle of the day so that nobody can comment on it. " 

Response.-Hearings on the DEIS were conducted in a manner (random drawing from 2 to 10 
p.m) and at a large number of locations to encourage public comment and give as many people 
as possible the same opportunity to comment. Testimony and written comments were treated 
the same way in the analysis process; one method of comment did not carry more weight than 
another. 

3. Preparation of the DEIS. -Several respondents commented on the process used to prepare 
the DEIS. The comments ranged from overwhelming support to total distrust of the public 
involvement process. Several people complimented the FWS and ·particularly Project Leader Ed 
Bangs for the outstanding job of public involvement and the professionalism of the document. 
Several commented favorably on the readability of the Summary, on the clarity of the document, 
and the clear comparison of the alternatives chart. Others believed the document and 
particularly Ed Bangs were biased and did not reflect sound scientific analysis. 

"We commend the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service for its work on the DEIS, and on the 
various associated studies. We are also very encouraged by the open and well-organized 
public involvement process. Overall, we think the agency has done an excellent job under 
very difficult circumstances." 

Response.-The DEIS was prepared by an interagency interdisciplinary team that followed 
NEPA procedures. Every attempt was made to conduct a fair and unbiased analysis. See 
Chapter 5 for a List of Preparers. 

4. State management plans.-Numerous respondents said they could support wolf reintroduction 
and the proposed alternative as long as the public is given the opportunity to comment on the 
state management plans during the rule-making process. 
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"It is essential that plans be provided for public review and comment and that the conditions 
for transferring management authority be clearly spelled out." 

Response.-The FWS has encouraged the states and tribes to develop wolf management plans 
utilizing state wildlife management planning and public involvement. Any state or tribal plan 
that is clearly within the guidelines of the FWS proposal and experimental rule (which will be 
available for national public review) could be adopted by the FWS by cooperative agreements. 
However, if state or tribal plans contain management strategies that the FWS determines are 
outside the provisions of the proposal or experimental rule, a modification of the rule would be 
required and this rule would be available for comment by the national public. 

5. Time Table for Recovery.-Several people felt the FWS should develop a strict timetable for 
recovery. 

"To some opponents of wolf reintroduction, delay is equated with winning and a hope that 
this program will lose momentum. The DEIS should commit to a specific time-table for 
completion of the final EIS and reintroduction .... " 

/ 

Response. - The FWS has set a fairly rigid time table for wolf recovery with clear and 
measurable targets. See Alternative 1, the proposed action. 

6. Consultation With Other Agencies, Landowners.-Several examples were provided on how 
people believed the DEIS did not comply with NEPA, and there were also respondents who felt 
that the DEIS and public involvement process went well beyond the requirements of NEPA. 

" ... without knowledge of: (1) the number of gray wolves to be released; or (2) the 
management restrictions to be imposed once the gray wolves are released, the Fish & 
Wildlife Service could not consider, much less adequately consider, any of the 
environmental impacts of the Proposed Alternative. Thus, any decision to implement the 
Proposed Alternative based upon the DEIS will violate the NEPA. Only after the Fish & 
Wildlife Service promulgates the special regulations can they adequately consider the 
environmental impacts of the Proposed Alternative. " 

Response.-The EIS complied with NEPA procedures and was listed in the federal register in 
the category (LO) Lack of Objections, which means the review by EPA did not identify potential 
environmental impacts requiring substantive changes to the proposal. An experimental rule 
would be required to implement the FWS proposal but this rule was fully discussed in the EIS 
and would not require further NEPA analysis. The amount of public notification and 
participation in the EIS was extraordinary. See Chapter 5 for more information. 

7. Compliance with other laws. -Some respondents believed the FWS did not comply with the 
FWS regulation 17 .8l(d) and felt that should have been addressed in the DEIS. They felt 
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agreements should be signed by the government and the affected persons holding an interest in 
land, on whether the latter agrees with wolf reintroduction. 

"17.81-d: The Fish and Wildlife Service shall consult with appropriate State fish and 
wildlife agencies, local governmental entities, affected Federal agencies, and affected 
private landowners in developing and implementing experimental population rules ... .I have 
private property rights in Idaho, Valley, and Custer counties but I have received no inquiry 
about my agreement nor has my County commissioners or land-use committee that I know 
of." 

Response. -The FWS widely publicized the EIS process and attempted to contact and work with 
the public and all potentially affected government agencies. The agreement of those entities with 
the Service proposal is desirable but not required. The EIS complies with applicable federal 
laws and regulations. 

8. Evaluation of Public Comments.-Numerous respondents commented on whether their Jetter 
or comment would make a difference and that the evaluation of public comments needs to be 
conducted by an impartial, interdisciplinary team. 

"The evaluation of public input should be done by a truly interdisciplinary team. Not a 
bunch of biologists, but by a truly mixed group. The scientific evidence should be 
carefully scrutinized, together with all of the social and economic impacts of wolf recovery. 
Perhaps the FWS shouldn't even do it, but should tum it over to a group of 
non-government scientists, not government scientists, for a thorough and unbiased 
evaluation." 

Response.-The analysis of public comment during scoping and the DEIS review process was 
conducted by a team of specialists containing few biologists. The EIS was prepared by a diverse 
team with interdisciplinary expertise (see List of Preparers in Chapter 5). 

General Comments on the DEIS 
Many respondents voiced concerns and raised questions on the DEIS in general. Some brought 
out points on definitions and terminology. Others raised specific questions that the DEIS did 
not address. The concern that public education was not incorporated appeared frequently. 
Several were disappointed that issues they raised during the scoping process were not addressed 
in the DEIS, and some felt there were alternatives presented during scoping that should have 
been brought forward. There were comments raised on the timeframes for the DEIS and how 
long the process is ta1cing. Some people felt too 111uch ti.tile has beer1 spent or1 t11is process and 
others felt further analysis is necessary. 
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1. Definitions/Terminology 
"The Idaho Chapter of the Wildlife Society suggests that DEIS terminology be clarified 
regarding 'unacceptable impacts on ungulate populations' and 'chronic problem wolves.' 
The former should specify levels of depredation and ungulate density likely to be 
considered unacceptable. For chronic problem wolves, incident recurrence intervals and 
procedures for individual wolf identification must be specified." 

Response.-A glossary of terms has been added to the FEIS. 

2. Issues Not Analyzed in the DEIS 

Response.-The DEIS considered all issues identified in the public scoping process and no 
reasons were identified to change that initial analysis (See Chapter 1). The impact of the 
proposal on woodland caribou and other listed species was specifically addressed in the FWS 
interagency consultation (Appendix 7). 

3. Other Comments on the DEIS 

Response. -Specific inquiries were made, both before and after the DEIS was released for 
comment, into the question of what constitutes a viable wolf population. The FEIS provides that 
information. No evidence has been produced to suggest changes in that assessment. Monitoring 
for wolves throughout Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho continues but as of yet (3/94) no breeding 
pairs of wolves have been documented in the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

Comments on Policy and Laws 
Many comments pertaining to policy are located in the discussions for particular issues. Other 
comments focused on whether the policy and process met the legal intent of the constitution, 
federal rulemaking process, other federal laws and acts, and laws of the various states and 
counties. A sampling of the comments regarding these topics follow: 

1. Federal Rulemaking Process.-Severa1 people urged the FWS to provide the state 
management plans to the public for review and comment prior to transfer of wolf management. 
They also encouraged cooperation between the states involved and the FWS in reintroduction 
efforts and the rule making process. 

" ... wolves would be managed cooperatively ... We support this arrangement as long as the 
public is given the opportunity to comment on the state management plans during the rule 
making process." 

Response. - The federal rulemaking process requires public review, appropriate NEPA 
compliance, and hearings, if they are requested. 
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2. Location and Timing of Reintroduction.-Some respondents supported the Idaho 
reintroduction occurring after Yellowstone. They felt that what is learned from a Yellowstone 
reintroduction would make Idaho's more successful and economical. At the same time, they 
recommended the FWS develop a monitoring plan to determine whether central Idaho already 
harbors a wolf population. Such a program could effectively respond to concerns about existing 
wolf populations if and when the time is right for an Idaho reintroduction. 

"We see a benefit to having Idaho reintroduction lag slightly behind Yellowstone. 
Experience in Yellowstone should provide valuable guidelines for restoring wolves." 

Response.-The FWS's 1987 wolf recovery plan recommended waiting for wolf recovery in 
central Idaho for 5 years. That time period ended in 1992 and still no wolf packs have been 
discovered (Appendix 12). There is a strong advantage to wolf population viability to having 
wolves reintroduced to the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas at the same time. The number 
of population founders would be increased and interchange between segments of the meta
population would be increased (Appendix 9). 

3. Legality of Policy-Respondents questioned whether the policy met the intent of the ESA, 
the U.S. Constitution, the National Park Service Organic Act, the National Enviromnental Policy 
Act, state law, and county plans. 

ESA 
"There is nothing in the ESA that allows the Service to introduce a listed species into an 
area that is outside its historic range. Regulations concerning the introduction of listed 
species and designation as experimental populations (50 CFR 17 .8la) expressly require such 
releases to be within the probable historic range of the species. This raises very serious 
questions whether any proposed introduction of wolves is even within the scope of the 
Act." 

Response. -The proposed action is within the historic range of the gray wolf and follows the 
recommendations in the FWS 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan. 

U.S. Constitution 
"This letter serves as testimony and lawful notice to you, a government officer and public 
servant, to formally make you aware of the limitations the Constitution for the United 
States and the Constitution for Idaho places upon you ... 'The authority of public officers to 
proceed in a particular way and only upon specific conditions as to such matters implies a 
f111tv not to nrnf'P.Pfi fn ~ m~nnPr AthPr th!ln th!:tit u:1h;,-.h i5 anthr. ... ~,.....,.rl h,., Tho. ta""'' A DTTrT ~ ---J ~~~- -~ r ... ~---- ....... ...,. ,.,.,..,.,......,.,....,.._ ...,.,.._.._.,,...._ ~,_ ..... _.,. .. ._.._....,._ n.u_._ .... u. J. UUJ.VJ..lL.\,;\J. U) UJ.'-' J. VY , • • I"l..l.X.1..1.V.l....i.L.:I 

V OF THE BILL OF RIGHTS ... commands ' ... nor be deprived of life, liberty, or property, 
without due process of law nor shall private property be taken for public use without just 
compensation.'" 
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Response.-The recovery of wolves, as proposed, does not violate the Constitution regarding 
take of private property without just compensation. See Appendix 6 for further information. 

· National Park Service Organic Act 
"16 U.S. C. 1. Section 1 of the National Park Service Organic Act mandates the 
conservation of the natural and historic aspects of the Park for the enjoyment of future 
generations. However, implementation of the Proposed Alternative will violate the Act for 
two reasons. First, the gray wolf that the FWS proposes to release in the Park never 
naturally or historically inhabited the Park ... Thus, implementation of the Proposed 
Alternative will not leave the Park 'unimpaired for the enjoyment of future generations.' 
Second, the release of gray wolves in the Park will not conserve the natural wildlife 
therein. Instead, the gray wolves will decimate the ungulate herds which inhabit the Park, 
as well as destroy the ecological balance in the Park." 

Response.-Wolf recovery does not violate this Act because wolves were native to the Park and 
wolves will not significantly impact other Park resources. To the contrary, the return of wolves 
to the park will restore a missing ecological component. 

NEPA 
"The discussion of legal context needs clarification ... You should point out that, under 
Federal supremacy, any state laws that conflict with a duly enacted Federal regulation, such 
as the experimental population rules, or that conflict with the ESA itself, are legally 
nullified. The Council on Environmental Quality NEPA regulations require discussion of 
conflicts with state and local laws, 40 CFR 1506.2(d)." 

Response. - The FEIS points out where state law conflicts with federal law in the legal context 
section, Chapter 1 and in Chapter 2 under the Alternatives. 

State and County 
"Wyoming has a predator law that says we can shoot wolves, and we're not going to 
change it. The legislature of Wyoming has stipulated that they are against wolves, and this 
has never been even considered. " 

" ... there is an Idaho law which prohibits Idaho Fish and Game from participating in such 
actions as described in the proposed alternative selected by U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
without express permission from the Idaho state legislature .... we could certainly manage 
the wolf within the state, but, again, it must carry the strength of law. Administrative rule 
is easy to change. The law is not as easy." 

Response. -State, county, and tribal law does not supersede the ESA. Before the states or tribes 
can assume wolf management in their areas of responsibility they must have laws that conform 
to federal guidelines or acknowledge the supremacy of federal law regarding management and 
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recovery of federally listed species. 

4. Other general comments on laws 

Response.-Any modification of existing law that would be required to implement an alterative 
was identified in the discussion of that alternative. 

Endangered Species Act 
The categories "Experimental Nonessential Designation" and "Reintroducing Wolves under the 
Fully Endangered Status" were added as new issues to this analysis because of the large numbers 
of comments made to each subject. 

1. Endangered Species Act. - The majority of individuals that responded to this issue were very 
opposed to the experimental, nonessential designation. They wanted the wolf fully protected 
under the ESA and felt any attempt to do otherwise was against the law. However, there were 
also many who felt the ESA should be abolished, particularly those who favored Alternative 3. 

Response.-Many people wanted ESA either strengthened, modified, or abolished. This FEIS 
does not deal with the ESA itself. The proposed action is in compliance with ESA. 

2. Experimental/Nonessential Designation. -Those who supported the experimental designation A 
favored the flexible control options it would provide landowners and land managers. However, W 
many respondents opposed this designation saying it was in violation of Section lOG) of the 
ESA. They felt this designation would go against the very intent of the ESA because it would 
allow individuals to kill the wolf. 

Response.-Section lOG) of the ESA which established the experimental rule provision and 
guidance for the use of a nonessential or essential designation is part of the ESA. People 
objected to the use of the experimental provision because individual wolves have been known 
to be able to naturally disperse into Wyoming and Idaho. However, the FWS believes the 
Section lOG) rule can be applied to areas where populations are wholly separate geographically 
from nonexperimental populations. Since surveys have failed to locate breeding pairs of wolves 
(indicating no populations exist) in either the central Idaho or Yellowstone areas, the FWS 
considers those areas separate from existing wolf populations in northwestern Montana. 

An experimental population in national parks and national wildlife refuges is treated as a 
threatened species for the purposes of Section 7 consultation with the FWS. In other areas, 
Section 7 consuitation is not required with the FWS. Oniy an informal conference is required 
for federal actions that are determined likely to jeopardize the continued existence of the species 
for areas outside of national parks or refuges. Experimental populations do not have land-use 
restrictions associated with them unless they are identified as part the experimental rule. Critical 
habitat is not designated for nonessential experimental populations (50 CFR 17.Sl[f]). 
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Reintroduce Under Fully Endangered Status.-A very large volume of comments were received 
on this issue. Respondents wanted the wolves reintroduced under fully endangered status. They 
were concerned about existing wolves losing their protective status under the experimental 
designation. 

Additionally, a large amount of respondents wanted "reverter" language added to the plan which 
states that if wolves have not reached at least half of the recovery goal (10 breeding pairs) in 

'each area by 2002, then all wolves immediately return to full endangered species status. 

Response. -Under the FWS proposal, the boundaries of the experimental population area do not 
include areas currently occupied by naturally recolonizing fully protected wolf packs in 
northwestern Montana. Wolves inhabiting areas outside of the experimental population area will 
not loose their fully protected status. The FWS proposal of reintroducing wolves as 
nonessential, experimental populations in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas provides the 
best opportunity for recovery of endangered wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains while 
providing management flexibility to address local concerns about issues related to wild ungulate 
populations, hunter harvests of wild ungulates, livestock depredations, and land-use restrictions. 

Delisting the Wolf/Wolf Not Endangered 
1. Delisting the Wolf. -Most respondents did not want the wolf delisted, feeling it would go 
against the ESA. Others supported delisting but with the conditional statement that if wolves 
drop below l 0 breeding pairs, they would again resume full ESA protection. Still others feared 
that delisting would never occur even if the wolf fully recovers, precluding them from protecting 
their property. 

Response.-It is the intent of the FWS to recover wolf populations in the Northern Rocky 
Mountains and, following procedures in ESA, delist them (see Appendix 11) using sound 
biological criteria. Many people support or oppose delisting for a wide variety of non-biological 
reasons. 

2. Wolf Not Endangered. -A large portion of individuals felt the wolf was not endangered and 
cited many States that have large wolf populations. Most of these respondents favored 
Alternative 3. 

Response.-Wolves are listed by ESA in the lower 48 states. However, while gray wolves are 
absent from most of their historic range in the lower 48 states, they are common in Canada and 
Alaska so they are not in danger of extinction in those areas. 

Effects of Wolf Reintroduction on Other Wolves 
The major concern expressed in the comments on this issue was that wolves were already 
present in the designated recovery areas in Yellowstone National Park and in central Idaho. The 
majority of concern stems from the proposed experimental, nonessential provision in the 
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Proposal, Alternative 1. Introducing wolves, under this provision, into these areas already 
populated by wolves would compromise the fully protected status of naturally occurring wolves. 
A few individuals endorsed Alternative 2 because there would be no introduced wolves and all 
wolves present in Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming would retain full protection under ESA. 

" ... we (Nez Perce Tribe) ... suggest some modifications to the alternative. We ... suggest 
that only the animals brought in for the reintroduction be classified as experimental. 
Naturally occurring animals drifting in and any offspring should be considered 
non-experimental and receive full protection." 

Response.-See discussion in Chapter 1 and Appendix 12. If breeding pairs of wolves existed 
in the central Idaho or Yellowstone areas, it is likely they would have been discovered and 
documented through the ongoing monitoring program. No compelling evidence suggests that 
any wolf population survived in either area between the 1930s until the present time or that 
naturally dispersing wolves from Canada or northwestern Montana have successfully reproduced 
and populations have become established in either the Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. 

Hybridization of Wolves With Other Canids 
The issue of hybridization of wolves with dogs and coyotes was raised by a few commenters. 
Many respondents asserted that research has established that hybridization is occurring in a large 
percentage of wolf populations and that the question needs to be addressed in the final EIS. 

" ... How does the Federal government propose to manage coyotes, wolves, dogs, wolf-dog 
hybrids, wolf-coyote hybrids within the introduction area? Will all types which contain any 
wolf genetic material be managed, and protected, as if each individual were Canis lupus?" 

Response.-The FWS stands by its discussion of this issue in Chapter 1. Hybridization with 
either dogs or coyotes by wild gray wolves is not a significant issue related to wolf 
reintroduction in the western U.S. 

Federal, State, and Tribal Authority 
The issue of who should have control of wolf reintroduction evoked a considerable response 
from the public, including local, state, and tribal governments, and interest groups. One view 
was that wolf management should be led by the FWS. Federal guidance, it was stated, would 
provide the kind of uniform, consistent policy needed for the success of the project. Many 
respondents were distrustful of state and local authorities who were regarded as being too 
provincial and too vulnerable to local pressures to provide the kind of leadership needed to 
manage the complexities involved in the reintroduction of the wolf. 

Although there were numerous people who accepted cooperative management among the federal 
and state agencies involved, federal oversight was often mentioned as essential. Also frequently 
stated was that federal, state, and local cooperation was acceptable if wolf management was in 
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full conformity with the ESA. Another element said by many respondents as necessary to 
federal or cooperative management was public involvement. 

Although in the minority, there were adamant supporters of state management of wolf recovery. 
Those comments were generally tied to Alternative 3 and Alternative 4. Federal control was 
seen by many of these respondents as being an infringement on the rights of states to govern 
their own affairs. 

"USFWS should continue to have responsibility for managing wolves until recovery is 
achieved. With three states involved, management would be too complex and also 
vulnerable to anti-wolf factions." 

Response. - This issue is discussed in Chapter 1. Also see responses to agencies regarding state 
and tribal management planning in Chapter 5. 

Recovery Areas 
Comments to "Recovery Areas" were subdivided into 3 categories: wolves traveling into 
recovery areas, the actual boundaries of recovery areas, and people's preference as to where 
recovery areas should be. 

1. Wolves traveling into Recovery Areas.-Comments were disparate and touched on a wide 
range of issues. A few queries were raised on the status of wolves coming from nonexperimental 
areas found in a recovery area where introduced wolves would have "experimental" 
classification. 

There were also several respondents who voiced their belief that wolves do exist in certain 
designated recovery areas, particularly Yellowstone, and made recommendations as to how the 
reintroduction plan should address this situation. 

"The 'experimental' designation that FWS has introduced has legal flaws and is not 
appropriate in Yellowstone where wolves migrate from northwest Montana. Experimental 
wolf populations can only be established in an area geographically isolated from other 
wolves." 

Response.-Individual wolves will likely continue to disperse into the areas designated as 
experimental population areas. However, as a practical management strategy to recover and 
manage wolf populations, it would be impossible to distinguish experimental from occasional 
nonexperimental wolves within an experimental population and reintroduction area. 

2. Recovery Boundary Areas.-Many people challenged the efficacy of the boundaries of the 
recovery areas, but differed widely on what the boundaries should be. Some stated the areas 
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were too small, others said it was too large, and a third contingent labeled the boundaries as 
being arbitrary and unscientifically based. 

"I am concerned about the total size of the area mapped for location of the proposed 
experimental population area .... This covers more territory than I think necessary for the 
success for the project. Location of the recovery populations within the Frank Church, 
Selway-Bitterroot, and Gospel-Hump Wilderness areas should be sufficient territory for 
recovery. Relocation here will also minimize people and/or livestock impacts and enhance 
the success of the project." 

Response.-Large experimental areas were established to promote management flexibility of 
reintroduced wolves which may travel extensively. The experimental areas do not include any 
known wolf populations or packs. The Missouri River appears, based upon the past and recent 
pattern of wolf sightings and recorded mortalities, to be a demarcation of wolf occurrence and 
was used as a boundary in Montana. It is important to have clearly defined boundaries so the 
public or agencies are not mistaken about whether they are in or out of an experimental 
population area and what management options are available. 

3. Preference for Recovery Areas.-Several comments reflected a confusion on terminology. It 
was obvious that some of the respondents equated recovery areas to locations where wolves 
would be released, or assumed that recovery areas necessarily provided protection. 

Opinions were polarized between those respondents who supported a wider range for wolf 
introduction and those totally against wolf introduction. Many of the comments pertained to the 
Yellowstone area. 

"It is my opinion that wolves need to be introduced first into Yellowstone National Park 
and then into Central Idaho. This reintroduction would provide an initial enhanced 
protection of monitoring and evaluation because it is in a National Park." 

There were also many comments indicating that the wolf should instead be introduced in New 
York, Washington, D.C., and other eastern states. 

Response.-This EIS, by· Congressional direction, only deals with the effect of wolf 
reintroduction to the Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. The experimental areas were 
designed to permit both wolf recovery in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas and reasonable 
management of reintroduced wolves wherever they may occur near those areas. 

Humane Treatment of Wolves 
This issue shares many common elements with the "Hard/Soft Release" issue, "Wolves' 
Rights/Welfare/Dignity" issue, and the "Wolf As a Missing Component of the Ecosystem" issue. 
This issue is also closely related to the "Strategies To Control Wolves," "Illegal Killing of 
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Wolves," and "Regulated Public Take of Wolves" issues. Because these management strategies 
differ among alternatives, comments are split when they relate to a given alternative. 

"We need to do everything in our power to protect these beautiful creatures and give them 
a safe environment in which to live." 

Response.-The FWS will ensure that wolves are treated as humanely as possible. 

Hard and Soft Release 
Many respondents commented on the implementation of hard release versus soft release methods. 
The overwhelming majority of those who responded to this issue criticized hard release 
techniques. Some believed wolves which are hard released would leave the designated recovery 
area in search of their former territories; a few feared wolves would either starve or predate 
upon the "easiest prey" (livestock) resulting in immediate conflicts with ranchers. Many 
commenters cited past failures of hard releases and felt this method would be an inappropriate 
risk of wolf recovery funding and a delay in overall recovery efforts, hence the more reliable 
soft release techniques should be implemented to ensure successful establishment of wolf 
populations in the recovery areas. Some saw hard release methods as "cruel," "severe," and 
"inhumane. " General responses speaking to this issue and responses specifically addressing 
Alternatives 1, 4, and 5 all received analogous concerns and comments: 

"Hard releases of wolves usually results in the animals trying to return to where they come 
from. Acclimating these wolves in pens for six to eight weeks will make central Idaho 
wolf recovery more realistic." 

Response.-The FWS will initially use and evaluate both hard and soft release of wolves. 
Currently, few reintroductions of wild wolves have been attempted and it is unknown which 
technique may be most effective. Whichever method or modifications of a method appear most 
effective will be used to improve the success of future wolf reintroductions. 

Management Strategies 
Many people commented on various strategies to protect wolves; these comments were captured 
in this category. Several facets of protection were presented: (1) stricter protection in the 
earlier stages of recovery, (2) replacement of wolves which are killed, (3) the length of time for 
recovery, ( 4) habitat protection, and (5) the reintroduction of wolves from Alaska or Canada that 
are presently in danger of being killed. 

1. Early Protection. -A very large percentage of comments to this issue asked for "more 
restrictive protection in the early phases of recovery. " Many added that the control measures 
in the current DEIS were much too liberal. The bulk of these statements were directed at 
Alternative 1. 
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"(Alternative 1) ... does not provide enough protection during the early stages of 
reintroduction, and places too much emphasis on controlling the wolf for the benefit of the 
stockman, and hunter, as well as giving the stockman the opportunity to control the wolf 
himself." 

Response.-The FWS proposal has been changed to allow more restrictive management in the 
early phases (5 or fewer breeding pair) of wolf recovery if needed. 

2. Wolf Replacement.-Many others talked about replacement of wolves that were removed for 
livestock depredation and poaching. 

" ... wolves lost to disease and the inevitable poaching should be replaced, lest the introduced 
stock dwindle to nothing." 

Response. -Wolf mortality from illegal killing or control is not expected to prevent wolf 
population growth through recovery. Wolf reintroduction would continue until wolf populations 
were firmly established (3-5 years). A policy of "put and take" would not be needed for wolves 
that were illegally killed. 

3. Recovery time.-Many respondents were concerned about the time it would take to recover 
wolves with Alternatives 1, 2, and 4. 

" ... Alternative 1 does not appear likely to result in the quick recovery of wolves .... Without 
habitat protection from inappropriate human use, and with considerable potential for abuse 
of the control of 'problem' wolves, recovery would likely be slow, if it occurred at all." 

Response. -The FWS stands by its assumptions and the estimates of the time frames in which 
wolf recovery may occur under the various alternatives. However, it is obvious that wolf 
population growth rates are dependent on several factors that could dramatically change these 
estimates of wolf population growth (see sample letter Mech et al. 1993). 

4. Habitat protection.-Many people were concerned about habitat protection and asked that 
critical habitat be designated for both recovery areas. This was a common theme of comments 
regarding Alternatives 1 and 5. 

" ... critical habitat must be designated for both these regions. Federal and state agencies 
should work pro-actively to protect all critically designated and potential wolf habitat in 
these t\VO regions including such issues as road densities, livestock grazing and hunting 
which might effect wolves in their habitat." 

(Alternative 1) " ... there does not seem to be in place a strategy for protection of critical 
habitat, the key element to the reintroduction strategy." 
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Response. - The FWS believes sufficient habitat exists in the proposed reintroduction areas to 
support a recovered wolf population. Wolves are an adaptable species and wolf density is 
largely a function of prey density. An ample abundance of prey exists in the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho areas to support recovered populations. Critical habitat is not designated for 
nonessential experimental populations. 

5. Reintroduction of Alaskan/Canadian Wolves.-Many people offered management suggestions 
that would promote protection of the wolves. Some suggested transferring wolves from Alaska 
to "help alleviate the population pressures faced there." 

"There are nearly 300 wolves destined to be destroyed in (Alaska). Most of them are 
already radio collared ... this would also help defuse an explosive situation." 

Response.-The FWS intends use a source of donor wolves that has the greatest chance of 
resulting in a successful reintroduction program. Discussions with other biologists indicate that 
wolves living in habitats and feeding on prey most similar to those in the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho areas would be the preferred donor stock for reintroduction. 

Strategies to Control Wolves (Moving vs. Killing) 
The opinions expressed on strategies to control wolves were confined primarily to 4 areas: (1) 
agency versus private control provisions; (2) moving versus killing wolves; (3) harassment 
should not be allowed; and (4) wolves removed from the population should be replaced. 

"The biological evidence is that wolves do not conflict substantially with livestock. It 
undoubtedly will happen; it will be a problem. When it's a problem, problem animals will 
have to be dealt with. There's no doubt about that." 

1. Agency vs. Private control. -There was a strong feeling expressed that should killing of a 
wolf be necessary, it should be carried out only by state or federal agents, particularly if the 
wolves were on public land. 

"Wolves should not be killed by private citizens unless a human life is in danger. Wolves 
should not be killed or removed for depredations on public lands. Where livestock 
depredations occur on private land, offending wolves should be relocated by government 
officials .... if wolves are killed, they should be replaced quickly." 

Response.-The FWS has addressed the opportunity for the public to control wolves, particularly 
in the early stages of recovery, and encourages professional agency control in most instances. 

2. Moving vs. Killing.-Most felt that control should be limited to moving wolves and killing 
wolves should not be considered as a control strategy. The whole premise of "control" of wolves 
was questioned by some, who stated that if wolves proved a problem to livestock, then the 
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adjustment should be made in the way in which livestock are managed rather than _the wolves. 
Several suggestions were made, such as moving of livestock from a threatened area, use of 
certain breeds of guard dogs, etc. 

"If wolves kill livestock, they should be relocated and livestock owners paid for confirmed 
losses. n 

Response.-The FWS recognizes some form of wolf management is necessary to resolve 
conflicts with domestic animals and, in some unusual circumstances, wild ungulate populations. 
In the early stages of wolf recovery when the financial investment is highest, the FWS believes 
it is appropriate to move problem wolves. After wolves become more established, it is not 
umeasonable to allow more management flexibility to the point of killing individual problem 
wolves. Wolves preying on and eating wild ungulates should be moved rather than removed 
(killed) from the population. 

3. Harassment as a Control Strategy.-A large number of commenters felt that the provisions 
allowing harassment of wolves should be deleted. This sentiment was often referenced regarding 
provisions in Alternative 1. 

Response. -Harassment has been defined in the glossary of terms. In certain circumstances, 
noninjurious harassment of wolves by the public may reduce the need for control of wolves that A 
may attack livestock. -

4. Wolves Removed Should Be Replaced. -Many individuals commented that wolves lost to 
human intervention, whether legal or illegal, should be replaced. 

"I truly believe that wolves and ranchers can coexist under the Proposed Alternative. I think 
that all reintroduced wolves lost by human intervention should be replaced by 
reintroduction, not natural reproduction, within at least one year. 

"Any wolf removed from reintroduced population must be replaced. ALL wolf control 
should be managed by FWS." 

Response.-See above answer under Management Strategies 2. 

Regulated Public Take of Wolves 
Because each alternative called for different levels of regulated public take, the comments were 
categorized according to the alternative. 

Alternative 1 
Alternative 1 allowed public take under some conditions, particularly when a wolf was in the 
act of wounding or killing livestock. Private individuals might also noninjuriously harass wolves 
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at any time. Two common themes were detected in the comments: a distrust of allowing 
ranchers to kill wolves on public land in Alternative 1 and that only public officials should be 
allowed to kill wolves. 

Alternative 2 
Under Alternative 2 only agencies could move wolves for livestock depredations. Most supported 
these provisions based on the concerns displayed under Alternative 1. 

Alternative 3 
All wolves could be killed at any time by anyone under Alternative 3. Many commenters 
supported Alternative 3 for that reason alone because the Proposed Alternative would apply fines 
for illegally killing wolves. 

Alternative 4 
Alternative 4 had similar provisions to Alternative 1 with the addition that private individuals 
could kill wolves believed to be harassing their livestock. It was felt by commenters that this 
would be abused and impede wolf recovery. 

Alternative 5 
Agencies would be allowed to move wolves in chronic depredation areas. Although the definition 
of a chronic area received scrutiny, people were generally supportive of this provision. 

Response.-Other than to protect human life, regulated take by the public on public lands has 
been restricted to times when normal control procedures have failed. Special permits would be 
required for this regulated take, and then only in the later phases of wolf recovery. The FWS 
believes that allowing regulated take in certain situations on private land will not compromise 
wolf recovery and may quickly identify and remove individual problem wolves from the 
recovering wolf population. The strict enforcement of the provisions on private land are 
envisioned to reduce attempts by individuals to violate the special rules and unnecessarily kill 
wolves illegally. 

Illegal Killing of Wolves 
General opinion was soundly against illegal killing of wolves under the reintroduction program. 
The regulated public take provision allowing private individuals to kill wolves on public lands 
was repeatedly condemned. Commenters felt that illegal killing would increase with the lenient 
protection afforded the wolf and that laws would not be enforced. 

Several suggestions were offered as ways to discourage killing of wolves: 
Reintroduce two wolves for every one killed 
Land-use restrictions to include loss of grazing rights on public lands 
Strict enforcement of the laws on illegal killings 
Relocation of wolf as a last resort 
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Many people were concerned that Alternative 1 was too lenient in its protection of wolves, and 
illegal killings would occur with little or no retribution. Others representing ranching concerns 
stated wolves would be killed to protect ranching interests regardless of the laws protecting 
wolves. 

"Harassment and taking of wolves under Alternative 1 are too liberal. We particularly 
oppose the provision allowing private individuals to kill wolves on public lands." 

Response. -Take has been defined in the glossary of terms. The FWS believes that some wolves 
will be illegally killed but that an effective public information and law enforcement program will 
reduce the number of killings to a level that does not impact overall wolf population growth and 
recovery. Illegally killing a wolf that is part of an experimental population carries the same 
penalties (up to $100,000 fine, 1 year prison, loss of special permits, loss of equipment used in 
the crime) as illegally killing a fully endangered non-experimental wolf. 

The experimental rule defines what is not considered illegal take. The rule would allow wolves 
to be killed, under fairly strict conditions, by designated agencies, the public on private land, 
livestock permittees on public land, or by non-negligent, unavoidable, and unintentional take 
during otherwise legal activities. All other take would be considered a violation of the Special 
Experimental Rule and a take (Section 9) violation under the ESA. 

Law Enforcement e 
Of the less than 200 people who addressed the issue of law enforcement, there was almost 
unanimous support of effective law enforcement to help ensure the success of wolf 
reintroduction. There were many requests to increase the law enforcement budget set in 
Alternative 1 at $25,000 to $100,000. 

Several people mentioned the need to institute swift punishment and strict penalties for those 
individuals violating laws protecting wolves. 

"Alternative 5 is the only. one that calls for enhancement of law enforcement 
programs .... there should be an aggressive law enforcement program associated with any 
reintroduction alternative. " 

Response.-This law enforcement portion of alternative 1 has been strengthened. A great deal 
of irrational fear and misinformation has been generated by the public. Many people indicated 
in their comments on the DEIS that they would kill wolves and violate the law if given the 
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violations and reduce hysteria among some members of the public, it appeared that an effective 
law enforcement program must be an active and strong component of any recovery program. 
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Land-Use Restrictions and Den Site Restrictions 
Both issues elicited a large number of comments and proved sharply divisive. Many respondents 
indicated they did not want any restrictions placed on the use of public lands. The primary point 
of contention for many was not wolf introduction, but land-use restrictions that people feared 
would be initiated at some point as a result of wolf introduction. 

"We're not afraid of the wolf, per se. What we're afraid of is the land-use restrictions that 
go along with the introduction of the wolf in Yellowstone National Park." 

"I believe that land restrictions around dens should be implemented [with alternative 1]. 
The current pro-wolf stance of much of the general public would support this now, and it 
would be wiser to implement den area restrictions, and remove them if they proved 
unnecessary, then to leave them out now and try to impose them in two or three years." 

1. Land-Use Restrictions 

Response. -The FWS believes that the most recent evidence about wolf habitat requirements 
indicate few, if any, land-use restrictions would be required to achieve wolf recovery in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas (See Appendix 13). 

2. Use of Public Land for Grazing. -There were several individuals who reiterated that they did 
not think grazing of livestock by the public should take precedence over other uses on public 
lands. 

Response.-The FWS believes that wolf recovery should not generally impact other natural 
resource programs on public land, including livestock grazing. 

3. Den Site Protection.-The large number of respondents who commented on den and 
rendezvous sites consistently mentioned 3 things: (1) restrictions around den and rendezvous 
sites were a critical element of a successful alternative; (2) the ability to implement these 
restrictions in the future should be maintained as part of the proposal; and (3) the DEIS failed 
to designate critical habitat for the wolves. 

"Areas around wolf dens and congregating areas should be given seasonal closures to 
prevent disturbance. If illegal killing occurs, restrictions should be placed on use of roads, 
grazing, mining and timbering." 

Most respondents implied that restrictions around den and rendezvous sites should be seasonal 
from approximately April to September and consist of a 1 mile radius safety zone. 

Response. - The only instance where some form of land-use restriction may be required is around 
active wolf den sites in the spring and early summer when wolf pups may be vulnerable to 
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obtrusive disturbance by humans. The first wolves in the recovery areas will be very "famous" 
and may attract enormous attention from the public. At least early in the reintroduction effort, 
the option to protect wolf dens from intentional or unintentional harmful human disturbance has 
been left to the discretion of managers if land management or natural resource agencies identify 
a specific need. 

Private Property Rights 
This issue deals with the effect wolf reintroduction would have on private property rights. With 
few exceptions, individuals responding to the issue expressed dismay at the wolf introduction 
plan, which many said was an affront to private property interests. Many people were indignant 
that the DEIS declared that wolf introduction as proposed would have no impact on private 
property rights. 

Wolf introduction per se. was not condemned universally, although certainly there was strong 
sentiment against it. The central point of argument by a majority of respondents on this issue 
was that private property rights were not being properly evaluated in the planning process and 
that wolf recovery was taking precedence over consideration of private property rights. 

"The discussion of the potential impact on private property rights should more explicitly 
point out that under Christy v. Hodel, 857 F2d 1324 (9th Cir. 1988), it is unlikely that 
private property would be considered legally 'taking' for 5th Amendment purposes in the A 
event of predation by wolves." -

Response. -The FWS believes that its assessment of the effect of wolf recovery on the rights of 
private property owners as protected under the U.S. Constitution is accurate and no "taking" will 
occur (Appendix 6). 

Effects of the Wolf on Livestock and Pets 
A primary reason given against wolves was their effect on livestock, and to a lesser degree pets. 
Ranchers around the 2 recovery areas have spoken loudly and clearly on this issue. A pervasive 
argument was that wolves would prefer a cow to a deer or elk. 

"Very few people visiting Yellowstone Park would ever get to see a free-roaming wolf, 
while landowners and ranchers would be continually subjected to livestock losses and 
harassment by wolves." 

People who wanted the wolf returned were well aware of ranchers concerns, but cited the low 
number of cows and sheep that are predicted to be taken by wolves and that grazing on public 
lands must be shared with the wolf. 
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"If wolves leave the park and kill livestock that would just be a risk the rancher would have 
to take. Public land is for everybody and wildlife are included, so wolves should be put 
back into YNP. " 

Response. -Some wolves will kill livestock and occasionally other domestic animals and pets. 
However, the proposed wolf control program is similar to the one that has been operational in 
Montana since 1987. The Montana program has resolved livestock losses caused by wolves and 
allowed for continued wolf population growth. Wolf recovery and control of the occasional wolf 
that attacks livestock can occur simultaneously. The proposed wolf control program should 
effectively resolve most conflicts between wolves and domestic animals, including pets. 

Compensation for Livestock Depredations 
Comments to the issue of compensation for livestock depredation were both general and 
alternative-specific. Generalized aspects of the issue can be categorized as being either pro or 
con with supporting reasons, or different aspects can be emphasized. Examples of the latter 
include whether it is federal or private compensation, whether private compensation is adequate, 
or if certain management restrictions should be applied for compensation. 

Private Funds 
"What happens if private funds expire? Where exactly do private funds originate? What 
kind of guarantee is there on these funds?" 

Federal Funds 
"Would like to see some Federal trust compensation for losses." 

Combined Funds 
" ... would private funding sources be able to cover the costs? .. .I would have no objection 
to a little Federal assistance ... " 

Wolf Opponents Against Compensation 
" ... Do you know how much trouble livestock people are having trying to get damages for 
the cattle that have been killed by the grizzly?" 

Wolf Proponents Against Compensation, or With Modifications 
"If ranchers do not properly herd and manage their animals, it's not the fault of the 
predator nor the responsibility of the taxpayer to remunerate him for his losses." 

Wolf Proponents For Compensation 
"Of course if livestock has been killed by wolves then the rancher should be compensated 
but with strict guidelines ... " 
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Response.-As a standard policy, the U.S. Government does not compensate for property 
damage caused by wildlife, other than fund USDA ADC to operate control, research, and 
education programs to minimize damage. A private program exists that compensates livestock 
producers for losses caused by wolves. This program has been in place and effective since 
1987. A total of about $12,000 has been paid to date. It is unknown if the states will pay for 
livestock losses caused by wolves. 

Favor or Preference Given by Government to Special Interest Groups 
Comments on this issue were mainly finger-pointing and name-calling aimed at what they 
viewed as "the other side." Many felt the FWS needed to listen to the majority and not the 
minority or special interest. The comments seemed to break into 2 main factions-who claimed 
the agriculture-livestock industry and local special interests had too much influence and those 
who claimed the special interest groups outside the proposal area had too much influence. Both 
sides claimed they were the majority, that the FWS was listening too much to the minority. 
They had different definitions and interpretations of public land, and claimed they were on the 
right side as taxpayers. Both sides claimed Alternative 1 reflected bias for the other side and 
that the FWS was "caving in" to the big money and political influence of the opposite viewpoint. 
A few claimed that wolf reintroduction would succeed only if a plan was implemented which 
was nature-based, not human-based. Still others claimed that people needed to come before 
wolves. 

Local Influence Versus Outsider Influence.-Most comments on this issue varied by the part of 
the country people lived in. Those living within Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming claimed they 
should be the ones listened to most because they pay local taxes, they have to live in the area 
where the decision is being made, they will suffer the most economically, and they have been 
managing the West very well before outsiders started meddling in their business. Those 
respondents living outside the area claimed the western ranchers and livestock industry have had 
too much influence in the past, that special interests on surrounding lands should not dictate 
biological policy on public lands, and that the land belongs to all people of the United States. 
The debate hinged on (1) who owns the land-the people who lived in the states involved, or 
all citizens of the United States; (2) who has the most influence with the FWS and the fear that 
the decision would be swayed by special interests. Most respondents living within the affected 
states saw the special interests as animal rights advocates, environmentalists, preservationists, 
and those against hunting, trapping, fishing, trail riding, and in favor of locking the people out 
of the federal lands. Most respondents living outside these states saw the special interests as 
livestock owners, ranchers, local politicians, and the states' management agencies. Several 
people commented they wanted federal oversight and that they did not want the states responsible 
for management of the wolves as the "States' management agencies would be too susceptible to 
pressure from the livestock industry and special interest groups." Others said federal 
management would be too insensitive to local situations and it would be forced on the area by 
wealthy outsiders. 
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" ... For too long western ranchers have grazed on Federal land at the expense of the tax 
payers and wildlife of this Country ... Since we taxpayers are subsidizing the livestock 
industry, we should have the right to demand that wolves be part of the natural landscape." 

"I wholeheartedly believe that a lot of the support behind these efforts are coming from 
these radicals and that their ultimate goal is to abolish most forms of outdoor activity such 
as hunting, trapping, fishing, possibly even trail riding, and camping in our wilderness 
areas. Other goals they seek to attain are the elimination of livestock use of public lands, 
and the further crippling of the timber industry. " 

Response. -No special preference was given to any special interest group during preparation of 
the EIS. 

Subsidies Given by Government to Special Interest Group 
Some respondents indicated they believed the government was subsidizing special interests, 
particularly ranchers and livestock owners, by allowing them to graze on public lands. They 
felt this was being allowed at the expense of their tax dollars. Many of these people perceived 
that all livestock owners in the west were on public lands. The issue seems to center around 
whether people believe in wildlife rights or ranchers rights to graze on public lands. 

"I am personally very tired of hearing from ranchers in regards to their livestock. I am 
tired of their grazing on public lands, esp. in or around national parks, and competing for 
food with the animals already living there! I feel the animals of the wild should be 
completely protected and livestock should go! By putting livestock and ranchers first, we 
are putting nature in a terrible, unbalanced situation ... " 

Response. -The FWS stands by its analysis that this EIS does not affect any other programs that 
some people may consider subsidies to various special interest groups. 

Political Influence 
The modest number of people (less than 100), who discussed the issue as it related to wolf 
introduction, expressed widely divergent views. Many respondents at both ends of the spectrum 
conveyed their exasperation with .the political system and the role it has played in determining 
the outcome of the issue. Several people in favor of wolf reintroduction stated that western 
politicians and lobby groups had hindered the reintroduction effort. Others also disparaged 
having politics instead of science as the guiding force in reintroduction efforts. In commenting 
on Alternative 5, several people felt it represented the best alternative for wolf recovery; 
however they did not endorse the plan because they thought it politically unfeasible. 

Many respondents against reintroduction reiterated their view that the political process had not 
worked to their advantage. A few people expressed their fears of a "hidden agenda" by prowolf 
advocates to "lock up the land." There were also many respondents who resented people or 
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groups outside the local community or state having undue influence on introducing wolves into 
an area in which they live. Several respondents mentioned the ESA and stated that they thought 
it had been misused. 

"The wolf recovery in YNP should not be a political pawn on the agenda of any group, it 
should be instituted because it is the right thing to do. We must restore the wolf link in 
the broken chain of the YNP ecosystem." 

"My concern as a state legislator is that the wolf will be used to shut down industry, using 
the hammer of the Endangered Species Act." 

Response.-Preparation of the EIS is primarily a technical exercise. However, decision makers 
can use whatever information they choose in making their Record of Decision. While the local 
public received the most notification and had the greatest chance to participate in the NEPA 
process, the EIS deals with endangered species and public lands, so it has been a issue of 
national interest. 

Effects on Local Economy 
This issue relates to the economic effects that wolves will have on communities near the 
recovery areas. This is closely tied to the "Effects of Wolves on Livestock" issue, "Effects On 
Big Game and Hunting Opportunities" issues, the "Visitor Use" issue, and "Restrictions on Use 
of Public Lands" issue. e 

"The second largest industry in this state (Idaho) is tourism. Hunters, fishermen and 
sightseers come to hunt, fish and observe the wildlife. The introduction of wolves will 
have an adverse effect on this industry because it will have a bad effect on the other 
wildlife." 

"According to the survey, only 3.5 percent of the Yellowstone National Park area economy 
is due to livestock. Whereas 39.5 percent is due to services, much stemming from tourism. 
Just considering the number of people who benefit from this ecologically whole 
proposal.. . wolf introduction is clearly a superior act." 

Response 
Negative Economic Impacts. -It is true that the negative economic impacts will be primarily 
incurred by livestock producers and, if wolves cause impacts to the harvest of female ungulates, 
to some extent the state wildlife agencies who sell hunting licenses and businesses involved in 
the hunting of female ungl.1lates. i\nalysis indicated th.at, even without compensation for 
livestock losses, these effects would be relatively minor compared to potential benefits. Those 
anticipated effects are discussed in the EIS. Under the FWS proposal no negative impacts are 
predicted to occur on resource extraction activities (mining, forestry, etc.) or the tax base. 
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Positive Economic Impacts. -Visitors to Yellowstone National Park are estimated to spend about 
$424 million annually. Analysis suggests that increased tourism expenditures (some estimates 
at $23 million/year) and the existence value (the value that Americans place on knowing wolves 
would be in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas) would be the primary source of positive 
economic impacts. The positive benefits estimated by public surveys have been adjusted by 
studies which indicate that people are really willing to pay only a fraction of what they indicate 
resource values are worth to them during surveys. Overall, the analysis indicated that wolf 
recovery would result in positive economic benefits of millions of dollars annually in both 
Yellowstone and central Idaho. While the precise values may be questioned, the FWS believes 
the trends are accurate. 

Cost of Program to Taxpayers 
This issue was one of the most mentioned by respondents. There were several facets to the issue. 
Foremost was people's feeling that wolf reintroduction was simply a waste of taxpayers' money 
and could be used for other programs. This opinion was especially prominent among those who 
supported the No Wolf Alternative. No matter what their reasons for supporting this alternative, 
a common denominator was the cost of wolf reintroduction. Economic efficiency was compared 
among alternatives, and questions were raised about how costs and benefits were calculated. 

"The current Administration ran on a campaign slogan of 'It's the Economy, Stupid!' I 
believe one of the best ways for the Federal government to stimulate the economy is to stop 
funding unnecessary programs like wolf recovery and concentrate on reducing the deficit." 

"For too long my tax dollars have been used to kill predators and "nuisance" animals. I 
think it is time to stop that practice and begin to reintroduce species wherever they may 
have once existed." 

Response. - The wolf reintroduction program would be funded through general taxpayer revenues 
possibly supplemented with contributed private funds. The FWS proposal, if implemented in 
1994 and wolves were recovered in 2002 would cost a total (over an 8-year period, including 
both areas) of slightly more than $6 million. The estimated value of each alternative was 
included in the EIS because cost was a major issue with the public. In the long run, alternative 
2 (natural recovery) would cost more than the FWS proposal (experimental reintroduction) 
because wolf recovery would take about 20 years longer. Alternatives 4 and 5 are the most 
expensive because they involve much more habitat acquisition and more intensive management. 

Effects on Visitor Use 
This issue centers on the effects wolves will have on visitor use. Responses centered almost 
exclusively on the Yellowstone recovery area. This issue is closely related to the "Effects on 
Local Economy" issue and "Effects on Big Game" issue. 
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Increased Visitor Use 
"I have never been to Yellowstone National Park, but would greatly consider traveling to 
the Park if I could possibly see an animal like the gray wolf." 

Decreased Visitor Use 
"(Wolves) will not bring in extra tourist money ... wolves won't be seen by tourists. Wolves 
will kill young bison, elk, etc .... decrease tourist viewing of wild animals in Yellowstone." 

Response.-Analysis indicated that on average people would find the Yellowstone and central 
Idaho areas more desirable to visit if wolf populations were present. The data for central Idaho 
has been corrected to reflect an earlier analysis error. The DEIS stated the range of change in 
visitor use in central Idaho if wolf populations were present was + 2 to -12 % . The negative 
value resulted from 2 respondents who indicated they would visit central Idaho much less (up 
to 90 visits fewer) if wolves were present. A check of data indicated these 2 respondents did 
not visit central Idaho at all in previous years, so those data points were omitted. The reanalysis 
indicated that wolf populations would result in a slight (2 % ) increase in visitor use in central 
Idaho, which confined the trend in other estimates of changes in visitor use patterns due to the 
presence of wolves. The Yellowstone data indicated a +5-10% increase in visitation. Analysis 
indicated that wolves would not change the numbers or distribution of other resources (ungulates, 
small mammals, etc.) to the extent that would likely effect tourism. 

Effect of Wolves on Big Game A 
The predominant response was that wolf introduction would have a negative impact on big game. -
Many people cited examples in Alaska, Minnesota, and Canada where wolf predation has 
resulted in the diminishing of certain big game animals. 

A large number of respondents saw no need to interfere with the present situation that has 
produced large numbers of big game. The wolf was therefore viewed with obvious alarm by 
those who believed wolves hold the potential of disrupting that balance. It was stated that 
hunters-combined with existing predators such as bears and coyotes-are adequate to regulate 
big game. Some believed the introduction of the wolf furnishes unwanted competition to hunters 
which could have a severe impact on certain local or state economies where hunting is an 
important business. 

Many respondents did not concur with the often repeated rationale supporting wolf 
introduction--that wolves improve game herds by killing the sick, old, and diseased. Wolves do 
not just cull the sick and old, it was stated, they feed on whatever they can, including the young 
of big game, and livestock. 

Many people favored wolf introduction to meet a stated need to reduce overpopulation of big 
game in the Yellowstone area. Present attempts at management have proved ineffective, it was 
stated. A large number of those who saw the introduction of the wolf as a positive impact on 
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big game reiterated the belief that the wolf would help restore balance in the ecosystem. The 
statement was frequently made that the wolf would improve the health of big game herds, culling 
the sick and old, and promoting the long term survival of the fittest. 

A number of individuals asserted that wolf recovery should be given pnonty even if 
reintroduction were to result in a diminished supply of ungulates. Better to let nature find its 
own balance, it was suggested, without the interference of humans striving to keep big game 
numbers at an unnaturally high level. 

Negative Impact on Big Game 
" ... The negative effects of wolves on populations of ungulates is especially apparent in 
years when there is heavy snow or crusted snow .... Wolves do kill weak and deformed 
animals, but wolves kill many perfectly fit, healthy animals .... It is a fact that wolves prefer 
females that are in late stages of pregnancy and young animals." 

Positive Effect on Big Game 
"Since wolves are one of the only animals able to prey on American bison, reintroduction 
of wolves will help the ranching community, which also complains about buffalo-carried 
brucellosis (spontaneous abortion). If Park bison herds were naturally limited by predation, 
there would be less chance of range cattle contracting the disease from bison roaming out 
of the park." 

Response.-The FWS believes the analysis of the potential effect of wolves on ungulate 
populations is as accurate as is currently possible without having wolves present. Wolves can 
certainly act in concert with other predators, hunting pressure, or environmental factors, and 
impact ungulate populations. On average, wolves trend to prey on the less fit members of 
ungulate populations. The FWS expects that the need to reduce wolf predation on ungulates will 
be rare but that such occurrences are possible and that there should be a mechanism in the 
experimental rule (moving wolves to reduce localized predation pressure) to address these 
unlikely but possible situations, yet promote wolf recovery. It should be absolutely clear that 
at above recovery levels, wolves, like any mortality factor, can impact ungulate populations. 
The states will almost certainly manipulate wolf density (at a level above population recovery 
levels) through regulated harvest programs, once wolves are above recovery levels. 

Effects of Wolves on Hunting Opportunities 
A large number of respondents stated that hunters and hunting opportunities should receive 
priority in any decisions about the wolf. Equally adamant were those people who were insistent 
that the needs of the wolf be given primary consideration. This issue is closely related to the 
Effects on Big Game issue. 

There was little doubt expressed among those opposed to wolves that the presence of wolves 
would have a negative impact on hunting opportunities. The general opinion was that wolves 
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would significantly diminish the number of ungulates available to the sport hunter. Several 
comments touched on the loss of revenue for what was stated as an important industry in 
Montana and Idaho. Little middle-ground was evident. 

Many people in favor of wolf introduction did not anticipate a conflict because they did not think 
wolf introduction would seriously affect big game numbers. However, there were those who 
did anticipate a conflict of interest and voiced the opinion that the wolf should be the priority, 
not providing opportunities to hunters to shoot big game. 

"The real effect of the wolf reintroduction is replacement of man as the predator. The 
numbers of big game taken by wolves is reported as minimal to some. Nobody knows the 
numbers .... The hunter is supposed to take that risk." 

"I am a big game hunter/sportsman and think we all can share the surplus game! The howl 
of a wolf as well as the bugle of an elk all adds to the ritual of hunting and improves the 
experience of the natural world." 

Response.-Recent scientific research indicates that wolf populations can compete with human 
hunters for some of the harvestable surplus in ungulate populations under some circumstances. 
The FWS believes that the estimates of the potential effect of a recovered wolf population on 
hunter harvest are as accurate as is currently possible without having wolves present in these A 
areas. The states will likely manage recovered wolf density and distribution through a regulated W 
harvest program to reduce or compensate for such occurrences. 

Effects of Wolf Recovery on Human Safety 
These comments were all of 2 distinct and opposing schools of thought. Obviously, one line of 
thinking was that wolves are certain to attack humans, and the other that wolves pose no threat 
to human Ii ves. 

Threat 
"Nobody has the right to endanger my life or my children's lives by introducing predators 
that kill for a living." 

Not A Threat 
"Wolves instinctively shy away and avoid contact with humans and there hasn't been a 
single situation when a healthy wolf seriously injured or killed anyone reported in all of 
North America." 

Response.-Wild wolves are not a significant threat to human safety. The fact that so many 
people mistakenly believed that wolves are a significant threat to people indicated a strong need 
for an accurate public education and information program. 
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Effects of Wolf on Other Predators, Endangered Species, and Other Wildlife 
1. Other Predators.-A small number of commenters focused on the potential effect wolves 
might have on other predators, in particular the grizzly bear, mountain lion, and red fox. There 
was general disappointment that the DEIS dedicated only a small section to the expected impacts 
to these animals. 

"Introduction of wolves would upset the balance that exists today between food sources and 
numbers of other predators. " 

"In my learnings (as a biology student) I've come to realize that wolves and bears should 
inhabit the same areas, in the long run each benefiting the other. . .I strongly urge the 
reintroduction of wolves to YNP. I also recommend other predator reintroductions." 

Response.-Wolves have coexisted with various other predators in many areas of North 
America. Although some readjustments in the carnivore community may occur, only additional 
research focused on those predators will evaluate the subtle extent of those changes. Studies 
have been initiated and funded by natural resource agencies on grizzly bears, mountain lions, 
wolverine, lynx, and coyotes. A study initiated and partly funded by the FWS and NPS is 
currently evaluating mountain lion and wolf interaction in and near Glacier National Park. 
These studies will provide useful comparisons when wolves become established. 

2. Endangered Species.-The issue of the wolf's effect on other endangered species focused on 
the grizzly bear, the Selkirk caribou, and whooping crane. Commenters were concerned that 
reintroduced wolves would have an adverse effect on these species which could be considered 
a "take" under the ESA and that this issue had not been adequately addressed in the DEIS. 

"No data is provided as to the Selkirk caribou herd--a highly endangered species. Caribou 
territory is within a direct line with wolves if a hard drop is made (in Idaho) and they move 
north, northwest "back home" as they probably will. Wolves are a heavy predator of 
caribou ... " 

Response. -The FWS believes its biological evaluation accurately predicated the effect of the 
proposed action on endangered species, threatened species, and candidate species in Montana, 
Wyoming, and Idaho (see Appendix 7). 

3. Other Wildlife. -A few respondents also felt that introduction of another predator would 
impact populations of small mammals and fowl. 

"The degradation of the range caused by exploding ... ground-dwelling critter populations 
(prairie dogs, marmots, etc.) would likely be reversed within a few years if wolves are 
reintroduced." 
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Response.-The FWS believes its analysis of the effect of wolves on other wildlife populations 
(no significant effect) is accurate. Small mammals are not an important food item to wolves. 

Diseases and Parasites to and from Wolves 
Most respondents who commented on this issue expressed concern about diseases and parasites 
introduced wolves could transfer to other animals and to humans in recovery areas. The disease 
most often mentioned was rabies. 

Several people advocated additional research be conducted on the possible effects of wolf 
introduction on other animals and humans. Also, several individuals noted as a potential problem 
warranting further study was the possibility of exposing introduced wolves to diseases or 
parasites that could decimate their numbers. 

"Wolves are known rabies carriers. We have enough health problems in our culture today, 
what we don't need is another problem!" 

Response.-Wolves will be given vaccinations when they are handled to reduce the chances of 
them catching diseases from coyotes and other canids. Wolves will eventually naturally develop 
resistance to exposure to canid diseases that are present in wildlife and domestic dog populations 
in the western United States. Wolves will not significantly increase the transmission of rabies 
or other diseases. 

The Wolf as a Missing Component of the Ecosystem/Wolves Not Native 
1. Missing Component.-This issue was one of those most commented on. A majority of 
respondents in favor of reintroduction stated that the wolf was a necessary component of the 
ecosystem that is now missing. This was especially true for the Yellowstone area, with few 
mentioning central Idaho. Many people evidenced this by the overpopulation of elk and bison 
in the park and the wolf's necessary role as the only major missing predator. In addition, 
enjoyment of the park as a complete ecological system, as it was when the park was first 
designated, was often cited as a reason for the wolf's return. 

"By establishing the populations as non-experimental it will give more impetus to change 
the real use of public land to an ecosystem management approach, with a healthy balance 
of predator and prey species. This is the only answer for sustained, long-term ecosystem 
health." 

2. Wolf Not Native to YNP. -Many argued that the gray wolf was never native to Yellowstone 
i~ationai Park and does not belong there now. They stated that info1111ation from tlie scientific 
community indicated the prairie wolf was the only species known to inhabit the region. 
Consequently, they felt gray wolves did not belong in this area. Furthermore, some stated that 
government records showed that wolves only migrated to the park when ranchers, homesteaders, 
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and the government combined to eradicate them. They felt that this issue must be thoroughly 
researched and addressed before any reintroduction can occur. 

" ... it is hard to understand why we would pay this amount of money to force an animal to 
live somewhere in which they are not indigenous." 

Response. -Wolves were once an important native component of the Yellowstone and central 
Idaho ecosystems. 

Wolves Rights, Welfare, and Dignity 
One of the largest single reasons given by commenters for the return of the wolf was that as one 
of God's creatures it has a right to exist and that because humans got rid of them, we have an 
obligation to return them. Many comments were also received concerning the most humane 
methods of returning the wolf, making this issue somewhat related to the wolf management 
strategies issues and the use of hard or soft release. Some people for the No-Wolf Alternative 
used the argument that reintroduced wolves would be subjected to harassment and killing. 

"Wolves, like other wildlife, have a right to exist in a wild state. This right is in no way 
related to their known value to mankind. Instead, it derives from the right of all living 
creatures to coexist as part of the natural ecosystems." 

Response. -Wolves, like any wild animal, will be treated as humanely as possible during 
handling, reintroduction, and management. 

Subspecies 
A primary concern identified by many respondents was that government officials would 
introduce a non-native wolf species into the recovery areas. There was considerable criticism 
of any plan to "reintroduce" a species never found in the area. Many people advocated natural 
recovery because of the belief that there are presently wolves in the designated recovery areas 
and natural recovery would avoid the problems that could result from bringing in nonnative 
species. 

Another view offered by a few respondents was that introducing wolves would contribute genetic 
diversity to any currently existing wolf population. 

" .... Ignoring subspecific differentiation is not only irresponsible, but also 
illegal.. .. reintroducing Canis lupus lycaon or any other subspecies except Canis lupus 
irremotus, into Canis lupus irremotus range, would not be legal. ... This reintroduction lacks 
scientific integrity. " 

Response.-Early taxonomists, often utilizing few specimens, named 24 subspecies of gray wolf 
(Canis lupus) in North America based upon skull characteristics, body size, and color. Recent 
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taxonomic investigations indicate fewer subspecies of wolves originally occupied North America 
than was formerly believed. The wolf populations that inhabited the Yellowstone and central 
Idaho areas were eliminated by about 1930. Recent taxonomic work based upon statistical 
analysis of skull measurements and pelt characteristics indicates that those wolves were slightly 
smaller and contained fewer black color phase individuals than the more northern Canadian 
wolves that are now dispersing southward and occupying Montana. Whether these size and pelt 
differences were due to local geographical or climatic conditions, or very distinct genetic 
differences is being discussed in the scientific arena. Some recent molecular investigations 
suggest that gray wolves throughout northern North America are all one subspecies of Canis 
lupus. This work indicates only red wolves and Mexican wolves are genetically different at the 
molecular level. Both these methods of analysis are subject to further confirmations and study. 

Need for Research and Monitoring 
Comments on these 2 separate issues overlapped significantly and therefore are discussed 
together. These issues are closely tied to the question of whether or not wolves already exist in 
the recovery areas and what research and monitoring will occur to determine the extent of those 
populations. These issues have close ties to the Alternatives, particularly Alternative 1 which 
will or will not introduce wolves based on monitoring results of the existing population. 

"There is substantial evidence that there are wolves already in the Greater Yellowstone 
Ecosystem. The USFWS should vigorously investigate this before any wolves are A 
reintroduced." -

Many comments were specific to monitoring of populations in Idaho and suggested time frames 
in which monitoring should occur and what types of monitoring should take place. Nearly all 
comments on these issues stated that research and monitoring should begin immediately. 

" ... efforts in Central Idaho should be delayed at least three years to allow time to determine 
whether viable wolf population already exists." 

Response 
Research. -Obtaining information through scientific techniques has lead to tremendous benefits 
to society. Wildlife management has been greatly improved through scientific investigations and 
research, including the use of radio telemetry technology. Any reintroduction of wolves would 
be closely monitored and new information used to improve the program. However, wolves have 
been intensively studied in many areas of North America and many of the basic questions about 
wolf biology and behavior are well documented. Currently, another massive research program 
is not needed to re-study the basic nature of wolves in the western United States. \1/hile there 
will certainly be some interesting and necessary questions that may arise from the actual 
reintroduction of a top predator into an ecosystem, more research or study is certainly not 
required before wolf restoration could proceed. The number and level of "predictive" models 
and studies conducted to date have fully exhausted the ability to predict what effects wolves may 
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have on the ecosystem in Yellowstone and central Idaho without wolves actually being present. 
Additional studies appear unnecessary and would only serve to increase overall costs and delay 
real progress toward wolf recovery and de listing. 

Monitoring. -There has been varying intensities of monitoring for wolf activities throughout 
Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho since the 1960's. Those surveys indicated occasional lone 
wolves have sporadically occurred throughout the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States 
for at least the past 30 years. Wolf surveys and monitoring have been increased within the past 
5 years but still no wolf packs have been documented in Idaho or Wyoming. Currently, 5 wolf 
packs live in northwestern Montana, all north of Interstate 90. Please see Appendix 12 for 
further details of wolf monitoring in these 3 states. 

What Is a Viable Wolf Population 
Many people questioned whether enough wolves would be introduced to constitute a viable 
population. Some felt that reintroduction was necessary to increase genetic diversity to maintain 
a viable population. Still others felt that the small number of wolves introduced was only a guise 
to the true number that would be needed to constitute a viable population before delisting can 
occur. 

"The FWS has a reputation of not keeping their word on population levels. For instance, 
the grizzly bear population goal numbers have been recently changed. The wolf number 
and bear numbers will be changed so that they will never be recovered and we will have 
to live with endangered species regulations. " 

Response.-This issue was specifically examined in detail and incorporated extensive scientific 
peer review. The goals outlined in the 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan of having 10 breeding pairs 
of wolves (estimated about 100 individuals) in each of 3 recovery areas [with at least 1 
individual moving from one recovery area to the other per generation (about every 10 years)] 
for 3 consecutive years would constitute a viable wolf population. This goal would involve a 
total population of about 300 wolves. Please see Appendix 9 for further details. 

Travel Corridors 
Many people stressed the importance of maintaining/enhancing migration corridors, especially 
to increase wolf genetic diversity. Some felt that sufficient corridors do not exist now for 
Natural Recovery and that reintroduction of wolves is necessary. Others felt that wolves will 
simply lock up more land to multiple use by the protection of corridors. A major contention by 
many commenters was that the proposal (Alternative 1) did not designate critical habitat. 

"If reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone does occur in 1994, it should not replace 
efforts to develop an effective carnivore corridor between Glacier National Park and 
Yellowstone. " 
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Response.-Wolves are very good dispersers and have been documented to travel up to 550 
miles. The 3 wolf recovery areas (northwestern Montana, central Idaho, and Yellowstone) are 
close enough to each other and are surrounded by enough public or remote private lands, that 
at this time, there is not an identified need to protect additional areas so wolves can successfully 
disperse between recovery areas once wolf populations become established in each area. 

Range Requirements 
One of the principal objections to wolf reintroduction, especially to Yellowstone, was that 
wolves would not confine themselves to the park, but would instead follow their prey onto 
private winter range. Others questioned whether the proposed recovery areas were large 
enough-given the wolf's need for very large territories. 

"How do you propose to keep them in the park? Are you going to fence them in?" 

Response.-Many people incorrectly assumed wolves would only occur in Yellowstone National 
Park. The FWS has repeatedly stated that wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park 
would eventually result in wolves occupying areas throughout the Yellowstone area. Like almost 
any wildlife population, a wolf population will require active management during and after 
recovery to resolve the conflicts that will occasionally occur. Wolves are not dependent on any 
specific habitat type and can live almost anywhere there is ungulate prey. Critical habitat is not 
designated for nonessential experimental populations. e 
Unauthorized Release of Wolves 
Of the 14 people who indicated concern about this issue, several expressed their objection to 
private citizens or groups surreptitiously bringing in wolves or wolf hybrids into a proposed 
recovery area to represent an already-existing wolf population in an attempt to thwart 
reintroduction. It was suggested by a few people that release of wolves or hybrids was being 
accomplished by pro-wolf forces. Some people asked what was being done to counteract such 
activity. 

" ... special anti-wolf persons may introduce animals to prevent this project from going 
ahead." 

Response.-There have been unauthorized releases of captive wolves or wolf/dog hybrids in 
Montana, Idaho, and probably Wyoming. Some of those individuals have been prosecuted. To 
the best of our knowledge, captive wolves or wolf-dog hybrids are unable to successfully live 
and reproduce in the wild in northern latitudes, so they are unlikely to impact wild wolf 
populations. Any attempt to capture or release wild wolves in the contiguous United States 
without authorization from the FWS would be a violation of the ESA and, in many cases, state 
law. The FWS definition of a wolf population (2 breeding pairs successfully producing at least 
2 pups for 2 successive years in a recovery area) will nearly eliminate any confusion and 
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potential delay in implementing wolf recovery programs, resulting from the potential sightings 
of temporary groups of captive wolves or wolf-dog hybrids that were illegally released. 

Spiritual, Cultural, and Social 
This issue relates to the spiritual symbolism of the wolf, its cultural significance to the West, 
preserving the wolf for future generations, and the benefits people ascribe to simply knowing 
that wolves exist in the recovery areas. 

This issue is closely related to the "Enjoyment of Wolves" issue, "Wolves' 
Rights/Welfare/Dignity" issue, and the "Wolf As A Missing Component of the Ecosystem" 
issue. 

" ... our spiritual lives are empty because the wolf has been systematically killed by the 
government over the past century. " 

Wolf opponents also saw the wolf as a symbol-in this case, a symbol of a disappearing western 
ranching lifestyle and another example of "Big Brother." 

" ... reintroduction ... back into the forest environment of Yellowstone National Park is not 
compatible with the current uses and needs of the people who must live in the three state 
area. Their needs must be placed far above the desires of others living in distant parts of 
the country and in love with the ideals of free roaming wolves." 

Response. -Many people commented on their values and how their spiritual, cultural, or social 
lives might be affected by the presence of wolves. Native Americans, in particular, emphasized 
the importance of the wolf to their traditional beliefs and culture. The FWS recognizes that 
many people have very strong values and emotions, both positive and negative, associated with 
wolves. The actual presence of wolves in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas will affect 
the strength and intensity of these values but only with time, individual experience, and 
association with wild wolves are these values likely to be significantly changed or affected by 
wolf recovery. 

Enjoyment of Wolves (Seeing and Hearing) 
This issue centers on peoples' desires to see and hear wolves. This issue was almost exclusively 
targeted to Yellowstone National Park and not to central Idaho. An opposite opinion was that 
some wanted nothing less than to listen to the wolf's howl and that few tourists would see or 
hear it. 

"Knowing the wolf has been removed and that there is, or at least was, no chance of seeing 
or hearing a wolf in the park diminishes the wilderness experience in this otherwise superb 
showcase of nature." 
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Response.-The FWS understands and respects the right of people to form and hold their own 
personal opinions about how they might enjoy or not enjoy the presence of wild wolves. 

Need for Education 
People in favor of wolf recovery commented on the importance of having the FWS implement 
a well-funded education program consisting of accurate, accessible information for the public 
(especially ranchers, hunters, and farmers). They asked that this program explain the history of 
the wolf, how it is an important component of the ecosystem, how wolves will affect recovery 
regions, what the recovery program is, and do so in a manner which is factual versus emotional 
and myth-related. 

Although respondents who were for the "No Wolf Alternative" agreed on the importance of a 
public education program, they commented that the public should be told about the negative 
affects wolves would have on the livestock industry. They felt that current information unfairly 
glamorizes the wolf, and that the government is spreading misinformation about wolf recovery. 

Respondents In Favor of Wolf Reintroduction 
"The most difficult challenge we face in advancing wolf recovery in Idaho is to create an 
environment in which people will allow wolves now living in Idaho to survive. To achieve 
this goal, Federal and state agencies must establish a lasting commitment to public 
education." 

Some respondents would like education specifically for the ranchers: 
"Require an education program for livestock producers holding public land grazing 
permits." 

Respondents Against Wolf Recovery Efforts 
" ... the ill-informed public sentiment will keep the wolf alive until it drives the rancher off 
the land." 

Response.-Alternative 1 has been modified to increase the emphasis on education. Many of 
the comments on the DEIS, such as fearing for the children's safety, believing wolves will 
eliminate the need to control ungulate numbers by hunting, that wolves depend upon wilderness, 
fears about widespread economic ruin, and a belief that a "lock up" of public lands would be 
necessary for wolf recovery, demonstrated the need for more factual information to be provided 
to the public. Because of the lack of factual knowledge some people had about wolves and the 
ESA, some people openly stated they would violate the law. This also indicates an aggressive 
and accurate education and information program wiii be a necessary part of any woif 
reintroduction and management program. 
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Wolf Recovery in Other Areas of the Country 
While wolf recovery in other parts of the country is outside the scope of this analysis, 
substantive comments were recorded. These are examples: 

" ... (favor) expansion and addition of areas in which wolf recovery is to occur both in the 
northern Rockies and outside this area e.g. Colorado." 

There were also those who suggested reintroducing wolves to eastern cities. 

"There were wolves in the New York City area at one time. Why not plant a few there?" 

Response.-While numerous requests were made to examine wolf restoration in many other areas 
of the United States, Congress directed that this EIS only examine wolf reintroduction in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. Wolf population recovery will involve the presence of 
wolves throughout much of western Montana, central and northern Idaho, and northwestern 
Wyoming. 

Additional Comments and Responses a Sample of Public Comment 
Following are 14 letters from the most prominent or most vocal large private organizations 
representing the diverse points of view and concerns about the proposal. The letters are 
responded to in detail as representative examples across the whole spectrum of the commentary 
and issues raised by the public at large on both sides of the issue. 
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Box aon 
Helena, MT 59624 

ilear Mr. Bangs: 

October 12, l993 

The undenigne.:1 parties are among the oost experlente<I and recognlzed 
ll't>lf blofoglsts 1n 'lilrth Mlerlc~. Our cClrlllined wlf re.rean:h experfenC\! 
totals ov~r 2ZO years. 

We are wrtting ti! offer general support for the U.S. fish and Wildlife 
Service proposed allernttive artkulatl!d in your docunent, "The 
ReintroduUion of Gray Wolves to Ye1l011stone lht\onal Park and Central 
Idaho". We believe 1t is a practical plan that r:teets the ne.eds of shte 
govern~ents and locill residenh 11hi1e fac11lhtfog pronpt, effective •nd 
econonlca1 wolf recovery. 

While r1any of us phn to subPJlt our spectftc co!lr'lents independently, we 
'f•nted to emphasiie our agreenent on a critical point: adoption of this 
pl~n sllmild re•~Jt In~ recovered 11<1lf ~lation in the !1<?11eNI 
timetable~ outl lned in the docwoent. 

Moreover, we believe the additional manageRent flexibility afforded 
through the experi~nhl population designation 'fill enhance pubHc 
acceptance of wolf recovery, which in turn should result in reduced 
illegal .. ortality. 

llhperceptions ind 1isinforriation have delayed Yellowstone wolf recovery 
for too long. This docurnent effectively utilizes the best available 
sclentlfl~ inform1tlon and an1lyzes the infoma.tion in a profes.lonal 
nanner. lt is our lope that thts b1o1oglnlly-based document otlll 
provide the b1ueprht for reco..-ery. 

Th•nk you for-1 oppQrtunity to COlmll!nt. 

Sincernly, 
I\.'• 171 

f-,ZL. ·-
L. David Mech 
Wildlife ~esearch Biologist 

and 15 other signer> (list attacked) 

Dv,.,,,ard Allen 
Worren Sal lard 
Arthur !ley~r 
John !lun:h 
Jennifer Dagen 
Tho11a> J. Meier 
Michael J. Morse 
Rolf Peterson 
Michel Ph1111ps 
Bob Stephenson 
John Weaver 
Jonathan 'o'lndley 
Bruce Dale 
Layne Adains 
John Thebe~~e 

IS. FISIJ & WllDUfE SE!ll'lt! 

OCT 141993 

Iii-WY El .ri.i:llJlmCf 
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L. David Mech and 15 other wolf experts 009978 

I. Thank you for your comments. We appreci
ate your comments on the scientific and profes
sional quality of the DEIS and the published sci
entific infonnation which provided the basis for 
the analysis. 
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!'IOU.IN 0. SPAAROWE -~~,!!;;. Wl~lt.\MSON 
RICKARO E. McCABS -

Mr. &I Bangs 
U.S. Fis~ and Wiklllfe Servi<" 
Gray Wol!EIS 
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Oc1<>1><r 7. 1993 

~.S. FISH & \'llHiUff SfRVICl 

OCT 12 1993 

MI·WY EJ W!ll amcr 

Tiie Wildlife M.,,agcment 1ns1i1u1e app«C•:>t•• tllc opPOnunily to oonullcnt on lhc drafl 
Gray Wolf EIS. 

'This document;, cxceptionol ... app;11<nlly complete infonnauon r.uion:llly prcscntc<.I. 
weU-wiinen and less !h3l1 two pounds. We have but a few suggesnons for you< oonsidernllon. 

We lhink l(le •oonesscntiol expcnrncnt:iJ• desig:na~on for OIC '""'populations is 

necess>ry and SUl)IXlit 11; even lb;ugh some wolves oppc:ir 10 be oon>ing b:rl in lhc area. Public 
support :ilso is impon:int ond pmbob!y wouldn"L materi:iliic under strict _protection. 

A roioor ilCOJ, but pcrlulps wiU• OIC potcntiol Co be a •ignlflc..,t problem down tile rood' 
Ur.der the proposed xlioo, iodividu:ils cculd "h:tra>s >nd kiU wolvclS a(tocking Liv<:Sloc~ (c:llllc, sticep. 
sheep. lloJScs and mu\os only)." First off. do you"'""' "harass~ ldU" or "hor:iss .!!! kill?" BoUi m 
defined as "1ake" in lhe Endangered Species A<:t. Howe•«. I.he wM this is Slated, a reI>Cgode wulf 
must be both harassed and kilted in order for I.he livestock pro1cction to be logo.I. Thus, killing wuuI<! 
be required. It seems more logiC.ll to pcnnit abody 10 hara.>s or kill, l.he<cby :illowing trapping or 
hazing !hat dOCli not assure I.he deal.II of .,., anacking wulf. 

Also, 10 limit I.his depredation allow31lCC to cattle, shcoP, horses""" mules is !ll>OnSighl· 
ed. in our view. nus says that pct owners. and nm:hcrs with Ulll'Qil.!. goois, oslriChOll and oth:\r 
domc<lic animals cannot pro<cct th::ir propcJty. JI also stales th>l a pcJSOn is expected to $land-by 
while Br' er Wolf devours I.he fomily dog. ll>C Service should have .scCQnd lllougllls Ob;)ut living with 
I.he repercussions of !Mt, bill wc also rcali>.e I.hat such lake should occur ur.dcr Service gu;dcUncs. 

The proposed action states lllal "'The"' would be no J;ind use resuictions applic<J or 
cliticol habUat designated." We ql>CSl.ion whether I.lib policy should be so cmpllatic. First, time may 
rovcol l.hol l:ind-usc rcSUictions on pllblic land arc nc«ss•I)' in order lO pclflCluo1e restored wolf 
popu1otions. Why foreclose such >11 option now? Second. lhcn: may bo opponun;1;.,. 10 W(i!\< 
coopc:rallvdy with county and SIMO govcmnicnlS and privole landowners lo pol land-use resuictions on 
privaic land. !n fae1. we recommend that I.he EJS discuss th:: po,>Sibilitics of negoti•~ng with swes. 

Mr. !ld BMgS Oc!ober 7. 1993 

couJllics ond individu>ls 10 protect lmvcl oonidois and other vil>I h>l);tots ncclk<I by the wolf. 
Moni31la's Madi.on V:illcy. for example will be"" imponarn corridor for wolves and grizzlies. ll is 
!hrnal•nc<! by serious devdopmcnt prcs.o;uros. illcrc should be options 10 =k county and .ia1c 
development contrn!s thol benefit landowncis and thc ..,,;mah. 

Having said th•~ thc l">liMc urgell I.he Se<v1ce to OOOrdinalc the wolf plOll with other 
itlo.-cry plans for l.hrtoiened and cnd:uigcrc<l species in the Yellowstone area. There probably arc 
comnmn hoblt.ot need< for "'vcral species. including the wolf, gri:aly, gosh~wl:. etc. These conunon
alitks should be made priorities. 

Wh:ll wc ore suggcstmg is a reason.able and doable ccosys!Cn> <tpprnach for cnd:uigcrcd 
species m:uiog;:mcnt in ~JC YcUowstOIJC Ecos)'l'lcn1. We 1111.11 that I.his can be •ccomplished and""' 
conMem I.hat it will bring more sutccss 

We would opprcciotc being kept infonned as the wolf program proceeds. 

Best rcgartls. 

U .. W:bsg 
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I. Thank you for your comment. The EIS has 
been corrected to read harass or take. The Glos
sary of Terms has been added to clarify terms as 
you suggested. 

2. The FWS recognized that depredations on 
domestic animals other than those defined as live
stock (cattle, sheep, horses and mules) will oc
cur and those conflicts must be managed. Con
flicts with smaller domestic animals in Montana 
have been rare (I dog was killed in 1990). How
ever, the proposal does not allow private land
owners to take wolves in the act of depreciating 
on smaller domestic animals because those types 
of animals are relatively uncommon in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. Further, 
the types of wounds wolves may inflict of small 
animals are not as characteristic as those on larger 
livestock so confirmation of a wolf attack would 
be more difficult to document. It does not seem 
prudent that an endangered species, which has 
been reintroduced at considerable expense to the 
public, should be killed because it supposedly 
attacked a chicken. The FWS proposal does al
low these types of problem wolves to be con
trolled once these types of conflicts are docu
mented by the responsible agencies. The FWS 
proposal further allows the states and tribes some 
additional flexibility to define livestock in their 
wolf management plans as long as the intent of 
the FWS 's criteria for selecting cattle, sheep, 
horses, and mules was maintained. Also the 
number of wolf conflicts with domestic animals 
other than livestock required to initiate wolf con
trol was reduced from 3 incidents per year to 2 
incidents per year. 

3. The proposal has been changed to allow natu
ral resource agencies to implement land use re
strictions around active wolf den sites between 
April I and June 30 when there are 5 or fewer 
breeding pairs of wolves in a recovery area as 
required when intrusive human activity would 
put wolf pups at risk. By law, critical habitat 
can not be designated for nonessential experi
mental populations and there is no indication that 
wolves, at least at this time, require special travel 
corridors to disperse between recovery areas. 

4. The FWS coordinated the proposed action 
with other recovery plans for threatened and en
dangered species. Please see Appendix 7, the 
FWS 's biological opinion on the effect of the 
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proposed action on threatened and endangered 
species in Montana, Wyoming, and Idaho. The 
FWS believes that considerable differences ex
ist between the habitat requirements of wolves 
and grizzly bears. 

5. Large predators, especially wolves are key 
components of functioning healthy ecosystems. 
Coordination and integration between recovery 
programs for listed species, conservation pro
grams for potentially listed species, other wild
life and natural resource programs, and the needs 
of people (ecosystem management) is a high 
priority within the FWS and other federal agen
cies. However, by Congressional direction this 
EIS only evaluates and recommends potential 
actions for the reintroduction of wolves to 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 
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Safari Club International 

FORMAL COMMENTS ON 
THE REINTRODUCTION OF WOLVES 

IN YELLOWSTONE AND CENTRAL IDAHO · 
DEIS 

O<:tober 15, 1993 

Safa.ti Club International (SCI) would like W take this opportunity to provide 
its comment! on the "Draft Environment.al hnpaet Statement - The 
Reintroduction of Gray Wo\vea tQ Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho," 
SCI would first like to <:1xpre&s it8 concern for what appears to be a d<lC\l.lllent that 
fails to recognize the full impact that wolves will have on the propo&ed areas of 
reintroduction. Aa well, SCI fools that the United States Fish and Wildlife &irvice 
(U$FWS) needs to clarify management objectives and criteria within the DEIS. 
SCI doea not en.done a particular Alternative at this time and will refrain fn:im 
ma.king specific comments on any partkular Propoud Alternative. Instead, SCI 
will ~this opportunity to identify some areas that we feel are of coneem to our 
membership that have either not been adequately addressed in the DEIS or &re!l8 

where the DEIS da.ta contrndicts itself. 

SCI i1 a worldwide hunting and conB<lrvation organization.. We represent 
mon than one million hunters through direct member&hip, chapter membership 
and affiliated organizations. The bulk of SCI"s membership is in the United 
States and over 80% of our American membership bun ta within the U.S. 

SCI through iU headquarte"' operation and through ita chapter structure, is 
a major participant in wildlife conservation in the United States. We contribute 
money to supPOrt state fi&h and game agency proj&eta, and our members give 
their time and their work to serve on boards and committees involved with wildlife 
conservation. Our organization is an active participant at meetings of the 
Convention of International Trade of Endangered Species of Flora and Fauna 
(CITES) and the International Union for the Conservation ofNatun (JUCN) .. 

We suppart conservation activities for both game and non·game species. In 
Michigan, for example, we have supported the re-introduction of moose and the 
conservation ofKirtland's warbler, Jn Florida, we are active in thll com1ervation of 
the Florida panther, an <mdangered speciea. Our ehapters support state hot-lines 
for reporting poachers. We elao dona.ta money to purchase habitat and to preserve 
wetlands. We have funded studies of the status of various animals. from the 
leopard and the jaguar to the gritzly bear. 

i~. m1 a r.111m•t s1m~t 
OCT 2 O m9J 
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SCI Wolf Reintroduction Commenta October ll'i, 1993 Page ·2-

The first point SCI would like to 8ee clarified refers to the "E:i:peeted Impact 
Tables" published in the DEIS Executive Summary. According to the figure& 
which represent the impact on big game populations, the data suggests that 
perhaps as many as 20% of elk (not gender 1pecifl.c) may sucewnb to predation by 
wolves. The hunter harvest data reflects that hunter harvoot of antlerles.s elk will 
drop by as much as 30% but antlered elk harvoot will not be impacted. Herein lie 
the questions. How did the Service arrive at theee numbers? Wolves are generally 
not gender specific when predating on other animals. At times, specifieelly in 
winter"s snow after the rut, when bulls are suffering from exhaustion and after 
the antlers have dropped, bull elk are extremely vulnerable to predation. 
Certainly, elk calves are always vulnerable and the aex of the calf is 
indiscriminate.. SCI objects to the suggestion that after reintroduction CK:CUrs, 
state agencies may have to reduce eow harvest bag limits. If state egencies were 
asked to take financial losses by offering fewer cow permits, where would the 
money come from to make up for the losses to carry out current con8ervation 
practiooa? - Federe.l subsidy? Taxes? Higher license fees? We eek that the Final 
Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS) address this issue. 

Another conC(lm of SCI's is that regarding the implied meaning of the 
statement, "Management ... (i.e.: the killing or relocation of wolves) for excesaive 
depredation of ungulate popul':'-tions." Only through the cumulative mortality 
figures which would consider winter die-off, road lcill, predation by animals other 
than wolves, natural causes, hunter harveet, etc. can a determination be made aa 
to what is excessive. H the totals reflect that the loss of a relatively low number of 
elk due to wolf predation would be detrimental to the elk population, would that be 
defined aa exceSBive predation? More directly, at what point does a wolf become a 
problem wolf, ainC(l predation is their means of surviving? SCI suggests that the 
Service clarifies this statement. 

Again refel"ring back to the "Expected Impact Tables,• SCI is concerned that 
the Service did not recognize thll combined predation impact by wolves. The fact 
that the Service has recognized that wolves recovering naturally will have a 
detrimental impact on Bighorn sheep populations in the Idaho areg, but does not 
identify_ any negative impact upon sheep populations in the implement:ation of 
Alternative I in the same areg, is of serious concern to us. This can al9o be aaid 
of livestock losses. Again, 118~ the numbers from the Idaho area, the average 
cattle loss due to predation from mtroduced wolves ii.I eatimat.ed to be about 10. The 
number provided by the Service for loo.a.es from naturally recovering wolves ia 
estimated to be 12. Wolves recovering naturally are going to continue to recover 
regardless of whether or not the Service introduces more wolves. The potential 
negative impact on sheep populations and livestock still exists and perhaps may 
even be magnified by the reintroduction of wolves. It ie evident that the Service did 
not recognize that there will be a combined predatory effect and the lack ~f thia 
recognition is a failure by the Service. 
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1. Thank you for your comments. It is true that 
wolves will prey upon some male ungulates, both 
adults and calves. However, the impact that wolf 
predation will have on hunter harvest of male 
ungulates will be very limited. Because there 
are more females than males, and the age struc
ture of females tends to be older than males in 
the ungulate population because of human har
vest patterns, female ungulates will be dispro
portionately preyed upon by wolves (See 
Peterson et al. 1982 where there was little com
petition between wolves and humans for male 
moose in Alaska). Harvest of female ungulates 
is used by wildlife management agencies to con
trol ungulate herd size to specific limits based 
upon habitat, damage to private property, and 
other objectives. Hunter harvest of male ungu
lates depends upon many factors (weather, calf 
survival, recruitment, and other mortality factors) 
and varies widely from year to year. The annual 
range of variation in human harvest of ungulates 
is larger than the predicted impact of wolf pre
dation. The expected impact of 100 wolves on 
ungulates is predicated to be less than 10% of 
the reported hwnan harvest, and 1 %-2.5% of all 
causes of mortality, even if all wolf predation 
was totally in addition to other forms of mortal
ity. Some estimates suggest the hunter wound
ing lossalone(minimum of 10%) is greater than 
the expected ungulate mortality that could be 
caused by wolves. In addition some ungulate 
herds are already above population objective lev
els and more tags are offered than there hunters 
to use them. Therefore, any reductions required 
in human harvest to compensate for additional 
ungulate mortality caused by wolves is expected 
to be minor and focused on the female segment 
of the harvest that is used to control the overall 
population levels. The potential loss of female 
ungulate hunting opportunity and lost revenues 
to the state agencies are one of the costs of wolf 
recovery and were identified in the EIS. It is 
unknown how or if the states or tribes would 
compensate for any lost revenues. 

2. The FWS has requested the states and tribes 
to identify excessive wolf predation on ungulates 
in their wolf management plans and has provided 
more specific guidelines in the proposal and in 
the Glossary of Terms. 

3. The analysis indicated that wolves would 
generally not have a detrimental effect on big
horn sheep populations in central Idaho. The 
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Additionally, while the Service predicted the potential number of livestock 

5 losses, the Service did not addreSB the number of peta they estimate will be lost to 
wolves, The Service a}SQ failed to disclose. the amount of money to be compensated 
to rancheralpet (lwnars for predation losses or whether additional monies will be 
award$d to those. persona which experience loaeea of a particular stoek or grade. 
The Service alsl) failed to diaclot1e the amount of money held in the "private fund," 
how long they expect the fund to last or h1>w the Service will attempt to 
compensate individuals for losses if the funds become depleted. Moreover, the 
Servic11 also fails to identify the amount of money they estjmaUJ will have to be 
spent &fter recovery to manage the wolf and compensate individuals for predatory 
losses. 

6 

8 

9 

While still on the subject of money, SCI ffi\lSt question how the Service 
determined the economic benefits that they provided in their "Expected Action" 
and "Expected Impact" tables. There is ab80lutllly no conclusive evidence for the 
ServiCf! to justify the proposition that tourism will jump by the numbel"I! that they 
project. The poll on which the Service bases its conclusion is not only 
inconclusive, it is based on the hopes and aspirations of those polled. Just because 
one aaye they plan to do something doesn't mean that they are necessarily going to 
doit. 

Ful"thennore. while it ia posaible that local reeidents may increase their visits 
to the Park immediately after reintroduction for a poWntial wolf encounWr, 
eventually the excitement of the preaence of the wolf, like oo many other things in 
life, will in all probability loae its initial effect and residential vieits to the park will 
return to their original numbel"I!. Additionally, if wolves are being sighted out.aide 
the Park it would remove the added incentive for locals to visit the Park. It can be 
argued that people going to Yellowstone National Park and sun-ounding areas 
are going to go there regardless of whether wolves exist or not. 

There might be some increase but it is not likely that 5% of the non-resident 
tourists that visit similar park-like areas in Canada and Alaska go there just 
because there are wolves. This projecWd inereaae in tourism ia even more 
questfonable when one considers that the National Perk Service is considering 
limiting the amount of vieitors to Yellowstone Netional Park due to budget 
constraints. SCI requests that additional financial data and more detaile to 
support the Service's prediction of increased tourism be provided in the FEIS. 

It is certain that non-reirident rever1:uea f~m big game huntel"I! will drop if the 
ServiCf! is anticipeting that state agencies will Tllduce the number of cow permit&. 
Moreover, impacts: of wolf predation on big geme populations over time may drive 
even more hunters to other ate.tee or Cenada where populations may be more 
plentiful and higher success rates ere offered. Nowhere did the Service address 
this particular potential loS8 of non·l'(lsident big game hunter revenues in their 
DEIS. 

SCI Wolf Reintroduction Comments October 15, 1993 

SCI has one final concern. Because of the potential of litigation or legielation 
that could paralyze wolfnumagement in the Pl'Opoeed reintroduction sit.ea, ae well 
118, the highly politicized nature of this nature! re8Quroo action, there is a very real 
possibiHty that the resulting wolf population might not be controlled at the level of 
aoq individuals. For ins~nce, e rewnt a~ticle in Peti•raon'o Hnptjpg has 
estimated the number of a viable wolf population may be as high ss 1.600 to 2 000 
depending on the evaluation criteria. ' 

Combining this with the fact that reaource management decisions of a public 
and volatile nature can be made, or at least influenced, with insufficient scientific 
or economic data, SCI recommends the Service include the following information 
in theFEIS: 

1) At what level would the wolf population stabilize if a11owed to increase 
uachecked?; 

2) What would be the impact of uncontrolled wolf populations on game 
ungulate populations?; 

3) What would be the economic impect of wicontrolled. or unrestricted wolf 
populations?; and 

4) What would be the impact of uncontrolled. or wirestricted wolf populations 
upon other predators, livestock and threatened or endangered species? 

Good resource management necessitates evaluating all options and 
poslribilitiea. 

In closing, SCI would like to thank the Service for providing us with the 
opportwiity to comment on this i;enaitive issue. 
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FWS recognized that in a few situations wolves 
might impact a specific bighorn sheep herd (or 
other ungulates) that are inhabiting areas with
out adequate escape cover or marginal habitat. 
Alternative 1 (the proposal) allows the states and 
tribes to move wolves in these situations, which 
were expected to be rare. Thus any potential 
impact would be mitigated in Alternative I com
pared to Alternative 2 (natural recovery). 

4. TheFWS estimated the predation rate on live
stock based upon the type of management that 
would occur. In Alternative I (experimental re
introduction), wolf management is much more 
flexible than in Alternative 2 (natural recovery); 
most reintroduced wolves are radio collared and 
monitored; and wolves are more likely to live in 
areas with fewer conflicts with livestock if they 
are reintroduced rather than if they establish 
populations on their own. Therefore Alternative 
1 was expected to have a slightly lower rate of 
livestock depredations than Alternative 2 because 
of increased management flexibility, particularly 
on private land. 

5. The FWS did use data from Minnesota and 
Canada (see Chapter 4, Alternative 1, Summary 
of Wolf Depredation on Domestic Livestock in 
Other Areas of North America) to estimate the 
rate that pets may be killed by wolves (! inci
dent per 22,000 households per year). Only I 
dog has been documented to have been killed 
by wolves in Montana since wolf recovery be
gan in 1986. Wolf depredation on pets is ex
pected to continue to be a very infrequent occur
rence (average less than I a year). Currently the 
private compensation program only pays for 
wolf-caused losses to livestock and is only pro
jected to operate until wolf populations are 
delisted. There are no plans in the proposal for 
a federal compensation program to mitigate for 
livestock losses to predators, other than increased 
funding to ADC or other agencies for predator 
conuol activities. 

6. The presence of wolves was predicted to cause 
a slight increase in tourism. Some people indi
cated that they wouid either be more iikeiy to 
visit, come more often, or stay longer if wolves 
were present, so that there would be an overall 
positive economic impact The economic analy
sis did take into account a discount rate which 
addressed the fact that people are only willing 
to pay a fraction of what they theoretically say 
they will be willing to pay for a particularly ac-
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tivity (see Chapter 4, Alternative I, Impacts on 
Economics). 

7. You are correct that Yellowstone National Park 
has expressed concern on the level of visitation 
particularly during the winter season. However, 
at the present time the National Park Service has 
established no limit on total visitation nor sea
sonal limitations. The EIS relied on the visita
tion trends and the economic analysis conducted 
on likely consequences of having wolves in 
Yellowstone and central Idaho. The projected 
trends in Idaho are similar based on independent 
analysis. The form that any future visitation 
management may take in Yellowstone National 
Park would be unsubstantiated speculation. 
Whether this results in any numerical limits, 
overall annual limits, limits by area, limits by 
season, or other forms is unknown. Current evi
dence indicates that more people will visit the 
areas with wolves and others will extend an al
ready planned visit. This results in increased 
economic activity. 

8. The predicated potential impact of wolf pre
dation to big game hunting opportunity is lim
ited and focused on female ungulate harvest (a 
hunting activity that primarily involves resi
dents). No significant impact was specifically an
ticipated to nonresident hunting opportunity or 
revenue. The value placed on lost net social ben
efit due to reduced harvests and the reduced ex
penditure by hunters was based upon values de
rived from resident and nonresident hunting. 
These economic impacts are displayed in Chap
ter 4, Alternative I, Impacts on Economics, Value 
of Foregone Benefits to Hunters. The visitation 
surveys indicated that desire for hunting oppor
tunities in areas that contain wolf populations 
may actually increase demand for nonresident 
hunting licenses in Idaho, Wyoming, and Idaho. 

9. The FWS recognizes that wolf population 
levels above recovery levels, will ultimately be 
decided by the states and will almost certainly 
involve control by public harvest, The size and 
stability of wolf populations will depend on these 
state's management objectives outlined in state 
management plans. Uncontrolled wolf popula
tions can have a wide range of effects on ungu
late populations depending on a host of other 
interacting factors, ranging from a positive ef
fect to a severely negative effect. An uncon
trolled wolf population will certainly have more 
of an effect on ungulate populations than that 
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Ed flanli'S 
USFWS Pt"Oj.,ct Leader, 
P.O. Box 6017 
llel,,,,.,., MT 59601 

De01r Mr. Bangs, 

Gray Wolf EIS 

008880 

October 2, 11'93 

Please accept these co=ents on th., Gray Wolf Recoveicy PllUl 
DEIS on behalf of the Sierra Club Natiomol ilildli!e Co0>1nittee 
Thi~ is tb.e i>oli_cy reoo.,,.en<ling er" co,..,rised of n<ttionai 
ac:t1vi.sts representing the Sier>:-" Club. We support the effort to 
recover WQ!ves to Central Idaho and the Greater Yell<n1stone 
ec:rnlysta.,. ln light of t.he recent foc\Js by Interior Se<:retary 
Babbitt on eoosyst""' manail'"""nt and biodivel"sitY .,.., '"'" an 
OPP<lrtunity fnr oiore complete eoo:,cyste01s with b"lanced 
Pre<l.ator/prey pop"lo.tions. 

We SUPPOrt Alternative 5 of the DEIS for '"Reintroduction 
of Nornt;weriraental Wolves··. While we do a(iree that "'elves must b" 
recovered ?Y introduction into Yollowstone, w" do not aitrE:e wtt.h 
th .. OXPll'runental, non-essential recomm.,ndation you have 0'.18.de as 
YOUr proposed action Dlternative. 

Seotion 10 {j) of the Endangered S;.eoies Act (ESA) allows 
this clausf1 for are"s that are outside of the current range of 
tb" species. This is further clarifi"<l by stating that the 
introduced population 10Ust be .""wholly separute geographically 
from. non-experime-ntal populations of the saJDe spedes." 
Therefore, our attorney at Sierra Club Legel Defense Fund doubts 
the legality of a management <ieoision to use section lO(j). 

· The wolves sighted and test.eel in Yellowstone crid Central 
I<:J."1:'o have been identtried M wolves fro111 the Northern Continental 
D1v1de Eoosystera. Wolves have been stahted in th" two areas 
0000.sionelly _durinll the po.St few ye».rs and ar" obviously 
e>q>andina theu:· range "outh and southwe'>t into available habitat, 
This expansion demon1:trates th" need for linkage "ones or 
<;:orridors betwioer. the states aod federally desi(lni<t.f<d 
JUr>sd1c:tions to >lllow animals to tr .. vei. This is esp"'oially 
important for tr~nsf.,r of e-enetic materilll.l to insure biodiversity 
and future health of wildlih species. 

While we would like to see natural recovecy take ph.oe, it 
is questionable with the present lei!isl,.ti.on against protection 
for wolves whether they will be able to establish a viable 
POP\Jlation in Idaho arid Wyoming. As yo4 kno" wolves are still 
designated as '"predator"" in Ideht1 o.od i'l..Yo10ing and without tb<> 
full protection of th" ESA, we feel the powla:tion will not be 
eble to be recovered. Rec:t1ver"Y would be substantially slower aod 
11tOre eXPaneive under such loose man&.a:ement paremeters. In 
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predicated for a recovered wolf population. An 
uncontrolled wolf population would likely cause 
more livestock losses and possibly effect hunt
ing opportunity more than predicted for a recov
ered wolf population but little other economic 
impact would result. Since the territorial behav
ior of wolves is a primary factor regulating their 
density, there would likely be a more widespread 
but not more severe impact to other types of wild
life, including other predators and listed species 
if wolf populations were totally uncontrolled by 
people. Wolves, like any other wildlife species, 
will require some management by people and 
for these reasons the proposal includes measures 
to address affects on domestic livestock and 
management of ungulates. 

Sierra Club 008880 

1. Thank you for your comments. The proposal 
recommends the use of a nonessential experi
mental population rule [Section lO(j)] to facili
tate wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone Na
tional Parle and central Idaho. Wolves histori
cally occupied nearly all of North America and 
lone wolves have been documented to disperse 
550 miles, so almost no area of North America 
could be considered solely geographically sepa
rate to individual wolves. At the present time, 
and despite reasonable monitoring efforts, no 
breeding pairs of wolves have been documented 
in either of the proposed experimental areas. 
Therefore, while lone wolves have occasionally 
been documented in these iireas. and other areas 
of the western U.S., for several decades, no wolf 
population has developed or been present These 
areas are separate from existing wolf populations. 
There is no geographic overlap between the ex
isting wolf population in Montana and either of 
the proposed experimental population areas. The 
proposed experimental population areas are 
therefore outside the current range of the spe
cies. The proposal recognizes that if breeding 
pairs were discovered in either or both these 



sddition wolf mortsllty must be minimi:z"<i during recovery. The 
proposed 1lctiun management pl<U1 would see " much higher. l"vel of 
wolf mortalities th1ln would strict mfill&gement, protecOon \mde" 
the ESA 

Cdtical habitat designation !lOd monitoring are essential to 
'"'Y recovery plan The USFW.; must initiate " 0010plete "ol: 
monitoring plan to'"'"' "here "olves are and "hat the impacts ere 
on the existing snd fut,ur" povulutions. C<><>verative agree10ent• 

2 are necessery bet"""" t.tw affected menagern•mt ai!<>ncies such a;
USFWS, stste G""'e snd Fish Depsrtments, llstional Pe.rk Service, US 
Forest Service. Bureau of L"1'1d Management e.nd others to see " 
speedy recovery for the 11ray "olf in Idaho "nd the Great.et 

31 Yellowstone eo<Jsys\,em. As required by the ESA, a habitat 

~~~~er:~;~~~t:1~~b~~~~1~r~~e~~~~~~oo t~~~e r:~~re~~ ~! ... ~~" c~~~n~~. 
with other reso••rce uses such as aiJriculture. privste Jandol<tflers, 
and extr,,.;•tive industry sround surrounding Yello..,stonc. In 
p"rtioule.r, the .,gencles need to address many of the same issues 
"" concern grizzly bear recovery such "" OPO'n road density. 
protection of roadless areas for linkage zones, minimization of 
mortsllties and public education. 

ThO'refore, we ur11e you to reconsider your proposed action 
lie f.,el Alternative 5 "ill recover wolves in Idaho snd 
Yello;..,stone as ""non,.xp,o:ritcental"" populations in the most 
biolOilioally sound and expeditious "'~ possible. The o,;orioern• 
raised 'oy ~lf oppo?lents "ould be "ll~ed sufficientlY and the 
Def1md.,rs of Wildlife wolf dePt"edaUon f•m<l ""''Id OOOCDpe"'"'~-e 
r•.r,cher" f<;\" t.he f"w lo"t live~\,Qc;k. We &i;-preoiat.e th" titce an<! 
.,ffort you have made '"' this issue and feel that tile dehat.e h&o 
bAen exbftusted - rw further hesrings are necess,.ry. Please mah 
your d"oision end proceed with ""'f ,.,,oovery in Cent.ral Idaho uric 
Yello.,sLon"' in 1994 

lie l<•<•k forw.,rd to ""rk\r.e with you"" t.bis ioop<>rt..,nt pub\\': 
land mariaeement issue 

Sincerely. 

Laurie HacDoroeld 
tfationel liildlift< Chair 

j.f((I<~. J/''1/111,1 w 
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areas before wolves were reintroduced that the 
area cxx:upied by those breeding pairs could not 
be included within an experimental area. Those 
wolves would have most likely resulted from 
natural dispersal from the northwestern Montana 
wolf population and therefore would not be con
sidered separate from existing wolf populations. 
See Appendix 8 and Appendix 11 for additional 
infonnation. 

2. The FWS and its cooperators have been look
ing and recording wolf and wolf pack activity 
for over 20 years throughout the northern Rocky 
Mountains of the U.S. Wolf packs are very vis
ible, they leave distinct tracks, scats, kills, and 
have very distinct howling. If wolf packs had 
existed in either Idaho or Wyoming, it is highly 
probable that they would have been located and 
documented. Newly fonning wolf packs in 
northwestern Montana have been documented 
using methods that are applied throughout Idaho, 
Montana, and Wyoming. Please see Appendix 
12 which discusses the results of those wolf 
monitoring programs. 

3. Critical habitat can not be designated for non
essential experimental populations. Wolves sim
ply need prey and to not be excessively perse
cuted by people. Habitat conditions in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho are more than ad
equate to support recovered wolf populations. 
There are 100,000 to 250,000 ungulates in these 
areas. 
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~"National Audub~:""~:~i'~: 
ROCKY M0UNT;1/~ REGIO\-<l OFFICE., 

•Jsn DARLEY. SUITE s. 801.iLDER. COLORADO SQJW om; •99·0!10 

November 15, !993 

Ed Bangs 
Gray WDlf EIS Prnjc.;:t Leader 
PO Boit 8017 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Ed. 

The enclosed is an emended version of ourD.EJ.3. wolf recovery comments 
submitted in October. A draft position being con~ldered oo "harassment" was 
inadvenenrly included on p. 2, Comment 5. Thisru.~ been correc1ed m !his 
amended version lo conform to Audubon's final position on this topic. 

Please substimte this amended documended for our previous submission. Thanks 
as:ain for your cansideration, and a\1 lhe hard wo1k you and your staff have put in 
on this issue. 

Sincerely, 

-rf3v.a~ !c1c,( 
Brian PC1:k 
Wo!fSpeciali>I 

u.s. nsH & iilLWrt smin 
NOV 1 91993 

Lll·WY ES Fmo Gfm~ 

November 15, 1'}93 

!\MERICA.NS COMMITTED TO CONSER\'"TION 

CJ 100%£!,cyt:li:d/'apu 

Ed Bangs, Gray Wolf EIS Projccl Leader 
PO Box 8017 
1-le!eua, MT 5%01 

Dear Mr. Bangs, 

F!rst, on bc~al~ of lhc 'ial.ional Audubon ~ociety kt me thank you ond the US 
Fish and Wsl_dlife Serv:cc for the opportumtv m corrunem on wha1 rm sure we all 
agree is aa hlSloric DEIS. Specifically, I wim to compliment you and your entire 
sill ff on what has ,been m date an _e~tremely fair. unbiased and professional job or 
ha~dlmg the pub he process, despite tremendous pre.<surc and political meddling. 
I S!Jlcerely hope we can main rain lhat spint throughout 

Preferred Altcrnati~e Analysis 

Jn reviewing all or lhe presented alternatives, it oocurs to us that the chosen 
option must be legally defensible, biologically defensible, and clearly lead 10 the 
recovery of the species. Unfonunately, the F\VS Pri:rerml Alternative falls well 
short of the mark in al! 1hree areas. Our specific concems ;ire as follows: 

FWS proposes w reintroduce wolves under the "e~perimenwl noMssential" 
designation. The Endangered Species ACT (ESA) clearly defi'nes the 
cin:umstances und~r which lhis is pcnnissiblc. Reintroduction of a non· 
essential expetimental population TCl!Uires 11.eograohic isolation from olher 
natural populations. E~idence sugge.sts thit lhis is nol the case in either 
Idaho or Yellowstone. In both areas there are ~erious questions as m 
whether we are "oumde the current range of the spc<:ies," and "wholly 
separate geographically from existing popula11on~.· The burden of proof is 
firml)'_on FWS to demons.trate that they aJ"C in compliance with both of these 
prov1s1ons ~fore proceeding._ h 1s 1101 up lo the cnvirnnmenllll community or 
general pubh~ to find popu!auons for them. TQ dale, we ;ire not convinced 
!hat FWS has mounted a credible effort in either area, especially Idaho. 

Even if we were to conclude that experimental reintroduction were 
appropriate, the following problems remain: 

AMER!CANS C0'1MITTEO TO CONSERVATION 

0 1(}()%R<cy<J<dPoµ; 

rc~urd. owr ... } 
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1. Thank you for your comments. Please see 
answer # 1 to Sierra Club above. 

2. Please see answer #2 to Sierra Club above. 

3. The proposed experimental areas do not in
clude breeding pairs of wolves although they 
likely do include one or more individual wolves. 
However, lone wolves have been documented 
throughout these areas for decades without 
breeding pairs fonning or persisting. One of the 
purposes of the ESA is to recover listed species; 
the presence of lone wolves in those areas has 
not, at least up into this point of time, resulted in 
wolf populations developing. The experimental 
population line in Montana was adjusted north
ward to the Missouri River because few reports 
of wolves occurred south of it. The pattern of 
sightings in recent years indicates the Missouri 
River may act as a geographic feature affecting 
the movement patterns of wolves. This may in
fluence naturally dispersing wolves as well as 
reintroduced wolves dispersing out of 
Yellowstone National Parle. 

4. The definition of harass and take for the pur
poses of the proposed action have been clarified 
in the Glossary of Tenns. This should clarify 
exactly what a private individual will have au
thority to do. 

5. The FWS can not turn over its authority for 
endangered and threatened species, including 
wolves, to the states or tribes until they ate 
delisted. However, the FWS can, through coop
erative agreements and other documents pennit 
the states and tribes to lead implementation of 
wolf restoration efforts, as long as those pro
grams are within the authorities of the ESA and 
within the provisions of each experimental popu
lation rule. 

6. Wolf populations require very few land-use 
restrictions to successfully recover. See Appen
dix 13 for further information. However, the pro
posai was modified to recognize that in some 
limited situations, particularly during the earli
est phases of recovery, some restrictions around 
active den sites may be necessary. 

7. Wolf populations will be recovered in the pri
mary analysis areas, unless state or tribal wolf 
management plans expand those areas. The 10 
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Ed Bangs Page 2 

Th~ FWS recove!) areas are dr,1wn so broadly •S to mclude hnth gmups and 
indmdual> of naturally occurring endangered wolves and. thus, arbitrarily 
and wi1h no scientific basi>, remove much of lhc ESA protection. Unless 
endangered wolves are n;introduccd, and recovery lines more tightly drawn 
along ecosystem Imes, tlus presents a serious d<'!fect in the plan 

3. lfa naturally occumng popofa1ion is found, l'WS is obligated to take 
affomotive acuons, such as population augmcnt11tion. to cnoure wolf 
recovery 

Except in unlikely c~ses of a dire<:t !hrca? lo human ~:lfety. there are 110 

cireumstances in which private lake should be pennined. This is umtJmount 
10 givmg a "license to kill" to wolf recovery's most 1·ehement foes. 
Experience in Minnesota has clearly shown 1hal private take isn't necessary. 
!t certainly cannot be said to lead !O the recovery of lhc species, and may well 
delay il. All contml a<:Uom; should be conducted by federal, or federal/state 
teams, and prior to full recovery should involve no lethal control. 

5. While "harassment" of threatened or endi!llgcre_d wolves is clearly prohibited 
by Section 9 of the ESA, we can envision cenain situalions where it might be 
permuted in conne.:tion wilh experimental nono•Sentia] animals. For 
example. under an experimental nonessential plan we might not obje.:1 to a 
rancher chasing a wolr away from his herd/flock, but would definitely oppose 
a11~ "harasornent" i11vo\vi11g faeonns. We are. llmvcvcr. very toncemtd \hat 
unless tenns such as "har~os," "nenr" and "noninju:ious" are dearlv and 
tightly d~fined, they will lerul to cons1stem abuses. These commeiits should 
in no way be construed as support for the experimen!al, nonessential 
ol!emative. Audubon t:ontinues to belie,·e 1hnt reintroduction C>f fully 
endangered animal~ is the only reasnnable cC>urse. 

!~;!~~~~~~~ ~~~17:~::~r:~~5t~ ~~~rf.~~~d 'i~~~~si~~l~ ~':ctions to 
date have ranged from uncooperative to openly hostile and have done 
nothing lo assure u.1 thm their actions can .be trusted. This is a federally 
endangered species and a federal rcspnns1bility, altlmugh we do not object lo 
a supporting role for state;- and tribes. 

7. The sUltement !hat "no land use restrictions will be instituted solely to bring 
about wolf recovery" is not only biologically unsound, it is. probably illegal. 
ltclearly has the capac!ly lo pre•em wolf recovery. A minimum requirement 
must be closures around dens and rcndeivous ~•lcs where there ii a 
reasonable likelihood of dt1turbance. We are willing to see other land use 
restriction~ held '·" abeyanct, but only ;-o long as illegal killing of wolves does 
not occur rn relauon lo lhcm. 

( rallld. ove~ ... ) 
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8. As wriuen, L'le ini:idental take provision< arc so loose a> to invite all manner 
of abuses. No trap or snnre capable of catching nnd holdmg a wolf should be 
permitted in !he recovery nrea_ Likewise, aerial nnd ground shoC>ting as well 
W>tltmiin& l\l\<JW \oornoch room for enO\' am! ~l\ookl Ml be. pemii11~d in a 
recoverv area. Fin:illy, FWS i!lld !he states should move qu1cklv ro implement 
acompfehensive hunter education program in all recover;.· are:is. 

9. In case,; whore there were "unacccpiable" impn,1.1 on ungulate populations, 
woll'es could be moved from localiud areas. Although ii is appropriate for 
the Fi.<h and Wildlife Service to have evaluated the socioe<:onomic 
eonSC(]uences of the various optinns considered. the service cannot balance 
wolf recovery with the stitcs' preferences for ungulate populmion levels al 
the expeme of wolves. 

10. Any wolves r~moved in control actfons must be rcpl~ced as quickly as 
pos1iblc but in no case more lhan 12 months after !he removal. All 
repfacemcnt1 must be additive to the 15 wolves already scheduled for 
r:introductlor<. 

7
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ll. The recovery plan clearly defines lhe =overy !evel as ten breeding pairs 
successfully breeding over three consecutive years. Therefore. if after these 
goals are me! and wolves are delisterl. they dr?p at any point below ten 
breoding pairs, they must be automatically re-hs!ed a.< fully endangered. 

12. Hard release is a proven failure and a waste of money, time, wolves, and the 
Idaho recov~ry effort. The EIS sugg~.<ts that one of th~ FWS motives in 
sugge~ting hard release is cnst cutting. While re~sonable frugality by 
g0,-emmenl is alwoys to be commended, we would ren1lnd FWS !hnt 1he goQI 
hen: is not deficit reduction, but wolf recovery 

The Audubon Alternative 

The allcmativc closest to one which we ca_n_ support is Alternative 5, al1bough we 
ha•·c serious reservations about several of its pro,·isions which we find 
unnecessarily rcsuictive. The National Audubon Society recommends lhc 
following as a modified Alternative 5 i!lld. therefore, our preferred alternative. 

\. AU wolves reintroduced would receive protection afforded endangered 
animals. Tllis solves many oflhe legal tangles associated wilh e~peri· 
mental nonessential designations since one is no longer required lo be 

(conrd. over .. } 
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breeding pair per area for three consecutive years 
is a minimum goal not a maximum number to 
be managed down to. Wolf populations falling 
below the minimum number could be relisted 
following procedures in the ESA (including 
emergency listing). The wolf populations will 
not be isolated as you suggest. 
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"ou1side che currenL range of the species," or "whol:y separate geog1aphically 
from existing populations ... ". \~e contin~• to Sl!Ungl)' .snpI?Orl a 3-year 
1cmporary delay in the Idaho rc1n1roducuon dunng wh1c_h u~c a_nd e~tens1,·e 
FWS seurch should Lake place for wolves already occumng in tlus area. 

2. All management authority would remam in federal hands until dclisting and 
lhc acceptance of biologically sound state management p)an!i. 

3. AH "1lntrul efforts would either be under federal, joint federal/state or 
fcdera!/aibc control. 

4 Under no cm:umstam;es, shDrt of threats m human_ safety. would private take 
' or control be allowed. All government control acuom must involve moving 

or removing the offending animals. No lethal control prior to deli sting. If. as 
noted in the FWS Preferred Alternative, woh-es can be moved up 10 the five 
breeding pair level. they can be moved up 10 ten breeding pairs. 

5. Uvcst~k producers wno suffer proven losses to v.olves prior to deli sting 
should be compen~ted promptly (within 30 daysl al fair •.narket value. 
Fund.I for compensation wuuld contmuc to C\lme from pn\"ately deve_luped 
sources wurking cooperatively with the FWS. The fWS should provide 
information on what financial levels are required and these should be 
maintained at all times. 

Any wolves rem<J\'cd from the reco,·ery area wuuld be promptly replaced a• 
noted in our previous C\lmments. Likewise. once delis!ing had occurred. any 
drop bdow ten b=ding pam would cause amuma\1c rdisting ~ folly 
endangered. 

Closures around active wolf dens or rendezvous si1es would be automatic 
un!e.s clearly documented as unnecessary. Other l'nd usc restriction~ _such 
a> mad do,urcs. or r~stric!ions on grazing. rninin_g. lo~gmg, a~d _reCT~Uon 
could~ held m abc}'tlllCC unlc~s wulvcs wen: killed m association wnh 
them. 

The S3 million per yc;tJ for land purchase is a wonderful idea, but sin.cc 1t 
appe:irs only with All<lmauve 5. seeius to be pnmanly an ~ffort to raise ~osL~ 
of this alternative compmed to the FWS preferred altemauvc. When this S21 
million !1994-2000) is remo;·cd. "'e find a inrer cost figun: or about $7 . 
million. These !and purchases should either appear in all or the appropnate 
alternatives or none of I.hem. We know that c,·en al full recovery. the impa.cl 
on recovery area ungulates is predicted lo be mm or and so FWS eannol clntm 
this expenditure is necessary to mitigate "exc~ss1ve" big g;ime losses. 

(contd. over ... ) 
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9. Where will wolf populations be recovered? We must admit to being very 
uneilsy with the recovery goo ts <if ten breeding pairs if this implies 'and 
absolutely no mo!ll." Current population viability analysis suggests that 
isolated popufotions of IOO+ individuals an: seldom secure in the long run, 
which is of course the ultim.lte goal here. We. therefore. would include lhe 
FWS response to question numllcr 6. page 2-34 of the DEIS suggesting 
recovery (ultimalely)over a larger area. 

lO. Reincroduction of wolves in both recovery areas would be by "sofl release" 
011/y, as detailed for Yellowstone in the current FWS Preferred Altemative. 

I I. ~~~:tio~1':ndal~~~~~~~~.1tee'::~~~~~~0L!~nlofu~~~e~~nf~~i!~r which 
is totally inadequate given the hostility of wulf opponenL~. Regardless of 
which alternative is ultimately chosen, we recommend three new full-time 
education specialists plus support for each au:a ($150.000J and three new 
law enforcement personnel plus suppon for each area ($\50· 175,000). 

12. As p1eviousty nou:d. any ruid all predator control activities likely to subjec1 
wolves lo injury or death should be excluded from recovery areas. 

13. The provisions for unavoidable take incidental to othemise legal activiues 
would be lightened up comiderab!y to lower the chances of abuse. While 
we can conceive of situations where collisious with ,·chicles will occur 
(accidentally), there should b-e no such thing as unavoidable t:ike associated 
with hunting and trapping if a comprehensiw: FWS and/or state agency 
education program is in place prior to reintroduction. 

ln condusion. we would note that the Audubon Ahemative is more legally and 
biologically defensible tban the curren\ preferred alternative, and m<Jre clearly 
leads lo the recovery of the sp~cics, It avoids many legal entanglements, provides 
for maximum prolcclfon for wolves while also prol<lcting livestock operations and 
o•·oi;li;;g he:wy·h~nderl )~nd u:;: re~:ri~ticns. We lock fmw~n! rn work\!'!g with 
you on.a final EIS document whic_h incorporates these principles ~nd results in a 
timely mitimtion of wolf recovery m Yellowstmte and Cenua\ Idaho. 

Sincerely. 

Brian Peck 
Wolf Specialist 

PB:jd 
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013880 
THE \VOLF RECOVERY FOUNDATION 

Novcmbor24. 1993 

OmyWolfEIS 
P.O. B<n 6017 
Helena, MT 5960 I 

Attcntioo: Gray Wolf EIS Tc;am 
From: The Wolf Rocovery Foundation 

1s. flSli & WIWLJ11 mnci 
NOV 291993 

VFl'f ES nau omr:r 

'" The Dnlfl EIS/Wolf Rec<wcry in Idaho and Y<llowwxi<: 

l1>e Wolf Recovery Foundalion ha.< been working toward wolf n:covcry 
since 1986. During !his time. we have presented <:ducatiooal pn:>gr.un• lo over 
IS.000 &<uden1s and adul"' lllroughou! Idaho and in Oregon and Colorado. In 
addi1ionthe Foundation has. O<gani7.ed or OSS1strd in doun•of howling c~pcdi
tions. developed a wolf hotline ( [ .80(). 793-WQLF) to foci Iii.ate wolf icpons from 
the public. and foug.ht 3gainst Slate and fedentl legislation thnt would negarivcly 
imp.lc1 W()lf rccovc<y. We have received awards for<>urachievements from 111<: 

Nalie<1ol .,.ai";e Pride In i\mcrira· program, Oovcmor i\ndru>" .,.ate Pride In 
Idaho" program. the Ceotra! Idaho W<>lf Rc<X1ve<y Steering C<>mmiu"" for our 
oulstand•ng achievements in p<1blic cdllCalion on behalf of wolves, and lhe Fo""! 
Servi<:c National V<>lunrccr Awards program. Our otganizatioQ ha• been dedi
carcd 10 the implcmco.iolion of the 1987 Nortbcro Rocky Mountain Wolf Rccov
e<y P1an adop1ed by 1bc U.S. Fish&. Wildlife Service. We have often spear
headed action on behalf oflllii plan in Idaho. We have providtid c~<:<:pcional 
~S$i<lonce to the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Servie~. tbc USDA - Foresi Service. 1hc 
Bureau of Land Management. aod 1he l<Wlo Ocpannieot of Fish &. Gome. 

During !be Gray Wolf EIS .coping hearings. we prcpafOO and submilled 
an ahcnutivc to the EIS 1eam. Thisallemati~ecalled for the augmentation of 
w<>lvcs to ldoho and Yellowst<>ne. Underaugmenlalion. wolves would be oddcd 
10 tl>e wolfpopularions that already e~ist in ld•ho and= within mnge of Ycl
lowSlone. Augmen1a1ion would <IOI change rile status of wolves. nor would 
wolves btl changed to an ·e~pcrimenllll •pecies" siatu•. Even though we re· 
ceived assumnces fromyaur team that auraltemalive would 00 runong tl>o;c 
identified io the draft EIS. we were very disappoin1ed todi=vcrour plan had 
not been inclnded. Ahemative 5 is not our plan Mr doe• Altemativc S oootain 
mruiy siroilarities 10 our Augmenlalion plan. Please refer lO 11>e original plan 
(augmenlation) that you re<:eived prior to the end oftbe =ping period in Sep
tember !')92. 

S,,,ce Aug111tn~ioo w4' no/ among Ilic aJlcmA!ivc:s idtm~ifiW in J/ic dmfl 
EJS and lhcrefore. not a viable choice for us lo suppart. we h.~vc cvalualed plans 
!. 2. and 5. We eoOOucled cxienoiV<' me-e<inp weighing lho merituiC1hcsc plan< with 
our odvi..:n. Ibo Nn. l'cl't<' tribe. wotr biologists. pOOlic affaiN spctjo.!isl>. political 
ano.Jy.1s. lo., enf~mC<ll ollicial1. conscrv~lionisis. and hun..,.,. We cvaluarod lhcir 
con<:crns aotl recom1nendations and are willing to suppon the PfCfcrred o.l\ema
li~c /allcro.otivc !) if <m!li!! coo~· m ma@IQ <lrg>gll!m!ltg ¢811· 

TJc final EIS shculd be changed to include llle following modification•: 
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I) ADD REVERTER LANGUAGE 'This mos1 crilical modification is to add pro1ec1ion 
agains1 failure. The cumon1 dra~ EIS states that !en J"'<'k ofw<>lvcs will be rcoovcrod around the 

2 year 2002. The final EIS plan must adopl reverter langlllla• which dearly otaeesth•t jfwo1vs h•tt 
!'91 michsd at least five wc1f rn!£h jn 3b orm by 700? rh.n oll wolves irnmestjot<ly re!lJm !!) !),II 
endangcrsd sp.;cje:; s!atu.' '"d a new nlan !<.,an¢ We believe this change will help sccurc fundina 
and safeguard tbc plan agaimot subvc"'ivc la<'li<"Sb)' !be ~tion. 

I 
?) 00 NOT ALLOW PRIVATE KILUNG OF WOLVES • When. and if. wolves muSI bll 

3 
moved or killed to control livcs1ock dcprcd.l!ioo. the fedcr.J and state •nimal con1rol officero should 
b< in ch;uge NOT PRIVAlF.CITIZENS as ~•led in thecUfTCl\t plan! MOlllOM's program has 
worked won under federal ronlrol. Allowing ranclieB to ki!I wolves goc:1 coo f11r! It gives wolvq 
ku proln-iion !b:U> rougar:i D"'1 bci>ni ll>:tl '"'"'~ i:udaDgcrod s~! 

3) AOD PUBUC lNFORMATION AND EDUCATION. Public infonnation and cducali<m 
(I & E) is a critical key to !he success of rcrove<y according to the 1987 Northern Rocky Mounr~in 
Wolf Recovery Plan. Public jnfo!'!llj!!jw and slue;itiCll mus! t.. c!Cl!dy addrd r.,ndsst and implf
mcnted •• o-1r! <>ftht final plan. F.ach rccovc<y area needs an ~xperi<:nccd I & E coordinatot. 'Th
cooro;om,,,.. ~liool<l worlc ll"ith locaJ ccmmun.icics. ud Sla!e. /ribal and fcde111! •gendcs to enhance 
public involvemem,confli<:t management and educational efforts. The 1 & Ecoordioarorshould 
have the :\Onie level of ex]'l<:ricuc.:: 1hat the US. Fish & Wi!dlifcSctVice dcvdopcd for!bc new 
position re«on!ly cnoaled in the Helena FWS office as a p<1blic affoirslioformation speci~!is1 for wolf 
and grizzly bear recovery. 

Education.al progr~"'' and public in!wrualion should be focused on area.'; that dt!monstrate 
Ike grca/csf ll<'Cd(i.c.: loct o(valid edueacioufinform;ifion about wolves, living dose tow<>lf ""'°"" 
e<y areas). The Net Pcn.'IOTribe i• considering placing a wolf C<:nler focused on public cduealion on 
Ne1. Pc~ land. This shonld receive major •uppon from all atem:ie• involved in wolf nocovery. 
The site c!Tered by the Net Per<:<! is in the h~ ofrvral Ccnir.! Idaho. The Nn ~r>;e Tribe and 
wolf recovery would mut<>:tly benefit from 01>eh a center. Th~ Nez Per<:<! would help ll>e ~very of 
wclves by suppl yin~ the laod and the <:<rvirottrttt!ntal educati<>n for this critic::il l'tlgion of Idaho. The 
sg<:n<:ics tbou{d in tum surpon 1he 1ril>c's efforts by pmvfdfng technical and funding wppon through 
pn>gr.uns like Chntl..,se <:""'Shan:. The Ne~ 1-.....:e Tribe .J>0 1,,.,, ~wildlife program 11>a1 could be 
enhanced by FedCflll fundi11g (such a• section 6 •llocarions) which would allow rbc uibe to inv<>lve 
more of their bi<>logists in tQeovery aclion>. Such a partacrsbip would al:!o help the Nez Perce 
Tribe's socio/economic nee.ls. E.1ch point raised in this sec1ioa comi>[ements tht mission and goals 
of the U.$. ~1•h & Wildlife Service. NnliOl\ll.1 P.~rk Servi<:c, al>d Oie USOA - Foresi Service. 

4) CENTRALIZEGQVERNMENT AUTHORITY - Ouc to the intcn:<111nectedne« of,..otr 
recovery «<><)'5toms io M4ntana. Yellow.Cone and Idaho. region 6ofthc US Fith &. Wildlife Se,... 
vice be directly rc:sporu;lbl~for managcmenl ofw<>lfrceovery in Idaho. even tb<>ugb ldabo is in 
region I. Funding for Idaho wolf rnana&"'™'nl should also 00 allocated 12 regiOf! 6. This has 
worked successfully for grizzly bear rocovuy and it reduces government wasle by eliminating 
duplicati<Kl and improving «>Ordination of e(Toris.. The Idaho State U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
office ha.• DHer implemented wolf recovery actions chat match the q"8!ity or CQnsiSIC'llC)' of tl>e U.S. 
Fish & Wildlife Service's actions for wolfrerovecy in Montan~. Unless the seriou.i problems within 
~he Idaho State U.S. Ash & Wildlife Service can be fixed socn, it i•ouropinion tba! this office 
cannot le;id a •uccessful w<:llrrccovcry eITon in Idaho. This opinion is shared by tOOSI cooservation 
groups and al! Slale and fcdcrol agcnciM lhal ""have discusS«t the problem.< Wilbin any deplb.. 
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The Wolf Recovery Foundation 013880 

I. Thank you for your comments. Your alterna
tive "Augmentation plan" was one of the alter
natives considered and was substantially ad
dressed in Alternative 5 which was reintroduc
tion of nonexperimental wolves. That alterna
tive would have used reintroduction of wolves 
under full protection of the ESA to enhance or 
"augment" the natural recovery of wolves as por
trayed under Alternative 2 (the basic manage
ment strategy you recommended). There were 
so many various blends of the 5 basic alterna
tives suggested by various public's during alter
native scoping that it was unreasonable to sepa
rately analyze each pennutation as a separate al
ternative. 

2. The proposal is designed to use adaptive man
agement or "learn by doing" to reintroduce and 
recover wolf populations. Reintroduction tech
niques and management strategies have been 
modified in the EIS to more fully protect wolves 
during the early stages of recovery. This should 
assure that management flexibility can respond 
to as yet unforeseen complications. In their com
ments on the DEIS, Dr. L. David Mech and 15 
other of the most respected wolf biologists in 
North America believed that "adoption of this 
plan should result in a recovered wolf popula
tion in the general timetables outlined in the 
document". 

3. The FWS recognizes the importance of pub
lic infonnation and education. The proposal was 
modified to strengthen the public education and 
law enforcement component (Please see Chap
ter 2, Alternative 1). All phases of the any wolf 
recovery program would be closely coordinated 
with other interested panies, particularly the 
states and tribes, to increase local involvement 
and avoid duplication of effort. 

4. Humane treatment of wolves will be a top 
priority in any wolf reintroduction program. Any 
reintroduction program will be continually modi
fied based upon experience to reduce costs and 
improve effectiveneSB. At the current time it is 
unknown if hard or soft release techniques will 
be the most effective at restoring wolf popula
tions. An extensive peer review process was used 
to develop the techniques experts initially be
lieved were most likely to succeed (see Appen
dix 4). 
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S) REDUCE INCF.NTIVE TO l'Of..Cll WOLVES- Any <1nc wolf killed illegally should be 
replaced by l.\!!.!1. wolvc•. This would ,Wucc Ute motive for the illegal killing of wolves. llkga! 
killing <;>fwolv<!< coukl cripple the sucx:cS!' and inctc•sc the overall c<>5C of 1hc plan. In addition, 
land use restrictions ;honld ho: based on illegal takiog of wolves. for •~ample, if a ;pcdlk •!'Cl! bas 
a cbrogjc problem wi1b the oo.whing of w<ll>"'s lhc !!SEWS should Voss: road< in Che afftoeted aro 
"nd inm;asc law coforccmen! yntj! the paaching <Ion< 

1

6) CAPTURE WOLVES FROM HIGH RISK ARE'.AS · Wolves captu~ for rc!e<>sc in 
ldahn O<ld Yellowstone should be ~akcn from aroas in c..,,ada or At.ska where wolves MC unpm-4 Ccc!ed from poisoning, !rapping or shooting. Humane crcatn•~nl oiflhe.<e wnl-ves filionld be of !OR 
l!Ci2dl:i· ln addition, the i:<>ueofhard "''"'"'concerns us groa!ly. lfh.on:I "''""'"methods rcsu!l 10 
high mor1ality nf1he c•ptured wolv"5, then a ""ft relca"" program sbnuld be implemented m Idaho. 

5 

7) PROTECT OEN SITES· A on~ mile nrolcction wnc bc e<!!lhlishaj around wnlf den sil<.< 
from Arri I ! - July 1 and n oru; h•I( mjlc proiocrion >one from July 1 - Scrncmbcr IS Proteetion 
should include incrca_<;ed law cnforcclllCnt and~ of major hllbi!al alt~rations suc:b 05 rood build
ing ~nd large SCti!c limber harv<:1l. Grazing. rccrcatinn, and moderate limber harvest should 001 be 
atrw.ed 11nle;;;"Wclvu~m\xiM ~illc<i \\k-•a!!y i<u II\ 

8) JNCRF.ASE LAW ENFORCEMENT BUDGF.T -.AhemMivc I does not have a sufficient 
budget for appropriate law enforcement. The Foundaliun Ila.< been directly jnfonucd by Rirc"1 
supcrvisnrs and biologis1s in ld•ho 1W.t wolves arc being killed in Idaho onw. Rcprcscnracivcs of the 
fRm1 B~u.iu Insurance Company and other opposition groups have publicly thrcatcncd that wolves 
will continue to dis.~ppear. Stopping illegal killing ofwo!vcs mu•l be a top priority. Law enfo.-.;e
mcnl fonding should be i1>erc<tsed from $25,00010$!00,(X)Om>nually to be spent e~dl!Sivdy nn 
wolf recovery actions. 

9) J'llO MORE DELAYS- R~tl'Oductlot> "'!tiol>S~b<lukt ~la 1?94 ir> Ycllowst,,.,.,...,d 
1995 in ldnho. During the interim pcriud between now and Hu: •ctual reintroduction, a rE.L effort 
should t>c made to dclermine tile act"1ll 1101'Ulacion of wolves in ldahu. The Foundation S(rongly 
believes there arc wolves uisting in Idaho now. Evidence ofwnlf acHvity indudes confirmed 
track• . ..,,,t, kill sites, al>diu rcccrding of wolves howling, huudrcdsof .Pghting• reported by tbe 
public, video tape of two wolves, n rodio-c-ollared wolf in Idaho's Clcruwater Notional Forcsc, and 
two<leaJ wolves from ldftho's Boise National Foresc. Therc is noquc.scion that IDAHO HAS 
WOLVfS- 1-1,,.,.,.....,., \bt"' is<.m\~ oocfu\\ lim~ u.pcrienc«I w<>\f\>i<.)\<>i\s1 w'3<1:.ini on w<>U rcc<w
ery in Idaho. With over 13 million a<:C'C5 cf the most rugged. in~ccessiblc w)!d l•nds in thecontinen· 
tal Unit"1 States and only one qualilied wolf biologist, it is unlikely lhal the U.S. Fish & Wildlife 
Service can know whal ch~ existing population uf wol= is in ldahu. 

We •lrong!y rcqu~sr that the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service begin implcmcnta!ion of their own 
recovery plan by immediately deployingu !rained wolf team consisting of •I least 4~ 
wnlf biolngis!s 10 <1udy, monitor and de1ermine !he actual (10pula1ion of wolves in Idaho. If you do 
not fulfill !his nequesl, y<iu will be vulnerable to a law suit with action taken against the U.S. fi>h& 
Wildlife Service for violation of the Endangered Species Ad. The U.S. Fis~ & Wildlife Service 
office in Idaho has been ~xtrcmcly negligent of its duties ...,d has <ignilieanlly violated the fnililn· 
gercd SPocics Act This tnw suit ha• the pctcntial 10 delay O(her n:covery related actions and •ignili
~'anlly increase the cost to tllllpaycrs. According to section IOJ of!hc Elidangered Species Act, tho 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife cannot rein(rodUc'C wolve:<;"" "noa-csscnti:d experimental" if a pop1ilation 
already exists. Please take immediate action locum:ct this problem by incrcaiing law enfoo:cmon1 
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to protect wolves, public education to build tn1erance for wolves in Idaho, Md beginning a real effort 
to mot1itor and derenninc the population ofwolVC$ lhat now ellists in Idaho. 

Addi6o11al C>OllUDellhi 

Pg. 2-4, paragraph 3 .. Pg. 2-5, p•r. I "Prior tocny reintroduction, the FWS would make a dctenn1-
nationo(~he status of any naturally occurring wolf population in those' two arc"". Wolves WC>tld be 
n:intn>duccd ... unless a wolf populatioo ... ll!ld been documcnccd," 

Thccurrcnr monitoring ofwolve:<; in Idaho probal>ly wen~ produc.., infomiation 1ha! will l""<I 
\"a v"1id <lctem'linlltiOfl of what th wQ\r po'"'\"i<m \n \dabu ts. ldallocOf\\a\M ovc< \<l miU\<>n 
acrcs()frugged and of!cn road less tcrmin. In order to c()ndue1 a valid survey ufldoho's wolf popula· 
lion. the FWS <huuld deploy a mjojmum offourcn..,rienci;d wolf bjo!nrjgs !o C9nducl those'"'. 
lill· In cddilion, the Central Id.ho Wolf Recovery Steering Committee should be~ 
~ to:is.sisl in biological survcys,dsivelop pmpercommunicatiw between the agcncie;< anJ lllcir 
dj!Icrtnl offices. and implement public infonnatioo and education pmgrarns including mcdin c.•m· 
paigns ton!ert the publlc of the need for timely wolf rcpom These ac~ons should occur as soon as 
po~ihle or a reintroduction should be delayed until a compleie and valid detem1ino1inn ;, made. 

In addition, efforts should be made !o ensure "use ofto~icaots leth:ll to wolves" would be 
monitored by the FWS ond prohibited from bo<h kflown area~occupied by wolves nnd area; wi(h 
possible wolf activity, 

Pg. 2-7, par. 2 This statclllCnt should be a1nCndcd to read "Encourage <late' and tribes 10 
=ist federal agencies in implementation of the e~perimcntal rule, with ft<.!onll funding.assistance 
through cooperative agreements, if state law and lribal law is in compLiancc with the F.ndangc<C<! 
Speci~Act.• At prc..,nl, the state law in Idaho prohibiis the Dept. ofRsh & Ga""' from properly 
ma:mging wolves. Until •nch laws arc changed. the FWS •hould focus on devc!oping strong part
mraln-ps with \he lrib:.\ p~mmenlS indmliug fon<l.ing ~ lr-~\n\ng ,,-;mtaneo. Th~ FWS ~t.u~\d 
m•kc ~n effort to nssisc lhe Idaho St.ate t.cgi<latuic in amending 1heirlaw< to comply wirh the fn. 
dangered Species Act. 

Pg. 2-7. par.3&4 Change lb.is to rend "Allow private landowners to har.iss wolves on !heit own 
private land in a in an opportunistic, non-injurious manner at any time. Such incidcn!s must h< 
reported wlthin 1 days or Che landowner wll! be subject to penalties and/or fines in acconlancc with 
the Endangered Species Ac!." F.Hminatc ihc portion allowing liveMock produccrs or any private 
citizen from killing wolves. Instead, if ranchers have problems with livest<>ek depredation c quali· 
fie.:! feo!em! ageni t!lou!d crmfi:m t.~~ ~"""" ;;f:~.<: l;;;;; &.-Kl ~v¢ tile probicm hy humane and 
appropriate meihods. These methods sOOuld be limited to h•=smcn! ~nd deterrents (includin~ 
im~roved animal hu.<-l>andry) of firsc rime offende111, uan•location of sccon<.I time offcnden;..and 
cuthanization o( third time offenders. 

Pg. 2-7, pai.7 This parngrnph should be changed to stat~ 'A ... ure that no major privotcor 
public land 1>.<e restric:cions ~re developed solely for wolf r<><:OVery except a( rclea.<e <it"' during 
rcintmduction, around den s.i1cs. :1nd in problematic areas where wolve• arc being illegally killed.' 

Pg. 2-8, par. ! Hord release of wolves ha.< been consistently unsuccessful. lfthc FWS 
a11cmplS hard release in Idaho •nd this action resul1s in murc than 40% turu1ali1y luss, the FWS 
should change co a soft release metbud in Idaho. 
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5. The FWS believes that efforts to locate wolf 
pack activity in Idaho has bren adequate to lo
cate any packs present. Please see Appendix 12 
that has been added which summarizes moni
toring efforts and results and above response #2 
to comments by the Sierra Club. 

6. A "No Action" alternative simply means that 
the management program that alternative is no 
different than the one now being used. No ac
tion can be thought of as "no different manage
ment action than is currently being used". The 
program now in place in Montana and the one 
that would be used in Idaho if wolves were dis
covered, is basically Alternative 2 (Natural Re
covery). 
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r 1. 2.8. par. 3 - 7 AC•'<lnling to e~pen biologists. relen<ing 15 wolves a ycor may be too lolV" 
number to wut •population (not bad if you're nugmcnlin& instcod) Cons.idcr inc...asing this number 
which will increaoc that number or wnlv"" e.peci•lly in the e:irly yearn of Ille prog"1m. We also 
request the FWS Lake the>e wolves from an:llS in C.mllda or Alaska where wolves at high 1hk fmm 
human lr:ippini:. poi"1ning or shooting. If the FWS us.:d trappers th:l.t routinely lcill wolves Cor 1he1r 
fur. these wolves could be~ io the reintroduction. Fim. that would give the wolves a =ond 
chanc:e (inslead of being tumed inlo a e<>a1) and =ond. thcsc wolves will probably be more w•ry of 
human.. The tcmpomry holding facili1ies arc 1oosmall for wild wolves. lncru.<e holding pen size 
to4 ""'"""minimum and provide wolves hiding a,..,,. (such a• old logs, bouldc:s) tn decrease tmumo 
10 wolves while in cap1ivity. In llddition. all .. lc!15<:d wo!ve$ should be equipped with a r.>di1...:oll.r 
which fo:mires recaplu"' ability Md ontorr frequency control. Rccop1ure collar.; arc more reliable in 
allowing bioloaists to cap1ure ao animal qukkly and humMCly. The eolian: radio signal should be 
capable or bcini: I urned nrr and on by bioloaists lo prolcct wolves from illegal killing using the 
wolr~ owu radio signal lo track it Regular coll an: have ca~ problems for othcrsp«ie5 and 
should he avcidcd. AU wol~< that arc illcvlly killed •hould be rcpl""cd by two addillon•I wolves 
during (he nc:~t release pericd. This will di.scoumic illegal take of wolves since it re<utts in do·•bling 
the populatiO<! 

Pg. 2· 10. par. 4-5. Eliminaie these parai:raphs. No private la~e should be allcwcd until wolves 
ore fully rc.<ovcrcd 

Pg. 2· 11, par. 5 Chani:c this paragraph 10 provide land use for release site<. ar=s that have 
problems wi1h illegal killing of wolves. 

Pg. 2· 12. par. 3 (17) Add "Cfwolvcs hove nOl l'COched 50% of this r=ovcry goal (5 breeding pairs) 
in each arc• by 2002, •II wolves will rc1um (revert) to full cndllngcred species stAtus (essential. non· 
expcrimcnuol) and the FWS will begin implcmcnwion ofa stronger recovery plan. lncludina re· 
vcrtc< IMguage will disrou"1gc allempl• 10 snbven funding fnr this pl Au. Will\Oll1 .. •crier language. 
fondina could be cut from this program and the FWS will be unable to recover wolves and wolves 
will have lesser pro1ection due to their "non-e=n1ial. expcrimcmal" <l,IU$. 

If the FWS determines that a wolf population exists in eilhcr area, the followcng changes 
•hould be made toallcmalivc 2 and natural recovery crfonsshould begin immediA1cly. First. "Nano· 
ral Recovery" docs not mean "No Actioo.• The Men Lana recovery program is 1tSing natural re<ovcry 
and il ha• been very ac1ivc. Perhaps you me.in "No Lei:al Action?" We have no problems with the 
noiuml rr.covery plan cxccp1 !here seems to be a serious problem with the Idaho <!ale office of 1hc 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service accually implemen1ing this plan. Thi~ is1hc same plnn that has been'" 
cx.istcncc since 1987 and it Ms never been fully jmp!errn;ntet] in Idaho durinr the la<! sjx ye.a!}. [[ 
lhe FWS adopls this p!an for ld~ho. we request ~hat all manageme<1l and fonding for ld3ho wolf 
recovery be the responsibility of region 6. through !he Nonbcm Rocky Mountain Wolf Coordinator 
out of Helena. Fundini: for the wolf ponioo of region I'• hudge1 should be alloca!ed directly 
through "'gioo 6. This stmtcgy has workod suo::cssfully for griuly bear management by reducing 
government duplicn1ion and waste and hy improving lhc coordina1ion aud consistency of recovery 
actions. In addition, tbe FWS dt<Xdd indadc lhe optloti of ugmentlllg Ibo wolf pop11lation iD 
rithft" :tftll. if •"C"""'tatlon wonld t.H..fit lhe ttCOYft"Y or-hes. 

Naturally occuring wolves should n:iain full non-cxperimcnial endangered species •Latus 
Since the BS team does not h.fjcve wolves are n:·C<t•bli~bing in Idaho and Yellows10nc. classifying 
natumlly <>e<:uring wolves as noo-expcrimcntal should r>OI be a problem. We suppott lhc rest of 

Al1emative I. w;!h the.., amcndmcnls previously sl:Uc<I. 

Altcmalive 3 is in dir<:<:1 violation of Ille Endangered Specie< Act andc:in not legally be •Uppo<!cd 
by Ille U.S. Fist! & Wildlife Service w1hc Nation•I Park Service. 

Al1emativc 4 is in dir<:<:l violaloon or the Endangered Species Act and can not legally be supported 
by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service or the National Park Service. 

Alternative 5 i• a very obvious •!!empt to counter tit<: radical "No Wolf" al1emative. It is nOl our 
"Augmcnlation" plan. Allemativc 5 will likely i~reasc <:<>n1roversy. is politically unocoeputbl< and 
contains many clements thal arc biological!y unncccss.~ry for wolf recovery. 

In additioo. The Wolf Recovery Foundallon has worked closely wi1h 11\f; NCl. Perce Tribe •nd wishes 
lo add nut support of their comments and •uggestions sent to you by S:tmuel Penney. Chairman or 
the Nc7. c>.:rceTribal Executive Committee. Our support includes recognition or the cultural volue of 
!he wolf lo the Native American people. de.irrecognition oft he Nez Perce Tribe's treaty rights, 
funding a tnist fund fo• the Tribe'• management authority. de$ignation of na1urally <>e<:urring wolves 
"'non-expcrimcnrol, challenging and di•pelling myths about wolvc• through public information and 
educaHon prog"1ms. and providing valid scientific ro8SOning for defining an established wolf 
"population.• We believe 3!1 oft he questions and comments asked by !he Ne~ Pcn:cTribc an:: 
rclcvaot and imponanl to the issue and would appuciatc receiving your response to theircooccms 

Sincerely. 

Sutonne Lovcrty, Director 
The Wolf Rccovery Foundation 
P.O. Box 793 
Soi ... 108370! 

CC: Bn><c Babbin. Secretary of the Interior 
Mollie Beanie. Oircclor. U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
George Framp(on. Assimn1 Secretory. Fish. Wildlife and Prtrks 
Charles Hayes. Ne7. Perce Tribe 
Congrcssmatl LJ!rry LaRucco 
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012183 ·= AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
12570IJH•ll.VENUE•l>»IXlllOOl;•IWN0JS·il(J(l68•rJ02)3*5100•F/l.X(Jtt)~ 

aoQ.............O~N<JtSW•SIJIJllll»•""""""JO'<OC•>0»•·=-•'1U<_,.,..__ 

Mr. Ed Bangs 
Pro~! Leatkr 
YNP and Cenual Idaho Gray Wolf EIS 
U.S. Fish &. Wildlife Service 
P.O. Bo~ 8017 
Helena, Montana 59601 

Dear Mr. Bangs: 

Oc:tober 14, 1993 

We lie et1elosing the commenis of the American Farm Bureau Federa1ion on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Satern;nt on tM ReinlrQduction of gray Wolve& to Yellowstone National 
Parle and Central Idaho tar )'OUT consideration. 

we appreciate the opponunity w COIMlent on the Dnift EIS 

Sincerely, 

Richard L. Krause 
Assistant COunse! 

l$.f1SH&lillbllitSE1m,1 

OCT! 9 m9J 
JIFllY ES FID.D Offlt£ 

COMMENTS OF THE AMERICAN FARM BUREAU FEDERATION 
ON A DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENr 
TO INTRODUCE WOLVES INTO YELLOWSTONE PARK 

The American Fann BUJeau Federttion (AFBF) it pleued to offer its commenu on the Draft 
Environmental Impact Statement concerning introduction of wolves Into Yellownone Plllk 
and ita environ.s. 

Unfortunately, the i"llC of wolf inll'Oduction hu now becomo moro po!ltieal and 
emotional than scientific. M a retult, iMre have been a number of scientific 1hom:uts th&I 
have been taken on !hit iisue that llJ!denni~ the fcaslb!lity and credibility of the entin1 

'""""'' 
We 1ubmilltd coniroents in the scoping pl'OCCM describing a number or buic scientific 

and legal lssuc:s that sbo\lld have been completely and adequately add!esscd BEFORE the 
doeision to even prepare m Environmental Impact Statement it made. A copy or our scoping 
eomments are auached h=to u Attachment A, and should be inoorpomcd into these 

I 
comments u if they were fully set forth In this document. Not only were these concerns not 
~. but they m not adequately addressed In the Diaft BIS. The fallure to address 

J these lssuc:s -ienden the Draft EIS legally and factua.lly inadequate, and in violation of the 
provision. of the National Environrnel'ltal Policy Act {NEPA). 

In fiCt, many of the rnOtC important and difficult bsuu regarding wolf Introduction 
were not even eonslde~ in the Draft EJS. The list of i5'uc:s not evaluated !n the Draft EIS 
i1 found at page 1·17, and con!al111 many ltemS that m critical for the Usue of wolf 
introduction. 

L HUMAN HEALTH AND SAFETY 

For e:wnple, the Wue of wolf Impacts on human health and safety cavalierly bn.isl'lu 
ulde valid and !egithnate concerns. Prior Sta.tements on wolf !nrroduction have said that 
thete has never been a da:umen!ed human ~th retulting from wolves. We note tha1 this 
statcmenl (since prove11 to be In error) has been tempenl([ in the Draft EIS. This is quit& 
di.11urbing 10 those Jiving in and uound the wolf area, which i!l(ll~ the entil'c state of 
Wyt""'..J!>~. 

Bui wolves ean affect human health and ufoty In ways other than by direct auacl<. As 
canid$, wolvu can and often do cmy di~ such as rabies that aro deadly to huma!\8. in 
addition, wolves itnportOd from Canada may cmy diseues or insects that would be new to 
tho United States and for which no antidoto may be known. 

The FWS owes It to tbe hundred$ of tbouWICU of people Jiving In the affected area 
(including the entire State of Wyoming) u well 8lJ to the thousand.1 of tourists to the 
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1. Thank you for your comments. There was an 
exhaustive and thorough scoping process that 
identified a wide range of issues related to wolf 
reintroduction. The Farm Bureau's comments 
were incorporated into that process (See Chap
ter l, Scoping oflssues). While all issue were 
considered, some were not evaluated further be
cause they were based on misinfonnation, were 
subsets or slight variations of other issues that 
were considered in detail, or were not signifi
cant to the decision being made. The reasons 
issues were or were not evaluated further were 
discussed in detail in Chapter l, Scoping of Is
sues. The sheer volume of comment received 
during development of the proposal and the DEIS 
made it unreasonable to respond specifically to 
every issue in every letter. 

2. Healthy wild wolves pose no significant threat 
to people (See Appendix 14). Like any mam
mal, wolves can contract rabies or other diseases 
that could potentially be transmitted to humans. 
However, the issue was thoroughly investigated 
and conclusions discussed in Chapter 1, Scoping 
of Issues, Impact of Wolf Recovery on Diseases 
and Parasites and Impact of Wolf Recovery on 
Human Safety/Health (also see Appendix 14 and 
15). 

3. As required by law, the EIS fully evaluated 
the potential effect of wolf recovery on other 
listed species, including woodland caribou, and 
found there was likely to be no significant im
pact (Please see Chapter 1, Scoping of Issues, 
Impact on other Endangered Species and Appen
dix 7). 

4. While there is some scientific debate about 
the potential nwnber and type of subspecies of 
gray wolves that historically inhabited the Nonh
em Rocky Mountains, wolves were certainly 
native to the park. Furthennore, there is little 
concern that hybridization will be a significant 
impact to wolf recovery because it has not been 
a significant factor to gray wolf populations any
where else in Nonh America where wolves, coy
otes, and dogs coexist (Please see Chapter 1, 
Scoping of Issues, Wolf subspecies, Wolf/dog/ 
coyote hybridization, and Wolves not native to 
Yellowstone Park). 

5. The issue of wolf subspecies is very confus
ing to many people who are not familiar with 



• 

21 Yellowstone area and to the intermountain region lO 1horoughly expl~ and examine the 
po,1sible health and safeiy risks that might e~ist if wolves m: introduced to the area. 

3 

1L IMPACT OF WOLVES ON OTHER LISTED SPECIES, 

The Draft EIS abo indicates that it will not evaluate the impaci of introduced wo!ve1 
on olhu Ii.sled species. Thi.I is a somewhat startling omission. since evah1a1ion of impacu on 
listed specie& is vinually required by the Endangered Species Act in conjunction with NEPA. 
h is evw more surprising because the Draft ElS descri~ at lea.st two known conflicts. 

The most critical potential conflict ~bed in the Draft E[S is with the woodland 
ciribou herd in central Idaho. The =very plan for that species calls ii one of the more 
endangered unguloces in Nonh America. II al!o 1ay1 that primary pr«latom of the caribou are 
wolves and grizzlies. Why put this herd at ri1k by in!roducing a known predator into !ts 
lu;bitat? Nor is it enough io say, as does the biologiea! opinion accompanying the Draft EIS, 
th.at there is "no jeopardy" because offending wolves can be removed. That will not save the 
caribou herd--the damage will already have been done. 

The Draft EIS alro ia~ that wolves have been known to kill griuly bean, and lO 
compete with griuliu for cc<1ain food soul'Ce$. That in and of itself is 1ufficien1 io trigger 
an evaluation of the pos1ib!e impact.I of wolf inlIOduction on griuliu. 

These are only two cuer where further 1rudy and evaluation ;, miuired With the 
wolf at the top of the food chain, its introduction will have an impact on every member of the 
plant and animal kingdom lower than ii. These effects might not be din'!ct impacts. but these 
ipeciu will be affected nonetheles.s. This proposal presents a prime oppor1unily for the 
Secretary to consider the "ecosystem approllcil." 10 listed species protection that he has been 
advocating. We submit that an evaluation of the cumulative impacts of wolf introduction on 
listed specie:i b an opportune place !O start. 

We submit that the Draft ms (!()Cl not adequately address the imparn of wolf 
introduction on other endangered or threatened 1pecie11. It has not adequately considered the 
wolrs pla<::c: at the top of the food chain, and the con1equcn1 direct and indirect effccu to 
every species below ii whCll the balance of natun'! is changed. Bec1u1e wolves u a specit1 
are not in danger of extinction or endangerment, it ls particularly important that these 
potential conflicts be identified and resolved to the advantage of species that may become 
extinct. 

Ill. IMPACTS OF HYBRIDIZATION 

Scx:tion 10(jX2)(A) of the Endangered Species Act authorizes release of a listed 
specie11 outside its current range only if• the Secretwy detennines that such release will 

forlhcr the conservation of the specie.i." The species at isiue, as stated in the recovery plan, 
is the gray wolf. As indicated below, (I) the specific~ of wolf that is planned !or 
introduction into Yellowstone never actually inhabited the area, and (2) there ii ample 
evidence that wolve.! are very susceptible \0 cro11-brecdin& wilh coyOTCS and feral dogs. 
~by dccrea,ing the available icne pool for "n'!COvery" of the specie.1. A fundamcmta! 
question that must be a~sed ii whether translocating wolve.i to a strange habitat where 
they never <":isled and increasing the opponunities for cross-breeding will "promote the 
recovery of the 1pecies." We suggest that this action wiU not conscrvc the species, but rather 
act io dilu1e the genetic purity o! the gray wolf. It maru liule M:nsc io take wolves from a 
$e<.:un'!. comfonable habilll and put them into a strange new environment and 111bjec1 them to 
ClOIS·breeding. 

We submit that the Vcr'f =l possibility of CJOS$•breeding with feral dogs and coyotes 
is a very M:rious concern that 1hould be completely evaluated in the Draft EIS. 1'b<= Draft 
EIS 111tes that in "research from a.eas wM"' lhcsc two specier (wolves and coyoteS] overlap, 
few, if any, 1peclmens with hybrid physical charactmstia have been documented." However, 
a U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service Tcx:hnica! Bulletin dated April, 1990, described thal over SO% 
of the wolves that it tested from Nonhcrn Minnesota~ coyote-wolf hybrid). There can be 
little doubt that a significant amount of gene inirogrcs.sion between wolves, coyotea and feral 
dogs is occurring, and in fact might be more than commonplace. 

There is no reuon 10 suggest that the same cross-breeding would not occur in wolve.i 
that are inttoduced into the Yellowstone Park area. e.ipecially given the paucity of other 
wolve1 th.at will be present in the beginning. By contrast. thcr& are large numbers of coyotes 
and feral dogs that are potential ma1t1 for these wo!ve.i. 

The poin1 is: If pure &raY wolve.1 are taken from a stable. comfonable environment 
and transplanicd into completely new surroundings, replete with coyote.I Md feral dogs. there 
i1 some very tcri0\1$ scientific doubt as to whether such a move wou!d enhance the 
con!Cl"Vation of the 1pccic.s. 

We submit that by providing putc wolver with the oppominity lO cross-breed. where 
th.at opponunity might not have otherwise eitisted in the old habim. weakens the genetic 
viability of the gray wolf species. Such actions can t1tu1 in no way be consll\led u enhncing 
the "conlCl"Vation" of the gray wolf when the move is sowing the seeds for it.s cvencual 
hybridization. 

This problem is even more acuic because hybrids are not specifically recognized u 
being protec:ed under the Endangered Specitl Act. 

Bcx:ause the 1pccie11 "gray wolf" is not threatened with <":linction u a whole (and in 
fact is thriving in many places) transplantation is not ner:eoisary for the survival of the species. 
Why take an action. that might aciual!y threaten the genetic viability of this specie111 Such an 
actiOn u is being proposed could ca.Illy be construed u a section 9 "taking" under the Act. 
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taxonomic study and the taxonomic history of 
the gray wolf. This issue is important to the un
derstanding of wolf recovery efforts in the Nonh
em Rocky Mountains of the U.S. and was ex
amined in detail including scientific peer review 
(Please see Chapter I, Scoping of Issues, Im
pact of Wolf Recovery on Wolf subspecies). 

6. Wolves are a highly adaptive species and can 
utilize a wide variety of habitats and prey items. 
Wolves taken from almost any area of Nonh 
America could learn, adapt, and thrive in the 
nonhem Rocky Mountains of the U.S. within a 
relatively short time frame (a few years or gen
erations). A peer review of potential reinttoduc
tion techniques (Please see Appendix 4) indicated 
that the greatest opportunity for a successful re
inttoduction would occur if wild wolves, that 
were accustomed to preying on elk and deer in 
mountainous habitat (or possibly bison), were 
used for reinttoduction. The best place to ob
tain wolves for reintroduction into the 
Yellowstone and centtal Idaho areas would likely 
be areas in the Rocky Mountains of Alberta and 
British Columbia. If a reinttoduction were to 
occur, the specific areas where wolves would be 
captured would have to be closely coordinated 
with Canadian authorities. A review of the ef
forts to locate wolf and wolf pack activity in the 
YellowstoneareaisdocumentedinAppendix 12. 

7. Please see the above responses to similar con
cerns expressed by the Sierra Club (Please see 
Chapter 5, Responses to example letters, Sierra 
Club). 

8. The proposal was developed with a high level 
of coordination with state and local involvement 
(Please Chapter 5, Consultation and Coordina
tion of the Proposal and EIS). Any potential 
regulations (such as nonessential experimental 
population rules) developed as a result of this 
EIS would undergo further public review and 
NEPA compliance as required by regulation. 
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With rccem ldvances in ~netics, much of the infomiation on hybridiutlon hu O!lly 
come to light since the Recovery Plan was adopted in 1987. We submi1 that !his is a WlY 
scriool question Iha\ dc$el'Ves a e~ful &nd detailed analysis in the EIS. 

IV. IMPACTS ON SUB.SPECIES 

Vert substantial issues have been ral$«1. regarding the fact thai the panicular 1ype of 
wolf that OllCe inhabited the Yc!!ownone Park area is e~linct, and that wolves WJeted for 
introdu<:tion would be pll.Ced in area1 outSide t!i¢ir probable historic range, in violation of the 
Endangered Species AcL The un.subsu.ntiltcd and unreferenced allcgation1 !hat too many 
sub-spec~ of wolves Md been ~viOU11ly identified doea not adcqouely addrcl1 the i1111e. 

51 This is nue especially in light of the fact that the wolf Iha! ante Inhabited !he area Ji different 
than the ones ro be introduced. We raised the3e issues in the scoping proce". 

The differences between the type of wolves that once lived in the =a and the ones 
that will be inirod11ced raises Other prob!cms of a biological nature !hat have not been 
addressed in lhe Draft EIS. ThU relales to the diffe= in the environment in which the 
Introduced wolve.i will be pl&ed. 

The J)rait EIS swes tl!a1 wolvea will be itnponed from Canada for introduc:tion. We 
ti..ve already discu$Wl above the possible impacl!I of such a move on human hcal!h and 
safety. But~ are also pote11tially adverse impacts on the wolves u well. For example, 
just u tbe$c wolves could impon new diseases and parnsites into !he United States, so also 
could !hese lmportod. wolves pick: up new disea$eS and pim1sites native to the Intem10untain 
Jegion. In addition, !hcJe has been no evaluation u to how or if the imported wolves will 
9dapt 10 their new surroundings. 

The Draft BIS has clone no analysi1 of the differences in habltau whue diffo:ient 
wolves might be imported. Because wolYet are found over vast and diffen:nt areas in 
C4nadl, Alaska and even Minneso1a, it WOl!ld be beneficial to also provide and evaluate 
different al1ernativei as to wh= the inlfOduced wol"" Ollght to come from. 

I 
We 111bmit that the EIS should {l) lllle where the wolvet will be imponed from, {2) 

6 thoroughly comp_uc their nativ_e ~1bi1a: with ~ i:cw hlbitat, and (3) evaluaie t~ impacu of 
the different env1ronments. Thu issue ts of cntical unporWlCe to the suceen or fa1\uJe of the 
entire proposal. 

V. THE DEIS PROVIDES NO COMPENSATION FOR LIVESTOCK LOSSES 

While substantial questions remain as to whether the propo$Cd introduction will benefit 
the wolf,~ is no quettioo about !ts effects on area farmers and ranchcrs-.wQ!vcs will lti!l 
livestock:. 

A re«nt report from the F'uh & Wikllife Service in Minn~ta Siii.tea that ~ ii 
much greaier wolf predation on livestock than in prcvi011s Y~. and the pfedalion nte !s 
>nercaslng anm1ally. The rising ntes of livestock: predation foreed the Service to rc-<!xamine 
and re-define some of the factors it uses ln deienninlng and predicting livestock lo= from 
wolves. We have auached a copy of this repon to our full swement, and Uk: that it be 
included in the =oni 

The report also n()ICS the differences between furn and ranch operations in Minnesota 
and those in the Wcstcm United StateS. According to this report, a look: al those diffc=cc.i 
"might suggest a higher nte of depredations outside of Minnesota." This conftnns our worst 
fcan abou1 livwock: 1'"SC$ around Yellowsione Parl: if wolves are inlroeluccd. 

The Draft EIS promises protcetion for ranchers, but those promi5CI arc empty. For 
example, promises of compellsation for livestoek: !ruses do not come with an enfoo:cab!c 
mechanism f« claims. 'The private fund for compensation of losses ls at the whim of 
propone11u of wolf introduction. and there is no guarantee that the fund will continue once 
iniroduction occurs. Further, such fund rtquircs stringent proof of losses that many ranchcn 
will be unable to meet. ~is also no guarantee !hat adequate funds will be available for 
full compensation to evecy rancher ;uffcring losses. Without a guaranteed commitment to 
pay for losses and the funding to adequately COmpell- them, the promises mean nothing. 

The problems with government compensation programs is l!luatrated by the experience 
with the Minnesota wolf compensation program. Ranchers say 1ha1 this program hu so much 
red tape with considerable delays in payment, if there are any funds at all, th&1 most affected 
~hers do not eve11 app!y for compensation. 

There is vinually no citance of ac:ccptance of 11n in!l"Oduction program withoot a 
program to compellSate farmers, ranehcrs and others for losses caused by lniroduced wolves. 
Losses for which compensation mull be provided should not on!y include livestoek losses. 
Compensation should also be provided for property damages, pcnooal injury, and "tak!og• of 
private property under the Fifth Amendment. 'The proposed program provides no guarantees 
of that compensation. Paymen1 for loucs due tO in!l"Oduccd wolves is the responsibility of 
the foderal. governmenL 11 has no control over the administration or existcnee of a private 
fund. The federal government cannot provide wuranccs that claims will be paid out of 1he 
private fund., or c~n !hat the private fund will be in existence after ~gulations are 
pruooulgo~. Th;;;<.:~ nct':ing ~;icy !he ;iri'!~!e =n1ity f= te.."??'.in!ting t.'>: fund. 

The federal government muSI come up with ano!hcr plan for compensation if the 
proposal is to have any chance for accepwice. The only way for an adequate program t0 
exi11 is If !he federal government conttob th~ funding and guarantees payment for losses. 

VI. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CANNOT GUARANTEE 
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"EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION" DESIGNATION. 

The propo1ed introduction would unleash a poW<:rful and demuciive animal over a 
vecy wide ranging area (including the entire slate of Wyoming). Wilhou1 lhe ability to 
prolecl themselves and !heir properly from damage, and to re<;eive compensation when 
damage/destruciion occurs, n"idems would t>e placed al great personal and economic peril. 
A• it fa, tlm peril is p=nt even if government safeguard.! are included. 

The govemmen1's chief selling point for lhe inlrOduction program is the fact !hat lhe 
introduced wolves will t>e designated an "experimental population" pursuam 10 lhe 
Endangered Species Act The government claims chat such a designation will enable it 10 
provide more flexible r.ianagemem regulations, such as allowing individuals to "lake" wolves 
1ha1 are caught preying on live3tock or innicting olher property damage. But, as indicated 
below, lhe government cannot assure 1he public, on !he basis of the Draft EIS, lha1 1he 
planned introduciion would qualify as an "experimental population." 

An introdoced population would qualify as an experimental population only if it "is 
wholly separate geographically from nonexperimemal populations of !he urne species." FWS 
regulaiions further slate: 

"Where pan of an experimental populacion overlaps with natural populations of the 
same species on a particular occasion. buc is wholly separa1e al other time.i, specimens 
of the e~pcrimental population will not be recognized as such in the area of overlap." 
(50 CFR 17 .80) 

This has become a significant issue in !he introduction debate due lo recent evenis in and 
around Yellowstone P11k. 

The first even! was lhe accidental killing of• wolf around lhe Yellowsione area. 
After monlhJ of analysis, this waJ positively identified a.! a wolf, who.ie presence alw proves 
the pre&enC<! of natural wolves in lhe area. This discovery would appear to preclude the 
designation of an "experimental population" for introduced wolves. 

Anoiher event was the pouible discovery of a wolf in and around Yellowstone Park 
This discovery was app,vently documenled in video. If true, t!ie effec1 of such a discovery 
would be lo preclude designation of any introduced wolf population as an "experimental 
population" under Section 10 {i)(l) of 1he Act. Any incroduced wolves would occupy 1he 
same geographic locaiion as the ocher wolf, lhus precluding "experiment.al" designation. 

Any presence of wolves in Yellowstone Park would significantly affect 1he range and 
scope of alternatives thac have been identified and which might be discuSlled in an 
Environmental Impact Siatemenl (EIS). A confmned presence of wolves would require a 
reevaluation of the stated need for introduction, 'llld perhaps require that the recovery plan be 
amended 10 reflect !his ~hanged condition. For purposes of an EIS a naiural presence of 

wolves would cenainly change the management considera!ions for each allemative, at lhe 
very least. 

Compounding ~problem presented by !he new wolf is the face that !his wolf was 
videotaped traveling with a coyote. Wolf-coyote incerbreeding in Minnesota and pares of 
Canada has been well dcx:umemed, and it is encirely ponible thal the two canids seen in 1he 
videoiape have maied. If !hat is 1he case, the release of pure wolves from Alaska or C.anada 
into a situation where 1hey are likely to hybridiu wiih coyo!es might noi be in the be.It 
intcresis of the conservation of the species. Section IO G)(2) re<jOires that before any release 
of any species the FWS must decemune "that such release will further the conservation of the 
species.· Bastardiz.ing the genetic viabilily of gray wolves by putting pure wolves into a 
sicuacion where 1hey might hybridize with coyotes or other f~ral dogs docs not seem to 
"further !he conservation" of the species. In any event, a decennination all !O whether the 
planned introduciion will conserve 1he species mus1 be made--based on credible scientific 
evidence--before decidiog to propose a particular course of action. 

A second evem ·;vas the accidemaJ killing of a wolf around 1he Ye!lowsione area. 
After months of analysii, chis was positively identified as a wolf, whose presence also 
indicates !he possible p<esence oi natural wolves in the area. 

It is. of coune. entirely possible 1hat the videotaped wolf ancVot the killed wolf W<:re 
illegally released from captivi1y. The scatus of these animals has a significant bearing on the 
course oi action that might t>e caken with respect to 1he "reinlioduction:· We suggest that 
before !Uing any furlher action on the EIS, lhe FWS should investigate the alleged sighting 
and have conclusive scientific proof as IO ihe namre and origin of the sighted creature, and 
whether ii has produced any offspring. Jn !his case, it is vel)' important to get all of the facu 
before charting a course of aciion. 

To date, liitlc has been done by the FWS w invcstigue the pos.iible presence of 
naiuraJ wolves in 1he Ye!lowstone area. This inaction by the government cast$ serious doub19 
over the C<!rtainty of an "e~perimen1al population" designation for wolves inlrOduced in 
Yellowstone. For if !here are wolves already there by nacural processes, then the incroduced 
wolves will not t>e afforded e~perimemat stMus according to FWS n:gulation. 

The proposal defines a naturally occurring population as a confirmed breeding pair of 
wolves. But even thal is noc enough to save the designation. Agency n:gulations do noi 
define a "popula1ion." 

We scrongly suspect 1hat the final arbiter of whether any introduced wolves qualify as 
an "experimental population" will be some coon. If lhe court rules tha1 ii is not an 
experimental population, then the agency has unleashed cndailgered predators on the genen\ 
public wichoui providin& ihem • means of protcciing themsel~es or !heir property. Given the 
circumstances, tho poter.tial losses are mo gn:al lo privlle property owners to introduce 
wolves under a very 1pecious mantle of protcction that is far from certain. 
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Not intrQducing wolves will not gutrantoc the loss of the spede.i. However, 
inuodllCing wolves will resd1 in the k>R of some livestock ranches. 

VIL ANY EXPERrMENTAL POPULATION MUST 8A VE THE SUPPORT OF 
THE LOCAL COMMUNITY. 

Lost in cM poli~ IX irnroducticm i.8 !he /Wization irur ii affec11 m ez>omlO<ll a:u. 
The entire sttte of Wyoming is put of the proposed experimental &Ma. M~ than 30 percent 
of the affceted land area (including 50% of the entire state of Wyoming) is in private 
ownership, and anothu significant amount of affeeted land is federal land whete livestoek 
grazing is pemtlued. 

Agency regulations iequirc: "The Fuh & Wildlife Service shall consult with 
approprirue ru.te fish and wildlife agencies, local governmental entities, affected ~ral 
agencies and affected privatt: landowners in developing and implementing experimental 

I 
population lll!c.s." (SO CFR 17.81) The same regulation statcS tha1: "Any regulation 
promulgated punuant ro thil section 1hall, to the maximum extent practicable, reyresent an 

Q agreement bet"'"n the Fish & Wildlife Ser.ice, the aff«:ted State and Federal agencies, and 
0 persons holding any inieresl in land which may be affected by the establishment of an 

experimental population.• The Draft E!S fails 10 discuu this requitemen1 in tcnns of the 
proposed al!Cmative. 

Appendix 3 10 the DTaft EIS clearly demon11r11tu that less than one-half of people in 
the affected three states want wolves introdueed Re.1idenu: in ~ that are most affected by 
wolf lntroduetion are even 1110re opposed to the idea. The ~agn:c:ment" tequ~ by Fish & 
Wildlife Service regulations is clearly lacking. ft would appear that the "agweme1u• required 
by the n:gula.tions is e$peclally ilnportant when the species m be introduced i1 a taree and 
dans;erous predator like the gray wolf. 

CONCLUSION 

Wolf introduction is a complex and contentious inue. It involves turning loose a 
dominant prtdatoly animal that will forever change the face of the Yellowstone Park area and 
any other aru where it might roam. 

An undertakfog of this magnirude demands an1wen to a number of questions -- both 
lepl and p~tical. These ;ubstantive issues have been raised by many eommcntcn, 
includine the American Fal!ll bureau Federation, at several stages in the courn of the 
introduction debate. Thus rar, the questions have been ignomi and the answers unrcsporuhe. 

Regretfully, the Draft EIS continues this history. Many basic questioos dealing with 
the legal juHification for any proposed introduction and whether introduction might even be 
in die bes! in1eresi of WQJf cooscTValkm have been ignored, and expmu!y llOf d.lscmsed 10 

any degree !n the Draft EIS. 

In addition, =nt !ightings of posiible naturally oecuning wolves in Ycllowstone
events that should have sparked scrieus investigation bcelW~ of their signifiean1 impact on 
introduction-TI1i$ed rwy a blip of activity. As a result, promises made by the agency to 
farmers and rancben regarding special managemeni options and compcnsatioo for livestock 
l0$t to wol"CS now ring empty, bceauJC the agency Ci!llllO! enfoice them. 

lt it clcu that introduction is not rtoquired to save the wolf pursuant m the Endangcn:d 
Species Aet. In f1C1, wolf introduction bas little if anyihing to do witli the Endange<ed 
Species Act. There is even no usurance tha1 the wolf as a species will bcnefi1 from the 
proposed introduction. wta1 is ceru.in !1 tha1 introduced wolves will prey on livestock, and 
oould result in rWcs to human health and safety. 

The Draft BtS is cle.arly inadequate from bolh a facrual and legal standpoint. We 
suggest that until tlic EIS grapples with the difficuh issues we have raised in lhese and 
previous comments, it will remain inadequate. 
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Helena, Montana 59601 

Re: Co10?0ents On The Dn1tt Environmental Impact 
Statement For The Reintroduction Of Gray 
Wolv•s To Yello.,stone National Park And 
Central Idaho. 

Dear Mr. Bang:<: 

Mountain States Legal Found"tion ("MSLF"), on b"half of 
itself and its members, respectfully submit& the follo;iinq 
co,.,.ents on the Craft Environmental Iinpact Statement For The 
Reintroduction Of Gray Wolves To Yellowr;tone Nation"l P"rk And 
central Id"ho ("OEIS"l · 

STl!TEMENT or U!TEJ!EST 

MSLF is a non-profit, public interest leqal found .. tion 
organi•ed under the l.,;is of the Stnte of Colorado. MSLF is 
dedicated to the defense and prciservation of individual liberty, 
the right to 0 .,n and use property, liinited government, and the 
free enterprise. syste111. MSLF's "'eiubers include. businesses and 
individuals who live, o"n property, and/or "'ork in nAarly evAry 
st"t'" in th" union. Most importantly, many t>!SLF ,..,11\bers live, 
own property, and/or work in Wyoming, Idaho, and Montana. These 
"'""'bers depend upon thB f11dBral and privatB lands "'ithin the 
Yellowstone and Central Idaho areas tor their livBlihoods. Thus, 
these members "'ill bB adversely affected by the introduction of 
wolv"s in Yellowstone National Park (Park") and the Central Idaho 
area. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife servicB ("FWS") proposes to 
estllbli"h a "nonessential BXpBriment<1l population" of qray "'olve.s 
in both the Yello.,stone and CBntral ld<1ho areas under the 
authority of section lO(j) of the Endanqered Specha Act ("ESA"I, 
16 u.s.C. !I 1539(j) ("Proposed Alternative"). DEIS at 2-4 to 2-
5. To establish these "nonessential 11xp11rimental p0pulations,• 
the FWS propoae.s to capture qr"y wolv•B in Canad" and releaae 
them in the P<1rk llnd thB Central Idaho area. I!!,. "t 2-8. The 
Proposed Alter"tive ia not only ill-advised, but ia also 
unl.,.,ful. 

I• TB!: FWS I.ACM TBll STATUTORY AU'l'KORITY TO IMPLEMENT TB!: 
PROPOSKD ALTERATIVI!. 

In 1978, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife ServicB ("FWS"), under 
the authority of Section 4 of the. <:SA, l6 u.s.c. !I 1533, listed 
the qray "'olf as "n endanqered species in the lo.,er 48 states, 
except Minnesot.,, whBre the FWS listed it as " thrB.,tened 
species.U 43 Fed. Reg. 9607, 9612 (Karch 9, 1976). 
Significantly, thfl qr"y "'olf is neither listed as f!nd.,ngered, 
thre"tenBd, in Canada. 50 C.F.R. 17.ll; .11.H Al..t.2 43 Fed. Req. 
9606. 

11 
The ESA requires th"t all federal aqencies "conserve" listed 

species. 16 U.S.C. § l53l(c) (1). The ESA defines conserve, as: 

[T)he use of all methods and procedures "hich ara 
necessary to bring <1ny endanqered species or thr11 .. tened 
speoies to the point at which the "'easures provided (by 
the ESA] are no longer necessary. Such methods and 
procedures include, but are not linited to, llll 
activities associated ;iitb scientific resources 

~:~if:~"~~~~~~ ti~n r:~~"~~~~t~~~~~:; ~;~P:~!~i~~~e7~ ~e 
trapping, and tr"nsplantation, and in the extraordinary 
Clise where population preo;;sures "'ithin a given 
ecosystem cannot be othervise relieved, may includ"
regUlated taking. 

l6 u.s.c. i l532(J). Thus, under the ESA, the f\'IS has a duty to 

U The ESA define,; an. endangered species as "any species "hich 
i,; in danger of extinction throuqhout all or a significant 
portion of its r"nqe ... ·" 16 U.S.C. i 15J2(6). By contrast, 
the ESA defines a threatened species as "any species which is 
likely to become an endangered species "'ithin the foreseeable 
future throughout all or a siqnificant portion of its range." l.6 
u.s.c. § l532(20). 
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I. Thank you for your comments. ESA requires 
that all federal agencies "conserve" listed spe
cies ... using all methods and procedures which 
are necessary ... procedures include but are not 
limited to .. .live trapping and transplantation. 
Animal reintroduction is a widely used, scien
tifically accepted, and a very successful wildlife 
management technique. Reintroduction has been 
one of the most important techniques used to 
restore many of the wildlife species in North 
America, such as bighorn sheep, elk, moose, 
geese, turkeys, and many types of fish, to name 
only a few. The FWS and cooperators have ob
tained or reintroduced various species (adults, 
young, and eggs) from other countries that are 
listed in the ESA such as Mexican wolves, griz
zly bears, woodland caribou, whooping cranes, 
and peregrine falcons, to facilitate recovery pro
grams in the U.S. The FWS believes that coop
eration with other agencies and countries is 
within its authorities under the ESA, particularly 
when such reintroductions involve establishment 
of nonessential experimental populations. 

2. Yellowstone National Park was part of the 
natural habitat of gray wolves in North America. 
Wolf populations were extirpated from the park 
by 1930, and if there was a subspecies of wolf 
unique to that area then it does not now exist 
However, more modem taxonomic studies indi
cate that there were far fewer subspecies of 
wolves than previously believed and the subspe
cies of wolves that historically inhabited the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas were much 
more widely distributed than previously believed. 
Please see Chapter I, Scoping of Issues, Impact 
of Wolf Recovery on Wolves Because Wolves 
Not Were Not Native to Yellowstone National 
Park, and Impact of Wolf Recovery on Wolf Sub
species, and the above response to the Sierra 
Club, for further information. 

3. TheESA defines "endangered species" as any 
species which is in danger of extinction through
out all or a significant portion of its range. 
Wolves are currently absent from about 99% of 
their historic range in the contiguous United 
States. Wolves were listed as endangered spe
cies under the procedures outlined in ESA in 
1974. 

4. The FWS and its cooperators have searched 
for wolves and wolf pack activity for over 20 
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2 

inanaqe the qray wolvos in the lower 48 states in such ll. way so 
that th• protection• ot the ESA are no longer necessary. ~ 
sierra gJ11b v Clnrji;, 577 F, Supp. 783, 789 (D. Minn. 1984) 1 
.ilU..'..J1 in~ Jalj;, 755 F.2d 608 (8th Cir. 1985). 

However, in passing the ESA, congress did not grant 
authority to any :tederal dep.,rtment or a9ency to manage species 
which are not endangered or threatened. Thus, becauae the gray 
wolt in Canada is not andengered or threatened, the FWS lacks the 
statutory authority to capture gray wolves which inhabit Canada 
and release them in the lower 48 states. Thus, sp11cial 
legislation must be passed betore the FWS can imple11ent the 
Proposed Alternativa. 

U. TlU? PROPOS!D ALTERNATIVE WILL VIOLA TB 'l'!IB EBA AND ITS 
IMPLJUIJINTING REGULATIONS. 

The FWS seeks to imple11111nt the Propoaed Altarative under the 
authority of Section lO(j) {2) (A) of the ESA, which provides: 

The secretary .may authorize the release (!Ind the 
related transportation) of any population (including 
'"9'9"· propaqul••, or individuals) ot an endangered 
specias or threataned species outside. tha current range 
of !!uch specie,. if the Secretary detemines that such 
release will further the conservation ot such species. 

16 U.S.c. § 1539(j) (2) (A) (emphasis added). Thus, Section 
lO(j) (2) (A) grants the FWS authority to release gray wolves 
outside ot their "current range." However, that authority is 
limited by the tact that the FllS cen only releaae gray wolves 
into suitable "natural habitat" which is part of their "historic 
range." 50 c.F.R. § 17.Sl(a). Because of this liidted 
authority, the Proposed Alternative will violate the ESA and its 
implementing regulations. 

ll.. Th& Park Is Not Part Of The Gray Wolf•a 
"Natural Habitat." 

The gray wolf originally lived throughout most of North 
/Unerica, including the northern Rocky Mountain& or tha lower 48 
states. However, the gray wolf nevar naturally inhabited the 
Park. T. Mader, !!nn11tnr11l Wolf Tr11n11pl11nt in yellnw5tone 
lil!figpal Pl!rk, 1-9 (1990). Instead, the gray wolf's "natural 
habitat" consisted or the lower elev&tions and the pl&ins areas, 
i·.11.·, wher& prey was abundant. lsl,. It was not until tha early 
l900s' that the gray wolf was driven into the Park by the 
westward 111igration of hu11ums "nd the elimination of the gray 
wolf's prey base. lsl,. Thus, because the Park is not part of the 
gray wolf's "natural habitat," the Proposo;od Alternative will 

violate the ESA and its implementing regulations. 

B. Th• Part. l\nd The Central Idaho Ar•• Ar• Not 
Part Of Tha "Historic Ranqe" Of Th• 
Subspaoies Of Gray 1folf 1fbioh Th• PlfS 
Propoees To Rel•aaa In Tho•• Araaa. 

Under 50 C.F.R. § 17.8l(a), the FWS can only release listed 
species in portions of their "historic range." In the Proposed 
Alternative, the FWS proposes to capture gr&y wolves in Canada 
and release them in the Park and the Cantral Idaho &rea. 
However, the subspecies of the gray wolf that once lived in the 
northern Rocky Mountains of the lowe1; 48 states, ~ l.lm!.l.ll 
~' is extinct. U.S. Fish and Wildlife service, ~ 
Rgcky Mgnnt.itn Wolf Res;gv&ry Pl&n, at 4 {1987). Thus, because 
the Park and Central Idaho araa were never part or the "historic 
range" of the subspecies of gray wolf which the FWS proposes to 
release in those araas, the Proposed Alternative will violate the 
ESA and its implementing regulations. 

III. IMPLEKJl,:N'l'ATION OJ' THB PROPOSED ALTER!t\TIVE IS NOT 
NECESSARY FOR 'l'BE SURVIVAL OF '1'U GRAY WOLF• 

Today, the gray wolf is t'lourishing in North America.U 

3 
Indeed, the number or gray wolves in North America exceeds 
60,000. !! s /\ Toct11y, August 18, 1992 at llA. Specifically, 
there are approximately 55, 000 gray wolves in Canada, between 
5,900 and 7,200 gray wolves in Alaska, and between l,500 and 
1,750 gray wolves in Minnesota. lsl,. Thus, the gray wolf is in 
no danger ot becoming extinct. Therefore implementation of the 
Proposed Alternative is not necessary for the survival of the 
gray wolf .U 

4 
WOLVES CURl!EN'l'LY INilABIT THE YELLOll'S'l'ONB AND CENTRl\L 
IDAHO l\REAS. 

The FllS proposes to designate the released gray wolves and I 
IV. THE FifB SHOULD CONCLU8IV1':Ll' D?;T!:IUIItra 'llll!:Tll!lR GRAY 

I their orcspring as nexperimental populations" under the authority 

U In addition, there are thousands of gi:ay wolves in Asia. 
llbnpdapt Wjldllff!, January/Febi:uary 1993 at l. 

U Furthermore, tax dollars should not be spent to manipulate a 
species fol: the benefit ot 11 raw special interest groups. MSLF 
believes that the interests or the BSA and the public will be 
bettei: served it recovery efforts were directed towards species 
that are actually in need. 
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years without documenting it in either the 
Yellowstone or central Idaho areas. Please see 
Sierra Club response #2 and Appendix 12 for 
additional information. 

5. The gray wolf population in northwestern 
Montana is outside of the proposed nonessential 
experimental population areas for Yellowstone 
National Park and central Idaho. Please see the 
above response #1 to the Sierra Club. 

6. Wolves have been documented to occasion
ally fight with or even kill grizzly bears but such 
instances are rare. A review by grizzly bear and 
wolf biologists throughout North America and 
Europe indicated that grizzly bears and wolves 
coexist and there was no projected impact to griz
zly bear populations that would result from wolf 
population recovery. Please see Scoping of Is
sues, Impacts of Wolf recovery on other endan
gered species and Appendix 7 for further infor
mation. 

7. The EIS took a hard look at the potential ef
fects of various alternatives that address the is
sue of wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone Na
tional Park and central Idaho. Studies on the 
potential effects of wolves go back to 1988. The 
public involvement process was very detailed and 
exhausting and all the potential impacts identi
fied by the public were addressed in the EIS. 
Please see Chapter 5, Consultation and Coordi
nation of the proposal and EIS; Chapter 1, Issue 
and Alternative Scoping; and Chapter 4, Envi
ronmental Consequences for further details. 

8. If the decision involves special regulations 
(such as experimental population rules) then the 
legal process required to develop those regula
tions would be followed. Implementation of any 
experimental population rule would require pub
lishing a draft rule in the federal register, public 
review, appropriate NEPA compliance, and pub
lication of a final rule. However, the EIS does 
clearly state the number and types of wolves that 
would be released as well as all management 
restrictions that might be imposed. Please see 
Chapter 2, . .\!ternative 1, a.rid . .\ppendix 4. 

9. The proposal does not violate the takings 
clause of the Fifth Amendment. Please see above 
response to the American Fann Bureau Federa
tion and Appendix 6. 

10. Healthy wild wolves are not a significant 



4 

of section 10()) (l) of the EsA which provides: 

For purposes of this Subsection, the ten> "experi111Bntal 
population1t !leans any population (including any 
offspring arbing solely therefrom) authorized by the 
Secretary for release under section (10)(j)(2J{A), but 
only when, and at such tiJQe• as, the population is 
yhglly 11epnrntfl g•oarnpblcnlly trnm nonexpgrlmanti'll 
populntion:t g( tile SOD!\ §PflQif!H. 

16 u.s.C. § l539{j) (1) (emphasis added). Thus, under section 
lO(j) (1) of the ESA, the FlfS can designate the J;"eleaaed gri'ly 
wolves ae an 1texperimcmt11l population" only if the released 9ray 
wolves will be "wholly separate geographically from 
nonexperi11ental populationa" of 9ray wolves. .IJ!.; U1l AW 50 
c.r.R. § 17.SO(a). 

However, there is evidence that gray wolv•11 may curt"ently 
inhabit the Yellowstone and centt"al Idaho area!I. Rgcky Hmmt4Jn 
~' Mllt"ch 19, 1993, at 34; JOCk!!QQ Hola Neys, Mat"ch 24, 1993 1 
at 11 I.iJlu:;, November 9, 1992, at 661 Thfl Denver Fo!!t, J'uly 12, 
l992 at l; ™ Alli.P Hm·th .. rn Rpcky Mmmtnio Wpl t R!!QOYQry PlM at 

1

6-10. Even the FWS rec<><;111ize11 that 9ray wolves may currently 

5 
inhabit these areaa. DEIS at l-20. Conaequently, any gray 
wolves released in these aX'Ga!! nay not b• "wholly sepat"ate 
9eoqraphioally" from other gt"ay wolves, and thus cannot be 
designated as ~expet"imental populations." 

Furthel'laore, if gray wolves curt"ently inhabit the 
Yellowstone and Centt"al Idaho at"eas, inple.,entotion of the 
Proposed Alterative will dilute tho genetic viability of the gray 
wolves which cut"rently inhabit these areas. Dilution of the 
genetic viability of a listed specie• cannot be con,.idered 

I 
"conservation" of ths species. Thua, before iJQple1 .. nting any of 

4 the alternatives in the DEIS, the FWS should conclusively 
determine whethet" gray wolves currently inhabit the Yellowstone 
and Central Idaho at"aae. Only in this manner can the FWS ho!)fl to 
avoid future litigation. 

V. IKPt.EKENTATION 01' '1'Bl! PROPOSED llTl!RATIVB Wit.L Rl!SUl.11' 
IN Tm! "TAKING" OP GRIZZLY BEAllB IN VIOLATIOll OP 
SECTION II O:f TP 88A. 

Sine" 1975, the gt"izzly bear (™W ~ hgrrfhj]is) has 
been liated as a threatened species in the lowe:i: 48 states. 50 
c.r.s. § 17.ll(h). The ESA pt"ohibits certain activities with 
respect to endangered and threatened speciee. Fol:" example, 
Section 9 ot the ESA, which applies to both fedet"al and 
nont&daral actions, addressies prohibited actions with respect to 
endangered sipecies. 16 u.s.c. § 153S. Specifically, Saction 
9(a) (l) (B) rakes it unlawful tor any person to "take" any 

end11ng•red species within the United State11.!L 16 u.s.c. S 
1538(a) (1) (B). 

Although the ESA's taking pt"ohihition applies only to those 
species de,.i9nated as endangered, Section 4(d) of the ESA allows 
th• FWS to extend some or all of the "takin9~ prohibitions to 
threatened species. 16 U.S.c. § l533(d). PUrsuant to section 
4 (d) of the ESA, the FlfS pt"omul9ated special re<;JUlotiona to 
provide for the con11•rv<1tion of th• grizzly bear ("Grizzly Beat" 
Re<;JUlation11"). 50 C.F.R. f l7.40(b). The Grizzly Beat" 
Regulations i:aake it unlawful for any person to •take" a 9rizzly 
beat" within the lowar 48 etatea except under certain 
circiastancea. 50 C.F.R. i 17.40(b). 

The Yallowstone Gt"izzly Bear Ecosystem (nYGBE"), which 
includes the Park, ill one of two ecosystems in the lower 48 
states Which contain grizzly be11t"s. U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Servica, Grlgly e.11r RRcpvazy p111n, at (1982). However, if the 

I 
FWS implellents the PToposed Altet"native, 9ray wolves will 
actually kill and injure <;Jt"izzly bears which inhabit the YGBE. 

6 :!ti DEIS at 6-49. Indeed, it ia a well-known fact that gray 
wolves prey upon grizzly bear cubs. Thus, implementation of the 
Pt"oposed Alterative will result in the "taking" of gt"izzly bears 
in violation of Section 9 of th• ESA.U 

VI, AMY DBCillIOll TO IM.l't.EKZNT '1'll!! l'ROl'OllED ALTBlUQ.'l'.tVE 
BASED UPOll' Tim OBIS WILL VIOLATll 'l'H1I KISFJ,. 

saction 102(2) (C) of the Notion"l Enviroruaental Policy Act 
("NEPA") t"equires that all federal agencies "include in every 
recommendation or t"eport on proposals for ... major federal 
actions significantly affecting the quality of tha human 
enviromoent, a detailed stateiient by the r<1sponsible official" 
the envirolllllental i111pacts, idl.·, an envit"onnental impact 
state111ent ("EIS"). 42 U.S.c. § 43n(2) (C). In enacting Section 
102(2) (C), congrasa had two 9oals in mind. First, Section 
102(2) (C) forces the agency to consider every significant 
environmentol iil!.pi'lct of a proposed action. V11rnont Yankee 
N11cls"r Pmrer Cpn> y NRDC, 435 U.S. 519, 553 (1978). Second, 
Section 102 (2) (C) enaut"es that the a<;isncy will inform the public 

!.I The ESA defines "take" as to "hat"ass, hani, pursue, hunt, 
shoot, wound, kill, trap, capture, Ot" collact, OJ;" to attempt to 
sngaga in any such conduct." 16 u.s.C. § 1532(19). 

U FUrthermot"e, implementation of the Pt"oposed Alternativfl will 
also result in the "taking" or the andangat"ed Selkirk Woodland 
caribous in violation of Section 9 of the ESA. ~ DEIS at 6-50. 
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threat to hwnan safety in North America despite 
several stories, old "news" reports, and myths to 
the contrary. Unfortunately, many people con
tinue to confuse the potential threat to human 
safety from wild wolves (virtually none) with 
human injuries inflicted by captive wolves or 
captive wolf/dog hybrids (dogs are estimated to 
injure nearly 200,000people per year in the U.S. 
seriously enough to require medical attention). 
This issue was addressed in detail, please see 
Chapter 1, Scoping of Issues, Impact of Wolf 
Recovery on Human Safety /Health and Appen
dix 15. 

11. Wolves will not destroy ecological balance 
within the park but will in fact contribute to a 
more complete ecosystem. Reintroduction of 
wolves does not violate the National Parle Ser
vice Organic Act but in fact contributes to the 
National Park Service's responsibilities under 
ESA, its Organic Act and National Parle Service 
Policy. Please see Chapter l, Legal Context and 
Chapter 4, Environmental Consequences for fur
ther infonnation. 
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that it considered the environmental impacts in its decision
making process. WA1nhgrg@r v q1th2ljg llctjon of How1dj Felice 
Education prnjact, 454 U.S. 139, 143 (1981). 

Consequently, Section 102 (2) (C) raqui:i:es that the agency 
take a "hard look" at the environmental consequences befo:r-e 
taking a major action. ~ Kleppe v Sierra club, 427 U.S. J9G, 
410 n.21 (1976). Thua, in reviewing an EIS, 11 court must ensure 

7 that the agency has adequately considered and disclosed the 
environmental impacts of its actions and that its decision is not 
"rbitrary or capricious. Baltlmorn Ga:i & Electric co v lfflQC, 
462 U.S. 87, 97-98 (1983) {citing citizen to Pres11tye Overton 
Park Ipg v VolpA, 401 U.S. 410 415-417 (1971). 

A. Tiie TifS J'ail•4 TO Co11•i4er 1.lly Of" Tne 
Bnvirorm.ent•l I11paot11 Of" Th• Propoa•4 
Alternative. 

Prior to implementation of" the proposed Alternative the FWS 
must promulgate special regulations. 16 U.s.c. § 1539(j); ~ 
lli.Q DEIS at 2-5 to 2-6. These special regulations, inter ll..i,A: 

(S]hall, to the maximum extent practicable, represent 
an agreement netween the Fi5h and Wildlit<1 Sarvlce, the 
affected State and Federal agencies and persons holding 
any interest in land which may be atfected by the 
establishment of an experimental population. 

50 C.F.R. § 17.Sl(d). 

In addition, these special regulations shall address, .i.nllI: 
<lll' 

1. Means to identity the "eXperimental 
population," including the nwriber of gray 
wolves to be released; 

2. Management restrictions, protective measures, 
or other special 10anagement concerns of the 
gray wolf. 

J<il 50 c.~.R. § 11.Sl(c). 'llhese 11>;e the two most important 
issues that the FWS has to consider. However, to date, the FWS 
has not even drafted proposed regulations which address these 
issues.~ 

Id Granted, in the DEIS, the FWS theorized <>bout these issues. 
Nevertheless, any discussion of these issues is pure conjecture 
until the special regulations are promulgated and placed into 
effect. 

Consequently, without knowledge or: (l) the nlll!l.ber of gray 
wolves to be released; or (2) the manageoumt restrictions to be 
imposed once the gray wolves are released, the FWS could not 
consider, much less adequately consider, any of the envirorunental 

8 impacts ot the Proposed Alternative. Thus, any decision to 
implement the Proposed Alternative based upon the DEIS will 
violate tho NEPA. Only after the FWS promulgates tha special 
regulations can the FWS adegu<>tely considers the environmental 
impacts of the Proposed Alternative. 

9 The FWS did not consider the impacts of the "Proposed I 
1:1. The Fll"S :rdled To Cotisider Tbe Impacts On 

Private Property Right,,. 

Alternative" on private property rights. DEIS at l-7. Instead, 
the FWS deemed the implementation of the Proposed Alternative on 
private propotty rights insignificant. Il:l.- at 1-17, l-20. 
However, the Proposed Alternative will have a signiticant h1pact 
on private property owners, especially livastock owners. In 
fact, the Proposed Alternative will result in "takings" under the 
Fifth A.mendment to the U.S. Constitution tor which the United 
States must pay "just compensation" 

I 
The Takings Clause ot the Filth Amendment provides that 

9 "private property [shall not) be taken for public use, without 
just compensation." The Takings Clause was "designed to b<>r 
Government from forcing some people to bear public burdens which 
in all fairness and justice should be borne by the public as a 
whole." Armstrgng v. United States, 364 U.S. 40, 49 (1960). 

The Takings Clause has always applied to government<ll action 
which causes " physical invasion of private property. ~ 
v Green Bay & Ml5§issippj Caoili Company, 80 U.S. (l3 Wall.) 166 
(1872). Indeed, as the supreme Court stated: 

[W]here re<>l estate is actually invaded by superinduced 
additions of water, earth, sand or other material, or 
by having any artificial structure placed on it, so as 
to effectually destroy or impair its usefulness, it is 

taking, within the meaning of the ~onstitut.\on 

Id- at 181. 

Furthermore, a third party iu...-asion which is authorized, or 
induced, by the federal government can also rise to the level ot 
a "taking." 1.qretto v. Tel•mrompter Manhattan CAT\[ Corp , 458 
u.s. 419, 432 n.9 (1982), On the other hand, if a third party 
invades an owner's property at the property ownars' personal 
invitation, a "taking" will not be found. /ill yee v. City Qf 
~, 503 U.S. __ , 118 L.,Ed.2d 153, 169-170 (1992). 
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Under the Proposed Alternative, gray wolvou: will invade 
gr11 zing allotments and priv11te property in search ot food. S,.m.:. 
DEIS at 4-14 to 4-16, 4-41:> to 4-43. Moreover, under the Proposad 
Alternative, gray wolves will kill lawtully present livestock. 
~. Thus, the transportation of gray wolves hundreds ot miles 
and releasing them into areas which they never naturally 
inhabited will result in a governmental-authorized and induced 
invasion and destruction of private property for the public's 
benefit. Therefore, the Proposed Alternative will creat.., the 
requisite causation tor "takings" liability b.acause "but for" the 
FWS' relocation eftorte, hungry gray wolv..,s will not invade and 
destroy private property. ~ B!!ttini y pnlted states, 4 Cl. 
ct. 755, ?59 (1984) (indicating that the federal govornment is 
lii!!ble under the Takings Clause for the natural, direct and 
foresee11ble results ot its actions). 

consequently, bec11use the FWS failed to consider the impacts 
on private property right$, the FWS has not adequately considered 
and disdcsed the environmental !JO.pacts, especially the econo .. ic 
impact, of the Proposed Altern11tivo.Zt Thus, any decision to 
implement the ?reposed Alternative based upon the DEIS will 
violate the tlEPA. 

c. Th<> l"ll'S Fail•<!. To Con~ieor The :z: .. pooto on 
BUJlllh safety. 

'l'he FWS did not consider the h>pact" of tbe "Proposed 
Alternativq" on human safety. DEIS at 1-17. Instead, FWS 
decided that the Proposed Alternative would pose little risk to 
human safety bacause: (1) th" FWS alleges that no one h11s been 
~killed or seriou,.ly iniured by 11 helllthy "ild. "'olf" in North 
America; and (2) the FWS alleges the ESA allows a person to 
"take" a gray wolf in self-d..,fenae. DEIS at 1-18. However, th" 
FWS is basic<llly "sweeping this i'lsue under the rug." 

wolves have killed and seriously injur..,d hui.ans throughout 
North Americ11's history. Todd, Wolyes--Predntor Control and 
Endqnq"[fd specjes Protection, 33 S. Tex. L. R"v. 459, 462-463 
(199Z); T. Mader, Wglt Bftjnt[Odnct!go in the yellowatgne Natjonql 
park• ; ttj5torjcql P'tspectjyg, 15-18 (1988). For example, on 
March 8, 1988, the Sajnt p1rnl Daily Globe reported: 

New Rock!ord, Oak., March ? - 'l'he news h<lS just re<lched 
here that a father and son, living several miles 
northeast of this city, were destroyed by wolves 
yesterday. . . . Tho tamily nai.e was Olson. Wolves 

!1 The seriousness ot the error on the part of the FWS cannot 
be understdt"'d considering that the taxpayers will be respom:ible 
for paying "just compensation" to the attected livestock owners. 

are more nW11erous and dang..,rous now th11n ever before 
known in North Dakota . 

.ig. lit 5. 

In addition, noted naturalist, John J11mes Audubon, reported 
that a pack of wolves attacked two men--one of whom was killed-
in Kentucky around 1830. l J. Audul:ion, and J. Bachman, 'J,'he_ 
OJ!!!drupeda gf North l\mericn, at 128 (1851). Likewise, George B. 
Grinnell investi9ated and conti=ed 11 wolt attack on a girl in 
northwestern Colorado durin9 the summer or 1861. G.B. Grinnell, 
Trq D gnd C§mpfire - liplyes and '110\f Hl!!'lX"', ( l.l'.l'.1) • Today, "'0lt 
attacks on humans in North Amgric11 continue.IL Outdoor C!!nada, 

:b~~!,,~~s;jid!i~~'. ~!~~=~~Ji!~~:g I;!~',m:t ;~fl 4, 1989, at lB; 

With respect to "taking" listed species in selt-defense, the 
ESA contains two selt-defense provisiom• which provide that a 
person l!lay "take" a liated species when that pe:z:son is under .._ 
''good faith belief" th11t he is actin9 "to protect himself 
tro?O bodily harm." 16 U.S.c. H 1541:>(a)p), 1541:>(b)(J). 
However, the self-defense provisions are interpreted very 
narrowly. In fact, in thg only reported decision interpreting 
either of the self-defense provisions, rws v Shlllf!r, Denver 91-
2, slip op. (March 11, 1993), ~ ~. Docket No. D. 93-13 
(April 5, 1993), the Administrative Law Judge ("AW") effectively 
read the self-defense provisiona out ot the ESA. 

In ras v Shuler, Mr. Shuler, 11 Montana woolgrower, 
believing tl!at grizzly bears were attacking his flock, lett his 
house in an attempt to datend bis flock. .IJi. at 3-4. However, 
after chasing three grizzly bears away, he was suddenly attdcked 
by a fourth grizzly bear. Ill· at 4. Fearing tor his life, Mr. 
Shuler shot th1s grizzly bear. lQ, at 4. 

§l Furthermore, thAre have been many recent wolf attacks in 
Asia. Abunc!ant !lildljf!'l, January/February 1993, at 1. 

't.l rurthe:cmore, the statement th11t no one has been "killed or 
seriously injured by 11 healthy wild wolt" in North Am..,rica is 
rendered 10eanin9less by the caveats thert1in. First, a wolf does 
not have to "kill or seriously injure" 11 hWllan to pose a 
significant r1sk to human safety. Second, a wolf does not have 
to be "hedlthy" to pose a significant risk to human safety. 
!ndeed, rabid wolves probably pose the most significant risk to 
human safety. Finally, it is practically i?Opossible to 
determined llh..,ther a wolf attack on a hUlllan was done by a "tame" 
or "wild" wolf. Thu.;, MSLF submits that it should be presumed 
that all wolf attacks on humans were done by "wild" wolves, 
unless it is "scientifically proven" that the wolr was "tame." 
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Subsequently, the FWS bro11ght a civil action against Kr. 
Shuler for the unlawful "taking" of the grizzly b•ar. Mr. Shuler 
ar<;Jlied that no civil penalty should be imposed against him 
beca1.1se he acted in self-defense. ll· at 6-10. However, the AlJ 
ruled that Kr. Shuler could not claim self-defense because he 
"intentionally placed himself in the zon<1 of imminent danger." 
Ill. at 8. As a result, the ALJ tined Ki:c. Shuler $4000.00. JJi. 
at 16. Thus, under FWS v Shuler, a person cannot clai .. self
defense if attacked by a gi:ay wolf while defendinq livestock. 

consequently, because the FWS failed to considel' the impacts 
on human safety, the FWS did not adequately consider and disclose 
the Proposed Alternative's enviromoental impllcts, Thus, 11.ny 
decision to implo1111ent the Proposed Alternative based upon the 
DEIS Will violate the NEPA. 

VII. IKPLl!MEH'l'ATIOH or '1'JIJ! PROPOSED AL'1'BIUU'l'IVJI WlLL VIOI.A'l'B 
~ NATIONAL PAJUI: Sl!Cll.VICI! OROAHJ:C ACT. 

Section 1 ot the National Park Sei:vice org:anic Act provides: 

The tunda .. ental purpose ot the (National Parks] ••• 
is to consierve tne scenery and tn ... natural and histc,;ic 
objects and the wild lite therein and to pJ;ovide tor 
the enjoyment ot the same in such lllD.nner and by auch 
llleans; as will leave them uni111paired tor the enjoyioent 
of tuture generations. 

16 U.S.C. § 1. Thus, Section l ot the National Park Sai:vice 
organic Act 111andate11 the consei:vation ot the natural and historic 
aspects ot the Park tor the enjoyment or tuture generations. 

However, implementation of the Proposed Alternative will 
violate the National Park service Organic Act t'or two reasons. 
Pint, the gray wolt that the FWS proposes to release in the Park 

11 
never naturally or historic .. lly inhabited the Park. ~ .:nmn, 
Part II. Thus, illlplementation of the Proposed Alternative will 
not le4ve the Park "unimpaired tor the enjoymant of future 
generations. ~J.!'L second, the release of gray wolves in the Park 
will not conserve the natural wildlife therein. In!Jtead, the 
gray wolves will deCilllD.te the ungulate hai:ds which inhabit the 
Park, as well as destroy the ecological balance in the Park. .5.ll 
DEIS at 4-4 to 4-7. Thererore, implementation or th• Proposed 
Alternative will viol4te the National Pai:k Service 0l"9anic Act. 

l.2t. In fact, i"oiplamantation ct the Proposed Alternative will 
present a real danqer to future Pa"k visitors. §.ll ~. Part 
v1~c. 

H 

@HCJ.VSXOM 

For the foregoing reasons, KSLP respectt'ully requests that 
the Proposed Al1:er .. tive not be imple11.ant•d. 

sincerely, 

~lb 
Starr Attorney 
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Tho Wolf Fund commends i'iur profes.iooa! and thorough work in pmdudng the Gray 
Wnlf DEIS. We appreciate )'tlUf effons rn p!OOucc • dr>CUmcnt thru inicgrntcs bicil<•gical 
cnn.\idcmtion' .nd public wm:em:;. Aflcr lwenty years of political gridlock, the dedication 
;md diligencedispla)"ed by }'oorteam are pl:iying amajormlein mnvin~ tbfa project fotwnJd 
nnd ctnicr l!! cnmplctfon. 

~~ei;';~1\.:r"~~ ~f:.':fu~n~:1~~~n~~1~:ia~e~~~~~~.::;d~~~~~~·~~~~ 'f;, 

I prefom:d :i.llemative co re!<JlnOO to !he dem:md•nfll1e live.<tm:k and hunting oon..titucnci"''· 
and th11<, compromised tbcbiologicalintcgrityufthc n:intru<luctioa plllll.. The I .
!he DEIS. Huw.evc.r, w. c foci that llw USFWS hos m~de 100 111'11\Y ronces.1\ons ln lhe DEIS 

,,. •RmJmmendauons" Secllonoflhes.l C\lmmentsdetailsollf specific sugge..<tions for 

... 2 

Mnmgthening AltornaD\'C l. 

We believe tlla\lhesreate.<l lhreo\ to wnlfrecnvery k• illegal l.lkc. rutd ~icrefore "" suppnrl 
way.- tu address ll:c c"Uncc= uf local cun>tiluend.,,,. E>.pcricncc ba; u.ughl us lhal o.trictcr 
lawsd<m'lprotect wolve.•, pell pl~ pn>teo:l wol\~. Therefore. the kq IO building a 
recovered woJf population in Yctlnw~tnne is to reduce the mntivatinn fOf illegal kilting hy 
:i.dd<cs;.<J:ng lhe c<l(l<,'.Crtl.~ of l"!'l~k wlto. lt\'C in lhc rci;i<m. By addre.~o;ln!.\ thc>e concerns. 
m'11lll£<1S wW n:dtlCC lhe mutivoli~m tu kill wulvc.1. Moi;l of the ra~e din!cted 01 the wolf 
<ll!ms from the fear that w0Jwsw1ll N u""d tnpmmotc nlhcragcnda'<-narncly Inc king ur 
fcdcr.r.l l!llld,. B)· <lisunuing lllul fem, we n:duw cxi.-iiog <U1ger 11nd !he putential for illc~al 
killing. 

We hi.\licve !he cxpcrimcntal, mm-c.<Scnlfol reinmxluctinn approach can express cnmpnssim 
and undcn<Wlding for the «>nc-cmsof people who live in Ilic region, 1villw111 cm!!pmmi.<i•i; 
.,..,,,,/ prorecrirm.{or wolws. Wotr oon!rol under specific circurnsmnccs '1nd minomir.itiun 
of lam! uo;e rcstrkuons may ullllllotcly incrc;1,.., the ch:mcr: for succ=!irl wolf rccoocry do• 
m reduced illegal killing. Jn '1ddilion. the exp-1rimenUll provision providei n unique 
nppnrtunily fnrlhc fcdcr.r.l gnvernmcntnnd cmi.<crvntinni<~< to illuitrnte thltpeople ore a [I.rt 
of llli: cquution in C<'!J.<;<:rV"Jlion rolU!iOI"· 

We would like 10 nn1c thatifhreeding wn!ws= found before reintmductinn begins, we 
W<mld 'uppon nun..:~p.:rimemal augruc111n1fon uf !hat popula~on """ to the legal 
oonsidm•~ons. We are well awiire of!he legalconcems llrnthavesurfoced regarding the l5e 
nf the experimeni.11 rrovision of the ESA considering documented wolf ac1ivil}' in 
Yellowstone. We ha.vc consulted with s.l\'Cmlendangered <p:cie.<nnnmcys within the 

conservatinn community who \lclie\'C Ycllow.<1onc wolf reimroUuctiun is anappropria!e, legal use 
of the e~rcrimcm:il rule !hat fulftlli the intcmiunofthe provision~ written in the ESA 

~~~~~~~ re~~~;;;,:'ti~~ ~f~~~clfu~~~~~a~v;;;n. w;;;~h1ll:ifh~ ~~t°~~t~:.clr ;~l~e:i>ation 
will !Oad LOan:cuvered population is wry tow. Even if:mccc.<.<ful, hiologL<ts"-<limatc. llu11 iLcuuhl 
l.lkc up to the ycar2025 to ruuch !Ill: n:cuvecy gu•I. Further, thegenelic bo1tleneck that occur.; 
when a porulntion is engendered from n couplo of individual.<, (whu ""' th"~h·e.1 dis~rsers. 
from an ""tremely limited population) creates serious questions ti.bout !he long !enn viohility nt uny 
population thutrnighl result frnm narnral n:<:nlonii:ltinn. 

Tilt: general tone of the DEIS is Lo treat !his whole pmre.u 11s an intercsling .<cicntificcxporinx:nL 
We undcr.;!a!!d the ><.icnli.fic inten:.>L o( !hli process. bul we ulso bcli<ve lhal lhe more compel!ing 
challenge is ror 1he puNk io come to tern\.< wilh Ilic wiW no.tureofwolvc.<. We askth.1tth" 

:1~~~d""~~~.0a~'i~~;9d~~;:;J;"~~~1::1e~~1~e~ iWl~t ~~~~t,':i'J ;fp~ 
k~p manipula~on of !he animals and inten·ention !(> on ubsolule minimum. Although we 

:":etl~~;~~~~'7u '!~~k~~:&J~"us~~~6i~.f~~~c~';~ ~f ~~~'.;'.:~:~~~-"t~~'t 
ill1Y inn.•!w m manipulative t<.><:bnlqoo.< {induding rernma coo!Icd dart coll.,.., idcnlifo:mlon 
wdrniqucs. or pupuWLiun cen;u,;e,,} tu !horee;sen6al 10 (he proleclion or r~overy oi tire 
population. 

1llc thrust of o:ir n:cornmcndations £uggesti. a more re<uictiv~ •nJ pMective appru;ich in the e:rly 
siages of lCCO\'>:ry Iha! would be rela:i.ed o.s wolv~s became further e,<tahlished Tue h1otogicnl 
need.< nfthc llllinJili. p'1rtkularly in lbc c:u1y ,<tagC£ ofnx:ovcry.shuuld l>kc prcce<JcnL uver any 
po!iticul ur so.:ia!conc"1IIS. Given I.he above considerations. wt: supj)llrt Allem~live l with the 
following clariliculions and changes. 

RECOMMf:NQATIONS: 

1. Wolf Cun!cil and 1-lnrp!lfmynt an Pnh!jc J)lld prjvate Lands: 

The wnlf e<mlrnl and hara<<nl"'1l rmvhimrn included in llu: DEIS prcfcrn:daltcrnativc""' fartm 
Likr•l ""d undofined. They cl0<>1ndk:•""" tcndcr.cy to~PP.:"""'ho liv<>.>took ond hunting 
induruie.< at the co.<t of .«mnd llinlngtca! mnrrnscment Tho h:Lra.'i.<ment pmvi<inn.• a«oda!ed \lith 
puhlic \,mil> un DEIS poges 2-5, 2-7. •~d 2-10 Mrnuld be n:mm·ed. We du nul supporHhe 

i:rL·~~c ~~=~0,~r~r~~~l~.;;~~.",~~"~'~£ ~~:~~~:~'~;;'/,~ !~~1~~1~,~i :1~~~;~~,n;f~~~'. 
unlikely. rr such pmblcm:> arise. designated agenlS shuuW redire<.:L their elforu. rnther than 
transferring rcsponsibihty to privole in~ividuals. There lands are prn~ted. in pan. LO help suppurt 
wildlife, and all c"tmlml of dcprcdolins wnh·cs on puMic land st.nuld Ile carried out hy federal. 
SU.le. ur tribal wulf management speci•lilil>. Thoreforu. the following spedfic provisions shuuld 
he~fmmAllem:itive I: 

"'Public land gr.Wng [ICIIDilt= c"tmld, in a m.>n·injurio"' manner, horn."<S wolves n= lkir 
)iveswck at.any time (\4 day reporting)." 

"If agencies could nol resulve wulf ~cpn:dalioosun livcstixk on ~ublk land, fr.zing 

~;:'~~;;,":r:~~d~~~/ti~:t~~~ ~~~:i~1~u~d~ ~~\~!1~~~cm~; ~';5v~en\~.~- huur 
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I. Thank you for your comments. The manage
ment strategy outlined in the proposal attempts 
to address many of the concerns of local citi
zens about wolves and their management under 
the ESA while promoting a reasonable rate of 
gray wolf population recovery. Please see re
sponse #2 to the Wolf Recovery Foundation for 
further infonnation. 

2. The proposal has been modified to enhance 
education and infonnation efforts to address as 
many of the concerns of local residents as pos
sible. In addition, the proposal maintains the 
position that very few, if any, land use restric
tions are required to achieve wolf population 
recovery to demonstrate that endangered species 
recovery need not impact local uses of public 
lands. 

3. The proposal has been modified to clarify the 
FWS 's intent to involve the states and tribes in 
wolf recovery. Please see Chapter 2, Alterna
tive I, Who will manage wolves?, for further in
formation. 
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We alsn t>elievc lhM lhe harJs.smenl ofwuJVl.!s on plivatc land ncci< Ill be furthetdarifled. The 
phr-.t.<c <ommtly irteluded in th~DE!S •• "h:1ras.-;mcn1 in an "JIP"rlunL'1k, non-injurious m;ioner" 
(DECS 2-71 mt!M lie more cfc>rly defined. A 24 hourrepuning l.in1e >h<>U!d he ><lffidcnL 

We alS<• ~uggcst lh"ta wolf 01n1ro1 plan for public l~n<lsshould bi.: cmicd out in defined siages 
!hat correspnnd In the severity o( lhc problem. Thl< would include ac!eardeftflilion of"'cllrunic 

G~~~~:~;:t~·:~c~~~:·.~.::~·;~~!~ta:~~~ ~:;~h~~~fd'~~~-.:~idered 
repeal OOpredalioos. _Each incident should 00 examined carefully by a fo!der~I. >ktlc, or lrihal W<1]f 
managcrucntspc<;ial1.<l tn dclcnni"" wh.l~r Lh~ •i1ua1ion wa1r-.n1.> nu ocLion, m<winc the wolf. or 
killing !he wolf. For ,,,,.,cilic language on <:ontrol prnvl<inn. on public land. we con\..,,r with uur 
advls!.ory buunl member. John Weave(s suggesilons whi<;h are as follmvs: 

"An ADC wolf m:magement specialhl wuuld in\'\:sligalc all n:JIOrL.' of wnlr dep~dations "nd 
!uu=mcnL. Dcpn:dating wolves could lJc conlrolktl by a:endes J.< lung "~ cnntrnl did nnt 
P"'cludi! wnlfpopulation n:cu:-"'Y· Willi a <'OOlpcn..,tinn pmgmm available, an initial d"pn:d~tion 
involving the luss or a smglc hvc.smck :mimal wouW nm nec~y inv11kc a control oc1inn. rr a 
control actioo Wll> ini1fatetl, c"pumxJ wt>lvc.•could be n:lensed oo-sile or m<wctl :lftcr the fm;t 
depredation. 

'"Upon >ubS<quenc wulf dcprcdalinnsal the oamesit:: in ilN: M1m~ j'Cill,thc 11!TcMing wnlv.is 
wnuld he lrnllslnet1t.>d with ar•diu-<:uUar,killcd nr ploced in captivity. Wolves wuuld nut he 
cunlrn!Jcd if wulvc> were attra<:1cd In the •n:a by poor li'"'tock husbilll<lry prx~cc' (e.g., 
mlprnpcrcarrion dispos:il>. 

"Pii;'lllc l:mtlnwnclli could harass Wolvos in an OpflllrlUni.<tic, m:>n·mjurinus m:mnernn private 
lands~l un}· lin1e (24 hour "'l"'rting). The public, including gruiing pcm1iUcc•. could nm hoirass 
wnlvesnn puhlic t:intl unlcs>il wo.<ncoc\"'1}' for the immediaic prutec1iunurhumruI lifc nr .<:Uety. 
which;., highly unlikely." 

w.~ .<uppori the righl or privme li•'Csl<lck u_wnc'." .10 till wnlve:; j11 rhc wr ofpwrljn" /j"r_m"-J; on 
priv"t" land.\ Hmo,'tl\'<!r, we would like !hi> pnvilcf" lo ticiramed only arter lWil packs hav~ been 
esiat>li>Jied in the n:<:ovcry an:a. Befnoe the e;iahhshmentt>flw" pack.< a fodcral, s1ai.1 nr u-ibal 
w.Mm:mogcmen1.<r<!<."ialist~hnuld Ix in d1ar~"' ofrc.<ponding to derreda1ing wolwo. 
Londnwner~ mu>I «pun any <hnnung inc1denL< wilhin 2~ h<11m;;mdmu.1·1 lww •wJ<1Jt'• of 
liw.m1ckfr~<h{1· wmmd<>i orkil/~,/ bn;olw.<. If no evidence is prewnt. Chen the landowner 
cuuld be pmsc'<."ulcd forkilhng_:m enJon~ered animal uMcr 1hc End:mgercd Sp~cios Acl 

Th" following C~lmmen1.1 •d<ln:,.;opccific EIS l:mguagc n:sarding wulfungulaie mnflicts. 111c 

e~~~~~n :~~;~~;!~~°!:;~~ ~~~·;~\~i"t~~}1~c~~~~ :t~~c2~~~1,~~~~~\:l!1~ ~~s:~~.~~ 
Whm lo; "unocw(llahlcr And a\ whui puim or iru.,,;huJd MC ~uch activi1ies surticic~l IO "inhillit" 
wulfrcrnvcry1 The."' im(lilCL< must he c!CX"l)· me11>ur~t>lc. We al'iOcocnumg<' funher~xpl<Jr"ti"n 
nt lnhn Weavds re.:ommcmlali!ln.• that Gcogmphic lnforma~<>n Sy> terns (GIS) he uied to help 
:mtidpatc ungula1c herd vul11<.'r~bili1y, lhcrchycn"hlmg the stot.>s tn u>1: othcrpn"enlati>'C mcd1nd< 
bd1>!'l! the man1puMinn ofwnlw< l:>ccnmcs necessury. 

2. ! pnd Hg Rr<trlrl!nns: 

Although we hcli.:vc d>Jl thcoe will be ''"'Y few dn:um~t:mcc.• in which land ulCf"-Slricti1m~ 1vlll tic 
nocdcd, we recummeml thut m;inugcr.; relain tl1e lati1utle 1ndu"" •in:;c< <hould the need ariu. We 
~uggc~l the following language he <ld~!<-'<l frnm lhc DEIS: 

"A&,urc thut no pli>'"lc urpuMic [und u"" rcstrictie>o> an: Jcvc1L1pecl solely fur w<>lf 
n:c<wery c~ccp1 al n:le= ;iics during Tl!intn1d11<;1fon."' 

AnJshould lJc repl.iccd with: 

"Nn l:ind u"1:: =lli"~""-' will he plan"nctl for wnlf11:c1wcry c_~cer.1 at re lea"' .<ilc.< during 
n:mlIIXfuclilln. If the ><-'<."urity or\Vtlh•.;., i,, scri1111,ly jc"purd1zcd m apm-ticulM regi11n due 
rn ill~gal killing'"""fo"'~endisturholl'.;e by humans a1 an aciive don. access 10 those afl!;is 
could bi.: w.lric!Ctl un a c'\lntin~cn~l' Nsk • 

3. Renlacemonl oF \Vaf;·cs: 

The managem~nt ~uiddines shnuld;1pecify lh<1L an;· W<>l[remnvctl fmm thcrcin.ln•~1..._.cJ 

~ifi"~~~~I~~~~-" w;i;~~~1.i~~~~;,~-:._ ~ ;!~~~ kJ::\~~~:~81~il1~;:'i1G'~1le~=-c~:,:n~~ 
U1c pref cm:~ uUcmac1'c la<:k< any din:t1 mca'<Urcs m dL..;ourage illegal killing. We suggest Ihm 
rep.laccmont wulv<'> .t>.: •Jdctl LU the r:uru!a.tion ".1 ~'" s.:mc time"' lhc yearly rc!ca«iofwolvc• 
This would causemm1ma! co;1> ""d lugi.>U<:al d1fh<."ul~<> for lhc LJSFWS. 

4. Tn•fcnnt H•e! 

We .<u~gcst !lmt ~"" nf cox1c:mt1 (Cnnipountl 10~0 W•k cnll":'' and M-44'M nn ruMic lLl!tdl 0. 
sp~cifi(atiy prob1bitcd in the EIS tucnoure thm their """"'m.iln< Hlcgat in lh~ prc'<:n<'<' nf wnh'C.I if 
the W*rn! re11vl:1i<>11s llfe<'llrmge<J. We «!<.'Ommeml /Jre fo/luwing lafl!UOb'l:: 

··u•c uf iuxiL:anl> lcth.!11'1 wutvc• in ai-ca• where wolvo.< """"' 01 where W<llf occuplncy" 
desired would he pmhihi!>!d.'" 

S. Stnte l'Brtfclpg!!on in Wn!I Rrrnyrry: 

3 ""-' drnft.>d a cnmpO!hensi"e management plan 1fial ha• l>!"n fomrnlly rcvicwctl by thc U.S. Fiih 
Wld Wildlife Service and '"bJcctcd m puhlic cnmmcnt. Once Ilic S!;i!i;s have c<1mplctcd S<.nmd I 
We wholdic;11tcdly .<U[>Jlmt •.to:c :md tribal pariicipa1ion i~ wolfm~n~~menL However. prim. "'Y 
man•:,"cmcm=p'""'1bili1y >huutd n:m:lln wiU> ti"-' U.S. Fc<h and W•ldhrc Service unlil c~cbsULI• 

~~~~~a°b~~,~!~";~~1,1~J~~~~ };~;~11~~~.~n';'!1c~~~ i~~~~~tu.~·~t~~J'~il;it~~~~~·icc 
shQuld proceed wilh imp!cmcnmliunuf tl1c n:rnvcry pl.10. l1l\: EIS <hould clc"rlyJeflnc lhc 
conditit>n< un~cr \\hid1 r~>Jeral a~endes will >h;.re, ur in'""'" c~'"~ uansrcr, "uth<>rity 1<> lh.: 
,1,1cs 
11d,, 

Tit~ Wy<>ming Gant<: ""d Fi•h Dcp"·uucm ha<°""" wry cnoc"1'Itetlabnu1 S<Curin~ fonding r"r 
thcir"m,oT•cm~ntin wnlfoe_co,·cry. We >Lifille>tlh"l 11>.: EIS indudc language Uia1 acknnwkd~e> 
!he impml"-11<-.o orttlappmpnalenessnr stat.: invulvcIDl!m in \V<1lr rc«>vtry while urgrng Uic 
dcvclt•pm..:nt of a cnnsi>cent:ind well funded (:oxtinn 61con~wivc"grccmcnt 

We '"~ge.<! thoL lhe ~um:nl pnwisil>n n:gartling <t:llc m:ui•gcn10n1 (DEIS 2·7J he mt1tlili~d in lhc 
fu1J,,w1ng mann<r h:h:mgcs :mi uf'l<lcrhnedJ: 
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6. ~nru11nn pnd Ontrsafl" 

Rcgiooal and na\ionwide edoco1inn obout wolves and illdr possible crrem no Ille roginn i~~n . 
e"'11lrtl<llyimponM1 romponcm .,fs~cce,<Sful wnlfrec<wc<y. Currently thcro are n<> prov"'"'"s 10 
tho Draft EIS preferred uli.ematlvc fm edacatinn nrouln'"ch progrwns. We mongly ""'"!""';nd. 
lhc oovek•pm<::nl of a wcll·fun<lcd. u1n1prchcru;ive educ;itlon and 001.n'ach pm grain ns.«1<.111le< with 
W<>lfrecove<y. Such a program would mcludecooper.iUonan~ copohor~ti~n be two::~ Ceder.ii 
agencii.:.>. >l.iJl<;s. regional schools. and Olhcr cducattnml <>'l!"lllz:IUOn.> with;~ Wyom!"S· Mo~tan• 
and Idaho. tl would al«> incluOO c>1.ahlishmem oflwo or more federal pn<1Uo~s dcs1gn_ed 
specifically 1o fadlilat.: m1going ~ommunicalion and nutrea<:h tx:Lwccn !he public and prlmaiy 
ogcncic' rcspunsible for wolf manogement 

7. T!met•blg n[ Rtrpvrry Prorrss: 

Wul(rccovc<y hos bo:<Jn delayed for twenty ycim;ar.d !fie Wolfl'.unci 111is1les CO~ the~ 
oomrlc1cd 111illloul further dela)'. When lhe fill.ll EIS>~ mlo=d 111J•noary 1994, nshoold ucl<lde 
u ti:llilcd time1.1bleof the rcetivcry plan. te.<uh.ing in the fir.;\ reintroduction byO::tnhcr 1994 

we hnpe lh;:."<CcmnmcnlS arc helpful l\l llle tt:l111 osyn~ develop lhc final EIS. W~co!1""~nd you 
for all your Mrd work In trying m foc~ a sololio.n !Ital fa derived ~rum - nither lhan imprn;cd 
op..in - the notinnol and regional public. We look fo<Ward Iii revrnwmg ire final EIS 

~ ol North America <· 
Abundant Wlldllfe Society 010360?\B 
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October 14, 1993 

Mr. Ed Ban9s, Project Leader 
GRAY WOLF EIS 
P. o. Box 8017 
Helena, MT 5~601 

!LS. RSH & rJ1lDlllE SERYIC~ 

OCT 151393 

V1-W'f ES F!D.Dllffllt 

REF: Co"1lQents concerning wolf recovery in Yellowstone National Park 

Dear Mr. aangs: 

First of all, know that "'e don't need any "1olves. Not now. Not ever. 
Wolves a.re not endangered. Wolves "1ill not: bensfit frocc th.is effect or 
any effort sit1il<1r to it. If it wasn't fol:'." tlte money ir.ade off this 
anit>al, there would be no recovery. PLEAS!'; CONSIDER THE "NO WOLF 
ALTERNATIVE• SBRIOUSJ.'{! 

However, as I stated during the scoping Process, reg<1rdless of what the 
people want or what benefits wolves, this recovery plan is going to be 
pushed down our throats if you can possibly get away \lith it. 

Therefore, having done extensive research <:in the history of wolves, 
here are some of our concerns on <;olf recovery: 

Conment t l - DECEPTION USED IN SPECln'lNG AREA OF RECOVERY. 

The f!.rst sentence of the abstract of the Environmental Ir>pact 
stateO\ent (EIS) states, "The 1.1.S. Fish anG IHldlife Service (FWS) 
proposes to eotablish an experimental population rule •nd reintroduce 
gray WolvM into Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho.' The 
last sentence of the san".e paragraph states, "Reintroduction would 
result in wolf population recovery (lO bre.,dlng pairs, about 100 
wolves/area for 3 successive years) in and around 'i<>llO'-'Stone National 
P<1rk and in central ldal>o." The first sent<>nce of the next paragraph 
states, "The ~ellowstone area is about 25,00o niiles ••. " Later, on page 
s of the draft sul\ll:lary, it is statod that l6,000,000 acres are 
dasignated as "1olf recovery area in tile Yellowstone area. 

Here '"' have the classic deception used l:>y the feds and environ:oental 
groups. Constantly, we're told that we ne"d to restore wolves to 
l!ellowstone Park while the DEIS clearly calls for recovery on an area 
approximately eight timM larqer than th.at of the.Park (Yellowstone 
P<1rk is approximately 2.2 million acres). Even the DEIS st<1te" in one 
sentence "reintrcduce gr<>r <;olves into Yello"1stone National Park" ar.d 
then •in and around Yellowstone National Perk." 

I 

'------P1eaervln9 Great North American Traditions ------~ 
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I. Thank you for your comments. The EIS has 
consistently and clearly stated that the reintro
duction of wolves into Yellowstone National Parle 
will result in wolf populations establishing them
selves throughout approximately 17 ,600 mi2 to 
29,130 mi2 in and around the park. The first 
brochure published about the EIS process "Con
gress Directs EIS on Wolf Reintroduction to 
Begin" (April 1992) stated, "The park is the core 
of the Greater Yellowstone Area, which is more 
than 69% (11. 7 million areas) federal land" ... "A 
large amount of the land in the northern Rocky 
Mountains is owned by the public, but wolf popu· 
lations, like many wildlife populations, will not 
confine their movements solely to public lands". 
This information was also provided in other sulr 
sequent EIS brochures and reports and the DEIS. 
Please see summary tables in Chapter 2 (Tables 
2-5, 2-6, and 2-7) for further information about 
the expected areas that wolf populations will 
occupy under various management strategies. 

2. Wolves were native to the area now desig
nated as Yellowstone National Park. An expert 
review of various wolf related issues (Wolves for 
Yellowstone? Vol. II) indicated a!! the experts 
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The re<>l problem is that the general public, who are mostly far remOV"-d 
fr".'n the a>;ea, don't know that millions of acres, some of which are 
privately owi:ied, are designat"-d· as wolf recovery area. That makes a 
tre,.endous difference. Thus, the feds and environmental groups, rather 
than clat"ity the designated <>rea, have used this deception to their 
utmost advantage. 

11 
A. People !OUst be info:tmr>d clearly that wolf recovei:y does not 10ean 
\'ell0>1stone l'ar::t only, but ;on area eight tittes larger. 

Comment i 2 - AVOIDANCE OF Till: NATIVE QUESTION 01' WOLVES BEING NATIVE 
TO YELLOWSTONE NA'I'lONJU. Pl\RX. 

The Draft Els sUllm'ary clea:rly states that it did not evaluate whether 
wolves <1re not n<>tive to 'iellowstone because ~ :!!!ll'.!! J:lll!. significant. 
!.Q the Q&_c~ti:m ~ !<ade." How ridiculous! If <1olvcs are nnt nativ .. 
to Yellowstone Park, there 1.§. ~ nQ reason !.Q !l!!.inc: ~ ~ 
transplant! How can that not be significant unless, of course, the 
purpose of the BIS is job security for FWS biologists and other 
governrJent personnel? 

lie have challenged the National Park Service to a debate on whether 
wolves are nat.ive to Yellowstone. They have refused. It would seem to 
me that if they have the proof of wolves being native to 'iellowstone, 
one way to shut me up is with a public debate. Still they refuse. The 
fact is they just don't have the proof. 

Enclosed is "Unnatural Wolf Transplant in Yellowstone tlationel Park" 
which is our study of history and whether wolves lived and denned in 
Yellowstone Park. Our studies conclude wolves were never native to 

2
1 

Yello.wstone until they were forced there by a government eradication 
program on the lower levels. We welcome any rebuttal concerning our 
findings. 

hll:"ther let it be J:.nown that the National Park Service (NPS), when 
compiling "WOLVES .[QB. YELWWSTONE " expanded their area of study to 
take in the Greater Yello1o1stone Area (GYA) so as to tind evidence of 
wolves in the region. 

There ls plenty of evidence of wolves in the GY/I, But there is little 
avidence wolves are native to Yellowstone Park itself. It wolves at'<' 
not native to the park, how can there be a transplant to the region of 
a non-native species? 

A. The native question must be addr,.ssed and publicly debated before 
any transplant of wolves to Yello,.stone Parll:. 

COllUIU?nt I 3 - COMPENSATION 

The DElS states compensation ·~ill be paid b~· an <1lready established 
compensation fund. Again, this cs part of the deception used to 
further wolf recovery. 

Af!UNOAN'l.' WILDLIFE SDCIET'i OF NORTH AMERICA 
12555 llwy 59 N, Gillette, Wy 82715 

I 
Let's oake it <1bundantly clear - The U.S. Fish end Wildlife know lt;:, 

3 
oef.,nd<>rs of Wildlife kno" it and we know that the "already establuhed 
00mpensetion fUnd" is a joke. xt was never intended to address the 
real proble!D of compensation. Therefore! to refer to o;;uch a proqrai> es 
a vfo.ble proqra1<1 is nothing short of deliberate deception. 

i::ven De.fenders admit the proqram is a publicity tool. Hank Fischer, 
the Northern Rookies Representative of Oefcndars stated, QTh<; purpose 
of a compensation program isn't to make r"nchers happy or gain their 
support, , •• The purpose of the progra11> is to develop eno11qh or a 
political and econocic comfort level with the public so as to allow 
wolf recovery to procoed unhipeded." 

A. 'J'he ms must stop assisting in th" perpetuation at a fraudulent, 
deceptive progra,.. 

ror the purpose of r~cord, Allow me to "utline the problems with 
compensation. 

First, the anbal killed has to Ile confirmed as a wolf kill. 
confiming a wolf kill can be done by e><amining the earcass not;:ir.'! 
areas attacked, bite tratks, possible tracks, etc. However, this is 
aiUicult due to certain natural process4's. 

i. c .. rca:<s not found - totally eat4'n. llolvcs are oppon.unlst':, meanlnq 
they kill whatever is easie.9t. Wolves.are well known to kill the 
younq, both or wild animals and ~omestic stock. If a_youn<;1 calf or 
lamb is killed by a •Jolf, most, if not all, of the anu'lal is eaten 
so that you simply cannot find the carcass. 

2. Decay rapidly eliminat .. s evidence concerning death, especially in 
hot weather. A couple "f hot deys can eliodna.te i;iueh evidence 
detailinq the eaus<! ot death. And scavengers, which are part of the 
decay process, quickly diminate evidence as wall. 

3. Terrain - heavy vegetation, such as timber and undergro~h hide the 
carcass. There are thousands of aeres of naavy timber in the 
western states. A careass can be easily overlooked. 

t heve intervie1o1ed Animal °""age Control (ADC) offiee~s in the st11tes 
of Wyoming, Mon1;lln1', Idaho, Wasilingt:on, ~li,-,;-,e;;uta, Ari~uns ""d lle1: 
Hexico and they have told us confirmed kills are often 10% or l~ss of 
what a predator aetually kills, nrnaning that up to 90'1: of the livestock 
iost to wolves will never be compensated under this program or any 
program .9imilar to it. 

41 Col!!!Oent f 4 - WILL THE FWS BE LIAllU: FOR PONl'.TIVE DAM11~ES? 
we have seen ,.any court eases whieh have awarded punitive dat>ages -
da10ages for pain and suffering. obviously, the eourts and jurieo;; f<><>l 
there is 111erit 1;o the ease of eir.otional stress caused by th<> aet1ons of 
another. In the case of wolf recovery, consider this true e>talrlple: 
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agreed that wolves were native to the park area. 
The theory that wolves did not occupy the park 
until forced there by human persecution ignores 
basic wolf behavior and the factors that regulate 
wildlife population distribution and density. 
Wolf packs are highly territorial and usually will 
attack and often kill any strange wolves. Lone 
dispersing wolves are wary of trespassing in 
neighboring pack territories and seek out areas 
without resident wolf packs to try and establish 
new pack territories. If there were habitat to 
support prey (ungulates) in the Yellowstone Na
tional Park area then wolves would have always 
been able to live there. Although it will never be 
known what the historic density of wolves was 
in the park, the historic and preshistoric record 
is clear that wolves were part of the animal com
munity in the area that became Yellowstone Na
tional Park for at least the last several thousand 
years. 

3. The FWS proposal does not include a federal 
program to directly compensate livestock pro
ducers for livestock killed or maimed by wolves. 
The EIS does recognize that a private program 
exists and encourages livestock producers to take 
advantage of the program if they choose to. The 
proposal does include a federal funded ADC or 
other agency program to control any problem 
wolves. In Montana the agency control and pri
vate compensation program have been very ef
fective. Since 1987, 17 cattle and 12 sheep have 
been documented killed by wolves and the com
pensation program has paid those producers 
nearly $12,000. While the cause of some live
stock losses will never be known, the radio te
lemetry monitoring of wolves, as has occurred 
in Montana (there would even be closer moni
toring of wolves in Yellowstone and central Idaho 
since initially nearly all wolves would be 
radio-collared) has greatly aided to quickly iden
tifying losses and controlling problem wolves. 

4. The FWS or individuals employed by the 
FWS have and can be sued for liable and other 
charges. Each case would go through standard 
legal processes and be decided upon its merits 
according to law. 

5. Wolves are not a significant threat to human 
health or safety in North America. Please see 
response# 2 to the American Fann Bureau Fed
eration. 

6. Please see responses #4 and #5 to the Ameri-
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rn t:he early isoos, a family homesteaded 1n e!lst central llyoming. 'rhey 
h<1d two sw.all girls. There was a country school tour ,.il.,s away. Each 
day the children rode bare.back on the fa"1ily horse to school. The 
horse was past11 o:-ed near the school dudn9 th~ day and t;h<!n the ohild..-en 
rode the horse ho;oe. 

one morning, the 1>orse fa:i~ed to come in. Th" father ;,nd children »ent 
to investigate and found that two wolves had passed through the area >n 
the night and attacked the horse. Tne wolves were able to rip open the 
abdominal cavity of the horse, causing the intestines to fall out on 
the ground. Thu'3, they found the horse, still alive, .,tanding on it.; 
own intestines, The horse had to be killed. 

:fow since wolf recovery is reco:nnended by your EIS. L,;t's asswne on" 
~t your transplanted \lolves injures ,. 11d/or kills a horse, a fair.Hy pet, 
as related in the above s'onry. >'l.@a,..,_ i=lw:l.e in tl"J.e final EIS the 
following: 

A. FWS and all personnel, assisting in the drafting ot the EIS on "olf 

~~~~~~~to 0~~ ::<>~i~~a~ i~~l:.,!0~~~~!~1~~ .. d:~1e~ei~t~~~~tr~n to 
central Idaho and Yellowstone area. 

e. Photos and videos of the ani1na1 attacked and/or kil).ed 01ust be 
allowed as evidence in a court of law. 

c. cl .. rlfy ... net.her peop\e vi.ll b<;- aUowod to.hold 1;he qovornment and 
its amployees per5onally re5ponsible for their actions in a court of 
la'<' or is said qovernDent and its employ<:>es i!llJllune fr<>JO prosecution? 

o. Allow for qovernment eJOployees to be s~ed personally for their 
participation in promoting wolf recovery 1n the west. 

5 I ColllJllent f 5 - lflJMl\N llEALTH AND SAFETY 

Another aspect \'Oil nave dcl~ber~tely left out of the Df:IS ls "Hu10an 
h<'.alth/safety" because, again, 1t was not "significant" to the decision 
b<>i.nq .,,a<ie. »at:don my fr,,nkness, 1:>ut is your job o;ecurJ.ty and agenda so 
important that you do not wish to consider the impacts ot wolf recovery 
on human health and safety? 

so let's """"me ., wolf attack occurs on a ~w.,an. contn1ry to your 
criteria .,,hich negate all historical records, ""lf attl"cks on h\111\an~ 
have occurred in this country. Whether the animal is rabid or not 1s 
mut". The attack oce>Jrs and so1.,•one is injured or killed by one of 
your introducecl wolves. Please address the following in the final 
document: 

;... The. [edoral qoverrnoent and its .,.1ployees, particularly those 
dir<>ctly r<>sponsible tor transplanting "olv .. s in an area, 1Pust ba ne1.d 
liable for death or injury to a poi,,..:on who i"' attacked by a 
transplanted wolf. 

ASUNOAAT \llLllLJ:FE SOCif:T'>! Of' tlORI'll AME!UCA 
12665 Hwy 59 M, Gillette, Wy 82716 

ColllJllent I 6 - SU!ISPECIES 

6 We understand the EIS is based on the "Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf 
Recovery Plan." This pl'.'n clabos the subspecies, Canis lupus irremotus 
(one of 24 subspecie~ listed in "The Wolves of North /\m<irica" by Younq 
and Gold,,ati), lived in the region. This Subspeci@s "as e><tenninated, 
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"'hich '.ra\.ses sOiroe q\lestions: 

A. How do you r<>cover an extinct subspecies? 

As you are well at;are, the entire subspecies listings by Youn<; and 
Goldman, are now under question. or. Mech states that "subspecies 
are nothing more than a local fonn of the wolf." 

B. The Draft EIS states that modern ta><onom1sts recognh"d f"w"r 
subspecies of the g~ay t;Olf. In fact, Dr. David Mech has told. us th<'lt 
"a gray wolf is a gray ;1olf is a gray wolf." 'l'herefo,;e., there is no 
need. tor r<!.C<lvery U gray wol.ves are one and the sue, con9id.erinq 
there arc 40,000 to 60,000, aooording to the bioloqists, on the North 
AXl<>rican continent. 

D. S..tore any wolf transplant, the End.angered Species Act (ESA) ne.,dE 
revision particular in tho area af subspecies listing1> and distinct 
populations. Th., ESA must use biolo<;ical (only pure speci<>s listed, 
not subspecies) and. nwnedcal (only these species thyeutened with 
actual extinction - very fov anlinals) definitions, ratill!r than 
political/geographical definitions currently used. 

Corment I 7 - l\VOIDANCE OF !IYBRio PROBLEM 

Hybrid wolf-dogs are a major problem in the west. This is another one 
of those issues you deemed insiqnHicant so you igno?:ed it. Your files 
have several exa>11ples of hybrids being turned Joose. in the wild. Tho 
Rogue Rive?: area in Oregon has h<'ld a pack of hybrids running i'.' the 
reqion for sor.ie time. Please address the follo.,,in<; questions in the 
final document: 

A. HOit can pure ..,elves be reintroduced. and their qenetic purity br. 
r<>tained with volf-doq hybrids running around? 

e. What tests of absolute certainty are ther"- vhich deternl.ne valves 
are hybrids or pute "alves? 

c. If soioeone shoots 11 wolf thin1t1n9 it """ hybrid, are you qoing to 
ptosecute him to the "fullest extent c! the law?" 

D. now can John Q. Citizen tell the dif:f.,rence bet,.een a hybrid and a 
pure welt? 

E. What foolproof ,..;thod.s are available th<'lt you can instruct ail 
l"'Ople "ho live in wolf cow.try in order to prevent an accidental 
shootin9 of a vol!? 
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can Farm Bureau Federation and response# 2 to 
the Rocky Mountain States Legal Foundation. 

7. The potential for wolf-dog-coyote hybridiza
tion is not a serious threat to the recovery of gray 
wolf populations in the northern Rocky Moun
tains of the U.S. Dogs (including wolf-dog hy
brids) or wolves legally held in captivity (breed
ing stock obtained prior to the ESA or if appro
priate permits had been obtained) are not pro
tected by the ESA Anyone who chooses to shoot 
a "dog" in areas reasonably suspected to be oc
cupied by a wild lone wolf or wolves is respon
sible for their actions and could be persecuted 
under the ESA, if the animal in question was a 
wild wolf. Each case would be judged on its 
merits. In Montana, to date, 2 livestock produc
ers reported shooting what they thought was a 
large dog threatening livestock near their house, 
another person in Wyoming shot a wolf that he 
said he believed was a coyote. All these indi
viduals reported the incidents and fully cooper
ated with authorities. Based upon the individual 
circumstances of each case, none of these indi
viduals has been prosecuted. Please see response 
#4 to the American Farm Bureau Federation. 

8. Unless there is a change in the law or the 
listing status of wolves, the recovery efforts for 
gray wolves will continue until wolf populations 
become established in the Yellowstone and cen
tral Idaho areas, which is estimated to take 3-5 
years of reintroductions leading to recovery 
about 2002. Once established, the wolf popula
tion would be managed under the experimental 
rules, and be encouraged to naturally increase 
until the wolf population meets recovery levels. 
A letter commenting on the DEIS from Dr. L. 
David Mech and 15 other of the top wolf ex
perts in North America stated "we wanted to 
emphasize our agreement on a critical point: 
adoption of this plan should result in a recov
ered wolf population in the general time tables 
outlined in the document." 

9. The EIS portrays the potential effect of wolf 
population recovery on ungulate populations and 
hunting opportunity as well as can be predicted 
without wolves actually present in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho ecosystems. The 
effects of wolves on ungulate populations has 
been extensively studied in North America and 
that information used in developing models that 
predicted the effect of a recovered wolf popula
tion in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas 
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r. We understand th'l.t Electrophoreshl is the test that detennines 
genetic cor.iposition of the blood of animals. (This was the test used 
ta deten:iine the req wolf, Canis rufos, """ a wolf~coyote hybrid.) Can 
E:lcctrophoresis deteC11ine the difter.,nce between a pure wolf and hybrid 
wolf-dog? We can tind no evidence it: does. 

Let•s assume thH there are tlO tests which can differentiate oet••eer. 
pure ;,elves and ~elf-dog hybrids. Makinq that assutnpt.ion, pl<!ase 
a!l>;Wer tile fallo•.iin')' questions: 

). By biological an<J scientific definition, what is a pure wolf? 

2- l:ly biologlo<>l and sctentlfic deffolti.on, what is a hybdd~ 

3. Are pure Wolves 1>rotected under the Endangered 5pe"ies Act (ESA)? 

4. Are hybrids a:foi.-ded the '"''"e protection? Ifs<>, are the 300,000 
hybrids (figures given by Ed Bangs - fl/SJ known to e><ist protected 
under the ES/\? 

5. If hybrids are not protected unde>: the ESll, what tests e>:ist that 
determine the diffel"ence between pur<r> wolves and wolf-dog hybrids? 

6. Wh11t is the mission of the Endanq<r>red species Act in regards to pur~ 
wolves and wol t-doq hybrids? Is the EsA required to protect all 
aninals "that look like wolves?" 

1. U' there are no definitive tests detemining the diHerence between 
a )>ure wolt and wolf-doq hybrid and, if both are equally protected, 
shouldn't all wolves be de-listed from the &SA since there are Joo,ooo 
hybrid wolf-dogs (acco.-ding to Mr. B~nqs) in the U.S. at this time? 
Note: The number of hybrids are incrieasing since thoY!Mrlds of people 
are raising .:ol f-dog hybrids? 

B. !t i.s our bolief that hybrid wolv<es should not be protected due to ~ 
myriad o! problems associated •Jith such protection. )lo•,,ever, the red 
wolf, Canis rurus, is a woH-coyote hybri<I. Electrophoresis hos 
established that fact. The red wolf is protected under the Es/\. /\re 
some hybrids protected and others not? I! so, what h the cri':eria for 
hybrid protectlon? 

81 Com.,ent ~ a - NO TERMINllTION PROVISION lN RECOVER'l Pl'.AN 

It is obvious the intent of the USfWS and NPS i.s to transplant wolves 
in Yellowstone regardless of the i10pacts. Tho>re is sioply no other way 
to explain all tho inccnsiste"des it> the Draft EIS. Howeve.-, in spite 
of the bias and all the pro-wolf hoopla expounded by the !eds and 
p.-eservationists, the proqran nay be a dismal ~ailu.-e as nany of us whe 
havie studied the wolf issue have predicted. Plea"" include the 
following in the final Document: 

A. A termination provision, with specific, clear and definite criteria, 
statin<J when and under what circW1stances wolf recovery will be halted. 
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B. Allo'1 Cor legal recourse ag"inst FWs and all personnel pro!Ootinq 
wolf recovery by the ta)CJlaycrs for tb.c Yasting of oillions of dollars 
of public funds on a foolish and non-essential progra.10 such as wolf 
recovery. 

Co=ent t 9 - NATURAL REGULATION OF \'ELL01'1STONE NATIONAL PARK 

As you are aware, Yellowstone's "Natural Regulation" 1ranage1>ent 
phikrsaphy has col!IB cmder ,;ericus att<1ck from virtually <>Very corner 
(except from the llPS). Even fcd,,ral officials, from other agencies, 
have oriticized the management of Yellowstone. One has to be deaf, 
du,.b, blind and stupid net to sec the colossal nis-managc:ncnt of the 
Park. Please an~wer: 

A. lf "!(cllm;"tonc's management is a disnal failure, why shouldn't the 
t1anagement he evalu11ted and corrected b"forc any .-eoovery? 

B. What benefit is wolf recovery before a critical cvaluatinn of 
"!(Cllrn;stone's management practices? 

9 I Conn:ent I 10 - LOSS OF J!Ull'l'IHG OPPORTUNITIES 

lf there's ever been "hedg1nq" on the wolf issue, it's on the inp~cts 
of "<>Ives <>n hunting opportunities l>y man. Muoh has been stated to try 
and persuade people fro1> the obvious - 1<olves will lionit huntlng 
opportunities. Wolves and hunters directly co1>pctc for tho Mme garr.e. 
llngulate populations are now harvested at "r."ai<imum sustain yield." 
Please include these comnents in th<> final EIS: 

A. Hunters will have first priority for game populations in areas where 
qa10e harvest is allowed. 

B. Specific and certain econo.,ic protection :nust be available to those 
folks dependent upon hunting "" a 1>cans of income when "olves decinate 
ungulate populations reducing and/or eliminating hunting. 

c. Le<Jal recourse, including actual and puntive dam<>ges, wust be 
alloimd for those, i~acted by wolves• depredations on harvestable 
ga.rr.e, against the federal gover:nm..nt and/or its enployees who pronoto 
<J<>lf r<'.covery antl(<>r gloss over the real and significant b1pacts by 
wolves on hunting opportunities. 

CO!l'..Olent ~ 11 - DELISTlNG RE<lUIREMEl\'TS 

We believe, !~••elves at"<> transplanted in Yel~o1<stone, t~at they will 
never be de-listed. Most endangered animals !:'akc tao much money 'Oa 
ever be de-listed. ,\nd, if you look at the qrizzly beat", it becones 
pretty obvious how the feds ope.-ate to ke<ep an ani:nal on the ESA 
indefinitely. 

Furthemore, we're convinced any "'"ntion of de~listing will cause ""lf 
lover~ to sue th<> feds for further protection as has already happened 
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(see Wolves for Yellowstone? reports, 1990 & 
1992, for more detailed infonnation on methods 
and results). The FWS has also provided fund
ing to investigate the effects of wolves on ungu
late populations (about 40 white-deer, 40 moose, 
and 40 elk, all adult females were radio collared 
and intensively monitored since 1990) in and 
near Glacier National Park where about 45 
wolves live. Wolves killed 10 (mainly deer), 
mountain lions killed 14 (mainly elk), bears 
killed 7, humans killed 7, coyotes killed 3 deer, 
and unknown causes killed another 4 radio col
lared ungulates. These data indicated that un
gulate mortality rates were not unusually high 
or that ungulate populations were being deci
mated by predation. In the Yellowstone area 
wolves are expected to prey primarily on elk, 
and in central Idaho, mule deer. The potential 
effect of wolves on hunting opportunity, if any, 
was a slight decrease in pennits to hunt some 
types of female ungulates. In addition, the pro
posal permi\s, under certain conditions, the states 
and tribes to define when wolves are severely 
impacting ungulate populations and provides 
them the flexibility to address those unlikely situ
ations, if they arise. Please see Chapter 2, Alter
native I and Chapter 4, Alternative I, Impacts 
on Ungulate Populations for further information. 

10. The EIS clearly defines a viable wolf popu
lation and the criteria for delisting. Please see 
Appendix 9 and Appendix 11. 

11. Wolves probably do not know or care if hu
mans are trying to benefit or harm them; they 
are animals that are likely trying to live their lives 
as nature intended. Wolf recovery, like most 
wildlife management programs, is conducted by 
people for the benefit of people. Many people 
indicated they supported wolf recovery because 
they (people) wanted to know that wolves again 
roam historic habitat in the western U.S. and that 
the world's first National Park, Yellowstone, is a 
more complete ecosystem with wolf populations 
present Misinformation and misperceptions do 
contribute to some public resentment of wolves 
and the "shoot, shovel, and shut-up" attitude that 
is promoted by those that would deliberately vio
late the law. The proposal has been modified to 
emphasize the role of an accurate public infor
mation and education in fostering successful wolf 
recovery efforts. 

12. The EIS process is not a vote. NEPA proce
dures mandate that the EIS process be open to a 
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How<>V<>:r, we could be "i:-cng and there "ight be so:oeone honest "nough to 
consider de-listing the wolf. Please see that these issues a:ce 
consid,.r<>d: 

A. Ex<>ct <>nd definite biological data showing "lDini= viable 
population size" for de-listi>tg wolves from the ESA. 

B. what is the "effective population size" of wolves based on tlleir 
restrictive breeding system? 

c. Show all biological data supportin9 the 100 ..-olf goal as a "minilDuio 
viable population" as stated in the DEIS? 

I / co,.,,,ent ~ 12 - BENEFITS OF RECOVERY FOR WOLVES 

Probabl;• or.e of tile blCJ9e<lt hoaxes foist:.ed in this wllole welt rec'?very 
debate ls that "wolf recovery is beneficial for wolves." We sub1111t 
that wolf recovery ts go1r.9 to create the hatred for wolves as in 
yeste.-ycar. This «ould be diicectly attributable to th" bu:ly tactics 
of those in ch,1rge of W<>l! recovery. The poor •olf simply_ is a 
surrogate to land control, moru•y and the goals of special interest 
groups and certain govermncn"O agcncieo. 

Allow ne to illust!"ate. The nine-nile pac:k (also known as the Tragic 
Pack) in 11ontar.a is a case in point. Th<> mother was illegally shot, 
the father kill<>d by a veh;c1e. us Fish and wildlife kept the pups 
alive by artificial feeding. These pups killed sone c<1ttle. They were 
n.e':' ha;r;assed by hcl ic:opter ""til capt.urcd, undoubtedly scared out of 
t~.eir w1tr. durbg thi" ordeaL They're relocated to unfamiliar 
oount.-y. They disperse - one r.eads for livestock country, is ro
oapturcd and permanently locked up in a san<;:tuary in Wash1ngton State. 
·rwo a.-e illegally killed and tt.e third is s1:nply mi,,sir.g - later found 
sh<:>to, too 

Baned on the above actual historical track recor<I, we addr"'"" and 
specficelly clarify: 

A. The real, not assu1r.ed or speculated, benefits wolf r"covery is for 
"elves. 

B. Show data that the proteotion ot the wolf isn't cr<>ating the hatred, 
expressed by illegal shooting5, for the wolf. 

c. clearly and repeatedly tell the 9eneral public that if this wolf 
r<>c:ovory 9oos through, biologists will aerial gun (usin9 tranquili;er 
darts) o-r le9-hold trap wolves in Canada taking theo fr;o,. their native 
habitat. 'I'hen the biologists will draw blood, ear-tag, vaccinate, and 
radio-collar th""" "olv,.s. D\lr;ing all this, the wolves ara c:a9ed <nd 
c:onfin"d only to he transported to an area where people are "ell known 
to "shoot, shovel and shut-up.n 
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0. Since th<>re is no actual benefits of recovery for wolves, please 
state th" r;eal reasons and motivations for wol! recovery? 

£@ believe l1. .:£!2Y ~ and Qlll pro-,,,olf/pro rccovory peoole !l!!l.)._y this 
reooyery Q!l the ""st<>rn ~ ll ~ work and t!J$l i''.R~f ltl!1. !!!'. the 
lo""r! 

12 I com;ent t l3 - OPPOSITION TO \IOLF RECOVER\' 

Abundant Wildlife Soci<>ty of !lorth America has collected more than 
30,000 petition conunent" oppo,;ing welt recovery here in the West, it'" 
pretty obvious m<>st folks "re opposed to wolf recovery in spite of 
mcdl.a bias. Therefore iri li9flt of the opposition to recovery locally, 
the following questions rnust l><> ans,,.cred in the final document: 

i\.. !Jill tho USFWS recollltOend \lolf recovery ev1m if it 11eans needless 
killin9s of \mlves? 

B. IJhy h;is Flis ignored the local oppo,.ition by conducting a national 
EIS? 

C. IJhat is the purposo of wolf recovecy? (Pleas" don't say it's to 
save wolves. Nothin9 could be further from the truth.) Is it for 
11oney? Land loci<-up? Job security? Strenqtheni1>9 of federal control 
over the Greater 'tellowstone 11.rea (G'tl\) - all 16+ million acres? 

D. Why has the FWS used the opinions of others, who don't liv" in the 
region, to force recovery on the western states? 

13 I Col1l0ent ' 14 - WOI.f' Rf:COVERl' VIOt.11.TtS Nl\TIONllL PARK SRRVICE POLICY 

On P"g" l-7 of the Dl':IS, it iii sbt<>d that "tile National Park Servfre 
(NPS) will strive to restore native "pec:ies to parks wheneve>: all the 
following criteria c:an be met; (l) Adequate habitat exists and a 
natural population c:an be self-i:e,,.petuating, (2) The speci"s does n<>t 
pose a serious threat to tne saf<>ty o! pan: visitors, park resourc~s, 
or persons or property outside park boundades, (3) The species used in 
restoration most nearly app.-oi<imate th<> e~tirpat<>d subspe<:ies or race, 
and (4) The species disappeared, or what substantially dir.linished, as a 
direct or indirect r"sult of nu:oan-lnduced chan9ed to the sp<><:ies or 
the ecosystem." 

'!here are sev .. ::al points here \/here wolf recovery directly violates N:?s 
policy as stated in the DEIS. 

I\. Yellowstone lo; inadequate as habitat. That's why tllc 1'olf re<:ovecy 
has been expanded to the GYA. It's also the reason the NPS did a 
hio;torical analysis of the GYJ\ in nwolvcs For Yellowstonen instead of 
just Yellowstone Park. 

a. It is hi9hly doubtful a 11olf popnlation can be s~lf-perpetuating in 
the Park itself. Of course it must be understood that wolf recovery 
was never intended for the Porl: only. The mention of Yello,,,stone is 
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national audience. Since the ESA is federal law 
and public lands (National Parks, National Wild
life Refuges, National Forests, and Bureau of 
Land Management lands) are managed for the 
benefit of present and future generations of 
Americans, everyone should have the opportu
nity to contribute their ideas and thoughts. The 
final proposal has been modified in response to 
substantive public comment and contains provi
sions to address concerns of local and regional 
publics. 

13. Wolf Recovery is consistent with National 
Park Service Policy. Please see the above re
sponse #11 to the Rocky Mountain States Legal 
Foundation: 

14. The effect of the proposed action on other 
threatened and endangered species was evalu
ated in accordance with current law and regula
tions. Wolf recovery will not jeopardize the habi
tat or populations of other endangered or threat
ened species. The results of that evaluation are 
contained in Appendix 7. 

15. The table that summarizes the impacts of 
the various wolf management alternatives has 
been clarified. Under the No Wolf Alternative 
the table has been changed to read "no new or 
additional impacts" since wolf populations cur
rently do not exist in the Yellowstone or central 
Idaho areas and under this alternative they would 
likely not exist in the future. After being extir
pated in the 1950s, wolf packs did not recolo
nize southern B.C., southern Alberta, or north
western Montana until they became legally pro
tected from unregulated human-caused mortal
ity. In Alberta and B.C., some areas, by inten
tion, do not have wolf populations because of 
unregulated human-caused mortality. 

16. Please see above response #9 to your letter. 

17. The impact of wolf populations will be 
within the primary analysis areas in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. The ex
perimental population areas include a much 
larger area because individual wolves can occa
sionally travel long distances. The potential 
impact of an occasional lone wolf travelling out
side the primary analysis area is too small to be 
measured or to be a significant impact on live
stock losses, big game, hunting opportunities, 
land use restriction, visitor use, or economics. 
By having a large area covered under the experi-
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only us...:! to "ell recovery to tl!.e uninformed public. 

c. wolves !llay not pose a threat to p<1rk visitors or resources. However 
if a rabid wolf showed up at Old Faithful and attacked several people, 
it would be difficult to explain how the feds thougll.t wolves were no 
threat. 

o. Wolves do pose a v<!ry red and serio11s threat to persons and 
property outside the Park. Sy the DEIS, we find cattla and sheep will 
be killed. Furthermore, Wayne Brewster, NPS biologist, has told 
out!itters north of Yellowstone that tl>ey sho"ld expect to see tl'leir 
elk harv.,sts cut by 50%. How 11uct1 JDOre serious can wolves be it they 
1<ill take SO'l of these outfitters' inco.,o.? 

E. It is our opin~on the NPS could care l!!sS about the inpacb; of 
wolves outsida the li'ark. In fact, such i111pacts are probably to their 
advantage sin"e they seek to expand the park boundaries and cantrol the 
area surrounding Yello...,.tone. This is Clearly sul>stantiated by the 
nW!lorous ranger-led prog......,. which continue to pai:petuate the Vision 
docUJDent that va11 soundly rejected a few years age. 

f'. The canadian wclves are 1:1uch larger than Canis lupus irre111otus. 
That alone sho\ls the transplanted wolves are different than the 
extii:pated speciEts froin around the Park, 

l\s can be se<!n, liPS policy, if adher<!d to, would negate wolf recovery. 
But since when d<>es the govern1nent foll<Jw its own rules? 

14 I Com!nent # 15 - WOLF aEOOVERI' HARKS OTm:ll. ENDJ\NGERED SPECIES 

Following up on the previous cotr.ment, it should be noted that one area 
where the govermnetlt fails to follow its DW'll rules is in regards to 
possible impacts on other endangered species. There are three 
endangered species, al ready in t.he area proposed for wolf. r"cavery, 
which ·~ill be directly negatively impacted by wolves - gruzl)' bear, 
Selkirk caribou herd and 1'hoopin9 "ranes. 

ll'Jthout extensive technical jarqcn, suffice it to say that tile l:SA 
calls for prctection of endangered species and their critical habitat, 
In such critical habitat, nothinq can be done which would harro. the 
habitat or the endangered animal. so how can wolf recovery be proposed. 
wh"n it is documented that it can hav& a negative impact on the above 
endangered species. 

The gloss-over in the /\ppendioes on this is&ue is most disturbing. 
1\gain it points to an agenda rather than just the facts/ilhpacts of thi:> 
proposal. 

1\. 1\ few years ago, two tour bus loads of peopie witnessed a pack of 5 
wolves attack and kill J grizzly <:Uhs in Denali National Park. So bow 
can DEIS say wolf recovery is not likely to adversely effect 9rizrly 
recovery? 
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B. Wolves eat caribou. That's a fact. caribou appear more vulnerable 
to wolf predation than other large unqulates such as elk or moose. The 
Selkirk car:il:lou herd (listed as endangered) is the only caribou herd in 
the lower 48 states. Isn't the introduction of a predator, which is 
known and documented to decimate oarib<lu herds in other parts of the 
continent, detrimental to thi,: herd's recovery? 

c. You avoid the problCllls wolves would have upon whooping cranes by 
stating the wolves would probably not disperse to Gray's Lake National 
Wildlife Refuqe or Rod Rook Lakes National Wildlife Refuge. l!ow 
ridiculous! SincB when can FWS or anyc.ne else toll us canolusivcly 
where the wolves will go once they're d.W!lped in the area? 

Only the federal govern1'Bnt can g-et awi>,y with violating its Olm rules 
ancl laws. 

Collllllent • 16 - :rt!PACT ON STATE AND LOC'.L "UTHORITI' 

Clearly one of the inost devastatinq lmpacts on the freedoms of the 
cithens of this country is the usurpation of authority by the federal 
government and its agencies. 

1\ny study of history will show that the founding fathers intended local 
government to be the strongest, then state government since "The powers 
not de.J.ogated to the Un.lted states by the Constitut.ion, nor prohibited 
by it to the States, are reserved to the Statos respectively, or to the 
people." (Amond~,ont X, U.S. Constitution). Finally, the weakest of all 
goverm:ients was to be the federal 90Vet:"n..,,ent. 

Today we have an illegal government. lt ha" its nose in everything and 
that simply wa& not intended by our founding fathers nor by the supre!lle 
la" of the land - the U.S. Constitution. Plea&e answer the followlr.q 
question" 1n the final EIS on wolf recovery' 

I\. What constitutional authority does the FWS operate under? 
specifically, where in the U.S. Constitution does it allcw for Ute FWS? 

B. ilhat constitutional authority does the FWS have to introduce a 
predator wb.icb it: detrimental to "life, H.liorty and purstiit of 
happiness" as provided in the Declaration of Independence? 

Amendnent v of the U.S. Constitution states, "No person shall be held 
to answer for capital, or otherwise int"arnous crime, unless on a 
present,.ent or indictment of a Grand jury, except in cases arising in 
the land or naval forces , or in the 111ilitia, when in actual service in 
time of War or public danger; nor shall any person be subject for the 
same offence to be t·.dce put in jeopar<ly of life or lil!lb, nor shall be 
compelled in any criinir.al case to be a witness against hill\$Clf, nor be 
deprived of lif11, liberty, or prcperty, without due proC!ess of lsw: nor 
shall private property be taken for public use without just 
co11pensation • 

•. Based on the last section of this ai:nendllent, what right doe,. the F't!S 
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mental rule, the management flexibility to deal 
with an occasional wandering wolf is increased. 
In addition the states and tribes also will have 
more flexibility to incorporate the concerns of 
their constituents into their respective wolf man
agement plans. 

18. Wolf dens were historically reported inside 
Yellowstone National Park, so there is no doubt 
that some wolves can live and den solely within 
the park. A panel of wolf experts estimated that 
the park itself could support about 13 wolf packs 
based solely upon year-around prey abundance 
in the parl<. Most of these wolves would live on 
the northern range. However, wolves will den 
in a variety of habitats throughout the 
Yellowstone area, both within and outside of 
Yellowstone National Park. The FWS has made 
it clear that the ultimate impact of reintroducing 
wolves into the park will be that wolf packs will 
occur throughout the Yellowstone area. The pro
posal includes provisions including allowing 
private land owners to harass wolves on their 
land, to kill wolves attacking livestock on pri
vate land, and control of problem wolves by 
management agencies when they attack live
stock. 
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h"ve to transplant wolves which the DEIS admits will take property, 
Le. livestock, without due process of law? 

;u..endinent vrn of the u.s. constitution states, "Excessive bail shall 
not be required, nor excessive tines i10posed, nor cruel and unmmal 
punishments inflicUd." 

D. Isn't a $100,0(10 fine {tine for killing an endangered wolf killing 
one's livestock) excessive l<hen imposed upon a person who has a 
constitutional right to protect their property? 

£. Isn't wolf recov@ry a clear encroachment on states' and American 
citizens' rights? 

one reason given for wolf recovery in GY1' and central J:daho is because 
of the sxpanse o! public lands in those areas. 

F. Whe:c-c i" the feder<>l qovcrruncnt's constitutional authority to c"" 
any land except for the seat of 9overrnnent (not to exceed ten uiles 
square) and for thB Brection of forts, magazines, arsenals, dockyards 
and other needtul building" (U.s. conotitution, Article 1, section OJ? 

G. If the federal 9overrunent do,.,. not have a constitutional right to 
0 ...,, land, how oan it mandato policy upon it? 

15 I Crn:iment j 17 - BIAS JU;AINST "NO WOLF ALTERNAT[VE• 

on page xx of the sm;unary is Tatile S-) 0>hich l.s intended to show the 
'"<pected impacts of wolves by alternative. Und"r the "No Wolf 
Alternative" it shows "none'' foi:: eccnomlC effects. However, the OElS 
does say wolvm; will take an estitr.ated 19 cattle/is sheep and 10 
cattle/57 sheep in Yellcv .. tone "'nd Idaho respect1vely. We feel tt,ese 
figures are e:<tremely lo,,. 

A. The DEIS inaccurately states the6e animals are or no ec<mo!llic v<>lue. 

I~~e~~~~~.,~~l~~~e~~~~i ~e 2!n h~~~s ~EI~ f s;:t~:,,;h~~l ~e~a~~~e~,,:~" ~y~~l~~~ 
~~~~~~~ ~~gcfd~~~~o~~ef" J~~p~:~! ~~ ~~~e~E~~· s~~i~:n~o~~~:~~t~a~~q~he 
three state reglon. How much will the hiring of such p<irsonnel cost? 

B. with the distribution or wolves over such a vast regioi; and sii:icc 
ADC can only handle tbe co!llplaints in l'lontana, tbe econollll.c benefits of 
not having to hire extra 1\DC P"tsonnel at more taxpayer expense have 
heen ignored. 

It has been stated repeatedly that these wolves will be radio-collai:: .. d, 
and their movenents monitored. 

c. Doesn't such monitoring reqUire more personnel? Thus, under the nNo 
Wolf Alternative," Isn't it an economic value not to have to hire more 
p@rsonnel? 
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O. 'l'h@ proposed alternative states it will cost six million dollars to 
transplant wolves from Canada. under the "No Wolf Alternative " ttii" 6 
ndllion is not listed as an econo:.ic benefit if it isn't spent: 

E. Und<!t' Alternative 3, the "No Wolf Alternative," it :.tates >1olf 
populations would not be allowed to recover in tbe study areas. illlat 
worpinq in alternative prevents recovery of wolves to the study arBas? 
coyotes, llOuntain lions and othar predators are doing qUite well 
without protection, so how can \'OU unreservedly state wolves would not 
recover even if th@y could be to.xen when causing a problem? 

F. 'l'he DElS extrapolates no rec<1very will occur in the GYA or centr<>l 
Idaho due to studies in Alberta and Minnesota. Does the DEIS take into 
considoration how mlch federal lands. at."e in all areas and humrn 
population Levels? If not, the asswr.ption is faulty at best. 

G. We, who liv@ in the t."eqion, c:on&tantly hear that Yellovst:one has too 
many visitors. Additionally, ran9er-led prO<JralllS in the Park itself 
speak of the detriments of so 11any visitors in the Park. 'let the DEIS 
claims wolves would increase visits to Yellowstone and states the 
increased visits are a econ01o1ic benefit. Pl"""" clarify this issue. 

IL The DEIS states oi:i page 4-73 that nreiooval of wolves froio endangered 
species will result in the eventual reJioval of any existinq wolves in 
central Idaho ... " Please state data substanti1>tion for this state.,ent. 

16 I cmment I 18 - IMPACTS ON PRE't 

on page 4-4, it st<!tes elk wLll "likely~ be the primary prey. Further, 
it says :noose, deer, bighorn sh,.ep and bi&on will be less impacted. 

Wolves are opportunists which "">ans they ta)<e wh;i;tever is available. 
That could be el1:- due to their.nu:r.bers, but it also could be deer, 
antelope, m<1unta1n goats and bi9h<1rn sheep which are more vulnerable to 
predation. Pleasa see to it that: 

A. Provision~ for wolf rOJ11oval are in tbe tinal EIS in the event of 
deci:oatlon of a non-target prey like deer, antelope 1n0untain goat or 
bighorn sheep. 

e. Provisions "re in the tinal <:IS to protect huntin9 at current levels 
since the DEIS states wolves wculd cause little impact on hunting. 

c. Tbere is " contradiction her,.. Wayne SrBwster has told outfitters 
on the North side of Yellowstone to expect a 50t reduction in harvests 
j'.~~le the DEIS says there will be little impact on huntinq. Which is 

17 I Comnent I 19 - IMPACTS ON ECONOK:ICS 

The Draft EIS has used deliberate deception in that they did not 
evaluate the impacts or wolves ()ver the entire area of their 
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terdtories. On page 1-6 is the ~ap _showing the pri10ary an<>lysis areas 
for the DEIS wtuch has shaded area& 1n central Mallo and thr. Greater 
'{ellowston"' Area (GVA). Then on page 2-6 is a ;r,ap of proposed 
experimental population "'.""" '1hich includes all cf Idaho, except the 
northern tl.p, all of Wyo1>1ng and the lo.,,er third <>f Nontana. 

A. For an analysis to oe accurate it: 11111st evalu<>te the entire area 
where wolves will roam. 

The DEIS st<>tes there lS an econo:oic benefit of 6 to S l'lillion to wolf 
recovery (page 4-25), this is based on h:nited survays and promised 
pledges and/or tt'"ips to the area. 

B. Specify that the economic benefits associated with wolf recovery are 
based on speculation whlle adverse i!Opaots of wolves ai:e i:eal and 
measurable. 

8 I Co!lllnent # 20 - WHERE WILL 'I'KE DEN SITES OF WOLVES BE? 

on p"ge 4-19, a statement is made that " .mcst would avoid lo" 
elevation areas with high level of human activity .• "It nust b<> noted 
that wolves lived on the lo·~er elevations ~·hen they were here before. 
And there are large areas on low elevations wh.,re human activity is 
relatively low. In fact, ~·olves did not go into l'ellowstone Park until 
persecution dl."ove them into the highet" elevations. Fut"thermol."e, the 
D£IS states nost prey populations leave the Pat"k fol." winter ranges. 
The 1>igr,.tion out is generally du!'ing the months of. January and 
February an:l migration back to the high country is in June. The 
proble:n arises when Yolves follow their prey base out of the Park and 
then have their pups the last of April and the fit"st of May. This 
biological fact ""'"ns >1olves will have to den on the lower elevations 
since that is where l:!Ost of their prey base is during that time of 
year. Then when the pi:ey migrate back to the high country during the 
su•uner r.onths, the wolves will not be able to follow the prey because 
of their young pups. Ple,.se include in the final ElS that: 

A. There will be no land restrictions around dens and =nde2vous sites 
of wolves on lower el .. vations. 

B. Greater conflict with domestic livestock will o=ur when the prey 
1Ji9rate back into the high country. 

C. The wolves \ol"ould be acclimated to the lower elevations and migration 
back into the high country of the J>ark would be less that expected. 

o. Biological and historical proof is provided (if any is available) 
that transplanted wolves would den in the higher elevations when 
historically they denned in the exact areas the DEIS says won't happen. 

Col:llllent ~ 21 - BUIS OF PROJECT LEl\DER, ED l!Nl(lS 

It is our understanding that the purpose of the OEIS is to objectively 
obtain all the facts (both positive and negative) concerning wolf 
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recovery in Yellowstone Park and centr<1l Idaho and subs<>quently pubLsh 
an unbiased Environm~ntal l1:>pact Staterrnnt. 

Ed Bangs, Project Leader for the Gray Wolt EIS, has stated openly that 
he favors wolf reintroduction. While that in itself nay not be 
significant, it beCo!l'.es of utmost importance when Bangs' words al."e 
suppot"ted by his actions -- that of attemptir.g to censure Dr. Ch~rles 
E. Kay, a Ph.D wildlife ecolo'Oist, because of an article "Wolves in the 
West" .. ·hich was publlshe<! in Petersen's Huntin'O, August 1993. Please 
insert the fo\lo.,ing enclosed mated,.ls into the public record of 
comments on 
the DEIS: 

A. R"p:dnt of HWolves in the West.• 

a. Photocopy of Ed Sangs• letter, on Department of lnt .. rior letterhead, 
to all EIS Team member/Reviewers. 'Ibis letter includes the address to 
Petcr .. on•s Huntfog and the PrG<:ident of Utah State University. 

C. Photocopy of Ed Bang6' l<>ttcr to th<> editor of Peters<>n's Hunting, 
on Deparb::ient of Interior Letterhead. 

D. I'hotocopy of £d S...ngs' recomnendations for rebuttal of Dr. Kay's 
article (2 pages). 

E. P!lot.,copy of letter fro1:1 Dr. Robert Taylor to FWS Deputy Director 
Richard Slllith stating llangs' activities are an attc!Qpt at ohal'aote.r 
assai:inatation of or. Kay. 

f. Photocopy of letter tc the editor of Peters<>n's Hunting from Dr. 
Robert Taylor in support of Dr. Kay's assertions r@9ardin9 wolf 
recovery. 

G. Photocopy of letter rro:n ea,-olyn Paseneaux, Executive Director to 
sneator Alan Si:npson in reg .. rds to Mr. &m9s• conduct. We agree "ith 
Paseneaux lOOi! 

H. Al.so, let it be of .-econl that I, Troy Mader, have p<>rsonally 
interviewed Randy Sinrnons """ is Dr. Kay•s superior at Utah state 
University. Mr. SilllinOnS told "'e that Bam;s' called hi1" and stated h~ 
f"!t th"' c"!! "'"" '"' "'tt"""?t to put pressur" on or. Kay. 

Si1mons told a:e that Banqs said FWS had aqents i.n the field and beoaUs<> 
of Kay's inoesponsibl@ article neo-nazis, vho are out there in the 
"'oods, would start sltootinq these agents. 

(For the record, please not<> xay'" article de,.lt only with such issues 
,.,., 111 initnun viable population" for wolves, do wolves limit ungulate 
n\Wers, de predators limit huntinq opportunities and "'bather "olf 
control i" feasible.) 

Further, Sim?Oons said tbat Bangs asked Si-ons to convene a panel of 
university scientists to evaluate Xay's work and if necessary "censureff 
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Dr. Kay. 
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I. I, 'l'roy Kader, have. spol:en pei:-~.onally with Hr. Bangs who has 
inforaocd """ that he has not published any papers on wolves, although 
he states one such paper is now in th<> works. l'uthenaore, Bangs told 
me that only about •1oi" of his work in Alaska was wolf-related. lie 
states his nilll1e is nentioned in a wolf r1>port on th"- 11"-nai {l'v"
haven•t seen the doclllllent). 

'l'he DEIS list!> Bangs' qua\ifications on page 5-1~ as having a D:S· a11d 
K.S. degree. This is t>entioned because Dr. !Cay ts Ph.D. eoolog1st who"' 
Bangs atte.,pted to censure. It would soell! in our opinion that Dr. Kay 
is perhaps more qualified than biologist Ed Bangs. 

Additienal Co"'11e.,ts and qcestio.,s: 

Ralph Morgenweck si;;ates 1.n the abstract, "There will be no land us~ 
restrictions ~or wolves." Please specify, 

A. Guarantees you offer that therc will be no land use reGtriotion>;.. 

a. Are you able to gUarantee pro-wolf qi:-oup" won't Gue and qet lamt use 
restrictions? 

The Draft EIS states l9 cattle and 68 sheep (Yellowstone region) and lO 
cattle and 57 sheep will be killed annually. We "'"'"'"'e this is ba~cd 
on "doClllllontcd" kills. Since "doc;woentedM kills are only a small 
portion of what pred.,tors kill, the final EIS must inforao the publk 
that actual kills can be up to 90'1; higher than docwoented kill6. 

und"i:- tho proposed experi.nental population proposal, it is statcd 
>1olv<>s "ould be moved if scverely impacting wild unqulate populations. 
Where would they be moved to? What studies are available to show 
movinq wolves is benefiolal? 

On page 4-;)8, there is the usual rro-wo!! rhetoric about ho1< ·~olV<n 
would be beneficial in terms ot nore c;ornplete predator/prey 
relationships. It does admit that population levels are based on 
speculation, 1..e. computer simulations. 

A. Give data, wh(c:fl i& not speculative, th"t population lo>1s of 
ungulates will not be as low as befoi:-e wolvas. 

on page 4-JO, it states there are no available studies to quantity 
impacts o! coyote, beat and mountain lion predation in the area. 

A, A study of predator illlpacts and OO!llPOUnding must be done before any 
transplant of woll.'es. 

Finally, enter for the record th<>se com.'flents as found on our !:IS 
survey: 

1. 'l'here are l SOO to 2. 000 gray wolves in :-Sinnesota, 7, 000 to 10, ~00 
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in Alaska ar\d 10,000 to 50,0QO qray woLve& in Can11da, according to 
wildlife biologists. '!'his means wolves are not endangered. They Shou~d 
be removed fro;o the Endangei:-ed Species Act ( EShl . 

2. Opposdtion tc "<Ill recovery C<J;J1es primarily tram tile tear Df 
restrictions on pt'ivate and public londs, wildlife and livestock 
depredation. excessive fines against one prot1>cting their own property, 
and the federal government meddling in individual slates' wildlife 
manaqement programs. We believe that any "oH recovery effort is d<oomed 
if it does not ~a\'e the cooperation of local states, counties, 
coonounities and individuals. The current wolf recovery effort docs 
not have the cooperation of the local states and their dthens. 
Thcrefore "e ui:-ge the removal (de-listing) of the gray wolf from the 
Endangered Species Act (ESA) so that people ~.11y protect their 
livelihoods without fear of fine or iir,prison:.ent, and the managenent of 
wolves be turned over to the individual states inst9ad of federal 
burnaucrats. 

). rhe estimated <:ost of $6,000,000 to $H9,00o,ooo for a gray "olf 
transplant in ~ellewstone and Idaho is reason enough for tho "No 1folf 
Alternative." 

4. A $100,0QO fin<! and a mandatory prison sentenoe tot killinq a Wolf 
that is killing y<:>ur pets, hoi:-ses or livestock is ano':-her rea6on to 
stop the reintrod1.1ction of the qi:-ay wolf. 

5. 'l'he state of Alaska has at least 1,000 wolves. Wolves ere not 
endangered there. l!ecently Alaskan Ga;oe Officials stated they wanted to 
do wolf control on ).5\ of Alaska. The reason fer this control was to 
;oeet projected subSistence levels (necessary food) foi:- the people of 
Alaska. 'l'he "olf control proposal was met with 10ueh n .. gative publicit:t• 
and a threatened tourism boycott. Therefor.,, special intercst groups 
must show qood faUh by allowinq wolf control in Alaska, where wolves 
are not endangere<J, before any transplant in the lower 48 states. 

6. One wolf requites up to 10 lbs. o~ r11w "'"at per day (lO lbs. X 155 
days~ 1,650 lbs. of m"at per year or i~ deer per year per wolf), ~e 
are told woh•es' prey base will be wildlife. Since the States 111anag"
the wildlife, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service should be required to 
pay the respectiv" State Game Depart10ents for wildlife and twnttnq 
opportunities lost to wolf predation. 

7, The £:wirornnental ltnpact Statement (EIS) on the woH has b"en 
national in scope. ;olks in Seattle, Denver, Washington, DC and ac;~0ss 
the nation have co~,;nented at public hearings and/or submitted writ~en 
co!Ur!lents. Holding national hearings confi:rns the hck of support a~ the 
local level. We b.,lieve local states', counties' and individuals' 
00111111ents "-ust have priority ov"r far renoved city folks who often have 
romantic ideas of \o'Olves and who don't have to live "ith these highly 
efficient pi:-edato:r;s. 

8. Natural processes such as decay, wolves' consumption rates, 
scavC!ngers, rough terrain and/or heavy vegetation make it extre"ely 

" 
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difficult to fi.nd a 1<0Lf kiLl in time to confirm it (prove a wolf 
actually killed the animal). Aniinal Danage control Specialists estimate 
that confirmed kills may be "" Lo'J as lOt- of what a wolf actually 
kills. Therefore, fede<al agenc·ies must stop using studies 11hieh on~y 
report confirmed kills as a basis tor statements that wolf depredation 
'"'ould be minimal. 

9. Compensation to owne:rs of pets, horses and livestock will not ><Ork 
due to the difficulties of proving (confirmir.g) a wolf actually killed 
the animal (S). FUrthernore, where co:opensation progra!DS have been 
iu.plemonted, th" money runs out and the predation contl1mes. Due to 
such probler:1s, wolf recovery should be stopped, 

10. Studies in Minnesota, Alaska, and Canada prove wolves cause 
extensive and expensive wildlife man•gement problems. Furthermore, 
removing (de-listing) the wolf fror.1 the £SI'. is virtually impossible 
as proven in Minnesota. Wolves in Wyoming, l1ontana and Idaho would 
create inany costly problems for these states. 

ll. It \Oolf recovery proceeds, biologists will asi:ial gun (using 
tranqtJilizer darts) or will leg-hold trap wolves >n Canada taking them 
frol!> their native habitat. Then the biologists will draw blood, ear
tag, vaccinate, and radio-collar these wolves. During all this~ ~he 
wolves are caged and confined awaiting transportation to unfannlnr 
territory. WI! oppose such treatment, particularly oihen it is so 
unnecessary. 

12. The current l'.dministration ran on a call\paign doqan of "It's the 
Economy, stupid!" We believe one of the best ways for the federal 
government to <:thmlate the economy is to stop fUnding unnecess;;ri: 
programs like wolf recovery and concentrate on reducing the defic>t. 

we support the "No Wolf Altornativl!" and urge the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife service to work on removing (de-listing) the wolf from the 
Endangered Sp.,_cies II.ct imrne<liately. 

Resp5ttull .. Y,J. brnitted, 

-~I 1· 
lr~Y' i: t~d~t:i 
Reefearch Director 

Stev& Leoh:ler, Mountain states Legal Foundation, Denver, .Colorado 
Karen Bu<ld Falen, Budd Fa!"n 1,a.w Offices, Chey<mne, Wyoming 
S<>nator Alan Simpson, Washington, DC 
Senator Malcolm Wall<ip, Washington, DC 
Representative Craig Tho,.as, Washington, OC 
senator i..arry Craig, Washington, Dc 
Senator Conrad Burns, Washington, DC 
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Mr. Ed B•ng>, Pmjcoi Dim:tor 
Gray Wo!f EIS 
U.S. Fi~h and Wildlife Service 
Box S017 
Helena, MT ~9601 

D"ar Ed, 

October 15, 1993 

:i.~. nsH & 'i.~rnutt un 
OCT 201993 

Please consider tho follDl'·ing commems of Defend",,; of Wildlife concerning the drofl 

~~~t~;,:~~~!r~ !~S'~~~~f~~~~.~tit\ed "The ReintrW~ction of Gray Wolves 10 Yellowsmne 

Defenders supports the concopl of on "cxpcrimcn1ol, none..,ential" population for rcstorini: 
W<llvc.< to hnth Yellowstone and centml ldnho. We also suppon lhc definition of a won 
"populotion" rnntalned in the EIS. By defining what con.iitUTes a populntlon, the Service 
removes much of the ambiguity surrounding !he appropriatcnc~ of using the e.~crimcntal 
POPl'lntion designation. 

We bclk'l'e th"t F\VS's preferred alternative, with the modilie<11ion• lined below. will be 
rhc fastest. mr.s\ ccrtnin. mosc economical and mon .1ocially ncccpt•blc p•th to recovery. We 
emphasize, however, that S<.'\'Cml changes in the prefo!l'cd altemativc arc necessary bcfon: we 
am fully support iL 

LAND llSE RESTRICTIONS 

We hclkvc lhc m<:•.<t ~rious fiaw in the EIS is the concept nf hnving nu land use 1cs11Ktioos 
forwulvc"' Whik "'C can appreciate the need to minimize rc>irictlons. it's impossit>Jc to predict 
whnt managcmcm mny be nccci:my or dcoimblc in the future. Al be.it, ruch a policy could 
re.wit in FWS foiling to keep pr001<ses it makcl In the EIS: at worst, it coold mean that wolves 
nnd their habitat do not receive a<Jcquoie protection. 

Such a policy is al!O ill·11dvi$Cd bceau.<e il preordains the outcome of Section 7 coru;ulrn1ion•, 
which even with an ~xperimontal populmion arc $\~I binding in Mtionnl pnrks and on nation•I 
"'ildli(c refuges. 

Mortmcr, manybnd use rcnnc!ions.iiavc minimnl imr;ict on puMk land use~ and ma)' in fact 
be bencficinl. For;nsiancc, ~rcntion or griz:zlybcarsccurity area• in Yellowstone where human 
entry is not permitted has not on\y bcncfiued the bears, it'.s created outstanding areas for .afo 
hear viewing frnm a distance 
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I. Thank you for your comments. The proposed 
action in the FEIS has been modified to include 
the potential use of some land use restrictions if 
necessary when there are 5 or fewer wolf packs 
in a recovery area. If necessary, these potential 
restrictions were intended to be used near active 
den site on a seasonal and as needed basis. At 
this time it is highly unlikely that road density 
guidelines would be applied, particularly over a 
broad area. 

2. A Glossary of Tenns has been added to the 
FEIS which includes a definition of the tenn op
portunistic, noninjurious harassment. 

3. Please see above response #I to the Sierra 
Club about efforts to monitor wolf activity in 
Ida.lie. Please also see ~.\ppendix 12. 



Specifically, we feel it's csscniial f(lr agencies to maintain !he prcrog::itivo '" implcmont human 
use rcsirioiions for shon periDd:s of time around den sites during 1be c"fly siagos of n!Covery. 
We nlso bclicve1ha1 road<.knsiLy s~1ndards to fosterwolfrccoverywill be necessary thwughout 
wolf range in Mon1ann ond Idaho. Such sland:lrds can eompkmcnl rond m"'1•gcmcot programs 
alrcmly in plocc for elk.deer "nd gri221~ bears. We strongly m:omrnend that the Service build 
discn:Lion to restrict land use ll5 appropriate into the final EIS 

Toi he cxient wolfmortalityappcarsdin:ctly1claled w habitat security, we believe the final EIS 
~onld define the ~eiric levels or momiJ!ty 1hal can be sustained while stilt leading L0"'11rd 
rec<><ery. This mona1ity standard should be smntiflcally·bru;cd and tswblL<hcd at a level 10 
promo:e recovery. The process should be analogous 10 mortality standmis. c>t•bli•hcd for 
grizzly bcarcon<ervation. 

The final EIS •hr>uld also make it dear that if 1he.c mortality .iandnrds are exceeded. then 
man•gcmcnL acliom--which could indude land use rcstrictionrwould be implemented <1.< 
nccc=ry ro rcclure 11/c;~I killffl,. 111 Olhcr woo1s, 1hc /evd of Jwd "51: ll.<lric!;om woold be 
diroctly propon;onol \o the level ol m~al mortality. 

WOLF MAN.I.CEMENT 

We bolic•c tho: specific wolf management prescrip1io.1.• propo"'d in the EIS an; undc•irablc 
and unnOCCS.'-'I)'· Panieulnrty, we foil to .<ec the nccc.<Sity for grantin~ wolf kill permit• w 
livestock producers t>t their agents on public !~mil. E.~erience in nonhwc>tem Montano has 
dcmnn.'ltratcd 1ha1 .inte and federal ngcncies are fully capable of dealing with dcpreda1ion 
incidcnl.!. If !here is a diffi:ult problem, it cortain!y would be bdtcr S<ll•cd by profcs.sionals 
lhan by untrained privntc d1izcns. 

I 
We also feel the r.nal EIS .'lhould clarify mro wh:il it means lo harass a wolf in "an 

2 opponunis1ic, non-injurious monnc(, so ;u to avoid p0>5tb!e confusion. The Endangered 
Species Act defines "harass• In n m;inner far b1oade< 1han we tielieve inrcndcd or would be 
apprnprhtc in the EIS. Spccifldty in the flnol El Scan help pn;o\udc fu1urc misinicrrrctationo 

Similarly, we arc coooxmcd nhout !he lack of specmci1y rcgurtllng the ciTC1JmS1nnces where 
wol....,s ooo]d he conuoncd should 1hcy cau.'lc "unacceptable' impact• <ln liig game populntiuns 
Firs1, we think IL shouk be made explicit thnt lcthnl control will JlQl be an op1ion. Second, the 
final E1S should srccificnlly define whHI constilulcs an unncccptnblc imp;ICl, as well ns whM 
kind of documcnrntion of 5ucb impac1s nre requited. Again. clear definition in the final EIS 
will preclude rancor and conflict in 1he fulutc. 

BOUNDARIES OF THE YELi owSIONE EXPERIMENTAL POPULATION ZONE 

Same panics have <!U<Slioncd whc1her !he bound•ries for the •-<pCrimcnrnt populntion zone 
de51;nbcd in Lhc EJS •re "gcographic"llysep<!ralc" from cxistingwolfpopulmlC'.J1S While we are 

convinced lhal wolves reintroduced 10 Yell,,.,,,~tonc .,-;n be gcogrnphically separale. we ~o 
bclie•·e the EIS ncclls 10 show greater sensitivity to Lhis concern 

The boundorie.• of lhc cipcrimcmnl zone 10 1he north nnd to the we>t lie within 100 mile• of 
existing wolf p:;>puh1tions. Thot present< " higher prot>ability 1ha1 wolf p-Opulotions could 
become cstabll•hcd in th= pans or !he expcrlmcnml zolij;. ' 

We recommend that the Service pull b•ck the pwposcd <tXJlCrimcnl~I populotion boun<Llrie~ 
on the nonh and west p<lflions of lhc zone. We believe 3 conservative npprooch would be 10 
p\occ the expcrimcnrnl population zone boundaries on the e.terior boundary lfncs for 1hc 
nationol forests oonlih'llOUS to Yellowstone Jl/Mional Parl<. lltis would grcaily reduce any 
likelihood that populmions of na!urally recovering wolves wm enter the e~rimcnlal popuMion 

Moreover, we bclb·c it will dcmon.mntc your n:sponsiocnes> to 1hosc who argue !he 
Yel!ows1one cxperimcnrnl zone i< not gcograph!cnlly separ:ite from e<isting F"rulaiions. 

STATE MANAGEMEl\T Of f:XPERIM'ENTAI WQI F PQPU! ATIQNS 

Defenders bcliovcs sta1e wildHfc ngenc!cs con play a crilical role in wolf recovery efforts. aml 
should be encouraged os Orull partner in sU<:h cfforu. We do believe, however, il'• dcsirnble 
for fcdeml agencic• to moinrnin load rcsp:msiliility in national pO!ks and on national wildlife 
refuges 

It's our expectation. however, lh•t a lmgcr s1a1e role will not rosult in any diminfshmcni of 
commitment 10 rc=·cry. State agencies would need to follow precisely Lhe snme laws and 
reguJatians that fcdcr•1 ngencies do. .Similorly, ft would be our expectation thal srotc ogcncics 
would follow public rovicw prnccsscs similar 10 those of redeml agencies. The states nmst 
prepare management plans and provide !hem to !he public for tcvicw and commcnl. 

We arc conccmcd 1ha< cITec1lvcncss of S!Slll inVt.Jiv<:mo<Jt rnay be midgntcd hy inadC<jUOtc 
fonding. To the enont stntc agencie• are ossuming what hcre1ofore hove been federal 
responsibilities. 1hc EIS •hould note thnt stoics will nee~ incrc:iscd Sm ion 6 funding. 

T1Mt'J'A81 E fOR IMPLEMENTAJ!ON OF YELLOWSTONE PUN 

Yellcr;v•lonc wolf mo;tcrntion has been stalled and delayed ror loo long. It hns needlessly wasted 
scarce fcdernl endangered species dollar>. Federal ngcncicsnccd 10 estoblisha timetable in the 
final EIS that lnys om a firm schedule ror in iii at ion aod impkmcnrn!lon of n Yellowstone wolf 
re!nuoduction. 

The final EIS should alm ddine the escalntcd cOSJi that wlll be irn:urrcd if rc.ntroduction is 
furihcr delayed. The impacu to the over.ill endangered specie.1 program and 10 1axpayers 
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•hnuld he m~<lc c•plidt. Jf.< 1mpnnanc for the puhlic to umlcrnnnd tho C<»ts of govcmmcm 
<lclay. 

CENTRAL ID!\110 'Y9LF RECOVERY 

Ddcndcr< al,;n >uppnn• rdmroo"crion nf wolve> to ccmral Idaho '1S an e:cpcrimcntol 
f>Cf"JIJtion. At 1hc some time, we bclic•·c having ldnho rcin:ro<Juc!ion <>ecur after Ycllowstono 
mnkcs .cnsc. We arc $UfC thm what's lcnmcd from a Yellowstone rcinlroducticm WJll mnko 
ldnho rcimrollwtion more succesifol aild more economical. 

In the mcanwMc, we recommend the Service (!cvclop o monitoring pl Rn to determine whct~.cr 
central l<lnho n!rcmiy ha rho rs n wolf ponulatirn1. Such a prosrnm could dfoc1ively respond to 
conccn1< obnct "';,;ting wolf pnpufati~m if and w!1cn lhC dmc is righl for no ldnho 
1cinmxlU<;tion. 

Thank you for the oppmtuni1y to commenl. 

H11nk Fischer 
Noithcm Rockie.< Representative 
1534 Mon~!idd Ave, 
Mis.mu lo, MT 59801 

__ r:;j:/_799 
Idaho Cattle Association 

/CA 

Idaho Cattla Aa1ociation c°""""nt• to tha 
laIN'J.'J?.ODrJC'l'ION or GRAY llOL~S TO Y•LI.OllS'I'Ota NAi'l"OllAL PAR!\" AND 

' CZli7'R.\L :tDJIHO 
DRUT ICllVUClmCDT.U. DIP'-CT ~'l'DIQ'l' 

'!:he Idaho Cattle Auochtion (le.A) npnunts approxi.mltdy 1500 
r1nchor• and a11ociatod agri-huaina••a• in Idaho. Alcnq with tho 
Id&ho Woolqr0>r .. rs, th" le.A repreaents those Idahoans who will live 
and work close1t to the wolv,.s, and who•• livos and property snd 
•cooo..ic inte.,.at will i.. mo1t attectad by th• p:r:a••Dca or ah•onc• of 
wolv•a. 

Ou:r: coam.anta a.,. 0"9'•nh.od into 
Gana:r:•l DIIS COlOl'lOnt• 
C°"'"'onta on th" Proposed Altarn•tiva 
Canmanta on otha:r: llte:r:n•tive1 
ICA :r:•ccomendation 

GINIML DEIS COMMENTS 

lS. RSI 8: 11LBLIF£ SERml 

OCT 181993 

llFITDFl!lll8Fm£ 

Tht iuu9 or tha i!DJ)ad or wolt r•Mvaey on dh•fHG and nr,uit., 
mll!!t bt tdd;tn•d Dhmiaainq the thnat or :r:abios based oo tha 
opinions of one individual naqlecta your rospon•ibility to protect 
hw1.1u1 health and ••t•ty. Rabi•• oxist• in tho skunk populatio:i• or 
Wyoming and i• app:r:oac:hinq Yoll0>r•tone Pu·lt. Tbare will i.. no rafuga 
in Idaho to::: :::a.hid wolva1 oi: fad<l:r:al buroauc:r:ats who all<>W<ld ral>I.•• 
to •ntai: Idaho'• pradator population, 

I Failu>:! to addrHs the iUu" o( th9 i111pu1t 2f wolf' rocov9ry on wol( 
recov•ey in otha:r: e>:!H '"Jl!" Voll to und•:r:Hti!!U!t• the co1t• .-1 HF~~iat .. 4 ..,itt. ,..olt" """""*''" Zni;roduc1n9 wolv•• into Idaho can 2 raa•onahly be aitpacted to ra•ult in th• avantu&l lliqration of wolves 
iroto tltab, Wavada, lfall>inqton and Colorado. rou have iqno:r:ad tho 
proparty dam.ag• a1>d coat• of fado:r:al >:!Cova:i:y actio"' in those 
&tat••· 

raUJlrt to addreu the inue of tho i11pa9t of vol:t :r:99ovtrv on hwu.n 
nfaty/haaltb n•qh9ts your re•oonaib1lit!ts unda;: law, A wolt 
population that is not conditiontd to t•&r hwun1 can :i:oaaonably ba 
aitpectad to pr•Y ot1 hum.an• in cartain cooditions. .Paopl• in Idaho, 3 including ou:r: cb.ildran, a:i:a often alone in isolat•d araa1. Tbair 
activitia• in thoaa i•olatad araaa occ••iorially cauaa them to be 
injurad and vulnerahl•. Th• 1J.S, ha• not anjoyad 1ucA a populatioo of 
wolv., since 1sgo whan accu:r:ata &cientific "9COrd1 .began to be kept 
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I. Thank you for your comments. Having wolf 
populations in the Yellowstone and central Idaho 
areas will not significantly impact the spread or 
prevalence of rabies or other diseases that can 
be contracted by canids. Please see Chapter I, 
Scoping of Issues, Impact of Wolf Recovery on 
Diseases and Parasites, and the above response 
#2 to the American Fann Bureau Federation. 

2. As directed by Congress, the EIS only ad
dresses wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone 
National Parle and central Idaho. Under the pro
posal, wolf population recovery will occur in the 
primary analysis areas. Known (marked) wolves, 
introduced as experimental animals that move 
into other states can be captured and returned to 
the primary analysis areas on a case by case ba
sis. Eventually otl1er states may elect to recover 
or reintroduce wolf populations in their areas, 
but in all likelihood, gray wolves will be recov
ered and delisted by that time and management 
would be under the jurisdiction of the respective 
states. 

3. Wolves are not a significant threat to human 



on the ""•llHS of hw:ian injurl' 1lt'ld death. Of. course there is no ree<1rd 
of such thr<lats to human safety/b.ealth. While much of tb.e myth of 
the big bad wolf 9hollld be dis00,,nt;.ed,. objective minds would be aw<Lre 
of the signifi.,anco of those cyths being about "olve9 rather than 
say, salama.ndors. 

Failure to address tho i"-pact of wolf recovery on private property 
dghta results in failure to ad.dress the root of mO•t Idahoans 
opposition to wo.lf recoverv. "lour statement on page 1-2.0, " Wolf 
recovery will not i..,,act or change individual private propert!{ rignts 
as defined by l,.w," is a d"liberate misr.,presentation of the truth, 
\lolvas "1.J..1 k.ill li.,,.estcck, as you ildmit. Th" ;iropoo.e.d alternativ" 
prol!.ibits livestock owners from killing wolves en private land or on 
federal land until a loss bas been incurred. Co:::pensation hi' the 
Defend9rS of Wild.lite for livestock losses is dependent upon finding 
l:.h<> careasses, .,hicl:I has been ampl!f demonstrated to be di.fficult in 
1-!T, MN, 1".L and Canada, verifying that wolves were the cause of. the 

~~=~· i:n~l~::a;~t;s o~~o~:~ ~~f~~~"~:t~;e~~!d!~f~he a:e~~;~i~~~~n\J 
eOltll!lnnit!{. Losses of ranch property values for ranobes afflicted with 
heavy wolf predation problems are also not addr<>Se<>d. 

5 federal actioM snch as the Departments of the :i:nteno7 propo~ed I ~''~"~"~'~'~'"~'~'i"~'~o~•~•~~~'"~"~'~"~•~•=ei•~'°~'~'~"~"~'~"~"~"~'~"~o~<~"~'~•~•~o~<~o~'~"~•:<-2! changes in grazing #ees and oianagn.,,ent on the .. conoou.c Vl.ab>.Lity of 
livestock ranching in the West. 
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The comoarison of "llOlf management ccsts until recoverv"' il 
unfatho:o.able. The activities required for wolf recovery <tiffer .,...rt 
Littie between the pr<:>posed alternative and the Wo.lf '"";'naq..,,,ent 
Coawittee alternative. Yet the costs shown are $6 m~llio<> a<>d $100 
million, respectivel!f. Tbe Wolf Ma<>age:nent Committee's cost estimates 
were based on the ad"iee of OSF&WS and Montana, Idaho and Wyoming 
game manag<>:r.ent and aqriculture personnel. In .. 1:1ich estimate was tJ>e 
inaccurate information used? Re believe, afteJ: review ><ith former 
Wolf Manag9"'Gnt Cocrt:llittee memb!!u, that the costs estimates for the 
l?ropcsed Alternative are drantically understated. 

Is oart of the co3t differential due to the states perfo=ing "'~re 
acti.,iti"'i; aw tb"s i"currinq the coats i" the ;iropo~e<i alt:.e.tnat.iW•? 

;;.,~~~s t~~:~e~o~~s c~~:!~ ~~ ~;a~~~~e;~e~l~~~ ::d~~t~~=~s m~~h~h~e 
ass.,,,,inq. Costs are oosts, whether paid by th<> states or tl!.<> f"deral. 
government. No matter how much we wish it were so, the federal 
government does not operate in a vacuum. 

You also llave neglected to include. the costs of defending this plan 
against lawsuits hy us and the environmentali9t c=mun>.ty. You should 
in.,lude the costs of- the lawyers for the opposing side on those suits 
you e"pect to lose, in accordance with the legsl provisions of the 
Endangered Speoies l\ct. 

71 
Rolf prec:lation of livestock f~gu.,es are understatad 
Tho followinq deficiencies exist: 

Wo'.f DEIS CornmP.,-,t.S 

Livest_ock losses are based only on the analysis area and a 
narrow surrounding bo'.'der - wolves can be expect"d to rove the 
entire state on occ<'uon and ca11se losses there too. 

'l:l!.e assumptio<> tb~t the majority of losses will occur on 
tho fedeJ:al lands in late au=er is hiqhl.y questionable. 
We fully expect t..be bulk of our losses to occur as the wolves in 0>any 
, but not all, watersheds follow the wild ungulates down into tt:e 
v~lleys where they co=ing~e with our wintering J.ivestoek. They will 
linger at the lower elevations throughout the ungulate calving period 
atld will tak<> advantage of any opportune prey sonrc<>. 

The probl<l'AS we would face 011 these "inter rang-ea would be 
moJ:e severe than those ratlchers face in Minnes<>ta or Montana or 
Canada. Livestock, wol.,,es, and wildlife will be more concentratad 
than they are in Minnesota b<>cause we hav& narrow valleys with less 
s~vere winter weather separated by broad mountain ranqes, whereas 
Kinnesota has a moJ:B hOlllogenous topography anc:I weather pattern and 

!~=~~i~~n~~~;r:~~~~,.f~t~~~q~~~o~:c!~s":/~:~~t:.,::~e c::~~er 
ro>quires mor .. frequ.,nt feeding and supni:vision and thus tl!e gr<>ate~ 
lluman presence ~here would di.acouraqe the presence of wolves mo:e 
tl!an the extensive manaqem@nt techniques norm.ally practiced in Id.al:lo 

These nore extensive man,.gement practices are not the 
result of rancher sloth, but repreoent efforts to minimize costs 
reduce livesto"k concentJ:ation and spr,,ad of disease, and lteep o~r 
cows "'rustling'."•. that is, mnving on their. own in search of forage. 
rather than wait>.ng to be fed. Th.is rustling characteristic is 
impcrtant to maintaining the ecattered di.stribution of livestock on 
OS!'S lands which is d<>sirabl<> for proper resource manaqement there. 
If Idaho ranchers must forsake those extnnsive ma11agement practines 
due to the predation of w<>l.,es. these costs in labor, death loss, 
fe<1d., and r'"'"""""" daniag". sbo11ld also :Oe included in !{ouJ: analysis 

Beoans .. the environ:nent and management practices in Idaho. 
are unlike those in arnas vhern wol,,es currentll' exist, the fo:mulas 
you use t<> estimate livestock losses 
are of little or no "alue. We fully exp<>ct predation losses to be 
uveral times larger than those experienced where wolves still exist 

Your fo=ulas also Ollffer fro:n the probl<>m that !{Oil include, 
"'?Lf population in a~ aJ:ea. like Canada. a~ a predictive ~actor of 
livBstonk loss, despite tl!e fact that many wolves in Canada liv~ in 
are~s where they will never be within hunting range of livestoclt. 
Again, the fo=11la construction consistently 11nde:r:estimates the 
losses we would face. 

While you do indicate tl!.at some individual :ranchers can bO 
e~peoted to suffer a groater proportion of the losses than other 
ratlohers, we believ., yon fail to adequately discuss tbe fact that 
those. ranch~rs will ha"e a chronic probl~. that is, they will 

~~~~~~~i~n~=~~:Iii~:;~~~~r~y o~h;h~S~~~~e~0~=~n~f~~~e~~:r ~~hese 
Manaqement of Wolf-Livest.eek Conflict i 11 ~nnesota." 

You fail to address the potentially cataetrophic losse• 

71 
that <0ay he suffare-:i by these ~ew rancbe:r:s in any se<rt:ion of tb<1 
~f!!t P~!~:!: That is 1<hy we killed all the wolves in Idaho in the 
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life or safety in North America. The ESA and 
the proposal already allow for the taking of listed 
species that threaten human life and safety, but 
in the case of wolves this situation would be 
highly unusual. Please also see response #2 to 
the American Fann Bureau Federation. 

4. The proposal will not affect Constitutional 
private property rights. Please see Appendix 6 
for further information. 

5. Wolf predation on livestock is predicated to 
be a very minor factor in the overall rate of live
stock losses in Idaho, Wyoming and Montana. 
Within the primary analysis areas annual live
stock losses from all causes in each area are al
ready about 21,000 to 22,000 head. Livestock 
depredations by a recovered wolf population is 
expected to cause another 10-19 cattle and 57-68 
sheep losses per year in each area. This level of 
loss will not effect the livestock industry in ei
ther area. Please see Table 3-59 at the end of 
Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, Alternative l, Sum
mary of Wolf Depredations on Domestic Live
stock in Other Areas of North America, for fur
ther information. 

6. The cost estimates for each alternative were 
presented as accurately as possible. The Wolf 
Management Committee costs were given as they 
appeared in the Committee report given to Con
gress in May 1991. The additional costs of po
tential delays in wolf recovery, potential litiga
tion, an exceptionally high level of illegal activ
ity, or other unforeseen or unpredictable factors 
were not included as part of the cost of any al
ternative. 

7. Livestock losses were predicated as accurately 
as possible given the fact that few, if any, wolves 
currently exist in the Yellowstone or central Idaho 
areas. Depredation rates were based on data from 
Canada and Minnesota from areas where wolves 
and livestock coexist. In northwestern Montana, 
livestock losses to wolves (where about 75 
wolves now live), since 1987 when the first dep
redation in recent history occurred, have aver
aged about 2.4 cattle and LS sheep per year. 
Sixteen wolves have been controlled to reduce 
further losses. The Defenders of Wildlife com
pensation program has paid a total of about 
$12,000 to all those producers who had verified 
or probable losses caused by wolves since 1987. 
Livestock losses will probably effect a small 
number of producers each year but it is highly 
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81 The boost to r<0c:r&ational industry affordad by tha prasence of 0<olves 
is trernendously Qverstatad. The eonvoluted for.oulas used cannot be 
unde:i:atood by the general public without qraatt>r explanation One 
unde.-lying a.ad undeniable asslllllption you have 111ade is obviously 
inaccurate. :tou have assUJ:1ed that tho people you predict will come to 
be ne .. r the wolf are """""otly sitting at b.ome a..D.d not spending 
their recreational time and dollars anywhere at this time. 
Even if your statistical inodels are accurate, your common s•maa ia 
not. The sorl of pBople who will make a spacial trip to be near the 
,.,.crad ""'11£' are much 11rOre li1: .. 1y to be currel!tly mak.ing "pecial tdp" 
to ba near th" sacred spottBd owl! 
The shifting of racreation fr= one ar<1a to another should not be 
co11sid&rad a ont national econccoic benefit. A regicnsl or state 
b&oefit may occur, but that a.lac abould not be included since you 
bava not included state costs in your analysis. The DEIS appears to 
be gatl1<1riQ9 all tbe benefits possible under tbe tent vhile e"cludin11 
all the possible costs. W& racot11111and you break benefits and costs 
down to federal. "tat.a or ragional leVE!ls so a. more ,.....,.ingful 
analy,.i• can b& rnada. Ire also reco=end that you consider tba loss of 
racr&ation"l acti.,ity as a. cost to thone areas ><bich vill lose the 
highly valued wild.life viewing racre .. tion dollars peculiar to tha1r 
locale 

I The int&ntion to de-list wolvas and consider them ""covered when 10 

9 pac);s appro><imatelv 100 wolv .. s are present in each analysis area is 
not supoort<lhle. ~ou have selected what you 0011sider a politicalll' 
accept<lhle number for a recovery goal. There is no scientific 
i>vidence to support this nurnbar as ""Presentin11 a. vi<lhle pcpulatior .. 
C::harles I!:. Dy, Pltll, ...,d Wildlif11 Enology, ut"h State University, 
maintains th.at 1500-2000 wolves will h" needed to maintain sufficient 
genetic diversity for.,. viable populstlon. We expect the 
envirorur.enta.list co=unity to sue and lfin going a.way. using th.is 
inadaqu<>te numb"" in your calculations allows you to gronsly 
underestimate tbn costs to li....,stock and ungulate populations, ""d 
wolf monitoring and manaq...,ant costs, tbus padding your benefit/costs 
ratios. 

QI 'tour statQment tbat thQ Idaho Department of F&G is prohibited. by I !&_a_ho h.w from participating in any wolf 11111nagQill<>nt act.ivities is 
inaccurate. Idaho l"'' allows F&G to particip,.te in W'Olf manageG"•nt 
activiti&s approved by the legislature WbQ~er or not your Proposed 
alternatiVlll would b& acceptable to tho Idaho Legislature . ...,d. thus 
likely to receiy" Id.a.ho i'iG particip,.tion, should he discussed in 
tbis DEIS, as it ia crucial to tha rec<>vary effort and detorau.nea 
whether costs wtll be bonie by the state or the federal gov•u'mnent 
This discussion is absent from the DllIS. 

For the above reasons we believe the DXIS ia woefully inadequate, 
does not f"lly, accurately, or truthfully present the issues to the 
public for ccmmant as required by law, and should be withdrawn ""d 
done o"er. We of"f,.r our assistance in correcting the deficienci"s 
noted. We plBdqQ our intention to have this DEIS as currently written 
declared legally insufficient. 

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSED JU,TERNJlTtvl.: 

This alt<or.,ativa rapresonts a "ell-intentioned ""d surprisingly 
effective att""'Ft to forge a C0"'P1'0111iU betvaen opFosing inter<>sts 
The wolf presei:vationists get their wolves in an acceleratod inanner 
a.nd some assuunce that the humans in tha """" will allow the 
recovery to be successful. We get purported ""surances that tl>e state 
or federal 11overD111ents will mana11e wolves to minimize our propertl' 
losses and land managem .. nt practiCB disruFtions. 

Onfortunataly there is no "eans to hold the preservationists feet 
to the fire an<l force them to honor tbe n=pro01i90. We fully expect 
that preaervationist/..,.i=l rights activists will sue and 
successfully stop the state er federel. governments from impl..,.anting 
ina.nagamant actions not to their .likin9. Recent history stronqly 
indicates such suits would be successful. Wolves in Alas);a are not 
even endangera<:I., yet the Gc'1ernor of that state could not stand the 
lQgal and politica.l heat that a.rose when Alaska sought to control 
their ><olf populations to protect their other wild.life popul,.tion3. 

we believe the preservationists are fully a><are of the loopbola b 
enforcQlllent of tbe c0111prcmise. Thay created the loophole when they 
successfully pressured the u.s. Congress to charg" OSFUIS with 
deV<Olopinq a wolf recovery alt .. rnati"e '"consist1mt with curr.,nt h,.." 

In short- we <;at stuck with tha wolves a.nd lose the prot<>ction fr<>" 
our aeon~c and land-use losses. W<i have been unable to identify a 
legal or raguletocy i:aeans to correct this flaw. This ia a fatsl 
flav in this alternative ...,d forces us to oppose this alternative. 

we do not expect that congr.,as would ha able to pass a law 
guarant .. eing our protection frCt> aco.,omic loss b"cause tha sa.me 
environmentalist poHtical power would ba brought to bear. 01>til 
C::ongr .. ~s accepts tlle fact that the conc .. rns of those directly 
e:ffected by this actio11 are m<>ra important tban th<i ccncerna of those 
"ho would lik& to ""tch Idaho ve>lv<>$ on telovi:sion i~ tbo>ir New 
Jersey living :rooms, we do not expect any workable compromise to b<l 
achie'1ed. 

The following criticisms are also <18da of tha propoaed alter:native. 
Jtesolution of t.hes" following issues, witbcut resolution of the 
cv;;c.,:;; ;;!:;en·.,, "*'ld ::<>! :".:::lt i:: c:i: .:::ppc,-t c:! t!!i! ;;.lt<!.!'."!"!"-th•" 

11 should be mu:~mi:z:ed in the l.!!ml..,.entaticn of tbis alternati"" or soy 
other alternat.iva. Specifically ' I In general t~o inYolvM!ant_and authority of" the stata of Idaho 

The definition cf livestock of sufficient econo:nic 
importanca to warrant protaction frOltl wolf predation should be laft 
to the state 

The sta.ta should ducide which agencies shall confinn 
li"estock lc:s~es dua to ""lVllls and issue takA pe=its to liY.,stock 
owners on fed~ral lands. 

The state should have the authority to move or otherwise 
control, to include ltill, "elves that have unaccept<lhle negative 
impact:> on otber wild.life opecios whoither or not thc5a species aro 
import;ont to wolf recovecy. 

~.;,.f Otl!. \om""''" s 
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unlikely that catastrophic losses will occur to any 
producer. Please see the above response # 4 to 
the Safari Club International and Chapter 4, Al
ternative 1, Impacts on Domestic Livestock. 

8. The projections of increased visitation and 
increased economic activity were developed by 
an independent team associated with the Uni
versity of Montana When you consider that visi
tors to Yellowstone National Park are estimated 
to annually spend about $425,000,000 in Wyo
ming, Montana, and Idaho and that the issue of 
this EIS about wolf recovery generated a reconl 
number of public comments (160,284) it does 
not seem unlikely that areas such as Yellowstone 
and central Idaho will become more attractive 
for some people to visit more often or stay longer 
and thus generate more revenue to the local 
economies than will be lost in occasional live
stock depredations or a slight lost opportunity 
hunting for female ungulates. Both the expected 
positive and negative economic aspects are de
scribed in Chapter 4, Alternative I, Impacts on 
Economics for display of economic effects. 

9. The number, distribution, and persistence of 
wolves needed to detennine if a wolf population 
would be eligible for de listing has been carefully 
investigated using scientific methods and peer 
review. Appendix 8 and 9 discuss the basis for 
the population objectives and Appendix 11 has 
been added which describes the recovery goal 
and delisting process. 

10. This has been corrected to read that Idaho 
Fish and Grune is prohibited from participation 
in wolf recovery issues without the expressed 
pennission of the legislature. 

1 I. The proposal encourages the state of Idaho 
and tribes to become active participants in wolf 
recovery activities, with funding assistance from 
the FWS. The states are even encouraged to lead 
implementation of the proposed rule through 
their own wolf management planning process, 
as long as it is within the provisions and intent 
of the experimental population rule. However, 
the FWS can not give its auihority to recovery 
listed species to the states until populations are 
recovered and delisted according to the provi
sions of the ESA. The FWS fully intends that 
wolves be recovered and delisted as soon as pos
sible and clearly has supported sole state and 
tribal authority at that time. See Appendix 11 
for further infonnation. 91 



The state of Id&l>o should ha reimbu.rsed for aU activitias naca!IU•ry 
for wolf recovery and sobsequent inan&q....,ent. Tb<> p<>ople of l<iaho do 
not "isb to "'"' their tax dollars frittered away on this unnece9sary 
action, If tbe federal qovern.ment insists on wolf recoVfJry, let them 
pay for it. 

Stock dog predation should trigger the same wolf cootnil act.ion as 
livestock predation. Good stock dogs are considerably more valuable 
t.ban one or mor" cows. Loss of a good dog requires the purchase of 
anotber and months of training. 

If hard release tecbniau<>S prove in<>ffactiv<> for \/Olf sutviva.l. or 
contain:neot in the prinary analysis area federal or stat" agenciGs 
:nay consider and imnlement. soft celease tecbniqu"'"· 

liolv<>s t.hat move beyond thG primary analysis area will be killed or 
captured and returned to th<> primarv a"alysis •ra.a. 

Federal co"'Pansation will be provided for all livestock losses The 
loss of a day-old calf means tbat the cancher ha!I loat the incoma 
<>Xp•ct"d £rom tl>._t. "alf whan ..,.,mod and raady for so.lo at 4-500 lbs. 
The expenses associated "ith .,,.,intaining that cow for that year to 
obtain that Clllf have been incurred for t:he mOllt part by the time the 
calf is born. COl!lpensation should be for the fair market value of the 
ani""'l lost or tbe income that o.an be e><pected within one year from 
that animal, whiohevar is gre.ater. The voluntary o=pensation proqcam 
of the D9fenders of Wildlife is a feeble public relations stunt tbat 
no one ca:i cradibly exp<!Ot to continue past tbe early stages of wolf 
recovery. If wolf reom'ltry is in the national int<1rest, lilt the 
nations•s taxpayers pay the costs, not just the affect<>d canch.,rs 
JV;rain, cert<>.in canchero, because of the location of their winter 
range, O;o.n be expected to sustain major , recurrinq li"e,.took losses. 
They "ill not be able to continue ranc!>ing \lit.bout compensation. The 
value of tbeic ranch \/ill be greatly ceduced when they seek to sell 
it_ !'l:>e federal government \/ill bav<1 bankrtlpted \/bat are no\/ 
successful, self-s'llpporting food producers, taxpayecs, ;lnd <1llploy<1rs. 

Ranchers sbould b<> allo.,ed to ki.ll wolves in bot pursuit of their 
livestock on private or fed<1cal land. You lnU3t tbiuk Idaho ranchers 
all just f&ll off tbe potato truck if you tl;.ink they will :m~t and 
wate!> an unco .. pansated loss of livestock occur before shooting tbe 
"ol.f involved. The rGstriction in this proposal aqainst imirnodiat" 
r"ncl:>e<" action against. pr .. datinq wolves on fed<>ral lands makes no 
senH in t<>rm• of leqality or fairn,.u, but only pandecs to the 
anvironm<>ntalist affort to mak" feder&l lands gcaainq eccnom.ically 
unfeasibl<1 

Tbose r<>sponsible for ..... nagement decisions must be clearly idantified 
throuqhout the administration of this acti,,.ity, unlika the Griz:dy 
Recovery Plan 

Any wobres that ~hwnan bealth and sahty l:>szsrd will b<1 
promptly renoved or killed. Tbis incorpcratu curr<>nt USi",WS policy 
into the cecovery plan_ For example, according- to thi!I plan, wol.ves 
may be controlled only after livestock are injured. If a family pet 

· ·ured or killed and a ..olf is confiri:ied as the cau~e, tbe \/Olf 
~= ~~l inm>adiately controlled, even if children :oay be i.n the acea 
This is un.acceptabl" and cannot r .. asonably be exp11octed of any parent 
or community 

COY.NEH'IS ON OTHER J<LTE!lllATIVES 

wolf ~naqement Commit.too alternativo. This alternative presents a 
reasonabl<1 compromis<1 w!>ich woul.d recover wolvas and protect tho 
riqbta and property of Idaho's citi:e<>S. Unfort,.nately, for reasons 
discussed above. we do not expect Congress to. be ah le t':' pass the. 
enabling lellidation cequired without tbe environmentalist co(llmuni.ty 
stcipping Idaho of it• pcotection. We therefore cannot support this 
alt<1cnative. 

Natural l\<!covery alte.rnative. Tbis alternative provides no protection 
for Idaho property rights iUld land use management. The estimated .::ost 
of $10-15 million is qreatly underestimated for .t@asons discu~sed 
abov<>. Spending any money to "recover" an anillal that ~xists i.n large 
, s@lf-!luataining populationa in A.lank.a, canada, and Minn@sota is a 
wasta of scarce resources. feople and qovernll1(lnts that are bcoke, 
that is, cannot pay tbeic bill a or deficits, aho1>ld _net buy 
expe<>siv<I pets, They sl:>ould also not buy pets thst will decrease 
their ability to work and eacn waqes oc raia<1 ti.xes to improve tbeir 
unacceptable financial situ<>.tion. . 
l'his alt<1rnative is sir.iilar to th<1 status quo and is not achi&ving 
volf recovery. We oppose this alternative 

Reintroduction of Non-eme:rimental Wolve• alternative. This 
alternative baa all the disadvantages of the natural recovery 
alternativ<>, plus l@as prot.,ction of private prop<!rty and land 
m.anage,.ent activities, with an increased cost. we oppose thia 
&lte:rnative. 

IDAHO CllTTLE ASSOCIATION RECOMMENDATION 

we had sooie bcpa that this pcocen would yield a means of recovecing 
wolves in Idaho and protecting Idaho's private prop<1rty , ce~ou~ce 
based economy and l;lnd use activities and allow us to put th~• i.ssue 
behind us ancl turn O\lr att .. ntion to more prcd1>ctive actions. Th~s -has 
not occucred. 

We support th<> No Wolf alternative. The federal 11overnnant should 
spand no money to rQcover \lolves they do not have the l>.Oney to 
waste. The federal gover,,,.ent sbould not tur-n loose anilnals that will 
destroy ouc private property, reduce our wild ungulate herds, 
interfere \lith ouc r<;>source bas<1d econociy , reduce tha nwWer of jobs 
available to Idahoa<>s, decr11as<1 the flow of ta:s:es fcom Idaho to 
wasbinqton, and increas" tb" d..,,,and for tax dollacs for unemployment 
benefit:a, and rural job,. progr2'1U!.. 

Th" Endanqered Species 11.ct should bl'l amen dad to: 
Recoqni:e tbat wolvGa are not in any dang<1r of e1ttinction 

in the world and that e1tpend.iture of federal funds or d.incoptioD of 
local economies is unnecessary. 
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Require that recovery plans for any sp<>Oies sb.ould 
recognize the private pi:operty :i:iqhts of ci~i>:en~, ~d re~pect the 
rights of states to managl> lands and econo:nies wi.thu1 their borders. 

Man h•.s t"ken the predatory role of the wolf in Idaho's ecosystems. 
Man per.fo:>:ms this role more effectively than 1;-b':' volf by cont,,olling 
wild game herds 1titb. managed huntiog, and avoiding dall!.a.ge to tb.e 
property rights of others. 

Most ranchers have learned to accept the presenca of coyotes on their 
lands_ They appreciate the contribution of coyotes to rodent control 
arid carrion renoval. When coyotes may cause a_ probll!lll, by 
Qonc<>ntrating around calving areas or populati.ons of lambs, tb.e 
i:anchers know they have the right to """'""" those coyotes before 
sust,.ining unacceptable l.osses. The rancbers can request tile 
assista:nce of Animal. Damage Control. in tbis effort. Should these 
rigbts or assistance be discontinued, ra:nchers uoul.<1 bave to ret11rn 
to seeking to remove all coyotes all the tilae. 

'l'he sacoe dynamic applies to wolf recovery. If rancbe>:s and others 
tltat will be directly affected by wolf recoll"ery can >:easonably expect 
their property to be protected and their economy mai,ntaine<I, IOOSt 
would learn to accept tlto presence of wolves. 

wolf rf!covery in J:daho requires tho support of the l<:>cal people. 
While individual volves may appear in isolated areas, pack survival 
will not ""cur without the support of the local peop~e. AgenciGs of 
the state of Idaho will not particti.pate in wolf reco.,,ary efforts 
until the Idaho Legislature supports a wolf itecovery plan. This OEIS 
does not provide a plan wh.icb local peoplG Mill supp<::>rt. we do not 
e:.pect our iegislature to support it either. 

~~ 
Bob Collett 
President 
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Ed Bangs, Project Leader 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service 
Gra}' Wolf EIS 
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The members of the Western Eoviron;nental Trade Association appreciate the opportunity 
\(I oommem on the draft EIS for the reintnxlucti1>n of wolves 10 YeUowstonc National Park 
and Central Idaho. Our associati1>n represents a broad coaliti1>n of interests including 
agriculture, mining.oil ai:idgas, tjm1J.er,motori2cd recreation, utilities, busineo.sand industry. 

While we recognize it may not be the most po!itica!ly feasible alternative, we wish to go on 
record in support of Alternative ,t3, the No Wolf Alternative. We do so for a variety of 
reasons, the mast pressing being our continued concern that wo!f reintroduction will have 
a profound negative impact on multiple use activities in !he region. While USFWS 
personnel have stated that the waif can co-exist \vith other octivitin.s such as limber 
bar:estiog or motori2ed recreation, thot has yet to be our eqieriem:e with any endangered 
r;pecies regardless of what we've been assured by wildlife experts. We believe that the 
opposite will be the case, and we will see massive road and land closures to accommodate 
wolves. 

We also share th~ concern of those in agriculture tbat losses will be significant and 
assurances of financial reimburiement are not reflecti\le of actual cos~. Parmer.t may be 
received for live•tock that can be "proven" to be killed by wolves, but there is no 
mmpen.satiao far the rancher who ma}' nce<l 10 adjust his operation to limit exposure of bis 
stock to predation. 

We do not belie•·e USFWS has been clear about the number of wolves Ibey are anticipating 
v.ill inhabit the reintroduction area, leaving those of us in the affected st:ues lo wonder what 
other impacts haven't been fullyacknowkdgcd. Public support cannot be gained if we don't 
have confidence that what we've been mld is accurate. 
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I. Thank yon for your comments. Wolves are 
an extremely adaptable species compared to 
many in North America. Unless about 30% or 
greater of a wolf population is deliberately killed 
by people each year, wolf populations will ex
pand. Therefore, wolves could live in a wide 
variety of habitats in North America where there 
is food (ungulates) and there were minimal con
flicts with domestic animals. Wolves simply 
need to be tolenited by people and not deliber
ately prosecuted. Contrary to popular belief, 
wolves are not nocturnal, secretive, or wilder
ness dependent animals. The reason that wolves 
only existed in remote wilderness areas in the 
1930s through 1970s, is because those remote 
lands were the only places that wolf populations 
su...~.rived hu...rna.--i persecution. Becausecfd1evast 
tracts of public land, low human density, abun
dance of ungulates, legal protection from unregu
lated human killing, and their life history and 
behavior, wolves in the northern Rocky Moun
tains of the U.S. need almost no land-use restric
tions. Alternative 1 has been modified to allow 
some land use restrictions if they become neces
sary to reduce intrusive human disturbance to 
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I 
Finally, we wish to mnke one additional observation. Supponers of wolf reintroduction 
have argued that lhe presence of wolves in the area will bring more tourists and give the 

3 area economy a real boosL We question whether those estimate. have taken into ucconnl 
lost reven~es from multiple use activities, and particularly lost revenues from reduced 
hunting opportunities. Tuey will besignilkant. Also, we find it ironic that while these same 
supporters argue for more tourists, in Winther news story they are arguing that Yellowstone 
National Park and th~ surroundiag areas are suffering from the impact of too many people 
and limits should Ile placed on the cumb~r of people who can visit. Where are all tlle new 
tourists Sllpposcd to go to so:e wolves? 

Again, we want In thank you for the opportunity to comment. 

'198{) 

THE WILDLIFE SOCIETY 
6410 Gr~•wnor lane• B•ttr .. do, MO 2<18'14-2197 
Toi: [3111) 8:<17·9710 • Fu: (JOlJ 5:!0-2471 

13 O<;:toher l99J 

I:d Bang& 
Gray ~01.t El:S Pro'jeet r...ae....:r 
100 N. P<1rk, suite 320 
Helena, Mont!lllll. 59601 

Dear Mr, Blln<JIH 

U. RSI! a 'l!IWJft DICE 
OCT 141993 

vt-IY B REll lfJKl" 

The Wildlife Society (TilS) iB the Bcientifico end educetional 

=~~~~i=~~~n ~f w~~~~:i~:!a~~~~:e ~~l~;::~d~e~!;a~~. t~i!lh 
and Wildlife Service tor its et'forts to11ard reintroduction ot' 
gray wolves to the Yellowstons re<Jion and central Idaho. The 
craft Environmsntal Ililpact statBl!IW'lt (DEl:S) exhibits excellence 
in l:liolo'l"ical and sooioacono:tic assessment, 111\d the DEIS procsss 
h11s been execpla.ry in its attention to public involvawant. 

;;~s e~=~~~~a~f~:-~;:.,;:~~~o~~ia~~n~o~~~a;f w~~;~;i::uction 
Yellowstcme National Park and Central. Idaho as is proposed in the 
DEIS. \llc>1.veB oc(:l!py !lll important ecol0<1ical niche and should be 
zastored and uaintained in selected portions of their ori9inal 
i:an9s in the oonti<JUoU& United States. Restoration of sustainin9 
populatiom: of 9ray wclves to S1'itable habitats represents an 

~~:~i~~ ;~l~:;;i~~!~, i:~~e~~ ~o~~nie~~~!;~l'Y o~ii~~;s:~;!~~e~y 
in the DSIS, Alternative l (the Proposed Alternative), with 
modifica"tions, w~uld successfully :r;-astore wolveB in the 1ne>st 
scientifically s~wid, practically feasible, and leqally 
defensible manner. 

The Proposed Alternative "ill raq11ira 11cdifications, thou9h, to 
assure protection of wolves and :m.ini.nizing of wolt'/hu:man 
conflict1i. Aspaots reqUir1nq revision includa land use 
nanaqelltent, reintroduction area l>cundlU'ies, wolf control 
1a,.as11re11, non-t'edei;al 10lllla9ement, and public education. overall, 
the rointrodu.ction plan IOUSt remain flexible. 

oms believes that~ declaration that "{t)heror wcllld be nc 
new land use restrictions req12ired to i.ll!plement this alternative" 
unwisely precludss land UBS rsetricticns as 11 fut11re :canaqB111ent 
tool !llld ocntJ:ad!.<:ts 11cknovlsdqa11ent in Appendix 4 (p,6-31) that 
"· .• anticipation of avecy problSll. ia almo11t h1pcssible, and 
unexpected turns of: events must be anticipated and adaptations 
q12ic:kly ,,.ade,n In the Blll!IG paragz-aph, the statoooent also ia :ca.de 
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be applied around active den sites from April 1 
to June 30 when there are 5 or fewer packs. 
Please see Appendix 13 for further information. 

2. A recovered wolf population has been clearly 
defined in the EIS as 10 breeding pair, in each of 
three recovery areas (central Idaho, Yellowstone, 
and northwestern Montana) for three successive 
years with some limited interchange between the 
recovery areas (a total of about 300 wolves). 
Please see Appendix 9 for further information 
and Appendix 11 for delisting procedures. 

3. The economic analysis looked at the costs 
(livestock losses, existence value of not having 
wolves present, potential lost hunting opportu
nity for some types of ungulates, and manage
ment costs) and benefits (increased visi1ation, ex
istence value of having wolves present) of a re
covered wolf population in Yellowstone and cen
tral Idaho. Under the proposal, the presence of 
a wolf population resulted in an estimated an
nual positive net economic effect of $6-$8.6 mil
lion for Yellowstone and $5.6-$8.4 million for 
central Idaho. Please see Chapter 4, Alternative 
1, Impacts on Economics for display of analy
sis. 

The Wildlife Society 009980 

I. Thank you for your comments. The potential 
for using land-use restrictions during the early 
phases of wolf recovery has been added to the 
proposal. Please see Chapter 2, Alternative I. 

2. The proposal has been modified to shorten 
the reporting period for private individuals both 
harassing (7 days) and laking (as soon as pos
sible, but no later than 24 hours) wolves. In ad
dition a Glossary of Terms has been added to 
the EIS. 

3. The proposal has greatly emphasized the im
portance of an aggressive but balanced public 
education and infonnation program as well as 
an increased law enforcement program to ensure 
compliance with any experimental population 
regulations. Please see Chapter 2,Alternative 1. 
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that "[b]ecause of the dearth o! previous el(perience and lack of 
proven reintroducticn tachniques for wild wcolves, it Ls <'lear 
that a reintroduction proqr..,. will not proeo:ied predictably or 
smoothly, at least at fil!'llt." Additionally, forfeitin<J the land 
uae reatriction option unrfl11.11onal>ly assim.a!I that c0111pli11nce with 
possible future finding& l'.rom ESA section 7 corniultation& will 
not require land uee >:1tStriction11. t?llite c<1nceivably, wolf 
recovery, at the hast, will require restriction of conflicting 
activities around den sites, if not other a"eas in which wolves 
require 11inl.Jaal disturbance for succeaeful tepr<iduction. 

Althouqh rejection of land UH restrictions uy have value in 
public acceptance of 1o10H reintroduction, TllS believas that doing 
eo could aeverely reduce the llbility of the. USFWS to reHtablish 
wolf popula.tion11 succe&s!Ully. T'llS r•co:msnds that th• USFWS 
ma.lee cle11r it11 intent to initiate wolf reintroduction without 
land use rostrictioni< while r>Jsonvinq ce.rt11,t11 land 1111• 
r 811triction optiens as a recovery tool, it' n111!d•d· 

Any 8ub11equent prapoaal et land use re11trietions aheuld, bowaver, 
invelve a apeedy but thorouqh solicitation and consideration of 
pUblic ccnment before i111plementation. Thi& proceH would be 
socially and politiodly re&ponaible and would provide an 
efficient conduit for ti118ly dia11e11inetion of aocurata 
information raganling tbe ecology, values, and manage11ent of 
wolves. Thereby, the DSFWS dso could work to reverfl• the 
negative perception of volves ILllOng """'"' &ectors of the publia. 
Tbs recovery plan must encoi,irags cooperation a:oong 1111 public 
11gencias and priva.ta individu.,le concerned with restoration and 
reoovary by nat~r"-l racolonintion. 

Bes.ides retld.nir.g the lam! use reatriction opt.ion, VSFWS should 
redrav the north and weat bo'2f!dariea of the proposed Yellowstone 
recovery area. The MW corner boundaries 11.& presented in the OEIS 
do not allow adequate separation of experillental wolf populations 
fr= the existing endangered populations in the Ninemile Valley 
and on the Rocky Mountain FrOllt. We recOllllllend moving the 
northern boundary to the south and the western holll\dary to the 
e11.11t to eufficiently isohte the Yellowstone experilllental 
population :from ths endanqered wolves and areaa into vhich they 
are likely to expand within the planned recovery period. 

TWS does support the reintroduction of qray volves, it naoessary, 
to central Idaho; however, we believe tbs USFWS would be prudent 
to delay reintroduction in Idaho until results of the Yellowstone 
effort are eXll.lllin,.d and until a more thcro.,qh asaes&ment of a 
poss1ble natural l:dahc "ol:t pcpulation has l><len accomplished. >.:< 
with the Yellowstone recovery area, the proposed expsrilaental 
area boundaries in Idaho present biological, ace.Lal, and lag al 
conflicts that ohould be rse>(l!Jllined. For example, the !lEIS does 
not provide clear r<1asons for inclusion of the Montana and 
wy<>ming plains and area aouth of the Snake River or exclusion of 
extreme northern Idaho. TWS ia alao concetnecl about the 
•ffactivenen o~ the propoaed hard-release in Idaho, in light of 

the evidence of the technique's low sucoese presented in current 
literature. 'I'll$ believes tha Yellowstone restoration abould be 
used as a "learning experience" to explore further \lolf biology 
~::1n~~~~~~~n ri~~~0~echniques bGfore attemptinq wolf 

I 
Another aspect of the Proposed Alternative tor wolf recovery that 

2 
neede.reel!'.!llllination is tha provision for wolf control measures. 
To aaintain effective 1>0nitoring of wclvea aml to provide strong 
disinca.ntives f'cr illeqal killing ot "olve&, reportlnq and 
evidence requirOJ1ents for wolf kill and harassment should be 

. am•nded. Accordingly, some dsfinitione also nead clarification. 

In the current DEIS private livestock producers are pandtted to 
harass wolves on privat• land at any tillle, hut regulations 
raquire them to report harassment within H d.zlya of thG 
""currencei TWS beli•.vae the reporting period sbould bs greatly 
•hortened, tor eicample, to 4B bour11, Rilling of wolvGa in tne 
act of haminq live&tock on privata lands i& acceptable but 
<>OIQPellin<J phy&ical avidence of such liveatcck damage sbould be 
r•quir•d. Investigation otherwiH would etwue under the ESA. 

~' "",•" not support, howaver, killing .of valves on tederal hnds 
by pr vate qrazinq lessees. TWS is confident that ADC 6tate 
~~~f!b;;,,~~:o;~i;::. can resolva aatiaf'a,,torily ccndic!:& with 

!lat;nitions o:!' D&IS terminology that :ust be cl11rified ara those 
of unaC'ceptabla i111Pacts on ungulata populations" and ttchronic 
problen wolvH." The fOt'lller should clearly indicate the 
population and/or other parueters considered in evaluatinq 
impzct a=ept.ability. For "chronic problem wolves," incidsnt 
recurrence inta::vals ll?ld procsduree for individual .,01t 
identification muat be &pecitied, 'ilithout these clarification& 
conflicts 11.11ong Wildlife managers, livestot:k owners and wolf ' 
llM!lgers over wolf ill.pacts likely will arise and pe~sist. 

TllS enoouragss state control of vol:t recovery operations· 
ho\lavsr, the states should open their plans to public r~iew and 
the USFWS should work to ensure that more than .local input i;, 
considered hafore transferring authority to tbe o:tate agencies 
Additicnally, "fta)>' RIJCh t!:'!!!'-"':!'.,,,., t_"'-" US:Flo>" a>.~"'" •• _,. __ .. ,._· 
integrity and continuity of the volt re<::ov~ey-p;~~-tb~~gh
~~=0~onq overaight and cooperative (Saction 5) funding 

Finally, 'NS urqea the USJWS to qive hiqh prio:i:city to public 
edu,,ation about volves. Pulllio percaption of wolves will 

3 
eiqnificantly influence any reintroduction attet:1pt. Involvement 
ot tha public in land use re&triction daciaions and in tranafaro 
ot wolf J>anaqe?:1en.t control to atate agencias \lould qo far in 
support o:t educational qoals. Any new information about the-
hiology of wolves that could improve public appreciation al&o 
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should be quickly di:ueninated. Wolt reintroduction 11111 r•q11ire 
siqnHicant public cooperation. 

The Wildlife Society again c<>mcands the 11.S. fish and Wildlito 
Service !or its gray \lolt reintroduction efforte as pre11<mted in 
the llS!S. W... 1o1are :i>l<.,•sed to note that the USFWS conddered the 
'.IWS technical review on wolf restor11tion in the draftinq of the 
DEIS. lie believe thet, with the modifications and consid•u:ation1; 
111entioned nl:>ova, the Proposed Alternetiva for gray wolf 
reintroduction represents a scientifically sound and socially 
responsible plan with considerable probability for euccass. 

Tho.nk you for considering our co1!llllonta. 

sincerely, 

Tho1Das K. franklin 
Wildlife Policy Oirector 

TKF/tic 
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LIST OF PREPARERS 

The Environmental Impact Statement was prepared under the supervision of the U.S. 
Department of Interior, Fish and Wildlife Service. 

Important Notice 
The FWS has sole responsibility for the content and direction of the FEIS. Participation or 
review by technical representatives of other agencies does not imply concurrence, endorsement, 
or agreement to any recommendations, conclusions, or statements in the FEIS. All public 
comments, including those from agencies that participated in the development of the DEIS, were 
addressed and are available for public review. 

Persons who contributed to the preparing of the statement or where formally requested to be 
involved in its review are listed below. 

Gray Wolf Interagency EIS Team 
This team bears primary responsibility for preparing the plan. The members are: 

Ed Bangs.-U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Wildlife Biologist. Gray Wolf EIS Project Leader. 
Responsible for plan development, direction, and content. 

Worked at chemical plant, cattle ranch-feed lot, and oil fields 1969-1975. Wildlife Biologist. e 
B.S., Utah State University (1974), and M.S., University of Nevada-Reno, (1979) in Wildlife 
Management. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service- 1975-1988 as a wildlife biologist on Kenai 
National Wildlife Refuge, Alaska. Duties included a wide variety of wildlife research and 
management programs, including wolves and big game, caribou reintroduction, and EIS land-use 
planning. 1988-1991 as Project Leader, Gray Wolf Recovery in Montana including wolf 
monitoring, research, control, and public information. 

Carol Tenney.-U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Data Automation Clerk. Responsible for 
coordinating correspondence, mailing lists, and Team administrative support. 

Two year business course, Northern Montana College from fall 1960 to summer 1962. Worked 
for real estate appraisers, Bureau of Indian Affairs June 1962-June 1967. Two years in Los 
Angeles as Medical Clerk, October 1968-February 1970. Great Falls and Helena, Montana 
Employment Assistance, June 1975-June 1980. U.S. Forest Service, Voucher Examiner, 
September 1983 to September 1985. U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, administrative 
support in the Superfund Program, September 1985-~vfarch 1992. U.S. Fish and '\1/ildlife 
Service, March 1992-present. 

Steve Fritts.-U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Wolf Recovery Coordinator, Northwestern U.S., 
Responsible for wolf science expertise. 
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Raised on cattle ranch in Arkansas. B.S. and M.S. zoology University of Arkansas (1970 & 
1972), Ph.D. in ecology and behavioral biology (study of recolonizing wolves in Minnesota), 
University of Minnesota, 1979. U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 1979-1984- Research on wolf 
population dynamics and wolf-livestock relationships and carried out wolf depredation control 
program in Minnesota. 1985-1989- Oversaw 6 endangered species research programs (including 
Minnesota wolf research) at Patuxent Wildlife Research Center. 1989-present- Coordinating 
Service wolf recovery efforts in Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, and Washington, conducting
coordinating Congressionally mandated studies regarding wolfrecovery to Yellowstone National 
Park, oversee wolf recovery efforts in Montana and Wyoming (monitoring, research, control, 
and public education). 

Wayne Brewster. -National Park Service, Research Administrator. National Park Service 
representative on Gray Wolf EIS planning team. 

Raised on ranch in North Dakota. Education-B.S. and M.S., South Dakota State University, 
Wildlife and Fisheries Science. Experience-wildlife biologist, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
evaluation of federal projects, effects on fish and wildlife resources, 1975-1979; supervisory 
biologist, Montana and Wyoming, evaluation of federal projects, environmental contaminants, 
and endangered species recovery programs, 1979-1988; wildlife biologist, Glacier National Park, 
responsible for gray wolf monitoring, management, and research, 1988-1991; and research 
administrator, Yellowstone National Park, responsible for gray wolf research and management, 
1991 to present. 

John Mack. -Biological Technician, Yellowstone National Park. Responsible for compiling and 
analyzing ungulate data for the Yellowstone area portion of the DEIS and FEIS. 

Raised in Montana. Education-B.S. in Biological Sciences, Fish and Wildlife Option at 
Montana State University, Bozeman (1985), M.S. in Fish and Wildlife Management, Montana 
State University (1988). Conducted black bear research in south-central Montana. Worked for 
U.S. Forest Service on grizzly bear habitat mapping. Worked 2 springs on South Fork Grizzly 
Bear Study in northwest Montana. Collected data on habitat enhancement project for bighorn 
sheep in northwest Montana. Involved in a variety of projects relating to wildlife resources and 
gray wolf research in Yellowston.e National Park from 1989 to present. 

Laird Robinson. -USDA Forest Service Representative. Public Affairs Specialist. Responsible 
for Public Participation Expertise. 

B.A. University of Montana, 1981-1988 Northern Region Forest Service, Public Involvement 
Specialist. 1988-1990 Regional Fire Recovery Coordinator. 1991 Regional Centennial 
Coordinator. 1992-present gray wolf EIS public affairs specialist. 
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Jerome Hansen.-Idaho Department of Fish 
preparation of central Idaho portion of EIS. 

and Game Representative, responsible for 

B.S. Biology, Emporia State University, Kansas. M.S. Wildlife Management, West Virginia 
University, 1986-present., wildlife mitigation specialist, Idaho Department Fish and Game, 
1985-1986 Wildlife biologist, District biologist Kansas Fish and Game, 1983-1985, Research 
Assistant, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. Conducted wolf status and habitat survey in central 
Idaho. 

Jon Rachael.-Idaho Department of Fish and Game, Wildlife Biologist. Responsible for 
preparing central Idaho portion of EIS. 

B.S., Wildlife Science, Pennsylvania State University, (1988), M.S., Wildlife Biology, 
University of Montana (1992). Conducted research on mortality of white-tailed deer in an area 
being recolonized by wolves in northwestern Montana. Employee of Idaho Department of Fish 
and Game and private wildlife ecology consultant. 

Disciplinary Specialists 
Margot Zallen.-U.S. Department of the Interior, Regional Solicitor Office. Attorney. Provide 
legal guidance for DEIS and FEIS. 

-

Christine Turk.-National Park Service, Chief, Branch of Compliance and Legislation, Rocky e 
Mountain Region. Responsible for NEPA and EIS legal and compliance advise. 

B.S., biological sciences, University of Delaware. Senior Resource/Compliance Specialist, 
Denver Service Center, National Park Service, and research marine scientist, University of 
Delaware College of Marine Studies. 

Renee Evanoff-Illustrator, Yellowstone National Park. Responsible for graphic design and 
illustration of brochures, reports, and document covers. 

Duties with the National Park Service have included editing, illustration, and computer graphics 
used in the production of "Effects of Grazing by Wild Ungulates in Yellowstone National Park" 
Volumes I-II and "Wolves for Yellowstone?" Volumes I-IV, is art director for the quarterly 
publication "Yellowstone Science." Yellowstone National Park, Graphics Specialist. 

Paul Schullery. - Yellowstone National Park, Environmental Protection Specialist. Responsible 
for writing and editing portions of DEIS. 

Historian, B.A., Wittenberg University, M.A. Ohio University, Affiliate Professor of History, 
Montana State University, Adjunct Professor of American Studies, University of Wyoming. 
Ranger-Naturalist and Park Historian Yellowstone National Park, 1972-1977, intermittently, 
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research consultant Yellowstone and Mt. Rainier National Park 1988-present. Professional 
writer: author or co-author of 18 books and more than 100 articles on nature, conservation, 
history, and outdoor sport 1979-present. 

Norm Bishop. - Yellowstone National Park, Park Ranger, Resource Interpreter. Compiled 
visitor-use data and analysis for DEIS and FEIS. 

Naturalist. B.S. Botany, University of Denver 1954, Graduate study Colorado State University 
1958-1961 in Forest Recreation and Wildlife Management. Research and wolf educator. 

Sarah Broadbent.-Writer-Editor, Yellowstone National Park. Responsible for editing and 
document production. 

B.A., 1987, Saint Olaf College, Northfield, Minnesota. 

Kristen Churchill.-Bio1ogica1 Technician, Yellowstone N.P. Assisted in document preparation. 

B.S., 1990, St. Lawrence University, Canton, New York. 

Patricia Terletzky. -Biological Technician, Yellowstone N .P. Assisted in document preparation. 

e B.S., 1989, University of Wisconsin, Madison. 

Amanda Hartfy. -Editorial Assistant. Assisted in document preparation. 

Margaret Ollijf.-Editorial Assistant. Assisted in document preparation. 

B.A., 1993, Montana State University. 

Mark Johnson.-Wildlife veterinarian, Yellowstone National Park. Responsible for writing and 
editing portions of the DEIS and FEIS. 

B.S. Zoology, Montana State University (1980), M.S. Veterinarian Science, University of 
Saskatchewan (1983), D. V .M. Colorado State University ( 1987). Specializes in wildlife capture, 
handling, and diseases. Writer-editor for several park service publications. 

John Duffield. -University of Montana, Economics Professor. Led University of Montana Team 
that analyzed social and economic impacts. 

Economist. B.A., Northwestern University (1968), Ph.D., Yale University (1974) in resource 
economics. Professor of Economics, University of Montana 1974-present. Specializes in the 
economics of fishery, wildlife, water, and recreation resources. Directed projects for the U.S. 
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Environmental Protection Agency, National Park Service, Forest Service, and many state 
resource management agencies. 

Other University of Montana team members include: Dr. Dan Pletscher (wildlife biologist, 
Professor School of Forestry), Dr. Claire Mongomery (economist, Asst. Professor School of 
Forestry), Dr. David Patterson (statistician, Assoc. Professor, Department of Mathematical 
Sciences), Dr. Stewart Allen (social psychologist and recreation specialist, consultant, formerly 
taught at University of Idaho), and Chris Neher (economics and computer specialist, M.A. 
economics, Univ. of Montana). 

Primary Technical Review and Coordination Team 
This group helped gather information and assisted in the development and review of concepts, 
ideas, and strategies used in the draft Gray Wolf EIS. However, they did not have control over 
program recommendations or contents which are solely those of the FWS. 

Caner Niemeyer.-USDA/APHIS/Animal Damage Control, Wolf Management Specialist. 
Responsible for livestock depredation investigations and conducting control actions to remove 
wolves that prey on livestock in the northwestern region of the U.S. 

Wildlife Biologist. B.S. and M.S. Iowa State University in Wildlife Biology. U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (until transfer to USDA), Animal Damage Control 1975-1991 as a Supervisory 
Wildlife Biologist (District Supervisor) for Animal Damage Control in western Montana. Duties e 
include control of depredating birds and mammals for the protection of crops and livestock and 
the supervision of ADC field operations in western Montana. 1991-present wolf management 
specialist ADC. 

John Talbott.-B.S. Wildlife Conservation, University of Wyoming 1977. Deputy Director 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department 1992 to present; Assistant Chief of Wildlife Division, 
1990-1992; District Supervisor 1986-1990; District Game Warden 1981-1986. Extensive work 
with mammalian predators through involvement in lnteragency Grizzly Bear Committee, 
Yellowstone Ecosystem Grizzly Bear Subcommittee, Grizzly Bear Population Task Force, 
Southeast Bighorn Mountain Lion Ecology, Black-Footed Ferret Reintroduction. 

Prior to employment with the Wyoming Game and Fish Department, worked as a wildlife 
ecologist in private industry. 

Arnold Dood.-Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks Representative, Endangered 
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times during its preparation. 

B.S. Fish and Wildlife Management, Montana State University, 1976; M.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Management, Montana State University, 1978. From 1978 to 1979 conducted statewide coyote 
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studies; 1979 to 1981 nongame studies in eastern Montana; 1981 to 1984 Game Management 
Biologist in Glendive; 1984 to present Statewide Endangered Species Coordinator. 

Helga Ihsle Pac. -Montana Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks, Wildlife Biologist 
responsible for compiling ungulate population and harvest data for Montana. 

B. S. and M. S., Fish and Wildlife Management, Montana State University, 1979 and 1982. 
Experience in research and management of mule deer, mountain goats, elk, grizzly bears, and 
bison. 1987-present: Research Assistant for the Threatened and Endangered Species Program. 

Dick Baldes.-U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Project Leader, Lander, Wyoming Fish and 
Wildlife Management Assistance Office. 

Fish and Wildlife Biologist. B.S. in wildlife management, University of Wyoming and M.S. 
in Fisheries, Colorado State University. Wyoming Game and Fish Department fisheries 
biologist 1962-1965, Montana Fish and Game Department fisheries biologist 1968-1971, U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service 1972-present. Duties include fish and wildlife management and 
research, primarily on Native American lands. 

Gary Lajeunesse.-Supervisor of the Shoshone and Arapaho Fish and Game Department. 
Responsible for coordinating Wind River Tribes comments on the DEIS at various times during 
its preparation. 

Born and raised on Wind River Tribal lands. Graduated from Saint Stevens High School, 
Graduated Federal Police Training Academy, Brigham City, Utah 1980. BIA law enforcement 
training and other federal and local training courses. Game Warden and Supervisor of Tribal 
Game Wardens 1978-1984. Supervisor BIA Game Enforcement Division 1984-1988. 
Supervisor Shoshone and Arapaho Fish and Game Department 1988-present. Duties include fish 
and game management and enforcement programs on Wind River tribal lands. 

Loren Kronemann. -Nez Perce Tribe, Wildlife Biologist. Responsible for the coordination 
between the Nez Perce Tribe and the FWS in regard to the wolf EIS. 

Born and raised in Minnesota, served in the U.S. Navy 1969-1973. B.S., Wildlife Management, 
University of Idaho, M.S., Range and Wildlife, Texas Tech University. Fire and mule deer 
browse in the Guadalupe Mountains, southeast New Mexico. Temporary work with moose
vegetation survey on the Kenai National Moose Refuge, Alaska, and Giant Sea turtles at the 
Hobe Sound National Wildlife Refuge, Florida. Four years Texas Tech Medical School. 1987-
present wildlife biologist, Nez Perce Tribe. Wildlife mitigation for Dworshak Dam, Clearwater 
River Otter Project, Coordination with USDA Forest Service and FWS. Lead in the 
establishment of an Environmental Education and Research Center on Reservation. 
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Issue Scoping Content Analysis Team 
Team that analyzed public comment during issue scoping (April-May 1992). 

Deanna Riebe. -USDA Forest Service, Clearwater National Forest. Public Affairs Specialist. 
Team leader and co-chair, issue and alternative content analysis team. 

B.A. Interdisciplinary (emphasis communication and business management). Public affairs 
specialist, Siuslaw National Forest, Northern Region Forest Service, and Clearwater National 
Forest. Content analysis project included: Siuslaw Forest Plan, FS/BLM land exchange, 
proposed changes to national fire policy, involvement in litigation cases in Forest Service Region 
6, and environmental assessments for timber sales, road management, and electronic 
communication sites. 

Team Members Were: 
Joy Perius, Planning and Cultural Resource Specialist, Yellowstone National Park. 
Kristen Churchill, Biological Technician, Yellowstone National Park. 
David Fulton, Research Assistant, FWS, Fort Collins, Colorado. 
Teddi Coutts, Computer Program Specialist, Helena National Forest. 
Melanie Scott, Hydrologic Technician, Helena National Forest. 
Roseanna Finnley, Data Base Technician, Helena National Forest. 
Bernie Patterson, Forestry Technician, Helena National Forest. 
Pauline Dodson, Landscape Architect Trainee, Helena National Forest. 
Barbara Hart, Procurement Clerk, Helena National Forest. 

Alternative Scoping Content Analysis Team 
Team that analyzed public comment during alternative scoping (August-September 1992). 

Deanna Riebe. -Forest Service, Clearwater National Forest. Public participation specialist. Co
Chair, content analysis team. See above. 

Kathy Sweet.-Forest Service, Deerlodge National Forest. Public participation specialist. Co
Chair, content analysis team and responsible for computer support. 

Writer-Editor, B.A. German, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh. USDA Forest Service 1980-
1987 computer program analyst on Uinta and Deerlodge Forests. Duties included systems 
analysis and programming, systems management, and computer application instruction. 1989-
present writer-editor and interdisciplinary team member responsible for writing environmental 
documents. 

Team Members Were: 
Joy Perius, see above, Yellowstone National Park. 
Amanda Hardy, GIS (computer) technician, Yellowstone National Park. 
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Palmer Bowen, Writer-editor, Deerlodge National Forest. 
Heather Berg, Planning Forester, Nez Perce National Forest. 
Sherry Munther, Public Affairs Specialist, Northern Region. 
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Mark Van Every, Public Affairs Specialist, Dixie National Forest. 
Mary Hernvall, Carto (mapping)-technician, Kootenai National Forest. 
Carlene Orr, Information Receptionist, Kootenai National Forest. 
Alice Hayes, Computer Assistant, Kootenai National Forest. 
Jackie Duke, Clerical Assistant, Rocky Mountain Region. 
Molly Haddow, Support Services Specialist, FS Rocky Mountain Region. 
Erma Kaeding, Carto-technician, Kootenai National Forest. 
Ray Keibler, Forester, Flathead National Forest. 
Kathy Minta, Editorial Assistant, Flathead National Forest. 
Maryneil Oechsner, Wildlife Biologist, Targhee National Forest. 
Susan Hartman, Forestry Student Trainee, Kootenai National Forest. 
Jill Leman, Archeologist, Humboldt National Forest. 
Matthew Setty, Wildlife Biologist, Elko District. 
Joe Brady, Private citizen volunteer, Kalispell, Montana. 

DEIS Content Analysis Team 
Laird Robinson, Team Leader, FWS 
Deanna Riebe, Co-chair, Clearwater National Forest 
Sherry Munther, Co-chair, Regional Office, Missoula 

Group Leaders: 
Heather Berg, Nez Perce National Forest 
Wells Worley, Lolo National Forest 
Charlene A. Nelson, Lewis & Clark National Forest 
Amanda Hardy, Yellowstone National Park 
Kristin Churchill, Yellowstone National Park 
Erma Keading, Kootenai National Forest 
Palmer Bowen, Deerlodge National Forest 
Gloria Weisgerber, Regional Office 
Alice Hayes, Kootenai National Forest 
Sally Suk, Clearwater National Forest 

Coders/Data Entry 
Carlene Orr, Kootenai National Forest 
Nancy Gowan, Gallatin National Forest 
Joyce Pritchard, Regional Office 
Marge Hacke, Kootenai National Forest 
Dave Turner, Helena National Forest 
Janet Nix, Kootenai National Forest 
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Kim Smolt, Flathead National Forest 
Margie Brousseau, Helena National Forest 
Cameo Flood, Idaho Panhandle National Forest 
Sue Carpi ta, Beaverhead National Forest 
Pat Corts, Lolo National Forest 
Arlene Bradbury, Idaho Panhandle National Forest 
Orvil Thompson, Lolo National Forest 
Kay Bugger, Gallatin National Forest 
Colleen Finneman, Aerial Fire Depot, Missoula 
Phoebe Siddall, Nez Perce National Forest 
Kitty Ortman, Aerial Fire Depot, Missoula 
Sandy Roker, Flathead National Forest 
Zilia Lewis, Clearwater National Forest 
Kathleen Thompson, Clearwater National Forest 
Paul Paar, Research Librarian, Volunteer 
Carol Tenney, FWS 

Miscellaneous Support 
Gayle Starr, Regional Office 
Mike Bragg, Regional Office 

DEIS Technical Review and Coordination Team e 
This group was formally requested to review and provide oversight on the draft Gray wolf EIS. 
They were kept informed of DEIS progress but were not requested to provide specific comments 
before the draft was released for public review. They represent unique wolf management and 
recovery or EIS expertise or represented agencies that were potentially affected by a decision 
on wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park or central Idaho. 

Jim Claar.-USDA Forest Service, Northern Region, Wildlife and Fisheries, staff specialist. 
Missoula, Montana. 

Dan Christo.fferson. -Shoshone-Bannock Tribes. Tribal Wildlife Biologist. Fort Hall, Idaho. 

John Gunson.-Alberta Wildlife Branch. Edmonton, Alberta. Carnivore Biologist. 

Bob Haney.-Canadian Parks Service. Chief Park Warden, Banff National Park. 

Kirk Horn. -USDA Forest Service, Northern Region, Staff Director, Wildlife and Fisheries. 
Missoula, Montana. 
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Jim Owings.-BLM, Wildlife Biologist representing Montana State Office. Butte, Montana. 

Blair Joselyn.-Minnesota Department of Natural Resources, Wolf Specialist. St. Paul, 
Minnesota. 

Dave Kelly house. -Alaska Department of Fish and Game, Director Wildlife Conservation. 
Juneau, Alaska. 

Steve Knick. -BLM, Wildlife Biologist representing Idaho State Office. Boise, Idaho. 

Dave Mech.-FWS, Wolf Researcher in Minnesota. St. Paul, Minnesota. 

Dave Parsons.-FWS, Mexican Wolf Coordinator. Albuquerque, New Mexico. 

Allen Pinkham. -Nez Perce Tribal Representative, Clearwater National Forest Tribal Assistant. 
Lapwai, Idaho. 

Roger Wickstrom.-BLM, Wildlife Biologist representing Wyoming BLM. 
Cheyenne, Wyoming. 

Anna Walterson, Ray Demarchi, and Vivian Banci. -British Columbia Ministry of Environment, 
Wildlife Branch, Wildlife Biologists/Carnivore Specialists. Victoria and Cranbrook, British 
Columbia. 

Adrian Wydeven.-Wisconsin Department of Natural Resources. Non-Game Biologist. Wolf 
Specialist. Park Falls, Wisconsin. 

Brian Anderson.-FWS, Wildlife Biologist, Anchorage, Alaska. 

Jeff Haas.-FWS, Wildlife Biologist, Olympia, Washington. Coordinates wolf issues m 
Washington. 

Bruce Zoellick and Ted Koch. -FWS, Wildlife Biologists, Boise, Idaho. Coordinate wolf issues 
in Idaho. 

Jane Roybal.-FWS, Wildlife Biologist, Cheyenne, Wyoming. Coordinates wolf issues m 
Wyoming. 

Ron Naten.-FWS, Colorado. NEPA specialist. 

Ron Refsnider and Craig Johnson.-FWS, Twin Cities, Minnesota. Coordinate wolf issues in 
Great Lakes Region. 
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Alternatives. -Different ways that wolves could be reintroduced to or managed in the 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho areas. Five alternatives were developed and 
considered in depth in this EIS. 

Breeding Pair. -An adult male and an adult female wolf that have produced at least 2 pups that 
survived until December 31 of the year of their birth, during the previous breeding season. 

Chronic Problem Wolves.-Wolves that have been confirmed to have depredated on domestic 
animals at least once after an initial depredation and relocation because of depredations on 
domestic animals. 

Compensation. -Payment to owners of livestock that had livestock killed or maimed by wolves 
to compensate for the lost monetary value of the livestock. 

Control. -Deliberate planned management of wolves to minimize human-wolf conflict. This 
includes establishing barriers (i.e., noise makers, guard dogs, moving and herding livestock, or 
building fences), harassing wolves, aversive conditioning of wolves, capturing problem wolves 
and releasing and monitoring them on site, capturing problem wolves and relocating them to 
other areas, placing problem wolves in captivity, or killing problem wolves. 

Critical Habitat. -The specific areas within the geographical areas occupied by a species at the 
time it is listed on which are found the physical or biological features essential to the 
conservation of the species and which may require special management considerations or 
protection. Critical habitat can not be designated for nonessential experimental populations. 

Cumulative Effects/Impacts. -The impact on the environment which results from the incremental 
impact of the action when added to other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions 
regardless of what agency (federal or nonfederal) or person undertakes such other actions. 
Cumulative impacts can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions taking 
place over a period of time. 

De list. -To remove a species, subspecies, or population from the federal list of threatened 
species and endangered species and subsequent protection of the Endangered Species Act. This 
action, in effect, places the species, subspecies or population under management authority of the 
states or tribes. 

Depredation. -The confirmed killing or maiming of lawfully present domestic livestock on 
federal, state, tribal, or other public lands, or private lands by one or more wolves, accompanied 
by the likelihood that additional livestock will be killed or maimed by wolves. The FWS, ADC, 
or FWS authorized state or tribal agencies will confirm killing or maiming of domestic livestock. 

Domestic Animals. -Any animal purposely raised (fed, cared for, and sheltered) by humans and 
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usually dependent upon humans for its survival. This would include livestock, food/fiber 
animals, captive game animals, fowl, working animals, guarding animals, and pets. 

Downlist.-A change of the classification of wolves from "endangered" to "threatened." This 
change in classification could occur for either the Yellowstone or central Idaho experimental 
populations after either reached 10 breeding pairs for 3 consecutive years. All wolves in 
Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho could be reclassified to threatened when 2 of the 3 sub
populations in the meta-population identified in the recovery plan reached 10 breeding pairs for 
3 consecutive years. 

Effects/Impacts. -Effects (or impacts) may be direct, which are caused by the action and occur 
at the same time and place, or indirect, which are caused by the action and are later in time or 
farther removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect effects may include 
growth inducing effects and other effects related to induced changes in the pattern of land use, 
population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, 
including ecosystems. Effects include ecological (such as the effects on natural resources and 
on the components, structures, and functioning of affected ecosystems), aesthetic, historic, 
cultural, economic, social, or health, whether direct, indirect, or cumulative. Effects may also 
include those resulting from actions which may have both beneficial and detrimental effects, 
even if on balance the agency believes that the effect will be beneficial. 

Endangered Species. -Any species which· is in danger of extinction throughout all or a e 
significant portion of its range and which is formally listed as endangered under the Endangered 
Species Act. 

Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended. 16 U.S. C. 1531 et. seq. (ESA).- Congressional 
Act which provides for the listing and protection of endangered and threatened fish, wildlife, and 
plants. 

Experimental Population.-A 1982 amendment to the Endangered Species Act established the 
experimental population designation [Section lO(j)] and defined an experimental population as: 
". . . any population (including any offspring arising solely therefrom) authorized by the 
Secretary for release under paragraph (2), but only when, and at such times as, the population 
is wholly separate geographically from nonexperimental populations of the same species." 
Further in the amendment it was made clear that the term applies to populations that are derived 
from endangered or threatened species for which the Secretary of Interior has determined that 
a release will further the conservation of that species. The experimental population designation 
denotes more flexibie management for introduced endangered species or tl-ueatened species. 

Experimental Population Area. -Designating an experimental population must include a 
description of the area in which such population will be found and where it will be identified as 
experimental. This establishes, in effect, the experimental population area, in which the 
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experimental population rules apply. Outside those boundaries the gray wolf (except in 
Minnesota) is protected as an endangered species. The experimental population area must be 
geographically separate from areas containing existing wolf populations. 

Experimental Population Rule.-Designation of an experimental population includes the 
development of special rules to identify geographically the location of the experimental 
population and identify, where appropriate, procedures to be utilized in its management. The 
special rule for each experimental population is developed on a case by case basis. Development 
of the special rule includes publication of the proposed regulation in the Federal Register, public 
comment on the proposed regulations, and publication of the final regulations prior to 
reintroduction of experimental populations. 

Harass.-According to the Endangered Species Act Regulations, harass is defined as "intentional 
or negligent act or omission which creates the likelihood of injury to the wildlife by annoying 
it to such an extent as to significantly disrupt normal behavioral patterns which include, but are 
not limited to breeding, feeding, or sheltering" (50CFR17.3). For the purposes of this EIS and 
the proposed experimental rule, permitted harassment and pursuing will be limited to pursuing 
adult wolves ( > 6 months old) on foot, horseback, or nonmotorized or motorized vehicle 
(without approaching closer than 20 feet); discharging firearms or other projectile launching 
devices in proximity to but not in the direction of wolves; throwing objects in the general 
direction of but not at wolves; or making any loud noise in proximity to wolves. The basic 
intent is to allow wolves to be scared or chased from the immediate area without causing any 
physical injuries. In this EIS, permitted harassment and pursuing includes allowing private 
landowners to harass adult wolves ( > 6 months old) on private land at any time and allowing 
public livestock grazing permittees or their designated agents, as part of their grazing permit, 
to harass adult wolves near lawfully present livestock in an opportunistic, noninjurious (see 
definition of opportunistic and noninjurious) manner provided that all such incidents are reported 
within 7 days. In instances where wolves were simply witnessed feeding on livestock carrion, 
wolves may be harassed (see definition above) and the incident must be reported to the proper 
authorities for investigation. 

Hard Release.-The immediate and direct release of wolves into a new environment. 

In the Act of Wounding or Killing Livestock.-To be engaged in the pursuit and grasping, biting, 
attacking, wounding, or feeding upon livestock that are alive. If wolves are observed feeding 
on livestock carcasses it cannot be assumed that wolves killed the livestock until investigation 
by proper authorities has confirmed that wolves were responsible for that or other livestock 
losses in the immediate area (1-mile radius). 

Incidental Take. -(see below for full definition of "take" for this EIS) The taking (killing, 
wounding, maiming, injuring, or physically harming) of wolves, under permit or conditions 
established by the FWS in an experimental population rule, that occurs accidently and despite 
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reasonable care during otherwise legal activities (e.g., as the result of legal activities and in 
conjunction with ADC control activities for other species). Within an experimental population 
area all wolves taken under the conditions permitted by the experimental population rule by 
agencies or the public will not be considered take under the Endangered Species Act. Any and 
all wolves taken outside the provisions of the experimental population rule would be considered 
take under the Endangered Species Act. 

Land-Use Restrictions.-Restrictions on human activities on public lands. A wide variety of 
such restrictions are used for a wide variety of purposes. Relatively few such restrictions are 
required to successfully recover wolf populations unless human-caused mortality of wolves is 
unusually high. Examples of the types of restrictions that have been used by natural resource 
managers to assist in wolf population management are seasonal road-trail closures to reduce 
human access to wolf dens or rendezvous sites or prohibition on certain types of motorized 
access. Land-use restrictions also include restrictions on certain human activities in the habitat 
of an endangered or threatened species in order to comply with Section 7 of the Endangered 
Species Act of 1973. That section requires that "Each Federal agency shall, in consultation with 
and with the assistance of the Secretary, insure that any action authorized, funded, or carried 
out by such agency (herein after in this section referred to as an "agency action") is not likely 
to jeopardize the continued existence of any endangered species or threatened species or result 
in the destruction or adverse modification of habitat of such species which is determined by the 
Secretary, after consultation as appropriate with affected States, to be critical, unless such 
agency has been granted an exemption for such action ... " In nonessential experimental 
population areas the section 7 requirements of ESA only apply inside National Parks and 
National Wildlife Refuges. Any potential land-use restrictions necessary for species recovery 
in other areas must be established as part of the experimental rule. 

Livestock.-Cattle, sheep, horses, and mules. The states and tribes may better define and 
possibly expand the definition of livestock in their wolf management plans given the criteria that 
the FWS has established that dead livestock must be reasonably capable and large enough to 
sustain wounds that can be determined to be caused by wolves and are reasonably likely to be 
considered a prey item for wolves. 

M-44 Cyanide Devices ("coyote getters").-A 3-component, spring-activated ejector device 
developed specifically to kill coyotes and other canine predators. Components consist of (1) a 
capsule holder wrapped with fur, cloth, or wool, (2) ejector mechanism, and (3) a hollow tube 
(to be driven into the ground) for holding the ejector mechanism. When the capsule holder is 
pulled, a spring-activated device propels sodium cyanide into the animal's mouth causing its 
death. The EPA registration and ADC policy do not allow the use of these devices in areas 
known to be occupied by listed species that may be killed by them. 

Meta-population.-Recovery of wolf populations in the northern Rocky Mountains of the U.S. 
requires a wolf population be established that is composed of 3 (Yellowstone, central Idaho, and 
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northwestern Montana) parts, orsub-populations, which in combination would be called a meta
population. Groups and breeding pairs of wolves in each of (1) the Yellowstone experimental 
population area, (2) the central Idaho experimental population area, or (3) that area of Montana, 
Idaho, or Wyoming that is not part of an experimental population area, would be classified as 
one third of the meta-population. 

National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).-An Act passed by Congress in 1969 which is the 
basic national charter for protection of the environment. NEPA established a process that 
requires consideration of environmental consequences for federal actions. Procedures ensure 
that high quality environmental information is available to public officials and citizens before 
federal decisions are made and actions are taken. Specifically, the responsible federal official 
must submit a detailed report on "major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the 
human environment" prior to taking major federal actions. The EIS is a primary means of 
meeting NEPA requirements. 

Nonessential. -Under the provisions of the 1982 amendment of the ESA [Section lO(j)] which 
authorizes reintroductions of experimental populations, experimental populations must be 
designated either "essential" or "nonessential." "Nonessential" refers to an experimental 
population whose loss would not be likely to appreciably reduce the likelihood of the survival 
of the species in the wild. Except in national wildlife refuges or national parks, "nonessential" 
populations are treated under Section 7 of the ESA as "proposed species." Thus, federal 
agencies must only confer with the FWS on activities that the agencies believe might jeopardize 
the species. Moreover, the agencies would be under no obligation under Section 7(a)(2) to avoid 
actions likely to jeopardize the species. In national parks and national wildlife refuges they are 
treated as threatened species. Congress expected that most experimental populations would be 
considered "nonessential." 

Nonexperimental Wolves. -Wolves receiving all protections of the Endangered Species Act, as 
amended, as distinguished from wolves that are members of an experimental population. 

Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan. -A document prepared by a team of individuals 
with expertise regarding the biological and habitat requirements of the wolf, outlining the tasks 
and actions necessary to recover the species within parts of its former range in the Rocky 
Mountain Region. The original plan was completed in 1980. The revised Recovery Plan was 
approved August 3, 1987. 

Occupied Gray Wolf Range.-For purposes of this EIS "occupied wolf range" is defined as 
follows: Area of confirmed presence of resident breeding packs or pairs of wolves or area 
consistently used by ~ 1 resident wolf or wolves over a period of at least 1 month. 
Confirmation of wolf presence is to be made or corroborated by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service. Exact delineation of area will be described by (1) 5-mile radius around all locations 
of wolves and wolf sign confirmed as described above (non radio monitored), (2) 5-mile radius 
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around radio locations of resident wolves when < 20 radio locations are available (for radio-
monitored wolves only), or (3) 3-mile radius around the convex polygon developed from ;;::zo 
radio locations of a pack, pair, or single wolf taken over a period of ;;::6 months (for radio
monitored wolves). This definition applies only within the Yellowstone and central Idaho 
experimental population areas. 

Open RoadDensity.-Length of two-wheel drive accessible roads with unrestricted public access 
(i.e., miles of open road/square mile) per given amount of area. 

Opportunistic, Noninjurious Harassment (see "harass").-Opportunistic means as the wolf 
presents itself (i.e., the wolf travels onto and is observed on private land or near livestock). A 
wolf could not be tracked through snow or by dogs and then harassed or harassed by aircraft. 
A wolf could not be chased and harassed for an extended period of time (over 15 minutes). Any 
harassment must not cause bodily injury, maiming, or death. 

Pack.-A group of wolves, usually consisting of a male, female, and their offspring from one 
or more generations. 

Pets. -Dogs and cats. 

Population (of wolves).-At least 2 breeding pairs of wild wolves successfully raising at least A 
2 young each year (until December 31 of the year of their birth), for 2 consecutive years in an W 
experimental population area. 

Primary Analysis Area. -The geographic area considered affected by a major federal action and 
thus receiving detailed evaluation of the potential effects of the action in this Environment 
Impact Statement. The area in which a wolf population is expected to have a measurable 
environmental impact. This area is much smaller than the experimental population area for the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas. 

Problem Wolves.-Wolves that have depredated on lawfully present domestic livestock or other 
members of a group or pack of wolves including adults, yearlings, and young-of-the-year that 
were directly involved in the depredations; or fed upon the livestock remains that were a result 
of the depredation; or were fed by or are dependent upon adults involved with the depredations 
(because before these young animals mature to where they can survive on their own, they will 
travel with the pack and learn the pack's depredation habits). Wolves that have depredated on 
domestic animals other than livestock, 2 times in an area within a calendar year. 

Proposed Action (Proposal). - The proposed action or proposal exists at that stage in the 
development of an action when an agency subject to the Act (NEPA) has a goal and is actively 
preparing to make a decision on one or more alternative means of accomplishing that goal and 
the effects can be meaningfully evaluated. Preparation of an environmental impact statement on 
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a proposal should be timed so that the final statement impact may be completed in time for the 
statement to be included in any recommendation or report on the proposal. 

Public land. -Lands under administration of federal agencies including but not limited to the 
National Park Service, USDI Fish and Wildlife Service, USDA Forest Service, USDI Bureau 
of Land Management, U.S. Department of Energy, and U.S. Armed Forces. In their wolf 
management plans the states and tribes may choose to designate and manage lands under their 
jurisdiction for the benefit of wolves. 

Recovered Wolf Population (see definition of viable wolf population below).-In the Northern 
Rockies a recovered wolf population is 10 breeding pairs of wolves in each of 3 areas for 3 
successive years with some level of wolf movement between areas. 

Recovery. -See above definition. 

Reintroduction. - The release of animals into an area that was part of their original geographic 
range, but from which they have declined or disappeared, for the purpose of establishing a new 
wild population. 

Remove from the Wild. -Capture and placement into permanent captivity or killing of problem 
wolves. 

Significant modifications to the experimental rule. -Changes in the prov1s1ons of the 
experimental population rule that are sufficient, as determined by the FWS, to require 
publication of a revised draft regulation in the Federal Register, undergo public review and 
comment, and publication of a revised experimental population rule that would change 
management provisions that apply to an experimental population area. 

Soft Release. -The release of wolves from a temporary confinement facility where they were 
held to acclimate them to the general area of the release, to a free-ranging situation. "Soft" 
release is a relative term depending largely on the duration of holding at the release site and the 
freedom of the wolves to conduct basic (minimum) biological activities. 

Take.-The ESA defines "take" as: To harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, kill, trap, 
capture, or collect, or attempt to engage in any such conduct. See above definition of Harass 
which includes definition of permitted harassment and pursuing, and see definition of 
Unavoidable and Unintentional Take below. 

Threatened Species. -Any species which is likely to become an endangered species within the 
foreseeable future throughout all or a significant portion of its range. 

Toxicants.-A poison or poisonous substance. 
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Unacceptable Impacts on Ungulate Populations. -States and tribes are encouraged to define 
"unacceptable impacts on ungulate populations" in their management plans subject to FWS 
approval. Until such time the term will mean the following: Two consecutive years with a 
cumulative estimated 50% decrease in population estimates for a particular species of ungulate 
in a game management unit or distinct herd segment over the previous 5-year average (unit or 
herd must contain average of greater than 100 animals). If wolf predation is believed to be a 
primary cause of ungulate mortality (greater than 50% of documented adult or young mortality) 
and herd size and/or overall estimated sustained harvest would be less than 50% of the previous 
5-year average (pre-wolf numbers) then wolves may be moved to reduce ungulate mortality rates 
and assist in herd recovery, but only in conjunction with application of other commonly 
professionally acceptable wildlife management techniques. 

Unavoidable and Unintentional Take.-Accidenta1, non-negligent take (see above definition of 
take) which occurs despite reasonable care, is incidental to otherwise lawful activity and without 
the intent to do so. Examples would include striking a wolf with an automobile, capturing a 
wolf in a trap set obviously for another species. NOTE: Shooting a wolf when the individual 
states they believed it to be an animal other than a wolf, does not qualify as unavoidable or 
unintentional take. This is consistent with most state laws where killing of wild animals or 
domestic animals because of mistaken identity is illegal. Shooters have the responsibility to be 
sure of their targets. 

Viable Population or Minimum Viable Population of wolves (population viability). - The number, 
distribution, and persistence of wolves considered necessary for a wolf population to have a 
reasonable likelihood of survival for the foreseeable future. Recovery goals for the wolf in the 
Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan and this EIS are 10 breeding pairs in each of 3 
recovery areas for 3 successive years with some level of interchange between areas. The FWS 
considers that a viable (recovered) wolf population will exist in the Northern Rockies once this 
goal is attained. 

Wolf Management Committee.-In October 1990, Congress directed the Secretary of Interior to 
appoint a IO-member Wolf Management Committee (WMC) to develop a wolf reintroduction 
and management plan for central Idaho and YNP. The WMC was required to consist of 
representatives of the USNPS; USFWS; USFS; Game and Fish Departments ofldaho, Montana, 
and Wyoming; 2 conservation groups; and the livestock and hunting communities. The WMC's 
report recommended that Congress designate wolves in Idaho, Wyoming, and Montana (with the 
exception of the Glacier National Park area) as an experimental population, effective until July 
1, 1993 (WMC 1991). During this interval, wolves in the experimental population area would 
be managed by the USFWS with ample control for depredations on livestock, including taking 
of wolves seen killing or harassing livestock, by livestock producers. By July 1, 1993, the states 
would prepare and adopt wolf management plans agreeable to the Secretaries of Interior and 
Agriculture and governors of the 3 states. An EIS and rulemaking process would be conducted 
during the same period. Following completion of the necessary processes, states would assume 
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primary management authority throughout the experimental population area except in national 
parks and national wildlife refuges. The WMC recommended that states follow guidelines in 
its report in developing management plans. The report called for reintroduction to YNP. If a 
breeding population had not been confirmed in central Idaho after 5 years, a reintroduction 
would be evaluated there. 
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APPENDIX 1. CHRONOLOGY OF WOLF RECOVERY IN THE 
NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

Summary of Wolf Status and Recovery in Northern Rocky Mountains 
1700 Wolves were abundant throughout all of North America, north of Mexico City, except 

extreme desert regions. 
1850 Extermination of ungulates and large predators, including bison and wolves, began in the 

West. 
1900 Big game and predators were decimated by unregulated harvest and settlement. 
1910 Wolves were virtually eliminated in eastern U.S., greatly reduced in West. 
1915 U.S. Biological Survey initiated wolf control in West. 
1925 Viable wolf populations were reported eliminated from West. 
1944 The last documented wild wolf was killed in the greater Yellowstone area. 
1950 Reports of wolves in Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho continued. Lone wolves were killed 

in Montana and Idaho every decade until the present time. 
1966 British Columbia began recovery and wolf populations increased southward. Reports of 

wolves continued in U.S. and increased slowly. Wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone 
National Park was recommended by several biologists. 

1971 The first interagency meeting for management of the northern Rocky Mountain Wolf was 
held in Yellowstone National Park. Reports indic.ated there may have been 10-15 wolves 
in Yellowstone area and 5-10 in Glacier National Park. 

1972 Wolf research by Wolf Ecology Project, University of Montana, began by evaluating wolf e 
reports and sightings. They found no evidence of wolf packs in Montana. 

1973 The ESA was enacted; wolves became protected in the U.S. 
1973 Wolves became protected by Montana State law. 
1974 An Interdisciplinary Wolf Recovery Team was appointed and led by a Montana Fish and 

Game representative. Introduction was considered in selected areas. 
1977 Wolves became protected by Idaho State law. 
1978 A lone wolf was photographed and another killed in central Idaho. 
1978 The Wolves of Yellowstone report indicated no wolf packs in the Yellowstone area; viable 

populations ended by 1925. 
1979 A lone wolf was monitored adjacent to Glacier National Park. 
1980 A lone wolf depredated on livestock near Big Sandy, Montana, and was killed by FWS. 

This was the first documented depredation in over 50 years. 
1980 The "Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan" was completed by the FWS. 
1986 The first wolf den in the western U.S. in over fifty years was documented in Glacier 

National Park. 
1987 

1987 

The revi<f><l "Northern Rockv Mountain WolfRecoverv Plan" was reviewed bv the nublic --- - ·---- -·----------- ---.1- -- -- - --.,---- - -- ., ._ 

and approved by the FWS. 
National Park Service director Mott suggested beginning EIS for reintroduction to 
Yellowstone. Park Service began wolf information program. 
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Appendices 

A wolf pack near Browning, Montana, depredated on livestock and was removed by the 
FWS. Representative Owens (Utah) introduced a bill to require the NPS to reintroduce 
wolves to Yellowstone National Park (H.R. 3378 Sept. 30, 1987). It was not passed. 
The Interim Wolf Control Plan was approved by FWS. The Wolf Recovery Program in 

e 

1988 

1988 

1989 

1990 

1990 
1990 

1992 

1991 

1991 

1991 

1992 

1992 

Montana was staffed and funded. 
Congress directed National Park Service and FWS to conduct "Wolves for Yellowstone?" 
studies and mandated appointment of Wolf Recovery Coordinator. 
Depredating wolves from Marion, Montana, were relocated, leading to the establishment 
of the Ninemile wolf pack near Missoula, Montana. Representative Owens (Utah) 
introduced bill to Congress requiring initiation of EIS for wolf reintroduction to 
Yellowstone (H.R. 2786 June, 1989). It was not passed. 
Senator McClure (Idaho) introduced a bill "to provide for the reestablishment of the gray 
wolf in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho Wilderness" (5.2674 May, 1990). 
It did not pass. 
The NPS and FWS completed the first "Wolves for Yellowstone?" report, Vol. I and II. 
Congress established the Wolf Management Committee. No Congressional or agency 
action was taken on the Committee's May 1991 recommendation. 
Congress directed the FWS, in consultation with the Park Service and the Forest Service, 
to prepare a DEIS on wolf recovery in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 
Congress funded the FWS to support the Animal Damage Control Wolf Management 
Specialist position in the West. 
A black wolf was illegally poisoned on a livestock allotment in a central Idaho Wilderness 
area. 
Two separate radio-collared wolves moved into Idaho. One stayed, the other went back 
to Canada. 
The NPS and the FWS completed the second "Wolves for Yellowstone?" report, Volumes 
III and IV. 
An estimated 40 wolves in 4 packs occupied northwestern Montana. All packs except the 
Ninemile Pack, which resulted from relocation of a problem wolf in 1989, and Murphy 
Lake Pack were still in the Glacier National Park area. Lone wolves continued to be 
reported throughout Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming but no wolf reproduction was 
documented in Idaho or Wyoming. 

1992 A possible wild wolf was photographed in Yellowstone. A wolf was shot just south of 
Yellowstone. No other wolves were located despite increased monitoring. 

1992 Congress directed the FWS to complete final EIS by January 1994 and that it expected 
the proposed alternative to conform to existing law. 

1993 An estimated 45 wolves in 5 packs occupy northwestern Montana. Monitoring efforts 
increased in Idaho and Wyoming but no wolf packs were located. 

1994 An estimated 7 breeding pair (65-70 wolves) are being monitored in northwestern 
Montana. No breeding pairs located in Idaho or Wyoming or in the proposed 
experimental population areas. 
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Chronology of Gray Wolf EIS 
11/13/91 Congress directs FWS to prepare EIS on wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone 

National Park and central Idaho. 
12/3/91 
3/92 
3123/92 
3/25/92 

4/3/92 
4/3/92 
4/6/92 

5/15/92 
6129192 
7 /8/92 

7/10/92 
7/17/92 
7/30/92 
7/31/92 
812/92 

8/3/92 
8/18/92 

9/4/92 

11118/92 

114/93 
4/93 
6/93 

8/93 and 9/93 

11126/93 
12110/93 
3/94 

5/94 

EIS team selections begin, continue through March 1992. 
Idaho Legislature passes bill that allows Idaho Fish and Game to participate in EIS. 
News release on issue scoping open houses issued. 
Letter and poster requesting participation sent to over 2,500 groups or 
individuals that may be interested in EIS. 
Notice of Intent to prepare EIS published in Federal Register. News release provided. 
Issue scoping brochure sent to 10,000 people on mailing list. 
Series of 34 issue scoping open houses (9 each in Wyoming, Montana, Idaho 
and 7 National) began, 1, 730 people attended. 
Issue Scoping Comment period closed. Nearly 4,000 comments received. 
Notice of Hearings published in Federal Register. 
Issue scoping report sent to 16,000 people on mailing list, includes alternative 
scoping open house schedule. 
News release on issue scoping report issued. 
News release announcing alternative scoping open houses issued. 
Alternative scoping brochure mailed to about 20,000 people on mailing list. 
News release on alternative scoping hearings issued. 
Brochure inserted in 230,000 Sunday newspapers in Wyoming, Idaho, and A 
Montana. -
Series of 27 alternative scoping open houses began, 491 people attended. 
Series of 6 alternative scoping hearings begins, about 1, 400 people attended and 
430 testified. 
Comment period for alternative scoping closed, nearly 5,000 comments 
received. News release issued. 
Alternative scoping report sent to about 31,000 people on mailing list, 
representing all 50 states and 40 foreign countries. 
DEIS is prepared. 
DEIS progress report was sent to about 32,000 people remaining on mailing list. 
DEIS completed and public review requested during 90 days public comment 
period. 
16 public hearings conducted; 4 locations in each state of Idaho, Montana, and 
Wyoming and 4 in cities in other parts of the country. More than 1,500 people 
attended and about 700 presented testimony at these hearings. 
Comment period on DEIS closed. 
Analysis of over 160,000 pubiic comments on DEIS completed. 
Summary of public comment mailed to about 42,000 people and organizations 
on Gray Wolf EIS mailing list. 
Final EIS released. 
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APPENDIX 2. TECHNICAL SUMMARY: 
WOLF BIOLOGY AND ECOLOGY 

Biology 
Taxonomy.-Wolves have existed throughout North America and have occupied nearly all 
habitats in the Northern Hemisphere except for true deserts. Early taxonomists divided the 
North American gray wolf into 24 subspecies based on skull characteristics, body size, and 
color; often utilizing few specimens. The subspecies of wolf that was described for the central 
Rocky Mountains, Canis lupus irremotus, was similar to other subspecies in the western United 
States and southwestern Canada. 

Contemporary research using multivariate statistical analysis and molecular genetics, along with 
larger sample sizes suggests that 24 subspecies are unwarranted and that 5 North American 
subspecies are more reasonable. These subspecies overlap extensively with each other since they 
represent averages and trends in morphology that occur within a given geographical area. 
Genetically, there is very little distinction among gray wolf populations, at least in part due to 
the mobility of the species. Currently, all populations of wolves in the lower 48 states, 
regardless of subspecies classification, are listed as endangered except for the gray wolf in 
Minnesota which is listed as threatened. 

Physical Characteristics.-The wolf is the largest wild member of the dog family Canidae. Coat 
color ranges from white to shades of gray to black. In Minnesota, most wolves are gray or 
shades of brown. However in Montana, black wolves are as common as gray wolves. Adult 
males average 90-110 pounds with an extreme range of 43-175 pounds, while adult females 
average 80-90 pounds with an extreme range of 39-125 pounds. Males are usually 5-6.5 feet 
long from nose to tail tip, and females range from 4.5-6 feet in length. Most wolves stand 26-
32 inches tall at the shoulder. 

With long legs and a deep narrow chest, the wolf is well suited for far-ranging travel. Wolves 
have large feet which aid in wintertime travel over crusted snow and allow them an advantage 
for preying on various ungulates, which can sink much deeper into the snow. Front feet are 
slightly larger than rear feet. Wolf tracks average about 4 inches wide and 5 inches long 
including the claw marks. Wolf and large domestic dog (great Dane, St. Bernard, and Irish 
wolfhound) tracks are similar in size, and often impossible to differentiate from each other in 
the field. 

Two important means of communication for wolves are howling and scent-marking. Within a 
wolf pack, howling serves in the identification, location, and assembly of separated pack 
members. It may also be particularly useful in facilitating the movements of pups and adults 
from one rendezvous site to the next. Howling may serve a social function when pack members 
rally around the alpha individuals and greet each other. It is also a means of advertising the 
presence of the pack within its territory, and the pack's willingness to defend resources such as 
pups, a kill, and the territory from other wolves. This avoids direct conflicts between packs. 
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Scent-marking is the application of an animal's odor to its environment. It is used by wolves 
to communicate information regarding territory, position in the dominance hierarchy, location 
of food, and even the behavioral or physiological condition of the animal. Scent-marking usually 
involves urinating or defecating. Scent marks are commonly made at route junctions and 
especially along the edges of pack territories. These scent marks inform lone wolves or packs 
when they are entering another pack's territory. 

Pack organization. -The basic social unit in wolf populations is the pack. A pack consists of 
2 to 30 wolves (average about 10) which have strong social bonds to each other. Packs are 
formed when 2 wolves of the opposite sex develop a pair bond, breed, and produce a litter of 
pups. Central to the pack are the dominant (alpha) male and (alpha) female. The remaining 
pack members are usually related to the alpha pair and constantly express their subordinate status 
through postures and expressions when interacting with the dominant pair. Young members 
approaching sexual maturity may challenge the dominant animals, which can result in changes 
in each wolf's social position in the pack. 

Wolves become sexually mature at 2 years of age. Breeding within the pack usually occurs only 
between the top-ranking alpha male and female. Although courtship behavior occurs in varying 
degrees throughout the year, the actual breeding season occurs from late January through April, 
depending on the latitude. Wolves in higher latitudes generally breed later. Wolves in 
Yellowstone National Park ( 45 degrees latitude) bred any time from late January to late February A 
and possibly early March. During the breeding season in late winter, the pack may move W 
extensively within its territory. 

Pregnant wolves complete digging of dens as early as 3 weeks before the birth of the pups. 
Most wolf dens are burrows in the ground, usually in sandy soil. Wolves may also den in 
hollow logs, rock caves, or abandoned beaver lodges. Some dens are used traditionally by a 
wolf pack from year to year. Also, certain specific areas (on the order of 5 mi2, 13 km2

) may 
contain several den sites which are used in different years by the pack. Some wolf packs can 
be sensitive to human disturbance during this season and may abandon the den if disturbed. This 
poses a particular risk to very young pups that cannot regulate their own body temperature. 

Wolf pups, in general, are born in late March to May after a 63-day gestation period. In 
Yellowstone, wolf pups were born any time from late March though April. Litter sizes of 
wolves usually range from 4 to 7. In Yellowstone National Park, the average litter size taken 
from dens in the early 1900s was 7.8 pups and varied from 5 to 13. Average litter size in 
northwestern Montana now averages just over 5 pups per litter. 

With the denning area established in the spring, pack movements center around the den. 
However, adult pack members often travel throughout their territory for food. The maternal 
female is usually at the rendezvous site more than other adults, but she may also travel 
throughout the territory as pups grow and are weaned. All pack members may help feed the 
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female and pups. Pack members also provide play and protection for the growing pups. The 
pups are weaned at 5 to 6 weeks of age. 

A wolf pack will usually move from the den site (or occasionally from a second den site) to the 
first rendezvous site when the pups are 6-10 weeks of age which is in late-May through early 
July. The first rendezvous site is usually within 1-6 miles (2-10 km) of the natal den and often 
consists of meadows and adjacent timber with surface water nearby. A succession of rendezvous 
sites are used by the pack until the pups are mature enough to travel with the adults, usually by 
September or early October. Each successive rendezvous site is usually 1-4 miles (2-6 km) from 
the previous site. Occupancy times vary from 10-67 days. As with dens, rendezvous sites may 
receive traditional use by wolf packs year after year. Wolves appear less sensitive to human 
disturbance at later rendezvous sites than they do at the first one. 

By about October, pups are mature enough to travel with the adults, and the pack moves 
throughout the territory. As the pack travels throughout its established territory, the alpha 
wolves usually lead the pack and choose the direction and specific routes of travel. Wolves 
often travel on established routes including trails, roads, and frozen waterways, occasionally 
cutting across from one such route to another. Daily travel distances for wolf packs are 
typically in the range of 1-9 miles (2-15 km), while distances between successive kills vary from 
8-34 miles (13-55 km). Wolf packs in Yellowstone National Park included both summer and 
winter ranges of ungulates within their territories. 

In most wolf populations, packs occupy exclusive territories. Territories may range in size from 
80 mi2 (210 km2

), as in Minnesota, to over 660 mi2 (1,700 km2
) as in Alberta. Territories in 

northwestern Montana average about 300-400 mi2 (780-1,040 km2
). Lone wolves may range 

over areas in excess of 1,000 mi2 (2,590 km2
). As pack members are traveling, they deposit 

urine and scat markers which identify their territories. Foreign wolves entering established 
territories may be killed. 

Mortality.-Wolves die from a variety of causes: malnutrition, disease, debilitating injuries, 
interpack strife, and human exploitation or control. In areas with little or no human 
exploitation, the primary causes of mortality are disease and poor nutrition in pups or yearlings 
and death of adults from other wolves. Mortality rates in unexploited populations can average 
about 45% for yearlings and 10% for adults. In Minnesota during 1969-1972, September 
appeared to be a critical month for malnourished wolf pups to survive. Minnesota wolf pups 
with body weights less than 65 % of standard weight had a poor chance of survival, whereas 
pups of at least 80% of standard weight had a high survival rate. Body weights appeared related 
to available food supply. Mortality rates of wolf pups in exploited populations can reach 80%. 

Fall and winter may be critical periods for wolf survival. Beginning in the fall, wolf mortality 
rates are most influenced by the degree of exploitation or control by humans. Overwinter 
(October-March) mortality rates within packs ranged from 0%-33 % for a minimally exploited 
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population to 14 %-88 % for a heavily exploited population. 
apparently can withstand human-caused mortality rates of 
Protected wolf populations can increase at rates of 28%-35%. 

Established wolf populations 
28%-35% without declining. 

Dispersal.-The nature and extent of dispersal in wolves appears related to wolf density and prey 
availability. In low-density populations, these animals may disperse just out of their natal pack's 
territory into an unoccupied area, find another lone wolf of the opposite sex, and form a new 
pack. In high-density populations, such animals may stay in the pack, if possible, and wait for 
changes in the rank order and opportunities to mate. If forced out, these loners may trail a pack 
or live in the buffer zones between territories to avoid packs. In some situations, young adult 
wolves may disperse hundreds of miles. However, mortality is often high among dispersing 
animals and therefore, the chances of finding a mate and successfully establishing a new pack 
are low. Wolves may disperse at ages ranging from 9-28 months or more. Dispersal in late 
winter by yearlings is common. 

Ecology 
Niche.-In North America, the wolf is a predator primarily of large ungulates. All biological 
and social aspects of the wolf make it adapted for this role. No other carnivore in the western 
United States replaces the ecological role of the wolf. Although the coyote (Canis latrans) 
occasionally preys upon young, old, and vulnerable ungulates, its main diet consists primarily 
of small animals. The coyote does not prey year-round on large ungulates. Other wild animals 
that regularly prey on large mammals in North America include mountain lions (Felis concolor) 
and black (Ursus americanus) and grizzly bears (Ursus arctos). Although the mountain lion 
regularly preys on large ungulates, its methods of hunting (primarily "ambush") and social 
organization (solitary) contrast sharply with the socially cooperative methods of the wolf. Black 
and grizzly bears, usually solitary by nature, stalk and kill moose, elk, and deer and take mostly 
calves but occasionally take vulnerable adult ungulates as well. 

Food Habits.-In general, wolves depend upon ungulates for food year round. In northern 
Montana, elk, moose, and deer (mule and white-tailed deer) are the principal prey species. 
Smaller mammals can be an important alternative to ungulates in the snowfree months. These 
small mammals include beaver, marmots, ground squirrels, snowshoe hare, pocket gophers, and 
voles. In various areas of North America, during years of abundant beaver populations, beaver 
have comprised 25 %-75% of the spring-fall diet of wolves, so in those areas or situations, they 
may prey less on young ungulates. Nonetheless, when these figures for beaver are converted 
to a biomass basis, ungulates still constitute the bulk of the summer diet and certainly of the 
annual diet. In areas where beaver are not so abundant, ungulates usually account for more than 
90% of the biomass consumed by wolves. 

Prey Consumption Rates.-On an average, wolves eat 9 lbs of meat per wolf per day during 
winter. Although the wolf is capable of eating large quantities of food in a short time, such 
quantities are not always available. Thus, wild wolves may have to go for several days at a time 
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without eating. Wolves probably could fast for periods of 2 weeks or more while searching for 
vulnerable prey. When food is available, wolves can replenish themselves to prepare for another 
period of fasting. The wolf, with its large stomach capacity, seems well adapted for this cycle 
of feasting and extended fasting. 

The frequency of kills by a wolf pack varies tremendously, depending on many factors 
including: (1) pack size, (2) diversity, density, and vulnerability of prey, (3) snow conditions, 
and (4) degree of utilization of the carcasses. Because the wolf's prey varies in size from small 
mammals to beaver to bison, the kill rate of each species varies according to the amount of food 
each provides. 

In Minnesota, where wolves eat white-tailed deer almost exclusively, estimated kill rates range 
from 15-19 deer per wolf per year. In areas where elk are the dominant prey, these kill rates 
are generally lower. In Riding Mountain National Park, 1 wolf averaged 14 ungulates killed per 
year which included deer, elk, and moose. Based on prey abundance in Yellowstone, the 
primary prey is expected to be elk and mule deer. It has been estimated .that wolves will kill 
an average of 12 ungulates/wolf/year. 

Influence of Wolf Predation on Ungulate Populations.-Wolf predation on larger ungulate 
populations usually results in smaller fluctuations in ungulate numbers over the years. Smaller 
die-offs from winter-kill may occur because wolves are preying on weakened animals before they 
die. 

Wolf predation is one component of total annual mortality in many ungulate populations. 
Wolves usually do not deplete their prey populations, but may keep some prey species at low 
levels if ungulate populations are already low and other limiting factors exist. Computer models 
have predicted that wolves in the Yellowstone area may reduce ungulate numbers by 5%-30% 
and decrease fluctuations in the population, but would not have devastating effects on the prey 
populations. 

Influence on other predators. -Wolf impacts on other predators can vary. Coyotes may be less 
abundant in Yellowstone with wolves present, and red fox (Vulpes vulpes) may benefit from wolf 
presence. Bears and wolves usurp carcasses from each other, and wolves occasionally prey upon 
bears and vice versa, but published information suggests neither species would be significantly 
affected. Brown bears and gray wolves coexist throughout much of North America and Eurasia. 
Sympatric populations of wolves and grizzly bears do not appear to significantly impact survival 
or reproduction of the other. Some indirect competition for spring carrion, winter-weakened 
ungulates, and newborn calves may occur between wolves and grizzlies in Yellowstone. 
However, based on data from other geographic areas, grizzlies appear quite able to coexist with 
wolves; because grizzlies are omnivorous and not totally dependent upon ungulates, it is likely 
grizzlies will easily adapt to the presence of wolves. 
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APPENDIX 3. PUBLIC ATTITUDES ABOUT WOLVES: 
A REVIEW OF RECENT INVESTIGATIONS 

Public attitudes toward wolves in America, both in general and in relation to Yellowstone 
National Park, have been surveyed by numerous investigators. This paper presents a 
chronological summary of surveys, including both Yellowstone-related ones and those involving 
other areas of the country. All such surveys are included, whether they involve Yellowstone 
or not, in order to more fully portray American attitudes about wolves, and trends in those 
attitudes. 

Minn (1977) studied attitudes toward wolfrecovery in Rocky Mountain National Park, Colorado, 
and found that 74.23 of respondents favored wolf restoration, and 25.83 did not. 

Kellert (1985b) found that in Minnesota, there was "a strong positive perception of the timber 
wolf among all sample groups except farmers," and that all groups agreed that the timber wolf 
was "symbolic of nature's wonder and beauty." 

In a survey of attitudes among members of the National Cattlemen, American Sheep Producers, 
National Trappers Association, and members of the public in the Rocky Mountains and Alaska, 
Kellert (l 985a) found that in the Rocky Mountain region, 50% liked wolves and 30% did not. 

McNaught (1985), in a survey of Yellowstone National Park visitors, found that they favored A 
reintroduction 3 to 1, and that they believed, 6 to 1, that "a presence of wolves would improve W 
the Yellowstone experience. " 

Bath (1987a) surveyed various Wyoming interest groups, and found that 91.23 of members of 
the Wyoming Stock Growers were not in favor wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National 
Park; 89.2 3 of Defenders of Wildlife members were in favor of wolf reintroduction, as were 
66.83 of Wyoming Wildlife Federation members. 

Bath (1987b) surveyed the public in Wyoming counties around the park, and found that 513 
opposed wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park, and 393 favored it. Bath also found 
that those opposing wolf reintroduction had a poorer knowledge level about wolves than those 
favoring it. 

Bath (1987c) surveyed the Wyoming general public, and found that 48.53 favored wolf 
reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park, 34.53 opposed it, and 173 had no opinion. 

Lenihan (1987) surveyed Montana residents, and found that 65 3 believed that wolves belong 
in the state; 783 of people living in the state's most populous counties agreed, while 543 of 
rural Montanans agree. Of those surveyed, 78 % believed that "ranchers should be able to shoot 
wolves that attack livestock on their own property." A majority (52 3) approved of 
reintroduction of wolves into areas of Montana, Idaho, and Yellowstone Park, but 56% of those 
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from rural counties did not approve. A majority (593) believed that ranchers should be 
compensated for livestock lost. Lenihan found that the 2 most important rationale for support 
of wolf reintroduction were that wolves were an important member of the ecological community 
(413), and wolves were historically present (403). The most important rationale for opposition 
was that livestock losses would be unacceptably high (573). 

A survey conducted by the Idaho Environmental Science Teachers (1987) through the University 
of Idaho Wildlife Issues Course found that 78 3 of Idahoans agreed with the statement that "I 
would like to see wild populations of wolves exist in Idaho," while 123 disagreed and 103 had 
no opinion. 

Tucker and Pletscher (1989) surveyed hunters and residents of Flathead County (northwestern 
Montana), and found that 71.53 of the residents of the North Fork area and 58.33 of the 
hunters in Flathead County hoped that wolves would continue to inhabit the area and "should 
be allowed to spread beyond this area." They also concluded that "support [for wolves] could 
dwindle if restrictions on recreational and commercial uses were introduced to promote 
recovery." 

Bath and Buchanan (1989) surveyed attitudes of 5 different interest groups in Wyoming: 
members of the Wyoming Stock Growers, of Defenders of Wildlife, of Wyoming Wildlife 
Federation, of the statewide public, and of counties near the proposed recovery area. They 
found that "extremes of the issues were defined by the stock growers and members of Defenders 
of Wildlife. Most members of the Wyoming Wildlife Federation and the statewide public had 
positive attitudes toward wolf-restoration, although the public in counties surrounding the wolf
recovery site held more negative attitudes. " 

Bath and Phillips (1990) and Bath (1991) surveyed the Montana and Idaho general public, and 
found that 43.73 of Montanans, 48.53 of Wyomingites and 563 of Idahoans favored wolf 
reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park, while 40.33 of Montanans, 34.53 of 
Wyomingites, and 273 of Idahoans were opposed. No opinion on wolf reintroduction was held 
by 163 of Montanans, 173 of Wyomingites, and 173 of Idahoans. 

Kellert (1990) surveyed Michigan public attitudes. Of Upper Peninsula residents, 643 favored 
wolf restoration, 153 opposed it, and 21 3 were uncommitted. Of Lower Peninsula residents, 
57 3 favored restoration, 9 3 opposed it, and 34 3 were uncommitted. 

Bath and Phillips ( 1990) noted that the primary reason for opposition among Idaho and Montana 
residents to wolf reintroduction was the cost of the program, which agreed with Bath's (1987c) 
survey of Idaho residents. Bath and Phillips asked survey subjects if they would change their 
minds if a variety of conditions were met (including financial compensation for livestock losses, 
keeping livestock losses to less than 1 3, and keeping wolves in the park and surrounding 
wilderness areas), and concluded that "most respondents who do not favor reintroducing the wolf 
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would not change their opinion regardless of the options presented to them. On the other hand, 
if wolves could be monitored effectively and be restricted within the park and surrounding 
wilderness areas, an additional 27 % (Montana) and 25 % (Idaho) would be in favor of wolf 
reintroduction." 

The Wyoming Game and Fish Department (Thompson 1991) surveyed Wyoming residents on 
wolf reintroduction, and found that 44 % were in favor of Yellowstone Park wolf reintroduction, 
while 34.5% were opposed and the remaining 21.5% were undecided or had no opinion. This 
was very similar to Bath's (1987c) findings, but in other respects the 2 studies differed. For 
example, Thompson found that more than 30% (compared to 16.2% of Bath's respondents) of 
respondents would change their opposition to wolf restoration if wolves could be kept in the park 
and adjacent wilderness areas. Thompson also found that 14 % of those opposed to wolf 
restoration (compared to 6.3 % of Bath's respondents) would change their opinion if there was 
a compensation program for wolf restoration. On the other hand, Bath and Thompson's 
respondents agreed quite closely, 58.5% and 56.8% respectively, that wolves that killed 
livestock should be killed. 

Freemuth (1992) asked Idahoans, "Do you favor or oppose having wolves in the wilderness and 
roadless areas of central Idaho?" He found that 72.4% favored wolves, 22.1 % opposed them, 
and 5.4% did not know or had no opinion. 

Eisenstein (1992) conducted an attitudinal· survey analysis of 52 representative individuals • 
regarding wolf restoration in Yellowstone National Park. He was seeking detailed responses on 
concerns and issues, rather than quantifiable yes-or-no expressions of positions. Thus his work 
does not statistically analyze public opinion, but summarizes and presents great amounts of 
personal position and opinion. His conclusions included the following general statement about 
wolves: "The interviews revealed not only polarization, but gross misunderstandings and 
misconceptions concerning the wolf and the program. It was clear that people still do believe 
in the horror stories of the wolf and 'Little Red Riding Hood.' Many respondents stated as fact 
that they know wolves kill people." 

Duffield et al. (1992) surveyed American citizens nationally and found that "while GYA [Greater 
Yellowstone Area] respondents are nearly evenly divided in their opinion on wolf reintroduction, 
the US respondents are heavily in favor of reintroduction... Almost everyone in the GY A has 
an opinion on this issue with only 7 percent saying they 'don't know.' The national sample 
shows a strong majority favoring wolf recovery-by about a 2: 1 margin." When asked to 
respond to the statement, "I dislike even the idea of wolves being present in Yellowstone Park," 
25 % of the Yellowstone area respondents strongly agreed, while 4-6 % of US-wide respondents 
agreed. 

Public approval of wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park is high. 
public is very strongly in favor of reintroduction, while regionally there is 
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majority in favor of reintroduction. There is still some public concern over safety risks, that 
is, over the possibility that wolves might attack people. McNaught (1985) found that 19.7% of 
his respondents would be afraid to hike in Yellowstone Park if wolves were present. 

There is a great concern among potentially affected stockgrowers that wolves will kill their 
stock, and any losses are unacceptable to them. There is strong public support for a 
compensation program to protect livestock owners from financial losses due to wolf depredation. 
There was likewise strong public concern over the need to control wolf distribution, in whatever 
management scenario is ultimately adopted. The public does not want wolves to have unlimited 
freedom to range on public and private lands, and wants wolf control measures to be stringent 
and promptly enacted. 

The surveys do not agree on whether the public considers wolves a serious threat to wildlife 
populations, but among the surveys there is a consistent level of public concern over possible 
impacts on wildlife, especially as those might affect hunter harvest. There is significant public 
concern over the monetary costs of implementing a reintroduction program. 
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APPENDIX 4. SCIENTIFIC TECHNIQUES 
FOR THE REINTRODUCTION OF WILD WOLVES 

INTRODUCTION 

A wide variety of potential strategies exist for reintroducing wolves. Development of the 
following approach was based on (1) results of the previous relocations of wolves, (2) responses 
to questionnaires sent to 56 individuals who are familiar with behavior of wolves in the wild or 
in captivity, (3) practical limitations such as climate and human access to release sites, and (4) 
the best judgement of biologists (familiar with the Northern Rocky Mountains and recovery of 
those wolves) as to which procedures were most likely to succeed. Some of the specific factors 
and variables considered regarding the selection of wolves were: number and genetics of wolves 
to be used, effect of wolf removals on the donor population, age and breeding status of wolves, 
whether to use wolves already pairbonded or to attempt artificial pairbonding of adult wolves 
after capture, and the likelihood of breeding in captivity. Variables considered on the subject 
of capture, transport, confinement, and release included: capture method, transport method, type 
of release ("hard" or "soft"), time of year of capture and release, length of holding period, type 
of holding facility, care needed in captivity, what to feed wolves in captivity, and structure and 
size of pens at release sites. Other considerations were: cost, humaneness, whether to use 
radiocollars or capture collars, climate conditions and physiographic characteristics of capture 
and release sites, timing of ungulate hunting seasons in or near release areas, whether to conduct A 
reintroductions into Yellowstone and central Idaho concurrently, the number of years over which -
releases would be necessary to establish a population in each area, and the need to acquire better 
information for use in planning future reintroductions. 

GENERAL APPROACH 

In summer 1994, an intense public information campaign will be started in the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho areas to inform the public that wolves will soon be present. This effort will 
include information on how to identify wolves and distinguish them from coyotes and other 
animals, and will inform hunters of the possibility of encounters with wolves and that they 
should not be killed. 

Different approaches to reintroduction will be used in Yellowstone and central Idaho, and each 
approach will be continually evaluated and modified as necessary (Adaptive Management/ 
"Learning by Doing") (Walters 1986). For Yellowstone National Park, the approach will be to 
capture, transport, hold, and soft-release small to moderate sized Canadian packs ( 4-7 
individuals) ihat ideaiiy wiii include the breeding (alpha) female/pair and pups of the year. 
Strong emphasis will be placed on including the alpha male and female, as those wolves already 
are pairbonded and presumably proven breeders. The approach in central Idaho will be to 
capture, transport, and hard release nonbreeding members of packs that are of prime dispersal 
age (1-2 year-old) or adults of unknown status and thus duplicate as nearly as possible the 
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processes by which pack formation naturally occurs. Wolves often disperse from their packs 
as yearlings or young adults and then search for a mate and a vacant area where they can begin 
their own pack (cf. Rothman and Mech 1979, Fritts and Mech 1981, Peterson et al. 1984, 
Ballard et al. 1987, Fuller 1989, Gese and Mech 1991, Boyd et al. in press). Experience has 
indicated translocated wolves, that do not home, revert to lone wolf/disperser behavior (Fritts 
et al. 1984, 1985; Fritts 1993). 

Wolves selected for reintroduction will be from areas of British Columbia (B.C.) or Alberta that 
are similar to Yellowstone and central Idaho (mountainous terrain with elk and deer as the main 
prey). Use of Canadian wolves will be pending approval of Canadian authorities and approval 
of all necessary permits. Various legal aspects of the different phases discussed below will be 
addressed in compliance with Provincial, State, and Federal regulatory agencies. Wolves from 
B.C. and Alberta are probably genetically similar and of the same genetic stock that is now 
colonizing northwestern Montana (Brewster and Fritts 1994, Nowak 1994). Wolves will not be 
taken from areas where significant diseases, such as tuberculosis and brucellosis are known to 
be present. Exact sites for wolf captures would be selected by Canadian authorities. Ideally 
these areas would have enough treeless landscape to make helicopter darting of wolves possible, 
and would be accessible by air or road to allow capture and transport of the wolves. Removal 
of wolves from Canada would cause a temporary local reduction in wolves, but numbers would 
recover to original levels. 

• Capture, Transport, Confinement, and Release 
Capture methods will include both helicopter darting (preferred) and standard trapping techniques 
used in research captures of wolves. Traps will be modified to prevent foot damage, and the 
entire trapping process will stress safety of the animals. The assistance of local game 
management officials and the local public (including registered trappers) may be necessary in 
identifying areas used by packs and possibly in their capture. Special efforts will be made to 
capture the alpha (breeding) pair from the packs, especially the alpha female which will be 
identified by evidence she has nursed pups. If possible, the packs selected would not all have 
adjoining territories in order to reduce the chances of them being closely related. 

In October and November, entire packs, or as many pack members as can be obtained (estimated 
at 4-7 wolves per pack), will be captured by helicopter darting. Although it is anticipated that 
most captures will occur by darting from a helicopter, trapping in September-November (and 
possibly August as well) by program personnel or contracted local trappers may be necessary 
to supplement darting and could even become the primary capture technique. If captures require 
several days or more, the wolves captured first will be transported to a proper holding facility 
or veterinary hospital and held until remaining pack members are captured. 

Captured wolves will be examined for body condition and infectious diseases, and blood and 
fecal samples collected for assessment of their health. As a preventative measure, wolves may 
be given vaccinations and anthelmintics. Blood and fecal samples will be collected to determine 
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which diseases may be present in the donor population. A plan that addresses disease aspects 
and deals with the possibility of importing any disease with the wolves will be developed and 
reviewed by wildlife disease specialists. Tissue samples for genetic analyses, (i.e., earpunches 
and whole blood) will be collected from each captured wolf. 

Effort will be made to capture and transport wolves from 6 packs in the manner described 
above. We anticipate that up to 30 wolves will be captured and released in the first year, but 
only 20 will contribute to establishment of a population in the recovery areas because some will 
soon leave, disappear, or die. After capture, breeders and pups will be separated from 
nonbreeding pack members (mostly 1- to 2-year-old wolves). As soon as possible the adults and 
their pups will be flown to holding pens already prepared in Yellowstone Park. N onbreeding 
adults and other wolves of uncertain pack affiliation will be flown or driven to Idaho and 
released without a holding period. 

Only the Yellowstone wolves will be held in pens (1 acre or larger) at the release sites. Pens 
will be built with chain link fence, fence overhang, underground digging barrier, inside electric 
hot wire, shade, water, visual security, and other features of existing captive wolf facilities. 
Pens will be double hot wired on the outside to prevent grizzly bears and other large animals 
from trying to enter them. At the time the wolves are placed in their acclimation pens, adults 
will be fitted with either capture collars (Mech and Gese 1992) or standard radio collars; pups 
will have standard collars. There will be as many as 3 individual pens and release sites in 
Yellowstone and 1-2 release sites in central Idaho. Sites will be areas with year round 
populations of prey (elk and/or deer) nearby, will not be within sight of permanent human 
facilities and will be separated from each other by at least 5 miles in Yellowstone. All release 
sites will be closed to the public and human activity will be restricted within a 1 mile radius of 
pens. Every effort will be made to avoid disturbance by humans and any habituation to humans 
while the wolves are in captivity. Site selection and pen design will be such that wolves could 
be fed and observed with minimal disturbance. Wolves will be fed road-killed ungulates that 
are handled by project personnel in such a way as to minimize the amount of human scent left 
on them. Keepers will stay in wall tents or trailers (out of view of) but at least 114 mile from 
the sites. Efforts will be made to eliminate human activity on at least 2 sides of the pens. 
Monitoring of fence integrity, human, and animal activity may be done with remote cameras. 

On or about December 5, the doors to the pens will be left open and the wolves allowed to 
leave. Actual dates of release at the 3 sites would be staggered by a few days in order to 
monitor movements and behavior during the early post-release period and follow any individuals 
that quickly left the site. If deep snow is not yet causing site access or other problems for 
keepers, release dates wiii be delayed further untii weather conditions did become prohibitive, 
but not later than January 1. Carrion will be left at or near the site until the wolves no longer 
used or appeared to need it. Carrion will consist of road-killed ungulates collected and frozen 
during fall 1994. An estimated 2,400 lbs of carrion will be fed to the wolves while in captivity 
and another 2,400 lbs. made available after release. Locations of released wolves in 
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Yellowstone and central Idaho will be determined by radio-telemetry at least 3 times a week, 
depending on weather conditions. Radio-tracking will be both from the ground and from 
aircraft, but weather conditions may cause telemetry flights to be infrequent. Radiocollared 
wolves that leave the primary analysis areas in Yellowstone and central Idaho will be returned 
as needed. 

The procedures described above will be repeated yearly for 3-5 years or until breeding 
populations (at least 2 pairs successfully raising 2 young each for 2 consecutive years) become 
established in Yellowstone and central Idaho. Wolves from the same general areas in Canada, 
but not the same packs, will be captured for use in reintroductions in years 2, 3, 4, and 5. The 
same pens at the Yellowstone release sites will be reused in subsequent years unless a pack 
became established in the immediate area. In that case the pens and releases will be moved 
(estimated 5-10 miles) outside areas packs were using. After a population becomes established, 
the release pens will be disassembled and the site left in as natural a state as possible. 

Synopsis and Perspective 
Wolves from Canada will be reintroduced into Yellowstone and central Idaho. Breeding adults 
and their pups will be released into Yellowstone in December after being held there in pens for 
several weeks and fed deer and elk carrion. Nonbreeding adult wolves, mostly from the same 
packs will be released into central Idaho in autumn without previously being held there. 
Reintroductions will be repeated in following years until populations become established in both 
areas. 

There have been very few previous introductions of gray wolves on which to base this plan. 
Prior experiences with artificially moving wolves from one location to another have revealed a 
strong tendency for the animals to travel widely and try to return to their place of origin (Fritts 
1993). This experiment attempts to alleviate that problem in Yellowstone by a period of 
confinement at the release site ("soft" release), as has been successful with the Red wolf 
reintroduction program (mostly captive-raised wolves) (Phillips et al. in press). However, 
conducting a soft release in central Idaho involves more logistical problems due mainly to 
difficult access. We concluded that the most feasible approach for Idaho is to hard release 
wolves of dispersal age, with the expectation that many will travel extensively, but some will 
pair bond and form new packs in much the same manner as occurs naturally. Separation from 
their packs and release in another area simulates natural dispersal and the creation of lone wolves 
as potential progenitors of new packs. Studies of hard released wolves have shown that after 
a period of orientation their behavior appears to be the same as naturally dispersing lone wolves. 

Because of the dearth of previous experience and Jack of proven reintroduction techniques for 
wild wolves, it is clear that the reintroduction program will not proceed predictably or smoothly, 
at least at first (Fritts 1993). We doubt that any single technique is best for every wolf or every 
wolf pack because of substantial differences in temperament and behavior among wolves. 
Planning and preparation for each stage of the reintroduction must be meticulous and consider 
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numerous factors and variables. Even so, anticipation of every problem is impossible; 
unexpected turns of events will occur. These must be responded to quickly. Some modification 
and refinement to the above procedure will undoubtedly be made as experience dictates. Major 
modifications would generally add complexity and expense to the relatively simple project design 
outlined here. 

This reintroduction effort will provide much new and valuable information about how to conduct 
a reintroduction of wild wolves. The project will be successful because it involves repeated 
releases of wolves and adaptation of procedures ("learning by doing") until populations are 
established. However, any observers who are unprepared for temporary setbacks and the death 
of some of the wolves involved will be disappointed. 
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APPENDIX S. COST ESTIMATES 
FOR WOLF REINTRODUCTION ALTERNATIVES 

Alternative 1. Reintroduction of Experimental Populations 
Summary.-A nonessential experimental population rule would be established by regulation. 
In October and November, entire packs, or as many pack members as could be obtained 
(estimated at 4-7 wolves per pack), would be captured by helicopter darting, possibly 
supplemented by trapping. Breeding adults and their pups from 3 packs would be transported 
to and confined at 3 release sites in Yellowstone National Park. Yearlings and other adults 
(about 15) would be immediately released in central Idaho. In December, wolves in 
Yellowstone (about 15) would be released. The wolves would be monitored and returned to 
release sites as necessary. Fifteen wolves/year would be reintroduced to each area for 3-5 years, 
for a total of 45-75 wolves per area. If hard release techniques proved as successful as soft 
release, or if establishment of wolf populations took less than 5 years, then overall program 
costs would be lower. After wolf reintroduction and establishment of a wolf population, wolves 
would be monitored in each area until recovery (10 breeding pair in each of 3 recovery areas 
for three successive years) is achieved (about 2002). After recovery wolf populations are 
managed by the states. 

Annual estimated costs of implementing Alternative 1. 

1994-1998 Reintroduction/Year 1999-2002 
Monitoring/Year 

Yellowstone Idaho Each Area 

Staff/support $200,000 $200,000 $150,000 

Monitor Donor Population $ 30,000 $ 30,000 0 

Facility Preparation/Care $100,000 0 0 

Capture/transport $ 20,000 $ 20,000 0 

Confine/release $ 20,000 $ 5,000 0 

Monitor wolves $ 50,000 $ 50,000 $ 50,000 

Public Education/Law Enforcement $100,000 $100,000 $ 25,000 

Wolf Control $ 25,000 $ 25,000 $ 50,000 

Administration/Support $ 70,500 $ 53,250 $ 41,250 

Total Annual Cost $615,500 $438,250 $316,250 

Total Project Cost $3,077,500 $2,415,250 $1,265,000 

Grand Total All Costs 
Until Recovery $ 6,757,750 (1992 dollars) 
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Alternative 2. Natural Recovery of Wolf Populations 
Summary.-An enhanced wolf recovery program similar to the one that has been implemented 
in Montana since 1988 would begin in the central Idaho and the Yellowstone areas. This 
program would emphasize public information and education. The program would also co11trol 
wolves that attacked livestock, fund research on wolves and their prey, and enhance the current 
wolf monitoring program to better document the location and distribution of any wolves that 
~isperse into these areas. The Montana program currently utilizes 2 full time and 1-2 seasonal 
biologists and annually costs about $200,000/year. This program also has employs a full time 
Animal Damage Control Wolf Management Specialist that annually costs about $50,000/year. 
Establishing enhanced wolf recovery programs in the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas, that 
would be similar to the Montana wolf recovery program, would cost about $250,000/area/year. 

Annual estimated costs of implementing Alternative 2. 

StafffSupport (Estimated 653 staff time I & E) 

Research (Wolf and Ungulates) 

Monitoring (Equipment, Aircraft, contracts) 

Control (ADC support, including I & E efforts) 

Educationflnformation (I & E)(Printing, etc.) 

Administration/Office Support 

Annual Grand Total 

$ 95,000 

$ 40,000 

$ 20,000 

$ 50,000 

$ 20,000 

$ 25,000 

$250,000/area/year (1992 dollars) 

If wolf recovery took 30 years and more active recovery programs were established in both the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas, total costs ($500,000 x 30) would be $15.000.000. 

If wolf recovery programs were only established in the central Idaho and Yellowstone areas after 
a wolf pair was documented and the programs were discontinued in each area as soon as 10 
breeding pairs were documented for three consecutive years, total costs would be about 
$10.000.000 (recovery still estimated in 2025). 
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Alternative 3. No Wolf Recovery 
Summary. -Special legislation would be prepared for action by Congress and the states of 
Montana and Idaho. Wolves would be removed from the list of threatened and endangered 
species in the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States. Without legal protection from 
persecution by people wolf recovery in these areas would not occur. A few wolf packs would 
continue to exist in extreme northwestern Montana in Glacier National Park and lone wolves 
would occasionally occur in other areas but would not persist. No additional costs would be 
involved with control of wolves that attack livestock. 

The only costs associated with implementing this alternative are associated with staff time and 
travel required to draft legislation to change current federal and state law. It is estimated that 
changing legislation and regulations would require 2 people working for 1 year and support 
(travel, per diem, equipment, etc.). We estimate that implementing this alternative would cost 
about $100.000. Wolf recovery and additional yearly costs would not occur. 

Annual estimated costs of implementing Alternative 3. 
1994-$100.000, no subsequent costs. 
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Alternative 4. Wolf Management Committee 
Summary.-Congress would pass special legislation designating wolves throughout most of 
Montana and all of Idaho and Wyoming as a special state-managed nonessential experimental 
population. For 2 years the states would develop their wolf management plans, during which 
time the FWS would manage wolves as an experimental population. Liberal take of wolves by 
the public and agencies would be allowed for any wolves harassing or attacking livestock. In 
J996 wolves would be reintroduced (same techniques as the Experimental population alternative) 
into Yellowstone National Park and, if in 5 years, breeding activity had not documented, 
possibly central Idaho. Any wolves documented killed in control actions or illegally would be 
replaced. If wolf mortality from control associated with livestock protection was 30%, recovery 
would occur in Yellowstone about 2010 and in central Idaho about 2015. A total of 45-75 
wolves would be reintroduced initially and 125 reintroduced as replacements in each 
reintroduction area. If wolf mortality from control was 20%, recovery would occur in 
Yellowstone about 2007 and central Idaho about 2012. A total of 45-75 wolves would be 
reintroduced initially and 75 reintroduced as replacements in each reintroduction area. 

Annual cost estimates of implementing Alternative 4'. 

Plan Task Agency 2 Planning years 5 Implementation years 

State Plan states $ 442,000 $ 110,000 

EIS/Rule federal $ 900,000 0 

Infor1nation all $ 860,000 $ 2,006,000 

Reintroduction NPS/FWS $ 650,000 $ 3,685,000 

Wolf Management all $ 110,000 $ 2,907,000 

Law Enforcement all 0 $ 1,810,000 

Land Management FS $ 700,000 $ 2,250,000 

Wolf Monitoring all $ 690,000 $ 2,523,000 

Ungulate Monitoring all $ 210,000 $ 3,515,000 

Wolf Research all $ 580,000 $ 3,012,000 

Ungulate Research all 0 $ 1,394,000 

Ungulate enhancement states 0 $ 10,690,000 

Grand Total $ 5,142,000 $ 33,902,000 

' Annual Cost Estimates for the first 7 years of this plan are those provided to Congress by the Wolf Management 
Committee in the May 1991 report. 

Total-first 7 years of plan implementation-$39.044.000 
Estimated Plan implementation per year after first seven years-$6,000,000/year. 

Grand Total Costs Recovery in 2012-(7 + 12 years) $111,004.000 
Grand Total Costs Recovery in 2015-(7 + 15 years) $129.044,000 
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Alternative 5. Reintroduction of Nonexperimental Wolves 
Summary.-Wolves would be reintroduced to the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas, and 
managed as fully endangered species. No experimental population rule would be established. 
Habitat conditions for wolves would be improved through $3, 000, 000/year of 
improvements/purchases/easements of vital ungulate habitats. Similar techniques to the 
Reintroduction of Experimental Populations alternative (Alternative 1) would be used but for a 
longer period of time (until 10 breeding pairs were established in each area, but at least 5 years). 
If hard release of wolves was as successful as soft release, overall program costs would be 
slightly lower. There would be an enhanced law enforcement program. After 10 breeding pair 
were established they would be monitored until delisting. Recovery would probably occur about 
2000. 

Annual cost estimates for implementation of Alternative 5. 

1994-1998 Reintroduction/Year 1999-2000 

Yellowstone Idaho 
Monitoring/Year 

Each Year 

Staff/support $200,000 $ 200,000 $ 150,000 

Monitor Donor Population $ 30,000 $ 30,000 0 

Facility Preparation/Care $100,000 0 0 

Capture/transport $ 20,000 $ 20,000 0 

Confine/release $ 20,000 $ 5,000 0 

Monitor wolves $ 50,000 $ 50,000 $ 50,000 

Law Enforcement $ 100,000 $ 100,000 $ 100,000 

Wolf Control $ 10,000 $ 10,000 $ 10,000 

Ungulate Habitat $ 1,500,000 $1,500,000 $ 1,500,000 

Administration/support $ 104,500 $ 87,250 $ 71,500 

Total Annual Cost $ 2,134,500 $ 2,002,250 $ 1,881,500 

Total Project Cost $ 10,672,500 $ 10,0ll,250 $ 7,526,000 

Grand Total All Costs 
Until Recovery $ 28,209,750 (1992 dollars) 
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APPENDIX 6. WOLF REINTRODUCTION INTO YELLOWSTONE 
NATIONAL PARK AND CENTRAL IDAHO AND EXECUTIVE ORDER 

12630 (GOVERNMENT ACTIONS AND INTERFERENCE WITH 
CONSTITUTIONALLY PROTECTED PROPERTY RIGHTS) 

Under Executive Order 12630, executive departments and agencies should review their actions 
carefully to prevent unnecessary takings of private property. Governmental actions, including 
federal regulations or proposed federal regulations, that may have an impact on private property 
should be scrutinized to avoid undue or unplanned burdens. 

The proposed action to reintroduce gray wolves into Yellowstone National Park and central 
Idaho has been designed to avoid affecting private property. If gray wolves are released in 
Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming, and central Idaho, they will be released and managed so 
the recovery actions are compatible with existing private land uses (principally ranching) so that 
the lifestyle and income are not negatively affected. Other wild predators, such as coyotes, 
mountain lions, black bears, grizzly bears, foxes, and golden eagles presently utilize lands in 
public and private ownership and are an accepted part of the natural enviromnent. Private 
landowners are concerned that wolves will depredate on livestock and that wolf recovery will 
place restraints on their land management practices or reduce their incomes. Wolves just like 
other large predators will occasionally attack livestock. However, currently there is a private 
compensation program to pay for livestock killed by wolves. In addition, under the interim wolf 
control plan, wolves that kill livestock are controlled by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
Animal Damage Control, or cooperating agencies. This plan promotes wolf recovery and 
resolves conflicts with livestock. Designation of the released population as a nonessential 
experimental population means the released wolves will be treated as though they are a proposed 
species except inside National Parks and National Wildlife Refuges where they will be treated 
as threatened for ESA Section 7 consultation requirements. Private property will not be affected 
by land-use restrictions because of wolf recovery. 

We anticipate that gray wolves will initially be viewed as a novelty by the local cormnunity and 
attract considerable attention. Eventually, however, we believe gray wolves will be viewed as 
a normal part of the local resident's natural enviromnent and the wolves will receive diminishing 
attention from the local populace. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service foresees no need to purchase lands as part of this gray wolf 
recovery effort. If such a need arose, acquisition would be only from willing sellers. Land 
values in northwestern Montana have not been noticeably affected by wolves recently 
recolonizing that area and there is no reason to suspect that wolf presence will negatively affect 
land values in other parts of Montana, Idaho, or Wyoming. 
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The reintroduction will undoubtedly attract the interest of wildlife viewers throughout the United 
States as well as other areas. Tourism is a major industry in the Yellowstone and central Idaho 
areas and some tourists will include visits to these areas because wolves are present. Federal 
public land on National Forests, Wildlife Refuges, Bureau of Land Management lands, and 
National Parks will provide the public with opportunities to visit areas where wolves are present. 
Visitors are unlikely to be a trespass nuisance on private lands. 
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APPENDIX 7. INTRA-SERVICE SECTION 7 EVALUATION THE 
REINTRODUCTION OF GRAY WOLVES TO YELLOWSTONE 

NATIONAL PARK AND CENTRAL IDAHO 

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION 

In 1991 Congress directed the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service to prepare an environmental 
impact statement (DEIS) on wolf reintroduction in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. 
In the DEIS, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's proposed action is to capture gray wolves in 
Canada and release them in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. Starting in October 
1994, 3 breeding adults and their pups (15 wolves) would be captured in southern British 
Columbia and Alberta, held in 3 pens in Yellowstone National Park 6-8 weeks, fed ungulate 
carcasses (collect from road kills etc.), and released in December. In addition, 15 yearlings and 
nonbreeding adults would be immediately released in central Idaho in October. All wolves 
would be radio-collared and monitored 3 times a week. Wolves would be moved as necessary 
to facilitate recovery in central Idaho and the area surrounding Yellowstone National Park. The 
reintroduction would occur under authorities of Section 1 Oj of the Endangered Species Act which 
allow a high level of management flexibility within the experimental population areas, for listed 
species designated as nonessential experimental populations. In addition to other provisions, the 
special rule would allow moving any wolves that impact or have potential to impact other listed 
species. The reintroduction would continue until a wild wolf population was established (defined 
as 2 wild breeding pair, successfully raising at least 2 young for 2 consecutive years in an area). 
It is expected reintroductions would occur for 3-5 years. As a result of this action wolf 
populations should reach viability [defined as 10 breeding pair, in 3 areas (northwest Montana, 
central Idaho and the area in and around Yellowstone National Park), for 3 consecutive years] 
by 2002. At that point wolf populations could be delisted and managed solely by the respective 
states and tribes. Wolves have naturally recolonized and are expanding in northwestern Montana 
so the proposed action only involves central Idaho and the Yellowstone area. This Intra-Service 
Section 7 evaluation involves the proposed action (preferred alternative) in the DEIS on the 
Reintroduction of Gray Wolves in Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho, July 1993. 

LOCATION 

The proposed project involves the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States, and 
specifically refers to the states of Montana, Idaho, and Wyoming. The experimental population 
area for Yellowstone include all of Wyoming, and that portion of Montana and Idaho east of 
Interstate 15 and south of the Missouri River from the Montana-North Dakota border to Great 
Falls. The experimental area for central Idaho includes that portion of Montana and Idaho west 
of Interstate 15 and south of Interstate 90. Wolf populations resulting from this reintroduction 
are expected to occur primarily in the Greater Yellowstone and central Idaho areas (see Figure 
1) but individual wolves may occasionally occur throughout the three states. Wolves outside the 
proposed experimental rule area (i.e., northwestern Montana and northern Idaho) are listed as 
endangered and are not affected by the conditions of the proposed experimental rule . 
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LISTED SPECIES OR CRITICAL HABITAT CONSIDERED 

Threatened and Endangered Species-Montana, Idaho, Wyoming 
Gray wolf (Canis lupus) 
Grizzly bear ( Ursus arctos horribilis) 
Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) 
Black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) 
Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) 
Whooping crane (Grus americana) 
Piping plover ( Charadrius melodus) 
Least tern (Sterna antillarum) 
Pallid sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus albus) 
Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) 
Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha) 
Kendall Warm Springs dace (Rhinichthys osculus thermalis) 
Wyoming toad (Bufo hemiophrys baxteri) 
Five Species of Snake River mollusks including: 
-Desert valvata snail (Valvata utahensis) 
-Bliss rapids snail (undescribed Hydrobiid) 
-Idaho springsnail (Pyrgulopsis idahoensis) 
-Snake River physa snail (Physa natricina) 
-Banbury Springs limpet (undescribed Lanx sp.) 
MacFarlane's four-o'clock (Mirabilis macfarlanei) 

OBJECTIVES OF THE ACTION 

Successful implementation of the proposed action will foster the recovery of gray wolf 
populations in the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States. Beginning establishment of 
a wolf population that will grow to 10 breeding pairs of wolves, in both the central Idaho and 
Yellowstone National Park recovery areas, which comprise 2 of 3 wolf recovery areas 
(northwestern Montana, central Idaho and the Greater Yellowstone area) necessary for the 
recovery of gray wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States, will contribute 
to recovery of the species. Natural wolf recovery has established a growing population of about 
45 wolves in northwestern Montana. Successful reintroduction of wolves designated as an 
nonessential experimental population in central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park beginning 
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will be captured in Canada in October for 3-5 consecutive years. Fifteen wolves (yearlings and 
nonbreeding adults) per year will be taken directly to Idaho and released. Fifteen wolves (adults 
and their pups) per year will be transported to Yellowstone National Park and held in 3 separate 
1-acre pens for 6-8 weeks before being released. These wolves will be radio collared and 
monitored 1-3 times per week. Wolves will be moved as required to enhance wolf recovery. 
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Several wolves from each wolf pack will be captured and radio collared until a recovered 
population is established so that wolf population growth can be closely monitored. Recovered 
wolf populations will be managed by the respective state wildlife resource agencies, in much the 
same manner as mountain lion and black bears currently are managed. 

EXPLANATION OF IMPACT OF ACTION 
ON LISTED SPECIES OR CRITICAL HABITAT 

Gray Wolf. -Beneficial effect. Wolves currently recolonizing northwestern Montana and 
potentially northern Idaho will not be impacted by the proposed action because those wolves are 
outside the proposed experimental population rule area. Some wolves that are offspring of 
reintroduced wolves will eventually leave the experimental area and travel into northwestern 
Montana. These wolves will contribute to increased genetic diversity but are unlikely to 
significantly impact the rates of wolf population growth in Montana. The capture and release 
of wolves from Canada into the reintroduction areas is not likely to impact the natural dispersal 
rate of wolves from Canada into northwestern Montana, because most wolves captured for 
reintroduction will not be adjacent to the United States-Canada border. 

This action will lead to the recovery of wolf populations in the Yellowstone and central Idaho 
areas by about 2002, enhancing recovery of the species. The genetic diversity of wolves in the 
Yellowstone and central Idaho areas will be increased as a result of reintroduction rather than 
eventual natural immigration of closely related wolves from northwestern Montana. The 
proposed experimental rule will result in some wolves being killed, moved, or removed from 
the reintroduction areas because of conflicts with livestock, ungulate populations, or possibly 
other listed species. Such losses of individual wolves are incorporated as part of the wolf 
recovery-reintroduction program and are not expected to significantly affect wolf population 
growth to recovery. There have been occasional lone wolves in the central Idaho and 
Yellowstone areas for decades. Such individuals might become more exposed to mortality under 
an experimental population rule than they currently are. However, any increased vulnerability 
would be mitigated by reintroduction because any rare mortalities would be more than offset by 
reintroduction of 15 wolves/year and the chances of finding mates and producing young by such 
individuals are greatly enhanced by reintroduction. See reintroduction of Gray Wolves in 
Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho final Environmental Impact Statement for details 
of wolf management and recovery. 

Grizzly Bear.-Not likely to adversely effect. Grizzly bears and wolves co-exist throughout the 
northern Hemisphere and would be expected to co-exist in the recovery areas. Wolf and grizzly 
bear research in and near Glacier National Park has indicated only minor interaction between 
bears and wolves, other than that they both kill ungulates. Bears will occasionally usurp wolf
killed ungulates by driving the wolves away. Wolves and grizzly bears have been documented 
to kill each other in a few other areas of North America but such instances are uncommon and 
unlikely even in areas with high densities of both grizzly bears and wolves. Wolves and bears 
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usually avoid direct contact with one another. Wolves may both provide and compete for 
ungulate carcasses with grizzly bears, but such competition should be insignificant. Ungulate 
populations are expected to decrease less than 15 % from their current high levels because of 
recovered wolf populations. Grizzly bear densities are not strongly linked to ungulate density. 
Recent investigations indicate that it is unlikely that wolves will have a detrimental effect on 
grizzly bear numbers or survival. If any unforeseen effects did occur or were likely, the 
proposed experimental population rule allows for wolves in the experimental population areas 
to be moved to other areas to resolve local conflicts with other listed species. In addition to the 
regular monitoring of reintroduced radio collared wolves, there is an active grizzly bear research 
and management program in and around Yellowstone National Park, including monitoring of 
radio collared bears, that would likely detect significant potential impacts or competition. For 
references see Servheen and Knight 1990, Koth et al. 1990, Mattson and Knight 1992. 

The confinement of wolves at 3 temporary I-acre pens in Yellowstone National Park will occur 
from late October until late December for 3-5 years. While during this time most grizzly bears 
will be going into hibernation, some may be attracted to these facilities because of odors. The 
pens will be designed (chain link fence, digging barrier, and double hot wired on the outside) 
so that it will be very difficult for grizzly bears to enter them. Therefore, bears will not receive 
any positive reinforcement by approaching the pens. Food (ungulate carrion primarily obtained 
from road killed ungulates) for the wolves will be stored off site and in locations where bears 
are not attracted to it (freezers at already developed areas). Pens will not be located in areas 
that are vital fall grizzly bear habitat. Secure facilities will also be provided for the people 
caring for the wolves. All individuals involved in the program will receive specific training in 
bear safety and proper methods of sanitation and behavior in grizzly bear country. Since the 
park receives millions of visitors each year and backcountry users, hunters, and outfitters-guides 
often camp and recreate in grizzly bear country with minimal conflicts, no bears should become 
"nuisance bears" and be required to be removed from the wild as a result of this proposal. No 
bear mortalities or threats to human safety are expected to occur as a result of the facilities, 
confinement, or feeding of wolves. 

Woodland Caribou.-Not likely to adversely affect. Wolves feed on ungulates including 
woodland caribou. Wolves, in combination with other factors, have been at least partly 
responsible for declines or suppression of woodland caribou populations in parts of Canada 
(Gunson 1992). The habitat of woodland caribou in northern Idaho (about 40-50 caribou) is 
outside the proposed experimental population rule area in central Idaho. If wolf recolonization 
were to occur in this area of northern Idaho, it would most likely result from individual wolves 
naturally dispersing from expanding populations in Canada and northwestern Montana, and not 
frnm wolvP:c;:. rpc;:.nltino frnm wnlf rP1ntrnr1nf'tiAn intn thP PvnPrimPnt':ll nnnnlatinn o;i.rp.o;i, in roPntr!:il 
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Idaho. By reintroducing wolves and accelerating wolf population recovery in central Idaho, the 
states will gain more management flexibility sooner than if natural recovery was to slowly 
progress, therefore maximizing the· ability of resource managers to mitigate or prevent any 
potential impact of wolf predation on woodland caribou. Natural recovery increases the chances 
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that wolves would naturally recolonize the area in northern Idaho where these caribou live, 
before wolf populations can be delisted and managed entirely by the states. While predation 
may be an important factor in the Selkirk Woodland Caribou population, the caribou recovery 
team did not recommend removal of predators as a step in reducing caribou mortality. They 
also did not believe that wolf predation was likely to limit caribou population growth in the 
foreseeable future (Wayne Wakkinen, Idaho Fish and Game, pers. commun.). This caribou 
population is intensively monitored by radio telemetry and any radio-collared wolves could be 
located during caribou monitoring. Therefore, potential impacts or predation from wolves would 
likely be quickly detected. It is unlikely that wolves from central Idaho would colonize the 
specific areas where these caribou live and if they did, focus on caribou as prey to an extent that 
would impact caribou recovery. To date, wolves in Montana have appeared to focus hunting 
behavior in lower elevations and on white-tailed deer. In the area where woodland caribou now 
live in Idaho, white-tailed deer are usually at lower elevations and are much more abundant than 
are woodland caribou, so wolves are unlikely to find and heavily prey upon woodland caribou 
prior to wolf population recovery (2002). If known (marked) reintroduced wolves travelled 
outside the experimental population area, they would likely be captured and moved back. 
Furthermore the experimental rule permits any experimental wolves that are affecting the 
recovery of other endangered or threatened species to be moved. In addition, Section 10 of the 
Endangered Species Act provides authority to the Secretary of the Interior to enhance the 
survival of listed species, which could include protecting endangered caribou from excessive 
predation by another listed species, such as naturally dispersing wolves from northwestern 
Montana or Canada. 

Black-footed Ferret.-No effect. Wolf recovery is unlikely to have effects on black-footed 
ferrets. Wolves do not regularly prey on mammals smaller than beaver. Wolves resulting from 
the proposed action are expected to be uncommon in the habitats (prairie dog towns) or areas 
(Meeteetse and Shirley Basin, Wyoming or Charles M. Russell National Wildlife Refuge, 
Montana) that are currently proposed for ferret recovery. Wolves can contract and transmit 
diseases, such as canine distemper, rabies, and plague, which can seriously impact ferrets. 
However, wolves, which will be uncommon, are not expected to significantly affect the 
transmission of diseases because these types of diseases are already common among coyotes, 
foxes, and badgers which are already abundant throughout Montana, Wyoming and Idaho. 

Bald Eagle.-No effect. Wolves are not known to prey on bald eagles or their nests, which are 
primarily in trees or on steep cliffs in the potentially affected areas. Bald eagles occasionally 
utilize carcasses of ungulates killed by wolves. Bald eagles and wolves occur throughout most 
of Canada and Alaska and despite extensive research on both species, no negative impacts to 
eagle populations because of wolves have been documented. The facilities would not be active 
during the period that bald eagles nest. Any facilities required to confine wolves as part of the 
reintroduction program would not be constructed near active eagle nests or eagle concentration 
areas, such as fall fish spawning areas. 
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Peregrine Falcon.-No effect. Wolves are not known to prey on peregrine falcons or their nests 
which are typically on cliffs. Wolves do not usually prey on small birds, waterfowl, or small 
mammals and therefore will not compete for food with peregrine falcons. Peregrine and other 
falcons and wolves co-exist in parts of Canada and Alaska without apparently affecting one 
another. Any facilities required to confine wolves would not be constructed near active peregrine 
falcon hack sites or aeries. Facilities would not be active during the time that falcons nest. 

Whooping Crane.-No effect. Wolves, other than rare dispersing individuals resulting from the 
proposed reintroduction, are unlikely to move to the Gray's Lake National Wildlife Refuge in 
Idaho or Red Rock Lakes National Wildlife Refuge in Montana, where the only known 
concentrations of Whooping Cranes currently exist in the northern Rocky Mountains. There is 
no known breeding population of Whooping Cranes in potentially affected areas. Wolves in 
Wood Buffalo National Park, Canada, have been documented to occasionally depredate on 
Whooping Crane nests and may occasionally kill adult cranes that are disabled or unable to fly. 
However, such instances are unlikely and rare in Idaho due to the timing of Whooping Crane 
presence in Idaho (summer), cranes do not nest in this area, and because wolves are most likely 
to be denning at that time and their movements would be most likely restricted to more remote 
areas close to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. If such unexpected conflicts were 
to occur or appeared likely, the experimental population rule allows wolves to be moved from 
areas within the experimental population area to resolve conflicts with the recovery of other 
listed species. 

Piping Plover.-No effect. Wolves, other than rare dispersing individuals resulting from the 
proposed action, are unlikely to move into areas with plovers (primarily lower elevation, prairie 
or sagebrush areas in eastern Montana). Wolves are not expected to use sandy beaches along 
lakes, reservoirs, and alkaline lakes where plovers nest. Wolves rarely feed on small birds or 
their nests. 

Least Tem.-No effect. Wolves, other than rare dispersing individuals resulting from the 
proposed action, are unlikely to move into areas with terns (primarily lower elevation, prairie 
or sagebrush areas in eastern Montana). Wolves are not expected to use sandy beaches along 
lakes and reservoirs where terns nest. Wolves rarely feed on small birds or their nests. 

Pallid Sturgeon.-No effect. Wolves do not usually prey on fish and are unlikely to occur in 
fish habitat. 

Sockeye Salmon.-No effect. Wolves have been documented to feed on spawning salmon when 
they are abundant and accessible. Ii is likely that most of the saimon eaten by woives wouid 
have already spawned, since they would be easier to catch or would be washed up near shore 
as carrion. Wolves would have trouble catching salmon prior to spawning in the large water 
bodies of the Snake River system. The· low numbers of salmon and wolves make it highly 
unlikely that wolves would ever catch or feed on salmon in the northern Rocky Mountains. 
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Chinook Salmon.-No effect. Wolves have been documented to feed on spawning salmon when 
they are abundant and accessible. It is likely that most of the salmon eaten by wolves would 
have already spawned, since they would be easier to catch or would be washed up near shore 
as carrion. Wolves would have trouble catching salmon prior to spawning in the large water 
bodies of the Snake River system. The low numbers of salmon and wolves make it highly 
unlikely that wolves would ever catch or feed on salmon in the northern Rocky Mountains. 

Kendall Wann Springs Dace.-No effect. Wolves are not documented to frequent hot springs 
or feed on small fish. Wolves, other than occasional dispersing individuals, are unlikely to 
occur in this area. Wolves also are not documented to utilize specific habitat occupied by the 
dace (one warm spring). 

Wyoming Toad.-No effect. Toads are not a normal prey item of wolves. Wolves are unlikely 
to occur in the area occupied by the Wyoming Toad (SE Wyoming). 

Five Species of Snake River Mollusks.-No effect. Mollusks are not a normal wolf prey. 
Wolves are not known to effect mollusk populations or frequent mollusk habitat. Wolves, other 
than rare occasional dispersing individuals, are not expected to occur in this area. 

MacFarlene's Four-o'clock.-No effect. Wolves are not normally plant eaters and are not 
documented to effect populations of plants. Approximately 100 wolves in central Idaho is 
unlikely to have any effect on plant distribution or abundance. Wolves will not effect ungulate 
distribution and numbers to the extent that could impact ungulate grazing patterns and 
consequently plant distribution. 

Critical Habitat 
No critical habitat has been designated by the proposal, nor is the proposal likely to impact 
critical habitat of any other listed species. Therefore, no designated critical habitat will be 
affected by the proposed action. 

Impacts to Category 1, 2 and 3 Candidate Species 
The list of category 1, 2, and 3 candidate species for Wyoming, Montana, and Idaho was 
reviewed and wolf recovery will not affect any of these species. See Appendix I for list. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO A VOID 
IMPACTS OR ENHANCE SPECIES CONSERVATION 

The proposed action is anticipated to have a beneficial effect on the gray wolf so there are no 
recommendations for avoiding impacts to that species. 
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The proposed action is not likely to adversely impact grizzly bears or woodland caribou. There 
will not be a significant impact on grizzly bears or woodland caribou. Any potential adverse 
impacts on grizzly and woodland caribou that could result from wolf competition or predation 
can be minimized by close monitoring of reintroduced wolves (many of whom will be radio 
collared and monitored as part of the reintroduction strategy) and continued monitoring of 
woodland caribou and grizzly bears, encouraging wolf population growth on Forest Service lands 
in central Idaho where woodland caribou do not live, and by implementing provisions in the 
experimental population rules that allow experimental wolves to be moved if negative impacts 
to populations of other listed species occur or are likely to occur. In the unlikely event that 
wolves of unknown origin, focus their hunting efforts on woodland caribou populations in 
northern Idaho, the Secretary of the Interior could issue a permit under Section 10 of the 
Endangered Species Act, to move wolves from the immediate area to reduce predation pressure 
on caribou and still achieve wolf recovery. Conflicts with grizzly bears around facilities in 
Yellowstone National Park will be minimized by locating the facilities in areas without high fall 
bear use, secure construction of the temporary pens and employee facilities, following 
established guidelines for sanitation in grizzly habitat, providing bear safety training for all 
project employees, and properly storing wolf food off-site. 

The proposed action is not anticipated to have any impacts or affect on the black-footed ferret, 
bald eagle, peregrine falcon, whooping crane, piping plover, least tern, pallid sturgeon, sockeye 
salmon, chinook salmon, Kendall warm springs dace, Wyoming toad, any of the 5 species of A 
Snake River mollusks, or MacFarlane's four-o'clock. Therefore, there are no recommendations W 
for avoiding impacts to these species. 

CONCLUSION 

It has been determined that the proposed reintroduction of nonessential experimental populations 
of gray wolves into central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park will have a beneficial affect 
on gray wolves. It has been determined that the proposed action will not be likely to adversely 
impact grizzly bears or woodland caribou. It has been determined that the proposed action will 
have no affect on the black-footed ferret, bald eagle, peregrine falcon, whooping crane, piping 
plover, least tern, pallid sturgeon, sockeye salmon, chinook salmon, Kendall warm springs dace, 
Wyoming toad, any of the 5 species of Snake River mollusks, or MacFarlane's four-o'clock. 
Candidate species in Montana, Wyoming, or Idaho will not be affected by the proposed action. 

PROJECT LEADE~7•71·Ymd 4 ~TE: 4/ 4 /q 4 
MAY AFFECT: NOT LIKELY TO ADVERSELY AFFECT ----- ------

COMMENTS: 
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United States Department of the Interior 

Ed Bangs, Project Leader 
Gray Wolf EIS 
Fish and Wildlife Service 
P.O. Box 8017 
Helena, Montana 59601 

FISH AND WILDLIFE SERVICE 
Boise Field Station 

4696 Overland Road, Room 576 
Boise, Idaho 83705 

Subject: Biological Assessment for the Gray Wolf EIS 
(6001.4000/1-4-93-SP-97) 

Dear Mr. Bangs: 

.!'-. - . 
July 15, 1993 

The Boise Field Office (BFO) has reviewed the biological assessment for the 

proposal to implement a program fo~ the reintroduction of wolves into Central 

Idaho and Yellowstone. We concur with your determination that the proposal is 

not likely to adversely affect grizzly bear and woodland caribou, and will not 

effect bald eagle, peregrine falcon, whooping crane, Bruneau Hot Spring snail, 

the five Snake River snails, and Macfarlane's four-o'clock. The BFO 

understands that we will have the opportunity to review another biological 

assessment analyzing the effects of this proposal on the endangered gray wolf. 

Sincerely, 

n¥'~ Charles H. Lobdell 
Field Supervisor 

cc: FWS-ES, Portland 
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Woodland Caribou Project Leader, Bonner's Ferry, Idaho). Discuss woodland caribou 
and conclusions in BE. Some suggestions made for BE and incorporated. 
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Threatened and Endangered Species-Idaho 
Gray wolf (Canis lupus) 
Grizzly bear ( Ursus arctos horribilis) 
Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) 
Whooping crane (Grus americana) 

Sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) 
Chinook salmon (Oncorhynchus tschawytscha) 

Desert valvata snail (Valvata utahensis) 
Bliss rapids snail (undescribed Hydrobiid) 
Idaho springsnail (Pyrgulopsis idahoensis) 
Snake River physa snail (Physa natricina) 
Banbury Springs limpet (undescribed Lan:x sp.) 

Plants 
Macfarlane's four-o'clock (Mirabilis macfarlanei) 

Proposed Species 
White sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) (Kootenai River population only) 

Candidate Species 
Preble's shrew (Sorex Preblei) 
Pygmy rabbit (Brachylagus idahoensis) 
Townsend's big-eared bat (Plecotus townsendii townsendii) 
Northern Idaho ground squirrel (Spermophilus brunneus brunneus) 
Southern Idaho ground squirrel (Spermophilus brunneus endemicus) 
North American wolverine ( Gulo gulo luscus) 
North American lynx (Felis lynx canadensis) 

White-faced Ibis (Plegadis chihi) 
Trumpeter swan (cygnus buccinator) 
Harlequin duck (histrionicus buccinator) 
Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) 
Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) 
Columbian sharp-tailed grouse (Tympanuchus phsianellus columbianus) 
Mountain quail ( Oreortyx pictus) 
Black tern ( Childonias niger) 
Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) 
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White sturgeon (Acipenser transmontanus) (Kootenai River population only) 
Bull trout (Salvelinus conjluentus) 
Bonneville cutthroat trout (Oncorhynchus clarki utah) 
Snake River fine-spotted cutthroat trout ( Oncorhynchus clarki ssp.) 
Redband trout ( Oncorhynchus mykiss gibbsi) 
Leatherside chub (gila copei) 
Wood River sculpin (Cottus leiopomus) 

Spotted frog (Rana pretiosa) 

Plants 
Aase's onion (Al/ium aaseae) 
Meadow pussytoes (Antennaria arcuata) 
Jessica's aster (Aster jessicae) 
Goose Creek milkvetch (Astragalus anserinus) 
Mourning milkvetch (Astragalus atratus var. inseptus) 
Mulford's milkvetch (Astragalus mulfordiae) 
Barren milkvetch (Astragalus sterilis) 
White clouds milkvetch (Astragalus vexilliflexus var. nubilus) 
Triangular-lobed moonwort (Botrychium ascendens) 
Crenulate moonwort (Botrychium crenulatum) 
Broad-fruit mariposa (Calochortus nitidus) 
Christ's Indian paintbrush (Castilleja christii) 
Cusick's false yarrow (Chaenactis cusickii) 
Centennial rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus parryi ssp. montanus) 
Yellow spring-beauty ( Claytonia lanceolata var. flava) 
Davis' wavewing (Cymopterus davisii) 
Douglass' wavewing (Cymopterus douglassii) 
Clustered lady's-slipper ( Cypripedium jasciculatum) 
Idaho douglasia (Douglasia idahoensis) 
Stanley whitlow-grass (Draba trichocarpa) 
Broad fleabane (Erigeron latus) 
Salmon River fleabane (Erigeron salmonensis) 
Guardian buckwheat (Eriogonum meledonum) 
Howell's gumweed (Grindellia howellii) 
Bugleg goldenweed (Haplopappus insecticruris) 
Palouse goldenweed (Haplopappus liatrifonnis) 
Snake River goldenweed (Haplopappus radiatus) 
Water howellia (Howellia aquatilis) 
Davis' peppergrass (Lepidium davisii) 
Slick spot peppergrass (Lepidium papilliferum (L. montanum var. p.)) 
Bruneau River prickly phlox (Leptodactylon glabrum) 
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Hazel's prickly phlox (J.,eptodactylon pungens ssp. hazeliae) 
Smooth stickleaf (Mentzelia mollis) 
Stalk-leaved monkeyflower (Mumulus patulus) 
Rydberg's musineon (Musineon lineare) 
St. Anthony evening primrose (Oenothera psammophila) 
Idaho penstemon (Penstemon idahoensis) 
Lemhi penstemon (Penstemon lemhiensis) 
Obscure phacelia (Phacelia inconspicua) 
Clearwater phlox (Phlox idahonis) 
Salmon twin bladderpod (Physaria didymocarpa var. lyrata) 
Alkali primrose ( Primula alcalina) 
Bartonberry (Rubus bartonianus) 
Tobias' saxifrage (Sa:xifraga bryophora var. tobiasiae) 
Spalding's silene (Silene spaldingii) 
Wavy-leaf thelypody (Thelypodium repandum) 
Out-of-tune sticky tofieldia (Tofieldia glutinosa ssp. absona) 
Owyhee clover (Trifolium owyheense) 

Threatened and Endangered Species-Montana 
Black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) 
Gray wolf (Canis lupus) 
Grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus Jeucocephalus) 
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) 
Whooping crane (Grus americana) 
Least tern (Sterna antillarum) 
Piping plover ( Charadrius melodus) 

Pallid sturgeon (Scaphirhynchus a/bus) 

Candidates Species 
Preble's shrew (Sore:x preblei) 
Spotted bat (Euderma maculatum) 
Swift fox (Vulpes velo:x) 
North American wolverine (Gula gulo luscus) 
North American lynx (Felis lynx) 
Pygmy rabbit (Brachylagus idahoensis) 
Woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus caribou) 

Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) 
Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) 
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Baird's sparrow (Ammodramus bairdii) 
Black tem ( Chlidonias niger) 
Trumpeter swan (Cygnus buccinator) 
Harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) 
Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) 
Columbian sharp-tailed grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus) 
Mountain plover (Charadrius montanus) ' 
White-faced ibis (Plegadis chihi) 

White sturgeon, Kootenai River pop. (Acipenser transmontanus) 
Interior red band trout ( Onchorhynchus mykiss gibbsi) 
Paddlefish (Polyodon spathula) 
Bull trout (Salvelinus confluentus) 
Montana Arctic grayling (Thymallus arcticus) 
Sturgeon chub (Macrhybopsis (Hybopsis) gelida) 
Sicklefin chub (Macrhybopsis (Hybopsis) meeki) 
Blue sucker ( Cycleptus elongatus) 

Spotted frog (Rana pretiosa) 

Rocky Mountain capshell (snail) (Acroloxus coloradensis) 
Meltwater lednian stonefly (Lednia tumana) 
Brown's microcylloepus riffle beetle (Microcylloepus browni) 
Warm Spring zaitzevan riffle beetle (Zaitzeva thermae) 
Regal fritillary butterfly (Speyeria idalia) 
Alexander's rhycophilan caddisfly (Rhyacophila alexanderi) 

Plants 
Sapphire rockcress (Arabis fecunda) 
Leadville milkvetch (Astragalus barrii) 
No common name (Botrychium crenulatum) 
Peculiar moonwort (Botrychium paradoxum) 
No common name (Carex lenticularis var. dolia) 
Alpine rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus parryi ssp. montanus) 
Long-styled thistle ( Cirsium longistylum) 
Yellow spring-beauty ( Claytonia lanceolata var. flava) 
Clustered lady's-slipper ( Cypripedium fasiculatum) 
No common name (Erigeron lackschewitzii) 
Rabbit wild buckwheat (Eriogonum agopus) 
Howell's gumweed (Grindellia howellii) 
Water howellia (Howellia aquatilis) 
Keeled bladderpod (Lesquerella carinata) 
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Few-seeded bladderpod (Lesquerella humilis) 
Pygmy poppy (Papaver pygmaeum) 
Cary's beardtongue (Penstemon caryi) 
Lemhi beardtongue (Penstemon lemhiensis) 
Primrose (Primula alcalina) 
Persistent sepal yellowcress (Rorippa calycina) 
Shoshonea (Shoshonea pulvinata) 
Spalding's catchfly (Silene spaldingii) 
Wyoming sullivantia (Sullivantia hapemannii) 

Threatened and Endangered Species-Wyoming 
Gray wolf (Canis lupus) 
Grizzly bear (Ursus arctos horribilis) 
Black-footed ferret (Mustela nigripes) 

Bald eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus) 
Peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus) 
Whooping crane (Grus americana) 

Kendall Warm Springs dace (Rhinichthys osculus thermalis) 

Wyoming toad (Bufo hemiophrys baxteri) 

Candidate Species 
Preble's shrew (Sorex preblei) 
Spotted bat (Eudenna maculatum) 
Allen's 13-lined ground squirrel (Spennophilus tridecemlineatus alleni) 
Preble's meadow jumping mouse (Zapus hudsonicus preblei) 
Pygmy rabbit (Brachylagus idahoensis) 
Fringed-tailed myotis (Myotis thysanodes pahasapensis) 
Swift fox (Vulpes velox) 
North American wolverine (Gula gulo luscus) 
Plains (Eastern) spotted skunk (Spilogale putorius interrupta) 
North American lynx (Felis lynx canadensis) 

Trumpeter swan (Cygnus buccinator) 
White-faced ibis (Plegadis chihi) 
Harlequin duck (Histrionicus histrionicus) 
Ferruginous hawk (Buteo regalis) 
Northern goshawk (Accipiter gentilis) 
Columbian sharp-tailed grouse (Tympanuchus phasianellus columbianus) 
Mountain plover (Charadrius montanus) 
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Long-billed curlew (Numenius americanus) 
Black tern ( Chlidonias niger) 
Loggerhead shrike (Lanius ludovicianus) 

Western boreal toad (Bufo boreas boreas) 
Spotted frog (Rana pretiosa) 

Black Hills redbelly snake (Storeria occipitomeoculata ahasapae) 

Colorado cutthroat trout (Salmo clarki pleuriticus) 
Bonneville cutthroat trout (Sa Imo clarki utah) 
Flannelmouth sucker ( Catostomus latipinnis) 
Sturgeon chub (Hybopsis gelida) 
Plains topminnow (Fundulus sciadicus) 
Roundtail chub (Gila robusta) 
Leatherside chub (Gila copei) 

Narrow-foot hygrotus diving beetle (Hygrotus diversipes) 
Jackson Lake springsnail (Pyrgulopsis aka Fontelicella) 
(=Elk Island snail) or Amnicola robusta) 
Jackson Lake snail (Helisoma Carinifex jacksonense) 
Cave physa ( = Wyoming cave snail) (Physella Physa spelunca) 

Plants 
Sapphire rockcress (Arabis fecunda) 
Barr's milkvetch (Astragalus barrii) 
Bitterroot milkvetch (Astragalus scaphoides) 
No common name (Botrychium crenulatum) 
Peculiar moonwort (Botrychium paradoxum) 
Cascade reed grass ( Calamagrostis tweedy[) 
No common name (Carex lenticularis var. dolia) 
Alpine rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus parryi ssp. montanus) 
Long-styled thistle ( Cirsium longistylum) 
Yellow springbeauty (Claytonia lanceolata var. flava) 
No common name (Erigeron lackschewitzii) 
Rabbit wild buckwheat (Eriogonum agopus) 
Ho Well' s gum weed (Grinde Ilia howellii) 
Water howeiiia (Howellia aquarilis) 
Few-seeded bladderpod (Lesquerella humilis) 
Lemhi beardtongue (Penstemon lemhiensis) 
Primrose ( Primula alcalina) 
Persistent sepal yellowcress (Rorippa calycina) 
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Shoshonea (Shoshonea pulvinata) 
Spalding's catchfly (Silene spaldingii) 
Bitterroot trisetum (Trisetum orthochaetum) 
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APPENDIX 8. MEMORANDUM REGARDING 
DEFINITION OF A WOLF POPULATION 

March 11, 1994 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Project Leader, Yellowstone and Central Idaho Gray Wolf EIS, Ecological Services, 
100 North Park, Suite 320, Helena, MT 59601 

From: EIS Team Wolf Scientist and Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Coordinator 

Subject: Definition of "Wolf Population" 

Per your request I have attempted to define a "population" of wolves, since a biological 
definition may be called for in the development of the Yellowstone and central Idaho Wolf EIS. 

I could find no previous definition of wolf population in the scientific literature. 

The process I used was a follows: A 
1. Review definitions of "population" in textbooks on population ecology. • 
2. Survey the opinions of 23 biologists familiar with wolves. 
3. Incorporate my own views. These were formulated in university coursework, 

personally researching wolves, and through familiarity with the published 
information on the species. 

There is no hard and fast definition for a population. Most textbook definitions convey the 
concept of a group of individuals of a certain species occupying an arbitrarily defined area at 
an arbitrarily defined time. The idea that reproduction is occurring is either specifically stated 
or implied in practically all definitions encountered. Moreover, some definitions include the idea 
that a population will have a birth rate, death rate, sex ratio, age structure, etc., implying a 
substantial number of individuals is involved over enough time to establish more than an 
instantaneous rate. 

The majority of respondents to my survey indicated that reproduction must be occurring in order 
for a group of wolves to be considered a population. The entire range of responses varied from 
1-2 wolves to 10 breeding pairs of wolves. The ability of the "population" to sustain itself long
term and even demonstrate some measure of "viability" was important to several respondents. 
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In view of all the input, I propose the following definition of a wolf population for purposes of 
this EIS: 

"A wolf population is at least 2 breeding pairs of wild wolves successfully raising at 
least 2 young each (until December 31 of the year of their birth), for 2 consecutive 
years in an experimental area. " 

The group of wolves would cease to be a population if one or both pairs do not survive, do not 
maintain their pair-bond, do not breed, do not produce offspring, or if both pups do not survive 
for the specified period. 

It is extremely important to recognize that the definition above represents the minimum standards 
for l! wolf population. The definition does not describe a recovered wolf population or a viable 
wolf population. In fact it falls far short of describing either. 

According to this definition, I do not believe it is appropriate to speak of a current greater 
Yellowstone (GY A) wolf population. The level of reported and confirmed wolf activity there 
is far short of that which would meet the definition. Similarly, I doubt that it would be 
appropriate to speak of a central Idaho wolf population. The information we have for Idaho is 
more indicative of occasional immigration of single wolves from a breeding population(s) 
elsewhere, possibly with intermittent reproduction in some years, but with very low survival of 
any wolves that travel there or are born there. 

Another consideration with Idaho is as follows. If wolves were in Idaho and met the population 
definition there, then it would be appropriate to speak of an Idaho population. (One can 
arbitrarily define the area of consideration for this purpose, and a state border is satisfactory). 
However, in a biological sense it would be just as legitimate to argue that naturally-occurring 
breeding pairs in Idaho comprise the southern extremity of the Montana population, which in 
turn is part of a population extending north to Banff and Jasper National Parks in Canada. No 
physiographic barrier exists to impede movement back and forth between the two states, and 
dispersing wolves entering Idaho would most likely be from Montana. The relatively 
discontinuous habitat between Montana and the GY A and between Idaho and the GY A would 
cause me to view any GY A population as more of a distinct entity. 

I see no reason to believe that we are even close to having a separate population in the GYA or 
in Idaho, although the proximity of Idaho to the Montana wolves will likely result in population 
development there before in the GYA. 
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APPENDIX 9. MEMORANDUM REGARDING 
A VIABLE WOLF POPULATION 

IN THE NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS 

100 NORTH PARK 
SUITE 320 

HELENA, MT 59601 
February 23, 1994 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Project Leader, Yellowstone and Central Idaho Gray Wolf EIS, Ecological Services, 
100 North Park, Suite 320, Helena, MT 59601 

From: EIS Team Wolf Scientist and Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Coordinator, 
Ecological Service, 100 North Park, Suite 320, Helena, MT 59626 

Subject: Assessment of whether population goal established for delisting in the 1987 Northern 
Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan constitutes a viable wolf population 

The Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan established a population goal for delisting 
of 10 breeding pairs of wolves in 3 separate recovery areas for 3 consecutive years. Subsequent 
discussions of reintroduction and recovery in the greater Yellowstone area and central Idaho 
have assumed that a more or less self sustaining or "viable" population would be in place in the 
Northern Rockies once this goal was attained. The question of whether the recovery goals in 
the Recovery Plan are still valid and should be included in the EIS is a matter deserving careful 
consideration. The assessment of viability of populations has evolved rapidly since the plan was 
finalized. Therefore, I have attempted to re-examine the issue with inclusion of recent advances 
in the field of conservation biology and the contemporary concept of population viability. 

I attempted to consider only biological criteria in reassessing the population goal in the recovery 
plan. The process I followed in conducting this analysis was to: 

1. Survey recent published literature on population viability analysis (PV A) and 
minimum viable populations (MVP) and assess the implication to wolves in the 
Northern Rocky Mountain area of the U.S. 

2. Review recovery goals in other recovery plans for wolves (Mexican wolf, Eastern 
Timber wolf, Red wolf), most of which were completed after the iast revision of 
the Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan and after the field of 
conservation biology was more fully developed. 

3. Survey the opinions of biologists who have studied wolves. 
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4. Incorporate my own thoughts. 

Note that my approach did not include an effort to determine the number of wolves required for 
population viability through modeling. The rationale for that decision will be apparent from the 
discussion below. 

RESULTS 

Literature survey 

In recent years it has been widely recognized that larger populations are much more likely to 
persist for longer periods. Small populations are susceptible to several types of problems (e.g., 
genetic, demographic, environmental) that can lead to extinction. A minimum viable population 
(MVP) is a population large enough to overcome those problems and allow "long-term" 
persistence. Discussions of MVPs are predicated on the availability of a minimum secure area, 
sometimes referred to as minimum area requirement (MAR) where a population has a selected 
probability of survival for an arbitrarily chosen period (Soule and Simberloff 1986, USFWS 
1989). Population viability analysis (PVA) is the process of estimating MVPs within a range 
of genetic and demographic conditions. Time periods selected for population survival are often 
50, 100, 200 or more years and the probability of survival is often set at 95%. 

The estimation of MVP is difficult and imprecise (Soule 1987; Boyce 1992, 1993). MVP theory 
is an apparently sound but untested concept (Peek et al. 1991). A complex of considerations are 
involved, including genetic diversity, demographic stochasticity, environmental stochasticity, 
natural catastrophes, social dysfunction, and spatial distribution of the population. Genetic 
viability ensures heterozygosity and the associated reproductive vigor needed for population 
growth and adaptation to changing environments. Demographic factors affect population size 
and persistence and include such parameters as sex ratio, litter size, mortality rates, age at first 
reproduction, and number of breeders. Variance in individual reproductive performance has 
been shown to be a major component of both demographic and genetic stochasticity and thus is 
a major component of the analysis of population viability. Changes in climate and other 
unpredictable aspects of the environment are important, as they affect the availability of key 
resources-especially vulnerable prey in the case of wolves. Small populations have been shown 
to lose genetic variability much faster than larger populations, and this "genetic drift" is the 
overriding factor controlling the loss of genetic variation, although it can be countered with only 
1 or a few migrants per generation. 

PVA has been applied to the red wolf (Canis rufus), the Mexican wolf (Canis lupus baileyi) and 
the Italian wolf (see below). Each of these taxa represent far more challenging conservation 
problems than the restoration and survival of wolves in the Northern Rockies of the U.S. 
because of the scarcity of individuals and initial absence of a wild population (Mexican wolf and 
red wolf) and habitat problems. 
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Calculations that consider genetic factors such as inbreeding generally involve an estimation of 
the ratio of the effective population size' (N,) to the total population (N). A 1 % level of 
inbreeding per generation, which is often assumed to be the maximum acceptable for short-term 
viability, requires an N, of at least 50 (Soule 1980:160). We can safely conclude that the 
minimal size of a wolf population must be well in excess of 50 just to meet the "1 % rule". Bath 
et al. (1988) using the Reed et al. (1986) formula calculated that an N,=50 required 46-150 
wolves (about the number expected to exist in the Yellowstone ecosystem) (Yellowstone National 
Park et al. 1990). For long-term viability of an animal population, N,= 500 has been suggested 
(cf. Franklin 1980, Lande and Barrowclough 1987). These rough figures for short-term and 
long-term survival have led to the so-called 50/500 rule for genetic fitness which is often used, 
despite a slim empirical basis (Shafer 1990:73). Many writers have stressed this number may 
only be the right order of magnitude, and that we do not have the ability to predict hard numbers 
(cf. Grumbine 1990, Boyce 1992). Clearly, finding an area to support N,=500 of wolves in the 
lower 48 states is very unlikely, as this would equate to a total population in the low thousands. 

Soule (1980: 162-163), using the 1 % rule, and assuming: (1) one-third of adults actually breed, 
(2) a certain amount of population fluctuation occurs, (3) overlapping generations, and (4) other 
assumptions, roughly calculated an N, of 200 would be needed for wolves and that a total 
population of 600 or more would be needed to overcome loss of genetic variability. Theberge 
(1983:88-89) also recognized the probable loss of genetic variability in small or isolated 
populations of wolves and the loss of vigor and fecundity that could result. Based on the 
minimum N, of 50 wolves, he (1983:88-89) calculated that a minimum of 13,000 km2 (5,019 
mi2

) would be necessary to support a population in Canada, owing to the low densities of wolves 
there. He warned against actions that would create an increasingly patchy distribution, including 
regional prey depletion and long-term wolf control. Shields (1983), on the other hand, argued 
that wolves are organized into small, semi-isolated demes and a degree of inbreeding naturally 
characteristic of a fragmented population structure would allow maintenance of local adaptations 
which would enhance the species-wide genetic variability, allowing greater ability to respond to 
environmental change. Shields probably under-estimated the amount of gene flow in wolf 
populations. Allendorf (1983) recommended a management strategy of 1 migrant (successfully 
reproducing) per generation among isolated nature .reserves. Tue same conclusion was reached 
by Lande and Barrowclough (1987) and Lacy (1987). 

As mentioned above, determining MVP via models is difficult for a variety of reasons, a major 
one being unpredictable changes in the environment (Boyce 1992). Soule and Simberloff 
(1986: 19) observed that thoughtful estimates of MVP for many animal species are rarely lower 

1 Effective population size (N
0

) is defined as the number of animals that would have the same reduction in genetic variability 
over time as an ideal population in which, for example, population numbers are constant, sex ratios equal, and all members contributed 
equally to each subsequent generation. The N0 of a population of mammals is usually smaller than the total number of animals because, 
for example, not all animals are breeders, differing sex ratios, variances in family size, and variances in population size from one generation 
to the next (Mysterud and Falck 1989). 
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than an N, of a few hundred, and this lower limit would often correspond to an actual population 
of about 1, 000. Soule (1987) guessed that MVPs would often be in the low thousands. 

In reviewing MVP studies, Boyce (1992:500) pointed out that five different studies synthesizing 
data on extinction for different vertebrate taxa have revealed that populations below N = 50 
consistently show a high probability of extinction, whereas populations above 200 are often 
reasonably secure, given protected habitat. PVA's done to date indicate that for isolated 
populations, preservation of most of the gene pool for several centuries will require maintenance 
of total populations of hundreds or thousands. Thomas ( 1990) used empirical data to estimate 
population sizes necessary for medium to long-term persistence and concluded that 10 is too few, 
100 is usually inadequate, 1,000 is adequate for species of normal variability, and 10,000 should 
permit persistence of most birds and mammals. Nonetheless, populations that occupy habitat 
fragments that are far too small to hold thousands of individuals sometimes have strong 
conservation potential. If isolation is not complete, population variability is low, and the 
environment is stable, geometric mean values of 500 may allow long-term persistence. 

One wild wolf population has been especially instructive about population viability of the species 
and 3 others lend insight. The Isle Royale wolf population was probably founded about 1949 
from a single gray wolf pair. The population has numbered as high as 50, declined to around 
a dozen animals in 1988, and then increased to 17 in winter 1993-94 because of 2 litters 
produced in 1993 (R.0. Peterson, Michigan Tech. Univ., pers. commun.). Wayne et al. (1991) 
estimated that about 50% of the heterozygosity has been lost, compared to mainland wolves. 
Both the founder effect and genetic drift were instrumental in reducing genetic variability which 
may have been responsible for the decline of the population. Despite development of these 
problems, it is important to note that the Isle Royale population thrived for 30 years and is still 
present, although of debatable viability today, some 44 years after colonization. Remnant wolf 
populations in Italy, Spain, and Portugal, numbering about 100, ::;;200, and ::;;200 respectively 
for several decades or more, have repopulated those countries rather than becoming extinct. 

Boyce (1990) used a simple extinction model to demonstrate the strong relationship between the 
area (size) of the recovery zone for a hypothetical Yellowstone wolf population and expected 
time to extinction. For example at N =40, the time to extinction was 20.8 years and at N =60 
it was 357.8 years. Boyce used these results to emphasize that the security of a Yellowstone 
National Park wolf population could be greatly increased by expanding the recovery zone outside 
the Park, which was assumed to increase population size. The area necessary to support a viable 
population of wolves was estimated in the 4000-5000 mi2 range by Mech (in Henshaw 1979:430) 
and Soule (1980:163). Yellowstone National Park is about 3,472 mi2 and the greater 
Yellowstone area has 18,281 mi2 of federal land; the central Idaho recovery area is about 12,355 
mi2. 

Spatial distribution of a population has a major influence on its viability (Gilpin 1987). In nature 
many populations exist as partially isolated sets of subpopulations, termed "metapopulations." 
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Genetic variability lost within each subpopulation can be offset by new variants being 
reintroduced by interchange between subpopulations. Moreover, a metapopulation is less 
vulnerable to demographic and environmental stochasticity. Extinction of 1 subpopulation is 
likely to be followed by recolonization from another-contrasted with, for example, a scenario 
in which all individuals living within a single area are poisoned out and that area is too isolated 
for new colonizers to reach it. In a true metapopulation, dispersers from 1 subpopulation are 
likely to be reach and rekindle the subpopulation in another area. 

Related to the metapopulation concept, the size and spatial distribution and configuration of 
reserves has received much theoretical treatment. Goodman (1987) believed that a series of 
reserves, equal in total area to 1 large reserve, would have fewer extinctions from environmental 
perturbation than a large one so long as there was migration between them. The extent to which 
environmental perturbations act in concert between different patches of a metapopulation is a 
critical factor in determining the advantage of that arrangement (Gilpin 1987). 

There is general consensus in the conservation biology literature that most (possibly all) U.S. 
reserves are too small for long-term support of large vertebrate species (Schonewald-Cox 1983, 
Newmark 198S, Salwasser et al. 1987, Soule 1987, Grumbine 1990). Newmark (198S) 
examined eight parks and park assemblages and concluded that only 1 could support populations 
(MVP = SO) of wolves and other wide-ranging mammals. At a MVP of SOO, even the largest 
preserve was six times too small. Similar conclusions were reached by Schonewald-Cox (1983), 
Salwasser et al. (1987), Grumbine (1990), and others. 

Recovery goals and PVA's for other wolf populations 

Recovery Teams in the U.S. were among the first to grapple with the question of what 
constitutes a viable population of wolves as they set recovery goals for wolves in different 
regions of the country. Except for the Mexican Wolf Recovery Plan, which is under revision, 
the plans specifically call for the re-establishment of more than 1 population as a part of ensuring 
viability. The current Mexican Wolf Plan recommends the establishment of a captive population 
of unspecified size and the re-establishment of a wild population of at least 100 wolves in a 
S,000 mi2 area. The Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan has the objective of 10 
breeding pairs of wolves in each of 3 recovery areas for 3 consecutive years (USFWS 1987). 
This approach considers numbers, subdivision of the population into essentially a metapopulation 
by way of distribution of available habitat, and some demonstration of persistence. 

The revised Eastern Timber Wolf Recovery Plan specifies the need for 2 "viable" populations 
(Minnesota's plus 1 other) (USFWS 1992). For a population outside of Minnesota to be 
considered viable, it must: (1) if isolated, average at least 1 wolf/SO mi2 (self-sustaining, 2:200 
wolves) distributed within a minimum of 10,000 mi2 over five consecutive years, or (2) if 
located within 100 miles of a self-sustaining wolf population, must average at least 1 wolf/SO 
mi2 or consist of 100 wolves in an area of at least S,000 mi2 over S consecutive years. The team 
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believed that a population of at least 200 located more than 200 mi from the Minnesota 
population (e.g. northern New York or northern Maine) was large enough to be viable, as well 
as to have sufficient genetic diversity to exist indefinitely in isolation, and that a smaller 
population ( > 100) in Wisconsin/Michigan will remain viable and retain necessary genetic 
diversity via immigration from Minnesota (USFWS 1992:25-26). Overall, the Team believed 
that a healthy, self-sustaining population should include at least 100 interbreeding wolves. 

The Red Wolf Recovery/Species Survival Plan's objective is to reestablish 3 or more wild 
populations totalling about 220 within the historic range. The Mexican and red wolf recovery 
plans include maintenance of captive populations and assume intensive management of both 
captive and wild populations. Long-term maintenance of these captive breeding programs to 
reinforce the captive and wild programs is viewed as a necessity (USFWS 1982, USFWS 1989). 

The only formal PVAs done to date have been on the Mexican wolf (C. L_ baileyi) (not yet 
completed), the wolf in Italy (Ciucci and Boitani 1991), and the red wolf (Canis rufus)(USFWS 
1989). The red wolf analysis used a software program developed by Dr. Jonathan Ballou, 
whereas Mexican wolf and Italian wolf analyses employed the computer program "VORTEX" 
(Seal and Lacy 1989). The PV A for the Italian wolf was unique in that it examined an existing 
wild population (280-300 individuals). This analysis suggested a fairly high probability of 
extinction within 100 and 60 years for the two presumably isolated subpopulations if any 
increase in adult mortality occurred, even in the absence of any environmental instability or 
inbreeding depression, but a high probability of survival if adult mortality was held at 10 % . 
Immediate establishment of a captive population was recommended and management intervention 
of the wild population(s), i.e. translocation of animals or genetic material, was recommended. 
Problems for the Italian wolves are greatly exacerbated by the separation of the 2 main 
populations. This PV A depicted extreme sensitivity of the Italian population to any increase in 
adult mortality. Assessment of the predictions of this model should consider the resurgence of 
this population from around 100 wolves for several decades to its present size. The PVA for 
the red wolf indicated it would not be possible to maintain a single, contiguous population of the 
hundreds or thousands that were determined necessary for viability. The chosen approach was 
to manage as a metapopulation with intensive migration management to preclude genetic and 
demographic problems. Establishment of 220 red wolves in the wild and 330 in captivity is the 
goal (USFWS 1989). 

Survey of wolf biologists 

In November-December 1992, I used a mail questionnaire to ask 43 biologists familiar with 
wolves whether a scenario as in the Northern Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Plan would equate 
to a viable population. No effort was made to define "viability"; the biologists were expected 
to use their own inherent understanding of the concept. I asked: (1) whether a population of 10 
breeding pairs alone for 3 consecutive years would constitute a viable population, and (2) 
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whether 10 breeding pairs (assumed to be 100-150 wolves) in 3 areas for 3 consecutive years 
constituted a viable population. 

Sixteen (64 % ) of the 25 biologists who responded felt that 10 breeding pairs sustammg 
themselves for 3 consecutive years at least met the minimum standards for a viable population. 
Six of the 16 commented that 10 pairs was marginal for viability and/or was viable only if 
interchange with another population occurred. Seven respondents believed this number was too 
few. 

When asked if three such groups of 10 breeding pairs in a metapopulation for 3 consecutive 
years would meet the definition of "viable", 20 of 25 (80%) responded that it would meet the 
definition, while 2 disagreed (indicating that 10 years or some higher number of wolves was 
necessary). The remaining 3 respondents were not sure or did not give a distinct response. 
Two respondents thought that 10 breeding pairs would comprise a population of 30-40 and 50 
wolves, respectively, rather than 100+, and 1 of those respondents believed a minimum of 100 
(i.e. > 10 breeding pairs) was necessary for viability. Thirteen respondents made implication 
that an isolated single population was likely in for future difficulty, but exchange among 3 
subpopulations, or with the Canadian population, would greatly enhance viability of 
subpopulations. Overall, the capacity for movement of individuals between subpopulations was 
of considerable concern to respondents. Relatedness of founders was another frequently 
mentioned consideration. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Most analyses of MVP have involved small populations of rare taxa. Most treatments of 
population viability include 2 assumptions: (1) that the population is totally isolated, and (2) that 
no management would occur. Neither assumption is likely to be valid for wolves in the 
Northern Rockies of the U.S. First, the Northern Rockies population would be connected to the 
Canadian population via the Rocky Mountain chain northward from Glacier National Park to the 
Banff-Jasper Parks in Alberta and B.C. Movement of wolves between those areas has been 
documented. (That corridor may be vital to the long term future of wolves in the Northern 
Rockies of the U.S.) Second, there is no reason that a dwindling sub-population could not be 
augmented by individuals or packs from a nearby area. 

The ability of the new population in Yellowstone or Idaho to sustain itself long-term will depend 
in part on the amount of genetic variability at the start, which depends partly on the number of 
founders. Very simply, the more wolves starting the population, the stronger the genetic base 
for the population will be. Note that this argues for reintroduction over natural recovery. In 
natural recovery the population would be based on a small number (2 +) of founders, which 
could be fairly closely related, as they would be derived from a population in Montana or Idaho 
that likewise probably was founded by a few animals (a double bottleneck effect). In a 
reintroduction, not only could more individuals be used, but the degree of genetic variability 
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they carry and their degree of relatedness could be determined prior to reintroduction. Of 
course the success of a Yellowstone or central Idaho wolf population is contingent on several 
other factors including a mortality rate low enough to allow population growth to the level of 
10 packs. Another advantage of reintroduction is that the sub-populations could be brought up 
to recovery level fairly synchronously. Components of the metapopulation would then be better 
able to naturally augment one another (demographically) and the entire population would attain 
"viability" sooner. 

The importance of movement of individuals between sub-populations cannot be overemphasized. 
The dispersal ability of wolves makes such movement likely, unless wolves were heavily 
exploited between recovery areas, as could happen in the more developed corridor between 
central Idaho and Yellowstone National Park. Intensive migration management might become 
necessary if 1 of the 3 sub-populations should develop genetic or demographic problems. I see 
no reason why migration management should be viewed negatively. It will be a necessity in 
other wolf recovery programs. Some, however, may view such management intervention as 
'unnatural. ' 

It is fairly clear that 10 breeding pairs in isolation will not comprise a "viable" population (i.e. 
have a high probability of survival for a long period without human intervention). Thirty or 
more breeding pairs comprising some 300 + wolves in a metapopulation with genetic exchange 
between sub-populations should have a high probability of long-term persistence. However, if 
a range or scale of different population sizes could be displayed representing the entire 
"viability" spectrum (from "minimally viable" to "unquestionably viable"), I believe the 
definition in the current recovery plan would be on the lower half of the scale. 

My conclusion is that the 1987 wolf recovery plan's population goal of 10 breeding pairs of 
wolves in 3 separate recovery areas for 3 consecutive years is reasonably sound and would 
maintain a viable wolf population into the foreseeable future. The goal is somewhat 
conservative, however, and should be considered minimal. The addition of a few extra pairs 
would add security to the population and should be considered in the post-EIS management 
planning. That could always be done as a periodic infusion if deemed necessary. 
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APPENDIX 10. SUMMARY OF UNGULATE 
MORTALITY IN THE YELLOWSTONE AND CENTRAL IDAHO 

PRIMARY ANALYSIS AREAS 

Table Al0-1. Annual estimated losses of ungulates/year from all causes that would occur to 
maintain stable ungulate population in the Yellowstone primary analysis area. 

Estimated losses' 

Postharvest Young born /adult Number Other 
Species population Adult females female/year born/year Hunters lossesb 

Elk S6,100 33,660 (603) 0.72 24,23S 8,334 IS,901 

Deer 29,SOO 16,22S (SS3) 1.2 19,470 S,287 14,183 

Moose S,800 3,480 (603) 0.8 2,784 SS! 2,233 

Bighorn 3,900 2,340 (603) o.s 1,170 130 1,040 

Bison 3,600 1,800 (S03) o.s 900 131 769 

Total 98,900 S7,SOS 48,SS9 14,433 34,126 

' Total ungulate loss/year= 48,SS9 (hunting 303, other 703). Estimated wolf caused ungulate mortalities/year 
= 1,200 or 2.S3 increase/year at recovered level (100 wolves). 
b Other ungulate losses include disease, starvation, winter kill, wounding loss, poaching, predation, accidents, road 
kill, fighting, etc. 

Table Al0-2. Annual estimated losses of ungulate/year from all causes that would occur to 
maintain stable ungulate populations in the central Idaho primary analysis area. 

Estimated losses' 
Postharvest Adult Young born/adult Number 

Species population females female/year born/year Other 
Hunters lossesb 

Elk 76,300 43,673 0.72 3 l ,44S 12,094 l 9,3Sl 

Deer !S9,600 99,7SO 1.20 119,700 21,000 98,700 

Moose 1,700 1,020 0.80 816 163 6S3 

Bighorn 1,800 1,187 a.so S94 66 S28 

Mountain Goat 2,000 1,230 0.80 984 3S 949 

Total 241,400 IS3,S39 33,3S8 120, 181 

' Total ungulate loss/year = 1S3,S39 (hunting 223, all other 783). Estimated wolf caused ungulate 
mortalities/year= 1,600 or l 3 at recovered level (JOO wolves). 
b Other ungulate losses include disease, starvation, winter kill, wounding loss, poaching, predation, accidents, road 
kill, fighting, etc. 

NOTE: These tables are intended to be representative estimates of overall mortality rates from 
all causes in ungulate populations (newborn-adult) rather than a prediction of the precise ungulate 
population dynamics/mortality in the primary analysis areas in the Yellowstone and central Idaho 
areas. 
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APPENDIX 11. DELISTING ENDANGERED 
SPECIES AND THREATENED SPECIES 

Species are listed, delisted, or their status as threatened or endangered is changed according to 
provisions and procedures in Section 4 of the ESA. 

Selected portions of that section read: 

DETERMINATION OF ENDANGERED AND THREATENED SPECIES 

Sec. 4. (a) GENERAL.- (1) The Secretary shall by regulation promulgated in accordance with 
subsection (b) determine whether any species is an endangered species or a threatened species 
because of any of the following factors; 

(A) the present of threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or 
range; 

(B) overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes; 

(C) disease or predation; 

(D) the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; 

(E) other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued existence. 

(b) BASIS FOR DETERMINATIONS.- (!)(A) The Secretary shall make determinations required 
by subsection (a) (1) solely on the basis of the best scientific and commercial data available to 
him after conducting a review of the status of the species and after taking into account those 
efforts, If any, being made by any State or foreign nation, or any political subdivision of a State 
or foreign nation, to protect such species, whether by predator control, protection of habitat and 
food supply, or other conservation practices, within any are under its jurisdiction, or on the high 
seas. 

(c) LISTS- (1) The Secretary of the Interior shall publish in the Federal Register a list of all 
species determined by him or the Secretary of Commerce to be endangered species and a list of 
all species determined by him or the Secretary of Commerce to be threatened species. Each list 
shall refer to the species contained therein by scientific and common name or names, if any, 
specify with respect to such species over what portion of its range it is endangered or threatened, 
and specify any critical habitat within such range. The secretary shall from time to time revise 
each list published under the authority of this subsection to reflect recent determinations, 
designations, and revisions made in accordance with subsection (a) and (b). 
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(2) The Secretary shall 

(A) conduct at least once every five years, a review of all species included in a list 
which is published pursuant to paragraph (1) and which is in effect at the time of such 
review; and 

(B) determine on the basis of such review whether any such species should
(i) be removed from the list 
(ii) be changed in status from an endangered species to a threatened species; or 
(iii) be changed in status from a threatened species to an endangered species. 

Each determination under subparagraph (B) shall be made in accordance with the provisions of 
subsection (a) and (b). 
(g) MONITORING-(1) The Secretary shall implement a system in cooperation with the States 
to monitor effectively for not less than five years the status of all species which have been 
recovered to the point at which the measures provided pursuant to this Act are no longer 
necessary and which, in accordance with the provisions of this section, have been removed from 
either of the lists published under subsection (c). 

(2) The Secretary shall make prompt use of the authority under paragraph 7 of 
subsection (b) of this section to prevent a significant risk to the well being of any 
such recovered species." 

The 1987 Recovery Plan for Gray Wolves in the Northern Rocky Mountains stated: 

The primary objective was "To remove the northern Rocky Mountain wolf from the Endangered 
Species List by securing and maintaining a minimum of 10 breeding pairs in each of three 
recovery areas for a minimum of three consecutive years". The secondary objective was "To 
reclassify the Northern Rocky Mountain wolf to threatened status over its entire range by 
securing and maintaining a minimum of 10 breeding pairs in each of two recovery areas for a 
minimum of 3 successive years. The tertiary objective was "To reclassify the Northern Rocky 
Mountain wolf to threatened status in an individual recovery area by securing and maintaining 
a minimum of 10 breeding pairs in the recovery area for a minimum of three successive years. 
Consideration will also be given to reclassifying such a population to threatened under similarity 
of appearance after the tertiary objective has been achieved and verified, special regulations are 
established, and a State management plan is in place for that population". 

The FWS looked in detail at the criteria that must be met to declare a population of wolves 
recovered and the procedures that must be followed to delist that population (Appendix 9). The 
analysis of what is a viable wolf population indicated that a wolf population could be considered 
recovered by securing and maintaining a minimum of 10 breeding pairs of wolves in each of 
three recovery areas (northwestern Montana, central Idaho, and the Yellowstone area) for a 
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minimum of three consecutive years, only if there was a reasonable probability (distribution of 
wolf pack territories compared to average or estimated wolf dispersal distances) of some 
interchange of wolves (minimum of one new individual breeding per generation) between the 
parts of the meta-population (experimental population areas, recovery areas or other nearby wolf 
populations). Since the three recovery areas (northwestern Montana, central Idaho, and 
Yellowstone area) are within relatively close proximity to one another and lone wolves have 
been documented to move between these, or similar, areas even at low wolf density, the criteria 
for wolf recovery in the 1987 Wolf Recovery Plan are still valid. If the criteria for wolf 
recovery were to change based upon new information then the recovery plan for wolves in the 
Northern Rocky mountains of the U.S. would be revised. Any revision would include public 
comment on proposed changes. 

All the following procedures must be followed to delist the wolf population in the northern 
Rocky Mountains of the U.S. 
I. The wolf population meets the criteria set for recovery (population viability). 

2. The Secretary shall make the determination, solely on the basis of the best scientific and 
commercial data available to him after conducting a review of the status of the species and after 
taking into account those efforts, if any, being made by any State or foreign nation ... to protect 
such species ... that gray wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains are not an endangered species 
or threatened species because of any of the following factors: 

(A) the present or threatened destruction, modification, or curtailment of its habitat or 
range; (there must be enough secure habitat to support a wolf population). 

(B) overutilization for commercial, recreational, scientific, or educational purposes; 
(wolf populations must be able to maintain themselves above recovery levels despite 
man-caused mortality) 

(C) disease or predation; (wolf populations must be able to maintain themselves above 
recovery levels despite natural mortality) 

(D) the inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms; (the states and tribes must have 
the authorities, laws, and enforcement of regulations to ensure that wolf populations are 
managed in a manner that they do not decline below recovery levels. For instance wolves 
in Wyoming could not be delisted while Wyoming law classified wolves as an unprotected 
predator). 

(E) other natural or manmade factors affecting its continued existence. (wolf populations 
continue to have the recommended level of interchange of genetic material, and that they 
are able to maintain a recovered population level in the face of other factors not listed in 
A-D above). 
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The Secretary would publish the intent and evidence to delist wolf populations in the federal 
register. This process would be subject to full public review, but the decision to change the 
status of listed species is made solely on the best scientific and commercial data available at that 
time. 

IT SHOULD BE CLEARLY AND UNEQUIVOCALLY UNDERSTOOD THAT IT IS THE 
INTENT AND LEGAL MANDATE OF THE FWS TO RECOVER AND THEN FOLLOW 
LEGAL PROCEDURES TO DELIST GRAY WOLF POPULATIONS IN THE 
NORTHERN ROCKY MOUNTAINS OF THE U.S. 
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APPENDIX 12. WOLF MONITORING 
PROGRAMS IN IDAHO, MONTANA, AND WYOMING 

HISTORY OF WOLF MONITORING IN IDAHO 

Sightings of wolves have been reported occasionally in Idaho since they were believed to have 
been eradicated in the early 1930s. Despite this history of infrequent sightings and the recently 
increased level of monitoring reports of wolf sightings, there is only marginal evidence to 
suggest that wolves are more abundant in Idaho today than they were 10-20 years ago. 

Before the 1980s, sightings and reports of wolves primarily occurred incidental to other outdoor 
activities. Few, if any, surveys had been conducted. However, in 1978 a hunter shot a wolf 
near Warm Lake in the Boise National Forest, and in 1981 an Idaho Department of Fish and 
Game wildlife biologist photographed a wolf in the Clearwater National Forest during a big 
game survey flight. 

Kaminski and Hansen (1984) researched historical information on the presence of wolves, 
searched agency files, and interviewed personnel for records and reports of wolf occurrence. 
In 1983 and 1984 they conducted the first extensive field survey for wolves in central Idaho. 
They found evidence of 1-4 single wolves during their field surveys, but found no evidence of e 
pack activity. 

In 1985 Hansen (1986) analyzed random wolf reports, sent questionnaires to hunters, trappers, 
and outfitters, and conducted field surveys during winter in northern Idaho. He found no 
conclusive sign of wolves in any of the areas he searched. Concentrations of wolf reports were 
not apparent, but more sightings occurred along the Montana-Idaho border than elsewhere. 

Siddall (1989) analyzed random and solicited reports of wolves received between September 
1988 and April 1989. Of 248 reports Siddall analyzed, 78 were rated (Weaver 1978) as 
probable, 137 were rated as possible, and 33 were discounted. Analysis of the reports suggested 
a concentration of reports from the Boise and Payette National Forests in the Bear Valley, Warm 
Lake, and Landmark areas in central Idaho, and areas in and near the Clearwater National 
Forest in northern Idaho. Other apparent concentrations occurred on the Nez Perce National 
forest near Dixie and near the North Fork Salmon River. 

Johnston and Erickson (1990) analyzed random and solicited wolf reports received between June 
. -

1989 and February 1990. Of 170 reports they analyzed, 78 were rated (Weaver 1978) probable 
and 92 were rated possible. Concentrations of reports were evident from between the Lochsa 
and North Fork Clearwater River drainages, east and south of Dworshak Reservoir, in the South 
Fork Clearwater River drainage, the Upper South Fork Salmon River and Middle Fork Salmon 
River, and northwest of Stanley in the Cape Hom area. 
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In July 1991 an Idaho Department of Fish and Game employee video-taped 2 wolves in the Bear 
Valley area in the Boise National Forest. One month later, however, a wolf was found poisoned 
in that area. Presence of wolves has not been confirmed in the Bear Valley area since then. 

Rachael (1993) analyzed 207 wolf reports received by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the 
Idaho Department of Fish and Game, and all National Forests in Idaho between January 1991 
and June 1993. Concentrations of reports occurred in 3 areas: the Bear Valley area of the Boise 
National Forest (where 1 of 2 wolves known to occur there was found poisoned in July 1991), 
the Red River Ranger District of the Nez Perce National Forest, and the area west of Lolo Pass 
and north of the Lochsa River in the Clearwater National Forest. More than 93 % of all 
sightings were of single animals. 

A wolf that was radio-collared in Glacier National Park in September 1990 was located in the 
Kelly Creek drainage of the Clearwater National Forest in Idaho in January 1992 , just west of 
the Idaho-Montana border. That wolf was located in the Kelly Creek area during regular 
telemetry flights until autumn 1993. Multiple attempts to receive a signal from this animal's 
radio collar since then have failed, and the transmitter has exceeded its expected life; however 
the animal was observed by Fish and Game Department personnel in a helicopter in early 
February 1994. 

Personnel from the Idaho State Office of the USFWS spent several weeks with Forest Service 
personnel during winter of 1991 and 1992 and summer of 1992 conducting surveys in the Boise 
National Forest, the Nez Perce National Forest, and elsewhere in Idaho. Presence of only 2 
wolves was confirmed (both in the Bear Valley area where 1 was later found poisoned). 

A USFWS temporary biologist and volunteer began conducting surveys for wolves and 
investigating timely reports of wolves throughout the state in June 1993. Positive evidence of 
a wolf(ves) was found on the Nez Perce National Forest, but its current presence could not be 
confirmed. Presence of wolves was not documented from other parts of the state in 1993. 

Two temporary biologists for the Nez Perce National Forest conducted surveys for wolves and 
goshawks in the Red River Ranger District during summer 1993, and Forest Biologist Steve 
Blair has been coordinating immediate responses to credible, timely wolf reports on the forest. 
Forest Service personnel were able to obtain positive evidence (scats and tracks) of wolves in 
summer 1993. However, a USFWS wolf survey crew from Washington that conducted 
extensive efforts to locate wolves in the Nez Perce National Forest during a 1-month period 
during summer 1993 found no positive evidence of wolves. 

Several other National Forests have been cooperating in the effort to survey for wolves. In 
summer 1993 a part-time survey crew for the Panhandle National Forests investigated a series 
of reports near Wallace, Idaho, but failed to obtain positive evidence. Challis National Forest 
personnel have conducted wolf survey programs since 1990 and contributed to identifying wolves 
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in the Bear Valley area in 1991. Payette National Forest personnel have participated in a wolf 
survey program in west-central Idaho since 1990. In addition to monitoring the radio-collared 
wolf in the Kelly Creek drainage of the Clearwater National Forest, Forest Biologist Dan Davis, 
has been coordinating rapid responses to credible, timely reports of wolf observations. 

Two special interest groups have also contributed to the effort of surveying for wolves in Idaho. 
Wolf Haven has conducted several howling surveys in cooperation with land management agency 
biologists in Idaho since 1991, but these surveys have not led to the confirmation of the 
existence of wolves. The Wolf Recovery Foundation, a private organization from Boise, has 
also sponsored numerous wolf howling surveys throughout Idaho. These surveys have not been 
successful in confirming the presence of wolves. The foundation also sponsored a 1-800 number 
for the public to report wolf sightings. 

The USFWS has continually requested that the public and state and federal agency biologists 
report sightings of wolves or wolf sign in a timely manner. The USFWS plans to continue to 
survey for wolves in 1994 in close cooperation with land management agency biologists. 

Single wolves have probably inhabited or travelled through Idaho in recent years. However, 
despite numerous wolf surveys conducted throughout the state, and hundreds of thousands of 
sportsmen and recreationalists who spend over 8,000,000 visitor-days in central Idaho annually, 
and the hundreds of hours Idaho Department of Fish and Game wildlife biologists spend 
conducting survey flights of big game populations on winter ranges each year, few wolves have 
been confirmed to exist in Idaho. Although a few single animals probably occur in the state and 
the population of wolves in western Montana is increasing, wolf recovery in Idaho and elsewhere 
is dependent upon successful pair formation and reproduction. No evidence of breeding activity 
or packs of wolves has been reported in the state. 
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GRAY WOLF MONITORING IN MONTANA 

Eradication of the gray wolf was initiated in Montana in 1883 with the advent of a bounty 
system and was completed by a federal agency by the 1930s. At the same time the wolf was 
being eradicated from the southern portions of Alberta and British Columbia. In the late 1960s 
the British Columbia provincial government allowed wolf populations to increase in the 
southeastern portion of the province by reducing wolf hunting and trapping. The Alberta 
province reduced its predator control program in the 1960s. Reduction of predator control 
programs and reduced hunter harvest allowed for wolf populations to increase and recolonize 
southward toward Montana and Glacier National Park (Singer 1975). Since the 1960s sightings 
and documentation of wolves in northwestern Montana has steadily increased. The wolf was 
listed as a predator in Montana until 1973 when it was protected by state law and the federal 
Endangered Species Act of 1973. 

Although wolves were rarely seen in Montana in the early 1900s, reports of sightings persisted 
through the first half of the twentieth century with a significant increase around the 1960s. 
Singer (1975) collected 77 wolf sightings for the period of 1910-1975, 24 of which were made 
from 1960 to 1975 in and around Glacier National Park. Kaley (1976) updated Singer's report 
and obtained 53 additional sightings around Glacier National Park in 1976. Most reports were 
of single animals (63%) or pairs (22%), with 2 packs of 6 wolves being reported in 1968 and 
1973 (Brewster and Fritts 1992). Singer reported that 14 wolves were shot, and 15 trapped 
between 1910 and 1974 in the North Fork of the Flathead River drainage. Residents observed 
what they believed to be wolf pups in 1948, 1967, 1971, and 1973 although a den was never 
found. 

The Wolf Ecology Project was established in 1972 by Dr. Robert Ream from the University of 
Montana. Under Dr. Ream's guidance the Project collected wolf observations and searched for 
wolves in Montana. Day (1981) and Ream and Mattson (1982) recorded and analyzed wolf 
observation reports including accounts of sightings, howling, tracks, dens, scats, kills, dead 
wolves, and scent posts from western Montana, Idaho, and northwestern Wyoming during 1972 
through 1979. A total of 400 reports were collected (Brewster and Fritts 1992). Day (1981) 
collected 372 wolf reports, of which 93 were questionable and not used. His "very good" 
category consisted of 5 wolves that were killed in 1964, 1968, 1972, 1974, and 1977. These 
animals were probably dispersers from Canada. A wolf was also killed in southwestern Montana 
in 1941 (Flath 1979). A majority of the reports (261) were from 1967 to 1977 (Day 1981). 
Single animals comprised 71 % ofthe observation reports. Day used clumpings of sightings to 
determine wolf distribution and possible establishment, similar to the monitoring system that was 
adopted by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service in 1989. The reports indicated two clumpings: 
one was in northern Montana centered around Glacier National Park and the Bob Marshall 
Wilderness area; the other was in the Beaverhead National Forest in southwestern Montana and 
the adjacent Salmon and Targhee National Forests in Idaho (Day 1981). Subsequent searches 
did not locate or confirm any pack or breeding pair. 
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Flath (1979) collected wolf reports from southwestern Montana from 1968 to 1978 and described 
an increase in wolf observations in 1968 that steadily declined from 1974 to 1978. Most of the 
reports (90 % ) were of singles or pairs with no evidence of resident wolf pack activity. One 
possible den was reported in 1974. 

From July 1970 to 1978, the Wolf Ecology Project (Ream and Mattson 1978) collected 78 wolf 
reports within the Rocky Mountain Front or within 10 km of its boundaries; 42 were rated very 
good, 30 good, and 6 fair. Reports were of 38 sightings, 39 of wolf sign, and 1 dead wolf. 
Findings indicated that there was no resident population, only single wolves moving through the 
area. 

Ream and Mattson (1982) found that reports west of the Continental Divide were centered along 
the North and Middle Forks of the Flathead River and in the Kootenai area in extreme 
northwestern Montana. East of the Continental Divide, reports occurred along the Rocky 
Mountain front along the Glacier National Park/Bob Marshall Wilderness complex (Brewster and 
Fritts 1992). 

The Wolf Ecology Project and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service collected, recorded, and 
investigated wolf observations from 1970 to 1988. The information was recorded and stored in 
a computer data base. In 1989, the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service implemented a 3-phase 
monitoring system to determine the establishment and distribution of wolves in Montana and 
Wyoming. An observation card was developed based on the information sheet that had been 
used by the Wolf Ecology Project and distributed to all land management agencies to record wolf 
observations or sign. Training was also provided to agency personnel about wolf biology and 
ecology and how to look for and record sign and observations. As the information was obtained 
it was placed into the computer data base and analyzed for clumping of sightings. Clusters of 
multiple animals or of different color combination of animals suggest the presence of breeding 
pairs or pack activity. Numbers of reports have gone from 158 in 1989 to 180 in 1993, with 
a high of 370 in 1992 (U.S. Fish and Wild!. Serv. 1992). 

Surveys are normally conducted when a cluster of sightings are received from an area. In 1991, 
approximately 7,400 miles or roads and trails were surveyed by U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
biologists, (900 miles by snowmobile, 1,200 miles by trail bike). U.S. Forest Service biologists 
surveyed 2,825 miles of trails and roads in 70 different drainages along the Rocky Mountain 
Front. In 1992, U.S. Fish and Wildlife biologists surveyed 14,000 miles of roads and trails 
(1,700 miles by snowmobile, and 1,000 miles by trail bike). In 1992, U.S. Forest Service 
biologists surveyed 1, 007 miles of trails in 55 different drainages along the Front. A lone male 
wolf was discovered during the 1991 surveys and is being monitored on an occasionai basis by 
tracks and other sign. Wolf activity of single and multiple animals was documented in 6 
drainages in 1991 and of only single animals in 1992 (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Serv. 1992). 
Surveys were continued in 1993 with approximately the same level of intensity as in 1991 and 
1992, however, the information from those surveys has not been compiled. 
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In 1992, 12 students from San Francisco State University conducted surveys for 14 days in an 
area west of Kalispell. In 1993, 12 students surveyed the Upper Yaak area and 16 students 
surveyed the area around Lost Trail Pass for 14 days each. A possible howl was heard in each 
area but no wolf activity was found. Personnel from Wolf Haven International and U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service biologists provided training for the survey participants. 

The first denning of wolves in Montana in over 50 years was documented in Glacier National 
Park in 1986 (Ream et al. 1986). Since that time wolves have been increasing in number and 
distribution in northwestern Montana (U.S. Fish and Wild!. Ser. 1992). In the winter of 1993-
94, there were 5 breeding pairs or packs living completely within northwestern Montana, 1 pack 
with a territory partially in Montana and Canada, and 2 packs in Canada adjacent to the Montana 
border (Fig. 1). Approximately 65-70 wolves inhabit Montana and at least 5 litters (24 pups) 
were born in 1993. Several members of all packs have been radio-collared to determine pack 
dynamics and to document progress towards recovery goals. 

In summary, reports of wolves have been made in Montana since the species was essentially 
eradicated in the 1930s. No doubt many of the reports involved coyotes, domestic dogs or other 
animals. Many others probably involved single (probably dispersing) wolves from Canada. The 
increase in sightings after 1968 seems to have been associated with the reduction of wolf control 
and harvesting in Canada. Wolf sightings continue to increase as the species becomes 
established in Montana and disperse to other areas of the northwest. The historical pattern 
clearly indicates that as the wolf's range expands southward, reports of wolves may proceed 
establishment of breeding pairs or packs by many decades. 
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GRAY WOLF MONITORING IN WYOMING 

Early Wolf Monitoring Surveys 
A survey for wolves was initiated in 1974 to determine the status of wolves in northwestern 
Wyoming (Vining 1975). The results of that survey were " ... inconclusive as to the existence 
of a 'wolf' in Wyoming." Evidence collected (primarily scats) suggested the presence of a 
"large canine" in the Shoshone National Forest east of Yellowstone National Park (YNP). 
Vining's survey could not estimate the number of "large canines" nor estimate distribution in 
northwest Wyoming. Vining described his survey as superficial and recommended continued 
efforts to determine the status of wolves in Wyoming. Weaver (1978), in survey work in and 
near YNP, detected 2 instances in 1975 and 1977 of what may have been a lone wolf in the 
Shoshone National Forest 1 km-22 km east of YNP. Wolf packs or wolf reproduction were not 
detected in either the Vining (1975) or Weaver (1978) survey efforts during the 1970s. 

The Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WYGF) summarized 9 reports of wolves from 1978 
to 1985 (Yellowstone National Park, unpub. data). Reports were sporadic (never a cluster of 
similar reports within the same year), were of single animals, and did not show concentrated A 
activity or indicate the presence of wolf pack activity in northwestern Wyoming. -

Recent Wolf Monitoring Program Activity 
In 1989, the FWS instituted a more aggressive wolf reporting system and established a network 

· of state and federal agency contacts to record reports of wolf sightings. The FWS also 
encouraged the public to report wolf sightings to appropriate authorities. All reports of wolves 
were recorded on a wolf observation card and entered in a computer database. Training sessions 
conducted in 1989 and 1991 and provided instruction and techniques on locating, verifying, and 
documenting wolf presence in an area. Employees from several federal agencies and WYGF 
attended these sessions. 

In 1990, personnel from the FWS, USDA Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, and 
WYGF participated in a meeting to upgrade the wolf reporting system in Wyoming and review 
possible reports of wolves in 1989 and 1990. Review of sightings and associated surveys did 
not indicate any wolf pack activity. 

In 1991, the FWS received reports of wolves in the Dubois area, southeast of YNP. Fish and 
Wildlife Service conducted interviews with people and surveys of the area in March 1991 but 
did not find wolf presence. National Park Service and WYGF personnel conducted additional 
field surveys in the Du Noir area in August 1991 but wolf presence was not detected. Fish and 
Wildlife Service, USDA Forest Service, and WYGF personnel conducted an additional survey 
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later in August 1991 in the Dubois area and did not find convincing or conclusive evidence of 
wolves or wolf presence in the area. An additional winter survey was conducted in the Dubois 
area in December 1991 by the FWS and WYGF, and no evidence of wolves or wolf packs was 
found. In summary, the wolf monitoring system in Wyoming showed a concentration of wolf 
reports in the Dubois, Wyoming area southeast of YNP. Based on the concentration of reports, 
several surveys were conducted in 1991 and no convincing evidence of wolf presence was found. 
Additionally, no evidence of breeding activity, reproduction or wolf pack activity was found. 
In the fall 1991, the FWS in cooperation with the WYGF, began a new effort to gain 
information from hunters. Posters on wolf presence and identification and wolf sighting report 
cards were made available at state game check stations. 

In 1992 and 1993, the FWS continued to collect reports of wolf sightings in Wyoming. 
Following an incident in late September 1992 when a wolf was killed south of Yellowstone 
National Park, FWS, National Park Service, and WYGF personnel searched a 100 mi2 area 
where the animal was killed and found no evidence of the presence of other wolves or wolf 
activity. 

In an effort to further increase awareness of wolves and encourage people to report when they 
see wolves or wolf sign, FWS personnel gave 14 presentations and training sessions on wolves 
and wolf identification during April and May 1993. Presentations and training sessions were 
held throughout the Yellowstone area in Wyoming and Idaho and personnel from USDA Forest 
Service, BLM, WYGF and the general public attended. Based on a small cluster of reports of 
wolf activity in the Thorofare area southeast of Yellowstone, FWS and USDA Forest Service 
personnel conducted a field survey of the area in early July 1993. No evidence of wolves or 
wolf sign was found. 

Fish and Wildlife Service personnel conducted wolf surveys in January 1994 in several areas east 
and south of YNP. Surveys detected only 1 instance of possible wolf sign (tracks) in the Berry 
Creek area south of YNP. The tracks suggested presence of a lone wolf. Large tracks were 
again reported in the Pacific Creek area south of YNP and could be the Berry Creek animal. 
Both reports suggest perhaps 1 lone wolf may be inhabiting areas south of YNP. To date no 
surveys or confirmed reports suggest breeding or reproduction of wolves, or wolf pack activity 
in northwestern Wyoming. Additional surveys may be conducted in the future based on clusters 
of credible wolf reports. Additional presentations and training session to increase awareness and 
information about wolves will continue in the future. 

GRAY WOLF MONITORING IN YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK 

Introduction 
Wolf sightings have been infrequently reported throughout Yellowstone and the surrounding area 
from the late 1920s (when the last known wolves were killed in Yellowstone) to the present. 
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Weaver (1978) provides a summary of wolf extermination in Yellowstone and possible 
occasional occurrence in and near Yellowstone from the late 1800s to April 1977. Weaver 
believed 2 packs of wolves may have been present during the mid-1930s but they did not persist. 
For the next 30 years wolf reports (singles and pairs) were sporadic. An increase of reports 
occurred from 1967 to 1977 and was probably due to implementation of a system recording wolf 
sightings. During the 1970s, sporadic reports suggested mostly single animals in the northeast 
and northwest portions of the park. Tracks and howls suggested a lone, large canid may have 
been in an area 1-22 km east of the park in the Shoshone National Forest in spring 1977 
(Weaver 1978). Weaver (1978) did not find any evidence of persistent wolf pack activity during 
the 1970s. Meagher (1986) summarized a total of 106 possible wolf reports from 1977 to 1986. 
Of the 106, 95 (90%) were judged to be coyote or impossible to categorize. The remaining 11 
reports were determined to represent 9 possible occurrences of wolves in the Yellowstone 
National Park area. If the 9 occurrences were wolves, all were considered transients and the 
data did not suggest resident (pack) activity up to 1986 (Meagher 1986). 

Since Meagher's (1986) report, wolf sightings have continued to be reported and with interest 
in wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone and the gray wolf EIS, reports of wolves have greatly 
increased to 177 reports in and around Yellowstone (160 in Yellowstone) for 1993. Of the 1993 
total only 2 reports appear suggestive of single wolves. 

In recent years, additional activities have been initiated to increase both the public and park 
employee awareness of wolves and encourage them to report possible sightings of wolves in 
Yellowstone. Yellowstone's reporting system for rare animals (including wolves) has also been 
updated, revised, and computerized to facilitate the analysis and summarization of rare animal 
sightings. Currently, anyone believing they saw a wolf is asked some basic questions regarding 
animal location, description, track measurements (if any), and the habitat in which it was seen. 
All wolf reports in research files from 1987 to 1993 were entered into a computer database to 
facilitate analysis. Basic information in the database included the month, day, year, and time 
of sighting, number of wolves, if photos were taken, track length and width if appropriate, 
location, and description of habitat. The answers to these questions are recorded on a Rare 
Animal Sighting form. Many times, based on the quality of the report, type of description, and 
location, reports are investigated to collect additional data (look for tracks, scats, measure 
vegetation etc.) in an effort to better determine the species of animal seen. If the visitor or 
employee took photos or videos, the Park asks if copies can be made and those copies are 
included with the report. Many times photos can determine a positively identify the animal. 
All data from a report is then recorded in a computer database. Currently, anyone may report 
a wolf sighting in the park by contacting any of the park Visitor Centers, ranger stations, park 
rangers, or contacting the Bear r-v1anagement Office (where reports are surnmarized and entered 
into a computer database). All reports are taken regardless of the quality and entered into the 
database. 
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Summary of Reports from 1986 Through 1993 
Reports of possible wolves in the Yellowstone area have been few from 1986 to 1990, averaging 
8/year. Reports of wolves in Yellowstone greatly increased between 1991 and 1993, probably 
due to the increased interest in and publicity about wolves and wolf recovery in the Yellowstone 
area. 

In 1992, several reports were received (tracks, sightings, photos) suggesting at least 2 individual 
wolves were present in the Yellowstone area. One apparently wild wolf was filmed feeding on 
a bison carcass in Yellowstone's Hayden Valley. Another different individual was killed 
September 30, 1992, south of Yellowstone National Park and search efforts the following week 
by National Park Service, Wyoming Game and Fish, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
personnel revealed no other wolves present in about a 100 mi2 area. In 1993, only 2 reports 
appeared suggestive of wolves. One report was of wolf tracks in the Otter Creek area and 1 was 
a sighting of a wolf-like animal feeding on a bison carcass. To date, no wolf reports have 
indicated any concentrated wolf activity in Yellowstone and no reports have revealed the 
presence of pack activity or successful breeding in Yellowstone National Park. 

Conclusions 
Reports of wolves submitted to Yellowstone National Park have greatly increased from 1987 to 
1992. Most reports were classified as unknown because too little information was present to 
verify or determine what a person may have seen. Many reports were determined to be 
Yellowstone's large coyotes and many reports have photos supporting such conclusions. 
Physical evidence, photos, and large tracks suggest 2 separate wolves may have been in or near 
Yellowstone in 1992. Reports in 1993 suggest 1 or 2 wolves may have been in Yellowstone 
National Park in 1993. None of the reports, suggestive of wolves, indicate concentrated activity 
of multiple animals indicative of pack formation, breeding, or reproduction. 

Other Activities 
Every year during all seasons, biologists spend hundreds of hours surveying ungulate herds or 
locating radio-collared wildlife from aircraft in Yellowstone and no one has reported seeing 
wolves or wolf-like animals in the park from 1986 to 1993. In early 1993, a survey was 
conducted over part of Yellowstone's northern range to search for wolves or wolf sign; nothing 
was found. In late spring, a Forest Service employee reported hearing wolves howling south 
of the park. Soon after a survey flight was conducted in the area to look for wolves or possible 
rendezvous sites. Nothing was found. Additionally, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and Forest 
Service personnel visited this backcountry location searching for wolf sign for several days and 
found none. No wolf howling was heard. No further reports of multiple wolves were received 
from the area. 

Numerous information and training sessions have been held for park and concessions employees 
from 1992 to 1994. In February 1992, a informative presentation was given to park rangers 
resource management coordinators, and other park staff discussing wolf identification and sign 
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(tracks, scats, etc.), wolf recovery in northwestern Montana, the upcoming wolf EIS process, 
and where to report possible wolf sightings. In July 1993, National Park Service and U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service personnel gave 5 workshops to park and concessionaire employees 
regarding wolf ecology, wolf identification, wolf recovery efforts in northwestern Montana, and 
where to report possible sightings of wolves. Also in July 1993, information was provided to 
all ranger subdistricts and visitor centers in the park describing the revised Rare Animal 
Observation system, how to fill out possible wolf reports, and where to send the reports. The 
new computerized system was introduced and instructions were included on how to fill out the 
form. In Yellowstone Today, the park newspaper given to all visitors at the park gates when 
they enter, an informative article described the history and status of wolves in Yellowstone and 
characteristics of wolf identification, and encouraged visitors to send all reports of wolves to the 
Bear Management Office or contact the appropriate authorities. 

In January 1994, another series of meetings was held primarily for ranger and resource 
management personnel to inform them of the Rare Animal Observation system, how to report 
wolf observations, how to identify tracks, take measurements, make casts and where to report 
sightings of wolves and other rare animals. Continued monitoring for wolves, collection and 
analysis of reports, and periodic informative articles will continue. 
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APPENDIX 13. RESEARCH INFORMATION BULLETIN 

Information bulletin 
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
f!$H AND WI! DI !ff SfRV!Cf 

NO. 
DATE 

67 
1993 

Updating Our Thinking on the Role of Human 
Activity in Wolf Recovery 

It is common for land managers and 
administrators involved in wolf (Canis lupus) 
management to assume that human development 
within wolf habitat is a hindrance to wolf recovery. 
Thus, researchers are often asked questions like We 
are planning to build a new dock and parking area 
on Wolf Lake; how will that affect wolf recovery? 
Tb.is kind of question pervades national forest and 
national park plans and has been pondered with 
regularity by both federal and state resource 
managers. 

Meanwhile, wolves have been extending their 
ranges into regions of much greater human 
development. The apparent contradiction has 
created both confusion and misdirected effort. 

Wolves Are Not Habitat-sensitive 

Originally, wolves lived in every habitat in the 
Northern Hemisphere that support:ed large 
mammals-their main prey. When wolves were 
persecuted, however, the only populations left were 
those in inaccessible and heavily forested wilderness. 

Legal Protection Was Important 

The wolf was placed on the endangered species list 
in 1967, and recovery plans were approved for three 
subspecies. legal protection, however, was not 
provided for the wolf until 1974. Three important 
factors characterized the status of wolves when 

adnrinistrators, researchers, and land managers 
began planning wolf recovery: (1) wolves harl been 
unprotected throughout their history, and human 
taking had caused their demise, (2) rese:r:voir 
populations of wolves in areas targeted for recovery 
were low, and (3) recent wolf habitat was being 
developed for human purposes. Research and 
planning for wolf recovery involved examining and 
trying to reverse these three factors. Legal 
protection was instituted and wolves began to 
increase. 

Meanwhile, early research showed that in 
Wisconsin, Michigan, and Minnesota, wolf 
populations generally inhabited only areas with road 
densities less than 0.23 km.2 because higher road 
densities allowed human access, which led to illegal, 
accidental, or incidental wolf deaths. In addition, it 
seemed logical that developments such as highways, 
power lines, railroads, and mining operations would 
tend t.o deter wolf dispersal, because wolves 
inhabited only inac.cessible or semiaccessible 
wilderness. Anecdotal evidence indicated reluctance 
of some wolves to cross highways and railroads (i.e., 
a dispersing radio-collared wolf returned to its natal 
region after encountering the outskirts of a large city; 
another was struck by a vehicle). Recovery plans 
reflected this information, and recommendations 
were made to limit human development in wolf 
recovery areas. The Eastern Timber Wolf Recovery 
Plan prepared in 1975 even warned about a possible 

Research Information Bulletins {RIBs) a:re intemal Fish and Wildlife Service document.a whose purpose is t.o 
provide information on research activities. Because RIBs are not subject t.o peer review, they may not be cited. Use 
of trade names does not imply U.S. Goverm:nent endorsement of commercial product.a. 
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cumulative effect of minor developments that could 
add up to major changes in habitat. 

Wolves Are Increasing Their Range 

At present, wolves have greatly increased their 
numbers and range in Minnesota and have 
recolonized several parts of Wisconsin and 
Michigan. In the West, they have colonized parts of 
Montana, Idaho, and Washington; they are also 
immigrating into North Dakota and South Dakota. 
Although the newly colonizing populations are · 
initially establishing in the less accessible parts of 
their new range, in several areas they have 
colonized repons with road densities greater than 
0.23 knVkm . Furthermore, their founders had to 
have passed through areas of considerable 
development and crossed 4·1ane highways, 
railroads, pipelines, power lines, and other human 
developments. 

When wolves were l.lllprotected or only newly 
protected, it was believed important to restrict 
human development in wolf recovery areas. It is 
clear now that the critical factor in wolf recovery 
was legal protection and not the few restrictions on 
minor development.s. In short, given legal 
protection, wolves have adapted to human 
development.s. 

A revision in thinking about the requirements for 
wolf recovery seems in order. So long as full or 
partial protection is granted wolves and prey 
remains adequate, the only habitat or human-use 
restrictions that seem necessary are those on 
activities that actually destroy wolf or prey habitat 
or that clearly hinder wolf dispersal. Hindrances 
would be (1) extensive corridors of open areas of high 
human settlement or use and (2) extensive 
livestock-raising areas. 

Wolves Are Expanding Their Range in 
Europe and Asia 

Lessons from Europe and Asia can be applied to 
the United Stat.es. Given legal protection, wolves in 
Italy increased from about 100 in the early 1970's to 
about 300 at present and have made their way 
around Rome from population reservoirs in southern 
mountains to areas of higher hwnan densities north 
of Rome. In India, wolves are inhabiting patches of 
wild habitat in highly human-populated regions. In 
both areas, the animals remain in the secure habitat 
during the day and scavenge in and around villages 
at night. 

As protected populations of wolves recolonize 
former habitats in the contiguous 48 states, land 
managers and administrators concerned about wolf 
recovery and conservation may turn their thought.s 
from concerns about minor human developments to 
considering how humans and wolves can live 
together. The latter considerations must include 
protecting livestock from depredations and learning 
how to restrict or attenuate wolf populations. Two 
major tools of importance will be (1) education of the 
public and natural resource managers about the need 
for wolf population regulation, and (2) careful 
land-use zoning to establish zones where wolves will 
be allowed to live and zones where excessive conflict 
with humans will mandste that they be kept 
wolf-free. 

For further information contact: 

L. David Mech 
Patuxent Wildlife Research Center 
North Central Forest Experiment Station 
1992 Folwell Avenue 
St. Paul, MN 55108 
(612) 649-5231 
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APPENDIX 14. INFORMATION ON WOLVES IN THE FORMER 
SOVIET UNION 

UnitcJ States Deparnnent of the Interior 

1378 

Prof. Dr. D. I. Bibikov 
Inst. of Anim Evol Morph & Ecol 
Russian Academy of Sciences 
Leninskyi Pr. 33 
Moscow, W-71, RUSSIA 

Dear Dmitry: 

Greetings from Montana. 

Ecological Services 
100 N. Park, Suite 320 

Helena, MT 59601 

October 22, 1993 

I would like to ask a favor of you. I have enclosed a letter from a Mr. Will Graves to Ed Bangs, 
our wolf Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) Team Leader. In his letter Mr Graves gives his 
views on reintroducing wolves to Yellowstone National Park and central Idaho. He alleges to 
provide a great deal of information from the former USSR on wolf biology and behavior. Most of 
the information he provides is used to argue against restoring wolves. Unfortunately there are 
no citations of literature mentioned, so I do not know how to check the accuracy of the 
information he presents. We need to respond to all comments on the EIS, but do not know exactly 
how to respond to this man's letter. 

Would you please read the letter and let me know whether you think the information about 
wolves in the former Soviet Union is correct. Any information on how to find the references he 
uses would also be appreciated. We would also welcome any comment you have on our draft EIS 
which proposes that wolves be reintroduced to Yellowstone and central Idaho as experimental 
populations (draft enclosed). 

Thank you tor your help. I recognize and appreciate your good work toward conservation of the 
wolf in the former Soviet Union. 

Sincerely, 

~1-;;u:= 
Steven H. Fritts, Ph.D. 
Northern Rocky Mountain 
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Dr. Steven H. Fritts 
Northern Rocky Mountain 
Wolf Recovery Coordinator 
Ecological Services 
100 N.Park, Suite 320 
Helena, MT 59601 

Dear Steven: 

Thank you for the opportunity to read and con1rr1ent .the Mr. Graves's letter concerning 
possible consequences of wolf reintroduction into Yellowstone National Park. Briefly, 
we n·ay give following cornn1ents on it. 
1. The absence of exact bibliography references makes it difficult to realize what 
source of inforn·etion was used and cited Uy Mr. Grave. Re.a.Lling the letter we could 
not find out whorn Mr. <.~rave meant saying "Soviets have professionally docurr1ented 
... ", ''recent Russian research st.ates ... ", "Russian and Soviet literature about 
wolves ... " and so on. We should note, that there were a lot of speculations and 
incorrect reports on hannful role of wolf in Soviet and Russian hunting rnagazines and 
books supported by former Ministry of Agriculture, but very fevv true research on that 
subject in Russia. Reading Mr. Graves's letter we have forn1ed an impression, that his 
opinion is based rnainly on highly speculative hunting rnagazine publications and/or on 
popular hunting books (Pavlov's tor instance). 
2. Certainly, there are several problems related to free living wolf populations in our 
country. Most serious an·iong tlien1 are: hurrian in·1pact on wolf populations and related 
dysfunction of natural ecosysterns in which wolf n1ust be rePresented as an original 
cornµonent (there are sorne recorded exan-.ples for different areas); occupation ot 
wolf ecol~gica~ nich~ by stray dog~ ~fter wolf exterrnination (that is typical sit~ation fore 
rnany 1 eg1ons 1n which wolf was ehrn1nated), and, as a rule, stray dogs function rnuch 
n1ote effectively then wolves for both spreading over diseases and parasites and for 
epizootiology of rabies. 
3.There is a potential danger of \Nolf involvement in rabies circulation, but in Russirt 
1Nolt does: not play the rriain role in epizootology at this disease. The rna.in role is 
attributed to red fox and raccoon dog, and, in lesser extent, to stray dogs, in thnt 
relation \volt often plays a positive role reducing nurr1bers of those noticed species. 
4.\lt.Je do not touch here speculations concerned with wolf attacks on people, different 
estin·etions of rnea:t consurnption by wolf, possible impact on wildlife populations, etc. 
A discussion of the.c,e issues.1na.y be a subject for a big review, not for a short letter. 
·vve rna.y only rnention, that in Russia veterinarians and son1e wilt.Jlife biologists had 
speculated about great arnount of meat consurned by wolf (always counted like rneat 
taken fro1n soviet people) and those speculations well fitted to official cornrnunistic 
ideology in forn·1er Soviet Union, but all known correct researches show that wolves in 
Russia do not corisurne rnore meat, than in north A1T1erica. 
Generally speaking, Mr. Graves's letter is based on speculative and arguing 
inforn·iation tro1n unidentified "Russian source", and, in any case, it reflects the opinion 
of the only one side invo!vcd in long and highly speculative discussion of wolf role in 
Russia. We do not suggest, that arguments represented by Mr. Grave may be 
accepted as "scientifically proved" evidences frorn Russia on potentially harrnful role 
of wolf in Yellowstone ecosyste1n. 
More cornprehensive retrospective review of the problem can be represented after 
research based on over viewing of available Russian literature. Such work would take a 
ihT1e and can be made, if granted. We rn.ay propose, that 7-8 month's research 
resulting in cornprehensive review of Russian literature can be conducted by us, if, in 
the case of need and interest from Arnerican side, it will be supported by totally 1000$ 
grant for tvvo persons involved. 
Further investigation on subjects mentioned in 1'Ar. Cirave's letter need plannino of 
special research project. Under current ·political and econon1ical situation in Russia we 
may discuss possible research on wolf role in particular ecosystems of Russia at. 
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pre.-:;ent tirnr:! (;nly it ::.uch .<;<_1f't of re..;;ear<~h Gan tfl8{!t A s11pport frorn any orgar1+2dtiUH 
interestetJ in thE.! subject. 

With war n1 1 egar ds, 

~ (.,__.:; '~"-.__\/ 
Dimitr~ Bibikov, 
professor of zoology, 
n·1ember of tl ICN 
V\/olf specia.li'.')t wr UIJI j 
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APPENDIX 15. ARTICLE-WOLF ATTACKS ON HUMANS 

AUDUBON March 1990 

WhosAfraid 
of the 
BIG 

BAD 
WOLF? 

by L. DAVID MECH 

A1WIG SNAPPED, AND I KNEW the 
wolves were returning. Str2.ddling the car~ 
of the moose that fifteen of them had just 

pulled down, I peered through the snowy birch and fir 
uees to see two of the creatures rushing straight toward 
me. I wa.s twenty-two yew; old back then and had a quick 
decision to make: Should I rc:a.ch for my movie camera or 
my revolver? (A film of those two big beautiful animals 
bearing down on me would be incredible, bur why had 
the Park Service insisted I ca.rry a gun?) I pulled the 
revolver. 

Instantly I realized my mistake. Just the movement of 
my hand was enough to show the wolves that it vns a 
human being who had usurped their kill, a.nd they 
vmished.. 

Meanwhile, above me Don Murray spin.led around in 
the little ski plane from which we had watehed the whole 
pack swum over this four-hundred-pound moose calf 
and, despite valiant· charges by the cow, bring its suug
gling body down. When I invited the bush pilot to join 
me in inspecting the rermins, he politely declined. "A 
pilot belongs in the air," he procWmed soiemniy. "i'il 
watch from above." 

Later, Mum.y told me that he had seen most of the 
wolves run off when I was still 150 yuds from the kill. 
And we had both watched the last couple of wolves 
reluctantly leave when 1 was within about a hundred feet. 

Murray then saw all of the animals assemble 250 yards 
away while I was enmining their kilL Eventually the two 
rambunctious wolves decided to ra.ce back toward the 
carcass, no doubt forgetting I was still there, 

I don't know how many times in the thirty years since 
that scene on Michigan's Isle Royale I have regrened 
pulling the gun instead of pointing the movie camera. 
Over and over again during my career as a wolf biologist I 
have found that rather than worrying about whether 
wolves would anack me, I worried about how I could get 
closer to them. 

Nevertheless, a large segment of the public still be
lieves that wolves are dangerous to humans. The issue of 
possible wolf predation on humans has arisen several 
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times during the current public debate over whether to 
reestablish wolves in Yellowstone National Park. For ex· 
ample, in a 1989 book.let called "Wolf Reintroduction in 
the Yellowstone National P:uk: A Historical Perspective,'' 
author T. R. Mader lists several alleged threars and attacks 
by wolves under the heading "Misconception 10-wolves 
pose no threat ro man himself." 

Though it's certainly true that a number of aggressive 
encounters between wolves and humans have been docu
mented, few if any have led to serious injury, and they 
often involve extenuating circumsrances. So what is the 
actual situation? Can wild wolves be crusted around hu
mans or nor? To answer that question, we muse explore 
we!J-documenred reporrs of wolf-human encounters. 

Appendices 

Can wild wolves be trusted around bumans 
in a heavily visited park like Yellowstone? 
The evidence sbows we have little to fear. 
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ONE OF 1BE EARUEST and best accounts 
of a wolf atuek was rcponed in a 1985 issue 
of Arctic, published by the University of 

Calgary Press. In the winter of 1915 a team of scientists 
with sled dogs was camped near the northwestern coast of 
Canach's Northwest Territories. When an adult female 
wolf, thought to be in heat, aw.eked the lead sled dog, 
the men rushed out of their tents half-dressed. The wolf 
then atta.ekc:d rwo of them. One man shooed it off "with 
the flapping front" of his wool shirt. The other, eth
nologist DWnondJenncss. tluew a boulder at it. When 
the wolf tried to bite Jenness' leg, he grabbed the animal 
by the back of the neck, and "it screwed irs head round 
and fistencd its teeth in my arm," Jenness said. "I uicd . 
to choke it with the left hand-unsuccessfully-but after 
a moment it let go and moved away a little, when the Dr. 
immediately shoe it." · 

Of interest here arc the presence of the dogs, the 
turmoil, the fact that one man so easily shooed off the 
wolf and another acrually grabbed it. It's not surprising 
that the wolf "screwed its head round" and bit Jenness, 
for most wild carnivores will try to bite when grasped by 
the back of the neck in order to escape. That the wolf 
came so close to Jenness that he had to grab it in self
defense is most significant. It is likely that the wolf was 
highly frightened and confused. And when feeling 
crapped, wolves may respond automatically with a quick, 
short bite. Twice I have been so bitten by tame wolves 
and once by a wild one. 

Another interesting wolf-human interaction also in
volved a dog. One December day in 1970 Sanford Sand
berg, a logger from Skibo, Minncsou, brought his dog to 
his cutting in Superior National Forest. Sandberg and a 
partner were cutting logs when a deer bounded within 
a few yards with two wolves almost on top of it. The 
deer stopped. the loggers waved their arms, and the 
wolves ran off. 

While the loggers discussed the incident, a wolf rushed 
back and began fighting with the dog at Sand berg's feet, 
its tail banging against the man's leg. The wolf soon 
gave up and ran off, and Sandberg picked up his 
frightened dog. 

Suddenly, the second wolf came dashing back, leap
ing up at the dog, catching its lower canine on Sand
berg's red-and-black-checkered wool jacket, and t~ing 
a six-inch rip in it. For an instant Sandberg looked right 
into the mouth of the wolf before the animal dropped 
down and ran off. Sandberg never claimed he had 
been a"ack~d. He said, "I'm sure the wolf was after 
my dog." 

On a snowy January day in 1982, nineteen-year-old 
Ron Poyirier was out snowshoe-hare hunting in a thick 
cedar swamp north of Duluth. He caught a glimpse of 
movement just ahead, when a wolf came from nowhere 
and knocked him down. He rolled on the ground with 
the wolf and grabbed it by the throat to hofd it away. It 
kicked :uid clawed him but did not bite. Poyirier's .22 
rifle W2S still in his hand but not pointed toward the 
wolf. Nevenhel~. the youth fired a shot, and the wolf 
disapp~ed. Poyirier suffered a one-and-a-half-inch 
scratch on his right thigh from one of the wolfs claws. 

The most reasonable explanation for this incident is that 
the youth was WC2.Iing hunting clothes laced with buck 
scent. The wolf may have been chasing a deer-which 
could have been the movement Poyirier glimpsed-:uid 
confused the youth's scent with that of the deer. 

No such circumstances surrounded the wolf-human 
interaction on Ellesmere lsl:uid in the High Arctic when a 
pack of six wolves closely checked out a team of scientists. 
As reported in a 1978 issue of the Journal of Mam
malogy, the scientists saw the wolves approach :uid threw 
clods of tundra at them to ward them off. But the wolves 
kept coming. One jumped up and grazed the cheek of 
botanist Mary Dawson, leaving saliva on but not injuring 
her. In that region wolves have not been hunted or 
persecuted and are generally neuual toward humans, 
showing neither fear nor aggression. What the wolf pack 
was up to when they approached Dawson's team defies 
explanation. 

Somewhat more explainable, but still highly unusual, 
was a report in a 1985 Journal of M.ammalogy in which 
three zoologists were harassed by at least three wolves 
about fifteen kilometers southeast of Churchill. Man
itoba. On June 29, 1984, the three men had just stopped 
to rest when they spied a wolf charging them from ten 
yards away. One man yelled and stamped his feet. The 
wolf stopped about twenty feet away and retreated just as 
a second wolf charged and came to within ten feet of 
Peter A. Scott. Scott sounded a "bear horn" used for 
scaring away polar bears. "Wolf B responded by blinking 
once, twitching its ears. and completing its third lunge in 
a slight divergence off course." It landed about a yard 
from Scott, trotted off at a right angle, and paused ten 
feet away. 

The zoologists climbed trees and watched the wolves 
trot back and forth in an arc fifteen to thirty-five yards 
long for four hours. The men finally retreated two miles 
to their vehicle after not seeing a wolf for fifteen minutes. 
Later they found a den and evidence of pups in the 
general area. 

· Other, less detailed reports of wolf attacks on humans 
include the following: In August 1987 a young gid 
camping in Algonquin Park, Ontario, was bitten by a 
wolf when she shined a light at the crearure; in British 
Columbia, a forester was ueed by wolves, and a woman 
was reportedly injured when she was trying to beat off 
a wolf. 

What is notable in all these reports, besides the highly 
unusual wolf behavior, is the fact that no one was seri
ousiy injured. If a wolf or pack were really to attack a 
person like they attack prey, the result would be instant 
and deadly. I have seen wolves attack several prey ani
mals, and there is nothing hesitant about the anack. No 
one could ever grab a wolf by the neck or throat if it 
lunged the way it does at prey. Wolves can crack open the 
heavy upper leg bones of musk oxen and sever a cow's tail 
at the base with a single bite. To kill moose and other 
large prey, they must tear through several inches of hair 
and very thick hides. Indeed, captive wolves, wolf-dog 
hybrids, :uid, for that matter, even dogs who have been 
mism:uiaged have killed or seriously injured people in 
very shon attacks. 
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THE WOLF ATIACKS related above seem to 
represent either tlueats, defensive reactions, 
or some other kind of nonpredatory inter-

action. In addition, when apprusing alleged wolf at
tacks, one mUSt alM.ys consider the possibility that the 
attack was made by a tame wolf. Such an explanation 
inuncdiatcly comes to mind for the Algonquin Park inci
dent. Many people who own per wolves that they acquire 
as pups need to get rid of them as the wolf marures. 
Because Algonquin Park is so well known for wolves, it 
would be :1. likcly area for such a release. 

Of course if a wolf is stricken with rabies, as sometimes 
happens in North America in latitudes above 60 degrees 
north, it is a different story. Rick Chapman, a graduate: 
student of mine, was atuckcd by a rabid wolf at the 
Arctic National Wildlife: Refuge in Alaska. He had spent 
months studying a wolf den there and was working on his 
doctorate. Chapman was watching the den when he no
ticed a suange wolf approach the pack and fight them. 
The next day the same wolf came near Chapman at his 
tent. After rattling pots and pans to scare it off, he finally 
had to resort to bopping the wolf over the head with a 
hiking boot. The wolf left and returned again only to 
meet the same fate. On the wolfs third attempt, Chap
man knew something was wrong with the animal, and he 
shot it. The wolf turned out to be rabid, as did several of 
the wolves it had fought with at the den. 

That incident is reminiscent of a record in the journal 
of b'Lzmmalogy in 194 7. A wolf attacked a trainman who 
was riding on a little nlllroad "speeder" through the 
bush in Canada. The man hit the wolf with implements 
several times, and was later assisted by a train crew who 
happened by. Finally the wolf was killed. Although the 
wolf was never checked for rabies, it would certainly be a 
good explanation for the animal's bizarre behavior. 

Rabies may also explain numerous newspaper accounts 
of wolf attacks on humans in mideastern countries, 
where the disease has been a regular problem throughout 
history. On the other hand, colleagues of mine in India 
and the Soviet Union have told me of accounts of attacks 
on humans by nonrabid wolves that they believe are true. 
The reports from India usually involve youngsters from 
rural villages who are attacked while relieving themselves 
in fields in the morning. They are often c:uried away and 
later found dead. 

nus "child lifting" is popularly attributed to wolves, 
?..!!d rwenzy to rhi.rry rl"pnrt<: ~ year have reached me, 
giving the names, ages, and villages involved. The prob
lem is that the incidents have not yet been properly 
investigated by competent biologists. In an article in the 
Times of India, a local leopard hunter disputed the offi
cial view that wolves were attacking children and claimed 
the attacks were made by leopards. Not an unreasonable 
explanation considering that leopards are known to kill 
people. But until foreign reports are thoroughly chetl.ed, 
judgment on them must be suspended. 

Even if found to be true, we must not conclude too 
much from the Eurasian reports. There is too much evi
dence that North American wolves are not dangerous to 
humans. Some nineteen million visitor days with no wolf 
anacks have been recorded in Minnesota's Superior Na-
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tional Forest alone. In addition. the nation2l parks of 
Canada and .Abska could boast many million more safe 
visitor days. as could Canada's provincial packs. 

Funhermore, there Mvc been incidents of humans 
intenccing positively with wild wolves in the High Arctic 
(above 70 degrees nonh latitude), where wolves arc not 
persecuted by humans. Foe CX21I1ple, ornithologist David 
P2!Illelee once grabbed a wolf pup and carried it back to 
his tent. The mother wolf followed at his heels and slept 
ourside his tent until he released the pup. 

Frank Miller, a Canacfu.o Wildlife Service caribou biol
ogist, reported in a 1978 issue of Muik-ox (published by 
the University of Saskatchewan) that G.A. Calderwood 
surprised two wolves near the U.S.-Canadian Arctic 
weather station, Mould Bay. "The wolves rose to their 
feet but did not flee. When Calderwood knelt on the 
ground to put film in his camera, one of the wolves ap
proached, licked [his] &cc. uttered a gurgling sound, 
then turned and trotted off with the other wolf." 

While this may sound incredible, my own experience 
leads me to believe it. During the past four summers I 
have spent my vacations in the High Arctic studying a 
pack of wolves who were jwr about as friendly. I have had 
seven adults surround me as I lay watching their den. a 
yearling steal my fake fur hat when it blew off me, and 
pups and their mother howl within a ya.rd or two of me as 
I took notes. In another auc a four-week-old pup toddled 
up to me while I filmed irs mother a few feet away and 
yanked on my bootlace until it untied the bow! 

The mo!>t dramatic demonruacion of how toler.ult of 
me the pack is occuned when they killed a musk-ox calf 
in front of me and a companion. As they tore apart the 
carcass, I crawled towud them on hands and knees to 
take notes on what they were eating. The subordinates 
(younger wolves) allowed me to within about thiny-five 
feet before leaving, but the alphas (elders) continued to 
feed undisturbed while I sat twenty feet aW2y. 

The tolerance shown by this wolf pack has allowed me 
to gain tremendous insights into wolf social behavior that 
could not have been obtained in any other.way. 

During all of my interactions with this pack the wolves 
accepted and never threatened any of us. In fact, a pho
tographer, unbeknownst to me, actually invaded the den 
itself when the pups were two· to three-weeks old. I am 
not certain how the adults behaved, but I know they did 
not attack him. On the other hand, for the rest of that 
summer the mother of the pups ~s much less r0!'"""'!1.t of 
me than she had been the previous two years. The next 
denning season she abandoned the den and bore her 
pups many miles away. The point here, however, is that 
despite what the wolf must have considered an exueme 
inuusion, she did not attack. 

Of course. individual wolves and packs are highly vari
able. Some might attack under conditions where others 
might not, and the potential for a wild wolf to injure a 
human during an attack is grea.t. Thus one can never say 
never when discussing the possibility of wolf attacks on 
humans. Nevertheless, the weight of evidence indicates 
that humans have little to fear from healthy wild wolves. 
Certainly the remote possibility of wolf attacks should in 
no way inhibit sound wolf reesrablishment. .». 



APPENDIX 16. ADVANTAGE OF A NONESSENTIAL, 
EXPERIMENT AL WOLF REINTRODUCTION 

Designating a wolf population as nonessential, experimental contributes to the recovery and 
conservation of wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains. Effects of wolves on domestic 
livestock, big game populations, and land use restrictions were some of the major issues the 
public identified during development of the FWS's Reintroduction of Gray Wolves to 
Yellowstone National Park and Central Idaho EIS. Under the FWS proposal, special 
management activities are proposed to reduce perceived or real effects wolves might have on 
human activities. Examples of these management activities proposed under this special rule 
would include movement of wolves, harassment of wolves away from private land and domestic 
livestock, take (killing) of wolves by FWS authorized agencies, and in some special cases, take 
of wolves by the public. 

Allowance in the proposal for private landowners to harass wolves found on private land in an 
opportunistic noninjurious manner has not been shown to interfere with the breeding, 
reproduction, feeding, predation on native ungulates, or other major biological processes of 
wolves and therefore harassment does not harm wolves or wolf recovery efforts. It is the 
intention of the FWS proposal to promote wolf recovery in areas where their presence is most 
compatible with other resource activities and this would most likely occur on public lands having 
few or no livestock and in areas away from private lands. It is undesirable to have wolves 
frequent or have dens on private lands where they are not desired within the experimental areas 
because of the slight but increased potential of conflicts with livestock, pets, and other human 
activities on private lands. Harassment acts as a form of aversive conditioning and reduces the 
chances of having to possibly control problem wolves later in the future. Harassment may also 
condition wolves to be wary of people and human activities. This harassment allowance could 
likely promote and aid in recovery of wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains as private citizens 
have recourse to ward off potential problems which might likely reduce landowner frustration 
and which might prevent or substantially reduce indiscriminate and unnecessary killing of 
wolves, including those animals living in areas where conflicts with human activities do not 
exist. 

The incidence of wolf depredations in the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas is expected to be 
low, especially during the early stages of wolf recovery because of low wolf numbers. 
However, some livestock owners could sustain depredation losses and provisions for flexible 
wolf control and harassment are essential to the recovery of the species. It is the intention of 
the FWS's proposal to allow nondepredating wolves to be the founders of the recovering wolf 
population in the northern Rocky Mountains. Nondepredating wolves would likely have no 
conflicts with humans or human activities and these wolves are wanted in the population. 
Wolves directing their behavior or activities toward livestock will be moved or removed from 
the population. Based on the projected low rates of wolf depredation on livestock, the few 
wolves moved or removed from the population are not likely to impede the ultimate objective 
of recovery of wolves in the central Idaho or Yellowstone areas. 
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As demonstrated for wolf populations living near domestic livestock in other areas (Minnesota 
and northwestern Montana), a responsive wolf control program that addresses conflicts between 
wolves and domestic livestock, reduces the degree of wolf depredation on livestock, increases 
public acceptance of wolf populations which likely reduces illegal wolf mortality, and allows for 
wolf population growth toward recovery levels. Not only does take of depredating wolves stop 
the depredation, timely response to actual depredations alleviates the perception of government 
inaction that results in indiscriminate killing of non-offending wolves. Consequently, 
conservation of the entire wolf population is enhanced as only those few offending wolves are 
removed, and those wolves not directing their behavior toward livestock or other human 
activities are allowed to reproduce and are not subject to human caused mortality. 

The current wolf management program in Montana is designed to control wolves that attack 
livestock and provides for almost no land-use restrictions to protect wolves. This wolf 
management program is similar to the one being proposed for the experimental population areas 
in Yellowstone and central Idaho and has resulted in an expanding wolf population (22 % per 
year over the past 9 years) and a growing public acceptance of wolf populations and their 
recovery. 

Reintroduction of wolves into Yellowstone and central Idaho will enhance wolf population 
viability in the northern Rocky Mountains by increasing the genetic diversity in the wolf 
population, increase genetic interchange between segments of the population, and accelerate 
reaching wolf population recovery goals 20-30 years sooner than under the current natural 
recovery policy. Public opinion surveys, public comments on wolf management planning, and 
the positions of elected local, state, and federal government officials consistently indicated they 
and the public will repeatedly and fervently resist any attempts to reintroduce wolves without 
assurances that current uses of public and private lands would not be disrupted by wolf recovery 
activities, that wolves that attack livestock will be controlled, and that in the rare instances 
where wolf predation may significantly impact big game populations that the state wildlife 
management agencies can resolve those types of conflict. Such assurances can be made under 
nonessential, experimental population designations. 

As wolf populations grow, more management flexibility can be warranted. Wolves have a 
relatively high reproductive rate !Ind with 6 packs of wolves present in a population (over 50% 
of a recovery level objective), about 20-25 pups could be born each year which would 
compensate for any increased mortality resulting from increased management flexibility 
(provisions allowing private individuals to take wolves in the act of depredating on livestock on 
public grazing allotments or private lands). Accounting for a possible 10% loss of wolves to 
control actions and an additional 10% loss from other mortality sources, the reproductive output 
of 6 packs of wolves provides for a wolf population increasing at or near 22 % per year which 
can accommodate more flexible wolf management when 2:. 6 packs are present which will 
further address local concerns and resistance to wolf recovery efforts and reduce the need and 
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costs of agency actions to resolve wolf/human conflicts while encouraging continued rapid wo~f 
population growth. 

Closely regulated and rational public control of wolves in the act of depredating on livestock can 
also more effectively focus on individual problem wolves because the situation is addressed as 
the conflict is occurring rather than hours or days after a problem is documented. Indiscriminate 
(or illegal) control may be less focused on individual problem wolves and more likely to target 
groups of wolves that contain problem individuals compared to immediate control of individual 
problem wolves as depredations are occurring. 

Having wolves designated as a nonessential experimental population under the FWS proposal 
means no critical habitat could be designated for wolves and none would be needed. Millions 
of acres of public land containing hundreds of thousands of wild ungulates currently provide 
more than enough habitat to support a recovered population of wolves in the Yellowstone and 
central Idaho experimental areas. 

Reintroduction of wolves designated as nonessential, experimental populations into Yellowstone 
National Park and central Idaho will substantially enhance the conservation and recovery of gray 
wolves in the northern Rocky Mountains of the United States because: 1) the public will resist 
efforts to reintroduction or recovery of wolves without the assurances that local land uses will 
not be adversely affected which are only available under a nonessential experimental designation, 
2) provisions of the experimental rule will allow for rapid wolf population growth and address 
the legitimate concerns of local residents, 3) wolf population viability is greatly enhanced and 
accelerated by reintroduction into the Yellowstone and central Idaho areas, 4) the proposed 
action will not hinder the growth of wolf populations outside the experimental populations areas. 
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